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IPREFACE
The second Maurice Ewing Symposium was

devoted to the implications of deep drilling
results in the Atlantic Ocean. This subject
was chosen for two reasons. First, Maurice
Ewing was one of the leaders of JOIDES (Joint
Oceanographic Institutions For Deep Earth
Sampling), the association of oceanographic
institutions that was formed to organize afid
sponsor drilling in the deep ocean, and which
has continued to provide scientific advice to
the Deep Sea Drilling Project. Second. the
first phase of International Program of Ocean
Drilling in the Atlantic was finished and it
seemed a good time to assess the implications
of drilling results in the Atlantic that had
been obtained over almost a decade.

During the time this volume was being
prepared, discussions were taking place about
a new initiative in oceanic drilling, in which
a drilling vessel with much enhanced capability
might be used. The results presented in this
volume thus represent the base on which new
drilling plans can be built.

The Maurice Ewing series is based on papers
presented at the Maurice Ewing symposia. Two
volumes resulted from the seconzd symposium,
which was held at Arden House, Harriman, New
York on March 19-25, 1978. The symposium was
co-sponsored by the Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory, by JOIDES, and by the Inter-Union
Commission in Geodynamics. Financial support
for the symposium was provided by the G. Unger
Vetlesen Foundation, the U. S. Office of Naval
Research, and the U. S. National Scien-e
F0o n.

Manik Talwani
Christopher G. Harrison
Dennis E. Hayes
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ACoUi'C STRATI0IAI'IIY AND ;T1UCTUIRE OF TilE OCLANIC CRU3T

John Ewing

Woods Iolo Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, lMaachusettj 02543

Robort loutz

Lamont-Dohorty Geological Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, Now York 10964

Abstract. With the increase in resolution tion have been observed often in airgun-3onobuoy
,ind the number ,f' measurements, the early seismic profiles and in multi-channel reflection profiles
model of the igneous crust composed of a 5 km/ in regions of old crust; much loss frequently in
suc Layer 2 and a 6.8 km/sec Layer 3 evolved young regions. It is not certain whether this
into one with at least two subdivisions for each is also an age-dependent effect or whether it is
layer. Recent work, in which arrival amplitudes related to the difference in crustal topography
have been Civen higher diagnostics priority and interference from diffracted arrivals.
than travel times in the data analysis, has
ou'ested a further modification of the early Introduction
model in which velocity gradients, with no dis-
tinct discontinuities, replace the layered model. The model, or models, of the velocity-depth
Although the gradient model appears to be gener- structure and the inferred composition of the
ally acceptable, there remains much to learn ocean crust have had high priority for testing
about the degree, scale and pattern of lateral by the crustal drilling program of JOIDES-IPOD.
variations in the velocity structure. Both Other papers in this volume deal specifically
seismic and drilling results indicate a substan- with relating the drilled samples to the seismic
tial amount of inhomogeneity, particularly in and to the ;etrologic and geochemical models.
the upper crust. This paper will focus on the development of

There is substantial evidence that several seismic methods and on the precision of the re-
features of crustal structure are age-dependent, sults.
including: Our efforts to understand the oceanic crust

(1) Topographic roughness of the upper crust through seismological studies have been going
diminishes with increasing age. on for almost thirty years. The first crustal

(2) Low velocity zones, possibly correspond- refraction measurement made in the deep sea in
ing to magma chambers, are apparently confined 1949 by M. Ewing and others (1950) was initially
to young lithosphere. interpreted as indicating a P wave velocity of

(3) The thickness of the low-velocity upper 7.58 km/sec directly underlying the sedimentary
crust (Layer 2A) decreases and/or its wave layer. These data were later re-interpreted by
velocity increases with increasing age. This Ewing et al (1954) to give 7.05 km/sec overlying
effect may be due to cementation and lithifi- a 7.80 km/sec mantle, a model in closer agree-
cation of rubble zones and to filling of frac- ment with measurements made later in 1949 and
tures by mineralization, possibly associated in the early 1950's, eg., Hersey, et al, 1952;
with hydrothermal circulation in the crust. Officer, et al., 1952, Raitt, 1956, Gaskell,

(4) Total crustal thickness increases with Hill, and Swallow, 1958. The main feature of
increasing age. the early model was a crust-mantle discontinuity

(5) Because of greater sediment accumulation at a depth of 10-12 km, with the oceanic crust
on older crust, and associated higher wave being mainly represented by a wave velocity of
velocity in the basal sediments, the impedance 6-7 km/sec and tho mantle, like that under conti-
discontinuity at the sediment-basement interface nents, represented by a velocity in the vicinity
tends to decrease with increasing crustal age; of 8 km/sec. Even though this was a crude model,
although the effect may be partially or totally it had great signieicance because it demonstrated
counterbalanced by higher velocitiies in the upper a fundamental 20 to 30 km difference in crustal
part of the older crust. thitkness between continents and oceans.

(6) Reflections from the cruet-mantle transi- Following those earliest results we focused

EWING 1
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T through guidance on where and what to investi-

S(/Models With a Layered Crust of

The first efforts in refinement were largely wer

directed toward increasirg the nwnber of mea- rat
X surements, i.e., recording a larger number of ref"

shots per kilometer. A simple demonstration of -: fy:1

this refinement is shown in Figures 1 and 2. tic%

The upper refraction time-distance graph of tio:

1.5 Km/S Figure I would probably be interpreted conserva- lay:

tively as indica.ea, producing the velocity vs. ayc.

//7 // // // depth model shown underneath. With the larger abc-
number of observation points shown in the lower 0 of

6 Km/S time-distance graph, it is easy to see that an 195.
H additional layer should be included in the velo- 195(

city-depth model. The advantage of additional - of
observation points in reflection seismology is tk:e
obvious. Thus, incteasing data density was an and
important improvement to make. As resources

6IKm/ and data handling procedures peraitted, we6 Km/S progressed from data points miles apart to data the
4 redundancy through the development of single- vari

channel reflection profiling, airun-sonobuoy layc
lay.-

X - gent
petr
byc
nam~

1.5 Km/S c frac

4 Km/Sover4 Km/S .. Wi t
/1 / /easy

6 Km/S thic
H s1-

0 10 20 K- 30 40 sor's

Fig. 1. Upper part shows the refraction data 0 t st

and the derived crustal section based on widely t

spaced shots. In the lower part, shot spacing i
has been decreased to about one third, md al- earl

though the original points are unchanged, the one
additional data reveals the existence of a 5•: tica4 kmlsec layer. so, so lay

• , Alth
i many

considerable attention on such question as: ,oll seis
I. Do all oceans have the same structure mult

underneath them? | , larr,
2. Is the structure under mid-ocean ridges feat

the same as unde- the basins? the
3. What is the structure under aseismic 7t

ridges and submarine plateaus? perm
4. What is the structure under various types Fig. 2. Solid lines in travel-time graph repre-- Throi

of ocean-continent boundaries and in marginal sent a typical two layer crustal model. Its coup
interior basins? solution appears under %a). With increased data frac

In looking for the answers to these questions, density additional layers 2A, 2C, and 3B (shown have
we naturally came up against the need to refine with dashed lines) can be recognized. The vary
our seismic models, and the refinement has been solution obtained by incorporating the e.:t:'a 3.5
going on steadily. The refinements have come layers is shown in (b). Note that the inter- both
about by improvements in hardware and techniques, cepts of the 5, 6, 7, and 8 km/sec lines re- With
by larger numbers of people working on the prob- main unchanged in both cases, but that the dure
let-: And has certainly benefitted from the in- section thickens as a result of introducing Layei
crease of overall knowledge about the earth, additional layers. lowel
2 EWING
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refracti n profiling, and multi-channel reflec- A comparison of the earlicr three layer Poaeltion ana expanding zpread refraction measarements. with a model incorporating these subdivisions is
These refinements required a substantial amount shown in Figure 2b. Notice that a-e le

A of time, effort, and hardware. M~res'5_ ivision., the crust hasbecome thicker
___ Significant results of increasing data density even though the intercept tines in theoriial

rgely were that we learned much more about the config'i- interrtaton are unchanged. it is lear that
- ration of the top of tne crust, largely through iL the s bdividing Ls conTnued much further,

reflection profiling, and we were able to identi- there will be so many layers that a continuojs

ion of M fy more velocity zones, or layers, in the refrac- velocity gradient becomes a better approximation
tion profiles. The first subdivision in refrac- to geological reality.2. tion work was to divide the crust into two In order to provide a more generalized

nserva- layers -- layer 2 about 1.5 km thick with an approach to tie-distance analysis of refraction
ty vs. average velocity of about 5 km/sec and Layer 3, profiles, many experimenters have in recentarger about 5 km thick, with an average wave velocity years used the tau-p approach of Bessonova, et

lower of about 6.7 km/sec (Gaskell, Hill, and Swallow, al (1974). This method provides a systematic
t an 1958; Hill, 1952; Raitt, 19r6; Ewing and Ewing, mea-is of establishing allowable bounding values
e velo- 1959). This .model seemed to suffic- for a number of velocity vs. depth and has been used to showviotal of years, and appeared to be valid for m~ot of that marine refraction data sets may De inter-
-ona is the world's ocean basins. It has been published preted as convincirbly with velocity gradients

.yis 
g,as an and referred to many times and is shown once as with stacks of constant velocity layers, eg.

i:;3 more in Figure 2a. Kennett and rcutt (1976).
e Underlying the sediments is the upper part of

to data the igneous crust (Layer 2) which has been called 1odels with Velocity Gradients

ngle- variously, basement, lithified sediment, basalt
Co layer, serpentinized peridotite, and volcanic The Ciscussion up to this point has beenbuoy layer. This is underlain by Layer 3 which was concerned with deriving models by using only

generally called the gabbroic layer by those travel time vs. distance for the various arrivals
pvtrologically oriented, and the oceanic layer on the seismograms, without considering the

- by seismologists. it seemed to deserve a special amplitudes of the arrivals or their wave forms.
name among seismologists, because it was almost The classical analytical procedures are based
always observed. This is because Layer 3 re- on the assumption that the observed refracted
fracted arrivals are first events on seismograms arrivals are pure head waves, or interface
over a long range of shot-to-detector separation. waves, and on ,e following assumptions about
With close enough shot spacing, layer 2 was the model:
easy to observe, except in deep basins with a 1. Velocities are higher in successively
thick sediment cover. deeper layers.

The subdivision of the principal layers was 2. Velocity is constant within each layer.
most easily accomplished in dealing with Layer 3. Layers are thick compared with seismic
1, the sediments. Thanks to the ease of clser- wave length.
vation provided by the seismic profiler (Ewing 4. The layers are separated by plane bound-
and Tirey, 1961; Hersey, 1963), we could see aries.
early-on that the sediment layer is not just Those who developed the layered models recog-
one uniform blanket. In some areas it is acous- nized that at least some of these assumotions,
tically homogeneous; in others it is strongly were unlikely t be eai7ed in, the real world,
?ayered. Its thickness varies enormously. articularly when faced with the low ener
Although there has been some question about how evels that hpaO = thpnv or i "."i
many of the apparent interfaces observed in the r However, it was
-eismic reflection profiles may be caused by considered that the deduced models would still
multiple interference, there is no doubt that a be good approximations of the real situation

g large number of them are bora fide geologic and would still be useful in comparing one region
features, many of which have been identified by with another.
the Deep Sea Drilling Project. There is no question that a derived model,

To a lesser degree, high resolution data have and its usefulness in comparing one region with
permitted the subdivision of layers 2 and 3. another, will be greatly improved if its devel-

ph repro- Through the use of seismic reflection profiling, oped from arrival time vs. distance relation-
Its coupled with airgun-sonobuoy reflection and re- ships plus the information contained in arrival

eased data Z fraction profiles, Houtz and Ewing (1976), amplitudes and wave forms. In essence, this
3B (shown have proposed that wave velocities in Layer 2 additional information is utilized in an itera-

e vary both laterally and vertically between about tive process where a starting model is firstextra 3.5 and 6 kn/sec, higher values corresponding developed primarily fron time-distance relation-
e inter- both to increasing depth and to increasing age. ships, then it is tested further by computing
intrWith similar data and similar analytical proce- synthetic seismograms and comparing the synthe-

.es re- -

the dures, Sutton et al., '1971) have subdivided tics with the observed data. The model can then
ucing Layer 3 into an upper 6.0-6.7 km/sec zone and a be modified in a way that seems likely to reduce

lower 1.0-7.6 km/sec zone. disagreement between observed and synthetics;
EWING 3



- tudes are primarily a function of the angle of A
- incidence and of the sharpness of impedance tv

contrast between layers. In Figure 3, for -= to
a k. ' example, the refracted arrivals beyond 40 km C

Z_ .. range were extremely weak, which is an indica-
tion of the lack of a positive gradient in the e
upper mantle. Figure 4 shows slightly stronger bo!
mantle arrivals: consequently, a small amount ha,

. of positive gradient is interpreted to exist. of
Gradients in the crust account for large ampli- P p0I tudes at ranges of less than 40 km. In both
ri odels, substantial discontinuities in the crust- reI. ______mantle transition zone produce relatively strong w

--0 moho reflections.
akm The most dramatic feature in Figure 5 is the inoffset in travel times and energy partitioning ch,Fig. 3. East Pacific Rise OBS profile or. 5 m.y. near 20 km range, interpreted as a low velocity bycrust. Observed seismograms, velocity vs. depth zone at about 5 km depth, which Orcutt, Kennett, ha

model at the right and the synthetic seismograms and Dorman suggest may be indicative of a partial 0V
compute1 for the model below (From Orcutt, et al., melt region or magma chamber. L(
1976). Although the comparison between the observed th

and synthetic seismograms is not exact, the use pe
new synthetics are computed, and so on, until of new analytical techniques such as these is a thl
satisfactory agreement is achieved. The tech- refreshing development in the attempt to derive th
niques developed for this more comolete type of better crustal models. The work is being active- ma.
analysis in marine seismology have largely been ly pursued by many research groups, and a sub- son
based on the work of Cagniard, 1939; de Hoop, stantial number of measurements have been re
1960; Helmberger, 1968; Helmberger and Morris, reported, eg., Fowler, 1976; Helmberger, 1977; - th
1969, 1M70; Cerveny and Ravindra, 1971; Fuchs Lewis and Snydsman, 1977; Reid et al., 1977;and Muller, 1971; and Kennett and Orcutt, 1976. Stephen et al., in p-ess. The use of a cight we

In effec., the model to be tested, which may fixed receiing array to better decermine phase re
contain gradient zones as well as discontinuities, veiocities as a function of range, hence addi- al
is approximated by a stack of layers. The reflec- tional opportunity to discriminate between 4 in
tion response of the stack is computed for an layered vs. gradient models, reorted in veappoprteone of y.he esmpone foran layew adS ma
appropriate cone of rays. The response can Lewis and Snadrr (1977).m
include all primary and multiple reflection paths ar
and contributions involving mode transformations. Evidence from Reflection Seismology cru
These contributions are summed to produce the -- - A cau
theoretical response of the model. The model Perhaps the single most significant result of vel
response for an appropriate range is then com- the recent work has been a consistent indication enc
pared with tl actual seismogram recorded at that Layer 2 is a zone of strong positive velo- (I9that range. Ic is also necessary to have taken city gradient and that there is usually no prom- ainto account the source characteristics, as well 1inent discontinuity between layer 2 and layer 3. men
as those of the receiving apparatus, and to for

- 7-7!account for gggmetrical spreading losses a,.! 7-7Aattenuation. Ane e n
on =in of seismic travel time data and on
testing with models and synthetic seismograms 4 -m a be found in Kennett (1977). Q -- km s'It is noc difficult to imagine tnat, particu- 1--.L-t.4"..J, 4 -

larly fnr models that need many layers in the 2 1I
approximation, this is an expensive procedure 00 4 6requiring many computations. However, the re--

7 sults seem to justify the effort as demo;istrated
by the examples in Figures 3, 4, and 5 i-
which are taken from a recent publication by ill
Orcutt, Kennett and Dorman (1976). Note that 4. I
only the early parts of the arrival trains are
shown in the synthetics; the later arriving j*| j Ui ' I1
energy is more complex and more difficult to 0 o 40 60
manage. The refraction arrival amplitudes Akm
are related mainly to the steepness of velocity
gradient at the appropriate depth for the phase Fig. 4. East Pacific Rise OBS profile on 2.9 m.y

L velocities of the-arrivals. Reflection ampli- old crust (From Orcutt, et al., 1976).

4 EWING
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A strong gradient in the upper crust, changing Lateral Variability of Crustal Structures
to a weaker gradient in the lower crust seems Given that we have made significant advances
to be an appropriate model. The lack of any in our ability to record seismic data, to invert
consistent velocity discontinuity in the crust it, and to rcfine the model by the use of syn-
is in agreement with observations in reflection thetic seismograms, the question arises about
seismology as well. It should be noted that how representative is any model for a substan-
both the reflection and refraction observations tial portion of a lithospheric plate. What is
have been made with wave lengths of the order the degree and scale of lateral inhomogeneity?
of 1 km. and do not definitely rule out the How does crustal structure vary with age?
possibility of discontinuities on a finer scale. The answer to the first question is difficult

We have had considerable success in observing to find in seismic data alone, because not

t- reflections from the crust-mantle boundary, encugh closely-spaced measurements have been
ig even at normal incidence, but reflections from made. In the few places where a substantial

within the crust are rare. This is demonstrated r-mber of measurements have been made within a
in Figure 6 which is from an IPOD-USGS multi- few tens of kilometers of each other, the data
channel line southeast of Cape Hatteras reported have been analyzed onl) ?- time-distance
by Grow and Markl (1977). Mantle reflections .- 4- +-hin .but hvelocity-depth lues

5, have also been observed clearly in CDP profiles determined from slope-intercep
+ analysis vary

xal over wide areas of the western Pacific basin ocally aimost as much as they do on a regional
(Buhl, et al., 1978), and apparently also under scale. For example, groups of 10-20 sonobuoy

ed the crest of the East Pa'cific Rise (Paul Stoffa, files, all within a square (Naini and

personal communication). Thus it seems that al- Ewing, unpublished) have produced velocity histc-
a though velocity vs. depth may vary smoothly in grams not significantly differen. from histograms
a tt, crust, the crust-mantle transition is in of entire ocean basins. rhese results, w ner

Lve- many places a first order discontinuity. in interpreted in ter layers or gradients,
some regions, OBS and surface hydrophone data suggest lateral variations on the scale of a
require a relatively gradual transition at few kilometers to a few tens of kilometers.
the Moho, (e.g. Helmberger, 1977). Deep sea drilling results have also given

We have been observing for some time what evidence of lateral heterogeneity in the upper
we take to be critical, or near-critical angle crust, even on the scale of hundreds of meters,

- reflections from the crust-mantle transition in from closely-spaced drilling sites. Observations
Ise

airgun-sonobuoy profiles. An example is shown from deep submersible investigations on accreting
±n Figure 7. In this profile we not only see plate margins have suggested models of volcanic
very strong arrivals near the critical range, and tectonic prccesses that would be consistent
marked CR, but we also observe sub-critical with significant lateral variations in upper
arrivals almost at normal incidence. The sub- crustal structure on the scale of a few kilo-
critical reflections are particularly useful be- meters, eg. Ballard and van Andel (1977).
cause they permit us to calculate interval Ocean bottom seismometer (O)S) and other

Lt of velocities and also, are diagnostic of the pres- seismic studies of the crustal region of the East
tion ence of a first order discontinuity. Houtz Pacific Rise and Mid Atlintic Ridge have not as
elo-(1977) has utilized interval velocity data rm yet produced a consistent picture of the struc-

rom-number of such profiles along th measure- ture of those features. Some refraction measure-
ro ments of the critical range, to make a case ients on the axis of the East Pacific Rise have

e for the presence of a hign velocity zone, indicated the presence of low velocity zones7-7.5 km/s in the lower crust. (magma chambers?) within the crust, eg. Orcutt

et al., (1976). Herron et al., (1978) appear
to have recorded reflections from the zone at
one location. Figure 8 shows a record section

from Herron et al., with reflector R4 at thea kvi e' i' appropriate time (depth) to correspond to the
top of the low velocity. Other refraction pro-

files have not produced evidence for low velocity
zanes, however, indicating a variability in

2, -0 - j structure and processes along the ridge axis.
Fowler (1976) found no evidence for a low velo-

'I ; I city zone in the FAMOUS area of the Mid Atlantic
i Hi Ridge. Analysis of data on both ridges has
N iU |given an inconsistent picture with respect to
" 1  't deeper structure. In some cases, strong ampli-

0 ,,tude arrivals corresponding to phase velocities

6km <8 km/sec suggest appreciable volocity gradients
in lower crustal material, while in others the

)n 2.9 .Y. - Fig. 5. East Pacific Rise OBS profile at amplitude data suggest strong gradients in
the ridge crest (From Orcutt et al., 1976). ve~locity >8 km/sec.
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Fig. 6. INOD multichannel data (from Grow and Ylrkl, 1977) showing reasonably consistent moho

reflections in the vicinity of 12 kma. depth along a line from Cape Hatteras to the crest of the Mid

Atlantic Ridge. The moho reflections were observed only in the older part of the basin; intracrustal
reflections at the right are rarely observed.

How much of the apparent variability in axial rough topography of the Mid-Atlantic ridge is
zone structure remains as the material ages and usually attributed to the slow spreading rate,
is moved out into the basins is an important resulting in a more brittle (cooler) accreting
question, and the answer will require a con- margin that is more likely to fracture. It is
siderable amount of further work. The topography difficult, with the existing data base to make
of the crust, which is an important manifestation a convincing case for a different seismic
of lateral variability, appears to be related to structure between the rough and smooth parts.
age, particularly in the Atlantic, as shown in This difficulty comes about partly because seis-
Figure 9. The upper section is a seismic reflec- mic measurements made from drifting ships or A ati
tion traverse across the Mid Atlantic ridge. sonobuoys, particularly in rough terrain, are nus
The lower section is partly over the western subject to considerable inaccuracy, and most of - iv
Bermuda rise and partly over the Hatteras abyssal the data base were acquired in that way. We to
plain. Each section is about 400 km long and simply do not yet have a sufficient amount of cru
each has approximately 25:1 vertical exaggeration, tightly-controlled data to make a definitive
Some of tha apparent topographic smoothing of comparison. To stress this point, it is ._.por- 1
the old crust can be explained by high velocities tant to emphasize that the crustal topography, all
in the basal sediments, but the young crust is which can be recognized rather easily by the age
significantly rougher . A comparison of young seismic profiler, was not known in detail for
and old Pacific crust is shown in Figure 10; the many of the earlier refraction profiles, partic- the
contrast between young and old is much less ob- ularly drifting profiles; and even when it is tho
vious (vertical exaggeration 25:1). The two measured, there is no assurance that the topo- Fi
types of mid-ocean ridge topography (Pacific vs. graphy is mirrored in interfaces or transition
Atlantic) probably accounts, at least in part, zones within the crust.
for the fact that Atlantic seismic data are more In an effort to average out the effects of dat
scattered than Pacific data. The extremely undetected topography and of other lateral vari- val
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ause seis- on mantle is marked CR (From Houtz, 1977).

ips or ations, we have systematically examined a large crust as in the young, rough crust. Neverthe-
in, are number of airgun-sonobuoy profiles and have ar- less, the mean velocity in the uppermost crust

d most of rived at a statistical interpretation that seems is significantly lower (3-4 km/sec) in young

y. We to show a definite aging effect in the upper crust. The measurd velocities increase grad-

ount of crust (Houtz and Ewing, 1976). The results from ually with age and stabilize at about 5 km/sec.

*itive - that wor.: are summarized in Figures 11, 12, and We have used only Pacific data in Figure 12,

is impor- 13. In Figure 11 upper crustal velocities from and have divided the crust into layers on the

pography, all oceans are plotted as a function of crustal basis of seismic velocity. Velocities below

by the age. There were a number of profiles, mainly about 4.5 km/sec are put in layer 2A, tho.e

tail for in young crust, in which refracted arrivals from between 4.5 and 5.5 are put in 2B and those up

es, partic- the uppermost material were not observed, even to 6 km/sec are called 2C. We have not simply

en it is § though the deeper crustal arrivals were observed. pigeon-holed seismic velocities and put them

the topo- Figure 11 does not include such profiles; only into layers; we have also considered the ob-

ransition U recorded values for the top of the crust are served superposition of layers. The results of

plotted. The large amount of scatter in the these studies have suggested that the low 2A

fects of data is obvious, and it is noteworthy that the velocities are produced by a badly fractured

teral vari- values vary about as much in the old, smoother mixture of pillows, flows, rubble, and sediment.
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M- t East Pacific Rise shows coherent reflection events within the upper crustal
iay-rs. R4 is interpreted as the lid of a low velocity zone (From Herron, et al., -cu

1978). cr,
thlAs this material ages, the cracks and pores are vs. distance. A continuous velocity vs. depth tu

gradually filled by minralization, possibly section is not inconsistent with our data. Howi
associated with hydrothermral circulation, until ever, we would say that in young crust thethe whole mixture becomes a competent rock with velocity vs. depth relationship has different
a wave velocity close to that of its major bounding values than it does in old crust.component, namely basalt. We do not hold Figure 13 is a similar demonstration for the
strongly to the layered aspect of this model. North Atlantic. it is dominated by a large la
Instead of pinching out layer 2A on the ridge amount of layer 2A material in the crestal regio4 dri
flank, we would prefer to consider this as with poor data on the deeper parts of layer 2 ticanalogcus to a facies change in seismic velocity, and none on layer 3. We consider our data in 45ihere 3-4 km/sec velocities grade laterally into the lder Atlantic to be good but are less satis tha
higher values. Also our data do not require an fied with that in the young part, where the due
interface betwee, 2B and 2C and layer 3, as we large thickness of layer 2A is indicated. The sta
have derived the models using only arrival time crestal regions of the Mid Atlantic ridge are cor
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Fig. 9. Representative suctior.s of youig Atlantic crust (upper) and old Atlantic crust (lower)
suggesting a definite age-dependent i- arge in basement topography.

not well suited for good sonoouoy measurements F., Melson, W.G. et al., 1977; Rabinowitz, P.A.,
It is difficult to find a suitable topographic Melson, W.G. et al., 1976; Dmitriev, L.V.,
setting for recording a profilc, and tre uppei Heirtzler, J.R. et al., 1976) These sites also
crust appears to attenuate seismic energy much demonstrate great lateral variability. At Sites
more than it does elsewhere. Nevertheless, a 417-418 in crust of Mesozoic age, the drilling
similar thickness of material with 2A velocity results indicate that the upper few hundred

s measured 'n the Reykaanes ridge (Tal, ; et meters initially had much the same structure as

al., 1971), where the topography is not excs- the crust cored near the ridge axis, but that
sively rough, mineralization had largely sealed up the " ae-
theRefraction data indicating a thickening of tures and voids. (Donnelly, Francheteau, et al.,
the oceanic layer 3 with increasin age were 1977; Bryan, Robinson, et al., 1977; Flower,
presented by Shor, et al., (1970) and more r:- Salisbury, et al., 1977). Downhole sonic log
cently by Lewis and Snydsman (1977). These data measurements to depth of about 500 m into base-
are complicated in many instances by the diffi- ment have given values that are in general agree-
cilty of identifying mantle arrivals in the ment with our sonobuoy measurements of 2A
crestal regions of the spreading ridges. In velocities near the ridge axis and 2B velocities
these regions, particularly, the crustal struc- in old crust (Salisbury, this symposium volume).

depth ture is extremely difficult to fit inso a A further comparison of marine seismic velo-

iow- simple layered model, cities with sonic velocities measured on labora-
e tory samples from thv Lay of Islands ophiolite

rent Summary suite is made possible through the recent work
of Salisbury and Christensen (1978). Figure 14

or the Thie crustal models, both layered and non- shows their sonic velocity measurements along

ge - layered have not yet been thoroughly tested by with the layered crustal model derived from

1 regiorn drilling because of insufficiently deep penetra- sonobuoy refraction data. Allowing that 2A
ertion. The results, from the holes on legs 37, and possibly most of 2B are apparently missing

ea in 45 and 46 all in young crust, appear to confirm from the ophiolite suite, the agreement is quite

ss satis- that the low ve, ,city of layer 2A is primarily satisfactory. It is clear also that a gradient

the due to the physical state of the basalt, a sub- model would offer good agreement. The sharpness

The stantial percentage of the whole rock being of the transition between the gabbioic and ultra-
-- crc omposed of rubble and fracture zones. (Aumento, mafic rocks is compatible with seismic reflection

EWING 9
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Fig. 10. Representative sections of young Pacific crust (upper) and old Pacific crust (lower). hete
To-ographic change with age is less apparent than in the Atlantic. - the

prob)
studies, which indicate that the principal dis- shortcomings in our state of knowledge is lack OBH
continuities associated with the oceanic :rust of sufficient data on the degree and scale of
are at its top and its base. lateral heterogeneity at all depths. This is ru

We think that the seismic model of the oceanic not only an impediment to a more complete analy-
crust that has been developed and refined over sis of vertical variations, but also of critical 2
the past 25 years is a good one in a gross sense. importance in understanding the volcanic, tec-
The gradient model is an importanc modification tonic, and geochemical processes involved in the
of the layered model, because it accounts for formation of new crust and in its evolution.
arrival amplitudes as well as travel times. Fracture zones are obvious candidates for creat-
Further, it is consistent with reflection ing hete~geneity in a direction perpendicular
seismic data, which rarely require dis;ontinu- to plate motion, and the style and apparent 4
ities within the crust. One of the principal episodicity of crustal accretion, as deduced

Km
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Fig. 11. Refraction velocities of acoustic basement plotted as a function of crustal age. consi
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Fig. 12. Pacific crustal structure as a function of age.

from the submarine observations, suggests that quantity to permit drawing major conclusions.
heterogeneity is likely to be significant in The accurate determination of lower crasta.
the direction of plate motion. Work on this structure is difficult even with very good mea-

- problem has begun by several groups using OBS/ surements and interpretative techniques, partic-
lack OBH units in various array configurations, but ularly if we have only refracted compressional

e of results are not yet available in sufficient wave data to work with. Considerable improve-
ais
analy -

critical
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Fig. 13. Atlantic crustal structure as a function of age. Solutions in the younger Atlantic crust are
age. considered to be less reliable than those in the older crust.
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TE-lONIC PROCESSES ON SLOW SPREADING RIDGES

A.S. Laughton

R.C. Searle

Institute of Oceanographic Sciences,
Wormley, Godalming, Surrey, U.K.

Abstract. The morphology of four areas of (A regional uplift or subsidence is equivalent to
the crestal region of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge the sum of a series of progressively varying posi-
has been studied by deep ocean side-scan sonar. tive or negative rotations). Harrison and
This has revealed a consistent pattern of Stieltjes (!977) have summarised the three
closely spaced normal faults parallel to and, possible models in which faulting and rotation
fur the most part, facing the spreading axis. can be combined to give the observed type profile
An analysis cf the statistics of the fault of median valley and crestal ridge. Their model 1
orientation, spacing and amplitude indicates comprises normal fault-ng without rotation near
that the median valley, typical of slow the bottom of the median valley walls, followed
spreading ridges, is the result of inward- by reverse faulting along the same faults in the
facing normal faulting occurring within a few upper part, thereby cancelling, at the crestal
kilometres of the axis of the ridge and con- ridges, the staircase progression. This model
current outward rotation of the fault blocks, implies no faults observable beyond the crestal
A model is proposed, combining these tectonic ridge, or at least a significant reduction in
events with axial volcanism and lithospheric inward facing fault amplitude beyond this region.
thermal contraction, to explain the observed This is contrary to our observaticns to be
topographic profile across a slow spreading presented.
ridge. Model 2 maintains the amplitude of the initial

Introduction inward facing faults but introduces outward-
facing normal faults along different fault planes

It is widely recognised that slow spreading on the upper part of the valley walls, compen-
(rv cm/yr) ridges are characterised by rugged sating the upwards staircase by a downward stair-
topography and by a median valley, in contrast case. The resulting topography beyond the crestal
with the elevated median ridges and compara- mountains would then comprise a series of horsts
tively smooth topograhy of fast spreading and grabens and the cumulative throw on the out-
ridges (U-7 cm/yr) (e.g. Rea, 1975; Insdale, ward facing faults would equal that on the inward
1977). facing ones. Again our data, contrary to those
The typical cross-sectional profile of a slow presented by Macdonald and Luyendyk (1977),

spreading ridge comprises an inner valley floor suggest that this is not in general the case.
with one or more volcanic ridges and small Model 3 allows for inward facing faults with
tension fissures, a complex valley wall consis- amplitudes increasing with age within the median
ting of scarps and terraces leading up to the valley but thereafter constant, combined with a
crestal mountains some 10-15 km from the axis, progressively increasing rotation of blocks up to
and beyond that a rugged topography with ridge a maximum at the summit of the crestal mountainis.
crests which progressive-y deepen with distance Harrison and Stieltjes reviewed the evidence
from the axis. The majority of slow spreading for and against these models and concluded that
rie-es exhibit this general profile even though all three mechanisms are important and that none
tht present time is but a snapshot of their is capable alone of explaining the topographl.
evolution. This indicates that the profile is This paper presents new data on the nature,
a steady state characteristic acquired by the style, frequency and amplitude of faulting as
generation of oceanic crust in the inner valley, determined by high resolution morphological
modified by tectonism which is spatially related studies at a variety of scales. An analysis of
-o the axis of spreading. these data provides evidence that Model 3 is the

This profile can be considered as the siation main mechanism of median valley formation on the
f fault throws and rotations of the fault blocks. Mid-Atlantic Ridge in the North Atlantic.
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The data presented here were obtained from deep
V ocean side-scan sonars,* develooed at the Institute

of Oceanographic Sciences. They have been used
in four separate regions of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge (Fig. 1), largely in areas where the
complimentary bathymetric mapping and/or near
bottom studies have also been made so that the
data can be sensibly integrated and interpreted.

GLORIA (Geological Long Range Inclined Asdic)
Mark I (Rusby, 1970) was a long ran3e side-scan
sonar (6.4 kHz), used up until 1975, operating
from a towed vehicle at 100 m depth. It was able
to scan the sea bed out to a range of 27 km toone side of tha ship, and could be towed at
7 knots. Mark II (Somers et al., 1978), mounted
in a different vehicle and able to be operated in
much higher sea conditions, looks both sides
simultaneously, covering a swath of sea bed 60 km
wide, and has been in operation since summer 1977.

Fig. 1. Location cf GLORIA surveys on the Mid- GLORIA studies in 1977 on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
Atlantic Ridge. 1. FAMOUS area; 2. Kurchatov were supplemented in depths up to 1500 m by a
Fracture Zone; 3. 45°N area; 4. Reykjanes Ridge. medium range (2.5 km) side-scan sonar (35 kHz)

mounted on a stabilised platform below the hull
of the ship. This could also be used with the

New Techniques For Studying Sea Floor Morphology beam vertical as a narrow beam echosounder
(narrow in the fore and aft direction giving high

Until the last five years, ocean floor morpho- resolution bathymetry when crossing linear
logy was studied either by conventional echo- features at right angles).
sounding from surface ships, with its inherent
limitations of resolution due to the wide beam GLORIA Survey Operations and Interpretation
angle of echosounders and the difficulties of
accurate relative navigation between adjacent On account of the wide swath coverage and highprofiles; or by underwater photography which was towing speed. GLORIA can insonify a large area inlimited in range by the poor transmission of a short time. An areal coverage of about
light in water and by the difficulties or 30,000 kme can be achieved in about seven days.accurate location of the camera relative to the Regional surveys have been made with GLORIA Mk I
grosser morphology, using parallel tracks spaced so that there is
Advances in technology can now add the appreciable overlap between adjacent sonographs,

following techniques:- allowing the build up of a mosaic, utilising the
(1) Multiple narrow beam echosounding from the far range where slant-range distortion is minimal.surface, only rarely available in non-classified In later surveys, using the two-sided k II, the

projects (Glenn, 1970, 1976). tracks were chosen to study individual features(2) '!adium range (2.5 k) and long range and trends, viewing from a variety of directions
(30 km) side-scan sonar operated f-om near the and resulting in a montage rather than a mosaic.
surface (Tucker and Stubbs, 1961; Rusby and For a more detailed look at selected features,Somers, 1977). the effective range of GLORIA can be reduced by

(3) Near bottom observations using short range a factor of two or four, using an increased pulse
(500 m) side-scan sonar, echosounding, photo- repetition rate and achieving higher resolu-
graphy and magnetometry, navi.gated relative to tion. Detailed studies have be.n made in this
bottom acoustic beacons on ve?'cles such as "Deep way of the axial volcanic zones of all the areas
Tow" (Spiess and Tyce, 1973). surveyed.

(4) Direct visual observations and selective Sonographs are built up by successive scans of
sampling by manned subm'.rxibles fe.g. Arcyana, the sea floor at right angles to the ship. The1975; Ballard and van :indel, 1977a). echo strengths vary over a wide dynamic range

The latter two techniques are able tc( give the (60 dB) eVen after time-varied gain has beensort of data a field geologist on land can obtain used to compensate for range. Aftok linearby walking over hij terrain in misty conditions, correlation processing the signals are stored%hile the former bridge the gap between these on magnetic tape, either with "fixed gain-ad the grosser athymetric charts and give (independent of signal strength), or AGC (Auto- traresults more a'alooous to the distant views matdc Gain Control). Whereas the fixed calm dyavailable to the land geologist from a high van- channel allows the amplitude contrasts between fortage point en a clear day. All four techniques high and low reflectivity regions to be dis- haswere used . the study of the FAMOUS area on the played, it cannot handle the wide dynamic range. ofcrest of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, southwsst of the The AGC channel tends to suppress differences in _ o_Azores (Heirtzle~r and van Andel, 1977). oA e a n 1signal level over more than 1-2 seconds of
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Fig. 2. Sonographs from the Kurchatov Fracture Zone area and associated
areas reduced echosounder profiles. The sonogr.phs have been cut in two halves

and separated at the position of the profile. I and IV are west and II and
ans of III east of the spreading axis. Arrows show the direction of insonifi-
The cation and vertical lines link echoes with morphological features.

nge Vertical exaggeration of the profiles is 4:1. The steepness of the scarps
en giving rise to the echoes may he considerably greater than is shown by the

red profiles.

,Auto-i travel time, but reveals detail throughout the have highlighted linear targets parallel to the

in dynamic range. It is, therefore, more suitable spreading axis, revealing a texture of the sea
ween for matching adjacent sonogriphs on a mosaic and floor which izs superimposed on the grosser mor-

s- has been used in all mosaics presented except on phology indicated by echosounding surveys

range. the Reykjanes Ridge. For detailed interpretation (Whitmarsh and Laughton, 1976). Detailed ca-

ces in of the mosaics, however, it is essential to study parison between the echoes on the sonographs and
both channels. reduced (migrated) echosounding profiles

The GLORIA surveys on the Kid-Atlantic Ridge (Fig. 2), and an analysis of the acoustic shadows
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Fig. 4. (a) Sonograph mosaic and, (b) interpretation in terms of faults and
- AM,"fracture zones in the FAMOUS area (from Wbitinarsh and Laughton, 1976).

Positions of DSDP holes 332, 333, 411-413 are shown. Areas of median
valley indicated by heavy lines, sediment ponds by hachure and shadows by stipple.

in relation to the computed angles of incidence vations in the FAMOUS area, both visually by
of the sound at the bottom (Laighton and Rusby, submersible (Ballard and van Andel, J977b), and

A 1975), have shown that the targets are predomi- by echosounding and side-scan sonar from Deep
nantly steep (40-800) and linear topographic Tow (Macdonald and Luyandyk, 1977).
scarps of height varying between 20 and 800 m. Trhe sonographs show other more diffuse and less
The interpretaticn of these scarps as normal well-aligned echoes. Within the median valley
faults has been confirmed by near bottom obser- (or median ridge zone on the northern patt of the
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Fig. 5. Sonograph mosaic and interpretation in the Kurchatov Fracture Zone Ix
area (from Searle and Laughton, 1977). Depths over 2000 m shown stippled.

Reykjanes Ridge) such echoes have been shown, by median valley, are carried away from the axial t -

submersible observations and by short and medium region on the fault blocks and give rise to ti
range sonar, to be extrusive volcanoes aligned irregular echoes between the fault scarps. when
approximate .iormal to the spreading direction, the fault blocks are irsonified on the dip slope
Remnants of these volcanic edifices, which may side, the fault scarps are identifiable only as
be partially destroyed by subsequent rifting and shadows and the dominant features are the irregu-
by the tectonism associated with the walls of the larities on the fault blocks (Fig. 3). Away from
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Fig. 6. Sonograph mosaic and interpretation in the 45ON survey area.
.,sition of DSDP hole 410 is shown.

the axial region, sedimentation progressively covers by GLORIA together with other geophysical
both the volcanic features and the fault scarps. methods. The most southerly was on the North

In the vicinity of fracture zones, which are America-Africa plate boundary, the others on the
not discussed in this paper, additional linear North America-Eurasia plate b'nundary. Ii' "ost
targets are seen, both parallel and oblique to cases the survey area includi d known fracture
the fracture zones, zones, but these are not dibussed here. In -u

some areas the spreading is approximately ortho-
Mid-Atlantic Ridge Study Areas gonal, in others it is oblique. The four surveys

are discussed below and in Table I the main

Four separate areas of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, faulting characteristics derived from them are

between 36 0 and 61 N (Fig. 1), have been studied tabulated against the spreading parameters.
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(a) FAMOUS Area (Whitmarsh and Laughton, 1976)

T he 30,000 km2 survey covered the whole of the
greater FAMOUS area with a mosaic (Fig. 4)

-61". obtained from tracks oriented 055 , separated by
12 km. Insonification was towards the southeast.
East of the spreading axis, strong, narrow echoes
were observed, whereas on the west side there
were broader and weaker echoes and acoustic
shadows often with a sharp linear cut-off on the ]
northwest edge. The sharp echoes on the east

side and sharp shadows on the west are inter-
preted as resulting from linear inward facing
fault scarps (the wiggles in the linear echoes
are artifacts due to yaw), whereas the diffuse
echoes on the west side show the rough volcanic I
terrain riding on the fault blocks. Some outward
facing scarps were identified west of the axis,
but they are few compared to the inward facing
faults.

Detailed sonar studies (Laughton and Rusby,
1975) of the median valley segments between
fracture zones A and B (Rift Valley 2), and
between B and C (Rift Valley 3), together with
the intensive surveys made by submersible and by
Deep Tow (Ballard and van Andel, 1977; Macdonald

S',and Luyendyk, 1977), have shown that steep normal
faults occur on the flanks of the median valley

. forming the inner walls and are responsible for

the existence of the valley as a morphological
feature. The interpretation of the linear echoes

6 / and shadows of the FAMOUS sonar mosaic enabled a
0, _fault map to be constructed (Fig. 4). The data

/ to the cast of the axis is a more reliable guide
to the size and distribution of the inward facing

"", v ,faults since all are adequately insonified. By
44L.. 4 " , . , - contrast, on the west side, many such faults may', xl,, ,' ,/ #,:y ,be obscured by the shadows of larger faults, and

- ,furthermore, smaller faults may be missed because
of the low contrast between the black of a shadow

2 and the sometimes low back-scattering from the

dip slope of a fault block.

(b) Kurchatov Fracture Zone (Searle and Laughton,

| '2i ' The survey (Fig. 5) of 10,000 km
2 

was planned
I J ,. "j // to study the fracture zone but also gave signi-

/ ,, ficant data on the crestal region of the Mid-
. , "', Atlantic Ridge away from the influence of the

3' 0 s0 100KM fracture zone. Knowing the style of faulting to
expect, tracks were made parallel to the
spreading axis to minimise problems due to
vehicle yaw, and the sonar beam was mainly

37 directed outwards from the spreading axis. Equal
resolution of inward facing faults, both east and
west of the spreading axis, was therefore

Fig. 7. Sonograph montage and interpretation on obtained. There was inadequate coverage of
the Reykjanes Ridge. The montage differs from terrain vieweA from both directions to establish

A the mosaics in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, due to (a) everywnere the asymmetry of individual ridges
irregular track orientations, (b) simultaneous from the sonographs alone, but comparison with
port and starboard insonification, (c) sonographs echo-sounding profiles, reduced to the equivalent
are from the fixed gain channel of GLORIA, not of a narrow-beam profile, suggested the presence
the AGC channel; the extended dynamic range of asymmetric, tilted fault blocks (Fig. 2). In

clearly shows the axial high-reflectivity zone. the few areas viewed inwards towards the axis,
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there was little evidence of outward facing .. . REYKJANES RIDGE
scarps.

(c) 45 North Area .

A strip of sea floor across the axis of the Mid- . 4.4- ..
Atlantic Ridge, b~tween 450 and 46

0
N, was sur- • . . . " ' . : .

veyed and sampled intensively, between 1960 ard . . . : * .
1969, as part of the Canadian Hudson Geotraverse ".• 20
(Aumento, Lorcarevic and Ross, 1971). A GLORIA "_"_"1_ ,_ ,

survey (Fig. 6) of 15,000 km
2 covered most of the

600 -
m REYKJANES RIDGE .-:. . .. .0I

0: . RCTR m'i i
400 1A Mae.

~ 6 KURCI4ATOV

200 - . .

-". 48- , .

20 40 60 80 km 0
* FAMOUS

II.

KURCHATOV K

FRACTJRE ZONE .. RURE ig

from tV

o 4336kmpretati
DISTANCE FROM AXIS acousti

40-Fig. 10. Fault spacing as a function of distancecoea
from the ridge axis for the four areas. squares
indicate means for 10 km intervals. (d) Reyk:

In 197'

20-available. one objective of the survey was to inta suri

200 I ________________ search for postulated fracture zones, so survey examine
lines were run oblique to the spreading axis and nnrf
insonification throughout was towards the north- oblique
west. Since the median valley lay in the eastern Rbrs
part of the survey area, any inward facing scacp o bot

20 ~in the western two-thirds of the area would he rge.
DISTANCE FROM AXIS been insonified, but not thise in the eastern eia

Fig. 9. Fault throu~ nteRyjae ig n third. Linear targets were more prevaltnt, in the Isre
near the Kurchatov Fracture Zone (Searle adwestern part, although not completely absent in tracksue

Laughton, 1977), plotted against distance from the eastern part, indicating a small, but sigli- ailt
ridge axis, compared with a theoretical creficant, proportion of outward facing scarps. be i
appropriate to Mo~del 1 of Harrison and Stieltjes Beyond 40 km from-the axis, sediment accumula- teay
(1976), assuming median Valley half width of tions in the valleys progressivel.y obscure some (he g. F

15 kcm. of the basement structure.-cnu
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E side-scan sonographs, out to a slant range of
N 2.5 km, were obtained both sides of the ship's

track, giving a higher resolution of the fault
REYKJANES RIDGE scarps and an effectively narrow-beam profile

beneath the ship (Fig. 8). Both sets of sonar
40 data indicate that inward facing faults are

heavily preponderant.I The data showed an axial zone, 13 km wide, con-
0sisting of a series of en echelon elongated

volcanic ridges trending 010 , approximately
orthogonal to the spreading direction of 095 and

0 probably reflecting the orientation of the tension
cracks and of the feeder dykes. Outside this

20 zone, and in contrast to it, inward facing normal

45N faults trend between 0320 and 0220, subparallel
to the axial trend of 360. These trends may,

10 however, comprise a mixture of a fault trend

.0 parallel to the ridge axis (i.e. perpendicular
to the direction of lithospheric thickening), and

Erelics of the 0100 volcanic trend. In the
c .southern part of the survey area the innermost

pair of inward facing faults which delineate the
median valley are indeed parallel to the axial

KRCT ONE trend, i.e. 036'_FRACTURE ZONEMut

Analysis Of Faults Cn The Mid-Atlantic Ridge

(a) Ratio of inward to outward facing faults

40 The contrast between the inward viewing sono-
graphs on the west side of the FAMOUS area

FAMOUS spreading axis and the outward viewing sono-

graphs on the east side, and a 6tudy of the geo-
metry of their shadows in relation to the nea.
bottom sound-ray paths led Whitmarsh and Laughton
(1976) to conclude that, although there are some

6I 1,outward facing faults, the majority are inward9I 2 4 $ 8 it I12k
facing. Although correlations have been made

FAULT SPACING with the digitised narrow-beam echosounder pro-
Fig. 11. Histograms of fault spacings measured files obtained by USNS Hayes, it is difficult
from typical cross-sections on the mosaic inter- to determine from these the asymmetry of indi-
pretations. Sediment ponds thicker than 75 m, vidual ridges associated with near-vertical fault __

acoustic shadows and areas of poor GLO0RIA scarps since the scarps are not easily identified
distance coverage have been excluded, on the echosounder profiles, especially at the

rather large vertical exaggerations used.
quars(d) Reykjanes Ridge More detailed profiles have been obtained by

Deep Tow which is better able to resolve steep __

In 1977, GLORIA Mk II, with its ability to look slopes. Macdonald and Luyendyk (1977) and
ts were both sides of the ship simultaneously, was.used Macdonald and AtwL-.- (1978) concluded that out-
was to in a survey of the Reykjanes Ridge axis to ward facing faults were generated in the upper
survey examine the transition between its rifted and part of the median valley wall complex, and that

axis and non-rifted axial regions and to obtain data on an beyond 20 km from the axis, they contributed as
Le north- oblique spreading ridge (Laughton, Searle and much to the relief of the crestal mountains as
Le eastern Roberts, in press). The survey montage (Fig. 7) did the inward facing faults, thereby cancelling W

Lng scarps of about 35,000 km was not obtained from a the shoaling depths of the median valley wall
uld have regular pattern of parallel lines but from a complex. They also concluded that tilting of

sstern eries of reconnaissanc- lines comprising five blocks contributed less than 20% of the contri-
nt in the oblique crossings of the ridge axis, followed by bution by faulting. Thus, these data are in
)sent in tracks both parallel and perpendicular to the direct conflict with the sonograph data from

It sign-- axial trend. Thus, many parts of the ridge have GLORIA.
Irps. been viewed from a variety of directions enabling A resolution of this conflict may be possible
zumula- the asymmetry of individual ridges to be assessed by the direct comparison of the sonographe with
are some .individual faults interpreted from Deep Tow data

Creasome.(e.g. Fig. 3).
concurrently with the GLOMI data,-medium range on both sides of the ineldi valley. It is
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possible that GLORIA is more sensitive to near- clude that this is, therefore, characteristic of
vertical scarps which will give strong echoes at much of the slow spreading ridge system in the
long range when the ray path is nearly horizoi.- North Atlantic.
tal, whereas the Deep Tow echosounder, still
working in a vertical mode, is unable '.v dis- (b) Fault Throws
tinguish between the steep, but not vertical,

vertical faults. Furthermore, it is difficult to (faulting followed by 'unfaulting'), implies
determine tilt angles of a rough volcanic terrain that the throw of inward facing faults shouli be
since there is no obvious reference surface. If at a maximum part way between the axis and the
the tilt of large blocks is appreciable, say up crestal mountains, and should decrease to zero

to 400 as hes been suggested from palaeomagnetic at the crestal mountains. Sonographs have given
studies of Irilled basement rocks (Hall, 1978), data on scarp heights (interpreted as fault
this might be confused with outward facing throws) in the Kurchatov Fracture Zone area and

faulting. ubmersible observations of the on the Reykjanes Ridge. Searle and Laughton
c ravity-controlled extrusions from the crests of (1977) correlated target widths from sonograph
rotated volcanoes should be able to determine the echoes near the Kurchatov Fracture Zone with

role of tilting in the crestal mountains and scarp heights on selected echosounder profilcs

beyond. and used this relationship to infer scarp heights

There was little data on the ratio of inward to from the width of the sonar targets over a much
outward facing faults in the Kurchatov Fracture -der area. On the Reykjanes Ridge, inferred
Zone area. However, the high reflectivity of the fault throws were measured from the medium range
scarps when viewed outwards and the shortness of side-scan sonar profiles directly. When plottee

the returni-g echoes (Fig. 2) indicate scarps against distance from the axis (Fig. 9), the data
o0 o points show no correlation with the theoreticalwith a mea.i slope of 47 on c he inward-facing

sides of the crestal mountain ridges (Searle and distribution required by Model 1. The da'a on

Laughton, 1977), an angle higher than the reso- the Reykjanes Ridge are taken from the southerly
lution of the processed echosounder profiles. section of the survey where the median valley is
However, some of these lower-resolution profiles well developed. The gradual decrease in maximum
suggest a net asymmetry of the ridges indicating fault throw and in the mean scarp height near the

a majority of inward facing scarps. A signi- Kurchatov Fracture Zone (Searle and Laughton, 1977,

ficant feature found on these profiles, as well Fig. 11) out to 60 km from the axis, can be

as on others on mid-ocean ridges (e.g. in the attributed to scarp burial by pelagic sediment'-

Gulf of Aden (Laughton, Whitmarsh and Jones, tion and the growth of talus slopes.
1970)), and noted by Macdonald and Luyendyk in
the FAMOUS area, are the "lips" perched on the (c) Fault Spacing
uplifted edges of fault blocks (see also Fig. 8).
They are interpreted as relic volcanic features The spacing of faults along lines perpendicular
a.id their location indicates that faulting often to the spreading axis (not necessarily flow
occurs near the foot of the axial volcanic ridges lines) was measured for all four areas on several
as shown by Ballard and van Andel (1977b). typical sections, avoiding fracture zones, and

In the 45 N survey, no narrow-beam or near was plotted against distance from the axis
bottom profiles were available to examine the (Fig. 10). The data for the Reykjanes Ridge

asymmetry of the ridges. A comparison of GLORIA include both the southerly rifted section and the
data on either side of the median valley indi- northerly unrifted section of the survey area.
cates, however, a majority of inward facing Since there is no significant difference between
scarps. the fault spacings in the two sections, the

In contrast, in the ReykJanes Ridge survey con- two data tets have been combined. Spaces that
siderable data were obtained on this issue. In included sediment basins exceeding 100 msec
some areas the same piece of sea floor was viewed (approximately 75 m) in thickness or where there
from both sides and the contrast is evident in is poor sonar coverage due to extreme range or
Fig. 3. In addition, the medium range side-scan shadow, were excluded from the data. The spaces
sonar was well able to distinguish between inward between the first inward facing pair of faalts
and outward facing faults and to relate them to a were also excluded. The plots show no signifi-
profile beneath the ship (Fig. 8). Throughout cant change in the fault spacing beyond 10 km
the survey, out to a distance of 75 km from the from the axis, implying that no new inward facing
axis, 192 inward facing and only 6 outward facing faults were generated beyond this range, and that
faults were crossed. This ratio is supported all faults were, therefore, formed within the
generally by the comparative views of inward and median valley (or median ridge) zone.
outward looking GLORIA sonographs. The complete data sets can, therefore, be used

A preponderance of inward facing faults car. also to give histograms of fault spacings for each
be seen on sonographs collected along passage area- (Fig. 11), and to compute mean values
tracks parallel and close to the Mid-Atlantic (Table I). There is no significant difference
Ridge axis between 540 and-37°N. One must con- between the mean fault spacings in the four
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areas. The mean value for all four areas, FAULT
2.4 kin, agrees closely with that (2.4 km) GENERATION
observed by Macdonald and Luyendyk (1977) in ACCRETION
the terrace regions of the FAMOUS area. However, AXIS POSITION
each of the major scarps may in fact consist of

a cluster of closely spaced faults producing | 0

slivers of crust some tens or hundreds of metres 7
wide as observed on the inner walls of FAMOUS by
Deep Tow. We think it likely that each cluster

belongs to a single faulting episcde. 
A I-

ZONE OF FLEXURE
(d) Length of Faults 

2

A striKing feature of the faults is their
considerable length compared with their spacing.
In the FAMOUS area, some faults can he traced
continuously for as much as 35 ka., -nding at
fracture zones. South of the Kurchatov Fracture 

o

Zone, fault scarps with only minor offsets were 9L
traced for as much as 60 kin, although more
conmonly a single scarp length is 10-20 km. It 3
is difficult to assess an average length sincea
small apparent discontinuities may arise from
problems of vehicle stability and quite commonly
faults coalesce or branch at small angles. >
Long closely -paced faults result in fault

blocks that are long and thin. Assuming that a I \|
fault is initiated at one place and propagates as LOCKED FAULT Ci,-
a tear, the close spacing of consecutive faults
implies a remarkably uniform stress field or a
well defined zone of weakness. Fig. 13. Three stages, before, during, and after

the formation of a fault in laterally moving
(e) Position of Fault Generation uniform thickness lithosphere.

The analysis of the statistics of fault spacing

excluded the spacing of the two central inward Since the major fault blocks have a finite
facing faults either side of the median valley width, the present position of the inner walls TILT
or ridge. It is widely accepted that the morpho- will on average be further from che spreading

logy of the inner floor of the median valley on axis than the position of their origin. If g

mid-ocean ridges is predominantly due to represents the distance of the fault generation
extrusive volcanism and that the floor is bounded position from the axis, y the observed distance F
by inner walls of inward facing normal faults. from the axis to the fir 4 inward facing fault Fig. 14.
These are the first major faults dislocating the and Ay the mean fult spacing, then - obtained
Tfrluniformly
newly formed and recently spread lithosphere and A1 y ( for illus
the position at which they occur relative to the g =  - - (Fig. 12).bl
spreading axis must be where the shear strength the zone
of the lithospheric wedge is exceeded by the Table II shows observations of the width of the fault blo
vertical shear stress resulting from the spacing of the inner walls (or first pair of lines o
accretion process. major inward facing faults) for the 4U.ferent

survey areas, and the calculated values of g,
FAULT using the appropriate fault spacing. The wide sphere, an

ACCRETION GENERATION variation of y1 between segments of the same of vertica
AXIS P rON survey area, separated by fractare zones, ridge cres4

reflects the relative ages of the first fa'tlt The av-tr.
FAULTS scarp. fault scar*

'111 11 -not signifj'11, 11Geces-xy of Fault Generation scarp heigl
I ' on Moving Lithosphere grow to th

-- g than 200,0(
PI AY The observed fault spacing implies an average measured fz

I PLATE time interval between the initiation of clusters 1975). Se4
MOVEMENT of new faults of 200,000 years. We be)ieve this continuous

Fig. 12. Definition of measurements in calcula- characteristic period depends both on the rate events -a

tion of fault generation pOsition. of thickening and strengthening of the litho- dykes 0.1
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ZONE OF FLEXURE years for the initiation of new extrusive
FAULT volcanoes which must themselves be fed by

GENERATION intrusive dykes (Ballard and van Andel, 1977).

POSITION The intervals between faulting episodes are,
0 _ _ _ _ _ _therefore, an order of magnitude greater tha.

between volcanic episodes and hence, to a first
PlT OVMN approximation, sea-floor spreading is continuous,

- I between the faulting episodes.
Thus our data suggest that major faulting

occurs at a small, but finite, distance from the
2 a spreading axis, episodically on a relatively uni-

formly moving lithospheric plate. As new crust
3 moves past the faulting position it is faulted by

forces related to the distance from the axis. As
it moves away the faults become locked into the

4 crust and subsequently do not change their throw
significantly.

o0 In order to determine the flow line of a point
E5 on the new crust it is necessary to model the

effect of repeated faulting. Let us assume, as
0 a first simplification, that the lithosphere

retains a constant thickness after creation and
that associated with the faulting is a zone of
flexure either side of the fault (Fig. 13).

> (Some such assumption is needed since the whole
lithosphere cannot be uplifted at each fault

0. step). The next fault dislocates new crust,
N N N Nuplifting the now older frozen fault if it still

lies in the zone of flexure, and increasing the

flexure on the younger blocx. An equilibrium
profile can be_ constructed by successive super-
positions of fault and flexure until one point
has moved right through the flexure zone
(Fig. 14). One direct consequence of such a
simplified geometrical construction is the
persistence of a relative depression at the

TILT faulting position. (The corresponding relative
elevation resulting from the first faulting is

Tcarried off with the plate). Throughout theDISTANCE FROM AXIS

Fig. 14. Geometrical construction of profile
obtained by repeated faulting and flexure of
uniformly moving lithosphere. It is assumed SUCCESSIVE FAULTING EPISODES

for illustration purposes that the width of a 1

fault block equals one-eighth of the width of ELEVATION
the zone of flexure. The angle of tilt of the UPPER SIDE OF FAULT A'
fault blocks is shown at the bottom. The flow At

lines of point A, A' and B are shown in Fig. 15. A

LOWER SIDE OF FAULT
sphere, and on the rate of horizontal variation
of vertical shear due to viscous flow beneath the ELEVATION
ridge crest (Lachenbruch, 1976).
The average inferred height of the innermost

fault scarps near the Kurchatov Fracture Zone is a
not significantly different from the average

scarp height; this- uggests that fault scarps
grow to their maximum height in a time much less
than 200,000-years, and this is compatible with- Fig. 15. The flow lines of points A and B
measured faulting rates (Francis, 1974; aure, (Fig. 14) plotted as elevations against time
1975). Sea-flo6r -peidiiilg must be-hon- through ten faulting episodes. Point A has been
continuous on a time-scale-related to intrusive ose-so that -it lies- at the position of a
events -- bout S -to 25O years for imiividual future failt-and- herece is -divided-by the fault
dykes-0.1 to 5 m ide-(Coleman, 197):, or 10,000 plane-into A and A'.
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zone of flexure the fault blocks are progressive- The flow line of a typical point is dependent
ly tilted to a maximum at the outer edge of the on whether it is in the centre of a block or
flexure zone. For a throw of 200 m and fault immediately adjacent to a fault. Selected flow
spacing of 2 km, the maximum tilt -s 60. lines are shown in Fig. 15, derived from the
Outward tilting of fault blocks of an average labelled points in Fig. 14: a point (A) lying at

20 at the inner wall and between 30 am: 80 at the a potential fault site will be depressed until
outer walls in the FAMOUS area have been observed faulting splits it into two points (A and A') on
by Macdonald and Luyendyk (1977). On the the dcwn and up-faulted sides of the fault
Reykjanes Ridge, our medium range side-scan sonar respectively. A point in the centre of a block
has shor-n outward tilting as high as 200 to 30o, (B), however, will be depressed. then elevate,.
although more commonly about 10 . but never rise above the mean level. These flow

lines take no account, however, of adjustments
(-) in height that may afise from non-equilibrium

) tforces from below.
If lithospheric cooling and shrinking is super-

posed (Sclater and Francheteau, 1970) on the
synthetic topographic profile in Fig. 14, the
ridged profile far from the axis will gradually
increase in depth.

This model says nothing about the origin of the
stress that creates the fault and is clearly

()oversimplified by the assumption of uniform
(b) lithospheric thickness. A more likely model ist= 112 T SPREADING, one in which a relatively thin rigid lithosphere

-FT,(i.e. the inner floor of the median valley) over-
lies the axial region above the m.ntle -"cnduit orROTATION, magta chamber, beyond which the lithosphere

ACCRETION increases in thickness as material near the
conduit or magma chamber walls cools and adds to
the plite. At a time immediately following the
relief of stress by the generation of an inner
wall fault, the lithospheric cross-section may
approximate to (a) in Fig. 16. The stresses on
the mantle conduit walls, arising from gravity
and viscous forces exerted by the rising material
(Lachenbruch, 1976) will uplift both the lithe-
spheric wedge ,nd, due to the finite shear

c T~-- strer.gth of the younger lithosphere, the inner
t=T-P- SPREADING, floor region (Fig. 16b, c). The latter will be

UPIFT, out of equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure
head, reduced by viscous drag, in the rising

ROTATION, mantle column, and will eventually collapse
- ACCRETION giving rise to a normal fault (Fig. 16d). The

flexure associated with the uplift will, however,
be preserved by tha continual underpinning of the
lithospheric wedge by mantle accretion on its
walls.

Conclusions
Wd)

t:T+e -AULTING The paper has set out to present now evidence
on the faulting associated with slow spreadin
mid-ocean ridges and to provide constraintb andEQUILIBRIUM perhaps new insights into modelling the tectoni'
processes at and near the accretion axis.
The following conclusions have been reached:-

(1) There is a pattern of normal faults aligned
parallel to the median valley or ridge axis, but
not necessarily normal to the spreading

Fig. 16. Faulting and flexure in a more direction.
realistic lithospheric profile near the ridge (2) The majority of these faults -are facing
axis assuming faulting with a periodicity of T. inwards towards the axis.
Stipple indicates the new lithosphere accreted (3) There is no signific,.nt change in fault throw
at each stage, beyond the crestal mountains, implyin- that
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reverse faulting along pre-existing faults does Faure, H., Neot-actonics in the Afar (Ethiopia,
not take place. T.F.A.I.), in Quaternary Studies, pp. 121-126,
(4) The spacing between faults does not decrease edited by R.P. Suggate and M.M. Cresswell,
with distance from the axis, implying that no new Royal Society of New Zealand, 1975.
faults are generated outside the median valley. Francis, T.J.G., A new interpretation of the 1968
(5) Typical fault spacing is 2 to 2.5 kin, equi- Fernandina Caldera collapse and its implica-
valent to initiation of a new fault, or cluster tions for the Mid-Oceanic Ridges, Geophys. J.
of faults, about every 200,000 years. R. astr. Soc., 39, 301-318, 1974.
(6) Faults are generated at a more or less con- Glenn, M.P., Introducing an operational multi-
stant distance (2-4 kin) from the ridge axis as beam array sonar, Int. Hydrogr. Rev., 47,
the lithosphere moves past this position. 35-39, 1970.
(7) Fault lengths vary from 5 to 50 km giving Glenn, M.F., ulti-narrow beam sonar systems, in
rise to long, thin fault blocks, sometimes con- Oceans '76, 2nd Annual Combined Conference
tipuous between fracture zones. This implies mIS/IEEE, pp. 8D-1 to 8D-2, Inst. Electrical
that the stress field is extremely uniform in the and Electronics Engineers, Inc., New York,
direction parallel to the axis. 1976.

From these data it is concluded that the pro- Hall, J.M., 2nd Ewing Symposium (this volume),
file of median valley, valley wall complex, 1978.
crestal mountains, and ridge flank can be Harrison, C.G.A. and L. Stieltjes, Faulting

e e>plained qualitatively in terms of a lithosphers within the median valley, in Present State of
continuously generated at the axis being trans- Plate Tectonics, pp. 137-144, edited by
ported laterally, through a region where the J. Bonnin and R.S. Dietz, Tectonophysics, 38,
shear stresses associated with the edge of the (1-2), 1977.

e asthenosphere conduit generate normal faults and Heirtzler, J.R- and Tj.H. van Andel, Project
associated flexure. As repeated flexure is added FAMOUS: Its origin, programs, and setting,

or 'o the already faulted lithosphere, the fault Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull., 83, 481-487, 1977.
bl,.cks are progressively tilted to an angle of Iachenbruch, A.H., Dynamics of a Passive
betw,,en 50 and 100 until they reach the crestal Spreading Center, J. Geophys. Res., 81,
mountans. This region (froAn inner wall to 1983-1902, 1976.
crestal .iountains) denotes the horizontal extent Laughton, A.S. and J.S.M. Rusby, Long range sona:
of the fle.ure rore, whose width may be related and photographic studies of the median valley
to the rate of increase of lithospheric thick- in the FAMOUS area of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
ness away from rhe axis, and the rate of change near 370N, Deep-Sea Research, 22, 279-298, 1975.
of vertical stress. Beyond the crestal mountains Laughton, A.S., R.C. Searle and D.G. Roberts,

al the thermal shrink),ag of the lithosphere accounts The Reykjanes Ridge crest and the transition
for the increasing depth of the sea floor along between its rifted and non-rifted regions,
the ridge fL nks. Tectonophysics, in press.
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CONSTRAINTS FROM THE FAMOUS AREA CONCERNING THE STRUCTURE OF THE OCEANIC SECTION

dor Tanya Atwater

ge Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

023, Abstract. Structural data from the Famous Ar- Ocean crust from the point of view of its orig-
ea, near 37'N on the Mid Atlantic ridge, are ex- inal formation. I shall draw most heavily upon
amined for possible constraints they may place data collected at the Mid Atlantic ridge near

upon the interpretation of materials collected in 36-37ON during the FAM4OUS Project, adding a few
deep basement drill holes in the Atlantic. Vol- preliminary remarks based upon a return expedi-
canic, petrologic, r'tz.ic and crude age data tion to that area, AMAR78, reported by Atwater
all suggest that the zone of emplacement of new et al. (1978), Macdonald and Atwater (1978), At-
lavas is 5 to 10 km wide, with possible occa- water and Macdonald (1978), Crane and Ballardsional new additions as t'iuch as 15 km from the (1978) and Ballard et al.(1978). Comparisons to

center. Implications for dike-flow relationships other parts of the ridge will also be made.

in the section are discussed. The most likely Structurally, at least, the Famous section of the
model appears to be one with a narrow, centered ridge crest appears to be quite typical, having
focus of volcanism which is then covered with a a central rift valley with typical relative depth

thinner covering layer by off-axis, late stage and width, fault block topography, mountainous
volcanism. The dimensions of volcanoes in the flank relief, and rough but just discernable
Famous Area, combined with magnetic layer thick- Vine-Matthews Anomalies. I shall summarize some
ness studies suggest a volcanic layer about of the volcanic and structural results from this
three to six volcanoes thick. Each volcano con- area and discuss their implications for materials
sists of a pile of about 25 flows of highly var- which might be encountered in a deep sea drilling
iable thickness which erupt over a relatively basement hole. This is not an easy task, since
short time span compared to the 5,000 to 10,000 most of the Famous data concern the horizontal
years between major eruptions. upper surface of the ocean floor while the base-

Rubble in the section is likely to be gener- ment holes examine the vertical section to depth.
ated in two ways: (1) as horizontal breccia Still, the former do include some implications
sheets which broke off of steep flow fronts and for the vertical section. In particular, they

then were overrun as the fronts advanced and (2) put constraints upon the internal composition of
as fault zone breccias. The spacing and geomet- the volcanic layer, the origin of rubble within
ry of faults suggest that there is a 30% probab- the section, and the tilting of rock.; during and
ility that a random 500m drill hole will encount- after their emplacement. In addition, they allow
er at least one major fault zone. one to estimate the amount of sea floor area

Two possible origins for large tectonic which is "typical" oceanic crust versus that
tilts are considered. Individual volcanic units which was generated or was seriously deformed in
may be rotated during burial, then larger coher- fracture zones.
ent blocks may suffer additional tectonic rota-
tions as they pass the rift mountain tops. The Structure and History of the Volcanic Layer
latter tilts probably affect less than 10% of
the crust. Width of the Zone of Extrusion. Before the FA-

In the transform faulted region of the Fa- MOUS project, the most common type of model for
mous area (age 5 m.y. and younger), about 3/4 of the internal structure of the volc,. ,c layer was
the crust appears to be "typical" oceanic mater- that illustrated in Figure la. It as. mes that
ial vs that which is highly tectonized by trans- the zone of addition- of new lavas is narrow and
form faults or which was originally emplaced well centered. Thus, each new volcano splits the
there. previous one in two, building a new edifice over-

Introduction lapping the older es in a quite orderly fash-

In this paper I shall attempt to outline Split volcano models such as the one in Fig-
what we can tell about the structure of Atlantic ure la imply that only one major volcanic v nt,
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the central one, should be present on the sea
floor. All older volcanoes would be represented
on the surface only by their tilted flow toes.
This is not what was found in the Famous area. o ov ¢A¢
Rather, the rift valley floor consisted of a num- oFAW ED
ber of hills flanking the central one and all the z 2
hills which were studied seemed to be intact vol- 2
canoes. Their flow directions were still orient-
ed downhill and their summits were decorated with
cones and "haystacks" (Ballard and van Andel, 0'
1977). From this cbservation Ballard and van An-
del postulated a somewhat different family of 0 -1 90
models for volcanic emplacement, illustrated in S

Figure lb. They suggested that each new volcanic INKR JOurIR2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
episode begins at the foot of an older edifice FLOM VIAS AGE 1MY1

so that in general, whole volcanoes are carried
away to one side or the other. Unfortunately, Fig. 2. Bulk magnetic intensity of individual
dating techniques for sch young oceanic rocks topographic features as a function of expected
are very poor so that it is not possible to dis- age, after Macdonald (1977). Triangles show av-
tinguish the sequence of amplacement of the erage values and bars are 4 standard errors in
hills. Ballard and van Andel develop a model in length. Circle shows features with intensity
which active volcanic centers are only slightly greater than that typical for their expected
off center, each new one originating at one foot ages, perhaps indicating that they were formed by
or the other of the previously active volcano, younger, late stage vclcanism.
but they note that the data are equally compati-
ble with a model in which activity occurs any- crust away from the center. In the region where
where over some broader area and in a more ran- this effect is easily detectable (.5 - 2 m.y. ex-
dom manner. The nearly centered model was moti- pected age), about 10% of the surface features
vated by the fact that the most recent volcanoes seem to be .5 to 1.3 m.y. younger than their sur-
in the American submersible area are centered. roundings, i.e., they were emplaced 5 to 15 km
On the other hand, one very recent volcano to outside the center of emplacement. This conclu-
the north, Mt. Mercury, is actually perched upon sion should be approached with caution, however,
the first step of the western wall (Arcyana, since the AMAR expedition found very little young
1975; Macdonald and Luyendyk, 1977) suggesting a volcanism associated with Mt. Saturn which had a
more random emplacement of volcanoes, high intensity deep tow magnetic anomaly (Atwat-

Crustal emplacement models constructed to er, et al, 1978). The source of that anomaly is
match magaetic effects also favor a wider zone of presently being investigated.
volcanic additions. In particular, Schouten Petrologic, geochemical and aging data from

(this volume) constructed a simplified model as- the rocks collected in the Famous Area also sug-
suming that new discrete volcanoes are distribut- gest a wider zone of emplacement, though not so
ed about the center in a Gaussian way. When he wide as just discussed. Bryan and Moore (1977) - -

tried to model various observed magnetic charact- found a strong zonation in rock type, from prim-
eristics (polarity transition widths, magnetic itive in the center to differentiated at the edg-
anomaly variability and the presence of mixed es of the valley floor. This they interpreted to
polarities in deep crustal holes) he found that be the result of an evolving, continually leaking
they required a standard deviation of about 2.5 magma chamber, so that all the surface lavas

2 km or a little less. In other words, most new overlying the chamber are quite young. Crude age
volcanoes are added over a zone about 10 km wide dating measures (manganese thickness and palag-
and about 70% of them are spread over the central onitization (Bryan and Moore, 1977) and rock
5 km (in or near the rift valley floor), magnetic intensity (Johnson and Atwater, 1977)

Another study of the emplacement width was likewise suggest that the surface rocks all the
made by Maddonald (1977) when he estimated the way to the edge of the valley floor are younger
bulk magnetic intensity of individual ocean floor than would be expected from a narrow, centered
peaks and scarps. Magnetic intenjity decays very emplacement. Bryan and Moore supposed that the
rapidly with age, from 20-30 A.m for features late stage volcanism is confined to the rift val-
less than a few hundred thousand years old to a- ley floor (a region 3-5 km wide). It is often
bout 7 A.m at I million years. Thus, off-axis supposed that the bounding faults mark the edge
late stage volcanoes should have higher magnetic of the underlying magma chamber. However, very __

__ intensities than their surroundings. lfWdhle most little is known about the ages of the rocks on - - -

of Macdonald's intensities cluster about a smooth the walls and beyond, so that this is not a con-
decay curve, a small number were clearly tob in- pelling constraint at this time.
tense for their distances from the center (figure In conclusion, most data from the Famous
2). A possible explanation for these features is rift valley suggest that the zone of extrusion is

that they were late additions upon the older at least as wide as the valley floor, with pos-

I
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sible occasional volcanic additions as much as and these would have lower magnetic intensities I
15 km from the center. This implies that the than the young lavas. Also, as noted above, di-
difference in age between the bottom and top rect samples from the bottoms of deep crustal
flows in a given section will commonly be 200,000 holes included pillow basalts to nearly 600 m
years and occasionally will be 1 million years depth into the basement. For the sake of dis-
or more. The implications of such a wide region cussion, then, we might suppose that the layer
for volcano emplacement are very strong for mod- which includes significant amounts of quenched
els of the structure of the deeper volcanic sec- lavas extends to one km depth. If such a layer
tion. Namely, the relationship between flows is built of whole volcanoes similar to Mts. Ven-
and feeder dikes and the ratio of one to the us and Pluto, as described above, it would be
other at given depths would be entirely differ- three to six volcanoes thick.
ent from those in the countered split volcano In any given surface crossing of the valley I
model. Any whole volcano model requires that a floor, parallel to the spreading direction, the
significant number of dikes should be present volcanoes identified by Ballard and van Andel
high up in the volcanic section, and their num- (1977) occur at spacings of about 600 m. At I
ber should increase rapidly with depth. Compare the spreading rate here, this is equivalent in
figures la with 1c, for instance. Any increase time to a spacing of 30,000 years. If, indeed,
in the width of the emplacement zone increases the volcanic layer contains two to five buried
this intermingling of dikes and flows. Occa- volcanoes for every one at the surface, then the I
sional clear crossings of dikes have been re- average time between new volcanic starts would I
ported in the deep crustal holes (eg. Bryan et be 5,000 to 10,000 years.
al., 1977), and Flower et al., 1977) and others It is not known how long a given volcanic
could easily go undetected as such. On the other episode lasts: whether there is a more or less
hand, ophiolite sequences seem to show relative- regular outpouring of lava so that a given vol-
ly little intermixing of dikes and flows (Cann, cano takes 5,000 years to be formed, or whether
personal communication). the volcanoes are built very quickly, with long

quiet periods in between. A number of lines of
Volcanoes in the Vertical Section. Ballard and evidence suggest the latter hypothesis. The
van Andel considered only the surface section in divers reported that all the lavas explored on 0
their emplacement models. The three deep crustal each of the two youngest volcanoes, Venus and
holes which have penetrated beyond 500 m in the Pluto, seemed to be of similar age, in contrast -

basement were still encountering extrusives when to the older rocks surrounding them. The pres-
they stopped drilling (Melson et al., 1974; ence of thick units in the deep crustal holes
Rabinowitz et al., 1976 and Flower et al., 1977). within which geochemical, petrologic and magnetic
Thus, it seems clear that the oceanic layer 2A is properties are nearly constant, also argues for d
generally more than one volcano thick. One sim- a very rapid building of thick piles. 0
ple extension of the intact volcano model is to Another promising model for the structure of
assume that the volcanic layer consists of bur- the volcanic layer deserves consideration. It is
ied whole volcanoes. Figure lc shows such a pos- essentially a hybrid, with a centered, split vol- t
sibility. Given this assumption, we can use the cano structure for the lower portion of the con-
dimensions of various volcanoes studied in the struction plus an addition of superficial volcan-Famous Area to estimate the number of whole vol- oes from smaller amounts of late stage, off-axis
canoes which might be encountered in a given volcanism. This is illustrated in figure id.
crustal hole. This model satisfies the observations of a wide

Individual volcanoes in the Famous Area are extrusion zone and intact volcanoes at the sur-
about 500 to 700 m wide and 2 kmlong. The face whilemnimizing and localizing the number

height of the edifice built during a given vol- of dikes in the volcanic section at depth. It
canic episode is not known, but if it is assumed constructs a section which is similar to that re- E
that the present central volcanoes, Mts. Venus ported from Troodos, figure 3, and is similar to
and Pluto, grew to fill intervolcano depressions the model proposed by Bryan and Moore to explain
such as the one which presently lies between their geochemical gradients in the Famos Area.
them, then they are 200-300 m thick at their cen- It also shares many features with the sti.:cture
ters. This, however, may be an underestimate, found on the fast spreading East Pacific hise at F
since faulting surrounding them suggests that 3.50 S (Lonsdale, 1977), although the various corn-
they sink into the crust after and probably dur- ponents are somewhat different and are different-
ing their construction (Ballard and van Andel, ly developed. On the East Pacific Rise the cen-
1377). tral volcano is by far the dominant volcanic fea-

The thickness of the volcanic layer is not ture. It is linear, continuous and quite uni- a
known. Macdonald (1977) found an equivalent form, quite different from the alternating cen-
thickness of about 700 m by assuming that the en- tral highs and lows of the Famous Area. Off cen-
tire layer has the same magnetization as near ter volcanism at the East Pacific Rise appears
surface features. This is probably an underest- to be represented only by small knobs scattered
imate since more and more instrusives and altered sparsely upon the terrain of the domijmnt central
sections would be included with increasing depth volcano. Thus, at Famous we must postulate an
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Fig. 3. Diagrammatic sketch showing the relationships in cross-section between dikes, flows and dia-
base in Troodos, Cyprus, after Wilson (1959) as published in Coleman (1977), Figure 68. Dike/flow re-
lationships suggest that the Lower Pillow Lava group may have been formed by a centered split volcano
emplacement while the Upper Pillow Lava group represents off-axis, late stage volcanism, as illustrated
in Figure ld.

intermittant central edifice and a much more act- During the ANAR78 expedition we encountered
ive late phase, one which conveniently hides most these thin platey lavas forming lakes In many of
of the evidence for the earlier stage. the lows (Atwater, 1978, Ballard et al., 1978). -

In the various fault scarps examined we estimate
Flow Structure within Volcanoes. The Famous data that sheet flows constituted 10 to 15% of the
may also be of use in understanding the lava vertical sections. This percentage probably in-
structure encountered within a given volcano, creases with depth, since the sheets occur in w
Many flow fronts were examined during the Famous the lowest spots and would be preferentially bur-
dives. Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional sketch ied.
of an advancing flow front as surmised by Ballard
and Moore (1978) from these observations. The Rubble and Talus Within the Section
flow can be viewed as a sloping lake, budding on
top and advancing by overflowing its dam and Volcanic rubble is one of the most common
building new foresets of elongate pillows down rock types found in deep crustal holes. What is
the front and then moving over them. Van Andel the origin of this rubble?
and Bryan (personal comnunications) estimate that
these volcanic fronts are typically 10 to 20 m Surface Debris. One of the more dramatic aspectsI high, although a great variability was seen. If of the ocean floor is the great amount of talus
we take this as a rough estimate for the thick- found there. However, it is probably a mistake
ness of flows and assume that a given volcao is to suppose that equal amounts have been buried.
300 m thick, then a given section through the Most of the large, impressive talus piles are
edifice might consist of about 25 flow units, found at the bases of the major fault scarps and
Given the many uncertainties in such an estimate, it appears that much of the large offset fault-
however, it must be considered only a very rough ing occurs as the crust is uplifted away from
working number. A given vertical section down- the valley floor, after the completion of volcan-
ward through such a flow would consist of top ism in a given section. Thus, the really large
bulbous pillows (sometimes hollow and collapsed), talus ramps are only surface phenomena and will
a more massive core, lower elongate foreset pil- not, in general, be found buried within the vol- -

lows, and then a rubble sheet put down by mater- canic section.
ials spalling off of the advancing front and sub- The central valley floor, i.e., the part
sequently being run over. most likely to be buried by lavas in the future,

is relatively barren of talus. Small amounts of
Sheet Flows in the Section. An additional com- rubble are seen where hollow pillows and tubes
plication in the volcanic section will be the have collapsed and at the feet of smll scarps
presence of sheet flows. These have been des- and flow fronts. Still, the total area covered
cribed in the Galapagos spreading center (Lons- by talus reported by Ballard and van Andel in
dale, 1977, and Ballard et al., in press) but their detailed dive track descriptions, their
were not previously reported in -the Atlantic. figureo2, averages only 9% while deep tow photo
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it is tilted or faulted yet again to form the un- ga
dulating rift mountains. fa,

One of the most impressive features of the un
rift valley floor is its pervasive parallel sys- as
tem of small faults and fissures. These features Mo
are ronarkably linear and parallel to the valley
trend and have nearly vertical dips. The f is- ch
sures presumably o erlie dikes emplaced at depth in
which did not reacl e surface. Their upper, pa
empty parts become a 3sitories for sediments and o.
rubble. The ubiquit of these fine scale frac- ho
tures can be seen in the table presented by Bal-
lard and van Anael (1977) which lists tectonic fo
features observed from the submersible Alvin.
These data cover 7.5 (projected) km of east-west La
tracks within the valley floor during which they zo
observed nearly 100 fractures or fracture groups, wat
with an average spacing of about 80 m and offsets pr
of 0.2 to 25 m. It is likely that many addition-
al fractures of this type have been subsequently
buried by lavas so that their frequency probably .1
increases rapidly with depth in the section.

When oceanic crust moves outward to the hol
edge of the valley floor it reaches a point where rad
it begins to ascend the valley walls. This is see
accomplished by faulting the crust into long, Fur,
narrow blocks and uplifting the separate blocks
to form a staircase of sorts. These faults tend The!Fig. 4. Structure of an advancing pillow flow to have much greater throw (100 m average) and ablifront as deduced by Ballard and Moore (1977) fig- wider spacing (1.5 Im average) than the valley fieure 21, from Famous Area observations. Dotted floor fractures and are quite consistently inward thapattern indicates molten lava. dipping. Many of these "master faults" when ex- the
amined in detail are represented at the surface moroanalysis indicates only 15-20% (Luyendyk and Mac- by fault zones 100 m to 1 km wide consisting of adonald, 1977). number of faults and slivers (e.g. see Figures 4 evi,Another probable source of buried rubble is and 5 of Ballard and van Andel, 1977). gesiimplied by the observations of flow fronts by The actual values of the dips of theseBallard and Moore (1978). As a front advances, faults are difficult to ascertain. Macdonald and 197the steep elongate foreset pillows tend to break Luyendyk (1977) measured the slopes of the upper, OPP(away, forming a rubble heap at the foot of the talus free parts of 115 fault scarps crossed by pho:front. Thus every flow should rest upon a sheet deep tow and found an average slope of 500. This forrof its own rubble which broke off of the over- is probably an underestimate of the actual fault (Masteepened flow front as it advanced. The rubble dips since both erosion and the presence of un- Amformed by this process is different from that detected fault slivers and gouge would tend to sentfound in the fault scarp talus ramps in that it produce a scarp slope which is less than the

consists of whole or half pillow fragments while fault dip. The largest, clearest, best studied ialthe latter generally consists of wedge shaped scarp, the inner west wall, has dips exceeding surifragments (Atwater et al., 1978). It is not 75*. It is possible that this gives a bettert
clear that such a whole pillow talus would-be estimate for all fault dips .nd that other faults,
distinguishable in a drill core from the sur- with .etter resolution data, would be as steep.
rounding intact pillow flows. Some magnetic odd- On the other hand, the inner west wall is clearlyities such as discrepancies between magnetic and anomalous in its large throw and may be in dip as te
segregation vesicle orientations (Gruver, 1978) well.
could arise from this ambiguity. The depth to which these faults penetrate as and

brittle featutes can only be surmised. As a rule dici
of thumb, materials lose their ability to store lc,Fault Shearing and Gouge. Another way in which stress at about one half of their melting temper- bur:to form broken rock is by faulting. It appears atures (in degrees K), i.e., at 700-8000c for oftthat every section of crust formed in the Famous basalt. In thermal models, this temperature is therift undergoes three episodes of deformation be- reached at about 1-1.5 km depth On the other occtfore it is finally welded on to the passive oce- hand, these master faults may well become con- modanic plate. First, it is pervasively fissured duits of easy access for cold water penetration, tiorand faulted in the valley floor, then it is block cooling a halo around them and allowing the histfaulted to form the rift valley walls. Finally cracks to propagate deeper, cool deeper, propa-
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gate, cool, etc. (Lister, 1974). This could in
fact be the mechanism for solidification of the G.
underlying magma chambers at this point in space, ,' I
as is often assumed to occur (e.g., Bryan and i, I 'ii-Moore, 1977).-..... .

It is interesting to consider what the i .,chances are of encountering a fault or fault zone "'- ' ! ' : :  : "

in a randomly placed drill hole. Given the above h 1' i. '.'-)ii.
parameters the probability of hitting at least 'ViIl!I'lh 91
one large offset normal fault in a 500 m vertical 1 !,11i.11'i j ' '
hole is quite large, about 30%. -h! 1 !i"'i 11 114/il

The nature of the third, mountain top de- i 1l Il-
formation episode was investigated during the
AMAR78 expedition and is presently being studied.
Large scale flexures seem to characterize this
zone (Atwater et al., 1978, Macdonald and At- b. i,

water, 1978). Their manifestation at depth is II1H iI,1I:I','I ; ,
problematical. t !l :iII1!, j ti',0;

Tectonic Tilt ".'.....'. i '.:ii iiij1

Basalts recovered from deep sea drilling . -- 9,
holes often have magnetic inclincations which are I i.'I Il~llr.- .. .
radically different from those predicted (e.g., 'i11 Ilit ai,1j7llli"Flil I !!;'
see Hall and Ryall, 1977, or Lowzie, this volume). Iiji
Furthermore, these "anomalous" inclinations can ijIi ' I !
be constant over thick portions of the section. I ' ''

These variations are larger than would be reason-
ably predicted from secular variations of the Fig. 5. Aerial patterns of fracture zone regime
field. The most popular explanation for them is crust: (a) when all crust is formed at the ridge
that some sort o. tectonic tilt occurred after crest and then some is deformed during transform
they were emplaced. Large tilts of 30 degrees or faulting (dotted area) and (b) when some addit -

-more are often required. al area is added within the transform fault it-
During the AMAR78 Expedition, we collected self (dashed area). Double lines show centers of

evidence near the rift mountain tops which sug- spreading. Arrows show direction of motions of
gests tectonic rotations of substantial blocks of plates. Assuming east-west spreading, the pat-
crust by as much as 300 outward (Atwater et al., tern in the Famous Area is like that in (b) with
1978, Macdonald and Atwater, 1978). This is in three quarters of the fracture zone area appear-
opposition to previous interpretations of mor- ing to be formed by ordinary spreading processes
phologic data which appeared to preclude post and thereafter deformed.
formational tilts of more than a few degrees
(Macdonald and Luyendyk, 1977, Macdonald and
Atwater, 1978). In the ridge flank profiles pre- Typical Crust Versus Fracture Zone Crust
sented in figure 10 of Macdonald and Luyendyk
(1977), about 10% of the surface has a substant- When we speak about a "typical" oceanic
ial outward slope. Some of these slopes are section we usually think of crust which was
surely fault scarps. We may conclude that less formed at a spreading center, faulted, and then
than 10% of the area of the crust has been in- carried away, pretty much undisturbed. In fact,
volved in these large mountain top flexures. a certain, not insignificant portion of the sea

The tilts just described were observed at floor is either formed in fracture zones or high-
the surface and thus represent only post form- ly deformed by them. It would be interesting to -

ational events. Tilts may also be acquired dur- know what percentage of the ocean floor surface
ing formation. Indeed the models in Figures la belongs to each category, and thus to know the
and ld require quite large consistent and pre- chances of hitting fracture zone terrain when
dictable tilts. In the whole volcano model of drilling in terrain which is less than perfectly
1c, large tilts are also quite possible for the mapped.
buried volcanoes, since we have very little idea Simple topographic maps suggest that a very
of how they sink out of sight. In deep holes, large part of the Atlantic sea floor belongs to
the observation that inclination changes often the fracture zone domain. While the rift mount-

U occur at lithologic breaks may also support a ains are generally envisioned as linear features,
model in which each volcano in the vertical sec- in fact they appear as nearly circular features
tion experiences a somewhat different tilting on the charts both In the Famous area and in
history during burial; These ideas are more ful- many other well mappedi rifted sections of the
ly developed-by Hall (thi'volume). Mid Atlantic ridge (e.g., Tagi Reykjanes). How-
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ever, more detailed studies show that bathymetry fracture zone domain in the Famous Area. - rock
is a very poor tool for delimiting the ridge and core
fracture zone domains. As discussed above, "typ- Summary and Conclusions pill
ical" oceanic crust has a very strong, consist- smai
ent lineation in both the small and large scale In conclusion, we find that using the struc- ares
tectonic features. In deep tow and mult~beam tural and volcanic observations from the rAMOUS
data, individual step faults in the valley walls Project and other mid ocean ridge work we can Aea
can be traced from one fracture zone to the next. make some comments concerning what is being en- site
However, these features, and indeed the valley countered in deep basement drill holes in the At- was
floor itself, are not level but rather are bowed, lantic. the
being lower at their ends and higher at the cen- Concerning the structure of the volcanic sec- the
ter as shown by Macdonald and Luyendyk (1977) in tion, morphclogic, magnetic, and petrologic data fau.
their figure 16. This bowing causes the circular suggest that the zone of volcanic additions is - the
bathymetric appearance of the rift mountains probably as wide as the rift valley floor with
on charts. possible occasional additions as Tuch as 15 km

Thus it seems that the best indicator of from the center. This suggests that individual
"typical" crust is probably its lineated char- vertical sections should commonly include lavas
acter. We might define "typical" oceanic crust with ages spanning a few hundred thousand years gene
as that which shows a clear tectonic grain par- and may occasionally include as much as a million prep
allel to the ridge crest. The Gloria side scan years or more. The evidence for a wide extrusion the
information is a very good eetector of this type zone also leads one to models in which the number comm
of fabric. The lineation map produced by Whit- of dikes included in the ,olcanic section in- an bmarsh and Laughton (1976, their figure 6) was creases rapidly with depth. This is in opposi- C.G.
taken and sections where the ridge crest grain tion to the situation reported from ophiolites. aThis
is disrupted or non existent were shaded. The If we wish to reconcile these two approaches, we theshaded area accounts for about 23% of the area can call upon a quite special model, one in
less than 5 m. y. old. (The transform faults in which the bulk of the volcanic layer is emplaced3this region are believed to have been formed dur- by a very localized, centered process, but thening a spreading direction change starting about a small amount of lava is extruded randomly on
5 m. y. ago, Atwater and Macdonald, 1977.) top, covering the surface with late stage, whole "4

The multibeam bathymetric maps published of volcanoes. On the other hand, it may be a es- Atwa
the area by Phillips and Fleming (1978) allow a take to try to reconcile ophiolite and mid At- Na1fine scale interpretation to be made of the lantic models. There is a large variatier among Br
fracture zone - ridge crest junctions. In their spreading centers, especially with respect to Jo
maps of the AB Rift Valley - Fracture Zone B in- spreading rate. The ophiolite structure seems 13
tersection, the interaction of the rift and much more compatible with fast spreading ridges,
fracture zone tectonics are especially clearly where a continuous, centered site of extrusi--s
shown. On the passive, eastern side of the rift is present and flank volcanism is relative'-, thl
floor, the linear rift valley scarps are contin- minor. Ini
uous, undisrupted southward well into the fracture Famous Area observations suggest that a giv- Atwal
zone depression. On the western side, the side en section might commonly include three to six c eelwhich faces the active transform fault, these major volcanic episodes, that each episode might 2 f
same linear features are present at the edge of consist of about Ic flows and that flows might i Atwthe valley floor but are broken up by east-west average 10 to 25m thick, though all these pars- li
faults farther up the wall. Some square pieces meters show large variations. Flows may common- thi
of ocean floor, bordered by these two fault set.3 ly be separated by layers of flow front rubble,
can be detected here. Farther to the west, consisting of whole or half pillow pieces. A Ballithese features disappear. Presumably they have vertical section downward through a pillow flow ani
been disrupted beyond bathymetric recognition as is expected to consist of bulbous pillows, a Amtransform tectonism continues. These observe- massive layer, elongate pillows, flow front rub- ev
tions suggest that we must consider two types of ble, and then (perhaps) some sediments. Sec- BAlmaterial in the fracture zone domain: that which tions of thin sheet flows are also expected. mm Balwas formed as ordinary ocean crust and later tec- They might comprise 10 to 15% of the section To
tonized, and that which was formed in the fault near the top and greater amounts at depth. c6
itself. If all material in the fracture zone Three sources of broken rock in the section lel
were of the former type, fracture zone domains are clear. Flows should be separated by flow Ball!might be distributed as shown in figure 5a. In front talus, described above; fault scar-s may lafact, the Gloria and multibeam maps show a pat- create large talus ramps, mostly on or near the Sp
tern of disruption like that in flgure 5b, in top of the section; and faults may create zones
which a region in the center of the transform of sheared rock at depth. Given the parameters Bal
fault may never have been part of the "ordinary" associated with large normal 'faults in the Famous 36
crust. Assuming an east-west spreading direct- Area, 30% of deep crustal holes might expect to A
ion in the Famous Area, this type of area appears encoimter fault zones at depth. These three Bryato constitute about one quarter of the total sources generate quite different types of broken ti
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rock which shoula be distinguishable in drill Ridge rift vIley near lat 36*49'N, Geol. Soc.

cores. The first sheds whole or large pieces of Amer. Bull., 88, 556-570, 1977.

pillows; t.e second gives wedge shaped pieces, Bryan, W.B., P.J. Robinson, S.M. White, G. Byerly,
s small scctions of pillows; and the third gener- D.A. S-wanson, N. Pertsev, L. E. Ricou, S. Levi,

ates lath shaped, sheared pieces. G.A. Miles, W.G. Siesser, Y. Hamano, R.A.

If the transform faulted area of the Famous Stephen, C. Bollinger, R. Emmermann, St-idying

Area is typical, a randomly placed Atlantic drill oceanic layers, Geotimes, 22, 22-26, 1977.

site has a 75% chance of hitting material which Cann, J.R., A model for oceanic crustal structure

was created at a mid ocean ridge and accreted to developed, Geophys. J.R. astr. Soc., 39, 169-

the crust without major disruption. The rest of 187, 1974.
the area was either formed within the transform Crane, K. and R.D. Ballard, AMAR78 Preliminary

fault itself (less than 10%) or was created at results: Narrowgate tectonics and structure

the ridge and then sevexely disrupted thereafter. (Angus results) (abstract), Eos Trans AGUY, 59,
1198, 1978.
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THE ICELAND CRUST: EVIDENCE FROM DRILLHOLE DATA ON STRUCTURE AND PROCESSES

Gudmundur PAlmason, StefAn Arn6rsson, Ingvar Birgir Fridleifsson,

Hrefna Kristmannsd6ttir, Kristj~n Saemundssnn. Valgardur Stefhnsson,

Benedikt Steingrlmsson, and Jens '6masson.

Orkustofnun, Reykjavik.

Le6 Kristj~nsson.

Science Institute, University of Iceland, Reykjavik.

Abstract. Over 120 drillholes deeper than last 20 years, for the purpose of producing reo-
1000 meters have been drilled in Iceland, the thermal water and steam for house iteLing, elec-
maximum depth being 3085 m. Most of the ho.:c tric power production, and various industrial
are in geothermal areas where crustal tempera- uses. The holes are of varying depth, mostly
tures are controlle by hydrothermal convection, from about 500 m to 2000 m. The deepest one at
Drillhole data are presented frcm type localities present is 3085 m. Most of the holes are loca-
in structurally different areas such as active ted in geothermal areas within the axial rift
rift zones and central volcanoes as well as in zone (high-temperature areas) or in the flood
dissected flood basalt and central volcanic basalt areas flanking the axial rift zone (low-
sequences. The drillholes penetrate strata temperature areas).
ranging in age from about 16-0 m.y. The purpose of this paper is to review dril-

The chlorine content of waters issued from ling carried out in Iceland, with particuiar
the deep wells is highly variable (<20-19000 ppm) regard to results that may be of significance
which is largely due to different proportions of for understanding the oceanic crust, its struc-
meteoric water and sea-water in the rock. The ture and the processes at work within it. Among
relative mobility of all the other major elements the topics discussed are: geological structure,
in these deep waters seems to be governed solely stratigraphic logs, proportion of intrusives,
by various temperature dependent mineral/solute resistivity logs, temperature profiles, hydro-
equilibria, thermal convection, water chemistry, rock alte-

Rock alteration ranges from the zeolite to ration, magneti- properties, regional heat flow,
the greenschist metamorphic facies. Four alte- and crustal stresses. Typical drillhole data
ration zones have been correlated with distinct are prccented from both hieh-temperature and
rock temperature intervals. Fossil alteration low-temperature areas, followed by a :eneral
zones and retrograde alteration of secondary discussion based on all available data.
minerals frequently demonstrate previous thermal Rotary drilling rigs have mostly been used
conditions. for the de, per holes. Continuous cores are not

Magnetic susceptibility of drill chips has taken, but cuttings are regularly sampled at 2 m
been measured in 15 holes and shows no systems- intervals from the circulating fluid, which is
tic decrease with depth. usually water. The uncertainty in sampling

A regional survey of heat flow, based mostly depth appears to be of the order of 5-10 m,
on shallow drillholes located outside known depending on depth and penetration rate.
hydrothermal areas, is sunarized. The heat
flow pattern is closely related to the history Locition of drillholes
and development of the active zones of rifting witn regard to geology
and volcarism.- -

The geological history of the land area of
Introduction Iceland goes back about 15-16- My (Moorbath et

A fairly large number of-holes have been al., 1968). Conventionally, three stratigraphic
drilled into -thIcilandic- c ust, -mainly -in the uaits-ate identified (Fig. 1.) an the basis of - -
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Table I. The chemical composition of water from deep drillholes in Iceland. Concentrations in ppm.

Location numbers refer to Fig. 1.

location, . 0. ,oA -..-e.'C 0.o". pFV.C S. 2  K V. ? C 0 504 - 5 C 21 1 Di..
sample n SolI.-*

37i 0 5'3 2 1 _2.: 648 r .11 ISO:
02.1 k 1 77-0153 2' 1 M!9,/211 521473 9.4 a.-

02 W-o r F-r, 73-001 4 0 653 SO.1

1 9., 2 I 06 -" 6. 0 7 2:.1' -o2.1..3 0.9i N3
04 U.q.rdo S 2 3 77-0155 69b 102 0.9

I 2 I 0.,6.. -"
07 Ptykholt. 74-0031 ,W 32 6/,41671 205 1 2. 2 00 S.. .. 4 3.7 3. 2.49 18

Ii" " ' '  '"'' ' , 2.2 ,. 2 '68

0 Selt200 .8 j75-M,8 i S.£J . ..44/20 126 1 8.2 14 O.? 15.0 56.4 .2 .0 0.80 667
09 2M. 1 75 y(k 90 9-003 19S 0 .2 2.9 0.25 29.7 42.? 0.71 3S.2 0.8 3_2

. 16901 0.5 761

20 0yzazbh~5t.. 1 73O-21 69 7009"16/221 136 0 32.0"1224S 040 .21. l51 255.0 <0. 1' i

.'Rrgrl4 "3P2 1 2 6.99/199270 1 11.9 1.0.

14 ..111 1 177-0023 
6 .8/ 2 8  3 392 1.1 . 8 0.03 13.7 22 13 9

I 8"Jalne, 77-0147 81 5.581246d8 50 121i 36 3.3 2314 68,9 202.6 19966 I0.16 13250
28 S20rtin60q. 4 74-0063 242 5.47/237d 446 6444 1 987 5.16 436 34.0 %. ;2647 .11

17 K.,, .,. 5 7..0132 i51, goo .65/20 1264 2i 3 6.7 16.5 ^ .5. 63.0 325 11.1 52.0 0.60

18 0061148yT.93a 6 1-u.06 21S
0  

800 107/20 30-: 5%6 64.0 40.0 0.44 1 9. 40.1 .1 914" 0.30 27

20 Seltjar4480es. 3 77-2051 10221 8.44/_'8 .:6 368 10.8 244 0.17 S.~0 205 I0.1 I685.0 0.73 -63-

21 ".aok C17 77.2008 1 3 2b 9.64/18 150, . 2.9 :. 0.02 20.7 25.2 0. 37.0 0.80 -23

2 ",ja,,k., -23 77-201. , 9.70/1 9, 41.8? 1.3 2.4 0.0 1 27.2 19.2 0.1 17.4 0.42 218

23 ,,,..12s . 8-16 17- t2,4 9.65/, 110 o . 1.8 2.3 0.01 .5 28.6 !.4 24.2 0.95 230

24 8804... 4 47- 1210 q1) 7. ?,20 100 120 1 17.0 540 01 0 .3 53.0 0.1 2485 0.10 50

75 lairl. 4 76-0017 128 6.29/20 219 21) J20.6 30.9 0.37 2? 6S 0.3 240 2.34 am

26 -,.d. 4 77-0045 2 9.20,26 2S 6. 100 8.5 0.48 27.8 122 0.1 5,..4 3.20 290

7 L.. ,,,lt. 1 77-0133 9 1b 9.16/22 126 108 3.25 24.5 0.02 12.9 7.7 0.8 125 2.
"

9 438

28 Kolvl.8ne. 4 77-0091 60b17972 77 129 J2.5 24.9 0.25 40.2 52.0 <0.1 207 0.66 481

29 ftyk%61.o. 5 75-0073 1 0 8b 9.61/20 240 58.32 1.9 2.7 0.03 15.3 43.4 I0.71 33.7 0.50 2

30 ?.flIr&r. 2 76-0023 2 o .919 89 90.3j 0.6 4.2 0.01 9.6 53.4 1 .I1 77.4 1.92 327

32 SCWp4&lj~zduo. 2 76-0111 4 9.80/27 58 72.1 12.0 6.1 0.02 8571.2 0.2 63.4 0.30 296
33 84061 In Id883808.84 69-0251 6 9.20/23 97 242 , .3 22.7 0.03 1.0 24- 0.21 140 2.00 613
34 ReyIr at Ur. S 76-0191 6 9b1 9.64/21 226 54A8 1.8 2.9 0.01 24.0 59.0 I1!2 1. 5.84 306

3 adkk 0 601S 7P9.92/23 '4 81.01 1.1 3.0 0.03 16.2 37.7 O. 0.129.7 1.40 232
36 F1Qlfi~ro= 8 77-0125 6e 10.08/25 99 .31 1.0 2.1 0.02 15.4 14.5 '0.1j 9.5 C.38 226

37 O2.affsjr*. a 69-02S j 8 b 1 0.20/24 58 19.01 0.8 1.8 j0.06 115 . 0. 2.9 0.20 1 150

3 .a.0 048 64b 10.29/22 9 46.7 0.5 2.2 0.0 13555<.1 0.02 0
39 l .9-g land 1. Ekq., 2 69-021 I1 e8.78/24 13 55.51 2.6 2.0 0.02 24.0 21.2 <0.21 :13.71 0.60 288
40 ZLagq.1A~ In. zy2&f5.. 8 77-0173 932 2300 9.99123 116' -,..1 .1.6 .5.9 1 .09 I 27.71 63.9 <0.1 13.0 0.53 X FE
41 St6rutjarnir. 2 69-0119 65b

1  
9.69/24 1117 _:.5w 2.5 2.8 0.06 20.0 30.9 0.91 18.2 0.80 2S3

42 IAoW. 2 75-0091 I6221 10.58/20 190 48.81 0.5 2.0 <0.01 7.5 25.9 <0. 1 4.7 0.76 198
43 An.. I 75-0262 I97' 1160 9.65/21 122 51.2 13.1 2.8 I0.1.0 131.3 37.4 <0.1 12.9 0.69 2821

4: Irfa 9 I727 30C1 13 2.
.. 27.2/30 1 1.1 0.02 10013 - . 92.4 12.6 0.46 1014

46 Wka.83.l. 10 16-0I$6 I300, 7. 31/272d 7 118 22.6 0.5 0.02 231.5 . .G 1132.0 82.3 0.75 1036
47 0r18fiat.o. 3 76-0035 143b 9.95/2-0 $6 63,4f 0.9 5. .3 8. 76 05 4.904 3

'year of It~gic 1 0 no. aIsd te oc#Yrate of wel donso'A-9e. volcnisd toretozh
at .q.If- Inflow00,. oouted pd of the. 0.44201 ,,te. *total cubonate

- 2
(8003 - 03 * - 1 000. fotsl 8h. (ff24 r2

the geomagnetic time scale and pasleoclfiatic The zones of recent volcanism comprise the
evidence. They are (1) Tertiary rocks formed axial rift zoves, which erupt tholelitic rocks,
up to 3.3 My. ago, composed mainly if subaerial and are the present locus of active plate growth,
lava and Lnly minor sediment and tuff, (2) Plio- and the flank zones or lateral rift zones (Jak-
Pleistocene rocks, formed between 3.1 end 0.7 My. obsson, 1972; Saemundsson, 1978), which are
ago, containing a substantial amount of sediment characterized by alkaline or transitional rocks.
and subglacial volcanic rocks intercalated bet- The axial rift zones have in some places shifted
ween subaerial lava flows, (3) Late Quaterna v position during the evolution of Iceland. In
rocks of the-active volcanic zones, formed northwestern Iceland- there is evidence of an
during,the Brunhes epoch, ie. s'..e 0.7 My. ago. extinct axial zone, marked by anomalous heat
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Table 11. Data on drillholes used to det.rmine coi.uctive heat flow in the Icelandic crust.

Borehole ztitUde L 1tT Ele.vation Dp th Cradien: Heat f:-o*
N w UC/k= r= /

0 -

Arnarholt 64" 4:A N51"1 240 165 282

Ferstikla 64 24.3 21 36.2 5) !0 145 247

Akra s 1 64 19.4 22 04.6 i5 1400 1.9 2:9

Akranes I 1-r1rIfor1 64 18.3 21 56.2 . !53 260

Akranes I2 4H... .nes) 64 22.0 2, 57.9 :S) 250 255

Borqarr.ms (Borg) 64 33.7 2: 55.6 15} :00 :03 .05

S.dastafr 64 48.4 23 02.0 5 1 200 66 112

Olafsvik (UL16celsil 64 !2. 1 23 49.8 10 163 86 146

Olaftsvik (Irnri Bugur) 64 53.1 23 37.5 20 102 95 162

G-. darf 6rdur %Kirk3ufell) 64 55.2 2 7. is 53 126 197

Grtmdarfjbxiur (namrar) 64 56.1 23 12.7 5 77 88 .50

Stykkish6l20r 65 04.5 22 44.3 is 82 I10 2e7

StykkisZzrr (Swlqs$ 64 59.5 22 40.0 _5 ICO 100 170

hadardalur 65 06.8 21 46.5 iS) 102 75 128

Titfdar 65 18.8 22 13.6 i5 8s 111 169

Flatey 65 22.3 23 55.9 5 102 124 211

Thlngeyrl 65 52.5 23 27.1 (52 102 3 90

rlateyrl 6 02.9 23 29.4 20 356 -A

s u-0Ik (Svarfh6llI 65 58.3 23 C4.8 20 J5 es 246

IIll~k 65 41.4 21 41.8 (51 102 65 1I

lva tangi 65 23.9 20 56.8 (102 103 70 119

Skagastr~nd 65 50.1 20 29.1 is) 201 70 119

61ar 65 43.9 19 07.6 040 02 58 99

Akureyri 65 41.1 18 06.1 40 100 64 109

H is (fnr6skadal) 65 44.3 17 S1.5 120 11 62 106

Ames Adaldcll 65 53.3 17 24.5 23 1250 80 I-0

Br6ar (Adaldal. UJ%2) 65 48.9 17 19.G 110 46 98 167

T6,rsib.f (Ou-marsstadlr) 66 09.2 I5 26.2 10 10 55 94

Voafj6rdur 65 44.8 14 52.8 20 1-0 56 95

Eidar C5 22.9 14 20.3 40 100 37 63

Egilsstacir iullarta i 65 16.8 14 26.1 15 44 77 131

Vallholt (FWjtsdal) 65 03.5 14 52.2 20 46 67 114

Seydisfj rdur 65 16.2 13 59.4 5 300 70 119

EsifjO-dtz 65 04.0 14 02.3 10 102 84 143

fteydarfjardur 65 2.1 14 14.4 10 102 62 139

FiskrU'sfj6rour 64 57.1 Is .- 7.. 60 So2 Co 136

StOdvarfj~rdrrr 64 SO.0 11 53.0 20 12 56 95

arelwalsvilc 64 47 5 14 02.1 10 300 63 -7

Umn (Skyndidals") 64 25.8 14 58.4 602 330 82 239

Rjamnanes W2onaflrdil 61 18.7 I5 34.6 20 -01 50 as

Prestbakkl 63 49.4 13 02.6 40 700 47 80

Vik 63 25.4 19 00.6 40 552 53 90 - -

V*Str~anaeyjar 63 26.7 20 17.2 20 1565 63 107

ThyWkkt'b&er 63 44.7 20 37.5 10 90 86 146

Hell& 63 50.4 20 24.2 10 397 72 122

,6psvatz 64 09.9 20 35.2 90 620 150 255

Eyraxrb& 63 51.9 21 09.2 () 752 88 ISO

A1baer 63 S6.7 21 02.8 20 937 142 241

115. Themal, condt ilty &as="ed 1.7 wIf'C
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I• " ft 2OW-3000
2.- 2220 ,1 RIEGIONAL DIP OF BASALTS

P-1-583

Fig. 1. Location of driliholes over 500 m. The drilling areas are numbered for referenre in the
text. Coarsely dotted areas: Late Pleistocene to Holocene volcanics (younger than 0.7 m.y.).
Finely dotted area: Plio-P istocece volcanics (0.7 - 3.1 m.y.). Unshaded areas: Miocene - Pliocene
volcanics (older than 3.1 m.y.)

flow (cf.Fig. 17) and a synclinal structure of valleys of the Tertiary flood basalts in eastern,
the basalts. northern and . rthwestern Iceland, where glacial

Deep holes have been drilled in all three erosion has removed in places as much as 1500 mstratigraphic units. The locatio of the dril- or more from the original surface. For example,
ling areas is shown in Fig. 1. In some of the the second deepest hole in Iceland at piesent
areas there is only d single hole, while in (2820 m) is located in a valley in northern Ice-
others there are up to several tens of holes. land (Laugaland, loc. 40), where about 1500 m
The holes are in different structural environ- have been removed by erosion. The hole, toget-
ments, and penetrize rocks of the entire age her with the exposures alongside the valley,
spectrum of the volcanic succession. In the reaches about 4300 m into the crust as original-
axial rift zones all the holes except one, Kald- ly formed. In the axial rift zone on the other
Arsel (loc. 19 in Fig. 1), have been drilled in hand, drilling starts from a present-day surface
high-temperature geothermal areas, which are that has not yet suffered erosion.
often but not rlways associated with central In the next section four examples will be
volcanoes, given of data collected from drillholes in four

It should be noticed that the depth of the different areas, two from high-temperature areasholes does not always correspond to the depth in the axial rift zone, and two from low-tempe-from the original surface of the crust. This is rature areas in Tertiary and Plio-Pleistocene
especially true in the coastal areas and in flood basalts outside the axial zone.
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Reykjones, Drillhole No8 M Mlteretion minerals
,' Magnetic

P e r ce susceptibility
Simplified PecnZ

Depth geological Aquifers Temperature 'C intrusives I e mu /g
m section I/s 00 200 300 50 t00 2 3 10 '3

500- 1002

.,,

_O00, , IO

=15.20 !

to i
I M

1500 -100

I I

150

10091 25000

120011 LEGEND 2

flf]l]J Basalt, altered Poloonite breccia and tuffs T Dotermie

M1 V7 erMior of basaltfllf Basalt, resh ° i sediments - in.e~etrsives ando p th'.c.°n
Basat-rch re 0 sapyreW cmte mixing of two

-aatrc rccoGoohr different types of rocks

Fg. 2. Selected data from drillhole No. 8, Reykjanes (loc. 15) showing: a simplified geological

sectioni), location of the main aquifers, temperature measurements
l), percent intrusives,

distribution of the main alteration minerals and the magnetic susceptibility of drill cuttings.

The aquifers are located from recordings during drilling of loss or gain of circulation water and
Crom temperature measurements. The numbers refer to 1/9 of lost or gained drilling fluid. The

temperature measurements are selected in such a way that they represent nearly undisturbed condi-

tions. The percentage of intrusives is calculated for eiery 100 m of penetration. As the samples

are cuttings some finegrained dykes may not have been identified. As dykes are cut under small

angles the thickness will be highly exaggerated in the profile. Of the alteration minerals the

most significant were selected and others omitted. The magnetic susceptibility represents smoothed

values of measurements on samples from every ten meters of penetration.

I) Revised from T6masson and Kristmannsd6ttir, 1972. 1'

Examples of drillhole data at the axis as defined by earthquake epicenters
(Klein et al., 1973) and recent volcanism. Some

ReykJanes high-temperature area (loc. 15) results of exploration and drilling in the 4 V
Reykjanes area have been given by Bj6rnsion et t

This thermal area is located at the tip of al., (1970, 1972). j
the ReykJanes peninsula, where the axis of the The upper part of the stratigraphic section to

Reykjanes Ridge comes ashore. Fig. 2 gives data a depth of about 900 m consists of mainly hyalo-

on stratigraphy, aquifers, temperature, altera- clastite and about one third of lava. In the

tion and magnetic susceptibility of the rocks lower part of the section basalt lavas predomi-

penetrated in drillhole No. 8 which is the dee- nati and are about 80% of the section. No dykes

pest hole in the area,, 1754 ni. Th-e hole is have been pbsitively identified in this hole.

close to sea level elevation, and located right The tradsition from the upper part to the lower
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Krafla, Drillhole No 10 Main alteration minerals

Simplified Peren MaetiDeplh gogcl Aquife s :emperotre °C intrusives 0 - e m u/I
sedion I 200 300 400 50 0 N w w 1 2 3 10-3

0 0

500,I 500

IM.11

500 :'!IIi

1500.150d

El2000- 2000I

Fig. 3. Select2d data from drillhole No. 10, Krafla (loc. 45). Legend as in Fig. 2.
Thdrill

part appears to coincide with a change in seis- nate. The alteration pattern reflects the rela- land,mc P-wave velocity from 3 km/s to about 4 km/s, tively low temperature in the upeermost 2-300 a faias inferred from seismic refraction profiles meters. Chlorite and continuous occurrence of a ret(PAlmason, 1971). epidote are first obtained below about 1100 m. tes atThe lavas and the character of the sediments 
ing apin the stratigraphic section indicate accumula- Krafla high-temperature area. 1ng a)tion on dry land and in shallow ater (Bj6rnsson 1977a

et al., 1972). This observation has a bearing The Krafla area is located in the axial rift increaon the mechanism of crustal accretion in the zone of northeastern Iceland (loc. 45). Twelve increaaxial rift zone, and shows that crustal subsi- holes have been drilled there in the last 4 yearsdence accompanies the deposition of volcanics -t fora 60 MW geothermal power station which isthe surface. This process was already suggested under construction. The thermal area is located Reykir
by Walker (1960) to explain the regional struc- within a caldera structure, which is traversad by Titure of the lava pile in eastern Iceland. a volcanic fissure system, which has been tecto- 1975)

The hydrothermal areas on the Reykjanes penin- nically and volcanically active for the past 3 centrcentre
sula are somewhat unique among the Icelandic years (Bj6rnsson et al., 197Z). Hesterhigh-temperature areas in that the convecting Fig. 3 shows sample data from one of the holes, Icelanfluid is largely sea-water, in which the chemical KG-0. The uppermost 800 meters are mostly hya- ces ofcomposition has been modified by interaction with loclastite, split into two parts by a 250 m thick heatinthe crustal rocks (Ej6rnsson et al., 1972). The suite of Easalt lavas. Basalt lavas are predomi- bitantwater is enriched in K, Ca and S102 but depleted nant below 800 m depth, and hyaloclastites are deep hin Mgand SO4 relative to sea-water, rare. Dykes are coimon below 400 m, and from FigThe main aquifers in this hole are found in 1700 m the rocks are entirely intrusive and M;-16,the lower part, where the basalt lavas predomi- mostly fresh to the bottom of the hole at 200 m. tites
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Reykir,Drillhole No. 16 Morn alteration minerals *SimlfldI I r, s
Simpliied IPercent 2 *suSceptitihity

Depth geo't0o, I Aquiters Temperature *C intrusive emu/g
sectionlls I 50 100 50 iO0 2 2 30 10

I I

2, , '

-- oo iiI ' ;

500! 500

1000 1000

2(
, 1500

2000 2j000

II

Fig. 4. Selected data from drillhole No. 16, Reykir (loc. 23). Legend as in Fig. 2.

The temperature values measured in the Krafla there are mostly lavas, but hyaloclastite hori-

drillholes include the highest yet found in Ice- zons are found to the bottom of the hole. Dykes

land, about 340*C. The alteration pattern shows are rare in the uppermost 1000 m, but their

a fairly regular zoning, with some indication of number tends to increase with depth. The tem-

a retrograde transformation of the sheet-silica- peratura profile shows a maximum at a depth of

tea at depths less than 1200 m, where some cool- 300-600 m. The bottom hole temperature is very

ing appears to have taken place (Kristmannsdttir, low compared to the expected temperature based

1977a). The magnetic susceptibility tends to on thermal conduction models; this illustrates

increase with depth in this hole. One might the strong disturbance of the crustal tempera-

perhaps be tempted to correlate this with the ture field by water convection in this highly

increase in the intrusives fraction with depth. permeable part of the crust. The hydrothermal
system is characterized by horizontal aquifers.

Reykir low-temperature area The best producing aquifers are found at the
contacts of hyaloclastites and lavas. Fig. 5

This low-temperature area (T~masson et al., shows a thermal cross section through a part
1975) is located close to a Plio-Pleistocene of the Reyklr thermal area, based on data from

central volcano (Fridleifsson, 1973) on the a number of holes. It shows two main tongues

western flank of the axial zone in southwestern of ascending thermal waters, but otherwisc the

Iceland (loc. 23). It is one of the main sour- section is characterized by a relativel- cons-

ces of hot-water for the Reykjavik district tant temperature, as one commonly finds in hyd-

heating system, which serves about 120.000 inha- rothermal convective systems.
bitants. Between-30 and 40 holes about 2000 m The alteration pattern in the Reykir area is

deep have been drilled in the area. very complex. Low-temperature alteration is

Fig. 4 shows data from one of the holes, superimposed on former high-temperature altera- J _g
MG-16, which is- typical for the area. Hybloclas- tiom associated with the extinct central vol-
tites are dominant to about 1000 m depth. Below, cano (T6masson'-and Kristmannsd6ttir, 1974).
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WI
vely poor permeability in the old lavas, and the

HOTSPRING AREA rather narrow aquifers in this type of geother-mal system. The magnetic susceptibility is fair-

a - g ly constant, and shows no trend of variation
0 : V Z M =iaa Z a j wth depth.

As mentioned previously, this drillhole is

located in a valley where approximately 1500 m
, --- have been eroded from the original top of the

500 lava pile, as indicated by the zeolite zones.
N T The hole thus reaches to well over 4 km into the

original crust of northern Iceland.

Geophysical logging

/W Besides temperature measurements, which are
made routinely both during and after the dril-

- -- '- - -- '- ling, other geophysical methods are being adop-
2ted on an increasing scale. Resistivity (E-log)

-'- and diameter logging (caliper log) have been used1

in many holes for the last 3 years, and equipment
has recently been obtained for making neutron-

2500k neutron and gamma-gamma logs, alt'hough no results0 50 M00 00 2000 2500 jO0m from these last methods are available yet for

presentation.
The resistivity and caliper logs have proved

to be useful as complementary methods to studies
of drill cuttings in the basaltic crust of Ice-

Fig. 5. A thermal cross section through a part l.ad. Due to mixing in the nole, rock contacts
of the Reykir low-temperature area. The area of obtained from the cuttings are not precise.
original hot spring activity is also shown. Frequent changes in rock types without signifi-

cant changes in the penetration rate are espe-
cially easy to overlook. A combined interpreta-A retrograde transformation of chortes has tion using the resistivity and caliper logs as

been demonstrated.
well as the drill cuttings and the penetration
rate, gives a much more detailed picture. Loca-

Laugaland low-temperature area tion of contacts is more exact, allowing thin
layers and strata of contrasting porosity in the
same rock unit to be distinguished.

Fig. 6 shows data from the Laugaland low-tem- In the following, an example will be given to r
perature area, located in the Tertiary flood illustrate the usefulness of the resistivity and
basalt pile of northern Iceland (loc. 40). This caliper logs.
is the second deepest hole yet drillhd in Ice- Fig. 7 shows a stratigraphic section, resis-
land, 2820 m. Basalt lavas with Laxn interca- tivity and caliper logs from a section of thelated sediments are the dominant rock type. drillhole LJ-8 at Laugaland in northern Iceland
Quartz-tholeiitic basalt is most common, but (loc. 40). The drillhole passes through a dole-
olivine-tholeiites make up approximately 20 per- rite dyke in the section shown. It is not pos-
cent of the pile. Dykes are very common, espe- sible to locate exactly the boundaries of the
cially _n the deeper parts below about 800 m dyke from the cuttings because of mixing with(Kristmannsd6ttir and Gudmundsson, in prep). altered basalt lava cuttings above and below the as,

The temperature profile shows a fairly con- dyke. This is indicated by two rock types shown no!
stant temperature of about 100

0
C. At the bottom in parallel in the stratigraphic section. The le

of the hole this is very low compared to the dolerite is predominant in the cuttings from lexpected temperature based on regional thermal about 1770 to 1940 m depth, and the penetration mai
gradients in central northern Iceland (cf. sc- rate is also somewhat lower than in the surroun- ban
tion On heat flow). A strong hydrothermal con- ding lavas. T

. arvective cooling of the crust at 2-3 km depth is The caliper log has a rugged character at the a 1othus inferred. The aquifers are mainly connec- upper margin, then shows a smooth surface to leted with dykes, in particular where they cut about 1940 m, below which the walls of the hole liscoriaceous and sedimentary interlayers between are very rugged, the diameter expanding to more in
lava lows.dylava flows. than 30 cm in several places. This log locates 1oThe alteration is mostly a fossil one, and the boitndaries of the dyke at approximately 1780 Ieffects of the present geothermal system appear and 1940 m, assuming the smooth part of the log p

to be minimal. This may be due to the relati- to be associated with the dyke.
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IoginDrillhole No 8 Mmi alteration minerals

Smpf mied Perce ntuscepbmtly
Depth gooiaAqies Temperature *C inruivs a___________Z; __

section ,/, 50 10 0 1 o 50 1 1 A , 2 3,1-*

500 1 // 1000

1500 j 15001
/~ II

2000 200

250 -250
I I

associated with the dyke. The upper margin is dary of the dyke is located at about 1770 m. The
not clearly indicated on this log, and the hole resistivity logs then show that --onsiderable
may well be following the dyke margin for some variations in porosity exist within the dyke. The
length before entering the dyke. At the lower upper part in the section is highly porous, per-
margin the cuttings were a mixture of dolerite haps due to fractures, while the lower part has
and lava fragments from 1940 to 2000 m depth. a very low porosity.
The E-logs in this depth range on the other hand
are typical for a sequence of lava layers, with Water Chemistry

low resistivity porous boundaries between the
less porous inner part of the lavas. The E-bogs Chlorine variations.
indicate a relatively sharp transition from the
dyke to the underlying lava section. The caliper The content of dissolved solids in waters from
log is in good agreement with this interpreta- the deep wells is highly variable (150--29000 ppm).
tion. The waters in young formations near the coast tend

The porosity is the main parameter affecting tend to be highest in dissolved solids (Fig. 8);
the resistivity measurements. Or the basis o the increased salt content observed has probably
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Fig. 7. A stratigraphic section and resistivity and caliper logs from a section cfli• lib*
drillhole No. 8, Laugaland (loc. 40). has

The'
been derived from sea-water. Two different mec- Thermal waters, which do not seem to have been expi

haeisms can explain the transfer of salt from affected by sea-water mixing, tend to be low ina
sea-water into the geothermal systems. They are: dissolved solids as reflected in their low chlo- and

Thi(1) leaching of salts from sediments deposited in rine content, which lies within about 5-50 ppm tl
marine environments (T~masson, 1967), (2) perco- It is thought that this low chlorine content is cab
main eniomns. 1978
lation of sea-water into the geothermal systems due to the low chlorine content of the Icelandic A
and mixing with waters of meteoric origin either basalts (see Sigvaldason and bskarsson, 1976). ted
during the present sea level or during a higher show

sea level at the end of the Pleistocene when Mineral/solute equilibria. ic

large parts of the lowlands were submerged (see 
rich

Arn6rsson, 1978a). It is thought that process In the following discussion the calculated with
(1) is of little significance in affecting the activities of the various dissolved chemicalw

salt content of the geothermal waters in Iceland. species are always fitted to equilibrium cons- is at
crea!
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[ "" sulphate in the more dilute waters is controlled
I by the following redox equilibrium:F -- ~.~H 2 S +4H 2 O4SO~ 2  +H+ 8e

Ibe governed by pyrite/pyrrhotite saturation and

water pH1.
Except for a few of the cooler drillholes all

he waters are distinctly fluorite undersatura-
I I ted (Fig. 9D). Waters from drillholes which are

J located in the vicinity of outcrops of acid rock
I tend to be higher in fluorine (25, 26, and 34

-1 than waters that only have been in contact with
I basaltic rocks. It seems likely that thermal

waters flowing through acid rocks may equ-lib-
rate with fluorite due to sufficient surply of

- fluorine from these rocks as has indeed been
observed in the western U.S.A. (Nordstrom and

Fig. 8. The chlorine content (in ppm) of thermal Jenne, 1977). In basaltic rocks an ionic ex-
waters from deep drillholes in Iceland. change equilibrium between flu )ridu and hydro-

xide ions is thought to govern the concentration
tants for mineral solubilities or ionic exchange of fluoride in solution (Fig. l1A). It is not
reaction. The method of calculation has been known what OH-bearing silicates may be involved
described by Arn6rsson et al. (1978). in this retaction but the plot in Fig. 11A =ug-

The thermal waters tend to be saturated with gests that probably two dif:erent minerals are
chalcedony when the water temperatures are below invclved. One of these minerals would be stable
about 180*C but at higher temperatures equili- above about 1000 C (1000/': less than 2.7) given
brium with quartz is attained (Fig. 9A). It is a log F-/OH- ratio for the associated water of
generally found that other dissolved components a little more than 0 nd no variation with tem-
fit better mineral equilibria at the chalcedony perature. Th- othe, mineral is stable below
and quartz equilibrium temperatures than at the about 100C, givire log F-/OH ratios between
measured temperatures. This indicates that some -0.5 and -1.5 . Variations with tempera-
mineral/solute equilibria do not respond faster ture are not c'ear. Samples 11, 45, and 46 plot
to cooling than quartz/chalcedony and dissolved at a low log /0-/H. This is considered to be
silica do. The major exception is re-equili- the result if high pH calculated for these
bration with calcite. waters, p'ving a high figure for Ol- as discus-

In general the waters are just saturated with sed be]-,w.
calcite at the chalcedony/quartz equilibrium Fr-,m Fig. 10 it can be concluded that the
temperature (Fig. 9B). Only 5 samples show sig- re)tive activities of the major cations (Na, K,
nificant supersaturation. Three of these (1, 2, C., and Mg) ard ;rotons are such that knowledge
and 25) are significantly chalcedony supersatu- of the activity of one cation and the water tem-

rated as can be inferred from Fig. 9A and Table perature allows estimation of the activities of
1. the other cations.

Calculations show, however, that they are 'ast Samples 11, 45, and 46, plotted in Fig. 10,
saturated at the measured water temperatur- It are from wet-steam wells and yield high metal/
is thus concluded that these waters havr-reequi- proton ratios for all the cations. Flashing
librated with calcite upon cooling al-.nough this occurs in the aquifers feeding these wells.
has not been so for chalcedony. Some steam %and gas) loss accompanies this flas-

Samples 11 and 15 are from -t-steam wells. hing giving a gas deficient well discharge.
Their supersaturation with -espect to calcite is This results in a high calculated pH value
explained by flashing ir che feeding aquifers relative to the unflashed reservoir water, which

and some loss of stcp'. and gas at the same time. in this case is estimated to amount to about 1
This steam loss pr.duces a gas deficient and pH unit.
calcite supersr.urated well discharge (Arn6rsson, The same samples tend on the whole to show
1978b). the largest discrepancy from the best fit lines !

Anhyd'_ce is common in altered rocks associa- for individual metal/proton ratios, suggesting

ted w
4
-.n saline geothermal waters. Calculations that the deviation may be mostly due to erro&-

shr, anhydrite saturation for the &ire calcium eous pH.
.±ch saline waters and the hottest water (e.g. The distribution of Na+, K and + fits with

loc. 45), but other waters are undersaturated equilibrium with alkali feldspar and K-mica over
with respect to this mineral (Fig. 9C). There the whole temperature range (Pigs. 11B, and 11C).

is an overall tendency-for undersaturation to in- The low-temperature waters seem to be wollasto-
crease with decreasing salinity. It may be that nite saturated (Fig. 11D). Equilibrium with
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ratio in these waters. The Ca /Mg ratio fits water and pyrite saturation for geothermal sea -in thl

-SM ~with equilibrium with montuorillonite as deduced water (Motl, 1976; Cunnlaugsson, 1977) and a come
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Fig. 10. The distribution of major cations and protons in water from deep wells in Iceland.
T1a formulas indicate the best fit lines through the plotted points.

IF+2/)ttemperature relation similar to that for alteration increases with depth. High-tempera-
the other cations (see Fig. 10). ture geothermal areas will locally create cupolas

of high temperature alteration reaching to shal-
Rock alteration low levels.

The effects of a low gi4a~ ',urial metarnorp-
During growth and burial of the volcanic pile hism can be studied in the Tertiary lava pile in

in the active zone& of volcanism the rocks be- the deeply cut fjord landscape of eastern, nort-
come altered to a varying degree. The degree of hemn and western Iceland. A flat lying .ksqu'-nce
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ce
of mineral zones was first demonstrated by Walker dosnwards based on the examination of cuttings ru
(1960) and has since been found to apply fairly from drillholes. One of the sections (Fig. 12) 19
well to other flood basalt areas studied in Ice- lies along the west side of Eyjafjordur in cent- be
land. The boundaries between secondary mineral ral northern Iceland, where erosion at sea level th
zones represent fossil isotherm surfaces. Aureo- amounts to 1200-1500 m. No central vol- of
les of a higher degree of alteration are exposed canoes ncct- alo.: the section, so that the me
in the eroded roots of central volcanoes. Those results are probably representative of conditions
are the depth equivalents of former high-tempera- in the Tertiary flood basalt pile in general.
ture geothermal areas. The dyke intensity varies along the section. It

Two cross -sections are presented here which is between 5 and 10% in the northernmost part
show the extrapolation of secondary mineral zones and in the extreme south. In between it is sligh-
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Fig. 12. A cross section along the western coast of Eyjafj6rdur, northern Iceland, showing the
subsurface extension of the alteration zones. The original surface of the lava pile is indicated
in the figure.

ly less. The regional dip of the flood basalts progress. Most parameters affecting the process

cuts across the more or less horizontal mineral can be measured or calculated. The factors
zoning. controlling the alteration pattern include tem-

The drillhole results show that the iumontite perature, pressure, texture, structure (inclu-

zone is extensively developed at depths generally aing porosity and permeability) and composition
between about 500 and 2200 m belw sea level, of rocks and also the original fluid composition.
The top of this secondary mineral zone is in At depths of 0-2 km the effect of pressure on
other parts of Iceland visible only at the the alteration pattern can be considered rather
deepest level of exposure where dykes and intru- small. In rocks of similar composition, with
sions exceed 10%. The laumontite zone is under- geothermal fluids of similar origin, the main

lain by a zone with abundant epidote. This alte- factors controlling the alteration pattern are
ration zone is only exposed in the most exten- temperature and permeability. The rocks in Ice-
sively altered core of central volcanoes where landic geothermal areas investigated by deep
intrusions form a significant proportion of the drilling are largely basaltic in composition.
rock. The geothermal fluid is mostly meteoric water

The second cross section (Fig. 13) lies across (see Arnason, 1976). There are differences in
the axial rift zone in southwestern Iceland and the lithology of the rocks, which affect more
the adjacent Plio-Pleistocene and Tertiary rocks, the kinetics than the products of the alteration
The regional lava dips are synclinal about the process. The same main groups of alteration
axis. The section passes through or near several minerals are found to be formed in the holocrys-
central volcanoes with a high proportion of int- talline basalts as in the basaltic hyaloclasti-
rusions (Saemundsson, 1967; Fridleifsson, 1973, tes.
1977). The secondary mineral zing is distur- In the active high-teaperature geothermal

bed around the intrusive complexes where hydro- areas cue comes closest to an equilibrium situa-

el thermal convective systems have produced a zone tion between mineral assemblages and rock tem-
of propylitic alteration with extensive develop- perature. In the low-temperature areas on the
ment of chlorite, calcite, pyrite and epidote. other hand one must be cautious of the relics

from former alteration processes under different

Correlation of rock alteration with temperature conditions than those prevailing

temperature in active geothermal systems today. The appearance or disappearance of-cer-
tain groups of alteration minerals and trans-

Drilling in an active geothermal area gives formation of one clay mineral group to another

an opportunity to observe metamorphism in has been used to define successive alteration
-
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f~ig. 13. A cross section through the axial. rift zone in southwestern Icelaud and the surrounding due
Plio-Pleistazene and Tertiary rocks. The section shows the subsurface extension of alterationdu
zones obtained from drillhole data. The location of the section is shown on a very simplified zora
geological map of the area. The cupolas shown by the epidote zone coincide with the cores of tia-
central volcanoes. ture

tman
Dj

-~~ zones (Kristmaz..sd~ttir; 1975, 1977b, 1978) in the formation of a certain mineral assemblagetep
the basaltic rocks of the Icelandic geothermal is fixed. The estimated tiansformation tempe- tor
areas (Fig. 14). The zonen can be correlated ratures for the clay minerals are assumed to be f
with certa!- metamorphic facies. Rock tempe- quite reliable. The range of stability for hg

ratue isestmate frm teperauremeasre-launontite is assumed fairly reliable and this_
ments in the drillholes. Distribution of alte- is also valid for wairakite and epidote. The

-ration minerals from all investigated areas is stability ranges for other zeolites is conside-
copared, and results from areas showing signs red more uncertain and the same is true forRea

of relict alteration and disequilibrium are - actinolite. For the calcium silicates, prehnite R
discarded. From such compilation and critical and a few other alteration minerals in the Ice- 1t
study of the data the temperature interval for landic crust-no stability temperature interval
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Correlation of alteration zones with rock temperature
in high- temperature geothermal fields

RegionalRock Altertion Index Metamorphic =
Temperature z~ ion minderls Minerclogical Characteristics Facieo' i -T C tue zns mneas-ce

50 Low temperature zeolites and

smectite forms
Smectite

A Zeolite

S00 Zeolites Low temperature zeolites
Siaumontite Facies

150 bSmectite interloyered

Loumontite - wairokite

200 Smectite- mixed-layer cloy minerals
Mixed-layer
]" clay minerals Mixed-'oyer clay minerals- c hlorite250 Chlorite

250 hEPdote Epidote-continuous occurrence

Actinolite forms
300 I Greenschist

3W Chlorite Plagioclose commonly olbitized I
Actinolite Facies

Fig. 14. Successive alteration zones observed with increasing depth and temperature in active
high-temperature areas in Iceland. A correlation is made with rock temperature and regional
metamorphic facies. Also shown are the index minerals and mineralogical changes characterizing

each of the zones.

has been determined due to too few and in some in deep drillholes outside the volcanic zones of
cases contradictory data. Iceland is likely to change sign on average some

Fig. 14 is based mainly on data from high-tem- eight times per km of depth, including short
perature geothermal areas. The "low-temperature events. However, in the almost complete absence
zeolites" are grouped together since a distinc- of core material from Icelandic deep holes, it
tion can not be made between individual zeolite has not yet been possible to utilize the remanen-

zones in the high-temperature geothermal areas ce polarity for mapping or stratigraphic correla- t

due to their steep thermal gradient. A zeolite tion in these. Little is also known aLout r ma-

zonation comparable to that observed in the Ter- nence intensities in subsurface formations
tiary basalt pile is observed in some low-tempera- (Kristjinsson and Watkins, 1977). Logging devi-
ture areas on the flanks of the axial zone (Kris- ces for downhole magnetic fields aree di."icult to
tmannsd6ttir and Thmasson, 1976). construct because of the severe environment met

Due to the complex thermal history of the low- with, and interpretation is subject to inter-
temperature geothermal areas it is more difficult ference from lateral inhomogeneities, secondary
to relate the low-temperature zeolites to certain and induced magnetization compcnents, and varia-

temperature intervals than is the case for the tions in hole dimensions.
high-temperature alteration minerals. A proton agnetometer, develcpad by T. Sigur-

geirsson and B. J6nsson, has be-a successfully
Magnetic properties tested to 470 m depth in Reykjavik (J6nsson,

1976). In basalts it shcws<:rapid and irregular
field intensity variations, commonly ± 10 ky (10

From various paleomagnetic surveys we infer liT) in a few meters, while in thick tuff beds the

that the polarity of primary magnetic remanence field variations are of order of * 0.1 ky.
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I- I
is a good indicator of the amount of magnetite r
present, that is broadly speaking the origiual

HYALOCLASTITE magnette content of the rock less what has been

113 samples convered to non-magnetic minerals by secondary
151 1 processes. The frequency distribution of obser-

ved X values depends on the rock type. As an

J example we have -'lotted histograms of X values5 tv.. ~from two high temperature drillholes (Fig. 15)owhere two main rock types occur. In contrast to

c 451 hyaloclastite, susceptibility values of lava are

LAVA FLOWS high and tightly clustered. fh~s shows that in
0 127 somples basalt units the conversion of magnetite is a

slow process, even at above 2500C, if they are
j imassive enough to limit water circulation.

Z 25] In the volcanic zone, the X values from each
drillhole, after smoothing, reflect to some ex-
tent the lithology kFig. 2,3,4 and 6). A remar- i

154 kable feature is the occurrence of relatively
fresh and highly magnetic basalts at 300-500 m

5i and below 1000 m in Krafla (45) (Fig. 3), at

. 16UO-1700 m at NAmafJall (46), and below 1500 m0 0 004 O g 0'4 i 4xl in ReykJanes (15) (Fig. 2). Some of these basal-eu/ d40ts may be quite recent intrusions, cf. section onKrafla above. In some holes in the volcanic zone

Fig. 15. Histograms of magnetic susceptibility
values in samples of drill cuttings at 10 m _

intcrv als in Reykjanes hole No. 8 (shaded) and !
Krafla hole No. 4, grouped by rock type. Data K
from thin units are excluded. I4

Magnetic minerals 500

The magnetic properties of basalts from deep fie,

drillholes in Iceland appear to be mostly due to ICO1Ka.dd-2I(.9) .. 445)
cation-deficient magnetite. Strong field thermo- Vim G-5
magnetic curves obtained on 25 samples of drill i, ,dt(2)
cuttings from 14 deep holes (KristjAnsson and i " 14
Watkins, 1977, and subsequent :,rk) generally Klf4laAW,- ,1 i KJ-6
yield a single high Curie point in the range
540*-610*C. The major exception is two samples Ii G-4 I the
from below 1400 m in Heimaev island, both having 2OOO (aid
a main Curie point near 3500C. I I - aIst

Tae magnetite probably exsolves from titanoma- who-

gne tites zas oxidation, in some cases du~ring ini- 2500 LowInoo in
tial cooling of the igneous bodies, in others by jU-8 sing
the action of hot ground water during later bu- 0le
rial. Incompletely exsolved titanomagnetites or l-ies
maghemites are likely to occur at depth only in 300 It o0-
rapidly cooled rock units in areas where the TEMPRATURoC I 0041-
thermal gradient has been low, as in Heimaey. rang(

Fig. 16. Some typical temperature p.oiiles from with
Susceptibility deep drill oles showing disturbances of the with

crustal temperature by water convection. Numbers but
Room temperature magnetic susccptiblility X of refer to localities .n rig. i. No. 7 and 45 are X wi

drill cuctings has been measured at 10 m inter- high-temperatur are 'thin the active volc- has
vals for holes reacding to about 1000 m or more nic zone, 21 and : . .ow-temperature areas on resu
i, tOP fr"owi '4 localitiej (2, i, 14, 15, the flanks of th , zone, 2 and 24 are areas but
, ki ki, 23, _ 30, 40, 45, 46, 47). of relatively u-iie trbed thermal state of the sed
Manually smoothed graphs of X for some of crust, and 19 is sa area within the active zone, r

these toles are included in Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 6, where strong cooling by water convection has
and for a few others in Kristjnsson and Watkins taken place. The thermal disturbance in the
(1977). upper part of the Akranes hole is due to a small /

The .usceptibility in high Curie point sanples upward flow of water within the hole. ln
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(ald Fig. 17. The location of drillholes used to determine thermal gradients in Iceland. The main
aistr ;centers of geothermal Activi;y are shown on the map.
al terwho e the susceptibility is uniformly low (Heimaey (2), water convection and volcanism. The following

sing KaldArsel (19)), which may reflect the petroche- discussion will be confined mainly to the con-

Ou mistry of the rock, or even almost zero due to ductive heat flow. The convective part, i.e.
lies alteration (NAmafjall (46)). However, on the the heat output of the geothermal areas, is in
It is whole a trend towards low X values with increa- mosu cases poorly known. It has been roughly
10-3  sing depth is not observed so far. estimated to be 109 cal/s or about 4000 MW (Bad- F

range Outside the volcanic zone the suscepiibility varsson, 1961), of which the major part is from
No ge lies mostly between 0.5 and 2 times 10 emu/g. the high-temperature geothermal areas within the
withIt is very rare to find X values lower than 0.5 axial zone. The heat output of extrusive vol-but t 10-3 units occurring consistently over a depth canism may be derived approximately from the

range of more than one hundred m (Fig. 4 and 6). rate of production of volcanics which is on the
No general trend towards low susceptibilities average about 0.045 km3 /y. (see Jakobsson,1972),

has n uith increasing depth in a drillhole is observed, giving a heat output of about 6000 MW (PAlmason,
resul
but K but 'there is a distinct increase in hole-average 1973).

sed t X with increasing age of the area drilled. It Determining the conductive heat flow from

to th has not been attempted to correlate these shallow drillholes is complicated by the distur- - -
results with local magnetic anomalies in detail, bing effects of convective hydrothermal systems,
but Kristj~nsson and Watkins (1977) have discus- primarily in the neighbourhoud of surface geo-

/ sed the general implication of such observations thermal manifestations. Within the youngest e
He to the "magnetic layer" problem in oceanic areas. axial zone, where the surface rocks are highly

land permeable, the movement of cold ground water by
Heat flow the effect of gravity also severely disturbs theshallow crustal temperature field. A few exam-

-r Heat is transported to the surface in Ice- ples of temperature profiles disturbed by the
land by the three processes of heat conduction, effect of water convection are shown in Fig. 16.
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We have tried to relate the gradient values
2o0 .to distances from an axis of spreading, using a

Z reference axis as shown in Fig. 17. The refe-
rence axis follows the ReyKjanes-Langj6kull vol- a
canic zone in southwestern Iceland and then out
shifts over to the eastern zone in northeastern

• '-- SREIDAFJORDUR H:GH E Iceland. The heat flow values in central sout- (Ha

hern Iceland which are rather low near the eas-
aIoo - 3. tern zone, support the assumption that the eas- siv

----"---- 0 tern zone in southern Iceland is relatively gre

.WETER NOTH . iyoung, and that the Revkjanes-Langjdkull zone dep
ICELAND ;o DO has been the main zone of the rifting and vol-

- ca-ism during most of the geological history of tha
Iceland (Saemundsson, 1974). In n-rthern Ice- a
land the s.tuation is loss clear. The first a hyd

heat flow measurements from eastern Iceland indi- dri
00 200 cated relatively low values suggesting that the 1977

DISTANCE FROM REFERENCF AXIS. K main axial zone might have been a direLt north-

ward continuatioa of the ReykJanes-Langjikull str

Fig. 18. The relation of the measured thermal zone (Phlmason, 1973). When a larger number of ud

gradients in the Icelandic crust to the distance new g:adient values were obtained in eastern stre
from a reference spreading axis (Fig. 17). The Iceland, they were generally higher, suggesting s

" asso I
error bars denote the sample standard deviations thal eastern Iceland crust might have been gene-
for grouped values within each 25 km distance rated near the present axial zone in northeas- ti°n
interval. Theoreticcl curves for the thermal tern Iceland. This is in agreement with -ecent T
gradient versus distance fro the spreading axis radiometric dating sludies from eastern Iceland remerae ver distnce (Ross and Mussett, 1976; McDougall et al.,1976). hori
are shown for reference. OnWe have therefore chosen here to locate the on t

reference axis ., northern Iceland along the appr
present y active zone there.

The location of the drillholes is shown in Fig. The gradient values are plotted in Fig. 18 1 axia
1. versus distance from the reference axis. The a mini

An attempt has been made to man the conduc- dtrection of drift is assumed ti be N75*W,-orre- perp
tive heat flow pattE;n, by a. careful selection sponding to the pole of rotation deduced by Pit- (Bj6
of data to avoid the thermal effects of convec- man and Talwani (1972), and Talwani and Eldholm cant
ting water as much as possible. The main crite- (1977). For comparison theoretical curves are plac
rna in selecting drillholes for this purpose are shown which are based on model calcb: Ltion of flan
that the temperature profiles be linear and that crustal accretion for the Icelandic segment of has
the holes be located outside known hydrothermal the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (PAbmason, unpublished). Voig
systems. There is of course always the possibi- For distance greater than about 100 km the theo- of t
lity that hydrothermal systems may occur at retical curve is identical with the result of axia
depths below the bottom of the holes, but such Parker and Oldenburg (1973), while near the axis stre
systems would probably show as irregularities in different curves are obtained for different with
the overall heat flow pattern of the area, if assumptions regarding the mechanism of crustal frac
they existed, accretion. be t

The thermal conductivity of the rocks is not The data from southwestern, southern and eas- appe
known for each individual hole, but since the tern Iceland agree reasonably well with the theo- U ling
lithology is similar in most of the holes, the retical curves. On the other hand the northwes- the
gradient values will give a fairly good idea tern Iceland gradients are noticeably high. A dril
about the variation in heat flow values from one conspicuous gradient high occurs on the northern meth
hole to another. Some 150 samples have been part of the Snaefellsnes peninsula extending out
taken for conductivity measurements (unpublished into Breidafj6rdur bay. These values are shown
measurements by B. Polyak, V.Kononov and A Jes- encircled in the diagram, termed the Breidafj6r- 0
sop), and they indicate that a value of about dur high. Other value5 from western North-Ice- Ie
1.7 W/m*C is representative for a typical drill- land are also high as shown separately in the regar
hole in the Icelandic crust. This value has diagram. It seems likely that an explanation proce
been used to estimate the heat flow from the for these high values in northwestern Iceland is signi
gradients. to be sought in an extinct axis, possibly located

Fig. 17 shows the thermal gradients from the along the Breidafj6rdur high. This possibility 1. S
holes selected. The holes are of varying depth, is also supported by the synclinal structure of t
from about 100 meters to over 1500 meters. Data the Tertiary basalt pile on both sides of this w
on some of the holes have been published by high. The continuation of such an extinct axis t
PAlmason (1973), others are more recent. A sum- to the northeast of the Breidafjdrdur high is
mary of the available data is given in Table 2. not clear, however. i 2.1
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Stress measurements in drilholes 3. Aquifers occur in the drillholes to a depth
of at least 2-3 km. Disturbance of the

The first direct measurements of the state of thermal state of the crust indicates that
stress at shallow levels in the Icelandic crust hydrothermal circulation reaches well below
outsiJe the axial rift zone were made by N. Hast 3 km In some areas.
(Hast, 1969). His measurementJ, which were made

indicated compres- 4. The magnetic susceptibility of the basaltic
sive horizontal stress with average magnitudes rocks generally shows no systematic varia-

greater than the overburden pressure at the tion with depth.

depth of measurement. The depths at which Hast's 5. None o- the holes yet drilled is deep enough
measurements were made, were in most cases less to reach the high-':elocity (V pL6.5 km/s)
than 30 meters. lower crust indicated by seismic refracrion

In 1976 tht first stress measurements by surveys. Some shallower Feismic boundaries
hydrofracturing techniques were made in two have been penetrated by drillholes.
drillholes in Reykjavlk (Haimson and Voight,
1977). The measuremencs were made at depths 6. The chlorine content of the geothermal

between 180-375 meters. Horizontal compressive waters is mostly low, but high values are

stresses were also found here of a similar magnJ found near the coast, especially within the

tude as in the measurements of Hast. An impor- active volcanic zone, and are caused by mix-

tant new observation was that a change in the ing with sea-water.

stress environment with depth was indicated, w.... 7. Other chemical species in the geoth.ermal
associated changes in principal stress orienta- waters appear to be £wverned by remperature
tions. dependent mineral/solute equilibria.

The results of all the drillhole stress measu-
rements made so far indicate that the maximu 8. The alteration pattern observed in surface

horizontal compressive stress at shallow levels outcrops due to low grade burial metamorp-

on the flanks of the axial rift zone is oriented hism is also found in the drillholes. and

approximately perpendicular to the zone. there extended farther downwards. The dee-

Earthquake focal mechanism solutions in the per holes reach into the epidote zone, which

axial rift zone indicate on the other hand a in surface exposures is only found in the

minimum horizontal compression in a direction intensively altered cores of central volca-

perpendicular to the main trend of the axial zone noes.

(Bj6rnsson and Einarsson, 1974). Thus a signifi- 9. The rock alteration in active high-tempera-
cant change in the crustal stress appears to take ture hydrothermal systems has been correla-
place from the axial rift zone to the adjacent ted with rock temperature. Greenschist
flanks. A possible explanation for this, which facies metamorphism occurs at temperatures
has been discussed in some detai] by Haimson and above about 260*C.
Voight (1977), is that the cooling and thickening
of the lithosphere as it moves away from the 10. The conductive heat flow pattern, based on

axial zone may cause horizontal compressive data from 48 holes, shows certain regulari-

stresses, with the stress orientations changing ties with respect to the active zone of rif-

with depth, as indicated by the Reykjavik hydro- flng and volcanism, with decreasing heat 
fracturing results. This possibility needs to flow values with distance from the zone, Incertain areas, however, irregularities exist
be tested further by model calculation:, but it in the overall pattern.
appears in a qualitative way capable of reconci-
ling the earthquake focal mechanism results and 11. Stress measurements by overcoring and hydro-
the result of static stress measuremehts in fracturing methods in relatively shallow
drillholes by overcoring and hydrofracturing holes show horizontal compressive stresses
methods. on the flanks of the active zone, The axis

of maximum compression is approximately per-
Conclusions pendicular to the strike of the zone of rif-

On the basis of data from drillholes into the ring and volcanism.
Iceland crust several conclusions may be drawn
regarding the structure of the crust and the
processes at work within it. Some of the more References
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Preface

In early 1976 we embarked on a mulLi- the United States Navy multi-narrow beam sonar

institutional field program to investigate the mapping system (SEABEAM). These diverse, inten-

Mid-Cayman Rise Spreading Center, located along sive and sophisticated tools provided investiga-

the North American-Caribbean plate boundary tors with a plethora of data that is still under-
(Figure 1). Our study was designed to elucidate ;ginb analysis. Consequently, our presentation
the tectonic behavior and petrologic processes is not meant to 1,e a complete synthesis of the

associated with a short (110 km long) accreting program but r.ther an opportunity to identify the
plate boundary that is truncated by transform tynes o data that we recovered, to summarize the

faults. This paper represents a general summary results of our work to date and to outline the
of our field program that spanned two field aims of our ongoing investigations. This general
seasons and that involved traditional surface ship and ittegrated presentation is not meant to sup-
marine geophysical and geological techniques, a plant the specific ai.d in-depth papers, authored
deep-towed camera system (ANGUS), a submersible by a subset of the authors of this paper, that

(DSRV ALVI"), a bathyscaph (DSRV TRIESTE II), and will tollot, during the coming ear.

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE MIDCAYMAN RISE SPREADING CENTER:

INITIAL RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

*CAYTROUGH

Introduction 2000 m. Holc-,mbe and coworkers found these

lineated morpho-tectonic elements to be bilater-
Regional Horpho-Tectonic Setting ally symmetric about a central, deeply incised

The 1600 km long, east-west trending Cayman (to -6000 m). north-south trending V-shaped valley.
Trough (Figure 1) extends eastward from the Gulf Seismic reflection data (Ewing, et al., 1960;
of Honduras and terminates at the Windward Passage Edgar, etal., 1971; Erickson, et al., 1972;
to the southeast of Cuba. The north side of the Holcombe, et al., 3973) indicate that the sedi-
Trough, bounded by the Cayman Ridge, is charac- ment blanket :_hins toward the axis of this centr:l
terized by precipitous escarpments. The Nicara- valley. The observations of Holconbe, et al.,
guan Plateau, rising roughly 5000 m above the that the basement morphology and the distribution
floor of the Trough, flanks it to the south, of sediment within the Cayman Trough are virtually
Bathymetric and seismic reflection surveys made indistinguishable from the distinctive tnoDograph-
by Holcombe, et al. (1973) clearly indicate that ic fabric and sediment patterns associated with
the central portion of the Cayman Trough is com- some slowly accreting plate boundaries, led them
prised of rugged, north-south trending elongated to suggest that the central valley is the axis of F

ridges and troughs that have relief of 200 to a slowly accreting plate boundary. They called

this plate boundary the Nid-Cayman Rise and sug-
gested that the Oriente Fracture Zone, which ter-

20 minates the axial valley to the north, and the

ep CUW Swap Fracture Zone terminating the axial valley
to the south, are transform faults. In support

1. 9" of their interpretation, Holcombe and coworkers
a

0 *Robert Ballard, Wilfred Bryan, Henry Dick, K.O. C5
Eer\_, Geoffrey Thompson and Elazar Uchupi of

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, g
MA 02543; Karleen E. Davis, Department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute aof Technology, Cambridge, HA 02139; Jelle de Boer,

Department of Geology, Wesleyan University,
Wesleyan, CT 96457; Stephen E. DeLong, Paul J.

04. 83. er e. ee 79. 7- 77- Fox, Frieda L. falcolm, Randall Spydell and Janet
Bt r p t y T Departme..t of Geological Sciences, State

Fig. 1. Bathymetric mapof the Cayman Trough University of New York at Albany, Albany, NY
showing location of the study area and two dive 12222; William G. Melsor., Smithsonian Instituti-,n,
areas. The inset (after Jordan, 1975) shows the Washington, D.C. 20560; Raymond Wright, Depart- in

relation of the map area to the plate boundar~es meat of Pines and Geological Survey, Hope Gardens, M,
of the Caribbean. NOAM - North American Plate; Kingston 6 Jamaica. M,

COCO = Cocos'Plate; SOAM - South American Plate; h

CARl = Caribbean Plate; MCR = Mid-Cayman Rise.. .: participated in field program,
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noted that earthquake activity is confined to the boundaries are characterize2 by frequent ridge-
axial valley and to the Oriente and Swan trans- transform-ridge intersections, others are un-
forms; in addition, first motion studies along broken for hundreds of kilometers. If ue are to
the Oriente and Swan transforms yield fault plane understand fully the salient geologic processes
solutions consistent with left-lateral strike- operative during plate accretion and how these
slip motion parallel to them (Sykes and Ewing, processes vary in time and space, then we must
1965; Molnar and Sykes, 1969; Jordan, 1975). study representative segments of the accreticnary

Other marine geophysical and geological data continuum. The Mid-Cayman Rise spreading c,'nter
are consistent with the interpretation of Hol- -epresents an end-member example of this crontinu-
combe and coworkers. Seismic refraction experi- um in that its rate of spreading is a'. the low
ments (Ewing, et al., 1960) indicate that the end of crustal accretion rates ( 2 cn/yr), and
crust of the Cayman Trough has a velocity it is an isolated short accreting plate boundary
structure which is similar to that of oceanic truncated by two long transform faults that jux-
velocity sections, although the crustal velocity tapose cold, thick lithosphere against the srread-
structure in the Cayman area appears to be much ing center. Our intention during the Caynan
more variable than normal oceanic crust. Analy- Trough project was to document the structural and
sis of free air gravity anomaly patterns and petrologic character of this accreting segment
Bouguer anomaly values suggests that, like the and ask the question "how do these geologic

Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the Mid-Caynon Rise is con- properties compare with the rest of the plate
pensated and that it is underlain by a low den- accretion continuum?"

sity root (Bowin, 1968). Erickson, et al. (1972)

have shown that high heat flow values (2.0 HFU) The Cayman Trough Project
are associated with the central portion of the The Cayman Trough Project took place between

Mid-Cayman Rise and the transform boundaries. January 1976 and July 1977. During this period
The distinctive magnetic anomaly pattern recog- four separate field programs were conducted. The
nized in ocean basins characterizes the Cayman first effort in January and February 1976 in-
Trough region and appears to be bilaterally sym- volved the use of the submersible ALVIN and the
metric about the central valley (Matthews. 1974; deep-towed ANGUS photographic system, with the
Macdonald and Holcombe, It'18). In addition, Mac- ALVIN conducting a detailed sampling and observa-
donald and Holcombe suggest that the Mid-Cayman tional program on the steep fault scarps that
Rise has been a symmetrically-spreading accreting border the rift valley of the Mid-Cayman Rise
plate boundary for at least the past 6 m.y., at a spreading center and the ANGUS conducting a com-
total opening rate ranging from 2.0 cm/yr (0 to prehensive photography program in the rift valley

2.4 m.y.B.P.) to 4.0 cm/yr (2.4 to 6.0 m.y. itself. ALVIN, aided by its advanced acoustical
B.P.). Eggler, et al. (1973) and Perfit and transponder navigation system (ALVIN), carried

Heezen (1978) report the recovery of rocks iden- out a series of 15 dives at two sites on either
tical to those recovered from other ocean basins; side of the rift valley (Figure 2). While these

Perfit (1977) and Perfit and Heezen (1978) present dive traverses were being conducted, scientistsiW

chemical data demonstrating that the basaltic aboard the R/V KNORR used a similar tracking
rocks recovered from the Mid-Cayman Rise are simi- system (ACNAV) to conduct 46 dredge stations
lar to abyssal tholeiitic basalts recovered from (Figure 2) and 21 camera lowerings (Figure 3) in
many parts of the mid-oceanic ridge system. various portions of the rift valley and flanking

The geological and geophysical properties of terraces. The ANGUS system used in our investiga-

the Cayman Trough are consistent with the sugges- tion consists of a 35 mm color-camera system

tion that the Trough is underlain by oceanic crust mounted in a heavy-duy steel frame.
and that presently oceauic crust is b.-irg accreted The initial field program was followed in
along a short (110 km long), north-south trending April 1976 by a detailed bathymetric survey of the
spreading center. To the north and soutn the Mid- region using the USNS BOWDITCH. This U.S. Naval
Cayman Rise is truncated by two left-lateral Oceanographic Office ship is outfitted with an
transform faults. The bilateral symmetry of topo- advanced multi-narrow beam sonar mapping system
graphy and sediment distribution about the Rise capable of surveying large areas of the sea floor
axis, the gentle decay of sea floor topography very rapidly (Glenn, 1970). The multi-narrow
away from the flanking rift valley mountains, and beam sonar system (SEABEAM) aboard the USNS BOW-
the correlatable and bilaterally symmetric mag- DITCH consists of a hull-mounted sonar array and
netic anomaly pattern all lend support to the sug- a sophisticated inertial navigation system. The

gestion that the locus of sea floor spreading has hull-mounted sonar is a T-shaped unit having two
been positioned beneath the central valley of the separate arrays. The fore and aft array gener-
Mid-Cayman Rise for at least 6 m.y. ares a narrow signal which sweeps out an arc per-

The accreting plate boundaries of the Earth are pendicular to the direction the ship is traveling.
continuously evolving as the geometry of the plate The reflected acoustical signals are received by
mosaic adjusts and the dynamics of the driving the thwart ship array, which divides them elec-
mechanism change. Accieting plate boundaries ex- tricaly into a large number of narrow beams.
hi'it a wide range in morpho-tectonic character: This acoustical information is combined with

w rat&3 of crustal accretion range from a few cm/yr satellite and inertial navigational data to pro- - : -

to as high as 18 m/yr; some accreting plate duce a swath of bathymetric information printed
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the north to the intersection uith the Swan trans- duced fro, --3 survey was at a scale of
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sequently be displayed at smaller scales, towards the south, the floor of the rift valley
Based upon an analysis of the data collected on progressively shallows to 2800 fm (5120 m) and

the first two field programs, a return visit by continuously narrows to a width of a few kilo-
tire submersible ALVIN and the research vessel meters; in addition, the aris of the inner floor

OCEANUS was conducted in March of 1977. This is offset to the east by several kilometers (to
field program had tw primary purposes; the first its most easterly point at 18

0
20'W), and the

was to use ALVIN to make a series of eight addi- lineated elements of the inner floor are progres-
5.nnal dive traverses up the stee, faulted terrain sively rotated from a trend of 1800 at the north-

on the eastern side of the rift valley, where out- ern end to 1600 in the south at the intersection
crops of Layer 3 were found the previous year. of the floor with the discordant zone (18

0
20'W),

The purpose of the OCEANUS program, on the other This intersection is characterized by a well-
hand, was to conduct another dredging program defined, conical volcanic hillock.
throughout the rift valley and flanking terrace As in the north, the intersection of the
regions to delineate further the central zone of southern inner floor with the Swan transform at
volcanic activity, as well as to obtain samples of 1S

0
43'W is characterized by a closed-contour,

ultramafic material exposed in the nearby fault 3600 fm (6585 fm) depression. The inner floor is
scarps that are below ALVIN's diving limit of approximately 15 km wide at the rift valley-
3600 meters. transform intersection, but over a distance of 20

The final phase of the Cayman Trough Project km the floor narrows to a width of several kilo-

was carried ouL in July of 1977 using the U.S. meters and shoals to a depth of 2700 fm (4940 m).

Navy's bathyscaph TRIESTE II. The KNORR and Northwards from this narrow gate, approaching the
CCEANUS programs using ANGUS and precisely navi- intersection with the discordant zone, the inner
gated dredge stations had succeeded in delineat- floor becomes progressively wider (reaching a
ing the recent zone of volcanic activity. Using maximum of -18 km) and deeper (characterized by a
this information and the detailed multi-narrow 3000 fm (5487 m) deep closed-contour depression).
beam topographic maps, a series of three dive The linear volcanic/tectonic grain of the southern
traverses e made by tho TRIESTE II in the inner floor strikes approximately 1800 near the
northern, ctatral and southern portions of the terminus of the inner floor with the Swan trans-
rift valley (Figure 2) during which observations, form, but towards the north, adjacent to the dis-
bottom phocographs and basalt samples were col- cordant zone, the elongated closed-contour depres-
lected. sions and an intervening 500 fm (915 m) high

ridge strike 1600.
General Topography of the Mid-Cayman The inner valley floor of the Mil-Cayman Rise

Rise Spreading Center spreading c-.nter exhibits many of the morpho-
tectonic characteristics that have been shown to

The Inner Floor be typical of slowly accreting plate botr.daries.
The bathymetric map compiled from the SEABEAM The deep, closed-contour depressions defined at

data clearly defines the first-order morpho- the northern and southern terminus of the inner
tectonic character of the 110 km long axial floor are a characteristic feature of slowly
valley. The inner floor is outlined by the 2500 accreting ridge/transform fault intersections
fm (4575 m) contour and has a general north-south (Fox, et al., 1969; Sleep and Biehler, 1970).
trend as defined by the strike of the flanking Like the rift valley segments of the FAMCUS
rift valley walls. The volcanic , ctonic grain region (Ballard and van Andel, 1977; Macdonald
of the rift valley floor is more complicated, and Luyendyk, 1977) the width of the inner floor
however, than the reconnaissance surface-ship- is variable, ranging along strike from a few
bathymetric surveys (Holcombe, et al., 1973) had kilometers to many kilometers, and the morphol-
originally indicated. The SEABEAM results ogic elements of the inner floor are character-
(Figure 4) show that the inner floor is not con- Ized by a series of linear ridges and troughs
tinuous along its 110 km length, but appears to be striking roughly parallel to the overall strike
disrupted and offset in a right lateral sense by of the rift valley and with relief on the order
a short, several kilometer long, northeast- of several tens of meters.
southwest trending discordant zone (nascent The ANGUS photographic data and TRIESTE obser-
transform fault?) positioned at a point midway vations indicate that the ridges are character-
between the truncating Oriente and Swan transform ized by linear volcanic edifices comprised of
faults. elongated pillow flows stacked in a chaotic

The rift valley segment north of the discordant manner (Figure 5a, d). The flanks of the con-
zone is characterized by a closed-contour, 3500 structional piles are dominated by steeply dip-
fn (6402 m) deep depression at 180

451W where it ping flow fronts draped by elongated pillow forms
intersects the Oriente transform (Figure 4). The pointing downslope. In general, the troughs
inner floor proximal to the transform intersection between the parallel volcanic ridges are construe-
is 15 km wide, and the volcanic/tectonic terrain tional depressions formed by interlocking pillow
comprising the floor islinear, strikes north- fronts emanating from the flanking ridges. In the
south, and has relief on-the order of a few northern valley segment, however, the zone of
hundred meters. Away from the intersection most recent volcanism is also characterized by an

70 FOX.... ...
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rig. 4. Topographic map of the Mid-Cayman Rise spreading center com-
piled by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office using multi-narrow beam
data. Contour interval of 50 fathoms (uncorrected).
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(c) AN~GUS photograph of open fisres cutting across the older volcanicVA terrain which flank the central zone of volcanismn. (d) Picture taken by
the bathyscaph, TRIESTE Il. near the summit cf a young central pillow

5 vol,-ano in the northern rift valley segment. -The vertical face shown in
dthe picture is a small fault scarp exposing the truncated cross-section FOX 78

of pillow forms.
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it II tArd , eta! * Ini pirvtts *And they appear tip cmitour Interval*) depleted on tIw IAiP uapis f(ur
Jt'prenchit nit Impor tant pttnisty In tlic VOlve-son Ic Act, dive arva (li gfun's 6o ond 1) , observed
Cev i that. croates the opst rtinivi enripacc. (if the, var ibility in topipgraphy c anniot too qcctate Y
OCIVAnie crupt. * i genteratl. where consitriflnet Iy repw.sited. Ali can Ilw oven on flip dive ciossi-
AN%(*t!S and TKIV.S1F d ata, the xone of mot~t recent fsect itns; (Vilturt's 0 and 9). ttw regIonal slolie
vitlcenliit. within ttwe inner floor 1Is 2 to 3 km iftt hc rift valley walls in actually created by
wide andi to chanracterized by ordimwnt-froo. elon- a series of ?4-S striking, steepi (slope% range
gated volcanic construactionial pflus timtiilar to from 600 to vertical), inwArd-facing rock scarph
thtic observed !n the FAM4OUS region (Ballard and with, relief (in the orier at a few meters to
van Andel, 1977; Balltird and Moore, 1977). The soveral. tens of meter". These near-vartical
tite except~lon to tit observation iot obtained by elements are linked by inwnrdl-facing carbonate/
the TRIVSTE and AN(US traverses awcron the elan- talus ramps characterized by widths raonging frov
Knted de'-remsons and ridKe located at the north- A few meters to several hundred metern and bya
ernte rminus of the southern Inner valley floor, slopes ranging tram 100 to 45 . The steeper
revealing that this area hasi not experienced carbonate slopes contain numerous talus fragments'
recent volcanic activity, since the terrain its and rock bolster# that protrude through and are
blanketed by a thin veneer of secdnmenti and only incorporated Ii the sediment blanket. ALIN1
rarely in the pllowed oceanic bauwanient exposed. survey data indicate that the character of a
ANGUS and TRIESTE results indicate that the areas given topographic elament can change markedly
flanking thle zone of most recent volcanic activity along strike. Over n, distanct of a few teno to a
are chatracterized by older redimented volcanic few hundred meters a carbonate/talus romp way vary
terrain that is undergoing distension, as cxlii- contsidernbly ti slope and/or width, or a well-
bited by open fis-res (Figure 5c) and sall defined escarpment may lose definition and disap-
fault scarpst flanked by talus ramps, pear.

Superimposed upon the N-S striking inward-
ThL Rift Valley Walls11 facing escarpments and carbonate/talus ramps is a

The morpho-tectonic boundary between the Inner family of generally E-W striking valleys and pro-
floor of the rift valley and the bounding inward- montories whieti modify the dominant H-S grain and
facing walls is abrupt and defined by north-south produce a saw-toothi morphology. The vertical ex-
striking escarpments which rise in a series of tent of these E-W features varies from a few tens
steps several hundred to over it thousand meters to several tens of meters, and reconnaissance map-
above the inner floor (Figure 4). These near- ping on the bottom indicates that the E-W trendingi
vertical elements, undoubtably comprised of a valleys and promontories are discontinuous over
fampily of small-throw faults, are linked co one distanceR of several tens to a few hundred meters.
another by broad terraces that dip gently toward In general, the valleys are characterized by
the inner floor. This morphologic fabric, known moderately dipping carbonate slopes (100-300)
to be characteristic of the topography developed covered by talus and bolsters, but occasionally
along the rift valley walls of slowly aecreting rock escarpments are observed with relief of a few
plate boundaries, integrates to create over 2000 tens to several tens of meters suggesting that
fmn (3658 m) of relief from the inner floor to the these E-W trending elements are fault controlled.
crest of the bounding mountain top.. The wll- The faces of individual scarps are cut by a
defined north-south tectonic grain of the rift family of intersecting joint sets (N-S and E-W,
valley wall. is interrupted !n places by a and a third set which appears to be roughly hori-
second order east-west grain that, when combined zontal) and by anastamozing cracks which inter-
with the north-souith grain, outlines a number of rupt the structural continuity of the massive,
blocks that flank the inner floor. Two of these joint-bounded blocks. The intensity of jointing
blocks were chosen to b3 investigated during the and cracking varies from relatively unfractured
Cayman Trough Project by the submersible ALVIN. faces which are continuous over several tens of
The first area of Investigation, referred to as meters (Figure l0a) to outcrops at which the rodos
Dive Area 1, was visited in 1976 (Dives 611-616) are fragmented into cobble-sized blocks. The
and 1917 (Dives 737-742), and is located on the faces of a few escarpments that are not badly
eastern wall of the rift valley near the southern disrupted by ;olnting and fracturing exhibit
terminus of the Mid-Cayman Rise spreading center the polished and grooved sarfaces typical of
(Figure 2). Dive Area 2 was visited in 1976 slickonsides (Figure l0b). We suggest that all
(Dives 620-625) and is located on the western of the steep rock escarpments represent reli~f
wall of the rift valley on a block that is mid- ulements created by faulting, but that gravita-
way between the Oriente transform to the north tional collapse of joint-bounded blocks hat; re-
and the Swan transform to the south (Figure 2). sulted in removal of the original faulted surface.
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Fig. 6. Generalized bathymetric map of Dive Area #1, showing locations
of dive tracks and sampling stations (black dots). All dives were con-L AM

ducted moving upslope-(see Fig. 8). Black dots represent sampling
stations. Contour interval1 of 100 m (corrected).
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along the flanks of the rift valley (Figure 2,
Tables 1 and 2); these dredges recovered
weathered basalts, metabasalts, gabbroids and
ultramafic rocks. Our sampling program on the

ritvalley walls focused on two blocks that
flank the inner floor and was carried out by the
submersible ALVIN (Figure 2).

us / During ALVIN's 18 traverses across the bottom
an effort was made to sample the outcrops as fre-

I , quently as possible. Sampling was limited by
time and by the difficulty of recovering rocks
from massive outcrops with a mechanical arm. Of
necessity some samples were recovered from the
flanks of bolsters or rarely from isolated talus
blocks. Most frequently samples were obtained
directly from rock escarpments or from loose I
fragments lying on an escarpment or at its base.

Ninety-four sampling stations were occupied
during our dive program, at which 142 samples
were collected. A diverse range of rock types,
all typical of those recovered from other areas
of the ocean floor, are represented in our col-
lection. Gabbroic rocks are the most abundant.
In situ sampling along some outcrop faces and

6closely spaced sampling up an escarpment indi-
cates that the predominantly gabbro terrain is
occasionally cut both by foliated amphibolites
(Figure lOc), and by ultramafic screens thatalter the country rock, often resulting in the

production of rodingitized .ibbro. At other
I localities, intensely fractured zones of altered

and deformed gabbro lie adjacent to gabbro that
_3 is fresh and undeformed. No basalts were col--lected in situ during our investigation of Dive

Area 1, and no outcrops were observed thereWo which exhibited macroscopic features suggestive
=-- *6 of extrusive basalt. During one dive (742,
f t AW 2 station 5 at 2800 m depth), gdbbros were col-

lected to within 250 meter3 of the crest of the
rift valley wall, and on this same traverse, 13
meters above station 5, cross-cutting structures
suggestive of dikes iere observed (Figure lOd).
In Dive Area 2 basalt samples were collected in

Fig. 7. Generalized bathymetric map of Dive situ from pillow lava terrain during two dive-
Area #2, showing locations of dive tracks and (624 and 625).
sampling stLtions. All dives were conducted mov- All of the exposed rock surfaces are covered
ing upslope (roughly, east to wer'; see Fig. 9) by a veneer of manganese, and therefore only the
Dots on Dive 620 represent loss of signal for macroscopic texture of the rock outcrop can be fro
dive track. Contour interval of 50 m (corrected). unequivocally characterized. The outcrops The

sampled duting the submersible program exhibited oti
Rocks From the Mid-Cayman four distinct textural expressions. Most fre- the

Rise Spreading Center quently we observed massive blocks characterized fra
Ogby a rough surface. If an outcrop of this nature mats Or bott~m sampling program during the Cayman was cut byonywdlspcditreigjitwa u yonly widely spaced intersecting jointsu

Trough project had two thrusts. The first of sets, then the rock type recovered was relatively maf
these was an extensive dredging program carried unaltered troctolite or gabbro (Figure 10a). In in
out during two cruises: R/V KNORR, 1976 and R/V some instances at there outcrops we observed a dip
OCEANIJ, 1977. Numerous dredge stations subtle subhorizontal foliatin suggestive of lay-
(Figure 2, Tables 1 and 2) were positioned along ering. When the continuity of the rock, although
the length of the rift valley inner floor, and still coarsely textured, was disrupted by anas-
these results confirmed that a central lineated tamozing fractures, we recovered altered and de- act
zone along the inner floor is characterized by formed gabbro. The second outcrop type erhibits are
recent volcanism as evidenced by glass-encrusted a moderately well-defined foliation and has a lec
pillow lavas. Fewer dredge stations were located rubbly appearance (Figure 10f). Samples recovered Whi
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Fig. 10. ALVIN bottom photographs representative of the following
features: (a) massive outcrop exhibiting some jointing; (b) slicken-
sides on scarp face highlighted by veneer of pelagic sediment; (C)
visible contact between galbbroic country rock (left) and amphibolite
screen; (d) possible dykes observed at the top of dive traverse 742,
Dive Area #I; (e) "fruitcake't-like appearance of ultramaf ic outcrop;
Mf rubbly surface exhibited by ampbib-)lite outcrop.
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TABLE 2. Successful Dredge Results from R/V OCEANUS Cruise 23.

Station No. Depth Latitude Longitude Rock Type

(m) (N) ()

1 4250 18019.3
'  

81023.0
'  

Weathered basalt

4 4820 17°56.5' 81045.0
'  

Weathered basalt
5 5330 17054.7' 81041.0

'  
Weathered basalt

8 3180 17051 '  81052 '  Weathered basalt

9 4850 17048.2
'  

81054.2
'  

Weathered basalt
11 5380 18010.7' 81046

'  
Slightly weathered

12 5400 18006
'  

81043
'  

Weathered basalt

13 4400 18010.3' 81037
'  

Spinel harzburgite
tectonite

14 3280 18012.5
'  

81032.5
'  

Gabbro, plagioclase
spinel dunite,

I troctolite and
serpentinite

16 3800 17W53
'  

81050
'  

weathered basalt --

17 18006.7 '  81051.5! Brecciated serpen-
tinite

vesicular, containing 0.10% to 1.5% of vesicles ene is not an equilibrium phase in the low pres-
by volume. sure environment of a magma chamber at shallow

To date our petrologic studies of basaltic depth. Aluminum-chrome diopside is present in
rocks have concentrated on the fresh glassy the plutonic samples collected by ALVIN from the
pillows recovered from the axis of recent volcan- rift valley walls and may represent an early
ism centered along the rift valley floor. Major fractionating (high pressure) phase. Observed
element chemistry of 33 glass specimens from pil-
low lavas were analyzed by electron microprobe at TABLE 3. Analysis of Fresh Basalt Glass from the
the Department of Mineral Sciences, Smithsonian Mid-Cayman Rise Spreading Center.
Institutt6n. Carefully separated glass fragments
were hand picked from the same samples and Major Elements I  Range of Composition
cleaned of alteration products or phenocrysts and ( m
analyzed for their trace element content. B, Ba, (33_samples)
Co, Cr, Cu, Li, Ni, Sr, V, Y and Zr were deter- SiO 50.51 - 52.23
mined by direct-reading emission spectrometry. 2 1.57 2.49

The 33 major and trace element analyses indi- TiO2
cate (Tabls 3 and 4) that when compared with A1203  14.53 16.97

typical mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB), the FeO* 8.62 - 11.08

Cayman basalts are higher in T102 , Na20, K20, MgO 5.54 - 7.80

P205 , Zr, Y, Sr and Ba contents and generally CaO 9.02 - 10.39

lower in CaO content fir a given FeO/MgO ratio. Na20 3.38 4.18
Transition metals and large ion lithophile (LIL) 0.18 - 0.39

element covariances are similar, but not identi- P2O 0.17 -20.38

cal to MORB. Overall, the Cayman glasses seem FeO*/MgO 1.13 1.90
transitional between MORB and 'plume' or 'hot Trace Elements2

spot' related oceanic basalts, but the Cayman TraceElements_

samples clearly have some unique features of their C12 - 250
own (e.g. high TiO2 , Na20, Zr, Sr and Y contents). Co 30 2 34

The range in composition and tight correlation Co 30 - 34

between LIL-elements (Figs. 11 and 12) suggest Ni 75 - 122

that the liquids producing our suite of samples 35 0
are derived from a common source, and that the -35 65
variable composition of these liquids is con- Zr 170 265
trollzd by fractional crystallization. Prelimin- Sr 133 176
ary modelling of the observed compositional varn- Ba 17 J 38 4

ations is compatible with a sequence of crystal- 1 ajor elements by electron microprobe.
lization involving plagioclase, olivine and
clinopyroxene. The lack of clinopyroxene-pheno- 'Trace elements by. direct reading emission
crysts in the basalts indicates that clinopyroX- spectrometry.
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_BLE 4. Average Composition of Cayman Classes Compared with other
Ccesnic Basalts--all with Similar Feo*/Mgo (1.1 to 1.2).1

Cama .;M0US Mid-Atlantic R'.dge e
Camn(Mid-Atlantic Ridge) Fracture Zone t

%wt. Glass MORB Axis, 360N (36'N) e

TIO.. 1.7 1.2 1.3 1.3
Na 0 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 a

K0.25 0.12 0.20 0.30
2a

Ba 23 555 75 3130
Zr 170 70 70 80 -2 e
Sr 160 100 110 110 a
y 36 25 25 22

* 01
Total iron reported as FeO.

a
variations in the Cayman basalt chemistry can be were recovered from the faces of individual =p

1

explained by a two-stage fractionation model: scarps, were sampled as loose fragments associ-
selective removal of an aluminum-chrome diopside ated with a given rock outcrop, or (rarely) were 01
having the chemistry of those observed in the recovered from talus piles in otherwise heavily rc
plutonic rocks, followed by shallow-level frac- sedimented terrain. Almost all specimens were me
tionation of plagioclase and olivine. If, as our encrusted with a thin veneer of manganese. The 4
results suggest, the gabbros and basalts are samples exhibit a wide range in degree of altera-
genetically related, then there is long.-term con- tion and deformation.a
sistency of the magmatic processes that produce Our freshest samples vary from medium to a

both the onsalts dredged from the rift valley extremely coarse-grained, with individual minerals
floor and the gabbros sampled from the flanking ranging in size from 0.2 to 4 cm, and are equi-
rift valley walls. granular to slightly porphyritic. Primary phases

include plagioclase, clinopyroxene, olivine and
Petrology of Gabbros from the Rift Valley Walls orthopyroxene, and a miinor amo'snt of hornblende

The principal rock types sampled f rom the and primary opaque minerals. The principal acces-
flanking walls of the rift valley (in both dive sory phases are apatite, zircon and sphene.
areas 1 and 2) include "normal" gabbro, olivine Ophitic to subophitic intergrowths of plagioclase
gabbro, orthopyroxene gabbro, troctolite, norite,
serpentinized ultramafic, amphibolite. diabase
(one sample) and crystalline basalt. The samples

BASALT GLASS ANALYSES

CAYMAN TROUGH22
+ FAMOUS 1WWII volley, 2wR.MAlt)

260- A FAMJOUS (ficAe zone Si 1 CAYMAN
0 MID-OCEAN RIMC BASALT I MORS) 20o-l"6 R 2223 . MAR -*. o~
0 IJORO.DOP Ple M9 23-N.MAR

240 - 2 MOAS,SSDP $45 296 232N.UAR SI 0e M080.O$OP Ito 30.S.MAR *

~200- CAYMANMOB, i /

Qz IGO .. FAMOUS .
-~~ 6,, Al /+ /

120 a BASALT GLASS ANALYSES
*0 - *2 0/,*~/ OFAMOUS0+. g CAYMAAN TROUGHI/ / / 9' + AMIS~eoyW.M4

120 FAOUS.-MOR 4 /0 MFDOCEAN RIDGE BASALT IMORS)

40 / 0 44, O SO P 10e 3106 2SMAA

+ MORS." .SP1 -Kf

05 07 0S.9 13 Ia .5 17 49 2 23 25 a 22 20iS4 2L. -ML -.2 34 36 38 40
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Fig. 11. TiO2 versus N6.0 contemts of Cayman Fig. 12. TiO2 versus Zr contents of Cayman
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and clinopyroxene and poikilitic intergrowths of Cayman Trough gabbros. The first style is a rela-
olivine and plagioclase or olivine and clinopyrox- tively high temperature recrystalliacion of pri-
ene are sometimes present. Although mineral lay- mary igneous phases (typically plagioclase, clino-
ering or banding is not observed in our collec- pyroxene and hornblende) invo±ving changes in
tion, other textural evidence (such as an appar- phases, grain size and composition. The seconC
ent volumetric excess of plagioclase) suggests a type of alteration which is associated with brit-
cumulate origin for some samples. tle fra~turing of the samples and which is char-

Primary plagioclases are subhedral to euhedral acterized by static replacement of a pre-existing
and many show simple twinning, but only very phase by a new phase or phases, produces reaction
rarely are optically zoned. Polysynthetic twins rims, pseudomorphs and veins of secondary minerals.
are common but in most cases are clearly deforma- Most of the gabhroic samples exhibit some evidence
tion-related. Clinopyroxene exhibits a variety of the low temperature, static alteration. Inci-
of exsolution textures, and minerals present as pient alteration is characterized by the filling
exsolution lamellae are brown hornblende, opaques of brittlz fractures with secondary minerals
and orthopyroxene. The lamellae may be wide and (e.g. chlorite, actinolite, etc.). More extensive
stubby, very thin and closely spaced, or, in rare alteration is characterized by the replacement of
instances, worny, similar to myrmekitic texture. mafic phases by a host of secondary minerals;

Olivines within our suite of samples are anhedral pervasive alteration is indicated by the complete
to subhedral and within even the freshest rocks replacement of mafic phases and the alteration of
are cross-cut by fractures filled by alteration plagioclase.
phases. Orthopyroxene is not a common phase. At least two phases of deformation also appear

Brown hornblende is a primary phase in many to have affected the plutonic rocks collected
of the fresh or only slightly altered gabbroic from the rift valley walls of the Mid-Cayman Rise
rocks. Chestnut-brown pleochroic hornblende com- spreading center. An early ductile phase is indi-
monly occurs in rims around mafic minerals in cated by bending, twinning, kinking, subgrain
pyroxene-rich rocks and very rarely in trocto- formation and recrystallization of primary phases.
lites. Brown strongly pleochroic hornblende A later brittle phase is indicated by penetrating
appears in small, irregular and isolated patches fractures and broken grains. The degree of inten-
in a few samples. sity of these features varies considerably within

Two styles of alteration characterize the the suite. Some specimens preserve original ig-

TABLE 5. General Rock Types Collected by ALVIN from the Rift ValleyWalls of the Mid-Cayman Rise Spreading Center.

Dive Number Rock Types Collected (number of samples)

I Dive Area 1 1976

611 gabbroid (6); serpentinized ultramafic (1);
amphibolite (1)

612 gabbroid (4); spinel harzburgite (2)
613 gabbroid (2); spin harzburgite (4); spinel

lberzolite (1); basalt (1)
614 gabbroid (1); amphibolite (1)
615 gabbroid "I); amphibolite (2)
616 gabbroid (10); spinel harzburgite (2)

II Dive Area 2 1976

620 gabbroid (4); plagioclase dunite (31; troctolitc
dunite (1); basalt (1)

621 gabbroid (9); serpentinized ultramafic (1)
622 gabbroid (7)
623 gabbroid (9); spinel harzburgite (I)
624 gabbroid (4); spinel hPrzburgite (3); basalt (3)
625 basalt (3)

III Dive Area 1 1977

737 gabbroid (2); amphibolite (1)
738 gabbrold (2)
739 gabbroid (10)
740 gabbrold (7)
741 ,gabbroid (6);-amphibolite (2)
742 gabbroid (8); tasalt (1)
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TABLE 6. Major Element Chemical Compositions of Seircted Rocks from the Mid-Cayman Rise Spreading Center.

Rock Type Crystalline Basalt OLivine Gabbro Orthopyroxene Gabbro Gabbro Amphibolite

Sample
Number 624 7-1 611 1-1 611 4-IA 613 3-1 615 2-2

Si02  51.09 49.28 53.16 46.23 44.97

TiO, 0.18 0.30 1.38 5.76 5.75

A1203  17.43 20.&2 16.79 13.12 12.35

FeO* 5.07 5.64 7.11 16.16 12.18

MnO 0.09 0.04 0.14 0.22 0.16

MgO 10.67 10.38 6.77 5.43 7.55

CaO 13.36 9.60 10.69 9.26 10.56

Na2 0 2.34 2.99 4.00 3.59 3.93

K20 0.04 0.11 0.28 0.27 0.23
P205  0.10 0.02 0.38 0.12 1.94

Total 100.37 99.18 100.70 100.16 99.62

FeO*/MgO 0.475 0.543 1.050 2.976 1.613

(FeO* means total iron as FeO; i.e., FeO + 0.9 Fe203 ).

neous textures whereas others have been almost of the Cayman rocks varies between 35 and 55 per-

entirely recrystallized and/or are greatly frac- cent and averages roughly 49 percent. A1203 con-
tured. Even on the thin-section s-ile, narrow tent is moderately high, averaging 18%, which is
zones of intense shearing and recrystallization only 1-2 percent higher than the average Al20 

cut through domains much less affected by the given by other workers (i.e., Miyashiro, et al.,
deformation. 1970, for ocearic gabbros and Shibata and Fox,

Whole-rock major element chemiscry of selected 1975 for abyss-l tholeiitic basalts). The range
representatives of the prncipal rock types sam- in FeO*/MgO ratio (FeO* is total iron calculated

pled from the walls of the Mid-Cayman Rise spread- as FeO) in the Cayman gabbro samples is 0.27 to

ing center is presented in Table 6. One hundred 3.24, as compared with a range of 0.32 to 2.84
=ra thirteen plutonic rocks and eight crystalline presented by Miyashiro, et al. (1970) for otner
basalts were analyzed on the electron microprobe oceanic gaobros. It is interesting to note that

after preparation of glass beads by rapid fusion the variability in chemistry observed within the
at 1700

0
C in a molybdenum strip furnace under gabbroic samples from this single, geographically

argon atmosphere. DcLailcJ ijor element data on well-constrained area of the ocean floor is as

tiese samples and trace elem&nt data on a subset large as that observed in gabbroic samples col-

of sixty samples will be prL~ented elsewhere. lected from all of the world's oceans.
Unlike the chemistry of the basalts dredged The effects of two distinct processes, primary

from the Cayman area, the bulk chemistry of the igneous crystallization differentiation and

gabbro samplep appears to be identical to that secondary alte ration must be evaluated in a pre-
reported for other oceanic gabbros and abyssal liminary analysis of major element variations.
tholeiitic basalts. All but ona of the entire Our results might appear to suggest that altera-
suite are olivine.-normative and all but twenty t on has not significantly modified the primary

are hypersthene-normative. The percentage of K20 igneous chemistry of the Cayman gabbroic samples
is uniformly low, ranging from 0 to 0.43% and (reflected in the composition of the least

averagine 0.18%; this is comparable to the range 'iltered aphyric basalt 624 7-1, Table 6). When
defined by prerious determinations on fresh the population of Cayman plutonic rocks is
abyssal tholeiitic basalts collected from several plotted relative to gabbros from elsewhere in the

oceanic regions, which have uniformly low potash world's oceans, as shown in Figure 13, the Cayman
contents varying from 0.03 to 0.40% (Shibata and samples follow the tholeiitic differentiation
Fox, 1975), and slightly lower than the range de- trend defined by Miyashiro, et al. (1970) for
fined by Shibata and Fox for fresh abyssal tholei- gabbros dredged from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. In
itic basalts from the Oceanographer Fracture Zone, addition, many of our samples ar4 rel tively less

North Atlantic (0.16 to 0.75%). The range of K20 fractionated than other oceanic gaborv3 and
for Cayman gabbros is slightly larger than the appear to be the relatively unfractionted exten-
range cf values for gabbros collected from the sion of (or cumulat' compositions complementary
Indian and Atlantic aceans (0 to 0.30%; Fox and to) the basalt glasses dredged from the axial

Stroup, in prep.). SiO 2 for individual analyses valley of the Mid-Cayman Rise spreading center.
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MID-CAYMAN RISE
SPREADING CENTER

*H ~Fe(Y6 'I

0 0I

0 4I

0 0I-AYA RISE

~K20 -MRgbr~ ok 2-~ -- Alvn gabbroic rocksIT?
-M CR bosalts -Alvin basolts

11o &%sc ocear~c gctibros I Knorr basalt glasses
em Knorr basalt glosses ,

is Fig. 13. FKA ternary diagram showing fields of
Caymian basalts an-i gabbros (sampled by ALVIN) and I/
basalt glasses (dredged by the RIV KNORR), and4
plotted compositions of gabbros dredged from 0 3 -- '

other oceanic regions (analysis made by Miyashiro, 0 2 3 4 5
et al. 3)70; 14elson and Thompson, 1970; Bonatti, F~/g
et al.,19

7l; Thompson, 1973; Engel and Fisher, e/g

I 1975).Fig. 14. Diagram showing the variation of TiO2
Poitive correlation of FeO*/Mgo with T10 2s as relative to FeO*IMgO ratio in the ALVIN-sampled

shown in Figure 14 would appear to confirm that puoi ok n rde aatgass h
variations in total iron and magnesium abundances putncrksadree'baltgses Th

in the Cayman plutonic rocks are a function of h~bs i 2 vlei .Idifferentiation processes, since T102 has been
suggested to be stable under a wide range of MDCYA IESRAIGCNE
hvdrothermal alteration conditions (Pearce and
Cann, 1973). However, more recent evidence sug- -- Alvin gabbroic rocks
gests that seawater lea--hing of late-stage mag- 30- / N -Alvin basalts
matic fluids enriched irn alkalis, Fe, Ti and the N nr/aal lse
light rare earth elements from some parts of the / ~ Korbsl lse
ocianic crust could result in the enrichment of 0
these elements in other parts of the crust 2016%
(Stakes 1978). These leaching reactions would o0

produ, ,.emical variations mimicIng those pro-'P0=23
duced by fractional crystallization. The suite of
gabbros collected from the M.id-Cayman Rise pro- 1- P-1
vides an opportunity to examine in detail the653 0
effects of and hopefully to determine the contri-9%P.
bution to chemical variations made by these two Pl-01.85,15 P0~ 0
proce~.es; this examination is currently in prog-
ress.

An initial attempt to model fractionation of 1 6 2 4 2

the major phases to produce the range of chemis-A10(.%
tries of the plutoiiic rocks recovered from the
Mid-Caymian Rise spreading center is shown in Fig. 15. Diagram of Al 03 versus Feo*/MgO ratio,

Figure 15. Variability of A1 2 03 versus Fi0*/Hg0 showing fractionation curves for different
in some, of the samples appears to reflect accumu- proportion6 of the crystallizing phases plagio-
lation or removal of plagioclase from an initial clase and olivine-and the percent c-ryacallIzation4_

liquid having the composition of basalt 624 7-1. that has occurred for any given proportion.
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The extreme degree of crystallization, however, tion. Most data points are ,mpatible with a
necessary to produce other gabbros and the Ki0ORR distribution coefficient (KD = (MgO/FeO) liquid
basalt glasses with fractionation involving only (MgO/FeO) 1... sonewhat higher than the" olivine
plagioclase and olivine suggests either that (1) value of 0.30 determined by Roeder and
derivation of these gabbro and basalt compositions Emslie (1970). This may reflect the less frac-
may also involve fractionation of clinopyroxene, tionated nature of these rocks if they represent
or (2) crystallization differentiation is not the liquid compositions; alternatively, if the rocks

sole mechanism producing the observed chemical are cumulates, the curve for K = 0 30 could be
variations. The former suggestion is compatible used to estimate Fe/Fe+Mg in te original liquids
with the basalt glass data indicating that high- from which th-ese ollvines crystallized. Values

pressure removal of an aluminum-chrome diopside of Fe/Fe+Mg of the liquid that are determined in

present in the Cayman gabbros could produce a this way are not substantially different from the
derivative liquid having the chemistry of the range of values actually observed in the gabbros.

YQNORR basalts (see discussicn on basalt chemistry The majority of all analyzed pyroxene grains
abov4). Further work is essential. however, be- are clinopyroxenes that plot in a tight cluster
fore either of these two suggestions for produc- near the diopside corner of the quadrilateral
ing the range observed in gabbro chemistry can be (coincident with the three largest enclosed areas
validated, in the upper left of Figure 17). The overall

Thirty-eight representative samples were range of Mg/Mg + Fe (- 0.9 to 0.5) is relatively
selected from the gabbroic suite for detailed large in the whole suite, however, and ir notably
microprobe analysis of the primary minerals greater in pyroxenes than olivines. Cjexisting
plagioclase, olivine, clinopyroxene, orthopyrox- clino- and orthopyroxene compositions are shown
ene and amphibole. Secondary plagioclase, clino- in Figure 17 and are broadly similar to trends
pyroxene and amphibole phases can often be dis- found in DSDP Site 334 samples by Hodges and
t!'guished by grat.oblastic texture, irregular eapike (1976), although we have not yet explored
grain shape, multi-crystal aggregates, reduced the exsolution effects that they discuss.
grain size and irregular optical zoning. In Plagioclase compositions ranRe from An6 to
some cases the chemical analyses clearly support An Primary plagioclases (about An50 or more
the secondary origin of particular grains. ca cic) show no significant optical or chemical

The total compositional range of olivine in zoning. Secondary plagioclases may be consider-

twelve samples is Fo70 -88 , but within individual ably less calcic (up to 30% An) than immediately
samples variation is limited to 3 mole percent Fo adjoining relict primary plagioclase; this is
or less. The olivines show no primary zoning; reflected in the somewhat greater range of An
alteration along cracks and grain boundaries has contents in the more altered gabbros as compared
apparently not affected the chemistry of the re- -iith the range observed in relatively fresh
lict olivine. Figure 16 plots these data against gabbros. Compositional differences within a
Fe/Fe + Mg (molar) of each host bulh-rock composi- single specimen are greatest where the extent of

deformation, recrystallization and/or alteration
is most variable: intra-sample differences are

Z .5 least in unaltered samples and in severely al-
70 tered or deformed samples (which have presumably

.0~/ K0O.30 been "homogenized" by these later processes).
_H 7  The amphiboles show a large range in !g/Bg +

Fe, but have a relatively constant proportion ofCa (Figure 18). Brown Ti-rich hornblendes rim

80 and are intergrown with pyroxenes and occur as

am Ca MgSi*O - eSi2 O6

90 I

, p ,, p ,,.

0 .2 4 .6 .8 1.0
Mg Si03 FeSiO3  f

I Fe/(Fe+Mg) Bulk rock COEXISTING OPX and CPX
Fig. 16. Mole Z Fo in olivine vs. molar e/Fe+Hg Fig. 17. Pyroxenes plotted in Ca-Hg-Fe. Tie-

- ratio in host rock for Cayman Sabbroic rocks. lines connect clinopyroxene compositions (upper)

(K% (gO/FeO)l 1q/ (KgO 
1
eOoliv. and eoexisting orthopyioxeni compositions lower).
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CAYMAN TROUGH AMPHIBOLES The spinel harzburgites are tectonites with

well-developed pseudaporphyritic textures in
which round and abraded, or stretched and

matrix of recrystallized olivine. Clinopyroxene,
present in amunts varying between one and seven

percent, is characteristically finer grained than
coe.:;sting enstatite. Spinel is present as a

0 0o ubiquitous accessory phase In amounts up to one
0 0 percent. The spinel typically is anhedral, occur-

_______________________^in_ ring in irregular patches, often intergrown with0 0 pyroxene. Oliv~ne has a composition ranging from

0 o  
F090 0 to Fo91 1 (5 analyses). .-statite contains
3.7 to 5.3 weight percent A120 , 0.30 to 0.61
weight percent Cr203 , and has Ag/(Mg+Fe) ratios
from 0.904 to 0.909 (5 analyses). One diopside
analysis gives an Mg/(Hg+Fe) xatio of 0.909 and

6.24 weight vercont Al 03 and 0.94 weight percent

/ V y y y y Cr20 3. Chromian spinel is generally aluminous
Fe with CrI( r+Al) ratios between 0.17 to 0.48 and

Fig. 18. Amphiboles plotted in the Ca-Mg-Fe !4g/(Mg+Fe ) ratios from 0.72 to 0.79.

quadrilateral. The plagioclase-spinel harzburgies (70-85
olivine, 10-2G% orthopyroxene, 1-5% diopside, I-

isolated crystals, suggesting a primary or deu- 5 plagioclase, < th spinel) are less tectonizedteric origin; thcse brown titaniferous hornblendes than the spinel harzburgires, noticeably lacking l

ere also found in recrystallized zones with the strongly deformed eastatites of the latter.
plagioclase and opaque minerals and without pyrox- Undulatory extinction and kinking of enstatite
ene. Actinolitic amphiboles are primarily Mg-rich are present in nany thin sections, but not tom-
and commonly form as alteration products after mon. Spinel occurs as relatively rare auhedral
olivine and orthopyroxene rather than clinopyrox- and subhedral grains and in highly irregular

ene. patches and stringers intergroun with olivine

and pyroxene. Plagioclase is generally altered
Petrel -y of Ultraafc Rocks from the Rift Valley to nearly isotropic fine-grained calc-silicates.
Wall____s It occurs as angular lenses that are clearly

Partially serpentinized peridotites were re- interstitial to olivine and pyrovene. Similar
covered during six Alvin dives: three in Dive textures have been attributed to the crystalliza-
Area #1 and three in Dive Area #2. Peridotites tion of trapped welt within peridotite at the
in varying degrees of serpentinization were also Lanzo Massif by Soudier and Nicolas (1977).
recovered from six dredge sites along the eastern There appears to be no reaction-relation between
and western rift valley walls. At the dive sites spinel and plagioclase and the two appear to be
where outcrop was sampled directly, the perido- in equilibrium. Olivine from one sample has a
tites come from relatively narrow zones whicb cut composition of Fo9 o l. Enstatite from the same
gabbro and metagabbro country rocks. These peri- sample has 2.6 welgfit percent A1 203, 0.31 weight
dotites are often highly deformed, and we suggest percent Cr20 3 and Mg/(M%+Fe) of 0.995. Diepside
that the heavily serpentinized peridotites were from one sample has 4.19 weight percent Al 03,
emplaced along major zones of weakness from 1.04 Cr203 and Mg/(Mg-Fe) of 0.918. Chrom an
deeper sections of the oceanic crust and uppee spinel irom one sample has a restricted composi-
mantle. On the other hand, two dredges (Ocearus tion *,ith an intermediate chrome content (Cr/(Cr+
Dredge 13, 14) taken from the upper and lower Al) = 0.452-0.473).
face of a promontory on the eastern wall of the Plagioclase-spinel dunites and troctolites
rift valley at 18

0
10'N and 81

0
35'W both contained were recovered during ALVIN dive 620 (Dive Area :

over 90% relatively unaltered, though heavily and in one dredge haul (Oceanus 23-14). Olivine
weathered, peridotite suggesting that the promon- in these rocks is weathered and serpentinized,
tory may be a relatively large (15-20 km

2
) fault while plagiociase is completely replaced by

block of peridotite. white calc-silicates. Spinel is generally fresh
A variety of lithologies are included in the though in some sections it is pseudomorphed by

peridotite suite from the escarpments of the Mid- ferrichromite. Plagioclase and diopside clearly
Cayman Rise spreading center (see Tables 1, 2 and crystallized late and form angulr lenses along
5). The three principal lithologies are spinel olivine grain boundaries and triple junctions.
burzburgite, plagioclase-spinel harzburgite, and Where these rocks are least deformed the olivine
spinel troctolite or plagioclase-spinel dunite. grains appear to have been eqnant to elongated
In addition, dunite, olivine websterite and an-hedral or subhedral crystals. Spinel grains
gabbro are all found in 6mall patches or layers in the relatively undeformed dunites are euhedral
within the harzburgite samples. and may be occluded within olivine grains or,
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more frequently, lie in the plagioclase-filled whereas the shallower dredge (Oceanus 14; 3280 m)
interstices between them. Laye:ing can be seen recovered p.agioclase bearing peridotites and a
in one sample, defined largely by variations in troctolite. fhis apparent stratigraphic order
the olivine to plagioclase ratio. as defined by two dredges is similar to that de-

Dunite, olivine websterite and gabbro all are scribed from the transition zone in many ophio-
found as minor segregations in the different lite suites (e.g. England and Davies, 1973;
najor lithologies. Dunite occurs as a small Menzies and Allen, 1974) and is thought to repre- 2
patch in one spinel harzburgite and as a layer in sent the transition across the "petrologic moho"
a feldspathic dunite. Olivine websterites, from mantle tectonite to cumulate peridotites at
similar to those described by Dick (1977), are the base of the lower crust. To our knowledge,
found as 1-2 cm thick layers in the spinel harz- this represents the first time that this sequence
burgites. Gabbroic segregations found in the has been described in oceanic rocks collected
plagioclase peridotites are similar to those in essentially in situ.
peridotites of the Lanzo massif described Ly
Boudier and Nicolas (1977). These authors sug- Magnetic Properties of Gabbros from
gest that such segresations represent basaltic the Rift Valley Walls
liquid generated in the peridotite during ana-
texis. The large number of plutonic samples collected

The spinel and plagioclase-spinel harzburgites during the Cayman Trough Project has permitted
have all undergone some degree of hydrothermal the characterization of the magnetic properties
metamorphism, lower temperature serpentinization of the plutonic foundation of the oceanic crust
and weathering. Much of the deformation of these in the Cayman area. We have measured 1) therocks appears to have occurred prior to serpen- intensity of the natural remnant magnetization
tinization. The degree of hydrothermal altera- (NRM); 2) the stability of this intensity (meantion is highly variable and its affects are often destructive field and NRMtime l/NRMtime 2); 3)slight, expressed chiefly by the replacement of the susceptibility of these rocks to the earth's
some primary olivine and pyroxene by talc, amphi- field; 4) the relative importance of the NRM
bole and secondary diopside. A significant, and susceptibility (the Konigsberger ratio, Q);often large, variation of spinel composition was and 5) the directional stability of the NRM
seen in many thin sections with increases in (maximum angular change after exposure to a 250
Cr203 and FeO contents attributed to hydrothermal oersted alternating field). Curie temperaturesalteration of primary spinel. In many rocks ser- were measured for a variety of lithologies topentine has completely replaced the olivine and determine the dominant magnetic mineralogy. Amost of the pyroxene. The serpentinization ap- total of 58 plutonic rock samples was cored for
pears to have occurred late and, at least in part, magnetic measurements. These were cut into one
post-deformation. In addition, many of the per- inch lengths, prodbcing 138 specimens.
dotites are criss-crossed by late aragonite veins. The NRM of the Cayman Trough plutonic suite

It is clear from the textural data alone that (all rocks excluding basalts) ranges from 10-7 tothe feldspathic dunites are olivine-spinel cum- 102 Gauss (G), and has an arithmetic mean ofulates. The spinel harzburgite has all the fea- 6.5 x 10-G. (Although the NRM and susceptibili-
tures typical of presumed mantle harzburgites ty values are approximately log normally distri-from alpine peridotites: a tectonite fabric, a buted, total magnetization is the sum of all the
similar restricted range in silicate compositions, magnetic vectors and therefore the arithmetic
and a relatively wide range of spinel composi- mean is considered a better indicator of totaltions. The plagioclase-spinel peridotites, how- magnetization than the geometric mean (Lowrie,
ever, have features that seem to make them inter- 1977).) The susceptibility of the entire plu-mediate between the feldspathic dunites and the tonic suite ranges from l0-  to 10-2G/emu. Thespinel harzburgites. Plagioclase-spinel harz- susceptibility of the gabbros alone has an arith-burgites and feldspathic dunites occur together metic mean of 6.5 x 10-4 G/emu. The NRM. and sus-at locations where they were collected. ceptibility of all specimens measured are plotted

The intrusive, cross cutting relationships of in Figure 19.the partially serpentinized peridotites collect- The relative importance of the remnant magnet-
ed during ALVIN traverses indicate that, at least ization and the susceptibility is expressed.aslocally, partially serpentinized peridotite de- the Konigsberger ratio, Q - NRM/(susceptibility x
rived from upper mantle sources can intrude the geomagnetic field intensity at sample site).

__ plutonic foundation of the oceanic crust along Thus, for samples with Q > 1, the remnant paleo-fractures which cut deeply into the crust. The magnetization dominates and a remnant paleomag-peridotites recovered in two carefully navigated netic vector direction might be retained. A line
dredge3 located on the same tectonic block but representing Q = 1 is drawn in Figure 19. Two-
at different levels suggests that at least in thirds of all the specimens measured in this
this locality upper mantle rocks are exposed. study ie above this line. Clearly, in order toThe deepest dredge (Oceanus 13; 4400 m) recovered contribute to the magnetic anomalies observed
predominantly tectonized spinel harzburgite from the ocean's surface, a -major port-ion of the
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these showed a directional change of 50 or less.
The results of alternating field demagnetiza-

I0"2 =IO/ ton of our gabbro samples are depicted graphi-

/" cally in Figures 20 and 21. Sixty-seven percent

of these rocks have median destructive fields of
/ U200 oe or more. By comparison, only 36% of the

Obe 4 A DSDF basalts have MDF of 200 oe or more (Lowrie,

1 00 ,/'4I We=. 1977, The resistance of the NRM vector direc-
tion to an applied field was also observed dur-

O(/ ing stepwise alternatiag field demagnetization.

"" • In this study a paramc ter called the "250

Q" t .l.' , ,' oersted diameter" is .sed to describe the re-
O , ,Q:0.I sults. The 250 oersted diameter is the apical

-directions obtained during stepwise demagnetiza-

' 1tion up to 250 oersteds. In most cases, this
,0 / data set is comprised of 6 measurements made at

0// 0/ 50 oersted intervals. A histogram of 250 oersted

n

hi I

., 25 0 0
.- " @00 ATLANTIC * S

• --"--- CAYMAN 0 0

0 0

* 20*
0

10 "  ,0 1, 
SUSCEPTIBItJTY (GAUSS/0E) J 0

Fig. 19. Natural remnant magnetization and
susceptibility of Cayman plutonic rocks (plotted
log/log). Solid dots represent gabbroic rocks; c1.
a = moderately to severly deformed amphibolite;

u = serpentinized ultramafic. 0

plutonic complex must have a Q > 1. The rocks - 10
sampled from the Mid-Cayman Rise spreading center W _

meet this requirement.

Eighty-five specimens representing 54 samples :
were subjected to alternating field stepwise Z
demagnetization to ascertain the stability of the
magnetic vector in these rocks. NRM measurements 5
were repeated immediately before demagnetization
because a 3 to 6 month period had lapsed since •
the original NRM measurements had been made. The
ratio of these twd measurements is an indicator
of the short-term stability of the rocks. Of the 0
45 gabbro samples subjected to this storage test 0
only seven include specimens which show an NRM 0 50 10 200 400 800
variaticn greater than 10%; all of these had
Konigsberger ratios less than one. This storage MEDIAN DESTRUCTIVE FIELD
test also provided a measure of the directional
stability of a rock magnetic vector. The angular Fig. 20. Histogram showing the median destructive
distance between the initially determined NHM field distribution of gabbros collected from the
direction and that determined just prior to de- Mid-Cayman Rise spreading center compared to
magnetization has been measured for 42 gabbro gabbros collected from localities along the Mid-
specimens for which Q > 1. Ninety percent of Atlantic Ridge.
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character are tabulated in Table 7. The values ext

range from 535°C to 580
0 C. These are interpreted wid

20 as evidence that magnetite (Curie temperature exp

18 EJ] O>1 5700) with low Ti content is the dominant mag-
netic mineral in all rock types.

From their study of ocean floor gabbros from 
bas

6 El Q< I the Atlantic, Kent and others, (1978), concluded b

aons
that the intensity and stability of the magneti- anom

14 ! zation in such rocks is a result of deuteric al- gend

teration or originally homogeneous titanomagne- 
geno

1tire. 
During this process, ilmenite lamellae are

z 12 
exsolved, isolating large numbers of single

domain magnetites and armoring 
them against 

Sll"

O further oxidation. The high Curie temperatures

reported here and their association with a wide neti

) 
variety of Ti concentration (see Table 7) sup- 

porWt

ports this idea.
The magnetic properties of 

ocean floor plu- 
tc

tonics dredged in the Atlantic Ocean 
have been sate

Co 4 determined by Opdyke and Ilekinian (1967), Fox aver

2 and Opdyke (1973) and most recently by Kent and (19

Z others (1978). The magnetic properties of the gren

plutonic rocks cored at DSDP site 334 are re- ly

ported in Aumento and others (1977). Data from mord
these studies compare favorably wl'h ours for 

shal

r IT0 200 300 40
o 500 60o >700 the Cayman plutonics. The arithmet c r.jan NRM Althi

of the Atlantic dredge samples is 8.8 x 10-4G tion

250 OERSTED DIMETER (Kent and others, 1978). For the Cayman gabbros k cult

this v.,,ue is about a factor of two lower, 4.8 x Ioce

Fig. 21. NRM vector direction stability during 
1-4G. 

ot

alternating field demagnetization for Cayman The Konigsberger ratio averages slightly regi

Trough gabbros and troctolites. 250 oersted higher for the Atlantic plutonics and the frac-

diameter is defined as the apical angle 
of a cone tion of samples that have Q > I is high in both

which circumscribes the NRM vector directions data sets: .75 in the Atlantic and .66 in the

obtained during stepwise demagnetization up to Cayman. The stability of these rocks to alter- __ 1

250 oersteds. nacing field demagnetization is also comparable. spre

ror samples with Q > 1, 70% of the Cayman and sopi

diameters for 70 specimens of gabbro is presented 81% of the Atlantic samples have mean destruc- tool

in Figure 21. tive fields of 200 oersteds or more. to d

Curie temperatures obtained for 9 samples Detailed magnetic studies of basalt from of

chosen to be representative of the entire collec- DSDP cores have cast some doubt on the assump- that
tion in terms of both mineralogy and ageton hath anetic character of 0.5 km of 

that

Pdeep
serv

TABLE 7. Curie Temperature Analyses oriaI that
___________________________ ___________________ id-

Curie Whole Rock 
vole

Sample Rock Type Temperature 1) Ti Concentration tion

0 of r

616 1-1 Y A ultramafic 5690 C, 580
0 C n.d. ed r

616 4-1 A gabbro 565°C, 563
0 C 0.30% pill

616 7-1 D gabbro 559
0C n.d. 

appe

620 3-1 B gabbro 535
0C 8.90% 

opet

623 6-1 A gabbro 567
0C 0.00% 

near

737 1-1 B gabbro 542°C 1.26% sive

739 2-2 B gabbro 550°C 0.60% betu

739 7-1 C gabbro 562°C 0.13% trac

742 1-] B gabbro 5680C 0.09% cove
that
cal

1) Determined graphically by the method of Gromme, et al. (1969). altb
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extrusive basalt and shallow intrusive basalt try from typical mid-ocean ridge basalts. That
which comprises seisnic layer 2a is sufficient to portion of the inner floor which flanks the nar-
explain the amplitude of magnetic anomalies ob- row zone of recent volcanism is characterized by
served in the oceans (e.g. Ryall, et al., 1977; a blanket -f sediment that thickens away from the
Lowrie, 1977). These authors have found that the volcanic axis, and is experiencing tectonic modi-
basalt layer is far more magnetically heterogene- fication as evidenced by the formation of fissures.
o'zs than is accounted for in models of magnetic The inner floor is bounded by steep inward facing
anomalies, and the primary result of this inhomo- fault scarps and terraces which parallel the inner

:eneity is to decrease the total bulk magnetiza- floor and which create morphologic elements
tion. typical of rift valley terrain.

Layer 3 is an increasingly appealing additional When one considers the tectonic and petrologic

source for magnetic anomalies. The NRM of the details associated with the Mid-Cayman Rise, 1how-
plutonics is surprisingly stable, apparently due ever, it is clear that this short accreting plate
to the deuteric isolation of single domain mag- boundary is distinctive. The rift valley floor
netites. The remnant magnetization is more im- resides at depths from 2000 to 3000 m deeper than
portant than susceptibility in the large majority the floors of other rift valleys. The width of
of plutonic samples. Perhaps most importantly, the inner floor varies along strike from a few
the great thickness (3-5 km) of layer 3 compen- kilometers to 18 kilometers and the trend of the
sates for the low average N. ! (about 1/10 the volcanic/tectonic lineaments changes down the
average for ocean floor basalts). Kent, et al., length of the inner floor. Furthermore, the con-
(1978) have calculated that for block widths tinuity of the rift valley floor is interrupted
greater than about 20 km, a deep, 5 km thick and offset by a short, several kilometer long
layer of NEM 8 x 10 4c will actually contribute NE-SW trending discordant zone positioned midway
more intensity to the observed anomaly than a along the Mid-Cayman Rise. Large tectonic blocks
shallow 0.5 kn thick layer of NIll 40 x 0. comprise segments of the bounding rift valley
Although the relative importance of its contribu- walls and seem to be the product of both N-S and
tion to the marine magnetic anomalies is diffi- E-W tectonic lineaments. We suggest that these
cult to evaluate, the plutonic foundation of the tectonic subtleties, played against the processes
oceanic crust must make a contribution and should operative and typical of slowly accreting plate

not be neglected when considering the source boundaries, are the consequences of the North-
region for magnetic anomalies. American-Caribbean plate geometry in this region.

The Mid-Cayman Rise represents a short accreting
Summary and Conclusions plate boundary truncated by two, long (> 1000 km)

transform faults. We propose that although the
The intensive survey of the Mid-Cayman Rise srr4 ke slip tectonics associated with the trans-

spreading center made posrible by the use of lomains of the Oriente and Swan transform
sophisticated marine geological and geophysical are concentrated along narrow zones to
tools has provided a wealth of data enabling us ,rth and south of the Mid-Cayman Rise, the
to define the tectonic and petrologic character ....-y created lithosphere along the Rise axis is
of a short (-2 cm/yr full rate) plate boundary not completely independent of the effects of Et
that is truncated at either end by two long strike slip motion of the two transforms. Al-
transform faults, though the Mid-Cayman Rise is principally an ex-

Our high resolution bathymetric data set, tensional regime, a left lateral shear-couple,

deep-towed photographic results, bathyscaphe ob- a function of the juxtaposition of two long left
servations and bottom sampling all confirm the lateral transform faults against a short accre-
original proposition by Holcombe, et al. (1973) tionary plate boundary, perturbs and disrupts the
that the north-south trending axial valley of the morpho-tectonic grain of this slowly accreting

Iid-Cayman Rise is the locus of recent basalt ridge segment.

volcanism and represents a zone of plate accre- The in situ sampling by the submersible ALVIN
tion. Like other rift valley segments, the inner and our dredging results document another peculiar
floor is characterized by a narrow zone (2-3 km) characteristic of the Mid-Cayman Rise spreading
of recent basaltic volcanism arranged in elongat- center. The well navigated, intensive in situ
ed ridges composed of a chaotic assemblage of sampling by ALVIN of escarpments in two areas re-
pillow lavas. Although this type of volcanism presentative of the rift valley walls indicates
appears presently to dominate the extrusive mode that gabbroic rocks outcrop in abundance. .n
operating along the inner floor at one locality fact, the sampling results argue persuasively
near the northern end of the inner floor a mas- that the volcanic carapace (extrusive basalt and
sive sheet flow was observed filling a trough shallow intrusives) must be as thin as 250 m.
between two constructional ridges. The major and The plutonic component of the oceanic crust may
trace element chemistry of basalt glasses re- be thin as well (21000 m), because dredge results
covered from the recent volcanic lineaments show suggest that ultramafic rocks, which exhibit
that the extrusive rocks have first order chemi- structural and petrologic characteristics con-
cal properties similar to ocean floor tholeiites, sieered to be represcnrative of the petrologic

although they exhibit some differences in chemis- Hoho, are exposed in the escarpments at the base
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af the rift valley wail. The apparent thin cated support throughout the field program. The ult

nature of the oceanic crustal components along mineral cheaical data reported in this paper was ern

the id-Caymac Rise can be explained in several done while one of us (F.L.M.) was a Visiting 425

ways. Firstly, they could be tectonically Scientist at the Lunar and Planetary Institute Erich

thinned by faulting out portions of the crustal which is operated by the Universities Space Re- Hea

coluan. In order to thin the oceanic crust to search Association under contract no. NSR-09-O51- the
the extremes recognized in the Cayman Trough, 001 with the National Aeronautics and Space A_e

normal or reverse faults with throws of several Administration. The Field programs and the other

hundreds of meters would have to be envoked. Our laboratory investigations were supported by t'e me

detailed bathymetric studies apd bottom observa- Submarine Geology Branch, National Science Founda- in t

tions provide no evidence which documents the tion through grants OCE-75-18533 (UHOI) and OCE- V.

existence of faults with these offset magnitudes. 76-21882 (SUNY sleyan), and Office of Fox,

.' second explanation is that the processes which Naval Resea hgra 0O094-74-C-O262 (R.B.). on t

clitrol the production of basaltic raagmas beneath Woods Hole oceanographic Institution Contribution Geol
rift valley floor are perturbed and less magma No. 4278 p 4

is produced thereby creating a thinner oceanic Lunar and Planetary Institute Contribution No. Fox, P

crust. It has been suggested that the Mid-Cayman 354. crus

Rise may be relatively cold because of the proxi- Jour
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Abstract. A detailed study of physical traces. They may arise as the surface
properties was made on core samples from I km expression of deep mantle plumes (Wilson, 1965;
deep boreholes into islands of Bermuda and Morgan, 1971) or from propagating lithospheric
the Azores. The properties measured are fractures (e.g. Shaw and Jackson, 1973). In
seismic velocity, density, electrical either case, compared to normal oceanic crust
resistivity, porosity and thermal conductivity, they are characterized by greater crustal
The properties of subaqueous lava flow samples thickness and by different composition.
from Bermuda and the Azores are very similar to This article reports seismic velocities,
those for deep ocean tholeiites. Subaerial densities, electrical resistivities, porosities,
flows and pyroclastics from the Azores have and thermal conductivities for basaltic
quite different properties, reflecting their samples from approximately 1 km deep boreholes
hiSher porosity. Lamprophyric intrusive into the islands of Bermuda and SAo Miguel,
sheets from Bermuda also have significantly Azores (Fig. 1 and 2) and discusses the
different and unusual properties, notably geophysical significance of these measurements.
lower velocity and higher density than the An 802 m deep borehole was drilled into the
flows. It is concluded that aseismic ridges, islands of Bermuda at 32*22'N, 64042'W (Fig. 1)
islands and seamounts may have significantly at an elevation of 10 m during the summer of
different physical properties from normal 1972 for Dalhousie University and Lamont-
upper oceanic crust if they contain subaerially Doherty Geological Observatory. The hole was
erupted material as on Sao Miguel, Azores or cored with almost complete recovery for
are produced by intrusion of lamprophyric geological and geophysical studies. The
sheets or dykes into older oceanic crust as islands of Bermuda lie approximately 1100 km
inferred for Bermuda. east of the North American coast, about

one third of the distance to the mid-Atlantic
Introdction ridge. They have a maximum elevation of 30 m

and occupy the southern 7% of the 116 km2

Laboratory data on tho physical properties platform that makes up the top of the Bermuda
of rocks are an essenti:-1 element in the pedestal. Only limestones are exposed, the
interpretati'ono'i'osurface geophysical volcanic platform lies at an average of about
measurements, and, for structural and 80 m below sealevel (Gees and Medioli, 1970).
petrologicaliidels. Much work has been done Bermuda is the northernmost and largest of
on oceanicriustal samples, particularly those three seamounts of the Bermuda Rise. From
from'the p4Seav Drilling Project, that gives potassium-argon dating, the Bermuda seamount
areaaonoly ,cler picture of the upper part appears to have been formed 33 m.y. ago by the
of h nrm :0cenic crust (e.g. Christensen intrusion of numerous lamprophyric sheets into
a md$SALibur,;;4975; Hyndman and Drury, 1976.) oceanic crust that was then about 80 m.y. old
Eo* ,thOtaNii'r!e some anomalous oceanic (Reynolds and Aumento, 1974; Gees, 1969). Thep area d'fOa t{4O1r significance. These are surrounding seafloor is now about 110 m.y. old
S the :'ii \ .jes and oceanic islands, (Larson and Pitman, 1972). This age of the
vh~h~lt '' . lier than normal vulcanism and seamount is substantiated by the age of the

4 r ki hot spots or hot spot oldest limestones overlying the volcanics (see
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.... are located, trends from the ridge toward

BERMUDA Gibraltar, probably defining a plate boun'arv
0 that ~~originated a'out 45 r:.v.ag(Kusan

0323' Watkins. 1970). Sac -igue' is the largest
20 ] island and lies 400 k. east of the mid-Atiantic

Drill hole • ridge crest. T'.e drill site was locate- on tue
lower southern flank of the volcano Agua de Pau.

//i ( ,.which nas eruted 5 tir-es in tile past 4.600
/ ye,.rs, the last in 1563. Xumerous not springs

S/ o3220 an' soradic seismic activity indicate the
Vvolcano to be only de rr-ant at present.

Extrusive lavas make up 72,' of the Azores core

in 140 flows averaging 5 :% in thickness (-uecke
e, al., 1974). The nain rock types are a!kali

C. basalts, hawaiites and rnugarites. Three
trachyte flows rake up 67_ of the total. he

, 64030' upper 763 m consist" of 3 distinct subaerial
volcanic eruptive sequences. This section is

Fig. 1. Location of the Bermuda borehole, underlain by a 107 m transition sequence of
basaltic sandstones and basaltic breccias,

Wilson, 1963) and by the low heat flow and the then by pillows and irassive basaltic flows of
subsidence history of tile platform (|yndran subaqueous origin.
et al., 1974a). Temperatures in tile drilled Temperatures were reasured in the hole at
section are low, reaching only about 38

0
C at intervals during drilling until the hole was

the hole bottom (Fig. 3). In addition to terminated by the eruptioa of steam. Only
radioactive dating, heat flow and heat bettor hole measurements appeared to represent
production studies, extensive rock magnetic in-siti temperatures, (Pig. 3) giving gradients
studies have been perforred on the core up to 250*C/km. Temperatures in tile hole
(Ado-Pall et al., 1973) as well as detailed nearer the surface were dominated by in-hole
petrology (Aumento and Ade-Hall, 1973) and convection (see Muecke er al., 1974). The
geochemistry (Aumento et al., 1976; and geothermal gradient is dominated by probably
F. Aulrento and B. Gunn, personal communication). near-horizontal water flow so a meaningful
A preliminary report of laboratory velocity geothermal heat flux cannot be ascertained.
neasurenents was presented by Barrett et al. The temperature at the bottom of tile hole was
(1973). 200C. Two K-Ar dates of 117,000 + 24.000 yr

Tile borehole first penetrated 36 m o' at 57 m and 280,000 + 140,000 yr at 950 in

limestone, then 772 m of volcanic rocks made (Muecke et al.. 1974T and that all of the core
up of over 1000 igneous units. The wlole core was normally magnetized presumably in the
snows evidence of hydrothermal alteration both Brunhes polarity epoch that extends to
in petrology and in high Curie temperatures. 690,000 yr ago, indicate rhe youth and rapid
Of the igneous units, 64Z lere altered formation of this volcanic edifice. It
subaqueously extruded tholeiie lavas and 36% appears that the island has subsided over 900 m
were thin lamprophyric sheets of unusual in less than 0.5 m.y. probably in isostati
compositioa, e.g. low silica, high Ti, K etc. response to the increasing volcanic load. A
It appears that any subaerial volcanics that
were present have been eroded by a subsequent
uplift before final subsidence. Such uplift 38*-

could have been produced by the intrusion of SAG MIGUEL AZORES
the sheets.
During the summer of 1973, a 981 n deep Drill hole

borehole was drilled into the island of ._ \ _ - - 11
Silo Miguel, Azores at 25

0
31-'0, 37"48.9'N -0075P

(Fig. 2) at a surface elevation of 72 m for
Dalhousie University and Lament-Doherty

Geological Observatory. Core recovery was
almost complete except in the upper 148 m.
The Azores are a group of 9 islands aligned in

a NW,-SE chain which crosses the mid-Atlantic
ridge near 39"N. The region is marked by a
change in trend of, and by a broadening of the
ridge into a large platform (Krause and
Watkins, 1970) and a positive regional 25* 260,
gravity anomaly (e.g. Kaula, 1972). The
Terceira rift, along which the main islands Fig. 2. Location of the Azores borehole.
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Temperature (C) Density

20 60 100 140 180 220
0 The bulk densities of water saturated samples

(stored in -cater from time of drilling) were
determined by weighing the cores in air and
obtaining the volume either by measuring the
weight loss with the samples suspended in

2001 distilled water or by tieasurenents of sample
.0. AZORES dimensions (Tables I and 2). The estimated

accuracy is + 0.01 g cm.. The grain or

I-BERMUDA mineral densities for samples for which
porosities are reported were determined simply

400 by subtracting the mass and the volurle of the
S0 -pore fluid and recomputing the densities.

Since the porosities tend to be underestimated

k because of incomplete drying (i.e. effectiveo h porosity), the grain density also will be too
60 low. Tile estimated error limits are + 0.02 to

-0.01 gcm
The mean bulk density of 43 samples from

Bermuda is 2.83 + 0.02 g cm with no systematic
variation with depth (Fig. 4). However, the
intrusive lamprophyric sheets have a si~nifi-

800 cantly higher mean of 2.90 + 0.03 g cm (16i samples) and larger variation compared to the
flows, with a mean of 2.79 + 0.01 g cm- 3 (27
samples), the higher mean perhaps reflecting
the high density of the pyroxene in the former

1000- since the porosities are similar. Taking the
mean sheet and flow densities and their

Fig. 3. Temperature-depth profiles in the relative proportions of 36% and 64% respectively
Bermuda and Azores boreholes. in the drilled section gives a section mean of

2.83 g cm , identical to the sample mean
indicating that there was a representative

detailed description of the petrology of the sampling of sheets and flows. The mean grain
core has been made by McGraw (1976) and density of 17 Bermuda samples is 2.85 +
extensive rock magnetic studies have been made 0.02 g c -; the mean for 17 samples of the
(J.M. Hall, N.D. Opdyke and W. Lowrie, flows is 2.81 + 0.01 and for 8 samples of the
personal communication). sheets is 2.92 + 0.05 g cm.

TABLE I. Physical Properties of Samples from Bermuda

Property Lava Flows Lamprophvric Sheets All Samples

Number Mean Number Mean Number Mean

Compressiona] velocity 12 5.97 = 0.08 8 5.89 = 0.07 20 5.94 0.05
(0.4 kbar) km s (Vp)

Shear velocity 12 3.22 1.06 8 3.07 = 0.05 20 3.16 0.04
(0.4 kbar) km s- Vs)

Poisson's ratio (c) 12 0.295 0.003 8 0.314 : 0.006 20 0.303 0.004
Bulk density, g cm 27 2.79 ± 0.01 16 2.90 v 103 43 2.83 0.02
Grain density, gcm 17 2.81 0.01 8 2.92 - 0.05 25 2.85 ± 0.02
Porosity, % vol. 17 2.6 -0.4 8 3.4 ± .X3 25 2.9 : 0.3
Electrical resistivity 17 1320 ± 400 6 340 : 120 23 780 : 210ohmm

Thermal conductivity 32 2.08 - 0.02 21 2.19 :0.07 53 2.12 : 0.03
w m- K71
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TA B LE 2. Phscaro vertiei o Sples :ro-~ the Azores

Prope~rty Subaerial ~ ucous All Samples

nuber Me. ube-en Nmber Ma

N 'u ubr en "

Compressional velocity 15 4.92 0.17 3 5.60 18 19 5.08 .

(0.4 kbar) km s
-  

(Vp)
Shear velocity 15 2.49 i 0.12 3 2.97 0.09 19 2.60 0.11

(0.4 kbar) s-, (Vs)

Poisson's ratio () 15 0.328 0.007 3 0.307 0.003 19 0.323 0.006
Bulk density, g cm 41 2.60 0.004 ii 2.79 0.04 56 2.64 3.03

Grain density. g cm 19 2.88 0.003 3 2.85 0.03 23 2.87 -1.02

Porosity 19 10.6 1.7 3 1.4 1.2 23 9.4 1.5

Electrical resistivity 19 82 38 3 230 170 23 110 50

ohm

Thermal conductivity 31 1.75 0.J5 5 1.73 0.04 40 1.75 0.04
Wn K

The mean bulk density of 56 samples from the for the upper several hundred meters of the

Azores borehole is 2.64 + 0.03 g cm
-3
. There Azores hole where core recovery was poor.

is some systematic increase in density with The densities of subaerial volcanic flow

depth (Fig. 4). The mean is much lower and the samples have been reported for the island of

scatter of values is more than double that for Hawaii, which is in a similar setting to

the Bermuda samples reflecting the wide Sao Miguel, by Manghnani and Woollard (1968)

variation and generally high porosity of the and Kinoshita (1965). They found that most

Azores rock types, particularly the pyroclastics surfc- =nd borehole samples had a density of

in the subaerial section. The mean for the 2.3 t in close agreement with the one
subaerial section is 2.60 + 0.04 g cm

- 3 
(41 near sample from the Azores borehole

samples). The mean for the igneous-sedimentary but con. -erably lower than the mean of

transition sequence is 2.71 + 0.09 g cm
- 3 

(4 2.60 g c.-' for the subaerial section. They

samples), and the mear for t7e subaqueous found a number of dykes and plugs with much

sequence is 2.79 + 0.04 g cm
- (11 samples). As higher densities of 3.0 to 3.2 g cm

-
. Woollard

expected, the mean density of the subaqueous (1951) estimated the mean density of the Hawaii

Azores rocks is Lhe same a the mean of 2.79 island of Oahu to be 2.3 g cm
3 from that

for the flows from Bermuda, and for deep ocean required to minimize the effect of topography on

tholeiiti- basalts (e.g. Hyndman and Drury, island gravity values. However, taking a

1976). The mean grain density of 23 Azores larger area, including marine gravity and a

cores is 2.87 + 0.02 g cm , not greatly more sophisticated model, Walcott (1970) and

different from the Bermuda value, indicating Watts and Cochran (1974) estimated a mean

that most of the bulk density differences arise density of 2.80 g cm 
3 

for the Hawaiian Islands,
from variations in porosity or water content. close to our Bermuda mean and Azores subaqueous

Bulk density is plotted as a function of samples suggesting only the near surface rocks

porosity in Fig. 5 for both Bermuda and Azores have low density (see also Worzel and Harrison,

samples. The intercept of about 2.85 gm cm 1963). A similar density has been estimated

is in agreement with the above grain density from gravity measurements for the Great Meteor
estimates. This lower grain density and lower seamount (Watts et al., 1.75). Lower values of

porosity, compared to the meaa respective about 2.5 g cm
- 3 , however, were estimated for

ajues for fresh deep ocean basalts (2.95 the Caryn seamount by WorzPl and Talwani (1959)

g cm
3 
and 7.8%) suggests that initially free and of 2.3 g cm

3 
for the Jasper seamount off

pore water in the Bermuda and Azores rocks is California by Harrison and Brisbin (1959). A

now bound in hydrous minerals, there being possible explanation for this low density is

little change in total water in the alteration that they may have carbonate caps. In a

process. detailed gravity study of the Cook Islands,

For both the Bermuda and Azores core there is Robeitson (1967) estimated that the island

some sampling bias, low density fracture zones platforms had an average density of 2.32 g cm
3

and rubble not being recovered, so the insitu with large central plugs of 2.88 g cm
- 

(see

density is lower than the means from the core. also data in Malahoff, 1969). From Bermuda
We believe that the effect is significant only gravity measurements Woollard (1954) computes a
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Densiy, Pg cm' 3) Density, (g cm' 3)
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Fig. 4. Density as a function of depth in the Bermuda and Azores boreholes.

mean iensitv of 2.80 for the seamount structure useful diagnostic paraaeter for seaounts or
itself with lower density material, 2.50 g cC ar,-smic ridges formed by later intrusions
of several km thickness or. the adjacent sea into older seafloor, compared to chose made up
floor. primarily by subaqueous lava flows, but :he
On the basis of our sample densities from contrast probably is not sufficient to be

Bermuda ar.d the Azores and the above gravity detected by gravity measurements.
estimates for sea=oants and 's.ands we conclude:
The mean density for the bulk of oceanic Porosity
volcanic islands and seanounts is about
2.8 g cm ,which is appropriate for subaqueous Porosities (I pore volum-e) were determined

pillow lava flows with a few higher density by weighing the 2.5 cm dia. 5 cm long minicores
dvkes and sills. Density means as low as seawater saturated (preserved in water from
2.3 g cm and comonly 2.6 g c-  exist for time of drilling) at-. after crying at abut 70*C
the subaerially erupted volcanic- which make up under vacuum for two weeks. There was
the tipper part of active volcanic islands. As significant ucight loss for the first 7 days
occurs in So :-iguel, subaerially erupted but little thereafter. This treatment should
volcanoes may extend to a kilometer or more remove most of the pore water except in very
below sea level in an active volcanic island Iow permeability samples and it should produce
because of loading subsidence (see Nuecke only minor dehydration of hydrous minerals.
et al., 1974). As in the case for Bermuda, nest However, we note that there probably is a
old seamounts will have the subaerial volcanics continuum between free nore water and strongly
removed by erosion, so that only the higher bound water in hydrous minerals, some water
density subaqueous volcanics remain (see being loosely bound. A small correc-ion was
discussion in HPid-.an et al., 1974a). A thick made for the residual salt in the porosity
low density coral cap, of course, exists on the estimate, assuming an original salinity of
tops of rany shallow sea mounts. The fairly 35 ppt and that all of the salt was left behind

low density material apparently oi the on drying. 'e estimate the accuracy to be
seafloor surrounding many islands and seamounts, + 10. to -5' of the value for porosity and
probably consists of pyroclastics and volcanic water content.
sediments such as found in our Azores borehole The porosities of 20 samples from the Bermuda

transition sequence. The high density of the borehole range from 1.1 to 8.2% with a mean of
intrusive lamprophyri.: sheets could be a 2.9 + 0.3'. The mean for the lava flows of
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3.0. Shaw (1970). The accuracy estimated is 0.5t
for compressional and + 1.0% for shear gave
velocities. The fluid pressure medium was

~' *excluded from the samples by a thin copper foil
2 jacket and pore pressures were maintained at

E27 values much less than external pressure by
placing 100 mesh screens between the samples

~26' and jackets.
The usefulness of laboratory measurements __

depends on how well the insitu conditions are__

* 2.85 extent of water saturation and sample__
-, orientation if the rocks are anisotropic. It

m 2 3 is also important to consider how representative__
the samples are of the section being

22' investigated. In this study we wish to
estimate the insitu velocities both in the

2.11* sections penetrated by the boreholes And in
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4 other more general situations where the rocks

Porosity 0 n.ol ay be similar such as in the upper few
kilometers of an aseismic ridge. The

li.~ esiya unto fpooiy~r velocities of most rocks Increase significantly __

and~i Azo~res samples. (0,. Azores with increasing pressure, up to about 2.0
sulhaeriai; (0 Azores transition; (01 Azores kbars: (e.g. 7-k depth) primarily from the _

q.eu:()Ber.-uda- flows; (i) er~t;ja closing of microcracks; and soLe pores. In
addition to the effect of pressure insitu, the
drilling process probably causes aicrocracks.
These cracks should- close -at .usall confining__

2.6 0 .4 is lower thnthe mean o4 3. + 0.4%4 pressure. We take the 0.4 kbar velocities to
for the sheets. These values are significantly be representative of insitu values-in -the
lower than the =cans --or fresh young seafloor sections pepetrated by the boreholes and the
basalts, (e.g. 7.S%, !!. ndman and Drur-:l', , 2.0 kbar values as representative of depths
indicative of some pore space fuigreater than a kilometer In thie crust. we
secondarv mtnerals during hydrothera-.__

altraton n the Bermuda rocks.
.ne porosities of 19 samples from t'e A-ores -O54 0- MV

brhl-rnefrom 3.0 to 33.1%2 with a =can of I
04+ 15.Tepa ftes~ei- eto . ---

bso0. 4eh ,whle thate fo 3 - - __ ___

Bermuda 1-vsadlwrthan yugsbqeul

presented as a fucinof depth for both [e
boreholes In Fig. 6.

The necrmeabilities of 14 Bermuda samples by
Rayle's Lw gas expansion in a Hiassler Hle

're measured by Core Laboratories Ltd., --- 1 - --
Calgary. The all are less than 0.01 n-illi- -

dacsthe resolution .tof the method,
except for one sample cut by a fracture with 26
avalue of 7.7. Low values are also suggested

by the low dryin rates. of course water flow --

in the oceanic crust must be primarily in

cracks and fractures. T1he permeability of the__________
Azores subaerial rocks probably is much

higher.

Seismic VelocitiesR

Compressional and shear wave velocities were
measured on 2.5 cm diameter, approximately 5 cm
long water saturated samples to pressures of 6 i 6.? oitaa-fueinoethmte
deasribe teBichiu (160 assnil Chrsnn and Uemd-lo 1 cr cieesea~ ~ eea _

decbadbTheitchiu (160 essnhistense and i~orshi.61s sldcice r
5__ RY DM M

_ ia



TABLE 3. Mean Variations of Velocity with Pressure

Pressure (Kbar)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

Bermuda Lava Flows (N = 12)

Vp 5.95 ±.27 5.97 t.27 6.00 ±.27 6.02 ±.27 6.03 ±.27 6.09 ±.26 6.17 ±.25 6.23 ±.24
Vs 3.20 ±.20 3.22 ±.20 3.23 ±.19 3.23 ±.19 3.24 ±.19 3.27 ±.18 3.30 ±.18 3.32 ±.17
o .296 ±.01l .295 .011 .296 ±.010 .297 ±.011 .294 ±.01 .298 ±.010 .299 ±.011 .301 ±.012

Bermuda Lamprophyric Sheets (N = 8)

Vp 5.86 ±.22 5.89 ±.21 5.92 ±.20 5.94 ±.20 5.96 ±.20 6.03 ±.20 6.13 ±.20 6.19 ±.20 14
Vs 3.05 ±.15 3.07 ±.15 3.08 ±.15 3.10 ±.15 3.11 ±.15 3.16 t.15 3.21 ±.16 3.24 ±.17 3
o .314 ±,018 .314 ±.016 .314 ±.016 .313 ±.018 .313 ±.016 .311 ±.016 .310 ±.016 .311 ±.015

Azores Subaerial (N = 15) R

Vp 4.88 i.67 4.92 ±.66 4.95 ±.65 4.98 ±.65 5.00 ±.64 5.07 ±.62 5.21 ±.56 5.33 ±.52
Vs 2.45 ±.48 2.49 ±.46 2.53 =.44 2.55 ±.43 2.57 ±.42 2.64 ±.38 2.73 ±.34 2.77 ±.31
a .332 ±.032 .328 ±.028 .325 ±.024 .324 ±.022 .319 ±.020 .314 ±.015 .311 ±.015 .313 ±.013

Azores Subaqueous (N = 3)

Vp 5.58 t.30 5.60 ±.31 5.62 ±.31 5.63 ±.31 5.64 ±.31 5.70 ±.32 5.77 ±.29 5.R3 ±.27
Vs 2.96 ±.17 2.97 ±.16 2.98 ±.16 2.98 ±.16 2.99 ±.15 3.01 ±.15 3.04 ±.15 3.Ob ±.15
o .303 ±.006 .307 ±.006 .307 ±.006 .303 ±.006 .303 ±.006 .307 ±.006 .310 ±.000 .310 ±.000

stress that laboratory pressure can be related will rarely exceed the 2000 C found in the
only approximately to eqivalent depth in the Azores borehole. The temperature may be
crust. In our laboratory samples we have significantly higher t depth under active
ettempted to maintain close to zero pore volcanic islands, requiring a greater
pressure (see Hyndman and Drury, (1976) for a correction.
discussion of the importance of pore pressure), All of the measured samples have been water
so the effective confining pressure is close saturated before measurement to simulate insitu
to the external fluid pressure. The mean conditions (Christensen and Salisbury, 1975).
cffect of pressure on velocitles of Bermuda Velocities were measured in the vertical
and Azores samplec i given in Table 3 and direction only since previous measurements haveFig. 7. shown negligible anisotropy in extrusive

A Increasing temperature decreases the oceanic volcanic rocks (e.g. Christensen and
velocities of most rocks. Only a few Shaw, 1970; Christensen and Salisbury, 1972).
measurements have been reported and over very
limited temperature ranges. The effect on Relations Between Velocity and Other Parameters
mafic rocks to 300°C ranges between -0.6 x 10-

and -15 x 10- 4 per *C (Birch, 1958; Hughes and The -plations between compressional and shear
Naurette, 1957; Nafe and Drake, 1968; velocities and bulk density are important

2 Kroenke et al., 1976). Recent detailed because they permit the estimation of density
1__ measurements -n basalts from the East Pacific from seismic refraction data. Birch (1961)

Rise show -5 x 10-4 to be a representative showed that there is one nearly linear velocity-
value for oceanic basalts (Christensen, in density relation for all rocks with a particular
preparation). Thus, the difference from a mean atomic weight. The-mean atomic weight of
laboratory temperature of 25C and the 2000C unaltered basaltic rocks varies only slightly
in the lower part of the Azores borehole so a single relation is expect..d. The relation
(Fig. 3) requires a correction to the might be different for altered rocks since the
measured values of -0.1 km s- . The correcticn high water content associated with alteration
is negligible for the Bermuda borchole where will lower the mean atomic weight significantly
the maximum is about 40°C (Hyndman et al., perhaps without a corresponding decrease in bulk
1974a). The temperature in the crust under density. Christensen and Salisbury (1975)
aseiemic ridges and other old volcanic islands found a better fit-with non-linear relations. o
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example, in the high thermal conductivity (see
below). It is important to note that the
Azores subaerial samples, which have low
velocities primarily because of high porosity

6.0- 0 0 in flows and pyroclastics, have the same
velocity-density relation as the deep ocean ,
samples reported by Christensen and Salisbury

0 (1975) in which low velocities arise primarily
55 0.4 kc bar 5 0 nfrom low temperature weathering. Thus, the

relation should be valid for the upper oceanic
5.0 Vp crust, of any age of either normal ridge

origin, or an origin associated with a hot spot.
The relation between Poisson's ratio (a

-4.5-  measure of the ratio of compressional to shear A

velocity) and compressional velocity for
Bermuda and Azores samples is shown in Figure 9.

Only the Azores subaerial samples have a
sufficient range to define a trend. Poisson's
ratio increases systematicallZ with decreasing

3.5 velocity below about 5.0 km a 1, in agreement
with the general trend found for many seafloor
tholeiitic basalts obtained by dredging or

3.0 shallow drilling (Christensen, unpublished
data; Hyndman, 1979). But the trend is in
contrast to that of increasing Poisso:n's

2.5 ratio with increasing velocity found by
Hyndman and Drury (1976) for young fresh basalts
from Deep Sea Drilling Proiect, 0.5 km deep

2.0 holes on the mid Atlantic riege, in the
2.2 2.3 2.4 .5 2.6 2. 2.8 2.9 3 velocity range 5.5 to 6.. km a. The opposite

Bulk Density (g cm-3) dependences probably reflect the different
nature of the porosity structure associated

Fig. 8. Compressional and shear wave velocity with the velocity variation. The young fresh
as a function of bulk density for Bermuda and tholeiites from the mid Atlantic ridge deep co
Azores samples. Symbols as in Fig. 5. The holes have porosity primarily in nearly s

i~~i curves are from Christensen and Salisbury (1975). lpherical veesicles that raare poorly connected,the

while in the Azores subaerial samples the
The relation for the Bermuda and Azores porosity is primarily along well connected
samples is shown in Figure 8 along with the grain boundaries (see discussion in Hyndman,
non-linear best fits for 77 sea floor basalts 1979).
from the Deep Sea Drilling Project given by On a plot such as Figure 10 (see below) the Wh
Christensen and Salisbury. An additional 79 mid-Atlantic ridge rocks have a mean pore
samples from deep holes on the mid-Atlantic aspect ratio of 1/2 compared to about 1/10 for
ridge fit their relations well although the Azores subaerial volcanics. Two highly vesi- mu
shear velocities for the latter are slightly cular basalts from the Lau ridge with a 5.0 is
higher for a particular densiLy (Hyndman and km s-1 compressional velocity (Christensen and re
Drury, 1976). Only the Azores subaerial Salisbury, 1975) also have a low Poissonts
volcanics have a significant range of density ratio of 0.27. In contrast, the low velocity A2
but they define similar relations. The one samples from dredging or shallow drilling have ha
transition and 3 subaqueous Azores samples porosity primarily from low temperaturee
also lie close to the lines. The lamprophyric weathering which occurs along grain boundaries
sheet samples from Bermuda generally fit the giving well connected spaces. Similarly, th7
relation althiugh they scatter widely. In low velocity Azores subaerial volcanics have PCa. contrast, -,,J of the altered tholeiitic lavas well interconnected porosity, particularly in14r
show much less scatter and have both the pyroclastic sections and well fractured

compressional and shear velocities averaging flows. We thus emphasize that variations in
0.3 ka s - above the relation of Christensen Poisson's ratio of unaltered basaltic rocks

l t  and Salisbury (1975). This difference may with velocity probably arise mainly from the
reflect a lower mean atomic weight produced by porosity structure rather than from differences I
the extensive hydrothermal alteration (see inmineralogy. Alteration products such as

[ ,Aumepto and Ade-Hall, 1973), and possibly the chlorite have-high Poisson's-ratios so
filling of vesicles with alteration products. Poisson's ratios of basalts may increase with
The contrast between the Bermuda lavac and very extensive hydrothermal alterstion that
fresh sea floor tholeiites is also evident, for also decreases the compressional velocity.
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ts Fig. 9. Poisson's ratio as a function of compressional velocity for
Bermuda and Azores samples at 0.4 kbar pressure. Symbols as in Fig. 5.
The dashed line illustrates the general trend. The solid line is the

e relation of Hyndman and Drury (1976) for basalts from deep drilling on
the mid-Atlantic ridge.

Figure 10 shows the relation between shown in Figure 11. There is no systematic
compresslonal velocity and porosity for the variation. There are, however significant
samples. A knowledge of the porosity and its differences in both velocities and in Poisson's
form in the upper oceanic crust and in islands ratio between the lava flows and lamprophyric
is important for an understanding of alteration
processes, and for rough estimates of the 6.5-
permeability available for hydrothermal 40
circulation processes (e.g. Francis, 1976;
Whitmarsh, 1978). The relation may be useful 6.0-
for the estimation of upper crustal porosities -
from seismic refraction measurements, although
much of the upper crustal pore space probably %. -

is in large fractures and voids so is not b 5.5 I 4
represented by small samples. The relation of 0. = k4

Figure 9 is largely based on the data for the
Azores subaerial rocks. A good correlation 5.0 * I
has been expected from the relation between YS
velocity and density (Fig. 8) and the relation 4%.
between density and porosity (Fig. 5). 4%

Figure 10 also shows the predicted velocity- 4.5 - 6\.
porosity relations for various pore aspect
ratios (or elongations) from the non-interaction
theory of Toks~z et al. (1976) as applied to 4.0
the upper oceanic crust by Whitmarsh (1978).
A mean aspect ratio of 1/10 gives the best fit 0 5 10 15 20 25
in rough agreement with -the large scale upper
crustal values suggested by Whitmarsh. Porosiy NO

Fig. 10. Compressional velocity at 0.4 kbar
Mean-Elastic Parameters For Drilled Sections pressure as a function of porosity. Symbols as ___

in Fig. 5. The curves are the predicted
Compressional and shear wave velocities for relations for different pore aspect ratios from

Bermuda samples as a function of-depth are Whitmarsh (1978).
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Fig. 11. Compressional and shear wave velocities at 0.4 kbar pressure
as a function of depth in the Bermuda and Azores boreholes.
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sheets. The mean compressional velocities are borehole. The salinity of the insitu fluid in
5.97 + 0.08 and 5.89 + 0.07, mean shear the Azores subaerial section might be lower than
velocities 3.22 + 0.06 and 3.07 + 0.05 km s-1 that of seawater so that our measured
respectively. The mean Poisson's ratios are resistivities may be too low. In order to
0.295 + 0.003 and 0.314 + 0.006 (Table 1). The relate the measured resistivities to variable
velocities for the flows are higher and insitu conditcns and to investigate conduction
Poisson's ratios lower than for the sheets even mechanisms, the variation of resistivity with
though the flow densities are lower (Pig. 4). porosity, pressure and temperature were
Christensen and Salisbury (1975) show how measured on a number of samples. The
appropriate differences in mineralogy can affect resistivity change with different degrees of
velocity and Poisson's ratio. The mean dehydration and with varying signal frequency
velocities for the lavas are higher than for for some Bermuda and Azores cores have been
most sea floor samples that have been measured, presented by Drury (1977).
reflecting the low porosity of these hydio-
thermally altered rocks. The mean velocities Resistivity as a Fuction of Porosity
and Poisson's ratio of the flows are almost
identical to those for samples from deep drilling The resistivity of rocks for which conduction
on the mid-Atlantic ridge (Hyndman and Drury, is primarily through fluid filled pore spaces,
1976). The mean compressional velocity of is found to correlate closely with the rock
5.94 km s- 1 for the drilled section is somewhat porosity. The empirical relation is (Archie,
higher than the velocity of 5.1 km s- 1 estimated 1942):
for under the Bermuda platform by Woollard (1954).
The compressional and shear wave velocities p = Apf 0 n

for the Azores samples ar a function of depth
are shown in Figure 11. There is no systematic where Pf is the resistivity of the fluid, 0 is
variation with depth ir. the subaerial section
which has a mean comrressional velocity of 4.92, the porsity and A and n are constants
mean shear velocity of 2.49 km s

- and mean depending primarily on the extent of inter-

Poisson's ratio of 0.328. The scatter of all connection between the pore spaces. A is
parameters is large. The high Poisson's ratios usually close to 1. If the porosity consistsof randomly spaced spherical pores n is about 2.are associated with low velocity (Fig. 9). The (Brace et al., 1965; Brace and Orange, 1968;
velocities of the 3 subaqueous samples are Shardand and Waff, 1974) Values of n
significantly higher than those for the
subaerial samples, the mean compressional grzater than 2 are possible if the pores are

less than randomly interconnected.
velocity being 5.60, mean shear velocity
2.97 km s

- and Poisson's ratio 0.307. The The resistivity (at atmospheric pressure
latter is typical of the higher velocity and 22*C) of all Bermuda and Azores samples

subaerial samples, but is slightly higher than correlates well with porosity (Fig. 12) with
for either fresh sea floor basalts (e.g. an n value of 2.4, and a seawater resistivity

:La-- zn and Drury, 1976) or the hydrothermally of 0.2 ohm-m, in agreement with thin sections
altered Bermuda subaqueous lava flows of 0.295. which indicate most of the porosity to be in

roughly spherical pores perhaps w'..i less than
The mean velocities of the Azores subaqueous random connection. Deep sea floor basalts also
samples also is slightly lower than for the have shown high n values of 2.5 (Hyndman and
latter two rock types. One sample from the Drury, 1976) suggesting less than random
transition zone has similar values to the interconnection. The correlation clearlysubaqueozs rocks. necneto.Te orlto lal

implies conduction primarily through pore
fluid in the Bermuda and Azores rocks.

Electrical Resistivity

Resistivity as a Function of Pressure
The electrical resistivity of the Bermuda and

Azores minicores were measured by applying a The effect of pressure on resistivity
0.5V, 10 or 50 Hz signal to the ends which had provides important diagnostic information on
been painted with electrically conducting epoxy rock conduction mechanisms. If pore fluid
resin (see Hyndman and Drury, 1976). The conduction dominates, resistivity should
precision of the measurements is better than 1% increase with increasing pressure as micro-
but variations in surface water makes the cracks and pores are closed, reducing the
values reproducible only to about + 10%. All of available conduction paths. If conduction
the data reported are for samples saturated with through mineral grains dominates, resistivity
seawater except for one Bermuda sample measured should decrease with increasing pressure, as
dry to high temperature. The rocks beneath the conducting grains are brought into more
Bermuda and the Azores are undoubtedly water intimate contact (e.g. Brace and Orange, 1968).
saturated. Seawater salinity probably is a The effective pressure in either situation is
good approximation for beneath Bermuda and for the confining pressure, i.e. the external
the subaqueous section penetrated by the Azores pressure minus the -internal pore pressure.
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The problem of relating laboratory sample BERMUDA " '
confining pressure to depth in the crust is (Seawater saturated) 0 1 (F)
Uscussed by Hyndman and Drury (1976). *O

The variation of resistivity of seawater 10
4

saturated samples from Bermuda was measured to 2 0

2 kbars pressure at 20 to 22
0C. The sample

cylinders are placed between two stainless 3)

steel electrodes of the same diameter and the
assembly encased in heat-shrink plastic tubing . E

to exclude the hydraulic fluid pressure medium. E

The electrodes have perforations leading to .2 5(F)

small reservoirs, that hold the fluid squeezed >110
3  .6(S)

from the sample with increasing pressure. Thus, > 7 (F)

the pore pressire is close to zere and the

confining prersure close to the external 0F

pressure. 
(

The resistivity increases with increasing
pressure for all of the samples measured
indicating that pore fluid conduction is the
dominant mechanism. The increase is by about 102

50% to a pressure of 0.5 kbar and 100% to 2.0

kbar (Fig. 13). 0 05 10 1.5 20
Pressure (Kb)

Resistivity as a Function of Temperature Fi
Fig. 13. Electrical resistivity as a function of

The resistivity of most rocks changes of pressure for Bermuda samples, at 23
0 C and pre

rapidly with temperature. If conduzition is seawater saturated. me

through pore fluid the temperature dependence was

10,OO \\VO expected is of the form exhibited by the fluid and
10,000 t itself. At moderate temperatures seawater

resistivity decreases with increasing 
in re

\ .,~ .seawatemperature (e.g. Horne, 1969). Its behaviour toaw
0 at higher temperatures probably is similar to se3 0 0 0 - Tom in er

.0\ AN to NaCl solutions which have decreasing sampl
resistivity to about 300

0C because of the

oUincreasing ionic mobility from decreasing sampl

viscosity. At still higher temperatures resis
000 \ \ resistivity increases because of a decrease in sugge

ionic concentration due to density and 
This

_::association effects (e.g. Quist and Marshall, sampl
O 1968). At very high temperatures or for dry C18

300 in so
rocks semiconduction through the mineral xl
grains may dominate. The resistivity is then eore

p., given by more
~I00 tempe

1 O 1 e-E/kT corlU
0 toex\ PO grain

where P is the limiting resistivity at very (see

high temperature, E is the activation energymie
\, \(in electron volts) and K is Boltzmann's promo

\ constant. Previous measurements of sea floor subaq

0C "\ basalts have shown a more rapid decrease in (1977
resistivity with temperature than for sea addi

" water or saline solutions even though pore neces

fluid conduction in the basalts was indicated basa
0.3 1 3" |0 30 by the dependence on porosity and on pressure.

- . Porosity (% \OW The effect might arise through c:oduction On

partially through clay minerals (Hyndman and (Fig

Fig. 12. Electrical resistivity as a function Drury, 1976). indi

of porosity for Bermuda and Azores samples. The resistivity of seawater saturated grain

Symbols as in Fig. 5. The lines are for basalts from Bermuda at a pressure of 0.3 kbar .emov
n different values of the exponent in Archie's Law. was measured up. to 250*C (Fig. 14). One sheet and 2
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Temperature C) activation energy is 0.5 eV and p 102
40 60 . 80 100 120 140 l 2 ohm-m, close to the values of 0.3 to 0.99 eV

and 10- 1 to 103 ohm-m found for deep ocean

(Seawter saturated) tholeiites by Schloessin and Dvorak (1976)
to 1000'C. In the ocean crust mineral
semiconduction probably dominates above about

300°C, if such temperatures occur. Pore fluid

and clay mineral conduction dominate a lower

temperatures.
O Mean Resistivities for Drilled Sections

( The mean resistivity of 23 Bermuda samples
at 2% and atmospheric pressure is 780 ohm-m
with no trend with depth (Fig. 16). The mean

o ) for 17 lava flows is 1320 ohm-m and for 6
sheets is 340 ohm-m. The mean resistivity

for the sheets is slightly lower reflecting
their higher mean porosity. The mean resis-
tivity is significantly higher than for deep

__o ________._,__. ___,_ _, __ ,ocean tholeiites recovered by the Deep Sea
31 29 27 25 23 21 19 Drilling Project which have a mean of about 250

ohm-m (Hyndman and Ade-Hall, 1974; Hyndman and
T (K)

Drury, 1976; Drury, 1977). The higher
Fig. 14. Electrical resistivity as a function resistivity of the Berrada rocks reflects their

of temperature for Bermuda samples at 0.3 Kbar reduced porosity resulting from hydrothermal

pressure, seawater saturated. The sample alteration. The insitu mean resistivity of the

measured by Olhoeft (1977) had 14% porosity and drilled Bermuda section to 800 m depth should be

was saturated with 1.7 ohm-m NaCl solution. close to the 800 ohm-m measured since the

slightly higher average insitu temperature of
and two flow samples show a more rapid decrease about 30*C (Hyndman et al., 1974a) 8*C above
in resistivity with increasing temperature than

seawater Lt low temperatures, becoming similar

to seawater above about 150*C. We suggest clay Temperature (°C)
mineral conduction may be important in these 120 140 160 180 200 240 260 320 360 440
samples (see Drury, 1977). One lava flow

sample exhibits a linear decrease of log BERMUDA
resistivity with inverse of temperature which BERMUDA

suggests a semiconduction primary mechanism. 1399.4 (Sheet)

This is a low porosity, high resistivity (ry)

sample.
Clay minerals may be important to conduction

in some basaltic rocks, producing through ion

exclusion and cation exchange mechanisms, the

more rao
4
d chanre in resistivity with

tempex : ' .. expected for pore fluid

conduction. A more complex interaction appears

to exist among pore fluid, clay, and mineralZ
grain conduction to produce this behaviour tO
(see the discussion in Drury, 1977). Clay

mineral conduction probably occurs but is less

pronounced for subaerial basalts than for

subaqueous tholeiite pillows lavas. Olhoeft

,1977) also found that some process in
.ddition to simple pore fluid conduction was

-ecessary to explain the effect of temperature

n the resistivity of a Hawaiian tholeiitic ,
asalt. (See Fig. 14). 26 24 22 20 Is 16 14

One Bermuda sample was measured dry to 400*C

Fig. 15). It exhibits a- linear dependence T(K)
dicating senmiconduction in -the mineral

-ains. All- of the pore water s hould have been Fig. 15. Electrical resistivity as a function

!moved and the clays- dehydrated betiween 100 of temperature-for one dry Bermuda sample at

d 200°C (e.g. Deer etil., 1966). The atmospheric pressure.
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the laboratory temperature, will be about perhaps 10 ohm-m at 5 km, for similar pillowoffset by the higher insitu pressure. At lavas.
greater depth the resistivity should besignificantly lower, the effect of the Thermal Conductivityincreasing temperature, 22*C k--, being moreimportant than the effect of increasing "he thermal conductivity of samples from thepressure. At a depth of 5 km similar rocks Bermuda and Azores boreholes was measured onwould have a resistivity of about 200 ohm-m. 32 mm diameter, 10 mm thick disks with aThe mean resistivity of 23 Azores samples at divided bar instrument of the type described22'C and atmosphere pressure is 110 ohm-m. by Jessop (1970). The samples were waterThere is a general increase with depth saturated, at a mean temperature of 250C and
(Fig. 16). The mean for 19 samples of the subject to an axial pressure of 25 bars.subaerial sequences is 82 ohm-m, for one Corrections were applied for disk-bar contacttransition zone sample it is 4900 ohm-m, and resistance, lateral heat loss and small
for 3 subaqueous samples it is 230 ohm-m. variations in disk diameter. Calibration wasThe very low resistivities of the subaerial with crystalline quartz and fused silicarocks simply reflects their very high porosity. using the condurtivity values of RatcliffeThe subaqueous pillow lavas have resistivities (1959). Measurements on individual disks werevery close to the mean for deep sea samples, reproducible to + 22 and we estimate theThe mean insitu resistivity of the drilled accuracy to be better than + 5%.subaerial section should be about 5 ohm-m, The mean thermal conductivity of 53 samplessignificantly lower than the laboratory mean from the Bermuda core (Fig. 17), 32 flows andbecause of the much higher mean insitu 21 sheets is 2.12 + 0.03 W m I K71 (5.07 +temperature of about 140*C (Muecke et al., 0.07 mcal cm-1 s-1-C-). The mean of sheets1974). The subaqueous rocks under insitu of 2.19 + 0.07 (5.23 + 0.16) is significantly
conditions will have a resistivity of about higher than the 2.08 7 0.02 (4.96 + 0.05) for50 ohm-m. The temperature probably increases the flows. The variation indicated by theonly slowly at depths greater than that standard deviation of 0.31 (0.74) also ispenetrated by the borehole, unless a recent much greater than that for the flows of 0.13intrusion is approached, so the resistivity (0.31). The conductivity for the sheetswill be only slightly less than the 50 ohm-m, appears to reflect primarily the content of

pyroxene which has relauively high conductivity
(e.g. Clark, 1966). The mean for the flows isResistivity (ohm-m) also much higher than the 1.7 (4.0) represent-10 100 1000 10 100 1000 ative of most previously measured freshRU ooceanic 

tholeiitic lavas (e.g. Hyndman and
BERMU AZORES Drury, 1976). The higher conductivity in this

,~ I0 case appears to be associated with the
extensive hydrothermal alteration of the-_ 0i Bermuda lavas that probably occurred at the
time of the intrusion of the lamprophyric

-- !° Suboeriol sheets.0 -The mean thermal conductivity of 40 samples
..=3. , 0i 0 • ? from the Azores borehole (Fig. 16) is

400 01 e
0 0e 1.75 + 0.04 W L-  K - 

(4.19 + 0.10 mcalS- 
cm-1  

*I 0C-). The mean of-31 subaerial"e * "samples is 1.75 + 0.04 (4.18 + 0.11) and of-
5 5 subaqueous lavas is 1.73 + 0.04 (4.13 +600 - * 0.10). The subaerial volcanics have a siilar
conductivity to that for similar rocks fromHawaii with porosity from 5 to 102 (Robertson
and Peck, 1974). The large variation

800 
(s.d. = 0.25 (0.59)) reflects primarily largeoTransition 
variations in porosity, although ther - ' • I 
composition also is highly variable, (Muecke- et al., 1974). The subaqueous lavas have a

-Subaqeous much smaller scatter (s.d. - 0.09 (0.22)). The
=3.000R2O 0 mean is slightly higher than for most freshtholeiitic flows, reflecting the significantFig. 16. Electrical resistivity as a function hydrothermal alteration which was actually

of depth in the Bermuda and Azores boreholes, still in progress at the time of drilling (see
for samples at 23C and atuospheric pressure, temperature profile, Fig. 3). We concludeseawater saturate. The dashed lines are the from both the Bermuda and Azores cores that

i - gometric means.
geo 
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Fig. 17. Thermal conductivity as a function of depth for the Bermuda
and Azores boreholes. The dashed lines are the simple arithmetic
means.

Y conductivity of submarine tholeiitic lavas. most significant differences are for samples
In contrast, low temperature weathering from the Azores upper subaerial section. They
appears to decrease the conductivity, in one have high porosity and as a consequence lower
case to 1.55 (3.7) (Hyndman et al., 1974b; density, lower seismic velocities, higher
Hyndman and Drury, 1976). Poisson's ratio, lower electrical resistivity

The effect of pressure on the thermal and lower thermal ccnductivity as compared to
conductivity of basalts is quite small and can deep ocean tholeiitic basalts. Mineralogical
be neglected at least for upper crustal differences affect the measured physical
pressure of 0.5 kbar. The effect of temperature properties but much less than differences in
is significant being a decrease of about 0.054 porosity. The lamprophyric sheets in
(0.13) par 100*C increase (see review of data Bermuda section have higber density, lower
in Hyndman and Drury (1976)) implying a mean seismic velocities, higher Poisson's ratio, and
insitu conductivity at the bottom of the higher thermal conductivity than the lava flows
Azores borehole where the temperature is from Bermuda or from the deep ocean floc.r. The
200*C, of 1.64 (3.92). Such high temperatures hydrothermal alteration of the Bermuda lava flows
and thus low thernal conductivity will occur appears to have reduced their density, partic-
locally in the upper crust of many young areas. ularly the grain density, reduced their
The temperature effect can be neglected in old porosity, increased their electrical resistivity
areas such as Bermuda at least for the upper and increased their thermal conductivity. This
few kilometers of the crust. The insitu is assuming that their original properties
conductivity may also be slightly lower than before alteration were similar to samples from
the sample means because of fractured sections the deep ocean crust. The hydrothermal
of low conductivity, not represented in the alteration apparently has not significantly
core. In our study, we think these zones are affected the seismic velocities. The subaqueous
important only for the upper part of the Azores samples exhibit a similar but smaller
Azores borehole. difference compared to deep ocean lavas,

probably from less pronounced hydrothermal
Conclusions alteration at the present 200*C insitu

temperature.
The physical properties of-basalt samples The only physical properties of those

from boreholes into the islands of:Berimida and measured, that are different for aseismic
the Azores (Tables 1 and'2)- are generally ridges and volcanic island seamount chains or
similar to those from the deep ocean- floor. The 'hot spot traces' compared to normal oceanic
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Abstract. The combined results of logging, than the formation velocity (5.3 to 5.6 km/sec)
physical properties studies and the oblique seis- reconstructed for the site from laboratory mea-
mic experiment conducted during DSDP Legs 51-53 surements of velocity through recovered core
at Sites 417 and 418 in Cretaceous crust at the material. This requires that the formation con-
southern end of the Bermuda Rise allow the first tain cracks on a scale finer than the resolution
detailed evaluation of the physical state of the of the logging and oblique seismic experiments
upper levels of old oceanic crust. but greater than that of laboratory samples.

From first arrival and synthetic seismogram From these results and petrologic constraints in-
analysis oZ the results of the oblique seismic posed by the core, the upper crust in Role 417D
experiment, the P-wave velocity increases linear- consists of 902 basalt with an average grain
ly from 4.8 ±0.2 km/sec at the top of layer 2 to boundary porosity of 8%, less than 1% inter-
6.4 ±0.2 km/sec at a sub-basement depth of 1.3 km. pillow limestone, 5% smectite consisting of about
The P-wave velocity of layer 3 at approximately 50Z water, and 5% open cracks filled with stan-
1.5 km is 6.7 ±0.2 km/sec. The S-wave velocity ding water. The formation porosity thus resides
is 2.6 ±0.1 km/sec at the top of layer 2 and 3.7 in two domains, grain boundaries and open cracks,
±0.1 km/sec at the top of layer 3. and totals 13-14%. This value is confirmed by

The average value of Vp (4.8 km/sec) measured electrical resistivity logs which indicate, in
by logging in the uppermost basement in Hole 417D addition, that the cracks are interconnected,
is in excellent agreement with the value obtained giving the formation an average permeability in
from the oblique seismic experiment, but is lower the thousands of darcies, with lower values in

the less fractured wassive basalts.
A comparison of these results with logging

data obtained in young crust in Hole 396B on the
-M Mid-Atlantic Ridge indicates that although theNHow witir the Department of Geology and Geophy- porosity and permeability of the upper levels of

sics, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods the crust at Site 417 are much lower than at the
Hole, Massachusetts 02543 ridge crest, the formation is still not entirely

sealed. Although water circulation is thus still

Now with the Graduate Program in Geophysics, possible in old crust, it may be limited by the

Uniersty f Wshigtn, eatleWasingonpres -ence of msiebasalts and the absence of

98195 shallow sources of heat.A
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Introduction During the first such experiment (Kirkpatrick.
in pess), a 200 meter se ion of basement was

During the past several decades, our perception logged in DSD? Hole 396B in 10 m.y. old crust at
of the structure of the oceanic crust (Table 1) 23'N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Although thehas evolved from simple layered models derived operating coaAitions were not ideal, the experi--
from surface refraction data (e.g., Raitt, 1963), ment nonetheless clearly demonstrated that in
through multiple layered models based on OBS and situ compressional wave velocities in young crust
sonobuoy data (e.g., Hussong, 1972; Peterson et are consistent with those of Layer 2A (Houtz and
al., 1974: Houtz and Ewing, 1976) to detailed Ewing, 1976) and that the porosity and fluid per-
velocity gradient models derived from velocity meability of the uppermost levels of 'i.e tosemont
and amplitude analysis of reflection and refrac- 7re extremely high due to the presence of numer-
tion data (e.g., Helmberger and Morris, 1970; ous water-filled cracks and voids.
Orcutt et al., 1976; Spudich et al., 1978). Al- A second such attempt, consisting of both down-
though the velocity structure of the crust can hole logging and the first successful application
now be determined in ccnsiderable detail, the of the oblique seismic experiment 'Stephen et al.,
composition of the crust has remained largely in press), was recently completed in DSDP Hole
conjectural beyond the limits of direct sampling 417D in conjunction with drilling conducted in
because of the difficulties of interpreting velo- 108 m.y. old crust at the southevn end of the
cities in terms of petrology in the absence of in Bermuda Rise during DSDP Legs 51-53 (Figure 1).
situ data on the distribution of cracks and voids As can be seen in Figure 2 and Table 3, four
in the basement and their effects upon in situ holes were drilled during this program for a cu-
pressure, water saturation and formation velocity. mulative basement penetration of 1129 meters and
During the past five years, several attempts a maximum penetration in one hole (418A) of 544

have been made to drill deep into the oceanic meters. The results of laboratory studies of the
basement in order to determine its petrology and rocks obtained from these holes (Site 417 and 418
geophysical behavior directly. Although the com- Reports in Bryan et al., in press; Christensen et
position of the crust is known from such efforts al., in press; Hamano, n pLess; Johnson, in
to depths of more than 0.5 km at several sites in press a, in press b), together with those of the
the Atlantic (Table 2), low core recovery has downhole logging and oblique seismic experiments
prevented reconstruction of its geophysical beha- in Hole 417D (Salisbury et al., in press; Stephen
vior. et al., in press), represent the most comprehen-

Recently, two 3ttempts have been made to mea- sive body of geophysical data in existence on the
sure the in situ physical properties of the crust in situ properties of the crust. The purpose of
by means of downhole geophysical experiments, the present paper is to determine the physical

TABLE 1. MODELS OF OCEANIC SEISMIC STRUCTURE

3 Layer Model
I )  

Multiple Layer Model
2
'
3 )

V Velocity V , Thickness, Velocity V Thickness,
M Layer km/sec p km Layer km/sec p km

1
'x41 "2. 0 Mt.5 1 1.7 - 2.0 0.5

2 5.07±0.63 1.71±0.75 2A 2.5 - 3.8 0.5 - 1.5

2B 4.0 - 6.0 0.5 1.5

6.69±0.26 4.86±1.42 3A 6.5 6.8 2.0 - 3.0

AB 7.0- 7.7 2.0- 5.0

Mantle 8.130.24 Mantle 8.1 --

1) After Raitt, 1963.

2) After Peterson et al., 1974.
3) Houtz and Ewing (1976) have proposed dividing layer 2 into layers 2A, B and C having average veloci-

ties of 3.64, 5.19 and 6.09 kmfsec, respectively.
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Figure 1 Location of DSDP 417A, 417D, 418A and 418B. Oblique seismic and logging experiments were
conducted in Hole 417D.

state of Layer 2 from a review of this data and a recovered from the sea floor (Donnelly et al., in
comparison of results determined at different press). Since the basal Aptian to Cenomanian
scales of investigation in the same hole. section is missing in Hole 417A (Figure 2) and

the hole was drilled into a small basement high,
Basement Lithology and Physical Properties it has been suggested that the basement sectionI in the hole was exposed to sea water for millions
The section drilled at Sites 417 and 418 con- of years before its eventual burial (Site 417

sists of approximately 300 meters of unconsoli- Report in Bryan et al., in press).
dated to semiconsolidated pelagic clay, claystone As can be seen in Table 3, the basement material
and chalk of Recent to early Aptian age underlain recovered at Sites 417 and 418 consists of 71%
by pillow basalt, breccia and massive basalt, the pillow basalt, 22% massive basalt and 7% breccia. nat
latter cut by dikes in the bottom of the deepest Of this material, approximately 6% consists of ye

T holes (417D and 418A). The basalts are plagio- smectite And calcite fillings in cracks and bet- er
cl---phyric with subordinate phenocrysts of oli- ween pillows. Although studies of the distribu- De!

A vine t clinopyroxene and tend to be fairly uni- tion of cracks in the core (Johnson, in press b) he
form in composition. Despite their age, they are suggest that the basement is strongly fractured omp4
quite fresh with the exception of those recovered in situ, the basement recovery at Sites 417 and d e
from the upper levels of Hole 417A, which are 418 was (unusually high (70%)- due to partial heal- t a:
among the most profoundly altered, basalts ever ing of the cust-by such material. This suggests a
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Figure 2 Lithology vs. depth in DS Holes 417A, 417D, 418A and 418B. Also -
shown are estimates of the quality of the logging data and the positions ofSthe geophone during the oblique seismic experiment in Hole 417D. Y, VpA S

and p stand fo: the natural gamma ray, velocity, resistivity, porosity and
density logs, respectively.

that the figures cited in Table 3 are representa- ture and pressure of wet bulk density, porosity,
tive of the drilled section, and thus of the up- compressional and shear ,-ye velocity, permeabil-
per levels of layer 2 in old crust. ity, therml conductivity, and electrical resis-

- -Detailed studies of the physical properties of tivity as wtll as measurements of compressional
the material recovered from these holes have beun wave velocity as a function of hydrostatic con-
completed by several investigators and are report- fining pressure. The ialues of wet bulk density,I ed elsewhere -(Site 417 and 418 Reports in Bryan porosity and compressional wave velocity obtained
et al., in press; Christensen et al., in press; at room temperature and pressure from these stu-amano, -i press; Johnsn, in press _a, in press dies, together with calculated values of grain

) These include measurements at room tempera- density and acoustic impedance, are shown as a
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TABLE 3. BASEMENT LITHOLOGY AT DSDP SITES 417 AND 4181)

i ilo Recovered Lithology
Drilled Recovery Pillow Massive Breccia

Hole () (%) Basalt Basalt (%)

417A 209.0 61 75 9 16

417D 365.5 72 71 24 5

418A 544.0 72 69 27 A

418B 10.1 74 100 0 0

TOTAL 1128.6 70 71 22 7

1)Site 417 and 418 Reports in Bryan et al., in press.

function of depth for Hole 417A, Hole 417D and basalt, the mean smectite velocity in the hole
Holes 418A and 418B in Figures 3, 4 and 5 respec- (2.9, 3.8 and 4.0 km/sec in Holes 417A, 417D and
tively. Also shown for each hole are synthetic both Holes 418A and B, respectively) and the
physical property profiles based on the values velocity of limestone (5.9 km/sec); where Z isshown and section-by-section estimates of the the acoustic impedance of the interval; and Swhere
relative abundance of basalt, smectite and cal- Os, bf, sm and *ls are respectively the porosi:y
cite. The density profile was reconstructed from of the section, the nearest measured porosity
the relation, value in basalt, the mean porosity of smectite in

the hole (54% in Holes 417A and D and 20% in
Ps Xb b 

+ 
X 1P (1) Holes 418A and B), and the porosity of limestone

(equaLed to that of the nearest basalt). Theo profiles shown were calculated on a section-by-where p is the mean density of the depth inter-
a set section basis, that is, in 1.5 m long incrementsareval or section under consideration, xi and

x 1 m roughly equivalent to the sensor spacing in down-
Sis ar h e p c i e v l m t i r c i n fhole logging tools. Since for the purposes ofbasalt, smectite and limestone in the interval, holeuloging to e for the oses of
Pb is the nearest measured density value in ba- calculation, the formation was considered to be
salt, Psm is the mean density of smectite in the crack-free, the synthetic velocities, densities3  

and impedances shown will be maximum values and~ I hole (2.20, 2.40 and 2.45 g/cm3 in Holes 417A,417D and both Holes 418A and B, respectively) and the porosities will be minimum values.
P1s is the density of limestone (2.7 g/cm

3
). A comparison between these profiles and theSimilarly, the velocity, impedance and porosi- laboratory measurements upon which they are based

ty profiles were determined as a function of indicates that the density and velocity measure-ments do not represent formation properties butdepth from the relations, rather maximum density and velocity envelopes

x m x1  -1 for each hole, while the porosity values represent
VP I- +V"- +  / (2) minimum envelopes. The discrepancy is largelypVs P due to sampling bias: although care was taken

I b +Vsm (2) to sample each component (basalt, smectite or
limestone) according to its overall abundance

Zs  (V ) (ps) (3) in the core, this was often impractical within
ps specific lithologic units, with the principal

result that the physical properties of the smec-and 
tites are often inadequately represented in theXb~b +ssm + Xls (4) laboratory data. The resulting discrepancy be-Sxls tween laboratory values and the syntheticprofiles can -besubstantial, particularly inere vpV o V m and V are respectively zones of strong alteration. For example, the

the compress onal wave velocity of the section in synthetic velocities -of lithologic Units 4, 9-and
question, the nearest measured velocity value in 13 in Hol 417A are considerably lower tnan the

H 9118 SALISBURY
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and Figure 3 Lithology, interstitial fillings and physical properties vs. depth in DSDP Hole 417A. Syn-

thetic profiles based on laboratory measurements and estimatcs of the relative abundance of

here basalt, smectitie and calcite in each section (see text).

sity laboratory velocities of Lhe relatively unaltered Table 4, it is clear that there is a pronounced

e in samples which bracket these units above and be- difference between basalts recovered from holes
low. Since the synthetic profiles are based on drilled in topogranWb. depressions (Holes 417D

ne laboratory eata but reduce the effects of samp- and 418A) and basalts from topographic highs
ling bias, they are considered to be a more real- (417A). The compressional wave velocities and
istic presentation of the data. wet bulk densities of samples from Holes 417D and

- It is clear in Figures 3, 4 and ; that many 418A. for example, average 5.5 km/sec and 2.8

ts (but not all) of the units distinguished on Ii- g/cm%, respectively, while the porosities average
thologic grounds can also be delineated on the 8.4%. These values are in marked distinction to

basis of physical properties. For example, in those observed in Hole 417A, which average 5.0 &
H ole 417A, Units 1-2 can be clearly distinguished km/sec, 2.7 g/cm3 and 13.7%, respectively. Since

d from Units 3-4, 5-8, 9-11, 12, 13, 14-18 and 19, the age and lithology of the holes are virtually
while in Hole 417D, Units 1-2 can be distin- identical, the differences in physical properties

guished from Units 3, 4, 5-9b, 9c, 9d-ll and 12-14 are attributed to differences in alteration due
and in Holc 418A, Units 1-4 can be distinguished to varying exposure to sea water, a suggestion

sed from Units 5-6- and 6b-16. Among these subdivl- consistent with the presence of sharp physical

sions, the breccias are notable for their high property gradients in the upper levels of Hole
t smectite content (locally greater than 50% by 417A. If this conclusion is correct, it is clear I

volume) and consequent high porosity, low density from the more subt: , but no less striking gra-
nt and low velocity, while the massive basalts dis- dients in Hole 418A (Figure 5), that the effects

play low porosities, high densities and high ye- of alteration are fe..t to considerable depths in

locities beneath a strongly altered, low velocity the crust; a projection of the laboratory data,

,ap formed by prolonged interaction with sea for example, suggests that the porosity approaches

4ater at elevated temperatures. Not unexpected- zero and that the wet bulk density approaches the

ly, the physical properties of the pillow basalts grain density (i.e., the physical properties
:end to range irregularly between these two ex- approach intrinsic values) at about 700 meters

:remes. Although the units described above can sub-basement.
)e distinguished in terms of physical properties, Although of considerable interest, it must be

't is unlikely that many can be detected'geophysi- born in mind that the physical properties dis-
-ally. The only likely exceptions are the brec- cussed to this point were ,easured on small sam- -

ias which may be detectable as sub-basement re- ples which were free of large cracks. Since the

nd lectors because of their low-acoustic impedances. velocities of fresh basalts measured in the la-
From the physical property. ath summarized in boratory tend to be-considerably higher than the
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Figure 4 Lithology, interstitial fillings and physical properties vs. depth in DSDP Hole 417D.
Synthetic profiles based on laboratory measurements and estimates of Che relative abundance
of basalt, smectite and calcite in each section (see text).

velocities observid for the upper levels of to prevent caving), the open hole below the pipe E
- -layer 2, it Is -lear that at least the uprer was logged in four stages to an obstruction in

levels of the crust are strongly fractured. To the basement at 445 meters sub-bottom using
understand the significance of such cracks, we Schlumberger high resolution temperature, natural
must examine data obtained at a larger scale of gamma ray, density, porosity, velocity, resist-i-
investigation. vity and caliper tools in various combinations ole d

(Table 5). In addition, the uppermost sediments he ho

Downhole Logging in Hole 417D were logged through the pipe 'ising the natural itu c
gamma ray and temperature tools. The results of a wa

As can be seen in figure 2, an extensive pro- this experiment, together wih a discussion of re o
- - gram of downhole geophysical logging was conducted the tools and their lis itations are presented in 4C

in Hole 417D in an effort to obtain in situ data detail elsewhere (Salisbury-et al., in press). :adie
on the physical properties of both -the sreudiment Only the resultsfrom the basement-section logged om ti
column and the-underlying basement. Although the between 343-and 445-meters subrboottom wil be 2
uppermost levels of-nthe sedimeats could not be discuosed here lout
logged directly,(the hole was cased by drill pipe Sincemany of the properties measured by log- - ifo
ta-depth of -14 meters and later,to 144 metnss, ging are-sensiiveto tempefature, p~essure, the - re
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TLE4. SITES 417 AND 418 AVERAGE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
1 )

Laboratory2'~snhtc2

Hole Holes Hole Hole Hole Hole

417A 417D and 418A 417A 417D 418A 418B

Penetration 209 910 209 366 544 10

(Mn)

4) 5) 6) 7
Interstitial Fillings 13.2 4.2 13.2 5.75 3.66 1.

(Volume %

Wet Btilk Density, p 2.70±0.19 2.79±0.13 2.69 2.77 2.83 2.83

(g/cc) (N 23) (N =185)

Grain Density 2.94±0.03 2.91±0.04 --- -

(g/cc) (N =21) (N 104)

Porosity 13.7±13.6 8.4±5.5 15.4 9.6 5.4 -

(Volume %) (N =23) (N =104)

Velocity, V 8) 4.99±0.79 5.48±0.48 4.68 5.35 5.58 5.31

(kin/sec) P (N =23) (N =1S9)

8)I
Velocity, V -- 3.10±0.21 --- -

(km/sec) (N = 65)

Impedance, VP x P 13.6±2.8 15.3±2.1 12.6 14.8 15.8 15.0
(x105 g/cni2-sec) (N =23) (N =185)

Poisson's Ratio -- 0.28±0.01 - --

Electrical Resistivity -- 120 --- -

(ohm-si) (N =48)

Air Permeability -- lxl01 6  
--- -

cm) (N = 16)

Thermal Conductivity -- 4.31±0. 17 - ---

(mcal/cm-sec 0C) (N -64)

1) Assuming no large scale cracks

2) From Site 417 and 418 Reports in Bryan et al., in press

3) From Hamano, in press

4) Smectite

M 5) 5.0% smectite, 0.7% limestone

6) 3.5% smectite, 0.1% limestone

1M 7) 0.8% smectite, 0.72 limestone

8) Samples water saturated, at room temperature and pressure

tinguished by a sharp decrease in density, resis- For the present -purpose, however, the most im-
tivity and velocity and a marked increase in poro- portant application-of- the-bAsernent logs is the
sity and natural gamma ray activity associated determination of-the inrsitu physical properties
with brecciation, alteration and potassium enrich- of the, crust -for -Comparsnvt aoaoydt

Imupnt along-their contacts (Donnelly -et al., in and -with -geophyicadlndata obtained fromf the.-sur--t ress). face. Since thereapp0ears tobe- -no -for matJinf 122 -SALISBURY
ME-
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Figure 7 Plan view of the oblique seismic experiment shooting pattern in the vicinity of Hole 4171)

(from Stephen et al., in press). Plus (+) represents the position of the GLOMAR CHALLE GER;

the crosses (x) and circles (9o) represent shots to the geophone in the 8 and 228 m sub-

basement positions, respectively. Magnetic lineations at Site 417 strike parallel to the

SSW-NIE shooting line.

damage (the Laterolog 8 and 1LD data coicide ween 425 and 433 meters sub-bottom when the tool

throughout most of the basement), this can be swung intermittently against the side of the hole.

accomplished provided the logging data can be As can be seen in Figure 6, the electrical re-

used quantitatively. sistivity of the uppermost levels of the basement

Of the four active tools employed in Hole 417D, in Hole 417D ranges for the most part between 30

the resistivity and velocity tools functioned and 80 ohm-eters, with lower values (3 ohm-

properly while the density and porosity tools meters) observed in breccias and higher values

malfunctioned intermittently due to a broken ex- (up to 200 ohm-meters) observed in massive ba-

centralizer. Thus the resistivity and velocity salts. Since these in situ values are lower than

data are considered to be of high quality through- the average laboratory value of electrical resis-

out the logged section of the hole, while the tivity for water-saturated basalts from this in-

density and porosity data are considered marginal terval (97 ohm-meters; see Table 4) and markedly

between 343 and 369 meters sub-bottom and useless lower than the resistivities (103 to 106 ohm-

below 369 eters:with- the possible exception of meters) reported by Hyndman and Hall (1974) for

the low-Irosity values- observed-in-
Uimit 3 bet- dry basalts at room temperature, it is clear that

SALISBURY 12



the basement in Hole 417D is cracked and that the son, however, the results of the oblique seismic

cracks must be filled with sea water (0.25 ohm- experiment will be reviewed to determine the be-

meters). havlor of the crust in the vicinity of Sites 417

Turning to the velocity dat, it is apparent in and 41S at a scale of investigation typical of

Figure 6 that the compressional wave velocities marine geophysical surveys.

in the hole range for the most part between 4.7
and 5.3 km/sec with lower velocities disnlaved in The Oblique Seismic Experiment
breccias and higher velocities (up to 5.85 km/sec)
displayed in massive basalts, while the formation As noted above and reported in detail by Ste-

velocity derived from integrated transit time phen et al., (in press), an oblique seismic ex-
data for the entire logged basement interva is periment was conducted in Hole 417D in order to
4.8 km/sec (Salisbury et al., in press). Al- determine the velocity structure of the crust in
though there may be, under certain circumstances, the vicinity of the borehole, to analyze the role

a small systematic error in data obtained using of fissures and large cracks in determining the
the Schlumberger BHC velocity tool (Wang and Sim- velocity of the crust, to look for anisotropy

mons, in press: S. Raymer, personal cormunica- caused by cracks with a preferred orientation and
tion), we see no conpelling reason to question to measure crustal attenuation.
the numerical accuracy of the present data. In The experiment consisted of shooting explosive
fact, the logging velocities measured in relati- charges to a three-component c amped borehole
vely unfractured sections of the hole (for exam- geophone lowered into the hole from the GLOWR
ple, the massive basalts between 425 and 433 CHALLENGER (Figure 2). A cross pattern (Figure
meters suL-bottom) are indistinguishable from the 7) with 12 km long arms was fired with the geo-
laboratory velocities of samples from this inter- phone clamped 228 meters into basement (571 me-
val measured at the effective confining pressure ters into the hole or 6060 meters below the rig
appropriate to in situ conditions (0.1 kbar). floor). The cross was oriented with lines parnl-

Interpretation of the porosity data, however, is lel and perpendicular to the spreading axis in
on less certain ground. Taken at face value, the the area. A single line 24 km long was then
porosity logs run between 343 and 369 meters be- fired parallel to the spreading axis (SSW-NNE)
fore the excentralizer broke suggest that the with the geophone clamped 8 meters into bas:ment.
porosity in the upper part of the hole ranges be- The shooting was carried out-by the VIRGINIA KEY,
tween 15 and 35% with an average of 21 to 22%. a research vessel from the Atlantic Oceanographic
The minimum value recorded as the tool swung a- and Meteorological Laboratories of the National
gainst the side of the hole in the 425 to 433 me- Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in Miami.
ter section noted above, however, was 102. Since Aftar processing to remove ship noise, the
the basalts in this interval have a measured po- travel times and amplitudes were examimed for
rosity of 3%, it is apparent that the logging po- evidence of anisotropy, attenuation and topogra-
rosity must be corrected by approximately minus phic effects. The amplitude analysis (Figure 8)
7%. As demonstrated by Salisbury et al. (in was carried out using the reflectivity synthetic
press), this correction may be derived indepen- seismogram method (Fuchs and M4ller, 1971; Ste-

- dently by comparing the velocity vs. density data phen, 1977). From the results of such analyses

obtained by logging to velocity-density data ob- (e.g., Figure 9), it is clear that the velocity
tained in the laboratory at 0.1 kbar for rock model which I st reproduces the oblique seismic
samples from the same interval. A densitv cor- experiinent data for layer 2 at Site 417 is one
recti.n of plus 0.1 g/cm 3 is necessary to super- with a uniform increase in compressional wave
impose the two sets of data. The porosity cor- velocity from 4.8 kmisec at the top of the base-
rection is then the decrease ir porosity neces- ment to 6.4 km/sec at a depth of 1.3 km and a A
sary to restore the porosity vs. (corrected) den- similar increase in shear wave velocity from 2.6
sity curve obtained by logging to the porosity- to 3.6 km/sec over the same interval.

- grain density solution observed in the laboratory. Although fissures and large normal faults ori-
The porosity correc:ion obtained by this means ented parallel to the ridge have been obseved in
(minus 8%) agrees quite well with that determined the axial zone of the mid-Atlantic Ridge, no un-
above (minus 7%) and suggests that Unit LA has -n disputed evidence for preferred crack orientation
average porosity of 13-14Z while Unit 3 has a po- was found in layer 2 at Site 417 from either ye-
rosity -,f about 3%. By the same token, if the locity or amplitude studies. As can be seen in
density data shown in Figure 6 is corrected by Table 6 from Stephen et al. (in press), the mean
plus 0.1 g/cm 3, it is apparent that Unit 1A has an north-south shear wave velocity (2.56 ± 0.04 k /
average density of about 2.7 g/cm3 . sec) is not significantly different from the mean

F Since the velocity and density values obtained east-west velocity (2.66 ± 0.14 km/sec). In gen-
a in the laboratory are higher than those obtained ela!. shear waves are well suited to the study

by logging, while the laboratory3-porosities are of seismic anisotropy since a) the direct shear
lower, it is obvious that a comparison of the wave arrival plots as a straight line for about
data may be used to estimate the crack porosity 3"km whereas the direct compressional wave arriv-
and perhaps the permeability cf the upper levels al falls on a curve, b) shear wave amplitudes
of the crust. Before attempting such a com-parl- increase with range in contrast to compressional
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Figure 8 Observed N-S horizontal component data from South line of oblique seismic experiment at Site

417; giophone 228 meters into basement (6060 meters below rig floor); amplitudes weighted by
(range/.0)**2 - 9 for ranges greater than 7.0 km; time reduced to 6.0 km/sec. Note signal

nt. character in regions A-E. Figure from Stephen er a!. (in press).

wave amplitudes which decrease (Ergin, 1952) and and electrical resistivity daa is presAnted in
e) shear waves are theccetically more sensitive Table 7 for the interval in -1e 417D exained by
to the presence of wat'r-filled cracks than com- all three techniques (Units 1-4). Also shown are

7 pressional waves (Anderson et al., 1974). Since summaries of the data for the pillow basalts of
the present experiment was well suited to the de- Unit IA (for which all of the logging tools were
tection of azimuthal anisotropy, it appears that working) and the relatively unfractured massive
large, oriented fissures are not present at Sitt basalts at the base of Unit 3 which served as a
417. calibration unit for the logging tools.
The situation in layer 3, however, is less Several feaures of this table are quite strik-

clear. The average compressional wave velocities ing. First, the average compressional wave ve-
for the north-south and east-west lines are 6.71 locity obtained by logging for the uppermort l00m
± 0.30 and 6.61 ± 0.41 km/sec, respectively, of the crust (4.8 km/sec for Units 1-4) is virtu-

whereas tne average shear wave velocities for the ally identical to that obtained by the oblique
sae lines are 3.77 ± 0.10 and 3.60 ± 0.09 km/sec, seismic experiment but both are considerably
respectively. These values are not convincing lower than the velocity derived for the same in-
evidence of anisotropy in layer 3, but if we terval from laboratory data (5.3 km/sec). This
assume that most of the spread in the errors is indicates that the crust is fractured on a scale

- caused by small-scale topography and accept the larger than that of laboratory samples but gene-
mean values, then shear wave anisotropy on thu rally less than the spacing between the transmit-

- order of 0.2 km/sec may exist. ter and the receiver in the BHC velocity tool
in (0.6 m). Such spacing would be consistent with

on Data Comparison the cracks between individual pillows and the
on radial cracks within them.

I The scale of investigation of the three sets of Secondly, the average porosity of Unit IA as
data presented above ranges from approximately determined by logging (13%) is about 5% greater

n 10 2m for the laboratory data through 100m for than the porosity der-rmined from laboratory

a the logging data to about 104 m for the data col- measurements (8.32). This indicates that approx-
an lected by means of the oblique seismic experiment. imately 5% of the formation by volume consists

Since all three types of data were obtained for of o en cracks, a value consistent with the 0.1
Hole 417D, it should be possible from a compari- g/cm3 discrepancy in density observed between lab-
son of the data, to determine the volume fraction oratory and logging data in the same interval.
and scale of open cracks and fractures in the Since the CNL porosity tool measures pozosity by - -

v-upper levels of the crust at Site 417. To this determining the total amount of hydrogen in the
end a smmary of the porosity, density, velocity formation, these cracks, like those between indi-

1
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Figure 9 Velocity model and resultant horizontal component synthetic seismogram representing best fit
to salient features (regions A-E) of Figure B. Velocity model represents compressional and
shear wave velor, y sucture of crust at Site Figure of Stephen et al. (in press).

vidual grains, are apfarently filled with water the present case because the velocity correction
Finally, it should be noted in Table 7 that the is variable from 0.0 - 0.25 k/sec, denending on

formation velocity determined by logging for density) and because the error in the estimate of
Units 1-4 is identical to that of Unit 1A. We porosity (2%) due to a maximum velocity correc--
my thus be just aed in extrapolating the con- tion of 0.25 km/sec is almost certainly less thanclusions drawn abvve for Unit 1A to the entire those inherent in the Wyllie zelation on which I
logged interval. the estimate is based.

order to understand the distribution of po-
I. within the logged interval, however, it is

ne sarv to juxtapose the velocities determined Conclusions

by the three techniques as in Figure 10 in which
the velocity profiles reconstructed from zero- 3ince the beginning of the basement drilling
ressure laboratory data, integrated logging program in 1974, approximately 1200 m €f basalt
Cransit times and the results of the oblique seis- have been recovered in the ,.tlantic, cl wl.ichmic experiment are shown as a function of depth. 790 m, or more than half, were recovered at DSDP

(I ~Since the discrepancy between the logging and lab- ie 1 n 1. I h etosdildaKoratory data is a measure of the volume fraction these sites are representative of Cretaceous
of cracks, Figure 10 suggests that the formation oceanic basement, it is clear from the presenta-
porosity associated with open cracks resides tion above on the nature ann physical propertieslargely within the pillow basalts while the mas- of the core and the rer ha of the logging and
sive basalts contribute relatively little to the oblfque seismic exp riments i Role 417D, that aporosity of the formation.beyond their measured number of important conclusious an be drawn con-
grain boundary porosity of about 3%. Figure 10 cerning the compositicr and pliysicl state of the
also suggests that thin zones of very high crack upper levels of layer 2 in old oceanic crust:
porosity (up to 20% at the top of Unit IC) exist

4 locally in the crus. in association with breccias 1) Composition. The upper levels of the crustbetween flows. That the low velocities associated down to at least 0.5 km consist of approximauely
with the case noted here are not due to caving 90% basalt, 5% smectite, less tnan 1% interpillow
but to an aquifer of some antiqui-y is suggested limestone and 5% open cracks tilled with standingby the high natural gamma ray count seen at this water. Of the basalts, 71% consist of fractured
level in Figure 6. It shculd be noted, inciden- pillow basalt, 22% are relatively unfractured
tally, that in a rigorous comparison, laboratory massive basalts and 7% consist of partially ce-
veloc' s appropriate to in situ conditions would mented basalt rubble. Dikes begin to appear atbe v,, instead of the zero-pressure esa shown eepths o; 350 to 500 meters in the basement butin I p .re 10. This procedure was not taken in are not volumetrically significant.
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2) Internal Structure. Although the crust dis-

HFlays mprked downhole variations in physical pro-

- perties, it is unlikely that such variations will
2 s,- ----------- be detectable using surface geophysical techni-.Sques. It is possible, however, that the low ve-

S. . 2locity zones associated with breccias within the

basement might be detected by deep tow seismic

reflection techniques.

-I 3) Resistivitv. The in situ electrical resis-

tivity of the basement ranges from 3 S2-meters in
the breccias to about 200 f-meters in the massive

basalts, with most values falling between 30 and
l80 -meters. Since the average laboratory resis-

tivity of water-saturated basalts from the sec-
tion is 97 f-meters and the resistivity of dry

Sbasalts at room temperature ranges from 103 to
U106 f-meters, it is clear that the basement is

'i cracked and saturated with sea water having a low
in situ resistivity (0.25 f-meters at 21'C).

4) Velocity. Compressional wave velocities in

the uppermost levels of the basement range for

"91 the most part between 4.7 and 5.3 km/sec with
Tlower velocities displayed in breccias and velo-

---- -... cities as high as 5.8 km/sec displayed in the

S1 massive uasalts. The average formation velocity
derived from both the oblique seismic experiment

. and from integrated logging transit times is 4.8

km/sec, a value consistent with those reported
for layer 2B by Houtz and Ewing (1976). This

r; value is considerably higher than the layer 2A
r formation velocity of 3.6 km/sec reported by Kirk-
.... patrick (in press) for the basement section dril-

31 led in Hole 396B in young crust along the same

-flow line and is consistent with the observation
Sthat layer 2A does not commonly persist in the

- _. Atlantic beyond the 60 million year isochron.

Examination of the core material from Hole 417D

clearly indicates that the increase in formationV velocity in the upper levels cf layer 2 with age

Lis due to the infilling of cracks and interpillow
voids by products of low temperature alteration
such as calcite, smectite, and zeolites.

5) Velocity vs. Depth. From the results of the
3 oblique seismic experiment it is clear that the _

0rr compressional and shear wave velocities at Site

417 increase resi-ectively with depth from 4.8 and
,'y 2.6 km/sec at the top of layer 2 to 6.4 and 3.6

a- km/sec near its base. This could be due, in
varying combinations, to decreasing alteration,

Figure 10 Comparison of compressional wave velo- to a decrease in cracks or to changing mineralogy

cities obtained from logging, physical with depth. The laboratory velocities shown in

property studies and the oblique seis- Figure 11 suggest that the velocity gradient in

mic experiment in Hole 417D (see text). layer 2 can be explained in terms of the first
Discrepancy between laboratory and two phenomena alone: the laboratory velocities

logging data (stippled area) is a mea- increase with depth in response to decreasing

sure of formation porosity due to open alteration, reaching the velocity of fresh basalt
cracks. Units 1, 2 and 4 are composed (6.4 km/sec) at a projected depth of about 700 m,

of pillow basalt while Unit 3 (ha- wtich would appear to be the maximum depth of

chured) is composed of massive basalt; e teration. The discrepancy between the labora-

insets In lithology column represent tory and oblique seismic experiment data confirms

abundance of limestone (plain) and S BU 1
s ctite (light gray) on a scale of131

0-50%.

• -
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Figure 11 Comparison of laboratory velocities of samples from Hole 418A (Christen-en et al, in press)
and the results of the oblique seismic experiment in Hole 417D (Stephen et al, in press)

, Laboratory velocities measured at an effective confining pressure of 0.1 kbar. Vertical
dashed line represents velocity of fresh basalt at 1.0 kbar.M I

A that the crust is cracked, but the increase in layer 3, the layer 2/layer 3 transition must be3 the formation velocity with depth suggests that due to a change in mineralogy.the cracks decrease downward until the formation 6) Anisotropy. No convincing evidence of seis-velocity reaches the velociti of a fresh, crack- mic anisotropy was fdund in layer 2 from either
t ii. -= free basalt at the base of layer 2 Since this velocity or amplitude analysis of the oblique-- MI velocity is still lower than the velocity of seismic experimefit data. Thus the large, open
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J. Franche-
ng in DSDP Abstract. The Cenozoic and Mesozoic history wide correlation of oceanic anomalies yielded a
nitial Re- of geomagnetic field reversals is derived mostly geomagnetic polarity scale which, by comparison
ect v. 51- from interpretation of oceanic magnetic anoma- with radiometrically dated continental lava
inting lies. Our knowledge of the magnetization of the sequences, allowed ages to be associated with

oceanic crust is still somewhat incomplete, in different parts of the ocean basins since the
Sof Flow - particular concerning the sources of the mag- late Cretaceous [Heirtzler et al., 1968). By
Toronto netic anomalies. A review is given here of what matching anomalies on both sides of the spread-

is known about the polarity, direction and in- ing center at the aid-Atlantic ridge the rela-
ograms for tensity of magnetization of the different layers tive motions of the Atlantic-bordering conti-
reflectivi- of the oceanic crust. nents have been reconstructed quasi-continuously

oc.51, p. Large parts of the oceanic magnetic polarity during the opening of the Atlantic ocean
sequence remain unverified by independent conti- [Pitman and Talwani, 1972). From the point of

Matthews, nental paleomagnetic studies. Only the Late view of geomagnetic theory, frequency analysis
rirment, In Cenozoic and Cretaceous magnetic reversal of the reversal time scale leads to constraints
f the Dee sequences have been confirmed. Several hypothe- upon models of the origh. if the geomagnetic
shington ses have been offered to explain the origins of field (Cox, 1968).

oceanic magnetic smooth zones. The magnetization of the oceinic crust is
J. A. The source of oceanic magnetic anomalies has therefore of considerable geophysical interest.

ceanic most commonly been identified with basaltic The magnetization polarity sequence has been
41-344. Layer 2. Magnetometer measurements from surface derived in many marine geophysical investiga-

ships or deep-towed vessels have suggested that tions. Although mutually consistent reversalMicro- the entire signal could derive from the upper- sequences are obtained in different ocean
km depth most 500 m. of the basalt layer. Accumulating basins there are difficulties in verifying the

evidence, including power spectral analysis of sequence independently. There is not even
anomaly amplitudes and direct measurement of unanimous agreement as to where and how the
dredged and drilled (DSDP) basalt samples with anomalies originate. Much effort has been
a broad geographic provenance, now indicates expended to understand the ocean crust magneti-
that a much thicker source layer is needed. zation by recording the anomalies in surveys at
Deep penetration of Layer 2 in recent DSDP holes the ocean surface or from deep-towed !nstrument
provides evidence that Layer 2 has a complex packages, and by studying the magnetic proper-
structure and history; large variations of mag- ties of rocks recovered from the ocean bottom
netization intensity and inclination are found by dredging, by sampling from submersibles in
and there are occasional polarity alternations, the FAMOUS project, by shallow drilling and by
In none of the deep holes was the bottom of the deeper penetration of the ocean crust in the
strongly zagnetized layer reached. It now Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) and its cot.-
appears likely that the gabbroic Layer 3, tinuation, the International Program of Ocean
although more weakly magnetized than Layer 2, Drilling (IPOD).
may contribute significantly to the oceanic In this paper a review is given of investi-
magnetic anomaly pattern. gations to confirm the oceanic reversal

sequence and to establish the origin of the
Introduction corresponding oceanic magnetic anomaly source

layer. j
Large areas of the oceanic crust are charac-

terized by lineated magnetic anomaly-patterns Geomagnetic Polarity
(Mason and Raff, 1961; Raff-and-Mason, 1961],
which are-interpreted in terms of alternating The magnetization of the oceanic crust is

F geomagnetic field-polarity during sea4floor our prime source of knowledge of the history o
spreading [Vine and- Matthews, 1963]X World-- reversals of the geomagnetic field since the
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Early Jurassic, that is, in the last 180 M.y. attempted in overlapping cores (0pdyke et al.,
Four distinct episodes may be identified. A 1974; Theyer and Hammond, 1974J. The polarity
continuous sequence of well-defined reversals sequence from a single core is less reliable
characterizes the time interval from the present than a sequence confirmed in several cores 3
to the Late Cretaceous, the Cenozoic sequence [Opdyke, 19723 and the correlation of the repli-
[Heirtzler et al., 19683. In oceanic crust of cate sections of overlapping cores is not always
Middle and Early Cretaceous age the anomalies unambiguous. Nevertheless geomagnetic polarity
have generally reduced amplitudes and are intervals from deep sea sediments and from
uncorrelatable; this is referred to as the Cre- oceanic magnetic anomalies have been used to
taceous magnetic smooth zone. In the Early Cre- calibrate the Neogene biostratigraphic zonation
taceous and Late Jurassic are again found well- [Ryan et al., 1974).
defined, correlatable anomalies, the Mesozoic The polarity-time scale derived from oceanic
H-sequence [Larson and Pitman, 1972, 1975; anomalies by Heirtzler et al. (19683 has under-
Larson and Hilde, 1975]. In crust older than gone subsequent refinement and revision, but its
the M-sequence is found the Jurassic magnetic correctness is remarkable. Reversals were dated
smooth zone. The dating of the two sequences by correlation with radiometrically dated lava
of magnetic anomalies has been periodically sequences for the last 3.5 M.y. at its younger
revised, and the reasons for the two magnetic end, and by linear extrapolation to older ages 4.
smooth zones have been frequently speculated equivalent to 20 times this base.
upon. Tle oceanic magnetic polarity sequence has4

not yet been confirmed in land sections for most
The Cenozoic Reversal Sequence of the Paleogene. Reversal time scales have

been pieced together from a number of partial
The refinement of the K/Ar method made it sections for the Paleocene and Late Cretacepus

possible to date lavas radiometrically with an [Watkins, 1975; Keating et al., 1975). The
accuracy of about 2 to 5%. By the middle 1960's first continuous magneti_-stratigraphy at a
a well-defined geomagnetic polarity sequence single locality for this period was obtained
containing long epochs and shorter events of from paleomagnetic studies in a biostratigraphi-
constant polarity had been developed in Pleisto- cally complete pelagic limestone section near
cene and Pliocene lavas for the last 3.7 M.y. Gubbio, Italy, where the record of geomagnetic
[Cox et al., 1966). The sequence was extended reversals was found to match closely theto abou- .5 M.y. with the aid of deep sea sedi- sequence inferred from marine magnetic anoma-
ments data. Beyond this age a 2% error exceeds lies in the Early Paleocene and Late Cretaceous
the duration of some events and derivation of a [Roggenthen and Napoleone, 1977; Lowrie and
polarity-time scale from the combination of K/Ar Alvarez, 1977a, 1977b]. Zonation of planktonic
dating and polarity measurements on stratigraph- foraminifera [Premoli %_va, 1977] provided the
ically unrelated samples becomes limited by the biostratigraphic framework for the magnetic
lack of resolution of the radiometric dating reversal sequence in the Gubbio section which
method [Cox, 1969). has been proposed as a magnetostratigraphic

The polarity-time scale has been extended type section [Alvarez et al., 1977]. The Late
further by studying the polarity of K/Ar-dated, Cretaceous magnetic strat-iraphy has beer
stratigraphically related samples from thick verified subsequently in a check section at
lava sequences in Ic-eland, whic h have been laid Monia (Alvarez and Lowrie, 1976).j down almost continuously. The errors of indi- The principal conclusions to be drawn from
vidual dates were partially compensated by the Gubbio and Moria results [Fig. 1] are:
linear regression analysis and optimum ages for (I) the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary falls
the magnetic reversals were derived by inter- near the top of the reversed polarity interval
polation. Using this method McDougall et al. between anomalies 29 and 30 (as proposed by
[19773 extended the polarity-time scale to Larson [1974] and Sclater and Fisher [1974)), I
7 M.y. and demonstrated good agreement with the (2) the existence of a controversial reversedoceanic anomalies polarity sequence of Talwani interval between anomalies 33 and 34 is estab-
et al. (1971]. In lavas with ages from 8.7 N.y. lished, and (3) a long period of normal polar-4 to 12 M.y. [McDougall et al., 1976) the age ity ending near the Campanian- Santonian
dates were more scattered-buthe polarity oundary and beginning prior to the Cenomanian

;1 sequence agreed quite well with the oceanic is correlated with tbe Cretaceous magneticsequence derived for the interval near anomaly smooth zone.
5 by Blakely [1974). In order to compare the limestone magneticI The reversal record in deep sea sediments stratigraphy with the oceanic magnetic anomaly

11 unequivocally confirms the sequence derived reversal sequence both must be plotted against
from lavas back to epoch 5, or about 5 M.y. a common tint scale. Radiometric azes are notr [Opdyke, 1972). It has been extended to epoch yet securely established for most major stage
11 (Late Miocene) in a continuous long core boundaries. The numerical ages given by Van
[Foster and Opdyke, 1970). Further extension of Hinte [1976) have been used to prepare Fig. 1,
the sequence through the Miocene has also been but these may be subs. juan to revision.
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MAGNETIC STRATIGRAPHY GEOMAGNETIC POLARITY TIME SCALES
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Fig. 1. Geomagnetic polarity sequence during the Middle and Late Cretaceous. The magnetic
stratigraphies of pelagic limestone sections at Gubbio (Lowri and Alvarez, 1977b) and
Moria (Alvarez and Lowrie, 1978) in Umbria, and at Cismon and Cerro Veronese in the Southern
Alps (Channell et al., 1979) are combined to form a composite limestone magnetic polarity
sequence which 3s compared La that derived from oceanic magnetic anomalies (Larson and Hilde,
1975; LaBrecque et. al., 1977). Both are plotted against the time scale of Van Hinte (1976).

For example, LaBrecque et al. [1977] assumed tially compensating increase in th,3 radiometric
two key radiometric ages of 65 M.y. for the ages of about 2.6%, which is not incorporated
Tertiary-Cretaceous boundary and 3.32 N.y. for in the new LaBrecque et al. [19773 time scale.
anomaly 2A and produced a revised magnetic
polarity time scale for Late Cretaceous and The Mesozoic Reversal Sequence
Cenozoic time. The ages of Cenozoic anomalies
0-29 were obtained by interpolatirn" *.d those Few attempts have yet been made to verify ;
of Late Cretaceous anomalies 30-34 by extrapola- the Mesozoic magnetic polarity sequence of the

tion. The age obtained for r.aomaly 34 which Late Juraassic and Early Cretaceous. The dating_
ends the Cretaceous quiet interval is almost of these marine magnetic anomalies (No to M25)
exactly 80 N.y., slightly older than the value is rather imprecise, and indirect. It is made
of 78 N.y. given by Van Hinte C1976] and used by determining optimi paleontological ages for
in this paper [Fig. 1]. the sediment iediately overlying basement at

The revision of the Cenozoin. polarity time 3 DSDP drillholes in the Early Cretaceous and
scale by LaBrecque et al [19,,] results in a 2 DSDP drillholes in the Late Jurassic [Larson
7% decrease of-the ageof anomalies dated by and Hilde, 1975]. This dating is complicated
the Heirtzler et al. -[1968] time scale. Recent by the possibility of hiatuses between the for-
recomended-revstlon of-the K/hr decay constants nation of igneous basement and deposition of
[Steig-r and Jaeger, 1977] wulUd' cause a par- the overlying sediments. Absolute ages have
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been ascribed to the paleontological dates by demonstrated in the Gubbio, Moria and Cismon

comparison with the Geological Society of sections [Fig. I] independent paleoagnetic

London (1954] time scale. The approximate evidence associates the Cretaceous magnetic

nature of the assignment of numeric ages to the smooth zone with a long period of normal geo-

stage boundaries in this time scale naturally magnetic polarity lasting from the Early Aptian

compounds the errors of determining absolute until the Early Campanian.
ages for the Mesozoic magnetic anomalies. The Jurassic magnetic smooth zone can not yet

Recently paleomagnetic stratigraphic studies be explained unambiguously. It is probably a

have been extended backward in time to cover all geomagnetic phenomenon, but diversely conflict- I
of the Cretaceous with the exeption of the ing interpretations as to its nature have been

Berriasian. The first successful data have been ,suggested. The amplitudes of anomalies M21 to

rea'lized in pelagic limestones from the Cismon M25 taper uniformly towards the smooth zone.
section in the southern Alps [Channell et al., This tapering amplitude envelope was interpreted

1979]. Although very weak, the remanences by Larson and Hilde (1975] in terms of geomag-

possess stable directions and yield a clearly netic field intensity increasing away from an

defined magnetic stratigraphy. Ammonites are anomalously low intensity in the Jurassic smooth
not present in the section, thus it is extremely zone. Cande et al. (1977] have subsequently
difficult to locate the Valanginian-Hauterivian proposed that the Jurassic smooth zone represents

and Hauterivian-Barremian stage boundaries a period of weak field intensity coupled with
accurately. The polarity sequence in this rapidly alternating polarity.
interval consequently may be stretched or com- Both of these explanations rely on direct
pressed; it does not yet correlate unambiguously interpretation of marine magnetic anomalies and
with the corresponding M-anomalies. Neverthe- assume that the oceanic crust acts as a perfect
less, the distinctive reversal pattern which recorder of the ancient geomagnetic field. Not
gives the key anomalies MO to M4 is clearly all oceanic basalts possess the requisite mag-
present [Fig. 1]. The paleontological dating netic stability, however, and many display
of the section places the youngest of the corre- instability of the remanent magnetization over
lated M-anomalies (MO) at the base of the Aptian, long time intervals which manifests itself in
instead of in the Late Aptian as it was dated the acquisition of viscous remanent magnetiza-
by Larson and Hilde [1975]. tion (Lowrie and Kent, 1978]. VRM is not a rare

The Cretaceous Smooth Zone extends from there phenomenon in oceanic basalts but has been re-
to anomaly 34 at the base of the Campanian. ported at 40% of all DSDP sites (up to Leg 41)
However, there is a depositional hiatus in the for which basalt magnetic properties have been

Lower Albian-Upper Aptian part of the Cismon published. Within a few weeks of laboratory
section. Preliminary results from other Lower observation, VRH in some cases exceeded NRM
Cretaceous sections in Umbria show an additional and in 1/4 of the samples studied exceeded 40%
short reversed zone in the Late Aptian, If this of NR. These VRt results are probably not re-
unconfirmed reversal proves to be real it might presentative of all DSDP basalts. However, if
represent an as yet unidentified but correla- it is a substantial and widespread magnetization
tabla anomaly younger than the rest of the component in the oceanic crust it may not always
M-sequence. This is a distinct possibility; be appropriate to interpret the existence,
anomaly MO was not identified in the first absence or amplitudes of marine magnetic anoma-

world-wide correlation of the Mesozoic anomalies lies in terms of geomagnetic fLi d behavior.
[Larson and Pitman, 1972), and cursory examina- Paleomagnetic data from continental rocks
tion of the youngest paits of the profiles do not definitely resolve the origin of the
correlated by Larson and Hilde reveals several Jurassic smooth zone. Summaries of Jurassic
fairly large amplitude anomalies within the paleomagnetic pole positions [McElhinny and
Cretaceous smooth zone. Burek, 1971; Irving and Pullaiah, 1976] have

indicated that the polarity of the geomagnetic
The Magnetic Smooth Zones field was dominantly, but not exclusively,

normal during this period. Recently Steiner

At least three sets of magnetic smooth zones [1978) presented an updated suary of Jurassic
may be identified. These are (1) the Cretaceous, paleomagnetic studies. Disregarding data whose
(2) the Jurassic and (3) the ruarginal smooth age uncertainty exceeds two paleontological

zones. It is neither necessary nor possible stages, the Jurassic polarities cited by Steiner
that a single explanation can suffice for all. are found to represent six unequal time inter-

The Cretaceous magnetic smooth zones are the vals in each of which the number of reports of
best understood. In the Pacific ocean the normal or reversed polarity can be counted
anomalies are smooth; in the Atlantic ocean [Fig. 2]. The Tithonian-Kimerigian mixed

more pronounced anomalies exist but they do not polarities correspond to the N-sequence oceanic
correlate to form an extensive lineation anomalies. The Toarcian and older polarities

pattern, and may only represent bathymetric are equally divided between normal and "versed
trends [Larson and Pitman, 1972). As first but are too old to be observed in the marine
suggested by Helsley and Steiner (1968) and record. Probably the mid-Bathonian to Toarcian
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n idgian) and shown that the Maim a, 0 and Y --
C JURASSIC NUMBER OF POLARITIES AGE equivalent to Oxfordian and Early Kiumeridgian--
C STAGE Reversed Normal are normally magnetized. This result is in har-
eo- 10 5 0 5 10 mony with assoc7iating the Jurassic smooth zonept an • . . I I, . I , . . .. . .

Ai_ o - with a long period of normal geomagnetic polar-

Kim ity, but would place the onset of the 4-anomalies
o yet 0 -1 in the Middle Kimmeridgian at the earliest, a

ylict-a full stage later than inferred by Larion and
been Oxforda Pitman (1972].

The magnetic smooth zones found adjacent to
I to -10 the margins of certain continents, such as
e. Callovian southern Australia and Antarctica are not isc-
preted chrons. Likewise, the landward Jurassic smooth
na- zone boundary appears to cut across magretic

an |soh lineations in the eastern North Atlantic [Hayes
smooth and Rabinowitz, 1975]. Several different ex-
ly planations have been offered for these marginal
resents -jl, smooth zones. Because their landward boundaries
ith _ 170 are not isochrons they are probably not of geo-

Amenian magnetic origin but are due to a local geological
ct a_ cause related to the time of initial rifting.
s and Toarclan It has been proposed that these are areas of
rfect foundered continental crust rather than true

2o bach- n oceanic crust [Talwani and Eldholm, 1972]. Fven
mgS if true oceanic crust is present the sub , ne

g, Sine- basalts form under conditions that are different
ver murlan ______ from later steady state sea floor spreading.
in ____I1 Irving [1970] assumed that conditions at initial
za- rifting would favor formation of coarse-grained
rare Fig. 2. The number of paleomagretic normal and basalts with low NRM intensities and stabilities.
re- reversed polarities for different time intervals S'zch basalts typically develop high VRM and it
41) in the Jurassic [data after Steiner, 1978]. haa been suggested that viscous remagnetization
een may be an important process in ihe production of

the arginal smooth zones [Lowrie and Kent,
reversals would be lost in the marginal smooth 1978].

40% zone adjacent to the Atlantic continental mar-
re- gins. Only the youngest part of the Jurassic Cretaceous Spreading Rates
if magnetic smooth zone corresponding to the Late

ation Bathonian, Callovian and Oxfordian stages Larson ant Pitman [1972) described the Creta-
ways (160-145 M.y.) lends itself to direct comparison ceous magnet1= quiet interval as lasting from

with the paleomagnetic record. Unfortunately 112 M.y. (ancsaaly Ml) to 85 M.y. (anomaly 34,
p-a- the data are so scarce for this interval that no which they did not number). They found that the

conclusions regarding the predominant polarity computed average spreading rates for this inter-
- can be made. The land-based paleomagnetic data val were anosal.usly high at all the spreading

are consistent with the interpretation of the centers in both :he Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
Jurassic smooth zone as corresponding to a Subsequent discovory of anomaly MO does not
period of constant normal geomagnetic polarity, affect this conclueion which is based on the
but are insufficient to require it (Irving and dating of anomalies 34 and Ml.

ic Pullaiah, 1976]. Once again data from contin- Anomaly 34 has beea identified in tte Gubbio
uous sequences offer the best means of resolving section close to the Sa!tonian-Camp-nian boun-
the issue. dary, whose age according to Van ?inte [1976)

sic Paleomagnetic investigations of the Middle is 78 M.y., much younger th..n '-ne age used by
ose Jurassic Summerville and Curtis formations ndi- Larson and Pitman [1972]. Identification of

cate mainly negative polarity [Steiner*, 1978]. anomaly Mo at the base of the Aptian [Channell
iner Unfortunately these rocks are unfossiliferous, et al.. 1979], on the other hand, makes the

flat-lying -ed beds which were found to be youngest of the M.anoqalies older than they
of strongly influenced by secondary components. No were estimated by Larson and Pitman [1972] or

fold test or rock magnetic evidence concerning Larson and Hilda [19751; the age of Ml becomes
the age of the uamantization was presented- approximately 118 M.y. (Early Barremian rather

c Thus the ages of these rocks and of their sag- than Late Barremian). The Cretaceous quiet
netizations are uncertain. In studies of shallow interval therefore lasted for 40 N.y., and

sed marine limestones from JraNconia In southern Laron and Pitman's spreading rates for this
Germany Heller [1978, 19773 has eliminated r*- interval are about one third too high.

cian magnetized sections in the Maim 6 (Late KXlmer- The spreading rates during the formation of
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TABLE 1. Average Spreading Rates (cm/yr) In the Pacific ocean the re-computed quiet
Recomputed From Larson and Pitma [1972]. interval spreading rates re higher than in ';r.

preceding and following intervals at both th,
Phoenix-Pacific and Farallon-Pacific spreading

Spreading Center centers. Larson and Pitman's (1972) conclusion
_ _ _ _that spreading rates inc..ased sharply at all

Pacific and Atlantic spreading centers during
Central South the Cretaceous magnetic quiet interval stands
Atlan- Atlan- Phoenix- Farallon- up to this re-examination. However, at the

Period tic tic Pacific Pacific Central Atlantic and ?arallon-Pacific spreading
centers the higher spreading rate was not con-

Early fined to the quiet interval but persisted for
Teitiary 1.6 2.1 1.8 4.0 the remainder of the Cretaceous.Terary 1.6 2.1 1. of4ofLate 2Direction of Magnetization of Oceanic Basalts

Cre taceous 2.6 2.1 4.3 4. 7|
Cretaceous N4.4 The source of oceanic magnetic anomalies has
Quiet Zone 1.$ 3.2 11.3 S6.3 long been assigned to the strongly magnetized

Early basaltic Layer 2, which has been sampled in a
Cretaceous 1.2 no data 5.9 3.2 variety of ways. In basalt nauples that were

collected by dredging or from a sulmersible the
inclination of remanence was determined relative

the M-anomalies were determined by Larson dnd to orientable volcanic features. DeBoer et al.
Pitman [1972) with the aid of only two calibra- [19693 found normal polarities in dredged7 -

tion points--estimated numeric ages of 155 N.y.
for DP site 105 and 120 N.y. for DSDP site

166. The time interval covering the anomalies '1rMl to M22 lasted about 36 M.y. After revision / " -/ -- °i

of the age of Ml as above the spreading rates

during formation of the Mesozoic anomalies must .--

increase by about 15%. The net effect of the
above considerations is to reduce the differ- 7' o:e i

= ence between Cretaceous quiet interval spread--
ing rates! and the spreading rates on either
side of it. Recomputed spreading rates are aOS
given in Table 1. 4

In the central Atlantic the spreading rate
in the Cretaceous quiet interval is essentially
the same as in the Late Cretaceous lineated
sequence, but both are still about double the
rate in the Early Cretaceous preceding the quiet
interval. In the South Atlantic estimates of
quiet interval spreading rate are inexact for
other reasons. The Cretaceous smo°oth zone ex-
tends there as far as the contineutal margins
(where it may become a marginal type smooth
zone) and the onset of spreading can not be /
timed from magnetic anomalies. Lrson and
Pitman [19723 assumed initiation .f spreading -
in the South Atlantic at 110 M.y.u.P., but drew
attention to the existenci of lineated anomalies
south of the Walvis Ridge, near the African
margin, which could represent the last two or
three anomalies of the N-sequence. After .
revision of the ages of the youngest m-sequence - _ --
anomalies, the onset of spreading appears to
be nearer to 120 M.y°B.P., and the time base for
calculating the quiet interval spreading rate
becomes 40 M.y. (120-80 M.y.B.P) instead of "E25 N.y. (110-85 .y.B.P.). However, in spite of Fig. 3. Paleolati .de circles defining possible
these adjustments the quiet interval spreading VGP loci for Atlantic DSDP sites. The optima
rate is abo w- 50% higher than in the following Early TertIa -VGP position is indicated by theLate Cretaceous and Cenozoic period of lineated star in the intersection triangle [from Lowrie,
anomalies. 19]
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et basalts from the axial zone of the Reykjanes could not be appreciably different from the
the Ridge. Prevot et al. [1976) reported exact present site latitude. - '-

he agreement with local axial dipole inclinations The inclination distribution that might be
ing in a small collection of 3 dredged basalts and expected at a given latitude due to secular
sion 6 basalts collected from the submersible variation dispersion is similar to the Fisherian
it Archimede. On the other hand mixed polarities kind. Harrison and Watkins [1977) calculatedng were reported in samples obteined by shallow the inclination expectation distributZon for a
ds drilling within the MAR axial zon3 using an latitude of 370N and compared it with the on-

ingenious pressure-powered drill (Ade-Hall et served inclinations in the deep holes of Leg 37ding al., 1973). [Fig. 4(b)]. The observed low inclinations in
on- Direct sampling of Layer 2 in the Deep Sea Leg 37 were attributed by Harrison and Watkins
or Br'5Uing Project (DSDP) provided a large supply to tectonic rotation about a horizontal axis,

of sa=ples from depths up to nearly 600 m. in possibly as a result of collapse of the material
which the inclinations of the magnetizations of above the magma chamber. The effect of such a

Its Layer 2 could be studied. The DSDP samples were rotation depends on the orientation of the rota-
not oriented in azimuth, but the inclination tion axis to the spreading center and on the

has could be used to determine the paleolatitude at sense of the rotation. Rotation about an axis
d which the basalt was magnetized, after applying parallel to an East-West trending ridgp hould
a a correction factor to compensate for the produce a shallowing of the inclination on one

th absence of declination data [Briden and Ward, side of the ridge and a steepening on the otherthe 1966). The paleolatitude defines a circle as side, for example.
the locus of possible v.tual geomagnetic poles Shallow inclinations have been reported at aal. (VGP) for a given DSDP site. At a few places few other deep holes, as also have some anoma-
anomalies of sufficiently simliar age have been lously steep inclinations. Indeed it has not
drilled so that the VGP posicion could le further yet been established that shallow inclinations
located by the intersections of the paleolatitude are typical for the oceani-c basalt layer. The

- circles. For example, an Early Tertiary VGP DSDP data from many shallow holes (Fig. 4(a)]
position was found for the Antarctic plate, lying indicate no preference for shallow values over
some 150 from the present geographic pole [Fig. steep values. The argument has bzen advanced
3) and close enough to it to support the concept that most of these holes are too shallow to be
that the Antarctic plate has occupied its present physically representative of Layer 2. S-iilarly,
high latitude throughout the Tertiary (Lowrie however, it is premature to conclude on the
and Hayes, 1975; Lowrie, 1977). basis of the few deep holes that have been

At most DSDP sites, however, large discrepan- studied that they constitute a statistically
cies are found between the paleolatitudes de- representative sampling of Layer 2.
rived from basalt magnetization inclinations and As puzzling as the anomalous inclinations in
those expected, even after correction for plate DSDP holes is the discovery of distinct zones
motion [Lowrie, 1974, 1977). There was no over- with opposite polarities in the same hole. The
all tendency for shallow or steeper inclinations mixed polarities and anomalous inclinations at
at 55 geographically distributed DSDP sites hole 332 of Leg 37 appcear to result from this
(Fig. 4(a)]. At most sites only the top few hole having been drilled in a transition zone
meters or few tens of meters of basalt were instead of in a negative zone as originally
sampled; the paleolatitude discrepencies tight planned [MacDonald, 1976]. However, anomalous
not be physically representative of Layer 2 but inclinations and polarities have also been
may result from incomplete averaging out of reported at several other holes for which this
secular effects. explanation does not serve. Harrison (1q76)

In recent years, however, some very deep has pointed out that one polarity change in a
holes have penetrated the basalt layer to vertical section would not be surprising if the
depths of half a kilometer, and have yielded zone of injection of the dikes feeding the
very curious results. When occasional samples extrusive lavas were narrow; successive lava
in earlier shallower holes were found to have flows would not extend as far -s their prede-
different polarities from their- neighbors, this cessors and would lead to an iac [ned boundary.
was usually attributed to misoxiJentation of the However, the DSDP data require e. more complex
saaple. However, in the data from site 332A of mode of flow emplacement, possibly involving
Leg 37, zones of both positive and negative episodic vulcanism at the rid , crest.
polarities are found, and at any chosen depth The reamrkable symetry of lineated magnetic
there is a very large scatter in the measured anomaly patterns on spreading centers-such as
inclination [Hall, 1976]. Even after averaging the Reykjanes or Juan de Fuca ridges-consti-
cver units or subunits to reduce this (as yet tutes one of their most striking features.

'bile unexplained) large inclination scatters there However, on close examination the individual
are found to be very large differences down tte "stripes" are seen to be irregul~r in outline

the hole [Ryall et al., 1977). Most strikingly, te and sometimes discontinuous. The width of a

which the magnetizations were a6quired, which normal to the ridge axis; on certain pro, Ules
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Fig. 4. (a) Paleolatitudes derived from basalt magnetization inclinations at SS DSDP sites
are compared to the paleolatitudes expected from plate tectonic reconstructions (from
Lowrie, 1977). Although scattered, the DSDP values show no preference to be higher or lower
than expected. (b) The histogram of inclinations measured in basalt samples from DSDP Leg
37 sites jo .ompared to a theoretical distribution curve (after Harrison and Watkins, 1977).
The obsp*.ved inclinations are predominantly s'.allower than expected.

the ancnalies corresponding to the Jaramillo and The Magnetic Ancmaly Source Layer
4A Olduvai events are missing. This could reflect

in part the degree of magnetic resolution in the Oceanic Basalt Magnetic Mineralogy
survey or int ,ference from topographic effects.
However, the irregularity and discontinuity of Oceanic basalts generally correspond to
the stripes may also be evidence that accretion deuteric oxidation class 1, although occasion-

, of new crust is episodic along the ridge on a ally higher oxidation classes have been reported
30 time scale of 104-105 years. [Ade-Hall, 1974]. The primary magnetic mineral

Rock magnetic studies on basalts dredged from is commonly a skeletally shaped titanomagnetite
t:he axial zone of the Reykjanes ridge showed
systematic variations of titanomagnetite content (x.T. 2 iO . .(l-x)Fe 0
and magnetic properties with distance along the 3

ridge [deBoer, 1975]. Similarly, variations of with ulv8spinel content (x) in the range
remanent magnetic properties were observed in 0.4-a.7. The grain size may be as large as
basalts sampled from within the mid-Atlantic 100P [e.g. Ade-Hall, 1974], but more commonLy is
rie,-e axial zone during the FAMOUS project fine- than 10P and frequently is micron to sub-
[Privot and Lecaille, 1976]. Although Curie micron size. The grains progressively become
temperatures--used as an indication of composi- converted to titanomaghemite at ambient ocean
tion--did not vary significantly within the floor temperatures, which is visible on polished
axial zone, local and regional variations in sections as a characteristic whitening along

[ "'emanent intensity were attributed to corres- cracks and on the r.ms of coarser grainSo Fine
ponding fluctuations in concentration and grain grains may be entirely maghemitized. Alteration
size of the magnetic minerals. Apparently not also causes volume changes, which manifest them-

I only the accretion but also the magnetic selves as cracks in the grain due to shrinkage.
mineralogy of the basaltic lavas may fluctuate These cracks can be filled secondarily with sul-
with time. fides [see Ryall et al., 1977 for examples].
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The alteration leads to the phenomenon of granu- 20 M.y. further away. However, again the data
lation in older, altered basalts [Ade-Hall et defining the second process are not significant-
l,, 1971). Accompanying alteration there ls a ly correlated.
reduction in spontaneous magnetization and in The similarity of these results from dif-
the remanence intensity. ferent data sets is striking. The deep tow data

represent the total magnetic signal derived from
Intensity of Magnetization a uniformly magnetized layer assumed to be 0.5

km thick. The NRM intensity data reflect the
Estimates of the intensity of magnetization, properties of a surficial rock collection.

and identification of the magnetic source layer Evidently the basalt magnetic behavior is fairly
have been made by a variety of methods. Talwani representative of the magnetic source layer, 
et al. (1971] measured magnetic anomaly profiles and the causal process of the intensity decay
parallel to the axis of the Reykjanes Ridge on affects the entire thickness of the magnetized
each of three lineations and estimated the mag- layer.
netization by correlating the longitudinal The initial rapid decrease of magnetization
anomalies with tnp zaphy. They deduced mag- intensity has been attributed to low-temperature
netizations of 30 &,'m for the central anomalies, oxidation of the original titanomagnetite as a
12 Alm for the negative anomaly younger than result of ocean-floor weathering (Irving at al,
anomaly 4 at distane 75 km, and 7 A/m for 1970; Irving, 1970; Marshall and Cox, 19752.-
anomaly 5 at distance 100 km. Using a value of The oxidation is probably assisted by mild
12 A/m for the uniform magnetization of a block hydrothermal activity in the axial zone, and the
mocel they acccu,.:ed for the anomaly amplitudes initial decay may be enhanced by isothermal re-

O on profiles perpendicular to the ridge by laxation of the original thermoremanence [Irving
assuming an anomaly source layer thickness of et al., 1970], a process that could continue
400 m. This implied that the anomalies derived 7&ither away from the ridge. The data of Fig. 5
entirely from the thin uppermost, pillow basalt are generally not significantly correlated
Layer 2A, in contrast to earlier models which, beyond an age of 1 M.y. and do not provide ex-
using lower magnetizations, had associated the perimental support for the supposition that ;
source of the anomalies with the entire thick- further decrease actually occurs.
ness of Layer 2 [e.g. Heirtzler et al., 1968] or The intensities of DSDP basalts are lower
even the entire thickness of the oceanic crust than those of dredged basalts. This is because
(e.g. Vine and Matthews, 1963; Vine and Wilson, most of the DSDP basalts were drilled in areas
1965]. away from ridge crests where sediment cover is

In subsequent investigations of Pacific ocean already thick enough to permit successful dril-
spreading centers using deep-towed instruments, ling, while most dredged basalts have come from
the thin 0.5 km source layer was usually adopted. axial zord%. The DSDP basalt remanences and
inese results demonstrated a marked lateral susceptibnities display wide variations, re-
decrease in magnetization intensity with in- fleeting considerable variation in magnetic
creasing distance from the spreading center, mineralogy and grain size. Because of the
Anomalous magnetizations of 30-50 A/m are found scatter of inclinations at each site, the
near the axis, and decrease to values around effective mean remanent intensity must be sub- N

-:d 5-15 A/m on the flanks of spreading systems. stantially smaller than the arithmetic mean K-F
A semi-logarithmic plot of some deep-tow (Ryall et al., 1977]. The between-site varia-

ite results [Fig. 5(a)] shows that two stages of tions in-magnetic properties are larger than
relaxation are involved, characterized by quite the within-site variations, which suggests that
different relaxation times, T. Near the ridge there must be correspondingly large horizontal
axis the data are significantly correlated and variations in magnetization of t.e magnetic
yield relaxation times of around 1 M.y. or less. source layer [Lowrie, 1977).
Over oceanic crust older than about a million When the DSDP remanences are averaged for the

is years relaxation times of 6 to 20 M.y. are found, various ocean basins, a remarkably consistent
but only the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge data are value of around 4 Alm results, except for thesignificantly correlated. Antarctic and South Atlantic oceans where the

In a systematic, detailed investigation of the intensities are much weaker [Table 2). This
hed agnetic properties of submarine basalts dredged average value is close to the 5 A/m observed by

5rom the North Mid-Atlantic Ridge high NRM in- Irving at al. [1970] in basalts dredged from the
ne :ensities up to 100 A/m were measured in axial flanks of ite MAR, but is much lower than the
ion :one samples [Irving et al., 1970]. Within the corresponding value of 5-15 A/m inferred from

xial zone the intensltes were quite variable, deep-tow studies.
• robably indicating compositional and grain
,ize variation of tne magnetic minerals in the The Thickness of the Magnetic Anomaly Source
tesh basalts. The intensity fell off rapidly Layer
-o around 5 A/m on the MAR flanks [Fig. 5(b)].

,gain two processes are involved with relaxation In a study of DSDP basaltz-from the South
ines of around 1 M.y. near the ridge axis and Atlantic ocean Lowrie et al. [1973) showed that
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Fig. 5. The magnetization of the ocean crust decreases with distance from the spreading
axis more rapidly than a simple exponential function. Two separate mechanisms may be hi
involved, corresponding to different magnetization relaxation processes (straight line
segments) at different distances from the ridge. (a) Data from deep-towed magnetometer A
surveys in the Pacific ocean (after Klitgord et al., 1974). (b) Data from dredged basalt orde
samples from the mid-Atlantic ridge (after Irinfget al., 1970). ment

!i gabb
the remanent intensities were too low to account et al., 19733 whic-h was due to lineated magnetic one
for the amplitudes of oceanic anomalies on a anomalies was limi:ed to wavenumbers less than occu
nearby profile with a magnetized layer thickness 0.3 rad/km by noise at higher wavenumbers. worl
of 0.5 kin, and suggested a thickness of about Harrison [1976) derived theoretical power laye
2 km, corresponding to the entire thickness of spectra for variouE spreading rates, source thos
Layer 2. depths and source .ayer thicknesses, and cow- in I

Harrison [1976] compared the layer magnetiza- pared their slopes at wavenumbers 0.1 to 0.3 ocea
tions and thicknesses used by many authors in rad/km with the slope measured between these call
modelling the source layer and demonstrated Moor
their inverse relationship. He normalized the TABLE 2. Arithmetic Mean NR) Intensities in
magnetizations to equatorial values which are DSDP Basalts. N is Number of Samples or Sites. ocear
about 40% lower than the observed magnetizations Whetl

at latitudes 200-600 where most DSDP holes have oceai
been drilled. Thus the ridge-flank magnetiza- Samples Sites boun
tion deduced from deep-tow studies becomts an sumi
equatorial value of about 9 Alm in a 0.5 km Ocean conit
thick layer; this is equally satisfied by the O HNB (A/m) N HRH (A/r)
observed DSDP basalts magnetization (equatorial tigaoughvalue of 3 A/m) in a layer 1.5 km thick. Indian 113 4.44 16 4.54 zati

The depth to the source of magnetic anomalies Pacific 59 4.17 12 3.67 date
may be determined from the slope at high wave- Caribbean 23 4.18 5 4,.54 deep

- numbers of a plot of the natural log of power N. Atlantic 64 4.69 10 4.54 U
I against wavenumber [Spector and Grant, 1970). S. Atlantic 10 1.21 4 1.00 mebe

The portion of the power spectrum of an aero- Antarctic 25 2.45 7 2.22 extenj
magnetic profile over oceanic crust [Blakely
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numbers in the power spectrum of Blakely et al. that in many cases they no longer are represen-
(19732. To satisfy the observed slope Harrison tative of original oceanic crust. For example,
deduced that (a) the reversal rate had to be in the Smartville ophiolite complex the remanent

i much less than that measured, or (b) the depth intensities of altered pillow lavas averaged

45'N of the magnetic source layer was much greater only 0.05 A/m [Levi and Banerjee, 1977) which is
than the surface of the igneous basement, or two orders of magnitude less than the average
(c) the source layer was much thicker than 0.5 values reported in DSDP or dredged basalts
km. Harrison rejected the first two possibili- (Lowrie, 1974, 1977).
ties as less likely than the third. Rock magnetic studies have suggested that two

Further support for a thicker source layer processes may be a..tive in altering the ophio-
comes from the deep holes of Leg 37 [Ryall et lite magnetic properties. These are (a) ocean
al., 1977). It was found that: (1) the remanent floor weathering and (b) metamorphism. For
Intensity showed no significant correlation with example, Butler eL al. [1976) described thermo-

* depth (at the 95% confidence level) throughout magnetic evidenc~e--fo-r maghemitization of the
the 589 m of basement penetrated in hole 332B, original magnetic mineralogy in unmetamorphosed
or in the other deep holes, and (2) the measured pillow basalts, with complete conversion to mag-
remanent intensities are too low to account for netite in metamorphosed pillows. Levi and
the magnetic anomaly amplitudes in the vicinity Banerjee (1977) found a correspondence of
of the Leg 37 holes. remanent magnetic properties with degree of

Seismic evidence appears to limit the thick- lateration. Sheeted dike samples had reversible
ness of the strongly magnetized pillow basalt thermomagnetic curves with magnetite Curie

evidence from magnetic anomaly modelling or in- higher than in altered pillow basalts. Provided
version and from rock magnetic studies indicate the high Curie points and remanences are not the
that at least part of the anomaly sources are result of emplacement metamorphism the sheeted
more deeply located within the oceanic crust. dikes complex may make a strong contribution to

15 A realistic model of ocean crust magnetization oceanic magnetic anomalies [Levi and Banerjee,
may need to include deeper layers consisting of 1977; Butler et al., 1976). This conclusion is
other rock types. At present the magnetic pro- opposite to that of Kent et al. [1978) who con-
perties of these rocks are known only from cluded from studies of dredged samples that the
ophiolite studies and measurements on dredged sheeted dike complex consists of meta-basalts
samples. and probably makes no appreciable contribution

ing to oceanic magnetic anomalies, although this
Ophiolites point is not crucial to the model they proposed.

The metamorphism in ophiolites could result
r A complete ophiolite suite consists of an from hydrothermal processes near an accreting
alt ordered rock sequence made up of pelagic sedi- plate boundary, from burial effects, or from the

ments, pillow basalt, a sheeted dike complex, tectonic emplacement of the ophiolites on to a

magnetic  gabbro, peridotite and serpentinite. Frequently continent. Evaluation and separation of the
man one or more members may be missing. Ophiolites effects of these different processes requires
than occur on the continents in many parts of the detailed petrographic and structural geological

world. Because of the resemblance of their evaluation of the ophiolite complex. In a study

layered structure and physical properties to of ophiolite complexes in southern Chile, de Wit
ce those of oceanic crust ophiolites are regarded and Stern [1976) distinguished two metamorphic

com- in light of plate tectonic theory as former episodes. The second, later episode was a low-
0.3 oceanic crust that has been emplaced tectoni- grade effect related to regional deformat .n of
esecally the rocks surrounding the ophiolites. The

esel on the continents (see, for example,
Moores and Vine, 1971). The mode of emplace- first, earlier episode represented ocean-floor

s in ment is obscure, but may involve obduction of metamorphism influenced by hydrothermal circula-
Sites. oceanic crust at a consuming plate boundary. tion near a spreading center and produced a meta-

Whether the ophiolite suite is typical of morphic overprint that determined the physical
oceanic crust formed at an accreting plate properties of the respective layers of the

boundary or in the marginal basin behind a con- oceanic crust. In particular the model of de

suming plate boundary is currently a matter of Wit and Stern [1976) accounts for the seismic

(A/m) contention. In principle, paleomagneti. inves- layering of the oceanic c.ust and correlates

tigation of these accessible rock sequences magnetic properties wlth each layer. The

ought to give a vertical profile of the magneti- sheeted dikes and uppermost gabbros are affected
4.54 zation of the oceanic crust, which would eluci- by the hydrothermal circulation, while the
3.67 date in particular the contribution of the pillow basalts are little affected and the deep-
4.54 deeper layers to oceanic magnetic anomalies, seated gabbros are unaffected. Kent et al.
4.54 Unfortunately, it is often found that the [1978), using a larger data base of diged
1.00 members of an ophiolite suite have undergone samples, invoked the same relationships in a
.22 extensive alteration and metamorphism which have model of the oceanic crust magnetization .in

modified their magnetic properties to the extent which the contribution of the gabbro layer to
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Fig. 6. Model of the magnetization structure of the oceanic crust (After Kent et al., 1978.

oceanic magnetic anomalies is appreciable. Cande and Kent, 1976]. A common feature of the
V It is apparent from the above discussion that models is that the pillow basalts cool by rapid

the degree to which ophiolite suites can be used chilling, while the deeper layer cools more
to determine the vertical stratification of Mag- slowly by conduction and passes through the
netization in the oceanic crust hinges largely Curie point at some distance from the spreading
on the ability o separate samples on the basis center. The interface between adjacent mag-
of their degree of alteration and its cause. netized blocks in the deeper layer thereforeslopes away from the spreading center.
Multi-Layer Models of Magnetic Anomaly Sources Blakely [1976) observed that the width of the

transition zone between adjacent oppositely mag-
Rock types typical of deeperP layers of the netized blocks of ocean crust appeared to in-oceanic crust have not yet been studied as crease with crustal age. He invoked a two-layer

intensively as pillow basalts. Meta-basalts model for the anomaly sources, corresponding to
probably represent the sheeted dikes of Layer 2B. the pillow basalt and sheeted dike layers, as
Dredged samples have been found to be only weak- in the model of Butler et al. (1976). A narrow
ly magnetized (Fox and Opdyke, 1973) and it is transition zone in the -per layer and a wider
unlikely that they could make an appreciable transition zone in the lower layer (due to

contribution to magnetic anomalies. Serpentin- slower cooling) resulted in sloping interfacesites are quite strongly magnetized, but there is between adjacent blocks. The apparent increase
some conflict of opinion as to whether they in transition width with age was ascribed to
occur as a uniform layer or are dispersed progressive deterioration of the magnetization
throughout Layer 2 or 3. Possibly they are of the upper layer.

i rtectonically emplaced along the fracture zones Seismic data indicate that Layer 3 is com-
from which dredged samples have been predomi- posed of gabbro, and is much thicker than the

t nantly recovered. basaltic Layer 2. Oceanic gabbros have also
Recently, two-layer models of the sources of been dredged mainly from fracture zones and as

Lj I magnetic anomalies have been developed indepen- a result their magnetic properties may not be
Is0 dently by different workers [Blakely, 1976; typical of in situ material. Kent et al. [1978)
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found that the average intensities of magnetiza- that the oceanic crust magnetization continues
tion of meta-gabbros and unaltered gabbros were to decrease in intensity as has occasionally
approximately 0.9 A/m and 0.8 A/m, respectively, been claimed and in fact, oceanic basalt in-
or about one fifth that of the basalt layer. tensities are as high in some Cretaceous and
The Curie point of the gabbros was around 5500C, Jurassic DSDP holes as in much younger Tertiary
they were in a higher state of deuteric oxida- holes. The gentle decreases over spreading
tion than the basalts, and their remanences were center flanks [Fig. 5) mostly are not statisti-
stable against demagnetization. Kent et al. cally significant. Also, the suggestion that
[1978] integrated these observations in a new old crust is a less faithful recorder of short
model of the magnetization of the oceanic crust polarity events (Blakely, 1976) is not well
[fig. 6). Most of the observed magnetic signal documented. For example, the Cretaceous anoma-
derives from the basalts in Layer 2A; the meta- lies 30 and 31 are separated by a very short
basalts in Layer 2B make negligible contribu- negative polarity zone [Fig. 1] lasting about
tion; the meta-gabbros in Layer 3A and the un- 80,000 yrs [LaBrecque et al., 1977), but this
altered gabbros in Layer 3B participate jointly reversed zone was found on all oceanic magnetic
as a gabbroic source layer. profiles to which the Gubbio magnetic strati-

Cande and Kent £1976] showed that the signal graphy was correlated [Lowrie and Alvarez, 1977a,
contributed by the deeper gabbroic source layer 1977b]. In spite of the large amount that is
was shifted in phase relative to the signal known, our accumulated knowledge of oceanic
from the shallower basaltic layer. This results crustal magnetization is still fragmentary.
in an anomalous skewness of the magnetic anoma- Generalizations are both inapt and deceptive.
lies after they have been transformed to their Scattered inclinations (mostly shallower
paleomagnetic pole. By varying the relative than expected, but also steeper) and occasional
amplitude contributions of the upper and lower polarity reversals have been found in several
source layers they best approximated the ob- deep DSDP holes. Although too few deep holes
served profile EL33 with a ratio 3 to 1. If the have yet been drilled to establish how prevalent
upper layer consists of 0.5 km of pillow basalts these characteristics are, they indicate a com-
with average magnetization 4 A/m, and the lower plex magnetic structure in the basaltic layer.
layer of gabbro with magnetization 0.8 Alm, the Remanent intensities of oceanic basalts within
optimum modelling of the amplitudes and skewness individual DSDP holes and at a broad geographic

of the magnetic anomalies on profile EL33 would distribution of holes vary over several orders
be achieved with a gabbro layer thickness of of magnitude but average around 4 A/m in several
about 1 km. oceanic basins. The effective magnetization

9). is reduced further by the complexity of the
Discussion and Conclusions basaltic layer magnetizations. Deep-tow studies

the near to the ocean bottom and modelling experi-
The geomagnetic polarity sequence inferred ments on anomalies measured at the ocean surface

apid from oceanic magnetic anomalies is of funda- are able to resolve quite short magnetic rever-

mental importance for determining sea-floor sals and imply that at least part of the oceanic
spreading rates and for dating relative plate magnetic signature derives from comparativelymotions and their tectonic consequences. Yet shallow sources, most probably from the basalt
major parts of the reversal sequences in the layer. A growing body of evidence now supports

Tertiary and in the Mesozoic have not been con- the existence of a second, deeper source layer

the firmed independently of the anomalies them- whose effect is to broaden polarity transition
meg- selves. It is not even known what polarity zones, and produce phase shifts in the surfaceg state the geomagnetic field was in during forma- magnetic anomalies. It has not been positively

ayer tion of the Jurassic smooth zones. Paleomag- established whether the second source layer

to netic investigations of continental rock se- corresponds to the sheeted dikes or the deeper
quences are essential to verify and date more gabbroic Layer 3, but rock magnetic studies

ow precisely the entire reversal sequence of the indicate that the gabbros may contribute to

er last 180 M.y. and to clear up the uncertainties oceanic magnetic anomalies [Kent at al., 1978).
associated with it. Perhaps the most promising means of quickly and

as The distribution of magnetization in the mag- inexpensively advancing our knowledge of the

ase netic source layer is still somewhat uncertain, magnetization of the oceanic crust is by rock
For example, slow spreading centers appear to magnetic studies on ophiolites. These will only
have unusually large magnetic anomalies asso- be meaningful if accompanied by detailed petro-
ciated with their axial zones, while fast graphic study of the effects of ocean-floor and *

spreading centers do not. At most spreading emplacement metamorphism on the members of the

centers a rapid decrease of crustal magnetiza- ophiolite suite.
tion with distance from the spreading center has
been inferred. This intensity reduction appears Acknowledgements 1
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MODELING THE OCEANIC MAGNETIC SOURCE LAYER
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eol. Soc. Hans Schouten and Charles R. Denham

gseth, Jr., Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543
geophysi-
3-517, 1971.
magnetic Abstract. The texture of an extrusive magnetic of 0-10 mybp subareal paleomagnetic material
letion of source laver and the variability of marine mag- indicate an essentially geocentric axial dipolar
974. netic anomalies are studied as a function of two paleo-field (Wilson et al., 1972) changing polar-
e, Amer. statistical parameters, X and a, that describe ity 2-3 times per m.y., with a polarity transi-

-516 - the temporal and spatial behavior of overlarping tion period of probably less than 10,000 years
extrusive units that accumulated in an active (Cox & Dalrymple, 1967; Opdyke et al., 1973).

c spreading center, and subsequently, were trans- Interpretations of marine magnetic anomalies
e, 199, ported outside. We use numerical simulations generally justify the extrapolation of the

of an extrusive magnetic soure ; layer and asso- "squarewave" paleofield behavior beyond 10 mybp.
anomalies ciated magnetic anomalies to combine the varia- However, the magnetic source layer does not con-
ouver bility observed in seafloor spreading anomalies tain an ideal recording of this simple signal.

and Deep Sea Drilling Project cores with the When converted into time, the marine magnetic
c zones FAMOUS observations. A simple two-parameter anomalies indicate polarity transitions longer
0, 26-27, process of statisitcally controlled temporal than 10,000 years (spatial equivalent); also

(X = 5-10 units/km spreading) and spatial they demonstrate considerable variability
(a <2.5 km) emplacement of major extrusive units, between adjacent measurement profiles and
adequately models most of the marine magnetic between spreading regimes.
anomaly and in situ observations.

Prevalent Models
Introduction

MatLnews and Bath (1967) and Harrison (1968)
The uppermost igneous part oi the ocean crust modeled the crustal variability and poirity

is predominantly of extrusive origin. The es- transitions by a process of dike injection
timated thickness (500 - 1000 m) and the magne- randomly distributed over a zone of finite width,
tization intensity of recovered pillow basalts the rift valley. Atwater and Mudie (1973) used
and massive flows are sufficient to account for a more realistic model of a combination of in-
the amplitude of the observed seafloor spreading jected feeder dikes and extruded lava flows.
anomalies. The inner floor of the rift valley contains
The marine magnetic anomalies are caused by the bulk of the most recent volcamic activity

lateral magnetization contrasts in this source (Macdonald, 1977). It is bounded by inward-
layer. These contrasts can be: changes in facing scarps that mark the transition from a
magnetized volume (i.e. layer thickness); regime of predominant volcanic emplacement to
changes in magnetization intensity or suscepti- one of tectonic deformation (the scarps will
bility (i.e. magnetic properties) of the material effectively constrict the extent of the lava
that builds the magnetic source layer; and flows). Hence, it is commonly assumed that the
changes in amplitude and direction of the rema- width of the original emplacement zone is less
nent magnetization induced by the field zt the than or equal to the width of the inner valley
time of the emplacement of the magnetic source floor.
layer. The most dramatic changes in direction In the FAMOUS area, the floor of rift valley
of the remanent magnetization are, of course, #3 averages 11 km in width, or five times the
induced by the polaricy reversals of the Earth's average width of the inner floor in the well-
paleofield. studiod rift valley #2 (Macdonald and Luyendyk,

Seafloor spreading and the emplacement of the 1977). '-rjiderable floor width variation in
magnetic source layer make the marine magnetic space and time thus can be expected. This allows
anomalies the most continuous record of the for a wide range of widths of original emplace-
Earth's paleo-magnetic field behavior over the ment of the magnetic source layer, and, conse-
past 200 m.y. (Heirtzler et al.i 1968; La Brecque quently, a variable recording of the simple
et al., 1977; Larson and Hilde, 1975). Analyses i~rth field reversal signal.
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Another factor which significantly influences distribution a fair approximation of the spatial
the recording is the episodicity of emplacement. emplacement probability.
FAMOUS observations indicate that the extrusive The Poisson probability distribution Xte - t
volcanism which builds the volcanic layer is (A is the frequency of emplacement averaged
not continuous; estimates of the frequency of over an infinite period of time; t is the time
major volcan4c activity rarge from 100 *inits/my interval between consecutive emplacements) is
(Ballard and van Andel, 1977) to 30 units/my the most general statistical description of an
(Atwater, 1979). event which cccurs "every now and then", the
The Deep Sea Drilling cores in the central length of the next time interval being statisti-

North Atlantic (Fall et al., 1975; H.1l, 1976) cally independent of the preceding interval.
have shown that the volcanic layer consists of The Gaussian and Poisson distributions are the
5 volcanic units emplaced on top of one another. simplest statistical generalizations of the facts
The paleomagnetism of these cores also indicate known about the process of emplacement and as
a number of separate units. The remanent mag- such are a first-order approximation to a broad
netization inclinations are constant within each band of possible processes and actual distribu-
unit, but they may differ from one unit to the tions.
other. neversals have been found in many of the
holes. Although the scatter of the observed Final Distribution vs. Original Distribution,
inclinations cannot all be attributed to the Figure1
paleosecular variation, the consistency of in-
clinations within each unit suggests that the Figure 1 shows the evolution of an original
units acquired their remanent magnetization in a Gaussian distribution of extrusives emplaced at
elatively short time. To, from the time of its emplacement T to the

final emplacement distributions at T3 well out-
side the active rifting zone. At .1, the origi-Statistical Emplacement Model of the nal distribution has been stretched by the pro-

Magnetic Source Layer cess of dike injection, open fissires, and normal
faulting which account for the ac;ual spreading

At the active spreading center, steady state is of the volcanic layer in the active zone. The
only acnieved statistically, since the accretion most pronounced stretching (spreading) takes
process is a series of discrete successive events place in the center. Stretching tapers off to
(Fr-ncheteau and Tapponnier, 1978). Discrete the sides, leaving the planks of the original
random emplacement (in time and space) of the distribution relatively inaffected. The outer
magnetic source material implies discontinuous flanks progressively move outside the active zonerecording of the simple reversal signal. Dis- of stretching, while the irier flanks continue
continuous recording adds noise to the recorded to be stretched. The small arrows indicate the
signal. The noise will increase with decreasing position of the center (median) of t.:e original
frequency of emplacement, distribution, and their separatior indicates

The random emplacement of extrusives within the total amount of spreading since T0 .the limits given by tI'e width of emplacement The two final distributions .c T3 are bell-
zone can be described adequate.y by a Gaussian shaped, for which another Gassan distribution
probability distribution of distances from the is an adequate first order approximation (Denhammean spreading axis. This Gaus.aian distribution and Schouten, 1979); their widths are approximate-
gives the probability of where extrusives will be ly equal to the width of the original distribu-
emplaced with respect to the mean spreading axis. tion, they are only slightly skewed, taperingThe flow width will determine the amount of toward the active rifting zone and centered about
overlap which occurs. The f'equency of emplace- the arrows which indicate the center (median) of
ment can be described by a Poisson probability the original distribution. The T0 -T3 distribu-
distribution of intervals between excrusive tions are probability distributions. They idi-
emplacement. The distribution gives thf. probe- cate the probability (as function of time and
bilfty of when extrusive volcanism wll take distance to the spreading center) of finding
place with respect to the last volcanic event. extrusives that were emplaced during a finite
Kono (1973) has shown that recent subaerial time interval at time T
eruptions follow a simple Poisson model; we will The actual distribution of extrusives in theadopt it for the oceanic situation, source layer depends on the frequency of emplace-

The spatial distribution of eruptions will be ent and the size of the individual units. Thisassumed to be Gaussian, centered on the ridge ii illustrated in the lower half of Figure 1.
axis. There is a 95% probability that emplace- All three realizations conform to the same
ment occurs within the central four standard probability distribution T3. They overlap sourcedeviations (a) of the Gaussian distribution, material emplaced earlier, and they are coveredA The predominance of youngest extrusives in the almost completely by later extrusives. The
center of the inner floor, together with rare least-frequent emplacement distribution (bottom)
evidence for the off-axis volcanism beyond the displays the highest variability (i.e. deviation
first inward facing scarps, make a Gaussian from the T probability distribution). the shape
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the spatial active rift magnetization distribution roughly equals the

n te - t Q ( width of the stretching (spreading)zone).ragedIf significant tectonic stretching also occurs

raged outside the zone of extrusive emplacement of the
the time 2 magnetic source layer, it will be essentially
3nts) is impossible to detect the width of the median
on of an valley, or the width of the original distribution
", the b 7 of extrusive activity in the median valley, by
statisti- 2o - analysis of the observed magnetic anomalies.
erval. However, the addition of tectonic stretching
ns are the to the source layer emplacement model can explain
f the facts wide magnetic anomaly transition zoi.es originat-
and as 2a 2a ing fron narrow volcanic emplacement zones; also,

o a broad it can explain why, contrary to Kidd's (1977a)
distribu- Fig. la. Evolution of a Gaussian distribution predictions, relatively few feeder diKes have

of extrusives originally emplaced in the active been encountered in the DSDP extrusive layer
rift at time TO, to two final emplacement distri- drill holes, since in this model normal faults

bution butions at T3 when all the To material has been and open fissures partly replace injected feeder
transported outside the active rifting zone by dikes as the spreading agent of the extrusive
seafloor spreading. In this example the stan- layer.

riginal dard deviation of Gaussian stretching (spreading)
placed at active within the rift zone is equal to the Computer Simulation of the Magnetic

0 to the standard deviation of the To distribution of Source Layer and Anomalies
well out- extrusives (o = a). The arrows indicate the
the origi- center of the original To distribution, their For sake of simplicity in the numerical model-
the pro- separation indicates the amount of seafloor ing, we did not simulate the actual emplacement
and normal spreading since To * The bell shape of the and stretching process in the active spreading
spreading final distributions can be described adequately center, but rather we made use of the final em-
ne. The by another Gaussian distribution, placement distributions (Denham and Schouten,
takes 1979) that evolve on either side of the zone of
s off to spreading from the one distribution originally
iginal of the final probability distribution T3 will emplaced at the spreading center. Our compL.er,
he outer vary, depending on the standard deviation of the program was designed to sample the reversa-
ctive zone original emplacement (ae) and the standard devi- time scale at Poisson distributed intervals and
ontinue ation of stretching (as). In Figure 1, a, = as. to emplace a magnetized flow, representing each
*cate the sampling event, in a two-dimensional source
original Width of the Final Magnetization Distria,,tion layer array, conforming to a Gaussian probability
cates distribution of distances between the center of

Atwater and Mudie (1973) explored the effect of the flow and the sampled time event-times-spread-
bell- the emplacement mechanism on the shape and width ing rate position. The final distributions re-

ribution of the final magnetization transition in an ex- sulting from most processes of emplacement and
n (Denham trusive source layer (the final magnetization stretching in the active rift can be approximated
pproximate.. transition is the integral of the final magneti- adequately by Gaussian distributions. The con-
istribu- zation distribution). In their model, the secutive individual flows will be widely scattered
pering stretching (spreading) is provided only by the or emplaced almost on top of one another.
ered about dike injection that feeds the extrusives (e Os).
dian) of They show that the final width of the magnetiza-
istribu- tion transition (read also "final magnetization
ey indi- distribution") generated by this model ranges
e and from roughly half the width of the original em-i
nding placement zone for a pure lava flow model (flow
finite width >> zone of injection) ro roughly equal the " I

width of the original emplacement zone for a
in the pure dike model. Stretching of the magnetic
f emplace- source layer by normal faults (Macdonald and
ts. This Luyendyk, 1977) and by open fissures (Ballard

e 1. and van Andel, 1977) decouples the stretching
from the emplacement of extrusives. The assump- AZ

ap source tion of significant tectonic stretching outside
covered the original emplacement zone extends the range
The of possible emplacement models to Ce < Os. Fig. lb. Cartoon of the final distribution of
(bottom) Denham and Schouten (1979) show that for a < Vs' extrusives in a source layer of thickness AZ,

eviation the standard deviation of the final distritution for continuous, frequent and less frequent ex-

The shape roughly equals as (i.e. the width of the final trusive emplacement in the active rift
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102.4 km, hsr/0 mm/y, 1op . 5  km, bottom 4.0 km
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Fig. 2. Exaple of the effect ef£ the statistical emplacement parameters X (average frequency
' of emplac.:ment) and o (standard deviation of the final distribution of magnetic source material)

on the magratic anomalies. Curve A is the anomaly over the ideal reversal block model B,
0-10 my"bp. In C the reversal time scale is sampled at an average frequency of 50 unaits/my i

(this corresponds to 100 unit/my emplacement activity at the spreading center). At this slowspreading (half spreading rate hsr - 10 mm/yr), the Poisson sampling by itself has very little
effect on the magnetic anomalies D. The distance of the anomalies to the source (top 3.5 km -
bottom 4.0 km) effectively suppresses the short wavelength fluctuations in C. The Gaussian
distribution (a = 2.5 km) of Lh Poisson sampled extrusives increases the scatter in theresulting magnetization distribution E, while the 1.0 km flow width acts as a smoothing function.
The magnetization distribution E is a poor reflection of the uncontaminated magnetization
distribution B, as is its magnetic anomaly F.

An Example, Figure 2 anomalies since the distance to the source effec-
tively suppresses the short wavelengths due to

A sample of the procedure and of the effect of the irregular sampling, while the large number of
the two emplacement parameters X and a on the "ijor polarity reversals are dominant at this
magnetic anomalies is shown in Figure 2. The slow spreading rate. In contrast, the standard
Poisson sampling (left side of Figure 2) in it- deviation of 2.5 km (right side of Figure 2),
self has very little effect on the magnetic scatters the individual flows over 10 km, which
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wider than the average separatio, between the hsr iO mm/yr
polarity reversals, resulting in a poor , A "

'ecording of the reversal signal.
:= is interesting to note that the apparent K A -

transition widths in the ma&_gnetization distribu- "
Aono. o iure 2 suggest z much saller value 4- ''' '' u25km10 km (4o) tnat controlled the .^ / 'y " - /
z]mulated process of emplace.ent. Tne noise J X= 50 u/mv
caused oy infrequent and wide! scattere em--
iacenent inhibits the recognition of the true \ .'

- - /
'C rm wide transition zone.

im-ated Slow Spreadirg Anomalies, Figure 3 -

In F-iure 3 we compare the effect of c = C.0, 'A= -50umy
0.5 and 2.5 1c on the s-i-lated magnet-c. anomalies
(average half-frequency of emplace.ent of 50
units/my). The anomalies for a = 0.0 and 0.5 V- A=50- /m
are not significantly different from the ideal
reversal block model and hence display a low blcck
variability. However, the three examples of nmde!
anoaliez for a = 2.5 !- (zone of emlacement
and tectonic stretching is 10 km) are poorly
developed and show considerable variability V 2 " 3 3" 4 4 5
between themselves. These three sets of g- -

E netic anomlies refer to the same reversal ._ _ 4 4_

tine scale and statistical emplacement parameters
) and a, uhile their variability is caused by . . . .

the random character of the Poisson and Gaussian 10mybo
distributions. They can be viewed as three ob-
served magnetic anomaly profiles over oceanic
cr-:st of the same age in a seafloor spreading 50 KM

reirme that is determined by the same statistical Fig. 3. The variability of simulated magnetic
parameters: average spreading rate, depth, and anomalie. as a function of the standard devia-
volume, average frequency X and standard devia- tion a of the final emplacement distribution and

V F tion , of final emplacement. the average frequency cf emplacement X. The low
The variability of there simulated anomalies is sampling frequency of 5J units/my (this corre-

quite similar to the variability that character- sponds to 100 units/my a--lacement activity at
izes a large part of the North Atlantic seafloor the spreading center) combined with the large
spreading magnetic anomalies, first noted by standard deviation of the scatter of the indivi-
.1atthews and Bath (1967). Faster spreading rates dual emplacement units, create the variability
and higher frequency of emplacement tend to re- between the top three sets of magnetic anomalies
duce the anomaly variability; the former reduces that were calculated from three computer simu-
the a (scatter) relative to the width of the lated extrusive sour-ce layers using the same

ency polarity intervals, the latter provides a more statistical parameters. The smaller standard
terial) continuous (i.e. less variable) recording of the deviation generates near perfect(low variability)

polarity reversal signal. magnetic anomal.es. T.he high variability between
y the a = 2.5 km anomalies is qualitatively similar
slow Sipmlated Magnetic Source Layer, Figure 4 to the variability that characterizes a large
ittle part of the North Atlantic seafloor spreading
km- Th e variability of the magnetic source of these magnetic anomalies.
an simulated slow spreading anomalies (Figure 3) is

shown in Figure 4, confirming the obvious: vari-
unction. able magnetic anomalies have variable sources. process, alo indicates the high probability for

In the source section for a = 0.5 kmn, the mate- tilting of extrusi-!es after their original em-
rial representing each polarity interval appears placemen.. Because younger flous only overlap
as one magnetic body overlapping the previous older ones, there will be predominant tilt toward

e effec- one. Each unit consists of an integer number the younger part of the crust, but many cases of

ue t of one km-wide flows. The considerable variation opposite tilt aL13 can be observed as a result

umber of in source -layer thickness has no significant of the scatter of the infrequent emplacement

this - effect on the associated near-perfect magnetic process. The variability of the source layer 7-

ard anomalies seen in Figure 3. The variable thickness is identical for a = 2.5 km and a :
2), thickness of the source layer, which is a natural 0.5 km in Figure 3 (the thickness distribution -'

whic consequence of a random temporal em acemert is the Poisson distribution convolved with thewhich -
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texture of the magnetic source layer Simulations and Observations

This simple emplacement model generates an
extrusive source layer having the complex nature

a--- 25 5m which has become apparent from the ')eep Sea
Drilling Project holes into tne North Atlantic

X=50u/my basement (Hall, 1976). The variability is a
direct consequence of the fact that the emplace-
ment of the suurce layer is not continuous, but

_=05km rather it is derived from a discrete number of

--l X=5Ou/my major extrusive events at irregular time inter-
vals ard randomly distributed over an emplace-S4a, 2 2" ment zone of finite-width. Intrusive dikes and
sills, faults, and off-axis volcanism will
further contaminate the detailed nature of the
suurce layer, but the magnetic anomalies will

2.0 30mybp suffer only a small amount, due to the smoothing

L lOkm I effect of distance to the source.
In the FAMOUS area the estimated frequency ofFig. 4. The anomaly 2 and 2' soction of the cam- the emplacement of major volcanic units is 100

puter simulated source layers that were used to unit-'my (Ballard & van Andel, 1977). At a
calculate the anomalies in Figure 3. The widtl, total spreading rate of 20 mm/yr, this means
of the individual flows is 1 !am, the average an emplacement every 200 m of spreading on the
thickness of the source layer is 5 times the average (5 units/km); for an averge cross
average flow thickness, 4a indicates the scatter section of the units of 100,000 m , the average

of the individual flows and, consequently, the thickness of the extrusive source layer will be
theoretical transition width. The upper 3 layers
illustrate the variable texture of the extrusive
source layer and the high probability of find- hsr=5Omm/y, o-0O5km

ing vertical sections of mixecL magnetic polarity. 3' 4 4' 5
The variable texture also indicates the high
probability for tilting of the individual flows
after their original (horizontal) emplacement. A & X=5O u/my

The variability of the source layer thickness R
depends on k aud the width of the flows only,
which are identical for the upper 4 layer simu- lu00U/my
lations. The vertical exaggeration is 2 for an
average extrusive lpyer thickness of 500 m.

width of the individual flows and is independent k=500 u/my

of the standard deviation of emplacement). The
large a relative to the 1 km width of the flow:
has scattered the flows emplaced during the same block model

polarity event and there exists a high probabili "  
" 4 4"of finding vertical sections of mixed magnetic -1

polarity (Denham and Schouten, 1979). fT] M L
Simulated Fast Spreading Anomalies, Figure 5 6 8 IOmybp Ii

In Figure 5, we show the effect of spatial em- '0'K

placement frequency on 50 mm/yr simulated mag- Fig. The variability of magnetic anomalies
netic anomalies. The variability of these .pmv I for a "Pacific" spreading rate of 50
caslies is primarily caused by the variability 'i • a function of the average frequency of
the source layer thickness (the anomalies emp ac. ment X and a "Pacific" standard deviation

are normalized to the maximum amplitude ano of 6.5 km (Atwate- and Mudie, 1973). The X
clearly illustrate the increasing variability 5C0 units/my simulates magnetic anomalies quali-
with decreasing frequency of emplacement). tutively similar to the low variability anomalies- In order to simulate the less variable sea- observed in most of the fast spreading Pacific.floor spreading anomalies observed in the faster The spatial emplacement frequency is 10 units/km

spreading Pacific, the higher half-frequency of sprading, which is roughly equal to the 5 units/
emplacement of 500 units/my is required. This km estimated for the North Atlantic. The arrows
represents a spatial emplacement frequency of indicate the apparent short wavelength informa-
10 units/km spreading, which is roughly equal tion present in the anomaly 5 simulations which
to the Atlantic observations in FAMOUS. is caused by the variable source layer thickness.
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500 m; for an average width of the volcanic
es an units of 1000 m, the extrusive layer will be on
ex nature average 5 units thick. Theoe general statistics
Sea based on observations in the presently active
tlantic FAMOUS rift zone agree quite well with the re-
is a sults of Deep Sea Drilling in the older central
emplace- North Atlantic crust (DSDP Leg 52 Staff, 1977) EL41
ous, but wnich suggest a 500 - 1000 m thick extrusive S
mber of layer consisting of 5-10 major volcanic units. ST
e inter- Estimates of the magnetic source layer thickness SOUTH EAST EL4IA
mplace- i based on observed magnetic anomalies (Talwani INDIAN N
ikes and et al., 1971; Huestis and Parker, 1977) indicate
ill a similar range. /AA A N
of the Our anomaly simulations suggest that the vari-
: will ability of slow and fast spreading anomalies 200
smoothing can be explained by a spatial emplacement fre- .. sL

quency of 5-10 major extrusive units/km spreading V . 20KM

uency of For the slow spreading anomalies, an additional JAA i
is 10U standard deviation of final emplacement of-2.5km

At a is needed which, together -th the low frequency UNE 30
means of emplacement, generates .. variable quality
on the of the Atlantic observed an, .lies. For the NORTH UNE 32
oss faster spreading anomalies, the polarity tran- A
average sitions are more widely spaced and the standard PACIFIC
will be deviation of the final emplacement (<2.5 km) LINc. 34

only modifies the individual transitions. The
spatial emplacement frequency of 5-10 units/km
spreading generates a variability in between the A
polarity transitions which is qualitatively 250
similar to the short wavelength "wiggles" ob- GA-S

/my served in the faster spreading anomalies 20KM
(Blakely, 1974; Cande and LaBrecque, 1974).

Short Wavelength Information in Fast Spreading EQUATORIAL A A AA C1306
/my Anomalies, Figures 5 and 6 PACIFIC A A A AA A A A

Considerable short wavelength information is 5o
u/my presen in ooserved anomalies from widely sepa- GAlo

rated regions of equivalent age (Blakely et al.,

1975). Cande and LaBrecque (1974) and Blakely Fig. 6. Short wavelength anomalies observed in
(1974) correlated short wavelength anomalies in Indian Ocean and Pacific anomalies 5 (from:
the Pacific, which they attribute, respectively, Cande and LaBrecque, 1974). The arrows indicate
to fluctuations in magnetic intensity and to a dominant wavelength of 10-15 km, independent of
short polarity reversals of the paleomagnetic the spreading rate at which the anomalies were
field, formed. This apparent uniform wavelength is

In Figure 5, the arrows indicate the apparent similar to the wavelength that dominates mag-
short wavelength information present in the netic anomalies simulated over a white noise
anomaly 5 simulations which is caused by the source at anomaly 5 basement depth. The am-
fluctuations in the source layer thickness. plitude of these short wavelength anomalies

omalies The average wavelength of the short wavelength relative to the polarity reversal anomalies can
e oi 50 anomalies is 12.5 km for all X's. This apparent be modeled by an average emplacement frequencyuency of uniform wavelength can easily be understood. of 5-10 units/km seafloor spreading.
dencytiof The Poisson emplacement of extrusive uiits
he A generates a random source layer thickness vari-
e l ation. The spectrum of the magnetization distri- McCamy, 1972). Depending on the depth and
es quali- bution representing a source consisting of mag- thicknes3 of the source layer (the parameters
Pacific. netic units emplaced at Poisson distributed which determine the shape of the bandpass), the

units/km space intervals is white (i.e. equal for all magnetic anomalies will be dominated by a narrowe5units/ wavelengths) except for the mean value which rind of wavelengtna that suffer minimum atten-
e 5aunits/ represents the average layer thickness-times- uation. At first glance, this composite of a

he orra- magnetization (Lee, 1967, P. 244). The magnetic narrow wavelength band appears to be a one-
,anomaly observed at a distance to the source wavelength sinusoidal anomaly which is very
4hich anmlcbereotadstnetrhesucraelabent te sinusoidal anomaly whchi fvr

thickness. layer is a band-passed representation of the correlatable to another sinusoidal anomaly of
source signal (Schouten, 1971; Schouten and the same apparent wavelength. (Note: Although
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wavelengths are the same, the phases are not anomalies are most sensitive. An emplacement

coherent. Consequently, the apparent correla- rate of 5-10 units/km seafloor snreading, and a

tion will break down when submitted to rigorous standard deviation < 2.5 ior is a.,.ropriate for

cross-correlation.) both the poor quality of the Atlantic anomalies

The short wavelengtn anomalies observed in and the easily recognized Pacific anomalies.

Pacific and Indian Ocean anomalies 5, siown by The discontinuous emplacement model simulates

Cande and LaBrecque (1974) a- reprodiced in an extrusive source layer having the complex

Figure 6, display a dominant javelength of 10- nature which has become apparent from the Deep

15 kin, including anomaly 5 in the C!306 profile Sea Drilling Project holes into the North At-

in the Equatorial Pacific whrch contain:, twice lantic basement (Hall, 1976). A standard devia-

the number of peaks and troughs at twice the tion a = 2.5 k's scatters the flows emplaced
spreading rate. The uniform wavelength of the during tne same polarity event and there exists

observed short wavelength in anomalies (Fig- a high probability of finding vertical sections
ure 6) appears to be independent of spreading of mixed polarity an the extrusive layer. The
rate and is similar to the wavelength wtich variable thickness of the simulated source layer,

dominates magnetic anomalies simulated et the which is a natural consequence of the random
same distance (3.5 km) to a white noase source temporal emplacement process (and independent

(Figure 5). of the standard deviation)j also indicates the
Although the contribution of magnetic inten- high probability for tilting of the extrusives

sity fluctuations or short polarity reversals after their o,,iginal emplacement (i.e. finding
cannot be ruled out completely, it is highly variable magnetic inclinations in basement
plausible that most of the short wavelength holes). The va.-iable thickness of the magnetic
information present in observed anomalies from source layer causes noise which either drowns
widely separated regions of equivalent age is the suotleties of the reversal time scale signal
caused by the variable source layer thickness or masquerades as relevant short-wavelength in-
resulting from discontinuous emplacement. formation on the paleofield behaviour in fast

spreading magnetic anomalies.
Discussion and Conclusion The apparent wavelength of the "little wiggled'

observed in Pacific anomalies 5, is found to be
We are dealing only with qualitative estimates independent of spreading rate and similar to the

in our comparison of computer simulations and wavelength that dominates magnetic anomalies
actually observed magnetic anomalies. In our simulated over a white noise source (i.e. a
model, the temporal distribution of emplacement random variable thickness magnetic source layer)
of an extrusive source layer is treated in the placed at anomaly 5 basement depth.
same statistical manner (i.e. emplacement after Many other processes may effectively influence
Poisson distributed time intervals) as the spa- the recording in the magnetic source layer of
tial distribution of emplacement (i.e. Gaussian the Earth's reversal signal: for example,
distributed emplacement and stretching at the heterogeneity of the magnetic source material,
accreting boundary). Stretching refers to the dike injection, tectonism, off-axis volcanism,

im actual process of spreading of the b. ittle mag- hydrothermal alteration of the magnetic source e
netic source layer in the active rift, and is material. However, our model simulations suggest
assumed to be normally distributed about the that unless the spatial frequency of major ex-
mean spreading center. Stretching occurs by trusive emplacement is significantly bigher than
injection of dikes which feed extrusive magnetic the estimated 5-10 units/km spreading, most of
source material, injection of dikes which do the magnetic anomaly and in situ observations
not feed extrusive volcanism, normal faulting can be modeled by a simple two-parameter process
and open fissuring. The latter three stretching of statistically controlled temporal and spatial
activities can also occur outside the zone of empalcement of major extrusive units.
initial volcanic emplacement; in that case, The total source of the seafloor spreading

M the width of the final distribution of magnetic anomalies includes a second layer of relative
source material will roughly equal the width of low magnetization consisting of sheeted dikes

the zone of volcanic and tectonic stretching. and layered gabbro (Kidd, 1977b). Blakely
Consequently, it will be essentially impossible (1976) presented this two-layer model to ex-
to detect the width of the zone of initial ex- plain wide transitions estimated from surface
trusive emplacement (i.e. inner floor) by analy- anomalies by progressive weathering of the

a sis of the observed magnetic anomaly transi- highly magnetized extrusive layer which would
tion zones. reduce its contribution to the observed anoma-
In the slow spreading Atlantic, the quality of lies. However, the mixed polarities of the

the marine magnetic anomalies is quite sensitive extrusives found in the Deep Sea Drilling holes
to both the frequency of extrusive emplacement indicate that also wide scatter of final em-
A, and the standard deviation of final emplace- placement occurs and that the extrusive layer
ment a. In the fast spreading Pacific, the remains a likely source for the observed mag-
frequency of extrusive emplacement is the para- netic anomalies. We conclude that the discon-
meter to which the quality of the magnetic tinuous nature of extrusive emplacement is the
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ON THE LIKELIHOOD OF MIXED POLARITY IN OCEANIC BASEMENT DRILL CORES

Charles R. Denham and Hans Schouten

Woods Hole Oceanographic Inlstitution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Abstract. The probability of striking mixed Statistical Model
magnetic polarities in a deep oceanic crustal
drill hole depends most heavily on the spreading We will invoke a Gaussian spatial behavior
rate, the width of the median valley where and a Poisson temporal behavior for the accumu-
lavas accumulate and the width of the active lation of overlapping extrusive units of finite
spreading (stretching) zone. The temporal rate width. The half-spreading-rate is the parameter
of extrusive activity has a relatively small which links the various spatial and temporal
effect. Numerical simulations and statistical aspects of the model, including the magnetic
estimates show that in slow spreading rate crust, polarity timescale. We will calculate the
mixed polarity is very likely to occur both near probability of mixed polarity as a function of
to and far away from the polarity boundaries age for several reasonable values of the key
which are inferred from the seafloor spreading statistical parameters, and will show that mixed
magnetic anomalies. polarity is nearly inevitable over substantial

portions of the slowly-spreading Atlantic system,
Introduction but rare in the faster sp. ading Pacific system.

The most important parameter here is the charac-
The variability of oceanic crustal emplacement teristic width of the final lava distribution;

is vividly demonstrated by the common occurrence the least important is the frequency of extrusive
of mixed magnetic polarity in basaltic cores activity.
raised by the Deep Sea Drilling Project (eg. The final spatial distribution of extrusive
Hall, 1976). Although some of the mixed polarity material depends upon a combination of three
observations may be due to sample misorientation, factors: 1) the width of the zone of extrusion,
it is now abundantly clear that genuine magnetic which we characterizt by the standard deviation
polarity reversals have been recorded within the a of a Gaussian distribution; 2) the widths
basaltic column. Since geomagnetic polarity o? the flows, which we assume are a constant w,
reversals probably require several thousands of centered on their vents; and 3) the width of the
years to occur (Cox and Dalrymple, 1967; Opdyke stretching zone, characterized by Gaussian a
et al., 1973), it is reasonable to infer that where the actual spreading takes place by dike
the emplacement process itself also requires injection, open fissuring, and normal faulting.
at least a similar length of time to be completed The extrusion and stretching zones are centered
at a particular site. on the ridge axis, and the majority of both
Schouten and Denham (1979) modeled the oceanic activities occurs in its near vicinity (95% with-

crustal accretion as the combined realization of in ± 2 standard deviations). Their combined
several statistical processes, to study the result is itself roughly Gaussian, so we have
variability of marine magnetic anomalies. Here, characterized it also by a standard deviation,
we will adopt the same model of overlapping lava a. The correct probability density curves are

[ flows from episodic volcanic activity to investi- derived and illustrated in Appendix I.
gate the likelihood that two or more magnetic
polarity zones would be observed in a vertical A. Gaussian Spatial Distribution
basement drill core. The assessment will be

-| based on the ranges of emplacement parameters In order to simplify the calculations, we
J im which are inferred from the magnetic anomalies assumed at the outset that the final probability

and from actual geological observations, density distribution of lavas is Gaussian, with
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5 2.5 0 a.5 5km - 10 mm/yr-.- 3 35 4my

Young Old
Probability for mixed polarity: Single try 8 15 13

Example parameters
o =2.5 km 50 units/my. 60 77 86 3

= 50 units/my Mixing probability 6 26 One-sided
w=1 km

r hs~r. = 10mm/yr ((
hr. 1 /Two-sided

-umu- Age = 3.5m.y.
nite
meter Fig. 1. Schematic of the procedure for calcu-
1I lating the probability of striking mixed magnetic
c polarity in a deep basement drill hole at a

particular site. The spatial probability den-
of sity function (top left) is convolved with the

Y flow width (top middle) to convert from probabil-
mixed ity density to probability (top right). The
ial polarity sequence, converted from time to dis-
ystem, tance via the spreading rate, is superimposed on
stem. the probability curve, and the joint probabil-
arac- ities for mixed polarity (right side of figure)
on; are computed by conventional means. (Numbers
rusive are percentages.)

e
standard deviation a, rather than the slightly site would be affected by any material from a

ion, skewed forms shown in Appendix I. particular geomagnetic polarity (time) interval.
ion As illustrated at the top of Figure 1, the The combination of probabilities from all the

probability density function is converted to a polarity intervals then leads to the probability
w, probability function by convolving it with a for mixed polarity at that site.
the unit-height rectangular waveform of width w, As shown in Appendix II, the only values

representing the flow width. That is, the prob- needed for merging a particular polarity interval
ke ke ability Po(x) at distance x is: with the Poisson distributed (temporal) extrusive

ng. activity are the average single-flow probability
red1 /x+w/2 within the interval, and the number of flowsP (x) --- exp(u 2/2o)du (1) likely to issue forth during the interval. The
with- a x-w/2r extrusion rate is characterized by X, the average

x-wl2 number of flows per million years.
T If the i-th polarity interval is defined between -The geomagnetic polarity timescale (converted distances x1 and x2, then the probability of atto distance) is then superimposed on the new least one flow from that interval touching the

curve: whose median is positioned at the drill- site is: 4
site. The result shows the probability that a
single flow of a certain polarity from a partic- i ( x2) i.1-e-(x 2 - x1) (2)
ular age would affect the site.

B. Poisson Temporal Distribution where a is a combination of parameters: I
ity 2

By specifying the rate at which successive 1I
f__ 2 P W(x (3lavas issue forth under the Gaussian spatial = hsr7 x2_xo dx (3)

behavior, we can investigate whether a particular Xl1
DENHALM 161 (
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a :t2.5*m w:fkm HSR A example. The results we will now describe are
mm/yr u/my for full, two-side calculations.

30 Results

0 The probabilities of mixed-polarity for various
parameter combinations are shown in Figures 2 and
3 for the past 10 million years of the geomagnet- R

lAA*A A!~aA~AA h~ ~ ic polarity timescale (LaBrecque et a!., 1977).SO lie believe that the Atlantic system is most
Jappropriately modeled in curve 2a, where the

zone of emplacement and/or tectonic stretching is
SC. some 10 Xilometers ide (o = 2.5 kmn), the half-

spreading-rate is 10 r/yr, and the extrusion
50 half-rate is about 50 flows/my. These values

]fl.A fd '  AA AAl AI&, | are supported by actual geological observations
(Ballard and van Andel, 1977; Macdonald ana

dLuyendyk, 1977). For the Pacific system, curve
5 o 250 3d .s the most appropriate, with its narrower

accumulation zone, faster spreading, and presum-
ably higher frequency of volcanic activity. The

0 narrower zone of accumulation is deduced from
W MY to the greater sharpness of magnetic anomaly tran-

Fig. 2. Probability of striking a polarity sitions in the Pacific (Atwater and Mudie, 1973;
reversal in a deep basement drill core, plotted BlaKely, 1974). More frequent volcanism is in-
as a function of age. A a = 2.5 km sicuation ferred from submersible observations (R. Ballard,
is depicted in this figure for various emplace- personal communication, 1978) that the Atlantic
ment parameters. Tne dashed line marks 3.5 yr, and Papific extrusive bodies are similar in
which was used in the Figure I example. spdcing, implying more frequent acti- Ity in the

Pacific to account for the faster spreading.
In the Atlantic model, high probabilities for

The function P (x) is given in Equation 1. mixed polarity dominate almost everywhere rather
The ratio (W/hsr) serves to convert flows per than only close to the inferrrd crustal polarity
time (X) to flows per distance via the half- boundaries. For the past 10 my, noteable ex-
spreading-rate hsr. The resultant 8 then is used ceptions occur over the long Brunhes interval,
in Equation 2, which is the conventional Poisson the middle Matuyama, and the anomaly 5 regior.
probability for at least one success (i.e. rele-
vant lava).From knowing the probability P11 of a hit by one

or more of the j normal polarity (time) interval4 0 oOkm wzfkm H.SR A
and also the probability PR of a hit by one or.l mm/yr u/my
more of the k reversed intervals, we can merge -
them to obtain the probability Pvxed for at 53
least one of each:

N1b
N i 

50
-= P1i Ii. oi*5

1 E 1 PR (5)

-PP A____ I___A _
" Mixed =  NP (6) 4--- -. ..... A .... .

Probabilities for the Figure 1 example are s 50 50

shown at the lower right. It is clear fromAppendix I that no distinction needs to be made 1
between polarity intervals from the old-side and
from the young-side of the drillsite. The sepa-
ration in Figure I serves only to show the rela- Fig. 3. Same as Figure 2, for a a = 0.5 km
tive influence of each side for that particular situation.
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are The Pacific model is very different, with near-
zero probabilities everywhere except close to /
polarity transitions. 1

The key features which distinguish the Atlantic
and Pacific models are the spatia jistribution

various of lava emplacement, and the spreading rate. , V /
The temporal rate of extrusive activity as aand 1!

magnet- secondary importance: it strongly influences the
977). local probabilities for mixed polarity, but it 0
t does not extend the region of influence laterally
he very effectively. This finding should be compared
hing is with the conclusion of Schouten and Denham (1979)
half- that the rate of extrusive activity is very im-
ion portant to the quality of the lineated seafloor Ve/occ

ues spreading magnetic anomalies. Y cww
tions 0 [i ,
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the The slope of tne age curve (i.e. dT(x)/dx) is
Appendix I. The Stretching Function the stretching fanction.

for The magnetization curve after an arbitrarily
ather The apparent instantaneous center of seafloor long time To is given by plotting Df(x) as a
arity spreading is the position at which spreading is function of hsr • (T(x) + T ), where hsr is the
x- actually occurring. If we consider the average half-spreading-rate, assumed constant at great
al, spreading center to be fixed at the ridge axis, distance from the ridge axis. Since T(x) is
on. and further if we assume that the spreading is essentially linear beyond a few standard devia-

symmetrically away from the instantaneous center tions, this curve shows the relation between the
at the half-spreading rate hsr, then the average distance and the density of lavas of a certain
velocity V (x ) of motion of material at distance age.

.R A 70 away from he ridge axis -an be expressed Appendix Figure Al shows the vclocity and time
'r U/my as a function of the spatial probability density (age) curves for Gaussian stretching in which

D (x) of a combination of diie injection, open the extrusive standard deviation ae and the
-- 50 fissures, and normal faulting, stretching standard deviation are equal (unity

in the graph). It is readily apparent that the
0 spreading rate is constant beyond about 2a, and

V (x) :hsr D (x)*dx (A.1) that the average age of material at any x is
0 s slightly greater than would be expected for vol-

50 - 0 canic emplacement confined to the exact center of
the ridge crest only. The reason is that close

- The average age of material at distance x0 is to the ridge axis, the material undergoes a
-then biased random walk back-and-forth, making slower

x0  progress away from the axis than does material
1 I' 1 already much farther away. For as ae 1,0 j - dx (A.2) the relation at large x is-4 -T x )  V(x)

0 T(x) = x + 6.67 (A.4)

If an initial spatial probability density of
50 |extrusives -x) were allowed to spread according Appendix Figure 2A shows the stretching which

to the aboveeplan, then the final probability would be experienced by an initial Gaussian lava
density Df would be given by pile. The final result is non-Gaussian, with

skewness toward the ridge axis for se 2.2%
1 and skewness away from the ridge axis for e >

km _D . D (x) (A.3) 2.2a.. Integration of those stretched-Gaussian
dT(x)/dx e curves yields the magnetization curve for a
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.- curve is only 0.3ae away from the median posi-.201 .2f /, -- tion. We took advantage of this similarity by

/ /using a Gaussian approximation of the stretched-
. Gaussian for constructing text Figures 2-3.

WLen ae = as, the differences are negligible for
/ our purposes.

/4 10 -52= Appendix I. Average Probability

* /Consider a time-interval which has been
vided into N partitions, with probability - that

.05/ an attempt will occur within any particular one
/ of them. Furthermore, assign probability P.

for a success within the i-th partition if an
o 4attempt were actually to occur at that time. Theprobability that no success will occur in the

DISTANCE (or) i-th partition is then (I - ). (A.5)
The probability that no successes will occur

Fig. A2. Stretched Gaussian curves for various in any of the partition-is
values of ae/Os, calculated by text Equation 3.
Their integrals (dashed) show the shapes of the N aP
corresponding magnetic polarity transition zone. 11 (0 - (A.6)

i~ l

polarity transition region. Several examples
are shown. In the limit as N-1 this expression is equiv-
To quantify the probability of striking polar- alent "

ity reversals in deep crustal drill holes, the I aP. N
iihal probability density curve of the lava pile lie I ---.

-
. 3 (A.7)

(i.e. the stretched-Gaussian here) is the one N N
which should be convolved with the magnetic
polarity timescale (converted to a spatial scale Note how only the average P (F) is needed here.
via the spreading rate) represented as a (+1, -1) The probability of at least one success during
telegraph wave. For cs Z ae, Appendix Figure A3 the whole time interval is the one'.- complement
shows the comparison between the final curve and of the latter expression i.e.:
the original Gaussian, with both curves centered
at the peak-value and normalized to unit area. I - eaP]  (A.8)
The differences between them are not great.Both of them have about 95% of their area within References
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A MODEL FOR THE STRUCTURAL STATE OF THE UPPER HALF KILOMETER

OF NORTH ATLANTIC, OCEANIC LAYER 1

J. M. Hall4

Department of Geology, Palhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 335

Abstract. A new model is developed to explain (v) Distinct lithological and magnetic differ- Fig.
indications of considerable tectonic rotations ences between drill holes separated by 50 to of a

within the upper half kilometer of oceanic layer 2 450 m. inne
in the North Atlantic. The model invokes several (vi) The occurrence of tectonized plutonic

processes that are likely to occur in the inner sequences in contact with pillow sequences in

mt4f n ralley of the Mid Atlantic Ridge. It is upper laver 2.
suggesLed chat the overall process of structural No single line of evidence indicates directly
evolution should be vie.:ed as an integral part, the structural state of the upper half kilometer This
with vulcanicity and geothermal activity, of the of layer 2. Focal mechanism solutions can only be ithat d
process of heat loss from the asthenospbere, expected to approximate in a gross way to the de- s tion f

tails of local strain relief. It is often impos- teton
Introduction sible to distinguish between original-ocean-floor rotati

and emplacement structures in ophiolites. Surface sa
Thi shrtpapr smmrizs adicusionefobservations of layer 2 structures can only pro- J_ for se

structural state of oceanic layer 2 given in a vide free surface boundary conditions. Paleo .ag- that il

I

review of the main results of North Atlantic netic data can often be interpreted in terms of fi state
oceanic basement drilling (Hall and Robinson, to either geomagnetic or geological history. Lateral ation
appear in Science). At the Second Ewing Symposium changes could be accounted for by the limited tion d
it was suggested several times that oceanic layer lateral extent of'submarine volcanic units. Ad- dicato
2 consisted largely of little rotated (but per- ditional difficulties are that core recovery in and, t
haps extensively faulted) material. It is con- oceanic basement is usually low, particularly so magnet

ilsidered valuable to presen zre an alternative far as fragile horizons are concerned, and that oceans
.- view-that large ( 40*) tectonic rotations are the common pillow basalt sequences of oceanic The

not uncommon. Thne evidence for the model is given basement do not contain conventional tilt indica- evolut
below. tors such as bedding planes. median

Since the argument given here in favour of ex- illust:Evidence tensive tectonic disruption depends largely on the a new,

A number of lines of evidence indicate that paleomagnetic evidence it will be necessary to and Ve
uppermost ocean c-ust is likely to be tectonical- give this in more detail. Three aspects of the growth
ly disrupted: paleomagnetie results are thought to be signifi- of the
M1 The location of earthquake epicentres cant. is bas

Salong active spreading centers. 1. A number of long vertical intervals of up to ly in
(ii) The folding and faulting of ophiolites. 580 m extent are characterized by stable magnetic hsi

S(iii) Fissuring, faulting and minor rotation of inclinations that are significantly different from
the upper surface of layer 2 as observed from sub- ideal dipole inclinations. Significant here meant, oeai
mersibles, that divergence between measured and ideal inclina- oan.

i(iv) Deviations of several kinds from dipole tions is greater than the expected range of secular line o4,

i

Spaleomagnetic directions in drill cores from variation. (Holes 332, 333A, 396B, 417D and per- part ol

layer 2. haps in some of the shallow holes in the 407 to 413 the aci
sequence). rotati4~~~2. Continuous change of stable magnetic inclin-thtt

I~ iFo yug rut < 0my iea dpleinli- ation with depth, usually within one lithological- Tchange,
atios are calculated from I =tan

-
' (2 tan O) geochemical unit, is observed in Holes 395, 410A single

were E)is the Site latitude. For older crust the and 418A. Te
latitude is with respect to a paleomagnetie pole as 3. One or more reversals ithin a vertical can be! determined by study as a continent coupled by a sequence occur in Holes 332A, 334, 395, 396B, 407, the ed.

Spassive margin to the ocean crust in question. 410 and 418A. to the
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port it has subsided by several hundred meters un-
til it is almost awash in sediment, rubble and the
distal ends of younger flows. It is suggested
that the subsidence is accompanied by large scale
rotation and fracturing into a number of fairly
large segments. Rotation could be the result of
either or both mechanical instability of the edi-
fice or of lateral change in strength of the
underlying valley floor. It is during this slow-- " . / downlimb convection, consisting of transport and

/ ~subsidence, which may be viewed as part of the
process of heat loss from the asthenosphere, that
the pattern of large tectonic tilts and rapid
lateral lithological and paleomagnetic variabilityis / s acquired. It is suggested that the pattern is

v - e- essentially frozen-in by this position so that the
distal ends of flows from newer edifices, which mayaerie differ- Fig. 1. Structural consequences of the formation now cap the subsided older edifice, will be un-by 50 to of a new volcanic edifice on the floor of the rotated. It requires from 1 to 2 x l0S years at a

inner median valley oE the Mid Atlantic Ridge. spreading rate of % 1 cm.yr - 1 for an edifice to beplutonic sufficiently subsided to be covered by these youn-
ences in ger flows and ;or at least the Neogene this inter-

es directly The Structural Model val will often contain a reversal of geomagneticpolarity. In this way a cap of a different polar-If kilometer This structural model is based on the assumption ity, with close to ideal dipole stable paleomagne-
s can only be that deviations of stable paleomagnetic inclina- tic inclination, can be expected to be present in
y to the de- tion from ideal dipole1 are solely the result of some crustal sections.
often impos- tectonic rotations. If this is true tectonic
*-ocean-floor rotations of at least 40' are quite conon. This Implications and Weaknesses of the Modeltes. Surface is an extreme assumption since it does not allown only pro- for secular variation. It is suggested, however, If the model is correct a number of implications

Paleomag- that it is a justifiable assumption as the present follow:
n terms of state of knowledge does not allow any other explan- 1. That slow spreading, Atlantic type crust con-
ory. Lateral ation for the phenomena. Thus, stable magnetiza- sists of a large scale tectonic mdlange to a depth
limited tion directions are demonstratably rather good in- of at least half a kilometer.

units. Ad- dicators of original magnetizing field directions, 2. That reliable plate motion estimates are un-
ecovery in and, there is no reason to believe that the geo- likely to be obtained from Atlantic type crustal
icularly so magnetic field is essentially different over the sections. This follows since most of a section is
and that oceans and continents. likely to Le considerably tectonically rotated,

t oceanic The model is best explained by observing the without the prospect of unique tilt correction,
tilt indica- evolution of newly formed crust within the inner

median valley of the Mid Atlantic Ridge. Figure 1your of ex- illustrates the valley at the time of formation of ti=-2xOyr
argely on the a new volcanic edifice of the form of Mts. Pluto
essary to and Venus of the FAMOUS study area. Note that
cts of the growth faults are active during the accumulation
be signifi- of the thicker parts of the edifice. This feature Wol ndidKNOIeY

is baseu .- --..e observation that the crust direct-
als of up to ly in front of thick submarine flows yields by

ble magnetic normal faulting (Ballard and Van Andel, 1977). flowfrom
ifferent from This indicates that the strength of very young
nt here means oceanic crust is less than the stress exerted by
ideal inclina- loading it with a single thick flow. If a hinge
nge of secular line occurs between a growth fault and another
17D and per- part of the edifice then continuous rotation of
the 407 to 413 the accumulating flow will occur, with the maximum

rotation at the base of the flow. It is suggested
etic inclin- that this process can account for the continuous
ithological- change of stable magnetic inclination within a Ikiometbeedrp

rotaled fsois of Ober395, 410A single uit, as noted above. edsfig (no wtikoteogembn)
-The other features of the paleomagnetic results

ertical - can be explained by reference to Figure 2. Here Fig. 2. Structural consequences of the translation
396B, 407, - the edifice of Figure 1 has now been transported of the volcanic edifice of Figure 1 to the margin

to the margin of the inner valley. During trans- of the inner median valley.
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while unrotated caps where they occur, will contain since DSDP Leg 37 (1974) with Paul Robinson.too little paleomagnetic information to allow Others who have added to and productively criti-secular variation effects to be removed by averaging. cized the model are Peter Lonsdale, MatthewThe main weakness of this model is the present alisbury, an Gibson and Clinton illigan.difficulty in checking the basic assumption--that
deviations from ideal dipole paleomagnetic inclin-ations are solely the result of tectonic tilting, Referencesby an independent means. It will be of great valuein furthering our understanding of the structure of B R.D., and Tj.H. Van Andel,oceanic layer 2 if another tilt indicator can be allard, cton Tfh inne lMorphology

ani tectonics of the inner rift valley at lat.
identified. It will also be of value if original 36*50'N on the Mid Atlantic Ridge, Geol. Soc.(ocean floor) and emplacement structural featuresof ophiolite sequences can be distinguished. Am r u l 8, 5 7 5 0 9 7Hall, J.M., and P.T.R. Robinson. Deep crustalAcknowledgments. 'ost of the ideas presented drilling in the North Atlantic ocean: A pro-here have developed as the result of discussions gress report, (to appear in Science).
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A pro- Institut fur Aligemeine and Angewandte Geophysik, Ludwig-.Max5milians-Iiniversitat

Munchen, Munich, FRG

Peter Eisenach

Institut fur Ailgemeine and Angewandte Geologie, Ludwig-MIaximilians-Universitat
Munchen, Munich, FRG

Ulrich Bleil

Institut fur Geophysik, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, Bochum-Querenburg, FRG

Abstra-.t. The correlation between rature Tc and the oxidat.on parameter z
submarine weathering and magnetic pro- has been determined from the analysis of
perties of ocean floor basalt has been
studied on samples from 12 different Fe203/Fe203 + FeO
oceanic sites: 10 sites in the Atlantic,
I in the Pacific and 1 in the zediterra- of separated titanomagnetites. This corre-
nean sea. In agreement with earlier lation does not agree with the correspond-
studies it has been found that the natu- ing one derived from the data of Readman
ral magnetization of ocean floor basalts and O'Reilly (1972).
is carried by small grains of titanomagne- The Curie temperature of ocean floor
tites with average volume content of 1%. hasalts increases with increasing age of

These titanomagnetites are oxidized the oceanic crust. Although there is con-
grandually under suboceanic conditions siderable scatter in the data, it seems
and form thereby cation deficient spinels, that Tc increases proportionally with the
the so-called titanomaghemites. This oxi- logarithm of age. The upper 600 m of the
dation proceeds at low temperatures, most predominantly pillow basalts of the At-
likely at bottom water temperature. lantic ocean floor are alterd more or less

The primary composition of oceanic uniformly with respect to the magnetic
titanomagnetites varies only within minerals. However within single litho-
narrow limits. From the samples studied logical units there is a slight decrease
in this paper a primary composition of of oxidation rate with depth.

2+ 3+. . The saturation magnetization of
e. 5 0 e 0 . 7 7T0. 5 8 l0. 07 Mg 0 . 0 6Mn 0 . 0 2 4  oceanic basalts first decreases with in-

is deduced. Microprobe analyses of tita- creasing low temperature oxidation until
nomagnetites in combination with Curie the oxidation parameter reaches z = 0.60.
temperature measurements indicate that the Beyond this z-value, for further increas-
dominating mechanism of titanomagnetite ing oxidation, it increases again. This
oxidation under oceanic conditions is iron- variation of magnetization can be ex-
migration: Fe migrates out of the spinel plained q-alitatively by a simple model
lattice and is either incorporated in he assuming Fe-migration first from the
surrounding clay minarals, or transported octahedral spinel lattice sites and theno
elsewhere by sea water. The process of Fe- from the tetrahedral sites. The high
migr-tion is limited by the amount of Fe 2+ amplitudes of the maesozoic marine mag-
left .n the spinel lattice; for each Fe- netic anomalies co.dld possibly be caused
ion leaving the crystal another by this process. The jurassic maonetic
Fe 2+ is. converted to Fe 3+. Fe-migration quiet zone -ould then be explained by
causes the Fe/Ti ratio of titanomagnetite inversion of the completely oxidized J T _
to change during oxidation. titanomagnetites to non-magnetilc mineral

A correlation between the Curie tempe- phases.
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The direction of the natural remanent 1974; Honnorex et al. 1978). The changes
magnetization of ocean fluor basalts is with respect :o A1203 , MnO, total Fe,

changed by sea floor alteration. TiO2 and Na20 are generally much smaller
and quite variable; the various authors

Introduction present contradictory data for these
oxides.

Studies of core- from the ocean crust Also the magnetic minerals, predomi-
recovered by te DeeD Sea Drilling Pro- nantly titanomagnetites, are affected by
ject's ship Glomar Challenger have made it the submarine weathering which conse-
clear that the ocezn flopr is permeable quently influences the magnetic proper-
to seawater. These studies suggest that ties of the ocean floor basalts. various
all the crust down to at least 60Cm depth, characteristics of the marine magnetic
the deepest crustal penetration sofar, has anomalies are ascribed to the process
b-een alterd to some deg ee by cold, rather of submarine weathering of the titanomag-
than hot, seawater. Seawater has percolated netites, in particular the prominence of
into the crust over millions of years and -he central anomaly and the gradual de-
slowly reacted with the rocks, producing crease in amplitude of the anomalies
chemical chanaes quite different from vth i-c-easing age on both sides of an
those ocurring at njih temperatures. active spreading ridge Irving 1970).

This process, generally termed subma- Compared to the studies of the
rine weathering, is characterized by marked alteration of silicate minerals theincreases of the K20, H20+ and H20- con- effect of submarine weathering of the
tents, and the Fe203/FeO ratio, while the opaque, magnetic minerals has been some-

1 contents decrease (S. Hart 1969, 1971; tribute to the question t.f how submarine
Miyashiro et al. 1969;R. Hart 1970, 1973 a, weathering and magnetic properties of
b; Hekinian 1971; Mathews; Shido et al. ocean floor basalts are correlated.
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Samples Experimental methods

All ocean floor basalt samples stu- Reflected light microscopy:

died in this paper can be very broadly Polished sections were studied under
termed oceanic tholeiites. They come reflected light using a Leitz Ortholux Pol
from 11 different Deep Sea Drilling Pro- microscope. Volume content of the opaque

- ject (SDP) sites and from the FAMO, phases and their mean grain diameter were
area. The locatities are displayed in measured on a Quantimet; image analyzing
fig. 1. The majority of the samples device. Conventional point counting was also

comes from the atlantic ocean. The samples done -a some samples for comparison. The
from sites 332 A and B, 395 A, 396 B and result: deviate systematically, point coun-
417 A are from the deepest DSDP sites ting giving values higher by a factor of
drilled so far in the atlantic, with 1.5-2.5, depending cn the grain size and
basement penetrations between about '200 the number of grains inalyzed per unit area.
and 500 m. The other sites used in this To aid the identitication of the magne-
study have much shallower penetrations, tic minerals ax2 their variable stages of

apart from the Mediterranean site 373 A meghemitization magnetic colloid has also
(see table 1). been used.

Some of the samples were treated by
ionic etching (Soffel and Petersen 1971) to
enhance the optical contrast for the obser-
vation of the size and structure of volume

TABLE 1. Location of Samples used in this Study change cracks ("shrink cracks") in the ti-
tanomagnetite grains. The volume change

DSDP Water Basa't cracks have also been observed under a

Leg Site Position Depth Penetration Age scranning electro microscope (Stereoscan,

) (M) (m.y.) Cambridge Instr.).

54001.00'N X-ray measuremerts:
12 112 3667 3 66 Lattice constants of separated Fe-Ti

46036.24'W5966"2'W spinels were de-termined by the conventional
12 214 26"°°'W 1937 5 12 Debye-Scherrer technique. The uncertainty

36052.72'4N in the determinations is of the order of
37 332A 3356'W 1806 333 3.5 0.005 A.37 332A 33038.46, Wi

36052.72 N3 37 332B 36 1806 583 3.5 Microprobe analysis:
33 038.46'W The instrument used during this study
39o43.68N

3 42 373A 9 3 351/ 187 5 was an ARL - SEMQ electron microprobe equi-*
403A 1.651 pped with 5 spectrometers, located a" the

4 43 384 529' 3920 5 105 Department of Physics, University of Lau-

31011 21I'l sanne-Dorigny, Switzerland, and also a

4 43 386 6401494W104 Geoncan, Cambridge Instruments electron
32019.204w microprobe equipped with 2 spectrometers

4 43 387 67040 5118 3 135 and located at the School of Physics,

22045.35' University of Newcastle, England.
46004.90'W 4484 92 7 The titanomagnetite grains selected

4 for the microprobe analyses had to be ho-
45 4 395A 22045 35'N 44P4 571 7 mogeneous and larger than 10 :uicrons in -

45o395 94'22458.wN diameter. The latter criterion limited the

45 45 396A 8058,' 4450 96 9 number of analyzed samples to 23. The 23
39 4303.95' samples were prepared as polished sections

6 2235914' 4459 255 9 and coated with a thin carbon layer.
45 46 43o30.90,W Accerleration voltage of the ARL instrument

25006 69'N 5460 219 109 was 15 kV, and of the Geoscan 20 kV. Speci-
46 51 41iA 68002.82'w men current was 4OnA. These condi. ions gave

25006.691N
51 31 417D 68002.82'W 5480 188 109 an analysis spot area of about 1-2 microns.

417D25006 69'N The counting period was chosen as 20 sec.
51 S.°O417' 5480 169 109 All titanomagnetite grains were analyzed

568O2.82'W for Fe, Ti, Al, M4, Mn, Cr and Si. The last

52 5- 42OA 3236 53 2 element was measured to estimate the contri-
105026.14'W o.12- bution of the surrounding silicate matrix to
36049.00' N

54 JS Area 33016.00' 2800 - 0.48 the analysis, and we rejected analyses
54_F ____S Area 33o16.00,W _ ,iving apparently high Si contents, assuming i
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that titanomagnetite does not contain Si. ramagnetism. From the thermomagnetic
As reference for the analyses synthetic curves the Curie temperatures were
spinels were used with the following determined by a graphical method
compositions: following Gromm& et al. (1969). The

uncertainty in the absolute value of
Fe Ti Al .Mg 7Mn.V the magnetization is about 3%.

2.24 0.64 0.0590.07 0010.01 4 The N~el curve-type of the magne-
tic spinel phase has been determinedFe2. 29Ti0. 6 4Al0 .03Mg0 .6404  by measuring the magnetization of the
rock samples in the temperature range

Fe Ti Al 0g Qbetioeen liquid nitrogen temperature2.1 0.64 0.03'g0.0404 and the Curie temperature in a magne-
tic field of 10.100 Oe. In this case

The analyses were corrected for dead the paramagnetism of the silicates and
time, drift, x-ray absorption and x-ray the super-paramagnetism of very fine
fluorescence. The results are given as titanomagnetite grains has to be takenweight percent of the elements, instead into account. Their contribution was
of the usually given oxides, as oxygen determined from the linear field depen-
cannot be measured with the microprobes dence of the magnetization, obtained
used in this study. after saturation of the ferrimagnetic

mineral phase, and measured at constantChemical analysis: temperatures. Fig. 2.he FeO/Fe 2 0 ratio has been deter- venient1mined for separated titanomagnetites Natural remanent magnetization: is commoand for the corresponding bulk rocks. The natural retuanent magnetization posed inFor the determination of ferrous iron (NMI) was measured with a Digico Spinner of Fe-mithe rock powder was dissolved in a mix- Magnetometer. The "stable" remanence
ture of hydrofluoric and sulfuric acid. direction was determined after removing with graThe FeO content was measured by titra- the unstable magnetization components Howevertion with potassium bichromate, the by stepwise alternating field demagne- exceptio]total iron content by atomic absorption. tization. where piThe Fe^0 3 content was derived by sub- the titatractiig the titrated FeO from total Opaque minerals contained in ocean usually
iron. For the separated titanomagneti- floor basalts. copic (i.tes the silicon content was also mea- of micro
sured by atomic absorption to determine The opaque minerals in ocean floor descript
the degree of purity, basalt are p'adominant.y titanomagneti- nomagnet

tes. They are initially stoichiometric early woSeparation of magnetic minerals: members of the solid solution series letal fo
The magndtic minerals(predominantly Fe Ti 0 (0 S xtitan.magnetite) were separated from 3x 1) with magnetite le ca number of samples. The separation ias (x=0) and ulv6spinel (x=1) endmembers late cry

carried out in two steps: first by a (fig.2). Inthand magnet from a acetone slurry of As we will discuss further below, two sizefinely crushed rock powder, then by the range of compositions of the pri- are obsezcentrifuging the material in Clerici's mary titanomagnetites in ocean floor ration usolution. Due to the fine grain size basalts, prior to any alteration, is very usually
and the skeletal shape of the titano- limited, with vQst of the x-values bet- forms, anmagnetites the purity of the extracted ween 0.58 and 0.65. of visibimaterial was on average only about 50%. The titanomagnetite volume content commonlyThe degree of purity has been determi- in ocean floor basats varies between content ined by a chemical measurement of the 0.1 and 5%. A volume -ontent of 1% is the titars licon content of the separate. typical for the pillow basalts from the Cont

Atlantic ocean floor. basalts
Thermomagnetic curves: Titanomagnetite is the main carrier nearly a.Thermomagnetic curves (temperature of remanent maqnetization, the contri- size betdependence of strong field induced ma- bution of the other opaque minerals can contentgnetization) were measured with a Forrer- be neglected normally. Figs. 3 and 4 of a priitype automatically recording transla- show titanomagnetite grains in oceanic secondar,

tion balance, the sample environment tholeiite, of typical skeletal shape. rite). Tbeing argon. This is a general feature in oceanFor the Curie temperature measurement flooi tholeiites. Titanomagnetlte ske- from the
a magnetic field of 1800 Oe was letons even occur in thick flows with sulfidechosen to reduce the influence of pa- low cooling rates in the center parts,i droplets
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Fig. 2. Ternary diagram FeO-Fe2O3-TiO 2 . The composition of titanomagnetites can con-
veniently be represented in this diagram. Low temperature oxidation of titanomagnetite
is commonly thought to proceed along the line Fe/T. = const. The oxidation model pro-

ion posed in this study proceeds along the line Ti/O = const.which represents a process
nner of Fe-migration.

ig with grain sizes upto 1 mm in length. of restricted outgassing of submarine
However such large grain sizes are the basalts (Ade-Hall et al 1976). The main
exception in the Atlantic ocean floor, portion of the sulfides consists of
where pillow basalts predominate. Here pyrrhotite and intergrowths of pyrrho-
the titanomagnetite grain size is tite with pyrite and subordinatt chal-

3an usually very small, between submicros- copyrite. Fig. 5 shows the oxidation
copic (i.e. sub-micron) and a few tens of initial pyrrhotite to pyrite and
of microns ( gm). (The most detailed magnetite, and simultaneous dissolu-

or description of skeletal forms of tita- tion into chalcopyrite and pentlandite. E
nomagnetite in basalts is still the In many other cases iron hydroxides
early work of Lindlay 1926). The ske- give evidence for the or.ginal existen-
letal form indicates either rapid ce of sulfides. Other opaque phases

cooling of the liquid basalt oz very which are sometimes also present are
late crystallization of the titano- chromium spinels, iln.enite, hematite
magnetites due to low oxygen fugacity. and iron-hydroxide, the later two pha-

In the coarser grained basalts ses only is strongly altered rocks.
two size fractions of titanomagnetite Euhedral cubic chromium spinel
are observed normally, a larger gene- (grain size between 5 and fiw hundred
ration up to 150 microns grainsize, microns) is present in many ocean floor

very usually with skeletal to subhedral basalts as a rare phenocryst (volume
formb, and a smaller, down to the limit content about 0.01%). It seems to be
of visibility. Iron sulfides are also more common in phyric than in aphyric

nt commonly present, but their volume basalt3 (Graham et al. 1978) although
content is normally less than 10% of there is no significant difference in
the titanomignetite phase. the overall 2hromium content between

he Contracy to extrusive subaerial these two types of basalts. Chromium
basalts sulfides can be observed in spinels totally surrounded by clino-
nearly all )cean floor basalts (grain pyroxenes are optically homogeneous.

size between 1 and 100 microns, volume On the other hand crystals surrounded
an content on average 0.1%). They consist by the groundmass show margins of re-

of a primary phase (pyrrhotite) and a sorption and corrosion and transition
c secondary phase (pyrite and chalcopy- to a more iron rich chromium spinel.

rite). The primary sulfide phase Fig. 6 shows an example, but here it
consists of small droplets resulting is difficult to decide whether the -
from the immiscibility of silicate and graphical texture is actually caused

sulfide melt (fig. 4). The roundish by corrosion or whether it is a pri-

droplets can be considerad as indices mary phenomenon. When ilmenite is-
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Fig. 3. Skeletal titanomagnetite grains (white) in ocean floor basalt. Sample: Fig395A-11-1(36-66). 
sul

present as primary mineral, it normally basal,:s secondary ilmenite is a rare PYX
forms separate laths (grain size bet- phenomenon in ocean floor basalts, tionween 5 and 30 microns, volume content restricted to the ccnter parts of trovebetween 0 and 0.5%). But also pseudo- thick flows.
morphic growth can be observed. An

Oxidtionof ttanoagneitedepenexample is shown in fig. 7 where it is Oxidation of titanomagnetite where
easily distinguished from similarly whereshaped titanomagnetite by the treat- Oxidation is the most important peratment with magnetic colloid, ilmenite form of alteration of the primary Fe- The fbeing non-magnetic at room temperature. Ti oxides under natural conditions. tureAnother widespread phenomenon are According to Verhoogen (1962) the equi-ilmenits mantled by titanomagnetite librium oxygen partial pressure0of(fig. 8'. magnetite and ulv6spinel at 298 K isIlmenite also occurs as a secon- -80.3dary mineral produced by high tempera- 10 68 2 atm and 10 atm respectively,ture oxidation of titanomagnetite, which means that there exists a strongwhen it forms the tv .cal ilmenite tendency for oxidation under conditions"exsolution" lame .e along the (111) at the ocean floor. Whether the deepplanes of the host titanomagnetite ocean oxidation is caused by dissolved titan(fig. 9). However compared to subaerial oxygen in seawater or by the dissocia-
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Fig. 4. Skeletal titanomagnetite bordered by small roundish sulfides. The larger
sulfide particles, so-called globules, are composed of a mixture f pyrrhotite and
pyrite. Sample: 395-11-2(100-106).

tion of water is still a matter of con- This fcrm of oxidation is most
troversy and will not be discussed here. common in subaerial basalts. It is rare

The way titanomagnetite oxidizes in ocean floor basalts, where it is
depends critically on the temperature only observed in the center parts of
where it takes place. We may distin- thick flow units (Ade-Hall et al. 1976).
guish schematically between high tem- The well known regular intergrowths of
perature and low temperature oxidations. ilmenite lamellae in magnetite is typi-
The following gives a simplified pic- (,al for this kind of high cemperature
ture of these two types of oxidation: deuteric oxidation (see for example

a) high temgerature oxidation fig. 4). The very restricted develop-
(T > 500 C): ment of deuteric high temperature oxi-

rutile (or pseudobrookite dation in ocean floor basalts is consis-
- if oxidation tent with a suggestion of Sato and

' ilmenite takes pl8ce Wright (1966) that hydrogen from disso-
S. above 700 C) ciated water vapor must first be lost

shmatite from a flow for deuteric oxidation to
titanomagnetite be able to nroceed. The high confining

I pressure of the deep ocean environment
magnetite - o hematite must considerably reduce gas loss from
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Fig. 5. Large, perfectly spherical sulfide globule consisting of a complex intergrowth.
Extremely fine magnetite grains dispersed in the sulfide particle indicates low tempe-
rature oxidation of initial pyrrhotite to pyrite and magnetite, with simultaneous
dissolution to chalcopyrite and pentlandite. Sample: FAMOUS, Alv 518-3-1.

a cooling flow and hence inhibit this This is the dominant form of tita-
process to occur. Another fact suppor- nomagnetite alteration in ocean floor
ting the restricted outgassing of sub- basalts where it most likely proceeds
marine extrusives is the presence of at ambient temperatures. The result is
primary sulfides. the production of increasing cation de-

The magnetic consequences of high ficiency in the titanomagnetite spinel
temperature oxidation of titanomagne- lattice with increasing low temperature de
tite are the increase of Curie tempe- oxidation. The product becomes more and de
rature (Curie temperatures between more unstable as the cation deficiency
500 and 550 C are cypical after deu- increases.
teric oxidation), of magnetization The monophasic non-stoichiometric
inteisity and of magnetic stability spinel products of this low temperature po
(Chevalier and Pierre 1932, Petersen oxidation are referred to as titano-
1962 and 1966, O'Reilly and Banerjee maghemites and the oxidation process tur
1967, Lewis 1968, Ade-Hall et al. itself as magnetization. men
1968). Low temperature oxidation of tita-

b) low tempprature oxidation nomagnetites has been thoroughly stu- te
t (T < 200C): died on synthetic samples by Readman tit

sphene and perovskite and O'Reilly (1972). From their expe- whi
(Caee and esidebpro(Ca and Si added) riments it can be seen that Curie tem-pr

perature increases with oxidation, con/ rutile as also dops the magnetic stability;the magnetization intensity and the Reatitanomagnetite---titanomaghewite lattice constant, on the other hand, 197

(Fe, Ti, )304 decrease. Using the results of Read- ass
man and O'Reilly and assuraing that the ble

" ematite influence of impurities like Mg, Al mag
and other cations that normally occur tar

iron hydroxide in natural samples, can be neglected, app
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Lnel
ature Fig. 6. Euhedral, cubic chromium spinel with graphical textures. It is difficult to
2 and decide whether this texture is caused by corrosion or whether it is a primary crystalli-

zation phenomenon. Sample: 395A-18-2(35-37).

tric it is possible to determine the com- We have carried out such experi-
2ture position and oxidation state of tita- ments heating a number of ocean floor

nomagnetites from the Curie tempera- basalts samples up to 900 C in an oxy-
- ture and the lattice constant measure- gen atmosphere of 10-10atm which is

ments. ge am whih istita- It is commonly assumed that low close to the equilibrium condition for
tu- temperature oxidation of titanomagne- Fe tTi 0 (the corresponding Curie
an tite does not alter the Fe/Ti-ratio, 2.4T0.604 0
pe- which means that the oxidation product temperature is 160 C).
tem- proceeds along a straight line Fe/Ti= We dill see later that such a

const. (see fig. 2), the so called oxi- composition comes close to the natu-
- dation line (e.g. Akimoto et al. 1957, ral original titanomagnetite composi-

Readman and O'Reilly 1972, Petersen tion in ocean floor basalts. To our
1976, Ade-Hall et al. 1976). It this surprise we found that the composition
assumption is true, it should be possi- of the thus reduced titanomagnetite

the ble to determine the original titano- samples varied in a systematic way:
magnetite composition prior to any al- the higher the original oxidation state
teration by reducing the sample in the of the sample, the higher was the final

appropriate gas a iosphere. Ti/Fe ratio. This is reflected in the
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Fig. 7. Pseudcmorphic growth of ilmenite (not covered by magnetic colloid) after
skeletal titanomagnetite. Also present skeletal titanomagnetite (covered by magnetic
colloid). Sample: 395A-14-2(125-134).

Curie temperature of the reduced samples: surrounding silicates, which would
the samples that were most oxidized result in an increase of the Ti/Fe
yield a lower Curie temperature, far ratio for the remaining titanomagne- W
below room temperature. As the Curie tite phase (Pi~vot et al. 1976, b
temperatures of the titanomagnetite Johnson and Melson 1978, Marshall
solid solution series Fe Ti 0 de- and Cox 1972). Before we pursue this n

-xx question, the microscopic characte- at
crease with increasing x (Pouillard ristics of low temperature oxidation
1950), this made us suspicious that are treated in the following section. tu
the mechanism of low temperature f

ocean floor oxidation of titanomagne- Ore microscopy of altered titano- g
tite might involve a process of tita- magnetites in ocean floor basalts gh
nium enrichment relativ to iron, or a
iron depletion relative to titanium. Thaislniaio flwtme

Also in the literature there is rature oxidation of titanomagnetites ku
growing evidence that low temperature under the microscope is a slight change
oxidation of titanomagnetite involves in colour, a transition from the origi- t
a diffusion of Fe-cations ,out of the nal redish brown to a more greyish co- thi

original spinel lattice into the lour, eventually becoming bright grey- thr

Lr
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-ter Fig. 8. Ilmenite grains (darker grey) mantled by titanomagnetite (light grey). The
netic grain in the lower left corner may possibly represent a sandwich texture and not be

primary ilmenite. Sample: 395A-14-2(125-134).

ish. The grain shown in fig. 10 a and basalts they were first described by
b gives an example of this transition. Cockerham and Ade-Hall (1976).
When covered with magnetic colloid it The basic process underlying this
becomes evident that the oxidized zones cracking is the reduction of lattice
have a lower magnetization intensity constant with increasing oxidation (see

s than the unoxidized zones and therefore fig. 26). If we asjume that the kine-
attract less of the colloid. However, tics of low temperature oxidation of
the main characteristic of low tempera- t~tanomagnetites is the same as the
ture oxidized titanomagnetites in ocean oxidation of magnetite to maghemite it
floor basalts is the formation of irre- can be explained in the following way.gular, curved cracks, also visible in Feitknecht and Gallagher (1970) inves-

ts the grain of fig. 10. These cracks have tigating the mechanism of the oxidation
already been observed in mildly metarnor- of magnetite assume a diffusion ofpe- phosed continental basalts (Katsura and 2+

Fe out of the crystal to the surfaceK u s h i r o 1 9 6 1 ) . o t m n t r ne i m n
nge Larson and Strangway (1969) were of the magnetite grain where it combines
gi- the first to interpret them as due to with oxygen to be oxidized to Fe , thus
0- the volume change associated with the forming lattice vacancies, but leaving
Y- process of magnetization. In ocean floor the internal oxygen structure unchanged.
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Fig. 9. High temperature oxidation of euhedral titanomagnetite with ilmenite "exso- prior to
lution" lamellae also along the margins of tho grain. Sample: 395A-63-1(0-10). in the p

2+ thereforFor each Fe ion diffusing out the ma- wing parts of this paper. value.
gnetite lattice, two more are converted There is a correlation between a large
to Fe to maintain constant total ca- tae amount of shrink cracks and Curie nomagnet
tionic charge within the structure. temperature as can be seen clearly in basalts.
Feitknecht and Gallagher further main- fig. 11 a, b, c. The expanding cracks an avera
tain that during oxidation a high con- of the grain of fig. 11 c produce- a This val
centration gradient of cation holes sponge-like structure. Grains of this -he valu
would develop in the monocrystalline advanced low temperature oxidation sta- zontinen
particles, leading to a gradient in the te are often surrounded by a hali of zersen (
lattice constant, thus developing strain, red stained silicates which is mcst li- Tab
whereby the effect on large particles kely caused by Fe3 + that migrated out primary
must be greater than on small parti- of the titanomagnptite =rystal. This in thole
cles. question will be discussed below in and ocea

We observe the cracks mainly in detail. re. In t
larger titanomagnetite grains which Most interesting is the titano- obtained
'Lave already undergone some degree of magnetite grain shown in fig. 12 where oxidatio
low temperature oxidation and inter- the shrink cracks are filled wich se- rhange
pret them consequently as due to shrin- condary pyrite. This provides evidence exceptio
kage of the lattice constant. They are that the cracks are open to solution Melson
called "shrink cracks" in the follo- and very likely also to sea water. ve low t
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Fig. 13 a and b show volume change reduction in the iron content and con-
cracks of submicroscopic size. The sequently a decrease in the Fe/Ti-
picture was taken by a scanning elec- ratio. In this case the simple averaging
tron microscope. technique of both unoxidized and oxi-

dized samples would lead to x-values
Primary composition of that are too high.
titanomagnetites Prevot (1968), analyzing a par-

tially maghemized titanomagnetite grain
As outlined aboie, the major in basalt, was the first to suggest that

magnetic mineral in almost all sub- the process of low temperature oxi&u-
marine basalts recovered to date is a tion involved a change in the Fe/Ti'
member of the titanomagnetite solid so- ratio.
lution series that has commonly under- For our consideration of the che-
gone variois stages of posteruptive low mical composition of titanoragnetite
temperature alteration. Only relatively we use the respective Curie temperature
seldom has it retained its original as reference value, as it ic a conve-
unoxidized composition. nient indicator of the degree of pro-

Two variables, x and z, are needed gressive low temperature oxidation,
in order to define the composition of increasing Curie temperature indica-
this type of magnetic mineral (fig. 2). ting increasing oxidation. The results
Upon initial eruption, the mineral that of our microprobe analyses are shown
is originally formed is a stoichiometric in table 3 and figs. 14, 15, 16 and
member of the solid solution series 17.
between magnetite and ulv6spinel, which Apart from Fe and Ti the analyzed
is defined by "x" in the formula titanomagnetites contain Al, Mg and
Fe Tix04. Normally the natural tita- Mn. The amount of other cations is

3-x x 4*mcloecoprdtthsanhne
nomagnetites contain a minor amount of much lower compared to these and hence

they are not represented in this compi-
metal ions orher than Fe and Ti, mainly lation. We have taken care not to
Mg and Al. The second variable "z" must include samples with signs of deuteric
be determined in order to characterize high temperature oxidation (visible
the degree of oxidation of titanomagne- under the microscope as ilmenite
tite to titanomaghemite. The degree of exsolution).
oxidation, the so-celled oxidation pa- We observe a distinct decrease of
rameter "z" (0 s z 6 1) is defined as the Fe-content and also of the Fe/Ti-

the fraction of the initial Fe2ions ratio with increasing low temperature3+
converted to Fe ions (Readman and oxidation. Obsiously the spinel latti-
O'Reilly 1971). ce becomes iron depleted with respect

For all considerations of altera- to the other cations. We interpret
tion of titanomagnetites it is essen- this phenomenon as Fe-migration out of
tial to know the original composition the original titanomagnetite lattice,

so- prior to any alteration. The first step probably into the surrounding silicates.
in the present consideration shall be This agrees with the frequent micros-
therefore the evaluation of the "x"- copic observation of red staining of
value. To date there does not exist the silicates in the vicinity of
a large number of analyses of tita- oxidized titanomagnetite grains (Ade-
nomagnetites contained in ocean floor Hall et al. 1976).
basalts. Johnson and Hall (1978) give The process of Fe-migration is
an average value of x = 0.65 t 0.2. also well documented in the single
This value agrees very closely with titanomagnetite grain of fig. 18 and
the value of x = 0.64 obtained from table 4 that is only partially maghe-

a- continental tholeiite basalts by Pe- mized. We observe the distinct iron
tersen (1976). depletion in the oxidized part of the

Table 2 gives a compilation of the grain (also characterized by lower ma-
primary composition of titanomagnetites gnetization compared to the unoxidized
in tholeiite basalts, both continental part as documented by che attraction
and oceanic, as found in the literatu- of magnetic colloid) whereas titanium
re. In this table the x-values have been remains more or less constant. There
obtained assuming that low temperature may even be some slight increase in
oxidation of titanomagnetites does not titanium, but this may be only an appa-
change the cation-ratio. The only rent increase due to the decrease of
exception are the data of Johnson and the lattice parameter associated with
Melson (1978) who argued that progressi- maghemitizdtion (see also fig. 26).
ve low temperature oxidation causes a Although titanium is rather mobile at
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Fig. 10 a. Titanowagnetite grain with different stages of maghemitization. Fi

10 a
higher temperatures (Petersen 1970), The primary composition has been proce
we did not observe any indication of determined by taking into account the press
Ti-migration at low temperature oxida- observed trends and making a best fie same
tion in ocean floor basalts. of all the data to produce a stoichio- were

The saine tirend as for iron is metric spinel. The composition thus ther
visiJ-'a for Mg, although not so clear derived is indicated in figs. 14 and ~r-pe
(fig. 16). There is further indica- 15 and also give-.: in table 2 and 5. Ion
tion that Ti and Al are replacing each Taking into account the oxidation trend a an
other. Wle also observe a slight increa- it is remarkable how small the scatter ate
se of the cation sum Ti+Al+Mg+I-In with of data is although the samples come 3ble
oxidation. Very conspicuous is the in- from very different localities. -Inper
crease of Mn in the strongly oxidized For comparison the synthetic equi- e ra
samples (fig. 17), a result that has valent of the above inferred primary ao
also been observed by Pr~vot (1968). tilmgeiewste rdcd h OM

From these results it is evident appropriate amounts of Fe203, TiO2, arC
that the primary titanomagnetite com- MgO, Al 03 and MnO have been sintered
position cannot be deduced by simply for 10 h at 13000C in an appropriate
averaging the Fe/Ti-ratios of the gas mixture of H2 and C02 correspon-
different samples. ding to an oxygen fugacity of foi0
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Fig. 10 b. The same grain as in fig. 10 a covered by magnetic colloid. The rnaghe-
emite mized parts have lower magnetization and attract less magnetic colloid therefore.
formed Sample: 395A-32-1(140-150).

-8-

10- atm. After the fir-;t sintering From the chemical trends described
been process, the material wais reground, in the foregoing chapter we deduce the
the pressed and then reheated under the following model of low temperature oxi-
f it same conditions. In this way two samples c'ation of titanomagnetites in ocean
hio- were irepared independently from each floor basalts: The process of oxidation
us - other which had in the end identical starts from an original titanomagne -ite
nd properties. Curie temperature, satura- composition close to

tion magnetization at room temperatu-
trend re and lattice parameter were then F
tter determined. These values are listed in F 2 .2 7 i 0 .5 8 1 0 .0 7 M9 0 .0 6 MnO0 0 4

table 5. The actually measured Curie
temperature of 125 0C falls well into

equi- rthe range of Curie temperatures which The basic process underlying the
ry we would expect (Richards et al. 1973) oxidation is the migration of Fe-ions,
The from the chemical analyses (see figs. out of the spinel lattice of the tita-
d 14 and 15). nomagnetit, thus producing cation-

tn mvacancies. In this model the oxygen
lattice oa ttanoeagnetwte remains utn-te Mechanism of low temperature touched by the process of oxidation.

n- oxidation It is inte esting to note that Hoernes
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and Friedrichsen (1977) from measure- Petersen 1976, Ade-Hall et al. 1976,
ments of the oxygen isotope ratios of O'Donovan and O'Reilly 1977).
altered titanomagnetites from DSDP-Leg In the following discussion we will
37 come independently to the same con- call the two models as "Fe-migration
clusion. model" and "Readman - O'Reilly model"

To maintain the charge balance in respectively.
the spinel crystal the process requires T Readman-O'Reilly model, which
the transformation of the appropriate pertal-,c to experirvents with artificial
number of Fe2 into Fe. The process materials, assumes that Fe2+-ions
of Fe-migration comes to an end when diffuse out of the original oxide latt-

2+ ice and are combined ;ith external oxy-all the available Fe has been exhaus- gen at the crystal surface forming the
ted by this transformation, same spinel lattice as the inside ma-

This model of iron-emigration can A terial. The other cations are thereby
be characterized by r'-------- rearranged resulting in no net change_>( ,I. 2++2z 3+z-1z - +e2 -3-ze 2+ ze+ z 2+ - 2+1 in the Fe/Ti ratio.

Fe !-.Fe +-Fe +K13+ -e+-Fe3 3 Rf i, I The Rea-man-O'Reilly model can beor characterized by

2+ 2+ 2z, 3+z [ z 3 + 1 + z 2+ 3+ z 2- 3zFe '--11-z)Fe +-Fe .+-+ Fe +O---> (1-z)Fe +zFe + 0- PT
Fe2+-- - )e + + 3 3+ + ze- 3 +  2

where z is the oxidation parameter de- where z is the oxidation parameter
fined by O'Reilly and Banerjee(1966) again.

as the fraction of the initial Fe2+  In the ternary system FeO-Fe2O 3-TiO2(fig.2) the Readman-O'Reilly model can
content converted to Fe3+. To make this be represented by lines of Fe/Ti =
definition'of z applicable also to the const, the Fe-migration model by lines
first of the above two equations we of Ti/O = const.

treat the migrating Fe2+ formally like
2+ Correlation between Curie tempera-

converted Fe ion. ture and oxidation parameter z
The final composition of the cation

deficient spinel is independent of The oxidation parameter z of ti-
as Fe2+ or Fe tanomagnetites in ocean floor basalts

on the other hand we have no means of is usually determined by Curie tempe-

deciding between these two types of Fe- rature and/or lattice parameter measu-
migration. But judging from the ionic rements using the Readman and O'Reilly

(1972) contour lines in the ternary
radius (Fe2 + = 0.81 A, Fe3+  0.67 A, system FeO-Fe203-Ti0 2 , cbtained fromTi4 r = 0.69 A) a higher mobility of Fe3+ synthetic cation deficient titanomagne-

an .9d aoseu l hi her biltyo Fe2+  tites (e.g. Ade-Hall et al. 1976, Bleil

and consequently Fe rather than Fe - and Petersen 1976, Gromm& and Mankinen
migration seems to us the more likely 1976). To avoid this indirect method
mechanism. This model of titanomagne- of z-determination we extracted the
tite low temperature oxidation due to titanomagnetites from po.,dered ro-k
iron migration is different from the samples and measured directly the oxi-
commonly accepted concept of constant dation ratio Fe20 3/(Fe2O 3+FeO) of the
Fe/Ti-ratio during the process of oxi- extracted material by chemical analy-
dation (e.g. Akimoto et al. 1957, sis.
Sakamoto et al. 1968, Ozima and Larson As the grain size of titz omagne-
1970, Ozima and Sakamoto 1971, Readman tites in most of the samples is very
and O'Reilly 1971 and 1972, Bleil and fine (between 1 and 20 microns) an

Fig. 11. Different titanomagnetite grains with increasing amount of "shrink cracks".
Such shrink cracks are characteristic for low temperature oxidized titanomagnetites.
A correlation exists between the amount of shrink cracks and Curie temperature Tc.

a. Large titanomagnetite grain with curvelined and ramifying shrink cracks.
Also visible in this grain are two single ilmenite lamellae, product of a
high temperature oxidation. Tc = 240 0C. Sample: 417D-69-2(35-37).

b. Euhedral titanomagnetite with typical shrink cracks, Tc = 2500C.
Sample: 417D-68-5(89-92).

c. The expanding cracks produce a sponge-like structure in the highly oxidized
titanomagnetite grain. Tc 3200C. Sample: 417D-68-3(64-66).
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Fig. 12. Titanomagnetite grain with shrink cracks partly filled by sulfide (pyrite?).
Sample: 373A-OB 12.

appreciable amount of silicate impurity values are given in table 6 and fig. a
was associated with the extracted mate- 19, where they are plotted againstthe 24
rial, even after centrifuging in Cleri- Curie temperature. For comparison we
ci's solution. The Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio of have also included in fig. 19 the data
the silicate impurities is normally of Ozima et al (1974) which show con-
higher than that of the pure titano- siderable scatter, but fall into the
magnetite grains. As the degree of same range. Our corrected Fe203/(Fe2O3+
impurity of most of our extracted ma- FeO) values fit well a smooth curve.
terial is as high 50% we had to correct Knowing the initial Fe203/(Fe203+
the measured oxidation ratio of the FeO) ratio of 0.36 (corresponding to
extracted material for the silicate z=0) from the above determined primary
impurities. For such a correction it titanomagnetite composition, and ta-
is necessary to know the total iron king into account the process of Fe-
content of the wnole rock and of the migration we can then convert the
extracted material, the microscopically Fe203/(Fe2O3+FeO) ratios into z-values.

determined titanomagnetite content in We thus obtain the Curie tem-
the extracted titanomagnetites (deter- perature versus z curve shown in fig.
mined from a chemical Si analysis). 20. It can be seen from this figure
The thus corrected Fe203/(Fe23+FeO) that none of the investigated samples
values together with the uncorrected has reached complete oxidation.
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_________________________rig. 13a

Fig. 13b

Fig. 13 a and b. Small euhedral titanomagnetite grain with few shrink cracks.
Picture taken by a scanning electron microscope. Sample: 387-50-1(22-25).
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titanomcgnetites

Fe
Iwt% X

. ,332A.8
" " 0373 A

56 - 0 38L
56 ~ 386

I \~ " 387
0 395A

S". 03968

4~28A TM

I\ \

52 I I

50 k \\

100 200 300 4.00

Curie temp. OC

Fig. 14. Microprobe analyses of titanomagnetites contained in ocean floor tholeiites 3,
plotted against Curie temperature Tc. The Curie temperature indicates the degree of
low temperature oxidation of the titanomagnetites: As higher Tc, as higher the oxi-
dation state. Samples -ith indication of high temperature titanomagnetite oxidation
are excluded. A distinct iron depletion with increasing oxidation is observed. Also
indicated in this diagram is the composition and Curie temperature of a synthetic
spinel with a composition equivalent to the primary titanomagnetite composition as de-
duced from the microprobe analyses.

titan~magnetites
Fe! Ti AI Mg+Mn

2 332 A.8
0 373 A

10 2 38
\ • 386

4.0 \ 387
\ O __ Aa 395 A
---- 013968B

3.8 he-.,..,c T.Msyntheh Tm

36 \" "\ -

34 I\• ,

I

32 I=

30100 200 300 400 50

Curie temp. OC o

Fig. 15. Microprobe analyses of ttanomagnetites contained in ocean floor tholeiite~s. ° _
A distinct variation of the cation ratio with low temperature oxidation is observed.
As in fig. 14 also the synthetic equivalent of the primry titancimagnetite composi- -

tion is Indicated. The lower dashed line represents the minimum value of the + i---
Fei'(Ti + Al + Mg + Mn)ratio to be expected according to the model of Fe-migration (see _-i

text) when complete oxidation is reached. 41
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'a

Mg titanomagnetites '332 A. 81

wt % 384 3

w 319ASas6 n

I .11-387

395 A
1.0 I 39o 6 B

0.8

Mhl depletin a0 io.0

mCurie tempee .
Fig. 16- Microprobe analyses of titanomagnetites contained in ocean floor tholeiites.

Magnesium shows a similar trend of depletion as iron. 63

We will use this curve in thurie e e semposition having the sae
folowing section for other samples Curie temperature of 125 C as our na-
to determine the oxidation parameter tural primary spinel composition. The
z from Curie temperature measurements. equivalent pure titanomagnetite compo-

Finally, a comparison is attemp- sition is x=0.63.
ted between the thus determined Curie We have seen from the microprobe
temperature versus z curve of fig . 2C analyses that our investigated samples
and the corresponding data of Readman when transferred into the ternary sys-,+
and O'Reilly (1972) obtained from tem FeO-Fe2O3-T!O2 follow a line Ti/O=
synthetic samples: const (Fe-emigration). We therefore

First we take account of the im- compare our Tc versus z curve with the
purities in our natural samples by Curie temperature and z-values taken
selecting the equivalent pure titano- from Readman and O"Reilly' S (1972)

Mn
wt % titanomognetites

;~ 2.6

'332 A. 8
1.6 * 373 A

*386
1.4 - 387

*38f.
a 395 A

1.2- 8
1-28 A

1.0 0319 A Johrnson and
v 395 A Melson 1977

0.8

0.6 I- " ,*
J=-:-0.4 M

0.2

100 200 300 400
A- .Curie temp. OC

M== Fig. 17. Microprobe analyses of titanomagnetites contained in ocean floor tholeiites.
There exists a conspicuous increase of manganese content in the strongly oxidized
samples.
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TABLE 4. Microprobe Analyses of an Oxi. ed Titanomagnetite

Sample 395,,32-1,140-150

Analyses Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Elements wt.%
Fe 52.52 54.39 55.79 56.45 56.25 56.46 55.91 55.48 54.42 53.75 53.52

Ti 13.58 13.82 13.53 13.44 13.44 13.4! 13.64 13.*, 13.72 13.75 13.79

Al 0.76 0.83 0.78 0.87 0.83 0.87 0.88 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.92

Mg 0.55 0.48 0.52 0.45 0.48 0.49 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.46
Mn 0.23 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.24
Cr 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 67.64 69.77 70.83 71.44 71.22 71.42 71.25 70.62 69.73 S9.12 70.93

+Atomic % with Respect to the Total Cations of the Stoichiomet-ric Titanomagnetite
Fe2 .27Tio.58 AI0 .0 7Mgo.o6Mr .204 ]

Fe 69.8 72.4 74.2 75.1 74.8 75.1 74.4 73.8 72.4 71.5 71.2

Ti 21.o 21.4 21.0 20.9 20.9 20.8 21.2 20.8 21.2 21.3 21.4

Al 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
Mg 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.4
Mn 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Cr 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Rel.Total 93.8 96.8 98.1 98.9 98.6 98.9 93.7 97.8 96.6 95.9 95.6

+ A Representation First Described by Prbvot et a!. (1968)

fig. 7 b correspondingly along the line it can easily be overlooked in x-ray
Ti/O=const, starting from an original diffraction data. However, at this time
composition x=0.63. This comparison this is merely a suggestion and has not
makes visible a distinct discrepancy been substantiated by any direct measu-

F f between the two curves, which is much rements.
greater than the uncertainty of our
Ieasurements and calculations. On the Variation of Curie temperature
other hand we find remarkable agreement with age
when we compare Readman and O'Reilly's
Curie temperature and z-values taken Given a certain grain size of the
along the line Fe/Ti=const. instead. titanomagnetites in submarine basalt,
This result, also shown in fig. 20, is the process of maghemitization in-
contrary to what we would expect. creases with increasing age of the

From this comparison we can draw rock. Ozima et al. (1974) assumed a
the conclusion that either we have first order rate process of the follow-
misinterpreted our microprobe data, ing form
the Fe/Ti ratios actually being cons- e- t/ r

tant, or that Readman and O'Reilly have
misinterpreted their data, or that na- where z denotes the oxidation para-
tural and synthetic samples cannot be meter, t the age of the rock and n
compared in thiSWaY. the time constant of the process. From

Wtm otheir data they derive a timA constant
give overwhelming evidence for the iron- of r = 5 x 107 y.
migration model and against a process Te
that proceeds along Fe/Ti=const, at The actual maghemitization pro-
least so far as the present samples ccss in ocean floor basalts must be
are concerned. It seems to us to be very complicated depending on various
more likely that in Readman and factors such as grain size, chemical
O'Reilly's synthetic samples Fe- composition, depth below basement,
migration had actually occured as temperature etc. Hence the actual F
oxidation mechanism. If this is the maghemitization is pro-ably much more d
case, their samples cannot have been complicated than that described in the

2 single phase oxidation products, the above expression of Ozima et al. (1974).
migrated iron must have formed a second If we plot the Curie temperature
mineral, most likely thin films of (Tc) as a measure of maghemitization
Fe203. As the amount of emigrating against age for a number of Atlantic
Fe is relatively small (a maximum of sites, we observe actually an increase
about 10 wt% for x-values around 0.60) with age for the mean values of Tc
192 PETERSEN
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Fig. 18. Section of the titanomagnetite grain fully shown in fig. 10. The grain
displays different stages of iaghemitization.

a. Microprobe analyses ilong a profile shown in b). There is iron depletion
in the oxidized outer parts of the grain with respect to the unoxidized
central part. Titanium remains xnore or less constant over the whole profile.A

b. Reflected light microphotograph of the analyzed titanomagnetite grain,
showing the profile of microprobe analysis.

C. Titanomagnetite grain covered by mnagnetic colloid. The oxidized parts (with _

Fe-deficiency) are characterized by lower magnetization compared to the
unoxidized central part as documented by the attraction of colloid. N
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TABLE 5. Synthetic Spinel tion in the Atlantic DSDP hole 396B.
-Ti No overall decrease of the Curie

2. 27T0. 58Ao'o7goo 6 0.020 temperature is observed here. However,
Equivalent to the Average Titanomagnetite Composi- within individual lithological units
tion in Oceanic Basalts as Derived in this Study thcre seems to be a tendency of slight

decrease of T . For lit ologic unit 1
Curie Saturation Magnetization Lattice c

Temperature at Room Temperature Constant of site 396B we determine a Curie

oc Gauss-cm3/g temperature decrease of

0.57 0/m
125±2 26±2 8.475±0.003 Similar Curie temperature gradients

have been determined by Bleil (1976)
(fig. 21). However, the scatter of from the sites 332 A and B of DSDP
individual Curie temperatures within Leg 37.
a site is considerable. The most im-
portant factor causing this scatter Variation of magnetization
seems to be the grain size. Inspite intensity
of a large scatter in the data fig. 22
shows clearly that there is an inverse Irving (1970) and Irving et al.
relationship between grain size and (1970) were the first to study diffe-
Curie temperature. Nevertheless it rent magnetic and mineralogical pro- 0
seems that such factors average out if perties of ocean floor basalt samples
the number of samples for a certain taken along a profile across the Mid-A
site is large enough. However our data atlantic Ridge at 450N, extending t
cannot be fitted to the above relation- about 150 km away from the ridge axis. C
ship of Ozima et al. (1974). They found a drastic decrease of the

In fig. 23 arc plotted the mean NRM intensity with increasing distance pM
values of Curie temperature against from the ridge axis and correlated this w
the logarithm of age. The maximum with the similarly increasing whole 2t
Curie temperature that can be obtained rock oxidation ratio. The explanation a
by maghentitization prior to any inver- for this correlation is given by ex-
sion of the cation deficient spinel peri.e-ntal results obtained from synthe- a
phase is probably close to 4000C. This tic titanomagnetites (Sakamoto et al.

can be taken from fig. 15, where the 1968, Ozima and Larson 1970, Readman
theoretically possible minimum value and O'Reilly 1972) that clearly demon-
of Fe/Ti is reached at Tc 4000 C. strate a decrease of magnetization in-
Therefore the age - Tc relationship tensity with increasing low temperature
of fig- 23 leads to the suggestion oxidation. The decrease of magnetization
that ocean floor basalt of jurassic intensity, both NRM and saturation
age is liable to the inversion of the magnetization, with increasing low
magnetic spinel phase into non magnetic temperaturc oxidation, has conseauent-
or only weakly iagnetic phases like ly been used for an explanation for
iron hydroxide or hematite. The so- the general decrease of the ampli-
called jurassic quiet zone could there- tudes of marine magnetic anomalies
fore be the result of this mineral in- away from a ridge axis. --
stability. We too have tested for this re-

lationship in our samples, excluding
Variation of maghemitization with those samples which indicate that high
depth below basement temperature deuteric oxidation took

place.
Direct evidence about the depth For this purpose the titanomag-

variation of maghemitization exists netite content was determined micro-
only from the few holes with deeper scopically using a Ouantimet image
penetrations of the oceanic crust. The analyzing device. Ths magnetization
depth limit to date is about 600 m. intensity was then referred to the
Judging from the few data we have magnetic mineral. In fig. 25 the

.... available, it seems that the whole specific saturation magnetization
portion of the upper 600 m basalt has of the magnetic mineral at room tempe-
been maghemitized more or less uni- rature is plotted against Curie tempe-
formly, at least so far as the pillow rature. From this diagram we find t
basalts are concerned which obiously actually a decrease of magnetization
predominate in the upper 600 m of the with increasing oxidation, but only
atlantic ocean crust. rig. 24 shows up to a z-value of lbout z = 0.6the downhole Curie temperature varia- (corresponding to a Curie temperature
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TABLE 6. Fe203/FeO+Fe2 )3 , z-Parameter, Lattice Constant ao
and Curie Teperature Tc of Separated Titanomagnetites

Le,; Site Sample Age FEeO+e3  ko Tc TcX
.Y. FeO+Fe2Ooc oC

FA1YOUS Alv 521-4-2 0.1-0.5 0.425 0.51 0.1! 8.483±0.002 165 167
42 373A 7-3,105-110 5 0.761 0.77 285
43 384 22-1,118-120 105 0.779 0.83 o.6 8.416 323 340
43 386 66-CC,3 104 0.763 o.78 0.67 8.437 313 345
43 387 50-2,134-137 135 0.822 0.88 0.76 8.411 370
46 3968 15-4,59-61 9 0.628 0.66 0.46 8.444 233 233
54 428A 1-3,3C 1.2-2.5 0.498 0.53 0.24 8.477 150 160
54 428A 5-4,6 1.2-2.5 0.430 O.44 0.12 8.476 147 153

k - Fe203/FeO+Fe20 3 Corrected for the Impurity of the Separated Titanomagnetites
z - Oxidation Parameter Derived from the Corrected FeZ 3 /FeOFe203
+) Curie Temperature of Separated Titanomagnetites
x) Curie Temperature of Whole Rock

of 2500C). For higher z-values the display an~ anomraly at T, = 25000.
magnetization increases again. Part of If the observed trend of magneti-

the scatter in fig. 25 is prcbably due zation incr-Ase for z-values higher
to errors in the optical determination than 0.6 4s a general feature of the
of the magnetic mineral content. It is oceanic crust; we may speculate if

interesting to note that the lattice this would cause the high amplitudes

parameters ao of the titanomagnetites of the meozoic M-anomalies.

s when plotted against the Curie tempera- Two explanations seem possible
ture Tc (see fig. 26 and table 7) also

Curie temperature

eoo-

0C I extracted titanomagnetites

450-

e

350

300- a //s %W .t

200-I

150 0~

100 'tg
0.1 0.2 0-3 04 0.5 0.6 17 0.8 0.9 10

Fe,-3  wt%

FepO . FeO
A

Fig. 19. Curie temperature Tc versus oxidation ratio Fe203/Fe203 + FeO of extracted
titanomagnetites. The dashed curve gives the uncorrected oxidation ratios where thea

influence of silicate impurities adhering to the titanomagnetite grains is not eli-

minated. The sulid line is the curve for the corrected Fe203/Fe2O3 + FeO values. Also
included are the data of Ozima et al. (1974) which show considerable scatter, but
fall into the same range. They are not corrected for silicate impurities.
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450 FeITi const.

4/ Readmn and O'Reilly .972

350 TiIO const.

300 //

/

//
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200-/

150 i

100 __ _ _ _ _ _ _

01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
oxidation parameter z

Fig. 20. Curie temperature Tc versus oxidation parameter z. The shaded curve has been
derived from the solid curve of fig. 19 by conversion of the Fe203/Fe203 + FeO values
of the e Lracted titanomagnetites into z-values (see text). This curve represents an
oxidation mechanism due to Fe-migration which is equivalent to a process whereby
Ti,0 is kept constant. Also shown in this diagram are two curves with Tc and z-values
taken from Readman and O'Reillyos (1972) fig. 7b along the line Ti/O = const (dash-
dotted) and along the line Fe/Ti = const (dashed). Assuming Fe-migration for the
samples studied in this paper the shaded curve would consequently be expected to follow
the dash-dotted curve Ti/O = const instead of the curve Fe/Ti = const. This obvious
discrepancy is discussed in the text.

frthe magnetization increase at high 26 with Curie temperatures higher
z-values: than 2500C seem to be cation de-

I {- i ficiont single phase titanoaaghe-
1. Inversion of the metastable cation mites as for example 332A-12-1(81-83)

deficient titanomagnetite Lo an and 114-9-1(8-9) in fig. 27. This
intergrowth of magnetite and other conclusion can be drawn from the
stable Fe-Ti oxides (Readman and shape of their thermomagnetic
O'Reilly 1970). This process is curves and their x-ray diffraction

- realized probably only in a few pattern. Also their lattice para-
of the investigated samples, for meters are much too small for be-
example in 112-17-1(99-100) (see ing magnetite (see table 7 and
fig. 27). However the majority of fig. 26).
the samples plotted in fig. 25 and

j
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2Fomto ofcation-vacancies inv crease of the P'et magnetic mo-

th pnllattice due to Fe-mi- ment first, but bventually ther

gration. magnetic moment reverses sign
and then grows In the opposite

a)We first consider the case where direction. (This is correct only4

vacancies are formed only on-the a - 00K, at room temperature the

octahedral sites of the spinel situation may be different, de-

-lattice. This results in a de-
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Fig. 23. Mean values of Curie temperatures taken from fig. 21 plotted against the
logarithm of age of the rocks. As deduced from fig. 15 extreme degree of maghemitiza-

tion is reached at a Curie temperature around 4000C. Ocean floor basalt of jurassic
age is therefore liable to an inversion of the cation deficient magnetic titanomag-
netites to non-magnetic phases.

retically expect a sequence of octahedral sites first, until
Q-P-L-N-Q Neel curves with in- z= 0.60 is reached, and then,
creasing oxidation parameter beyond this z-value, vacancies
z (Ozima and Sakamoto 1971, shall be formed on tetrahedral
Readman and O'Reilly 1972, sites only.
Schult 1978). This prediction This model also gives a de-
is tested for a number of crease of magnetization until
samples in fig. 27. There the z = 0.60 is reached, and then
saturation magnetization has for higher z-values, an increase
been measured in a magnetic of magnetization again. For

ned field of 10.100 Oe between such a model we expect theore-
to liquid nitrogen temperature tically a sequence of

and the Curie temperature of
the sample. From fig. 27 it P - L - P N~el-curves
can be taken that we cannot
observe the expected sequence what we actually observe (fig.
of Neel curves; instead the 27). O'Donovan and O'Reilly
measured curves let us suggest (1977) observed a similar se-
the sequence quence of Nbel curves measuring

the oxidation sequence of a

P L P synthetic titanomagnetite
of the composition

b) In table 9 we consider the case Fe
that vacancies are formed on e2 .3 Mg0 05 Ti0 .60 4
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h Fig. 24. Downhole variation of different magnetic parameters in DSDP hole 396B. The
dashed line in the Curie temperature downhole plot indicates the Curie temperature
of the unalterd, primary magnetic mineral component. There is a slight decrease of

-A Tc within individual lithologic units.
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Fig. 25. Specific saturation magnetization of the magnetic minerals plotted against

Curie temperature. The specific mineral magnetization has been determined from the
specific rock magnetization and the optically measured titanomagnetite content. For
the conversion a rock density of 3 and titanomagnetite density of 5 has been assumed:
spec. mineral magnetization = spec. rock magn.-(3/5).(100/timag. vol%).

They report P-type behaviour by far not the only one that
for this composition that can suffice the experimental
becomes more pronounced with data. The actual mechanism of
increasing z until it is al- Fe-migration may be much more
most L-type at z = 0.59 and complicated in nature. But we
then, beyond this z-value, wanted to demonstrate that -it
becomas less pronounced P- is easily possible to develop
type again. This agrees well a physically feasible model

with our observations, that yields the main charac-

However, we -are well- aware teristics observed in our
that our simple "mod.I b" is samples.
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Fig. 26. Lattice parameter ao of separated titanomagnetites versus Curie temperature
iTc. There is a general decrease of ao with increasing Curie temperature. The anomaly

at Tc = 250 0C corresponds to a z-value of 0.6. It is not clear if we observe two
different trends for T.-values higher than 250 0C or if the scatter becomes so large
although the accuracy of the individual measurements is by far better.

H Variation of magnetization di- magnetite, carries a thermoremanent
rection with low temperature magnetization acquired soon after de-
oxidation position of the rock. However the pri-

mary titanomagnetite is substantially
Most of the magnetic parameters changed chemically by the process of

measured on ocean floor basalts change maghemitization that constantly pro- M
with increasing degree of magheitiza- ceeds in the ocean floor environment t'
tion of the contained titanomagnetites. at temperatures far below the Curie gi
In the context of interpretation of the temperature. One may argue therefore

= marine magnetic anomalies it is impor- that this oxidation gives rise to a v
tant to know if' also the direction of secondary chemical remanent magne- p

- natural remanent magnetization is affec- tization (CRM) acquired in :he ambient a
T ted by low temperature oxidation. earth magnetic field long after the m

Following Vine and Matthews (1963) deposition of the rock, with a magne-
it seems reasonable to assume that the tization direction-in general different p
unaltered oceanic crust close to the from the original thermoremanence.
axial rift, containing primary titano- CRM forms in small grains of magnetic
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Fig. 27. Thermomggnetic curves of natural titanomagnetites measured in a magnetic
field of 10.100 Oe.

material that grow from small nuclei through et al. 1978) or transported away by sea
the blocking volume in the presence of the water. Laboratory experiments by Marshall
geomagnetic field (Kobayashi 1959). and Cox (1971) also come to the conclusion

When we consider under this point of that the original remanence direction of
view the Fe-migration model as the basic ocean floor basalts is not destroyed by
process of ocean floor titanomagnetite oxidation-if the oxidation occurs below
alteration, it seems unlikely that a che- the original Curie temperature of the - -

mical remanence should develop, because no titanomagnetite. On the other hand,
new magnetic material is growing by this Butler (1973) has argued that low tempe-
process, the magnetic grains are only rature oxidation of oceanic basalts
losing iron-that either is incorporated will cause a significant portion if the
in non-magnetic clay minerals (Honnorez titanomagnetite grains, originally stable
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Fig. 28. Stable magnetic inclination values of two lithological units from atlantic
DSDP site 396B, plotted against the titanomagnetite oxidation parameter z. The in-
clination data are the same as in the downhole plot of fig. 24.

TABLE 8. Formation of Cation-Vacancies on Octahedral Sites of the Spinel Lattice

Z 0: net magnetic moment. +0.61B

3 + 2+ 3+ 3 + + 2 + 2- f
Feo6 e0.38 1Fe.12 0.;15 A0.07 "go.06 0M.02 Ti 0 58) 04

the brackets denote the cations on
octahedral sites

Fe~ maxiu amount of Fe-migration
0.50

z = 1:net magnetic moment: -1.15 B

Fe3+ (Fe3+ 3+ 2+ 2+ .4+ 2-
1.00 0.77 0.50 0.07 O.6 00Ti 58) 0

carriers of the remanence, to become would actually acquire a new chemical
superparaxnagnetic and thus lose their remanence.
initial magnetization. Increasa of the We have tested this question by
spontanecus magnetization at high z-values studying the variation of NRM directions
would them shift the superparamagnetic within single lithological units of the
particles back into the field-of stable oceanic crust, where it can safely be
s.ingle domain particles which thereby assumed that all the samples acquir~ed
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TABLE 9. Formation of Cation-Vacancies on Octahedral and Tetrahedral Sites

of the Spinel Lattice

z 0: net magnetic moment: +0.61 B

3+ .,2+ 2+ Fe 3 +  3 2+ 2+ + 2-

e0 .62 e0 .38 (Fe1 .12 0.15 0.07 mo 06 " 0 .0 2 0.58 ) 4

the brackets denote the cations on

octahedral sites

-3
Feo.30 amount of Fe-migration

z 0.60: net magnetic moment: +0.01

3+ . 2+ 2+ 3+ 3+ 2+ .4+ 2-
Fe 0 6 2 Fe0 3 8 (Feo. 2 2 Fe0 *. 5  030 0.07 *.g 0.0

2 Ti0.58

3+E
Fe02 amount of Fe-migration
0.20

z 1 1: net magnetic moment: +0.86 B
e3+ ( 3+  3+ 2+ 2+ 4+ 2-

0.80 0.20 0.97 0.30 0.07 M60 06 T0 02  0. 58)0".97 003 I
th ir original thernmoremanent magneti- 3. The dominating mechanism of titanomagne-
zation within a short time interval. The tite sea floor oxidation is Fe-migration.
samples should correspondingly posses the Contrary to the oxidation model of Read-
same original magnetization direction. man and O'Reilly (1971) this assumes a

Fig. 28 shows the stable inclination constantly changing Fe/Ti ratio in the
values for two lithological units from spinel lattice with oxidation. The w-i-
the atlantic DSDP site 396B, plotted grated iron may either be incorporated
against the oxidation parameter z. Al- in surrounding clay minerals or be trans-
though there is a wide spectrum of z- ported elsewhere by sea water.
values, particularly within unit 1, we
cannot observe any corresponding variation 4. The correlation between Curie tempera-

MR of the magnetization direction. In parti- ture Tc and oxidation parameter z of
cular no self-reversal is observed when natural oceanic titanomagnetites is
passing through the critical z-value of different from the corresponding corre-
0.6. Hall (1977) describes similar studies lation derived from the data of Read-) )i and thereby comes to the same conclusion: man and O'Reilly (1972).

The initial direction of thermoremanent
mdgnetization is not significantly altered 5. The Curie temperature of ocean floor
by sea floor oxidation. basalts increases with increasing age

of the oceanic crust. Although there is
1 Conclusions considerable scatter, it does seem that

Tc increases proportionally with the
1. Carrier of the remanent magnetization logarithm of age.

M iof ocean floor basalts are small grains
of titanomagnetites which have varying 6. The upper 600 m of the predominantly= degrees of cation deficiency. pillow basalts of the Atlantic ocean

floor are more or less uniformly altered
1!2. The primary titanomagnetite composition s a stemgei ieasaecnjw noeni hlite aison ih so far as the magnetic minerals are con-

in narrow limits and is close tcin ono leiits ais nl' t h cerned. However within single litholo-
e2  0gical units there is a slight decrease

2+ 3+ of the oxidation state with depth.i Fe 1. 50Fe 0.77 Ti 0.58 A1007 -g.a "'.20

The corresponding primary Curie tempera- 7. The magnetization intensity of oceanic
Pthe crsodn primar h urie tpra basalts first decreases with low tempe-

te ao 1285 + 0 .00 the ttieprrature oxidation until the oxidation

meter ao 8.475 0.003 AI
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parameter reaches z = 0.6. For z-values Magnetic properties of the Fe3O 4 -' 2T!O4
higher than 0.6 it increases again. The System and their change with oxidatic-
variation of saturation magnetization J.Geomagn.Geoelectr., 9, 165, 1957.
can be explained qualitatively by a Bleil, U., Notes on the magnetic struct-r,.
simple model assuming Fe-migration first of the oceanic crust, Bull, Soc. gbol.
form octahedral sites and then from te- France, 4, 913,1976
trahedral sites. Bleil, U., and N. Petersen, Magnetic prc-

The high amplitude of the mesozoic perties of basement rocks, Leg 37, Site
marine magnetic M-anomalies could possib- 332, Initial Reports of the Deep Sea
ly be caused by this process. The ju- Drilling Project, Volume 37, Washington,
rassic magnetic quiet zone could then 449, 1977.
be explained by inversion of the com- Butler, R.F., Stable single domain to super-
pletely oxidized titanomagnetites to paramagnetic transition during low-tempe-
non-magnetic mineral phases. rature oxidation of oceanic basalts, J.

Geophys. Res., 78, 6868, 1973.
8. The direction of the natural remanent Chevallier, R., and J. Pierre, Propri~t~s

magnetization of ocean floor basalts thermomagntiques des roches volcaniques,is not changed by sea floor alteration. Ann. de Phys., s~rie 10, 17, 390, 1932.
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MAGNETISM OF THE MID-ATLANTIC RIDGE CREST NEAR 370 N FROM FAMOUS AND DSDP RESULTS: A REVIEW

Michel Prdvot I , Alain Lecaille

Laboratoire de Ggmagndtisme, Universit4 Paris VI, 4 Avenue de Neptune, 94 100 Saint-Maur, France

2
Roger Hekinian

Centre Ocdanologique de Bretagne BP 337, 29273 Brest Cedex, France J

Abstract. Comparison of magnetic properties of stant to account for the occurrence of the "mag-
- pillow basalts from the Rift Valley (FAMOUS area) netization high" found in thL FAMOUS Rift Valley.

and from the Crest Mounteins (site 332 of DSDP This feature corresponds to eruptions of fine-
Leg 37) of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 37

0N shows grained olivine-rich basalts, which are on the

that major differencec in magnetic structure and average LVIce as magnetic as the surrounding
properties of the oceanic crust occur butween plagioclase or pyroxene-rich basalts. The high
these two sites. remanence of oli,,ine-e-th basalts results from
Mean effective intensity of magnetization of their smaller magnetic oxide grain size; Athe pillow basalt layer drops from 1.4 x 10-2  similar relationship between petroloey and mag-

eau cm-3 (14 A m-1 at the axis to about netism is also observed for Leg 37 basalts at
0.4 x 10- 2 emu cm- 3 (4 A m-I at site 132. While site 332.
the magnetic anomaly over the spreadiLg center The thickness of the highly magnetized layer
may be accounted for by a magnetized layer less found at the ridge.axis is less than the approx-
than 500 m thick, deeper seated material contri- imately 1 km thick pillow basalt layer (2A).
butes to the magnetic anomalies over the Crest This implies that some process strongly reduces
Mountains. the intensity of magnetization of the pillows at

The large reduction of the intensity of mag- depth. A moderate elevation in temperature re-
netization of the magnetized layer appears to be sulting in a rapid and intense maghemitization

3 a general feature resulting from low-temperature seems to be the best explanation. At Leg 37
oxidation (maghemitizttion) of titanomagnetite. sites the isotherm corresponding to the mean
The effect of maghemitization is a reduction by Curie temperature (3000 C) is at least at 2 km
2/3 to 3/4 of the remanence intensity, accompan- depth, which indicates that the whole layer 2jI ied by a comparable decrease of the Q ratio, can contribute to the magnetic anomalies.

Correlative increase of Curie temperature and Within the FAMOUS Rift Valley the mean inclin-{ +decrease of saturation magnetization agree with ation of magnetization fits the dipole inclin-
experimental data for synthetic titanomagnetites. ation, while anomalously shallow inclinations

o However, contrary to previous conclusions de- are commonly observed at DSDP and IPOD sites
duced from magnetic studies on submarine basalts, from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge Crest. This is in
almost no changes in susceptibility and coerciv- agreement with tectonic models of rifted mid-

Iv ity parameters result from maghemitization. It oceanic rises, which assume block tilting
is also pointed out that maghemitization of the within or at the edges of the rift valley as a
top of layer 2A runs over too long a time con- result of normal faulting. However, tectonic

rotations required for explaining paleomagnetic
- result for Cretaceous North Atlantic IPOD sites

'Now at U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, may indicate a more complex structural evolu-tion of the upper part of the oceanic crust.
California, U.S.A.

Contribution number 592 of the Ddpartment Sci- Itroduction
entifique, Centre Ocdanologique de Bretagne FAMOUS (French American Hid-Ocean Undersea
B.P. 337, 29273 Brest France. Study) and DSDP (Deep Sea Drilling Program) Leg
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specimens with mean grain size below the single-
N domain to pseudosingle domain threshold (about 1

Um for t~tanium-rich titanomagnetites, e.g., Day,
30 1977). There is therefore some doubt that the

mean values they obtain for grain size-related
magnetic parameters (intensity of remanence, sus-

ceptibility, Koenigsberger ratio, median destruc-
tive field) are really representative of the

20 overall FAMOUS pillow basalts.
Regarding the Lqg 37 cores magnetically studied

by several authors (in Aumento, Melson et al.,
1977) and in greatest detail by Hall and Ryall

ce 1(1977), we will consider the data from holes 332A
10 _and 332B, the nearest site to the ridge axis, for

comparison with FAMOUS results. Site 322 is lo-
cated at 37*N, only 30 km west of the present-day
plate boundary. Estimated age of the crust at
this site is about 3.5 m.y. (Aumento, Melson et
al., 1977).

0 200 400 600 Q The comparison of these two magnetically well
documented sets of submarine basalts will be made

Fig. 2. Histogram of the Q ratio of 103 pillow in regard to three problems: (1) the contribution
"nag- basalts of the FAMOUS rift valley, of pillow basalts to the observed magnetic ancma-

lies; (2) the magnetic effects of the low-temper-
alley. 37 yielded large collections of pillow basalts ature oxidation (maghemitization) of titanomag-
ne- that have been studied in great detail. The ex- netites and (3) the relationship between petrol-
the tensi'-e magnetic results obtained provide a ogy and magnetism of the basaltic layer.
1g unique opportunity to compare the magnetism of
high the upper part of the oceanic crust at and near Pillow basalts as a source
rom a ridge axis, in the present-day accretion zone cf magnetic anomalies

and at 30 km from the spreading center.
mag- The FAMOUS program was mainly devoted to the The magnetic anomalies produced by pillow ba-
at study of the Rift Valley near 37*N. This area salts depend on several magnetic parameters:

was extensively sampled either by dredging Firstly, the Koenigsberger (or Q) ratio, the
yer (Needham and Francheteau, 1974) or by using ratio of the intensity of remanence to the inten-
prox- manned submersible (Bellaiche et al., 1974; sity of magnetization induced by the geomagnetic

Arcyana, 1975; Ballard et al., 1975). Figure 1 field at the site. As a first approximation, it
,ices shows the location of the dredge stations where may be -onsidered that the Q ratio must be
ws aL most of the rocks studied magretically by the larger tLan one for the Vine and Matthews (1963)
re- French team (Lecaille et al., 1974; Pr6vot et interpretation of magnetic anomalies to be valid.

ion al., 1976; Prdvot and Lecaille, 1976) were re- Secondly, we have to consider the characteristics
covered. A total number of about 160 samples of the remanent magnetization itself: intensity,

n was studied, including 120 large samples about polarity and direction.
300 g in weight. Experiments include weak-

2 field susceptibility 2nd natural remanent mag-
netization (NRM) measuremeats, alternating 1. FAMOUS pillow basalts

din- field treatment, magnetic hysteresis studies,
- thermomagnetic analysis and electron microprobe The Q ratio is quite high (figure 2) with a

ns analysis (carried out on only 10 samples with geometric mean value of 151 (table 2). Individ-
titanomagaetite crystals large enough for such ual Q ratios range from 20 to 680.
stulies). Detailed experimental procedures and 'Ch mean Q value found by Johnson and Atwater
results will be given elsewhere (Lecaille and (1977) for their specimens from the Rift Valley
Prdvot, 1979). Fission-track ages obtained by is about one order of magnitude smaller, due to

a Storzer and Selo (1974, 1976) indicate these their higher susceptibility (3.5 x 10- emu cm-3),
rocks are less than.0.1 m.y. old. about 10 times that listed in table 2. Such a

tic Another magnetic study has been carried out by high susceptibility is difficult to accept for
tea Johnson and Atwater (1977) on rock samples from unoxidized pillow hasalts. It is several times

the Rift Valley, most of them recovered by sub- larger than the susceptibility of unoxidized
mersibles. Their results are restricted to massive flows (Johnson and Hall, 1978). However,
small specimens with mean magnetic grain size the magnetic susceptibility of the latter should
larger than !. um and include NhM and suscepti- be higher, due to both a larger grain size and a
bility measurements, alternating field treat- higher content of magnetic minerals. We note
ment and thermomagnetic analysis. This sampling also that the susceptibilities given in the same

Leg bias results in a systematic rejection of the paper by Johnson and Atwater (1977) for samples
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dredged near DSDP site 332 are similarly one
order of magnitude higher than the mean value for N
the pillow basalts drilled at this site (table 2).
There is therefore no doubt that the Q value is

quite high and that the magnetic anomaly over this
spreading center is not due to lateral changes of
the induced magnetization carried by the pillow
lava sequence.

It has been pointed out by Harrison (1976) that 20
the arithmetic mean (and not the geometric mean)
has to be used to estimate the intensity of rema-

- - nence as a source of magnetic anomalies. The
arithmetic mean value of the intensity of rema-
nence of the pillow basalts is 1.9 + 0.3 x 10-2

emu cm-3 (19 A m-1 ). The histogram-(figure 3)
shows only one maximum, indicating that probably
this mean value is meaningful. Johnson and
Atwater (1977) found approximately the same value h
for a less extensive collection of rocks from the . . . . . .
median valley. 02 Jr

Polarity and inclination of remanence have been
determined for 18 partially oriented pillow basalts Fig. 3. Histogram of the intensity of magnetiza-
from the Rift Valley (Prdvot et al., 1976; tion Jr (natural values) of 111 pillow basalts of
Johnson and Atwater, 1977). For most of the sam- the FAMOUS rift valley (10-2 emu cm 3 ).
ples, the criterion used for orientation was the
occurrence of frozen-in lava levels resulting in The difficulties with this method of rock reori-
the formation of ledges assumed to be horizontal. entation are related to the facts that the cavities
During the diving operation in the FAMOUS area of are often irregular in shape, that the ledges may
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 36050 ' , field observa- be missing, and/or the cavities may be scarce.
tions have shown(Ballard et al., 1975; Heirtzler, Thin sections made across the pillow fragments from
1975) the existence of a series of ledges or the surface to the interior show only textural var-
shelves on the walls of collapsed feeder tubes. iations accompanied by an increasing degree of cry-
The outer surfaces of these tubes or pillows are stallinity towards the inner part of the flow. How-
glassy and the interior ledges or shelves are ever, the most significant variations are found
cryptocrystalline and not as glassy as the exter- within the first 3 centimeters from the surface.
iors. Hence it is believed that cold sea water Examples of reorientation using the method of the
did not enter into the cavities defined by the cavities were tested on various types of basalts
ledges. These shelves and cavities are formed recovered by dredging and by submersibles from the
when the feeding lava is cut off intermittently ocean floor. Plagioclase-pyroxene--ich basalts
er its source,permitting partial drainage of the (ARP 73-10-02, ARP 74-17-40), olivine basalt (ARP
remaining flow and quenching of lower lava levels 74-11-17, CH 31-DRI-ll), and plagioclase-rich
within the cooling pillow (Ballard and Moore, basalts were used (Fig. 4).
1977). The upper surface of the ledpes is smooth This crIterion has been used for 13 samples. For
while the bottom surface has a rugose texture due the remaining samples, two were collected by Alvin
to the presence of septa and lava stalactites divers from outcrop, then reoriented according to
(Prdvot et al., 1976). The cavities between diver description after the return to the surface.
shelves vary in width from a few centimeters to The other three samples were drilled and reoriented
about twenty centimeters and are often elongated assuming the drilling barrel was vertical and the
in a preferential direction (Fig. 4). However, pillows did not move after cooling. Figure 5 shows
the cavities are not always continuous but may be the location and polarity of oriented samples.
interrupted by internal walls (Bideau et al., The nine samples studied by Prdvot et al. (1976),[ .1977). Usually several leVels of cavities may be broadly distributed within the median valley, are
seen in a single pillowed flow. In the interior normally magnetized. The mean inclination is equal
of the pillows, a series of elongated cavities to 560 + 100 (s.d.), which corresponds to the ex-
with a smoother floor and a more rugose roof pectedInclination for an axial centared dipole at
gives an indication of the vertical at the time this latitude. Similarly, Johnson and Atwater a

- - of cooling. Hence in order to orient a fragment (1977) found a mean inclination equal to 530 + a
L of such a pillow basalt showing cavities, the ver- 80. But a major difficulty arises from the fact o

ti-r1 t the time of cooling is taken to be that two of their nine samples, all collected p
normal to the flattish ledge or normal to a line within the median valley, exhibit a negative in- c

HE of small elongated cavities. In both cases the cllnation. aog polarity of the vertical is deduced from the rela- One of the two reversely magnetized samples was
tive position of the smooth and rugose surfaces oriented from coolinglevels as described above. t- of the cavities (Prdvot-et al., 1976). This criterion provides an unequivocal determin- c
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Fig. 4. Selected pillow flows showing oriented cavities with ledges. Samples ARP 74-11-17, and
1976), CH 31-DR 1-111 are olivine basalts. Samples ARP 73-10-02 and ARP 74-17-40 are plagiociase-
are pyroxene-rich basalts. The vertical is taken to be normal to a line defined by the eloz'ation
equal of the cavities. All the samples are from the inner floor of the Rift Valley near 36*50'N
ex- except for sample ARP 74-17-40 which was collected in transform ftult "A".

le at
ation of the horizontal plane but the determin- tions are self-reversal or recording of some geo-
ation of up and down is less sure, being based magnetic excursion.

ct only upon differences in rugosity between sup- In view of the indirect methods which have to
posed downward and upward-facing walls of the be used for reorienting submarine pillow basalts,

in- cavities. The second reversely magnetized the occurrence of 16 normally magnetized samples I
sample was drilled. In the absence of direct from a total of 18, strongly suggests that in

was visual insuection of the site, the possibility this part of the FAMOUS Rift Valley (Rift Valley
e. that this sample was recovered from a talus pile 2, according to Macdonald 1977) tha pillow
n- cannot be ruled out. Other possible interpreta- basalts are normally magnetized, in agreement
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Fig. 5. Location and polarity of oriented samples from the median valley (from Prdvot et al.,1976, and Johnson and Atwater, 1977), Black dots: positive inclination; circles: negative

inclination. Heavy lines with black dots correspond to dredge hauls samples. Boundaries of--
the crust formed during the Brunhes epoch are indicated by heavy dashed line.

M

-o_ -with their Brunhes a.'e Similarly, paleomagnetic to account for the amplitude of the axial anomaly
-. -studies of the Afar rift valley--which is inter- at 370N (Needham and Francheteau, 1974). Hence
--preted as an accreting plate boundpry--showed the pillow basalt layer is reqponsible for thea ig5that all samples are normally magnethzed (Harrisoe magnetic anomaly observed at the ax ls of the Mid

= : -iet al., 1977 Smith and Schler, personal co m o- Atlantic Ridge near 37N.
iyktscation).

Assuming that the fraction of non-magnetic ma- 2. Leg 37 Pillow basalts

terial is 0.2 at the ridge axis ( alesbury, per-

-_ sonal communication) and that the standard devi- The numerous magnetic studies carried out on Legation of the directions of Ni i is 20 i n(arshall 37 basalts (Hall and Ryall , 1977a and b; Ble. l and

i Aiand Cox, 1971), the overall mean intensity of Petersen, 1977; h!!nlop and Rale 1977; Plessardmagnetization of thg pillowa adye the Pilvot, 1977; Kent and 7)o fowted

i f .4 x 10-2 emu m- . A magnetized layer less large diff-erences inmagnetic propeties with re-
than 500 m thick s enough (.Lcaglle et al., 1974) spect to the FAMOUS rocks.
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The relatively high Q ratio of Leg 37 basalts pillow lava sequence to magnetic anomalies out-
(approximately equal to 35 according to Ryall wards from the ridge axis (irving, 1970).
et al., 1977) seems to indicate that--as found for All evaluations of the magnetic effects of natur-
FAMOUS rocks--the remanence dominates over induced ally occurring maghemitization are based on the as-
magnetization. However, it must be noted that Leg sumption that the two specimens or the two rock
37 basalts are often magnetically viscous (Dunlop units und r comparison were identical before alter-
and Hale, 1977; Evans and Wayman, 1977; Kent and ation. This can never be demonstrated. It may be
Lowrie, 1977; Plessard and Pr6vot, 1977) in con- hoped that a favorable situation for comparing two
trast to FAMOUS basalts (Lecaille et al., 1974). collections of pillow basalts would occur when the
Magnetic viscosity results in the fact that not rocks were erupted at the same latitude from the
only the remanence (viscous remanent magnetization same accreting plate boundary and close to each
or V10 but also the induced magnetization (viscous other in time. The FAMOUS and Leg 37 illections
induced magnetization or VIM) increases signifi- aeet these conditions. Moreover, ma..y petrograph-
cantly with t, the time of application of the ical similarities were noted between Leg 37 ba-
field. If we neglect short-)ived geomagnetic ex- salts and those in the FAMOUS area (Bryan and
cursionsthe acquisition tine to consider in na- Thompson, 1977). We shall restrict the comparison
ture is 0.7 m.y., the beginning of the Brunhes between the FAMOUS and Leg 37 collections to pillow
polarity epoch, except for younger rocks. The basalts. Hence, for Leg 37, we shall consider only
measurements carried out by Hall and Ryall (1977) the magnetic data of the petrological units identi-
using a high frequency susceptibility bridge, fied as pillow lava sequences by Aumento, Melson et
yield an induced magnetization definitely smaller al., (1977). Because NRM intensity and Q ratio have
than the induced magnetization carried in situ by a log normal distribution, we shall compare their
the specimen. The actual mean Q value is there- geometric mean values.
fore smaller than 35. Plessard and Prdvot (1977) Comparison of electron-microprobe and thermomag-
showed that the VIM of Leg 37 basalts increased netic data indicates that the FAMOUS pillow basalts
almost linearly with log t. According to a tenta- contain only slightly oxidized titanomagnetites
tive estimation of the intensity of induced mag- (table 1). This is demonstrated by the absence of
netization for t - 0.7 m.y., they concluded never- significant difference between measured and calcu-
rheless that for a large majority of their samples, lated Curie points for most of the samples. The
the induced magnetization carried in situ is no- latter Curie point is deduced from chemical analy-
ticeably smaller than the NRM. sis, assuming that no oxidation occurred and using
The properties of NRM are also quite different Curie point data for synthetic titanomagnetites

from those observed in the FAMOUS rift valley. The (see review by Smith and Prdvot, 1977, for pure
magnetic polarity is mostly reversed (Ryall et al., titanomagnetite, and experimental data by Richards
1977) in accordance with interpretation of sea- et al., 1973 for sut-tLuted titanomagnetites).
surface magnetic profiles suggesting that site 332 Note that estimated uncertainties about calculated
is within the 3.32-3.78 m.y. old negative polarity values are + 300C (Smith and Prdvot, 1977).
block (Aumento, Melson et al., 1977). The approxi- Sample DRO6-104A is certainly oxidized, and per-
mately 100 m thick normally magnetized layer occur- haps also samples DR02-102A 2 , DR03-103 and DR03-
ring at the top of hole 332A may correspond to a 105 B3 . Moreover, the mean calculated Curie point
normal polarity event preceding the Gilbert-Gauss of the samples is about 40* lower than the mean
boundary (Aumento, Melson et al., 1977). The mean measured Curie point for the entire collection
inclination is shallower by a much as 250-30 from (table 2). This suggests a slight maghemitization
the expected dipole value suggesting considerable of the FAMOUS pillow basalts, the mean oxidation
tectonic tilting (Ryall et al., 1977; Harrison index z being about 0.2 according to Readman and

e and Watkins, 1977). The effective intensity of ths O'Reilly's (1972) data for synthetic titanomag-
f drilled basaltic layar is only 0.37 x 10 emu cm hemite.

(Ryall et al., 1977), about four times weaker thai, The Leg 37 pillow basalts are largely maghemi-
that calculated for the rift valley. Hence, con- tized as demonstrated by the irreversibility of the
trary to our conclusion for the FAMOUS Rift Valley, thermomagnetic curves of most of the samples (Bleilanomaly the layer responsible for magnetic anomaly at site and Petersen, 1977; Dunlop and Hale, 1977; Hall and

Hence 332 probably exceeds the accepted thickness of 2 km Ryall, 1977b; Schwarz and Fu-iwara, 1977; Murthy et
rthe - for layer 2 (Ryall et al., 1977). al., 1977; Kent and Lowrie, 1977) and the high meanthe Mid- Curie point (table 2).

For most of the magnetic parameters (except Curie
The low-temperature oxidation temperature and saturation magnetization), the es-

of titanomagnetites timation of the magnetic effects of maghemitization
requires the two suites of rocks under considera-

ut on Lej 1. Magnetic effects of maghemitization: compari- tion to contain titanomagnetites with the same
Bleil ami son of FAMOUS and Leg 37 pillow basalts. grain size. The condition seems fulfilled here,
lessard- as shown by the absence of significant difference
showed- Low-temperature oxidation of titanomagnetites in the Hrc/Hc ratio (remaneat coercive force to co-
with re, r (maghemitization) is probably the main process ex- ercive force) for FAMOUS and Leg 37 pillow basalts

plaining the decrease of the contribution of the (table 2). The Jrs/Js and Hrc/Bc ratios found may
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Table 2 Comparison of average magnetic properties of FAMOUS (rift valley)
and Leg 37 (holes 332A and 332B) pillow basalts

FAMOUS Leg 37

0 (°C) 159 + 9 (N=86) 294 + 14 (N=69)

z 0.2 0.7 + 0.04 (N=69)

.s (emu cm- 3
) 0.87 + 0.11 (N-53) 0.40- 0.04 (N=85)

-2 -3 12 .1Jr (10 emu cm
- ) 1.44{ 1.23 (N=103) 0.366 0.312(N85)1.68 0.428

k (10 emu cm
- ) 2.99 + 0.34 (N103) 2.41 + 0.22 (Nu84)

1932.9 =4

1 9.S{ (N=103 39.5 .9 ("=84)
178 47.6

Jrs/Js 0.41 + 0.03 (N=53) 0.54 + 0.12 (:= 8)

1.43 + 0.07 (N=51) 1.41 + 0.14 (N=20)

H (Oe) 297 ± 42 (N-53) 253 + 31 (N=20)

lirc (Oe) 407 + 74 (N=51) 353 + 50 (N=20)

MDF (0e) 359 + 51 (N=53) 303 + 25 (N-85)

P.Curie point; z, degree of oxidation; J., saturation magnetization;

J natural remanent magnetization; k, initial susceptibility; Q, Koenigsberger

ratio with H=0.42 Oe); J rs saturation remanent magnetization; Hrc, remanent

coercive force; MDF, Median destructive field of NRM. Error bars indicate the

95% confidence interval for the average (brackets for log normally distributed

parameters). Leg 37 data from lei and Petersen (1977), Dunlop and Hale (1977),

Hall and Ryall (1977a and b) and Murthy et al (1977). Note that the MDF of the

FAMOUS pillow basalts is about 80% higher than that found by Johnson and Atwater

(1977) for a collection restricted tc samples with a mean tirancagnetite grain

size larger than I umn (see text). ma
be interpreted at corresponling to small pseudo- The decrease in spontaneous magne-ization is con-
single domain grains (Lecaille and Privot, 1979). patible with the trend otserved at 06C for synthet-

ic titanoaghemites (Prfvot, 1973).
Magnetic effects f maghemitization are as follows: It must be pointed out tha. Jr and Q changes are

overestimated because the shallow-reversed primary
i) Large decreases of satiration magnetization, remanent magnetization of Leg 37 basalts is often

remanence and Q ratio occur (table 2)- reduced In intensity b7 overprinted normally direc-
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33It can be demonstrated from theory (Prdvot et al.,

1979) that maghemitization of single-domain grains

F4362 results in a large decrease in coercivity and a

large increase in susceptibility whereas the oppo-

site trends are expected for true multidomain par-
ticles. The later crends have been observed by

S toAde-Hall et al., (1976) for coarse-grained basalts

from Leg 34.
The small changes observed here in coercivity-

related parameters are probably a characteristic

of small ,eudo-single domain particles.

2. Development with time of maghemitization

At some spreading centers, and in particular
36950' within the FAMOUS rift valley 2, deep tow magnetic

profiles indicate the occurrence of a "central
anomaly magnetization high" (Klitgord, 1976;
Macdonald, 1977). In the rift valley 2 it is des-
cribed as a sharp, narrow maximum in crustal mag-

netization occurring near the axis of the inner
..- 9 floor and coinciding with large volcanic features

such as Mount Pluto and Mount Venus (Fig. 6). Ac-
. 9 cording to Klitgord and Macdonald the magnetiza-

I tion high indicates the youngest eruptions on the
l sea-floor. The less magnetized surrounding lava

Aflows are supposed to be older, their weaker mag-
netization being interpreted as a result of

W348' weathering. In other words, maghemitization issupposed to occur intensively within the rift val-

ley. Only direct magnetic measurements can verify
this hypothc.a. From a comparison of preliminary
magnetic dat for "axial basalts" (dredged within

l1 1 km from the axis: dredge hauls 1, 4, 5, 8, 9,
11 and 12) and for "more distant basalts" (dredge

... .. :: .... hauls 2, 3, 6 and 10), Prdvot and Lecaille (1976)
OLVINE B. PLA Rc, PLA.OL 8. APHYRIC B. PI ITiC concluded that the magnetiza.on high cannot re-

sult from an alteration process. The more complete

Ff- 6. Generalized distribution of five basalt data now available (Table 3) confirms their con-
t. in the FAMOUS rift valley (from Hekinian, clusions:

1 Mo, _ and Bryan, 1976) with superimposed magneti- 1) fhe axial basalts are about twice as magnetic
" al- zation calculated from the inversion solution of as the more distant basalts. In other words,

near-botom magnetic profiles (5 A/m contour in- direct magnetic measurements are compatible with

rval; from Macdonald, 1977). Letters indicate intensity variations deduced from deep-.tow profiles.
-opographic highs: V, Mount Venus; P, Mount 2) This change in intensity of remanence cannot
Pluto; J, Mount Jupiter. The fields of plag. ol. be explained by any maghemitization process be-

: 0 basalts (plagioclase-olivne-pyroxene basalts) cause of the absence of change in Curie tempera-
and of the aphyric basalts refers here to the ture and the larger saturation magnetization
pyroxene-rich basalts discussed in the text. The (which decreases through maghemitization) of the
picritic and the olivine basalts correspond to more distant basalts.
the olivine-rich basalts. It is obvious therefo;. chat such a magnetiza-tion high is not necessarily v -iarker of the most

f ted VRM (neil and Petersen, 1977; Ryal et al., recent extrusiors on the sea floo: and may not be
1977). Prdvot and Grosmd (1975) showed that for useful in detecting pre.ent plate tiundaries.
subaerial basalts with a viscosity index (Thellier
and Thellier, 1944) comparable to that of Leg 37 Relationship between petrology and
basalts (Plessard and Prdvot, 1977) the intensity magnetism of the basaltic layer

of the VRM acquired since the beginning of the
Brunhes epoch is, on average, equal to 1/5 of the
intensity of the primary remanenc. 1. FAMOUS pillow basalts

-I) Quite small changes in susceptibility and co- The idea that the magnetization high could be due
ercivity parameters (He, 

11
rc and MDF) are observed to petrological variations of the magma at the time

(tab]- of eruption came from the observation that highly
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LI., Table 3 Comparison of average magnetic properties of the axial basalts and the more distant basalts

5 from the median valley of the Mid-Atlantic ridge (FAMOUS area)

Location 0 is k ir Q

2.39 277Axial basalts 160 + l0*C 0.755 + 0.145 2.50 + 0.40 1.98 { {
1.64 21 210

(N-57) (N=30) (N-57) (N-57) (N-57)

1 18 94.7More distant 155 + 140C 1.10 + 0.15 3.63 + 0.53 0.97 1.18 78.2{
c 0.813 64.6

basalts (N=46) (N-23) (N-46) (N=46) (N-46)

Legend: see table 2

S

magnetic hills fow-a 4 the inner floor (Fig. 6) of the thermoremanent magnetization decreases with-
the FAMOUS Rift Valley correspond mainly to in the pseudosingle domain range when particle
olivine-rich basalt while plagioclase and pyroxene- size increases, the total diminution in intensity
rich basalt occurs on the eastern and western walls corresponding to a factor of ten (Day, 1977). We
(Bougault and Hekinian, 1974; Hekinian and Hoffert, think that the difference in intensity of rema-
1975; Hekinian, Moore and Bryan, 1976; Arcyans. nence between olivine-rich basalts and pyroxene-
1977; Bryan and Moore, 1977). rich or plagioclase-rich basalts is Miainly due to

fy To test this hypothesis, thin sections zom a statistical grain size difference, the smallestry each of the 120 large samples studied magnetic- magnetic oxide grains being found in the olivine-
n ally were examined and half of the samples were rich basalts. This view is substantiated by the

chemically analyzed. We compare the magnetic trends of the grain size-dependent magnetic para-properties of two groups of basalts: meters (Hc, Hrc, UDF and Q) which all indicate
- olivine-rich basalts (Bougault and Hekinian, that, statistically, the finest titanomagnetites

1974) which inclu both olivine and plagioclase occur within the olivine-rich basalts (Table 4).ete as early formed mineral phases. These are apha- Microscopic oLiervations lead to the same con-
nitic, aphyric or slightly phyric basalts. The clusion.
picritic basalts, which are less common, will be It must be pointed out that this correlation
considered here as olivine-rich basalts. between magnetism and petrology is only valid

- pyroxene-rich basalts (plagioclase-pyroxene- at a statistical level. Moreover, it is not an
olivine basalts) and plagiic:.se-rich basalts unequivocal relationship: within each of theles. (moderately phyric and highly phyric plagioclase two magnetically different groups, basalts which

t basalts). The pyroxene-rich basalt may contain are petrologically quite distinct coexist. The
small amount of olivine. differences in magnetic properties observed are in
Results listed in table 4 show that the inten- fact related to the textural features of the rocks

sity of remanence of olivine-rich basalts is rather than to their petrology as a whole.
statistically twice as large as other basalt Figure 7 shows a ternary diagram giving the re-
types. This does not result from any differ- lative amount (vol %) of phenocrysts, matrix miner-
ence in the chemical composition of the titano- als and mesostasis in the rock. The term mesosta-
magnetite, as attested by the absence of any sis vs used here refers to the glassy portion and _3i
difference in the mean Curie temperature. the cryptocrystalline (< 0.02 mm in length) mater-
Neither can the difference in remanence inten- is! not identified under a iigh power microscope.
sity be due to changes in the magnetic oxide The matrix minerals range betveen 0.02 and 0.9 mm
content. On the contrary, titanomagnetites are in length and include plagioclase laths, pyroxene,
more abundant within the group with the smallest and olivine granules. The pheno -vsts consist
intensity of remanence as shown by their higher mainly of cumulate plagioclases hav.-g a grain
saturation magnetization (which is proportional size larger than 1 mm in length. On the same dia-
to the oxide content). T;e difference in inten- gram the value of the coercive force Hc is super-
sity of remanence may result either from changes imposed for each sample. It is apparent that the
in the intensity of the paleofield or from a largest coercve forces (corresponding to the fin-
variation in the giain size of the magnetic min- est grains) are found for the least crystalline

y. erals. For titanamagnetites, the intensity of rocks, which are the olivine-rich basalts.
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Table 4 Average magnetic properties of olivine-rich pillow basalts and plagioclase
or pyroxene-rich pillow basalts from the FAMOUS area (median valley)

plagioclase or pyroxene-
olivine-rich basalts rich basalts

162 + 12 159 + 13

(N=35) (N=45)

is 0.690 + 0.150 1.05 + 0.13
(N=28) (N-23)

193 98.5 { 883
234 { 284 121

(N,-52) (N=45) '

H 368 + 76 250 + 55c
(N=28) (N=23)

Hrc 502 + 113 314 + 80

(N=28) (N=22)

MDF 393 + 69 323 + 80

(N=28) (N=23)

J 2.01 1.64 0.995 {0818r 2.48 1.21
(N=52) (N=45)

Legend: see table 2

2. Leg 37 pillow basalts vine-rich basalts) and has to be attributed to the
smaller magnetic oxide grain size (attested by a

Petrographic studies of Leg 37 basalts led to larger median destructive field) in the olivine-
H the recognition of petrological types similar to rich basalt.

those found in the FAMOUS area (Bryan and Thompson The fact that low-temperature oxidation affects
1977; Dimitriev and Aumentb, 1977). Using these these two groups of babalts to the same degree is
studies and geochemical data from Aumento, Melson demonstrated by the absence of any significant
et al. (1977) we were able to classify Leg 37 difference between the two mean Curie points.
pillow basalts from hole 332B into the two groups Hence maghemitization does not modify the relative
previously defined: olivine-rich basalts and contribution of olivine-rich basalts and of plagi-
plagioclase or pyroxene-rich basalts. oclase or pyroxene-rich basalts to magnetic anoma-

Table 5 shows that the relative variation of the lies.
magnetic parameters between these~two groups arethe same as those ft- a for the FAMOUS pillow IV Con-lusions

basalts; olivine-r n basalts are about twice as
magnetic as plagic -lase and pyroxene-rich basalts. Extensive magnetic studies carried out at the
Again, this cannot result from variations of Mid-Atlantic Ridge Crest near 371N show that the
oxide content (oxide content is lower in the oi- magnetic properties of the pillow basalt layer are
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PHENOCRYST MATRIX MINERAL

Fig. 7. Ternary diagram of the relative amount (vol X) of phenocrysts, matrix mineral and
mesostasis (see text for precise definitions). Number indicates coercive force of the sample
(Oe). Olivine basalts and picritic basalts are olivine-rich basalts. Plagioclase-rich
basalts are divided into moderately phyric plagioclase basalts 04PPB) and highly phyric
plagioclase basalts (HPPB). PL. PRM (OL)B are called pyroxene-rich basalts in the text. See
text for references about these different types of basaltic rocks found in the rift valley.

petrology dependent and change notably with time magnetite abundance and the remanence intensity
as a result from sea-floor weathering and tectonic (Anderson et al., 1975). These workers suggest
tilting. In addition the thickness of the mag- that in addition to having twice as much titano-
netized layer increases rapidly outwards from the magnetite, ,the samples from the Galapagos rift
ridge axis. All these features seem to be typical zone have five times more intense remanence than

o the of the behavior of the basaltic layer of the the samples from the Costa Rica ridge because the 4

y a oceanic crust. former have a greater proportion of smaller

ne- grains. As it is true for the magnetizat:,~t high
1. A relationship between petrology and magnetism in the FAMOUS rift valley, variations in the

ects was first suggested by Vogt and .Tohnson (1973) in grain size of the magnetic minerals seem essential

e is order to explain high-amplitude anomalies zones to interpret the high-amplitude anomalies zones

t located close to some postulated "hot spots". found in other parts of the oceans.
Chemical and magnetic studies of rocks from the

ative Reykjanes Ridge (de Boer, 1973; Day et al., 1979), 2. Maghemitization of titanomagnetite is probably

agi- the Galapagos spreading center (Vo t and de Boer, the major cause for the decrease in the amplitude

noma- 1976) and high-amplitude zones in the Juan de Fuca of magnetic anomalies outwards from the ridge
area (Vogt and Byerly, 1976) seem to support this axis. However, according to the Curie tempera-
conjecture. The highest magnetizations of these tures of the rocks collected within the FAYOUS
Fe-Ti enriched basalts are supposed to result from Rift Valley, the maghemitization of the top of the
a larger titanomagnetite concentration, contrary basement is a progressive process. Samples col-

e to our observations in the FAMOUS area. However, lected as far as 4 km west of the axis yield Curie

the the rock magnetic study carried out on seven pil- temperatures near 150*C (Johnson and Atwater, 1:T77),

are low fragments from the Galapagos spreading center which is not significantly different from the mean
showed a poor correspondence between the titano- value at the axis (table 4). This confirms our
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Table 5 Average magnetic properties of olivine-rich pillow basalts and et

plagioclase or pyroxene-rich pillow basalts from Leg 37 (hole 332B) at
ha

plagioclase or pyroxene- W cl
olivine-rich basalts rc aatrich basalts ma,

ex

294 + 9 305 + 14 in
re

(N-65) (N-78)
til
bl

J 0.305 + 0.023 0.429 + 0.066S--- al

(N-65) (N=78)
FRI Ri

leS 28.6 Up
Q 45{63.6 34.7 { 28.62U

.74.5 42. Ro
th

(N-50) (N=49) mq

fr
MDF 370 + 31 254 + 30 Ri

Pe
(N-49) (N=49) ca

~rc

0.8 0.423 0270 0.222
Jr 0.488 { 0.561 0.327 C i: At

(N-5O) (N-49)
cl

Magnetic data from Hall and Ryall (1977a and b), petrological classification

from Dmitriev and Aumento (1977). Legend: see table 2.

d conclusion that the magnetization high found in the ations in magnetic oxide content and/or size,
:AMOUS Rift Valley 2 does not result from an alter- between basalts from the median valley and from

L• ation process and cannot be used a priori as a the flanks (Egvt, 1973). It is worth notingr

t F marker of the present plate boundary, that moderately magnetized p-llow basalts have
From the FAMOUS area to DSDP 332 site, the mean also been recovered within the median valley at

intensity of NRM decreases by a factor of 4. Tak- 45*N (Ade-Hall et al., 1973).
ing into account the reducing of NRM of reverselyI magnetized Leg 37 basalts due to VRM overprinting, 3. Tectonic rotations due mainly to normal fault- a

1j 4 the reduction of the intensity of the primary rem- ing at the edges of the median valley have been i1
anent magnetization must be slightly less, prob- suggested by Van Andel (1968) and Van Andel and

- ably between 2/3 and 3/4. There is an excellent Bowin (1968). Another geologic model by Moore
- - agreement between intensities of remanence measur- et al. (1974) assumes that the subsidence of the

;t ed and intensities calculated from direct model- ridge center induces a substantial tilting (of
u ing of near-bottom magnetic anomalies at 370N 200 to 400) towards the rift-valley -txis. The a

(Macdonald, 1977). In both cases the intensity paleomagnetic data so far obtained in the North
decreases from 2 x 10-2 emu cm- right at the Atlantic strongly support such models. It has
axis (effentive average intensity of remanencq been frequently observed at DSDP and IPOD sites t
of axial basalts) to about 0.4 x 10-2 emu cm - 3  that, even after cleaning, the mean magnetic in-
for 3.5 m.y. old crust (holes 332). clination of the magnetic units differs from the
The 2/3 to 3/4 reduction due to maghemitization value expected from paleolatitude: sites 332A, t

is the same as that found by PrAvot and Grommd 332B, and 333A (Rall and Hall, 1977); sites 395
(1975) for dredged basalts from the whole North and 396 (Johnson, 1979), site 396B (Peterse,
Atlantic basement. The larger decrease observed 1979); sites 407, 408, and 410A (Luyendyk, Cann
t45N (Irvn, 1970) pb results from some el4., 1977), site 317D (Donnelly, Francheteauaw at 4*(Ivn,17)probablyreutfomse lta

combination of maghemitization and local vari- et al., 1977) and site 418A (Flower, Salisbury
224 PR]9VOT
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et al., 1977). Expected and anomalous inclin- alous inclinations in terms of tectonic rotation
ations, which generally differ by 20 to 300, is that it would require extreme tilting of the
have been observed several times in a single blocks (Lowrie, 1977). Assuming that the rota-
hole. tion axis was in the plane of the paleofield
It is difficult to explain the e anomalous in- vector, Harrisn and Watki s (1977) found that

clinations by any non-dipole behavior of the geo- the amount of rotation needed to account for the
magnetic field (secular variation or geomagnetic excessively shallow inclinations at the Leg 37
excursions or transitions) at the time of cool- sites is 55. However, the tectonic studies of
ing because the probability of recording such di- the Afar accretion zone (Morton and Black, 1975)
rections is very low (Harrison and Watkins, 1977). show that in several large areas extension tec-
Decisive geological and paleomagnetic observa- tonics resulted in normal faulting with blocks
tions in favor of tectonic rotations of crustal strongly tilted. Dip angles up to 600 and loc-
blocks have been reported recently (Donnelly, ally up to 900 have been observed. Probably as
Francheteau et al., 1977; Flower, Salisbury et a result of successive stages of normal faulting,
al., 1977). the faults were sumeLimes observed dipping at
The axis of spreading of the North Atlantic only shallow angles. In view of these results,

Ridge, trending approximately N-S, is more or there is no dcubt that the tectonic complexity
less parallel to the horizontal component of the of the oceanic crust has been so far under-
Upper Tertiary and Quaternay geomagnetic field, estimated.
Rotations around the horizontal axis parallel to
the ridge axis postulated by the two geological 4. Thickening of the magnetized layer outwards
models reportcd above would reduce the magnetic fror. the ridge axis. It is now well established
inclination. The unexpectedly low inclinations (Harrison, 1976) that the mean magnetic intensity
frequently observed along the North Atlantic of DSDP cores is several times less than the
Ridge Crest (Ryall and Hall, 1977, Johnson, 1979; values calculated from magnetic anomaly profiles
Petersen, 1979; Luyendyk, Cann et al., 1977) assuming the magnetized layer is only 500 m
can therefore bc reaoily explained by tectonic thick. DSDP sites recently studied along the
rotations. MAR (Johnson, 1979, Petersen, 1979) confirms Leg
Qualitatively different inclination discrepan- 37 results (Ryall et al., 1977) that the magnet-

cies have been obtained for older oceanic crust. ized layer is several kilometers thick away from
At the Cretaceous North Atlantic sites (IPOD the ridge axis. On the other hand, the high av-
megaleg 51-52-53) magnetic units with a mean in- erage magnetic intensity of the FAMOUS pillow
clination larger than expected dipole inclination basalts seems to indicate that the magnetized
were found, the difference being about 25*-35* layer is less than 500 m within the median valley
(Donnelly, Francheteau et ml., 1977; Flower, (Lecaille et ml., 1974).
Salisbury et ml., 1977) In such cases, horizon- Three processes can result in a decrease of the
tal rotation axes have to be more or less oblique intensity of remanence with depth at the MAR axis:
with respect to the horizontal component of the 1. transition from pillow basalts to possibly
paleofield. Taking into account the Cretaceous less magnetic intrusive units.

ze, pole position for North America (Mankinen, 1978) 2. geothermal gradient.
from and the 10-20 ° East strike of the ridge crest, 3. intense maghemitization at depth.
ting rotations about axes parallel to the ridge crest Regarding the first interpretation, the main
have can, at the most, increase the expected dipole transition between intrusive and intrusive rocks
ey at 32' inclination to 430-50° . This seems insuf- is supposed to correspond to the 2A/?B interface

ficient to account for the observed discrepancy. within layer 2 (Talwani et al., 1971) Fowler
It may be suggested that large faulting occurred (1976) showed that beneath the median valley at

1 fault- along directions oblique with respect to the 37*N layer 2A is about 1 km thick. Similarly,
been spreading axis strike or that some rotations in a detailed geophysical study of the Reykjanes
and Cre due to large scale slumps rather than to nor- Ridge Crest Talwani et ml. (1971) found that
ore nal faults (Francheteau, personal communication). the thickness of the pillow basalts varies from
f the Another unsolved question is whether the postu- 0.6 to 1.1 km in the crestal zone. This figure
(of lated rotations parallel to the spreading center in to compare with the 400 m thickness they as-
The axis take place within ,Moore et al., 1974) or at sign to the magnetized layer.

orth the edges of the median valley (van Andel and The second interpretation is that the bottom of
has Bowin, 1968). The paleomagnetic data so far ob- the magnetized layer corresponds to the Curie
;ies tained for rocks collected within the median val- point isotherm (160*C at the axis). This is sup- R

c in- ley cannot settle this point because the magnetic ported by some thermal models of the oceanic
m the inclinations calculated are in most cases relative crust. Sleeps (1975) study of the thermal
32A, to the horizontal plane at the time of cooling structure of mid-ocean ridme axes s, ggests that I
s 395 rather than to the present horizontal plane. the 3000C isotherm would be as shallow as 300 m F
n, Drilling within the rift valley is probably the at the axis of the MAR near 370N. Accord'fhi to i

Cann only way to solve this problem. Sclater and Prancheteauls (1970) cooling model
teau An argument against the interpretation of anom- of lithospheric plate, the variation of heat flow
ur
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q with age t of the site is given approximately the lower boundary of the magnetized layer cor-
by (Francheteau, personal communication): responds probably to a decrease in magnetiza-

12 tion due to an intense maghemitization at depth
, -t- at ridge axes. A further contribution comes

w 6  from the decrease of the spontaneous magnetiza-
secr q i) an t in m ni. Th thermal cu tion as temperature increases. The geothermals

-I
cm

-2 ) 
and t in m.y. The thermal conduc- gain ihnterf alyi hrfr

tivity of pillow basalts being 4.0 mcal 0CI cm- I gradient within the rift valley is therefore
sec- I (Hyndman and Jessop, 1971; Hyndman et al., les. important than the gradient needed to in-

1977) the depth of the 160 0 C isotherm can be cal- terp, the lover boundary of the magnetized
layer term- of the Curie point isotherm.culated. This depth is approximately 400 m for However, depending upon the hydrothermal crcu-

t-0.5 m.y. and 500 m for t=l m.y. At site 332, lation pattern, and the depth of the eventuallythe calculated depth of the relevant 300C Curie transient magma chamber (Nisbet and Fowler,
point isotherm is approximately 2 km, in agreement transiet mam chae Niset an Foler,
with Ryall et al.'s (1977) suggestion that the

mains that the lower part of layer 2A is heatedentire layer 2 contributes to the magnetic anomaly. at he l oe pt s atd
As te cols he lwer of 2be- at some places above its Curie point and be-~As the plate cools the lower part of layer 2 be-

comes progressively magnetized. Such a cooling comes remagnetized as the plate moves away from

by conduction results in the formation of blocks the ridge axis.
of alternating polarity with broad sloping tran- Acknowledgments. Discussion with R. S. Coe, J.
sition zones as described in Cande and Kent's Prancheteau, S. Groun, E. A. Mankinen and J.

(1976) magnetic model of layer 3. Such thermal G. Moore were very helpful as were the reviewsmodels provide therefore a straightforward explan- of C. G. A. Harrison and H. P. Johnson. We
ation of the thickening of the magnetized layer thank also B. Bregman for typing the manuscript.near the ridge axis. This work was supported by the CNRS, the Uni-
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MErAMORPHISM IN THE OCEAN CRBLT Secc

Johnson R. CaLn irr

Department of Geology, The University,

Newcastle upon Tyne, NEI 7RU, England aet

desc,Abstract. Ocean floor rocks can be assigned the greenschists are schistose, or that the fro

to five mineral assemblage facies, brownstone, amphibolite facies rocks are made up of lineated oth

zeolite, greenschist, amphibolite and gabbro. lustrous black prisms of hornblende. Almost all ate,The rocks charactersically preserve igneous of the metamorphics preserve a well-developed the

textures and are little deformed. Changes in igneous texture, with a characteristic lath it
bulk chemistry are controlled by congruent shape to the plagioclase demonstrating an origin and
mineral reactions, in which one phase is by crystallisation from a liquid. Chilled appi
transformed into another. Overall bulk crustal margins preserve variolitic and skeletal crystal fac!
changes cannot easily be calculated. Metamorph- forms, now pseudomorphed by other minerals, hi g
ism to high grades follows on very shortly after clearly indicating very rapid cooling and rapid nati
crustal formation, during an intense period of crystal growth. Zones of shearing may cut across To
hydrothermal activity as the ridge-crest-parallel areas where primary textures are well-developed, trx
faults form. Brownstone alteration continues as but these make up only a small proportion of the (Kr
the crust ages during less intense, lower bulk of most rock samples. brol
temperature hydrothermal episodes. Table 1 gives a summary of the mineral the

a assemblages observed in ocean floor metamorphics
Introduction for both basic and ultramafic comjpositions,over Miyi

the range of metamorphic conditions encountered. cas
Metamorphosed igneous rocks are recovered Specific features are discussed in the following isec

relatively frequently from the ocean floor by paragraphs. whi(
dredging, and are to be expected as the solid The brownstone facies, newly defined here, is by
components of the rock-water hydrotherma3 the facies of low temperature ocean floor mini
systems that have been predicted on geophysical weathering or cool hydrothermal alteration. It tri(
grounds (Lister, 1972), observed indirectly is the facies of most older oceanic crust, and miXM
(Williams et al., 1974), and recently observed persists through most of the drilled sections of Sim
directly as emerging jets of hot water (Weiss et ocean crust. Its products have characteristically of i
al., 1977). However, metamorphic rocks have very a yellowish brown tint (from which the name ir coat
rarely been recovered by drilling, and none of Lhe derived) when conditions are, as they usua.ly are, layl
deep holes in the ocean crust, such as those on oxidising, but are a dark bluish grey under occl
legs 37 and 45, have shown any clear-cut increase reduction. Secondary minerals are closely related ves
in the degree of alteration with depth. This to particular primary phases, and cannot be parn
paper sets out to examine this paradox, by first demonstrated to form equilibrium assemblages. rep.
giving an outline account of the nature of the The most widespread mineral in oxidising conditions rep.
metamorphic rocks from the ocean crust, and then is a K-rich dioctahedral iron illite, resembling appi
examining the processes by which they form. celadonite in composition, but not always showing sec

a true illite X-ray diffraction pattern (Kempe, of
Characteristics of Ocean-floor Metamorphics 1974; Bass, 1976; Robinson et al., 1977; Scarfe

F -- and Smith, 1977; Andrews, 1977). This mineral by
All of the metamorphic rocks so far described replaces olivine, lines and fills vesicles, the

from the ocean floor are metamorphosed igneous replaces interstitial glass, and eventually, under cha
rocks, either basalts, gabbros and related basic extremc alteration, replaces augite. Under soM
rocks, or peridotites and related ultramafic reducing conditions its place is taken by a + S1

4 rocks. Metamorphic deformational fabrics are magnesium-rich trioctahedral smectite, a true (U.
only poorly developed. Though these rocks are saponite, which gives a good X-ray diffraction Ice
described as belonging to, for example, the pattern characteristic of this mineral. This 250
greenschist or amphibolite facies, this refers to Phase fulfils the same mineralogical functions Tom
mineral assemblage only and does not imply that as the illite, but with a very different sup

(St,
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chemical character. Where both phases occur in Nothing is yet kznown of the mineralogical
the same rock, the saponite appears usually to be ch iracteristics of ultramafic rocks such as
earlier than the illite. Vhe plagiorclase of the peridotites and serpentinites under brownstone

basalt remains little affected during the early or zeolite facies conditions. It is possible
stages of this alteration, except for some that particular forms of serpentine may be
replacement by the appropriate clay, but at more recogn.isable, or that Mg-rich clays such as
advanced stages of alteration becomes replaced by saponite may be formed as in rocks of basaltic
potassium feldspar, probably best described as composition. Preliminary investigations
aduLaria (Mellis, 1952; Matthews, 1962, 1971). (Prichard, personal cuo.munication) suggest that
Secondary pyrite is very characteristic of the both types of mineral may be present, though their
reduced zones in this facies, aeveloping as relative conditions of formation are not yet clear.
irregular cross cutting stringers. With the incoming of greenschist facies

Where basalt glass is abundant, as in the glassy mineralogy characterised by the assemblage albite
rinds of lava pillows, a rather different style of + chlorite t actinolite ± epidote + spnene, the
alteration is found. Orange palagonite, a minera.1 extent of alteration of the primary assemblage
resembling in composition the illitic mineral increases. Usually less than half of the primary
described above, but very poorly crystalline, forms phases remain, and complete replacement by thehe from the glass in association with phillipsite or secondary phases is not uncommon. In contrast

ineated other low temperature zeolites and calcium carbon- with the situation in the brownstone and zeolite
st all ate. At the upper limit of the brownstone facies, facies, here it is possible to conclude from te

oped the celadonitic phase becomes very rare, so that close spatial juxtaposition and wide development
th it is seldom seen in the zeolite facies rocks, of secondary phases that they represent some sor.
origin and phillipsite disappears. New minerals Zhat of equilibrium assemblage. Augite is the phased appear at or near the bottom of the zeolite most commonly appearing as a relict, and some-

crystal facies are zeolites characteristic of rather times it occurs as water-clear crystals which

higher temperatures, such as analcite and have apparently been completely unaffected whilerapid natrolite (Miyashiro, Shido and Ewing, 1971). the rest of the rock is extensively replaced. It
t across To judge from similar, but not identical,mineral is often, however, closely associated with bluish
eloped, transitions in the Icelandic geothermal fields green needles of actinolite which may replace it
of the (Krismannsdottir, 1975), the temperature of the completely. Numerous veins are characteristic of

brownstone-zeolite facies boundary would be in greenschist facies material, containing usually
the region of 50-1000 C. some of the secondary minerals present in the rock,

orphics The zeolite facies has been well described by often in association with quartz. Within the rock
s,over Miyashiro, Shido and Ewing (1971). As is the there is a cloe- association of individual second-
tered. case with the brownstone facies, it is character- ary phases with particular primary phases, so that
lowing ised by the presence of relict igneous phases albite replaces calcic plagioclase, which may also

which have only rarely been completely replaced be replaced by chlorite. Chlorite may also replace
re, is by alteration phases. The most characteristic olivine and glass, and fill vesicles. This

mineral of this facies is a magnesium-rich relationship is described in more detail by
It trioctahedral saponite or saponite-chlorite Cann (1969).

and mixed layer mineral. This is in many ways The upper limit of the greenschist facies is
ons of similar to the mineral of the reduced assemblage marked by the disappearance of albite, chlorite
stically of the brownstone facies, but is usually more and actinolite, and the appearance of green
e is coarse-grained, and may contain chlorite inter- aluminous hornblende associated with calcic

y are, layers (Miyashiro, Shido and Ewing, 1971). It plagioclase. Miy.Ashiro, Shido and Ewing (1971)
r occurs replacing olivine and glass, and filling suggested that the assemblage actinolite + calcic
related vesicles and cracks. It is commonly found plagioclase might form an intermediate assemblage

partly replacing plagioclase, which is also often in this complex change, on the basis of some of
es. re piaced by zeolites. Augite is usually un- their observations from the Atlantis collection,
ondition' riplaced in this facies, retaining its igneous and this has been supported by observations of
abling appearance clear and unclouded even when Heath (personal communication) on Palmer Ridge
showing secondary minerals replace nearly all of the rest metamorphics (Cann, 1971).
ape, of the rock. The amphibolite facies, which succeeds the

carfe The upper limit of the zeolite facies is marked greenschist facies, also shows well developed
ral by the disappearance of zeolites and saponite and igneous textures, but instead of those of the

, the appearance of albite and chlorite. These basalts and dolerites of the preceding three
, under changes happen nearly synchronously, though in facies, these are of dolerites and gabbros,

some rocks near the border the assemblages albite demonstrating its development deeper in the -

+ saponite or zeolites + chlorite may be found ocean crust, where lavas no longer occur. Even
ue (R.A.Heath, personal communication). Again the dolerites are rare in the amphibolite facies,
ion Icelandic analogy suggests temperatures of about suggesting that the full development of the
is 250-3D0 C for this transition (Sigvaldason, 1962; facies begins near the level at which the
ons Tomasson and Kristmansdottir, 1972). This is doleritic part of the ocean crust gives way to

sunported by preliminary results from Hawaii gabbros. The mineralogy of this facies is very
(Stone and Fan, 1978). simple, consisting of hornblende + calcic
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pigols + tita magnetite epidote. T'he ~ ?,since -the greensenists are not schistose, nor
plagioclase is frequently zoned in a style the amphibolitec; the typical amphiboiltes of
exactly analogous with tik- plagioclase in the orogenilc belts. In the case -;f he greenschists,
corresponding unmetamorphosed rocks, suggesting the aireral assemblage is exactly the same, as far
that its comnu,3iticn has bee. little affezted by !is zan be determined, as that of the schistose
the metamorpism in general. though the plagic- greenns'hists, and it would cs'rtainly be di ff icult
Clase must have contrbuted some Al to the to find a mean-- of diintiznguishi , the two on V
hornblende. Ocean floor gabbrros sometimes show mzri~erai',;gica! (poundoz. Suc-h a distinction would

the sseblae hrnber~: +calcic plagioclase as seem to L- essential if a nev aisnm st
a clearly igneous product (Prinz et al., 1976), te used. le~ ceuldd be argued that t.e distinction
though whe,- the assemblage is clearly igneous, co'n b2 made on textural grounds, reserving~ the
with euhe1real bornbler-de -ssociated with eu.hedral tem"creenschnist" for schistose materiaz:. --isIplagioclase, the hornblende i-s chectnut breun and would, however, l-ead to the objectionable result]titanift.-ous. However, amphibolite facies that,in urar-nic envircnmenrts, the sheared

Z -temlales clearly persist in this environment nargins of massive =etabasalt units wou.Ld be

nto the igneous regime, where they are perhaps aisigned to the greenschist facies, ulile adjacent

Vwithin such rocks from hornblendes that are cond' ti-ori, would receive a diff.:rent facie-s ntame.
- jclearly primry,through varieties that are pale Iwould argue that the problem here is a
-Wbrown or brownish green that are probably late psy.-hological one, not a scientific one, and that

magmatic, to green hornble_ des with textural petrologists shoul'd reconcile themselves tu the
relationships that show them clearly to be prcrer appicatiorn of facies terms on the basis
secondaryj. Such a gradational1 relationship of nineral assemblaees as indi-cating conditions -

demonstrates clearly that metamorphism bas of metamorphism (Miyashiro. 1973, p. 671', and
followed very closely upon the crystallisation ref~rain from worrying about implicatio!us of names
of the gabbros from the rielt, and hence that it w..ich are mterely the result of historical accident. I
takes place very early in the history of the ocean The amphibolites are a slightly different case. i
crust. Therc is a definite, though not very useful,

Many metamorphosed gabbros appear to have beer, mineralogical difference involved, and there is
through no such period of primary crystallisation one alternative name of respectable pedigree
of' hornblende. in these, clearly secondary green available (with another possibility, too). The
hornblende develops at the expense of primary mineralogical. distinction from conventionalA
anhydrous phases, producing a uralitic product, amphibolites is that altuandine gar-net is not seen

-- where primary plagio.-lase survives relatively in ocean floor amphibolite facies rocks. The
unaffected and ferroisagnesian minerals are difficulty of applying this distinction is of
replaced entirely by green hornblc-ide (Cann,1971). knowing how ha-rd. you have to look before saying

Trhe most imuortant metamorphic event to af fect that almandine garnet is absent from a particular
the ultramafic rock's is serpentinisation. M4ost suite of rocks, especially as garnet is not u
serpentinisation probably occurs under greenschist present in all normal aniphibo3.ite facies meta-
facies conditions, since the uppe-r temperature basites. This distinction is one of those (theA
limit for the formation of serpetn isaou thersinvolve pelitic compositions) by which a
500"C (Kitahara et al., 1966; Scarfe and Wyllie, hornblende hornfels facies has been distinguished
! 967). In ocean floor serpentinites, lizardite from toe amphibolite facies (Turner and Verhoogen,A
is the first polynorph to fo., and is followed 1960, p. 511). However, the use of this facies
by chrysotile at a later stage, after serpentin- term has never been very widespread, Dossibly

2sation is essentially complete (Prichard, because rocks belonging to it are not coxmon, but
Dersonal comunication). Serpentinisation seerls most probably because of the difficulty of making
to take place with a considerable increas,- of the distinction clearly and reliably. In addition,
volume so that low density serpentinite car the use of a facies name which includes the term
intrude upwards through the ocean crust as4 diapirs, "hornfels" raises just the problem that we are
often bringing with them fragments of the lower trying to avoid, since if the ocean floor rocks,
oceanic crust (Cann and Funnell, 1967; Barrett ar:o mhblts ete r hyhrfles.
and Aumento, 1970). Other mineral phazes are The other possibility is to use %owe term such
known from altered peridotites, including as the adjective "uralitic" (or the Sccttish
carbonates, talc, tremolite and brucite (Cann, equivalent noun "epidiorite") for metamorphic
1971; Aumento and Loubat, 197U), but the controls rocks with hornblende-plagioclase mineralogy andA
on their appearance have yet zo be preciselyv igaeous texture. But this is not a facies term,

establshed.and runs into ihe sane problems as were considered
in connexion with the greenschist facies, above.

Facies nomenclature I conclude, therefore, that there are no good
grounds for changing the application of furies

Objections have been raised to the continued names to ocean floor rocks, and that "grXeensohist"
use of the terms "greenschist" and "amphibolite" and "amphibolite" should continue to be used.
to refer to the products of ocean floor metanorph- 1o0wever. petrologists should be careful, if there
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is any t.ha: -e of confusion, to qualify their piece of oceanic crust, the problem becomes more
istS descriptions with rock name terms such as spilite complex. Now, in addition to the requirements for

s far (for the greenzchist facies), or epid:orice (or the a parti~ular body of rock, some estimate is
,e ase of "uralite" for the hornblende) for the required of the relative proportions of the
icult amphibolite facivs, so as to leave no room for different facies present in a typical piece of

confusion, ocean crust. That this is crucial can be seer
from Fig. -1. Brounstone facies alteration leads

to Congruence and element fluxes typ;ally to a bulk increase in K in the rock,
tion while greenschist facies metamorphism releases K.
the As has already been indicated in the descript- is the net flux of K into or out uf the crust?
-his ions of individual facies. the primary minertAogy Simiiar2y, zeolite facies alteration asua'ly
ut exerts a veryr strong, perhans dominant, effect on involves uptaka of .g by the rock, zut extreme

the occurrence and distribution of the secondary x t-ne facies alteration releases 1 g intz
minerals,and hence on the bulk chemical composition 2ajtion. The net flu. can. be charged by altering

acent of the rock. Such an effect has been appropriately the rroportio. of the different facies -n the crust.
icaL called "congruence" by Amstutz (19F8). The vay A few years ago, it seemed that this question was

name, in which congruence affects mineral relationships not t- difficult to answer. The relative proport-
in the greenschist facies has been described by ions of rocks of different facies in dredge hauls

that Cann (1969). it leads to the replacement of could be estimated, a correction applied for the
he plagioclase by albite, olivine by chlorite, basalt chances of recovering material from progressively

glass by chlorite, titanomagnetite by iron ore and aeer-r in the oceanic crust, and the two combined
ns augite by actinolite. The result is a clear change to give aa answer that was not rery precise, but

in composition from basaltic to spilit'c, with a probably good enough for its purpose. Such a

ames dccrease in Ca, Sr and K, and an increase in 1a calculation was not made, probably because a very

id-nt. and perhaps Si. The wbility of elements implied similar ancwer was derived at the same time from

case. by the effects of congruence has been ,sed by ophiolite complexes, in particular from the Troodos
several authors to calculate elemental fluxes into complex !Gass and Smewing, 1973, 1978; Stern et al.,

is nd out of the ocean crust, and may, as in the case 1976). Here, letailed field work led to the view
of magne.,i=, make up a source or sink that is of metamrphic facies b -udaries lying mere or less

significant on a global scale (Hart., 1970; parallel to thu or-g.:.ai ccean floor, with the
Humphris and Thompson, 1978; Wolery and Sleep, brownstone facies (not specif.cally recognised as

seen 1976). From this point of view congruence has an separate) forming a layer a few hindred metres thick,
important role to play, but interpretation is not
always as simple as some authors would wish.

g Fig. I gives a sunary of the different 4 cetadonte

ular cosgruent relationships for primary basaltic - philhpsite brownstone
minerals in the different metamorphic facies. ,
This is rather simplified by comparison with the / orthocse

e real world, but it conveys its essential features. , , /ha

a Note trat there is not a one to one correspondence b / / ,
hed between primary and secondary minerals. Some s , aaponite
g em, primary phases may be replaced under different gtass y- Z
s circumstances by more than one secondary phase, ,- / '" analcite zeolite

and more than one primary phaze in a particular olivine ' ,..

but rock may alter to a single secondary phase, so - t o"--
that, for' example, a basalt may become largely ptagicLase . -

ion, chloritized in the greensehist facies. The
composition of the resulting material may depend augite chlorte
critically on the relative proportions of the ai-,'te
different primary phases present, and particularly iton oxide gr"" acbite

ses. on the proportion of basaltic glass present (Cann, act"nolite
uch 1969). Glassy pillow rinds and interstitial

hyaloclastite may end up with a very different spheri
compositino t-rom holocrystalline pillow cores, and

d the oerall cozosition of a pile of pillows may
depend critically on the relative proportion of

ae glass in the pile as a whole. It is not, therefore, amphibohete
eas" to masce deductions about the magnitude of ptagioctase
elemental fluxes in particular cases from the
amalysis of a few samples unless these samples are Fig. .. Congruent mineral reactions in different

truly representative, and unless the results are facie. of alteration in the ocean crust, shown

weighted by the relative proportions of the differ- schematically. The different reactions in

ent materials in the original rock body. different facies lead to considerable variation E
When elemental fluxes are sought for a typical in the elemental flux from facies to facies.
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the z, lite f-cies extending nee iy to a kilometr, tion of peridotite requires the removal of large Ta1 and the greenschist facies forming a layer about one quantities of relatively insoluble Mg and Si from
kilome .re thick beneath. The degree of alteration the system, and thus quantities of water orders
is more or less uniform, and extensive. Such a of magnitude greater than that necessary for the
pattern seems characteristic of ophiolites, where formation of the serpentine minerals themselves. Brow,Sthey are unaffected by later metamorphism and If about 40% expansion in volume is allowed, N

undefored, so that it can be recognised today, then the amount of element transport is much
However, drilling in the ocean crust ha., given a reduced, and the result seems altogether more Zeol

very different picture. Here, some holes have now reasonable in terms of water-rock geochemistry. R

reached depths of several hundred metres into the Preservation of texture alone, then, is not
crust, such as at site 332 on leg 37 (Aumento and enough to justify a constant volume assumption Gree
Melson, 1977), site 395 on leg 45 (Rabinowitz et without further evidence.
al., 1976) and sites h17 and 418 on legs 51-53 A more useful approach, especially for the
(Donnelly et al., 1977; Flower et al., 1977). In low temperature reactions of the brownstone Amph
all of these holes, the extent of alteration has and zeolite facies, is to assume that some
been very ;mall. Fresh basaltic glass persists, elements have been virtually immobile during the
even though not in great amounts, to the bottom of transformation. Cann (1970), Pearce and Cann Gabb
the holes, and the p.'oportion of primary phases is (1973), Wood et al. (1976) ar.d Humphris and
rarely less than 50%, except -here brownstone Thompson (1978) nave shown, by looking at altered
facies alteration is highly developed in parts of and unaltered rocks, that elements with a high
the core fiom legs 51-53. No sign is f- nd of formal ionic charge, such as Ti, Zr, P, Nb, Ta
transition Ln a uniform, highly altered, Fceenschist and Hf, are least mobile in such an alteration
facie, layer w.tich, if the ophiolite mode' is correct, situation, This is confirmed by analyses of
mu- lie only a short distance below the bottoms of thermal waters, which ar? characteristically starl
the --as. This eviderce gives a very different very low in such elementq, and also in Al oceapicture of the proportion of the different metamorphic (Rittenhouse et al., 1969). Such waters must diffifacies that rake up the ocean crust, an, . if it proved have formed in association with hot, altering crus
characteristic _f the crust a a whole, would have a rock, and their poverty in these elements zone,
drastic effect on the calculation of elemental fluxes, suggests a low solubility in hydrothermal fluids perm(

i A useful undez arding of the problem would require at low temperatures, than
some reconciliation cf the evidencc from dredging and Adopting this approach does change radically will
from drilling, and an i..egratton of this wiLh that ones view of elemental fluxes, as is shown by subs

I from ophiolites. The last s,ction of this paper comparing the results of Andrews (1977), who condi
attempts the first of these, but not the second, adopts a constant volume approach to the ave)

One final point must be made in relation to the formation of palagonite, with those of Pritchard but
calculation of elemental fluxes. The congruent et al. (1978), using very similar data, by most
replacement reactions summarised in Fig. 1 are approaching the problem using immobile elements. theI classical metasomatic reactions, and it has long (Sea:j been commonplace in metasoatic calculat ons that Modelling metamorphic processes 1974

knowledge of the conposit..n of the initial and main
final states is not enough in itself to calculate In this last section I want to construct a par
the elemental flux into or out of the system. model of metamorphic Dpocesses within the oceanic less'Some third piece of knowledge is necessary, usually crus at mid-ocean ridge crests. I shall first metr,I expressed as the volume of the initial system discuss the constraints on any quch model, and - to t]relative to the final system (Turner and Verhoogen, then pu_ them together to form a single pattern. L:
i- 4 1960, p. 563) or that one or more components has The fundamental constraint for such a model conyremaired inert during the transformation(Loughnan, must be the relationship between the occurrence effii

1 1969, p. 51). Thus, if quartz (SiO2) is trans- of metamorphism and the cooling of the upper be e:1 formed to wollastonite (CaSi03 ), Ca lhas certainly oceanic lithosphere by penetrative hydrothermal cony
entered the system, but whether Si has come in, convection (Elder, 1965; Litter, 1972). Though rep.Ij remained constant, or left" the system is not some of the water for the metamorph c hydration rest
contained in t..e bare statement thAt one phase reactions ma come from magmatic water, the affe.I has transformed to the other. amount available trom that source is strictly thatM jr One common way of making the necessary bridge limited (c. 0.35%; Moore and Schilling, 1973; youn,

is to assume that volume remains constant during Bryan and Moore, 1977), and cannot supply the faulla'the t. ansforzation. Certainly when primary - several percent needed by metamorphic rocks conv,2-4 textures Or-: we)l preserved, as with ocean floor where the degree of alteration is high. Most of perm

metamorphics, then the assumption seems well this must come from the ocean, some, perhaps from
justified. A classic application of this approach from water trapped between basaltic pillows Conv"5 is seen in the serpentinisation of peridotite during the initial eruption, but more,especially faul4 (Turner and Verhoogen, 1960, p. 318), where the that reaching the lower crust and upper mantle, permf constant volume assumption is justified by from hydrothermal circulation. an a
arguments from the preservation of primary The pattern of such circulation will be of t

if textures. However, constant volume serpentinica- controlled by the thermol gradient before it McDi
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arge Table 1. Mineral Assemblage Facies In Outline Further constraints on metamorphic models come
fron from estimates of water-rock ratios based on iso-
rs ?acies Basalt Peridotite topic measurements (Heaton and Sheppard, 1977;
the Spooner et al., 1974, 1977; Muehlenbachs and
es. Brownstone celadonite + phillipsite Clayton, 1972) and hydrothermal experiments

+ palagonite + saponite 7 (Bischoff and Dickson, 1975; Hajash, 1975). There
has been some problem in understanding the meaning

Zeolite saponite + mixed layers of the idea of water-rock ratio in this context,and
+ analcite + natrolite ? the confusion seems an essential part of fitting a

Greenschist chlorite + albite lizardite simple concept to the complexity of a real world.
" actinolite + epidote + chrysotile The only application that seems to be reproducible

" sphene + magnetite and meaningful is where toe ratio refers to the
b water-rock ratio in a whole geothermal system,

Amphibolite hornblende + plagioclase tremolite ar raged over all of it. The changes in formula-
+ iron oxide + olivine t an suggested by Spooner and Fyfe (1973), while

the + enstatite &iving a better feel for the quantity of water

Gabbro augite + plagloclase olivine seen by parts of the system, has the defect of
ered + Olivine + 1.,jl sthene + enstatite being dependent on the unit of length used formeL-urement, since as formulated it is not a+ iron oxide + diopside dim-.nsionless ratio. The results of both isotopic
a + chromite and experimental ap, roaches suggest bulk water-rock
n ratios of about 1-10, but with considerable

variation, and with much larger effective ratios in
starts, the structure of permeability within the the more permeable parts of the system.
oceanic crust, and the effective thermal Elder (1965) introduced another distinction,
diffusivity of the less permeable parts of the between open hydrothermalsystems (single pass
crust. The convection will be most ;igorous along systems), which draw in cold sea water, and vent
zones of brecciation, such as faults, where the hot hydrot!ermal fluids into the ocean, and sealedids permeability will be orders of magnitude greater systems (multi-pass systems) where circulation is
than through the regions beteen faults. Heat sealed beneath a sedimentary cover, and the same

ly will be transferred to the fault planes by water circulates repeatedly. Sealed hydrothermal
subsidiary more sluggish convection cells or by fluids ar. likely to be better agents of metamorph-
conduction. Not only does the ocean crust have ism than open system fluids, primarily because the
a very inhomogeneous structuve of permeability, mean temperature of the circulating system is

ari but the structure is also very anisoti ipic. The higher, b-it ais because of the lower ',-ater-ro-k
most abundant ridge-crest faults are raralle! to ratio and the more reducing conditions.

ts. the ridge crusts, with a spacing of about 1 km Observations on ophiolite provide further
(Searle and Laughton, 1977; KlitSord and Mudie. constraints, thour- this evidence ib not easy to
1974; Macdonald and Luyendyk, 1977), so that the interpret, becaus, )f the uncertainty of how far
main coavection should be in thin, vertical zones ophiolites rep-esent oceanic crust. However, on
paralleling ridge crests. Transform faults are Troodos, hydrothermal circulation produced at times

nic lesssabundant, occurring every few tens of kilo- massive sulphide deposits abcve the outvelling
st metres, and shculd contribute relatively little limbs of the systems. These deposits were formed
d to the tctal pattern of hydrothermal circulation, close enough to the axis of spreading to be covered
rn. Lister (1972) has pointed out that hydrothermal by later lavas flows (Gass and Smewing, 1973;
1 convection of this kind is likely to be so Spooner, 1977; Kidd, 2977), probably within 1-2 km,
ce efficient at removing heat that it will probably and thus very early in the life of -he "rust. TI1

be episodic, with short episodes of active is not clear, as I said earlier, how far the
al convection alternating with longer episodes of metamorphic structure of ophiolites can t! extra-
gh repose while the thermal gradient necessary to polated to the ocean Crust, especially in view of
on restart convection is restored. Another factor the drilling resutlts, and this information will

affecting the occurrence of convection in time is not be used as a constraint.
that permeability changes with time. Thus, in very Some of the evidence from the ocean crust itself
young crust, faults have yet to develop, and, when is direct, other indirect. Dredging nas recovered
faults have been inactive for some time, continued metamorphic rock from the wa2ls of the median
convection will result in the reduction of valley in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Aumento et al.,

0 permeability by the precipitation of materials 1971; Melson et al., 1968; Bonatti et al., 1975),
from solution in the voids of the fault planes, showing that metamorphism occurs very soon after
Convection will thus be most active when active the formation of the crust, as suggested by the

1: faulting is taking place, renewing the highly evidence from the ophiolitic sulphide deposits.
permeable zones as fast as they are clogged. Such Confirmation of this comes from the very high
en effect is clearly seen in the hydrothermal veins geothermal gradient at the 'Lime of metamorphism

of the continents (see for example Park and sLown by the telescopi-t of metamorphic facies

Mcliarmid, 1975, p. 122). covering several hundrid legrees within the upper
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half of the oceanic crust (Cann, 1968, 197h), the overturn, there is a pause while conductive Bas
gradational transition from magmatic to meta- equilibrium is re-established, and during this
morphic mineralogy in the ocean floor gabbros time the brittle zone is extended into the mantle.
(see above), and the observation of hot water Then, renewed convection is possible, leading to
emerging very cloLe to the ridge crest at the little change in the initial mineral assemblage,
Galapagos sprading centre (Weiss et al., 1977). but to serpentinisation of the upper part of the

The connexio 3f the ridge-crest-parallel mantle followed, very often, by diapiric intrusion Sir
faults with metamorphism suggested circumstant- of serpentinite to high levels in the crust,
ially in the discussion of permeability above, especially along faults (Barrett and Aumento,
receives strong support from observations in 1970; Cann and Funnell, 1967). Further episodes
the mounds area just south of the Galapagos of convection are milder. They are active in c
Spreading Centre. The mounds are composed of transporting heat out of the crust, and extend 3
hydrothermally deposited manganese oxides and the low temperature metamorphic effects into the Bo
clay minerals (Corliss et al., 1978) and clearly centres of the less permeable blocks, producing
represent the vents of hydrothermal systems, brownstone or zeolite facies alteration there. A
perhaps extinct, perhaps intermittently active. This low temperature alteration is a slow d
They form clusters, aligned along faults of this business, however, and does not become complete

kind, identified by deep-tow survey (Klitgord and for tens of millions of years. Bry
Mudie, 1974), and the hydrothermal circulation On such a model, the high temperature meta-
that gives rise to them must be associated with the morphic imprint is imposed on the crust very A
faults, rapidly early in its history, but is largely

Very similar faults have been extensively studied limited to the edges of crustal blocks, Can
by Whitmarsh and Laughton (1976) and Searle and especially along the ridge-crest-parallel faults.
Laughton (1977) in the Atlantic at several places Such a picture can help to reconcile the c
using GLORIA, a long-range side-scan sonar. Their apparently contradictory results of dredging and Can
deta suggest that the faults initiate within the drilling, since dredging by its nature selectively
median vnlley, about 1 km from the median line, samples the edges of blocks and the more highly 3
are active during the rift valley faulting phase, fractured, more permeable rocks, while drilling Can
but become inactive after the crust passes the selectively recovers the massive flow units and
upper rim of the median valley. The mean spacing less permeable horizons, losing brecciated rock Can
between these faults is about 1.5 km and individual as cuttings that do not enter the core barrel.
faults may stretch for as far as 20 km parallel to This picture receives some support from the
the ridge crest. A very similar spacing and observations of the unusually complete recovery Can
continuity can be seen in maps of the Galapagos at sites 417 and 4!8 in 105 m.y. old AtlanticSpreading Centre (Klitgord and Mudie, 1974). How crust. Here brecciated zones had become cemented L
such faults form is controversial, but this is not and softened, and could be recovered, and from C
important here: they appear to be a constant these zones Pritchard (in press) has reported d
feature of the spreading process, whether the crust the presence of chlorite, indicating a higher 1
becomes rifted eventually or not. temperature alterati)n than any :een previously

With this basis, it is possible to discuss the on the Deep Sea Drilling Project.
metamorphic process relatively exactly. As the
ocean crust forms, by some such injection -effusion References
mechanism as proposed by Kidd (1977), it is at Don
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TECTONIC AND IGNEOUS EMPLACEMENT OF CRUST IN OCEANIC TRANSFORM ZONES

Enrico Bonatti

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, New York 10964

ion Andy Chermak and Jose Honnorez
-A,

Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of Miami, Miami, Florida 33149

Abstract. The following questions are (Fox et al., 1976) while the large "boundary"
briefly reviewed: (1) Does tectonic emplace- fracture zones are spaced at irregular interials
ment of crust occur in the large oceanic generally of several hundred kms or more.
fracture zones? (2) Does igneous emplacement Some of the sharpest topographic relief of
of crust occur in the same? (3) Can fracture the ocean floor is associated with the large
zones expose thick sections of oceanic crust? "boundary" fracture zones. For instance, at the

On the basis of topographic, geophysicnl and Romanche Fracture Zone (F.Z.) between 180 and
lithological data, a "secondary tectonized 16*W the depth changes within a few tens of km
domain" is defined for the large fracture from greater than 7 km below sea level (bottom
zones. This domain, located on one or both of the main fracture valley) to less than 1 km

sides of the "main transform domain" (deeper below sea level (sinit of the transverse ridge
part of the main transform valley), consists of on the north side of the fracture valley), with
a zone of faulted blocks with intense vertical a vertical relief of over 6 km. Thus, thick
tectonism which might be related to convergent crustal sections are exposed along the large
wrenching In the transform zone. Tectonic oceanic fracture zones. The following two
emplacement of crust, incorporating also questions pertaining to the geology of fracture
slivers of mantle-derived material, occurs in zones are reviewed briefly in this paper:
the secondary tectonized domain. Basaltic 1. Do the large oceanic fracture zones
rocks with alkaline affinities, found at the expose sections of "normal" oceanic crust [where
St. Paul, Romanche and Owen Fracture Zones may by "normal" crust we mean crust generated at an
represent examples of igneous emplacement of accretionary plate boundary (mid ocean ridge)],
crust in fracture zones, related mainly to thereby exposing lower crust? Our direct know-
divergent wrenching. The possibility that rel- ledge of the composition of the lower crust is
atively undisturbed sections of oceanic crust presently very scant, since drilling has been

n are exposed in some fracture zones is discussed. achieved only through the top few hundred meters
6. Possible examples of such sections are given of the igneous crust beneath the ocean.

from the Romanche and the Owen fracture zones. 2. Is new crust emplaced along the large
oceanic fracture zones by tectonic or igneous

Introduction processes? This question is related to the
first because, if processes of crustal genera-

Among the transform faults which intersect tion are ubiquitous along fracture zones, the
the ocean ridge system a distinction has been probability of their exposing "normal" oceanic
made between (a) "boundary" or "initial" trans- crust is low. Moreover, if, in addition to
forms, i.e., transforms with long (>100 kms) accretionary plate boundaries, crust is genera-
offset and which constitute an important, ted also along fracture zones, it is of interest -1 -

permanent or semi-permanent boundary between to understand the mechanisms and the products of
lithosphere of different age, and (b) small, such crustal generation.
second generation transforms constituting
transient features affecting young, hot litho- Tectonic Emplacement of Crust in Oceanic
sphere and probably related only to the geo- Fracture Zones
metry of crustal spreading (Gilliland and Meyer,
1976). Small (<50 km) type (b) offsets have The ridges commonly found parallel and
been estimated to occur on the average every adjacent to one or both sides of fracture zone
50 kms or less along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge valleys (transverse ridges) are clearly-caused
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Fig. i. Basement morphology in the Romanche F.Z. region. Location of profles discussd in
this paper is shown: a = profile of figure 4; b = profile of figure 7; c = profile of figure

Atla 2. Triangles indicate locations where basaltic rocks with alkaline affinity were recovered.

tby tracture zone-related processes, i.e., either therefore, thatte e thransverse
tectonic activity or igeos activity or both. ridge is in thls area a block of crust which hasGe ophysical data and de-ailed sampling of been subjected to Intense vertical motion,

•sections exposed across some of the large having reached sea level 5 million years ago and
Atlantic and Indian Ocean fracture zones indi- having subsided since at an average rate about
care that the fracture zone transverse ridges one order of magnitude faster than that of crust

are generally uplifted blocks of oceanic crust of equivalent age (Bonatti et al., 1977).Sand/or uplifted blocks of oceanic upper mantle. A subbottom reflection 1s vIsible about 100
Smeters below the summit of the transverse ridge(a) Uplifted Oceanic Crust. Two examples in a seismic reflection profile taken where the

are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3, one at the limestones were dredged. This reflection has
Romanche F.Z. (equatorial Atlantic) and one at been interpreted as marking the base of thethe Owen F.Z. (western Indian Ocean). limestone cap (Chermak, 1978). Similar reflec-

E The north-south section of Figure 2 shows tions appear in profiles taken across the summit
locations where samples were obtained on the of the transverse ridge about 60 km to the easttransverse ridge on the north side of the and 40 km to the west of the profile taken where
Romanche fracture valley at about 17'W. The the limestones were dredged. It is possible,
summit of the transverse ridge is over 2 km therefore, that the vertical motions documented
above the level of "normal" crust, presumably at the section of figure 2 have affected the
of the same age, immediately to the north, transverse ridge for considerable distance.
Rocks obtained on the lower level of the ridge Figure 3 shows a section across the Owen
were described by Melson and Thompson (1970) F.Z., where the transverse ridge on the western
and interpreted as part of a gabbro-ultramafic side of the sediment-filled fracture valley
basic layered complex. These rocks are idenci- exposes prevalently lower crustal metagabbroiccal to what generally accepted models predict rocks overlain by upper crustal basalts. This
for constituents of the lower oceanic crust. lithology is consistent with the hypothesis that
Basalt, of a type normally encountered in the the Owen transverse ridge along this profile
upper part of the oceanic crust, is the prey- constitutes an uplifted block of oceanic crust.
alent material recovered at about half-slope on (b) Uplifted Oceanic Mantle. In some see-
the transverse ridge. Limestones were recovered tions across the large oceanic fracture zones
on, and close to, the summit of the ridge, the transverse ridges have been shown to expose
These limestones, described in Bonatti et al. exclusively ultramafic rocks. A spectacular(1977), were deposited at sea level about 5 example is at the Romanche F.Z. on the southern
million years before the present. It appears, wall of the fracture valley between 18W and
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Fig. 2. Seismic reflection profile across the

has Romanche F.Z. at about 16'45'W (profile C in
figure 1). Rock types recovered along this

and section are indicated.

at

ust 19*W (figure 4). Here ultramafic rocks were axis of accretion). Its rate of ascent in the
recovered almost exclusively, suggesting they fracture zone has been estimated at being of the

0 outcrop for a vertical thickness of over 4 km order of 1 mm/year (Bonatti and Hamlyn, 1978).

ge (Bonatti and Honnorez, 1976).
he Another example is provided by the St. Peter Igneous Emplacement of Crust in Oceanic Fracture

Paul Rocks at the St. Paul F.Z., also in the Zones
equatorial Atlantic, which constitutes the sub-

c- aerial summit of a prevalently ultramafic block Basalts and gabbros have been recovered

it (Melson et al., 1972). abundantly from the scarps of fracture zone

st An additional example is at the Owen F.Z., valleys. These rocks generally have a composi-

re close to its I:itersection with the Mid-Indian tion similar to that of basalts from accre-
(Sheba) axis of spreading (figure 5), where tionary plate boundaries (ocean ridges). They

ed ultramafic rocks, mainly spinel lherzolites, can be interpreted as having originated at the
have been shown to be the only material out- ocep- ridge axis, close to its intersection with
cropping from the base to the summit of the the LLansform zone, ard having subsequently
transverse ridge for a thickness of over 2 km become exposed on the scarps of the fracture

rn (Bonatti and Hamlyn, 1978). valley during the process of crustal spreading
In the three cases cited above the ultramafic at the edge of the transform zone. The northern

massifs can be interpreted as blocks of uplifted side of the Vema fracture valley (Atlantic at
upper mantle. The large size of these bodies If°N) provides an example of this situation:

a makes a lower crustal origin for them unlikely basalts sampled along the fracture valley scarp
because ultramafic rocks are considered to at various distances from the axis of spreading -
comprise only a minor constituent of the lower show some indication of increase in age with
crust. In addition, the texture of the rocks distance from the axis of spreading, and are i
and pressure/temperature estiies based on chemically and mineralogical.,y vzzy similar to

e pyroxanes compositions indicate a mantle deri- samples collected from the axis of spreading, V

vation in all three cases (Printz et al., 1976; except that they tend to be more altered
Melson et al., 1971; Bonatti and HaMilyn, 1978). (Bonatti and Honnorez, 1976; Bonatti et al.,
The Owen F.Z. ultramafic protrusion occurs in 1977).

very young crust (only about 40 km from the However, at several sites along some of the
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Fig. 4. Seismic reflection profile across the
Romanche F.Z. at about 18*45'W (profile a in
figure 1). Rock types recovered along this

section are indicated.

large oceanic fracture zones ignoeus rocks have (d) a flat or light REE enriched pattern
been recovered with a different petrochemistry (chondrite-normalized) in contrast to ridgp axis
from that of basalts from oceanic accretionary basalts which generally display a light REE
plate boundaries. Basalt with alkali affinities depleted pattern.
and with a light rare earth elements (REE) These data, as yet unpublished, suggest that
enriched pattern was collected at the St. Paul a magma source, different from thtr which pro-

F.Z., close to the St. Peter-Paul ultramafic duces oceanic crust at accretionary plate
massif (Melson et al., 1967; Frey, 1970). An boundaries, is actirve in the large oceanic
alkali gabbro with modal nepheline waa described transform zones. Thus, igneous emplacement of
from the Romanche F.Z. (Honnorez and Bonatti, crust probably does occur in the large fracture
1970). zones, even though the volume of crust produced

Similar basalts with alkaline affinities have by this process is minor relative to that pro-
been recoverzd at several sites in the Romanche duced along a.cretionary boundaries.

F.Z. (figure 1) and the Owen F.Z. They are
characterized by: (a) a normative composition Structure of Oceanic Fracture Zones
which is displaced into or close to the P
nepheline-normative field relative to the popu- Several authors have pointed out that the
lation of ridge-axis basalts which are olivine large oceanic transforms are more complex than
tholeiites; (b) a clinopyroxene composition just two crustal blocks sliding passively by
different from that of the population of ridge- each other. Dewey (1975) stressed the fact

axis baselts; for instance, a higher Ti/Al ratio that the large transform faults constitute major

(figure 6); (c) a concentration of several plate boundaries, where compressional and

!ithophile elements (such as Ba. Sr and Zr) tensional stresses of the upper part of the
substantially higher than in ridge-axis basalts; lithosphere may be relieved. Bonatti (1978)

Fig. 3. Seismic reflection profile across the Owen F.Z. (profile b). Location of profile Is

shown in figure 5. Rock types recovered along this section arc indicated.
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a , athe Romanche F.Z. main transform fault boundary

OWEN FZ (corresponding to the deepest part of the

PYROXENES Romanche F.Z. valley) has a complicated struc-
za ture, with a complex system of faults, some sub-

a parallel to the main transform fault direction,

4 a some trending obliquely to that direction. This

system of faults includes high-angle normal(TiO2)% a faulting on the sumit and southern, internal

3. (i.e., facing toward the deep valley) flank of
the transverse ridge, reverse and thrust fault-

? R - \ing on its northern, external flank. Both

£ Searle (1978) and Chermak (1978) interpret the

complicated structures associated with the large
- 0 _e (A12 % oceanic fracture zones in terms of the concepts

I. -- _Iof "wrench tectonics" as derived from laboratory

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 experimental models and from observation of

large continental shear zones (Moody and Hill,

Fig. 6. A12O3jTiO2 ratio in clinopyroxene crys- 1956; Wilcox et al., 1963). In their inter-

tals from basaltic rocks of alkalira affinity pretation, the fracture zone transverse ridges

frcm the Romanche F.Z. (see figure 1) and from consist of a mosaic of faulted blocks created

the Owen F.Z. Shown for comparison is the field in response to compressional and tensional

for pyroxenes from basalts of oceanic axial stresses resulting from the shear motion at the

zones of spreading and DSDP sites, the bulk of transform boundary. A model on the evolution of

which falls in the shaded area. the Romanche F.Z. based on the concepts of

wrench tectonics bas been discussed by Chermak

discussed the occurrence of anomalous topo- 
(1978).

graphic highs (transverse ridges) along many of The strong vertical tectonic motions docu-

the large oceanic fracture zones, and the mented for fracture zones (see Bonatti et al.,

factors determining intense vertical tectonism 1977) were ascribed by Bonatti (1978) to several

on these structureS. Recent detailed topo- factors, the principal being compressional and

graphic and seismic reflection surveys of large tensional stresses related mainly to small

fracture zones such as the Charlie-Gibbs F.Z. changes in the spreading direction of the crust

(Searle, 1978) and Romanche F.Z. (Chermak, 1978) adjacent to the transform boundary. This inter-

have shown that these features have a compli- pretation can be combined with the "wrench

cated structure with a highly tectonized zone tectonics" interpretation of Chermak (1978). In

extending for considerable distance on one or fact, Wilcox et al. (1973) and Emmons (1969)

both sides of the main transform boundary. discuss cases of convergent and divergent

The detailed topographic coverage made pos- wrenching on the basis both of clay model exper-

sible by the "Gloria" side-scan sonar system iments and field occurrences. Convergence or

allowed Searle (1978) to detect, among other divergence can develop locally within a wrench

features, sets of oblique faults, striking about fault where the direction of motion of adjacent

45* from the transform direction, on the margins blocks is parallel on a regional scale; or they

of the Charlie-Gibbs main transform fault bound- can occur due to non-parallel displacements of

ary. Searle (1978) pointed out the similarity adjacent crustal blocks on a regional scale.

of these oblique structures to normal faults and Both cases are probably common in large oceanic

tension fractures commonly associated with the transforms, the latter case resulting from small

early stages of crustal shearing (W4lcox et al., changes in spreading directicn. Convergent

1973). In fact, Searle (1978) stressed that the wrenching on whatever scale enhances compressive

topography and structural framework of a long- structures, including folding, reverse faulting

offset oceanic fracture zone such as the and thrusting, while divergent wrenching

Charlie-Gibbs F.Z. are similar to those of large enhances tensional structures, mainly normal

continental strike-slip fault zones. faults (Wilcox et al., 1973). Experiments on

Chermak (1978), on the basis of topographic clay models suggest that even with a small, 20

data and of conventional seismic reflection conergence, important secondary structures are

data, also stressed the similarity of the east- created (Wilcox et al., 1973). Thus, convergent

ern portion of the Romanche F.Z. to large con- wrenching is probably most effective in causing

tinental strike-slip shear zones such as the vertical motions related to the formation of

San Andreas fault system. Chermak has shown fracture zone transverse ridges. -

that the transverse ridge on the north side of These considerations lead to a model of the

Fig. 5. Seismic reflection profile across the Owen F.Z. (profile a). Rock types recovered

along this section are indicated. Profile b is shown in figure 3.
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fracture zones, based on a section akrosa the
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figure 1). For explanation see text. H

a

V structure of the large oceanic fracture zones, Tectonic Emplacemeat of Crust in Fracture Zones
M as shown in figure 7. The main strike-slip

fault ("main transform domain") corresponds to The "secondary tectonized domain" is inter-
the axial, deeper zone of the main fracture preted by us essentially as produced by tectonic
valley. On one or both sides of the main frhc- tmplacernent of crust (incorporating also upper S
ture valley a "secondary tectonized domain" mantle blocks), involving considerable vertical
exists, corresponding generally to the trans- motions. Compression related to convergent s

H verse ridges, and consisting of a mosaic of urenching in the transform zone is probably a v
-ifaulted bluc:ka subjected not only to strike- major cause o5 Lhis vertical tectonism. The i

slip motions but to considerable vertical iesons for mantlr-derived ultramafics to
motions. The width cf the secondary tectonized frequently reach high levels in this domain
domain appears to be, very roughly, related to relative to other rock types have been discussed
the age of the plate, i.e., its maximum width in by Bonatti and Honnorez (1976), Bonatti (1976),
a given transform zone is roughly proportional Fran'.heteau et al. (1976) and Bonatti end
to the length of the transform offset. However, Hamlyn (1978).
in some cases the secondary tectonized domain c
appears to be well developed in very young crust Ineous Fm ias:ement of Crust in Fracture- Zones f
(i.e., see section of figure 4 at the Owen t
F.Z.). In other cases the secondary tectonized Divergent wepncaing on a regional scale along f
domain is well developed on one side of the main a transform zone may lead to extension in a c

T- transform valley (i.e., south side of the Vema direction perpendicular to the strike oi the i
I F.Z.) but is absent on the other side (i.e., transform zone (as in the concept of "leaky"

north side of the Vema F.Z.). transform faults of Van Andel et al. (1971) and
Thompson and Melson (1972),), ;s well an; to f

Conclusions enhanced tensional structures in the secondary
7 tectonized domain. Igneous activ ity may occur

On the basis of the considerations of the in zones of extension, prelerentially along the i
structure of oceanic fracture zones outlined in main transform fault which probably extends
the previous section, and of the lithology of deeper in the lithosphere the, the tensional
samples recovered from them, some partial features in the secondary tectonized domain.
answers to the questions posed in the introduc- The alkaline affinity of the beaaltic magmas
tion of this paper can be attempted. emplaced along the fracture zone. may reflect
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a s=all degree of partial melting in the source transform valley, and the section of figure 3
eto limited upwellng, and differentia' 

1~n from the Owen F.Z. Detailed field work in these

during the relatively slow ascent of the .quid. promising areas is required to test this inter-

Both convergent and divergent wrenching can pretation.

occur commonly along any one long-offset trans-

form, one or the other being prevalent at Acknowledgments. Research sunnorted by ONR

different times or in different areas. Thus, contract NC01475-CO210 and NSF grant OCE 76-

both tectonic emplacement of crust (favored by 01755.

convergent wrenching) and igneous emplacement of Contribution from the Rosenstiel School of

crust (favored by divergent wrenching) can occur Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, and No. 2785

in the same fracture zone at different times from Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory.
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BASALTIC GLASS ERUPTED ALONG THE MID-ATLANTIC RIDGE BETWEEN 0-37*N:
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COMPOSITION AND LATITUDE

William G. Melson and Timothy O'llearn

Department of Mineral Sciences, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 20560

Abstract. The basaltic rocks from the upper and accurately done using the electron microprobe.
part of the basement of the Atlantic between the Numerous investigators are now routinely using
Equator and 370N have major and minor element such analyses in studies of volcanic glasses from
signatures whnh correlate with large latitude land and beneath the sea. The glass analyses re-

intervals. 204 compositional basalt types 'rsed ported here are an extension of work reported
on electron microprobe analyses of the gla. previously (Melson, 1973; Melson et al.,1976;
rinds of pillow lavas fall mainly intD two 1. ups Byerly et al.,1977; Melson et al.,19/7). The
of Recent to Eocene age: a 0-290N group charac- analyses are for Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na, K, Ti
terized by higher 1102 , Na2 0, P205/l(20, and lower and P. Table 1 gives the results for Atlantic
CaO than a 36-37°N group Basalt cores from abyssal basalts between 370N latitude and the
Cretaceous and Jurassic DSDP drill sites suggest Equator.
migration of the 0-29

0N group to the north
through time. The higher K20 contents of the 36- Comparison of Field Sampling Methods
370N ;roup may reflect the influence of a south-
ward longitudinal migration of the postulated The analyzed samples come from dredges, drill

Azore's 'thermal plume' magmas. If so, the cores and s,,omersibles. Each method involves a

migration is dammed by the Oceanographer Fracture different sampling capability and are complemen-

Zone, which marks the southern limic of this tary. Dredging involves least control on where
group. High K20 lavas reappear in the vicinity samples are precisely collected and least knowl-
of the Equator, perhaps reflecting on-going edge of the geometric relationships of rock units.
activity of the proposed Sierra Leone or St. Nonetheless, dredging is the least expensive way

Paul's Rocks 'thermal plume'. of 3btaining exposed deep sea basement rocks and
remains useful In reconnaissance sampling. Also,

Introduction as shown here, basalt from extensive regions of
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge have 'chemical signatures'

Studies of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge are in part which were revealed by dredge ramples and later
aimed at a clear understanding of the process of substantiated by drill cores and samples obtained
lithospheric formation at a slowly accreting by submarines. In and very near the median val-
plat'a margin. This paper focuses on aibmarinebysmaie. Ianvryerthmdana-vlanism maon Th oer facue oit arthe valey a single dredge has yielded up to 5 composit-
volcanism, and on but one facet of it; the var- ional basalt types (ocality A25.40N, table 1)
ation in space and timt of the major and minor which are probably derived from 5 separate flows.
element composition of the glassy rinds of pil- Normally, though, 1 to 2 types of basalt are re-

low lavas. It is restricted to the publication covered in a single dredge haul.
mnd preliminary interpretation of results on Submarines give samples carefully selected in

i ersibles between the Equator and 370N. Samples
ampes redgd, riled, r cleted y sb- egat e ld regilaenshps therews excifellent

'ange in age from Recent to about 150 m.y. (late cntrolei regadco bt morhologic eceecontrol in regard to bottom morphologic features

Turassic). The data, in particular, are examined (Heirtzler and Van Andel, 1977). Except in fis-

ithin the context of the evolution of the pro- sures and along fault scarps, the sampling is es-
3sed Azores and St. Paul's Rocks 'thermal senalon fultsar. t
lunes' during the on-going opening of the snilytodmninl

Core drilling of the D3ep Sea Drilling Project
-lantic Ocean Basin. Sample ages end regional gives vertical sequences and can provide basement
.stribution present a long sought opportunity sequences beneath thick sedimentary sections, a

examine these and the many other problems capability essentlal in verifying zurrent plate - a

dressed in this volume and so appropriately tectonic theory in regard to sea-floor spreading.
dicated to Maurice Ewing. Ar present, drillina requires about 40 meters or

Analyses of glassy pillow rinds are rapidly more of sediment to spud in, a severe limitation 4
MELSON 249
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Table 2. Average of analyses for various bagalts

groups (table 1). N number of chiemical types

Group N SiO7 A1203 feO* MO CPO Na20 K20 TiO2 205

7__ 0
0-29 N 69 50.73 15.56 10.08 7.45 11.19 2.88 0.12 1.63 0.15

36-37ON 108 50.73 15.29 9.79 8.04 12.24 2.14 0.16 1.10 0.12
K-25('N 23 50.73 14.53 10.91 7.42 12.01 2.30 0.09 1.45 0.13
SITE 105 1 50.82 :5.24 9.67 8.47 12.26 1.88 0.05 1.00 0.07
0-930N 2 50.69 15.16 10.04 5.84 10.79 2.77 '.73 2.20 0.24
SITE 10 1 50.30 16.38 9.2" 7.51 12.05 2.42 0.45 1.52 0.18
TOTAL 1  204 50.72 15.29 10.01 7.75 11.84 2.42 0.15 1.33 0.13
7OTAL2  .- 50.73 15.51 10.02 7.56 11.39 2.75 0.13 1.53 0.14

*AL~L Fe as FeO I
1 Average, all analyses
2 Average of 0-290N and 37-38ON weighted by inferred along-axis distribution.

to combining the complementary advantages of Regional Setting and Sampling Density

drilling, diving, and dredging in the same area.--
0

The 37 N re~gion is the only one sampled by all Vith the exception of drill cores, most sam-
methods and has yielded the largest data set. pies were collected from the median rift between

13 T AORES- 40N
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i t

I IL110 0.e

HH 50 7

20N
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E SIGLE L ST ROKS
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Fig. 1. Sample locations
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the equator and 30°N latitude, a distance of The wider range in composition of the dredged
about 4100 km (figure 1). Sample density bet- and dive samples compared to Leg 37 basalt
ween the equator and 150N is poor - 17 stations is pointed out, a conclusion also evident

over a distance of nearly 2000 km. 9 of these in the analyses of table 1. Variation
17 are within fracture zones, and the most frac- trends are shown to be similar for both

tionated samples (AO.93NI and N2, table 1) in groups, and a parental liquid for the
the entire collection are from one of thpse site 332 bacalt is suggested to have been
near St. Paul's Rocks. The largest gap va samp- like a young baaalt from the median rift.

ling, some 1150 km., occurs between 15
0
N and Variations within all the 371N group are

220N. Sample density is high between 220N and modeled in a preliminary way using plagio-

the Kane fracture zone around 240N: 17 stations clase, olivine, and clinopyroxene pheno-
over an along-the-axis distance of about 230 km. cryst compositions and crystal-liquid fractiona-

Between the Kane and Atlantis fracture zone, tion. Plagioclase is shown to be a dominant

25-290N. sample density is again low: 8 stations fractionating phase in most calculations, a

over about 550 kilometers of ridge axis. Mov- view in accord with the abundance of plagioclase

ing northward, a gap of about 600 km. exists be- phenocrysts in many samples. On the other hand,

tween the Atlantis and Oceanographer fracture olivine is normally a more common and more abun-

zones. North of the Oceanographer fracture zone, dant phenocryst phase than clinopyroxene in

centered around 370N and including the FAMOUS hand specimens, and yet fractionation models

area, station density reaches a maximut: 67 relating one liquid to another require that the

am- stations over about 230 km. of ridge axis. amount of separated clinopyroxene phenocrysts be

een greater than that of separated olivine. Bryan

Relations To Previous Work on Basaltic and Thompson (1977) suggest a stagnated magma

Glato s fro 0-37
0
N chamber that was isolated from a primitive magma

Glasses from -as a source for the site 332 basalt in contrast

The bottom samples obtained by ALVIN dives to the steady state magma chamber postulated to

have been previously described in regard to account for wider diversity and more highly

their major element compositions by Bryan and fractionated marginal basalt of the present

Moore (1977). These samples are reanalyzed here rift valley. Their different models are contro-

to eliminate between-lab differences. The drill versial. For example, 'primitive' and 'frac-

N core glass analyses from Leg 37 sites near 370N. tionated' basalt alternate in the deep site

are extensive and permit a look at thick sections (332B), with fractionated basalt occuring both

of basalt at a single site. Individual analyses shallow and deep. This can be seen by inspec-

of these have been previously reported (Aumento tion of the 332B glass analyses (table 1), which

et al., 1977) but here are compiled into averages are arranged in "stratigraphic" sequence, top to

for individual cooling units. Byerly and Wright bottom (A36.88N1, Site 332Bftop; A36.88N13=

(1978) have integrated Leg 37 glass analyses with bottom).

whole rock analyses and recognized 'chemical Phenocrysts whose compositions indicate that

types', individual units with compositions dif- they crystallized in "primitive" )iquids have

ferent from overlying and underlying units, and been found in evolved, fractionated liquids in
'magma batches', inferred magma compositions basalt cores from the Miocene 220N drill cores

serving as a parental liquid for a number of (Dungan et al., 1978). This observation, com-

ON 'chemical types'. Partly using glass analyses bined with inclusions of "primitive" liquid com-

as guides to lquLid compositions, they correct positions in phenocrysts (also Byerly and Sinton,

analyses of slightly altered basalt back to un- 1979), suggest magma mixing beneath the mid-

altered compositions. Of special significance Atlantic Ridge, or crystal sorting in a zoned

is their model which sorts out crustal fraction- magma chamber. This phenomena is also observed

ation from high pressure processes and points to at 370N and appears to be widespread beneath

an important role for clinopyroxene as an inter- the mid-Atlantic rift valley.

mediate level fractionating phase or as a resi- The deep holes drilled in Cretaceous Crust

dual phase during mantle partial melting. during Legs 51, 52 and 53 provided a surpris-

Bryan and Moore (1977) using analyses of ba- ingly large amount of fresh basaltic glasses.
saltic glass as well as other data put forth a Their analyses and interpretations have been
model involving a zoned magma chamber at 370N to summarized by Byerly and Sintcn (1979). They
account for the abundance of "primitive" li- conclude that these baslats are more similar
quids near the center of the median valley and to the FAMOUS basalts than to the recent Miocene

of more fractionated lavas on the margins. The basalts from 220N4, the approximate region from
Leg 37 drill cores show an alternation of "pri- which they spread in Cretaceous time. They
mitive" and "fractionated" lavas (table 1) a conclude that intermediate to high pressure pro-
view arguing against this model (Byerly and cesses involving clinopyroxene as either a V

Wright, 1978) for crust formed in Pliocene fractionating phase or mantle residual phase

time. accounts for differences in composition observ-

Basalt from the Leg 37 and FAMOUS sites ed between their Cretaceous basalt and the re-

have been compared (Bryan and Thompson, 1977). cent to Miocene basalt from 22N and 370N ;.
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Cha:acteristics of the Data Base cent publication of such studies and the data of
The analyses are livited to major and a few table I permit a look at inter-region variations.

minor elements: Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na, K, Ti For table 1 data, the analyses fall into two major
and P, all reported as oxides, with all Fe re- Cenozoic groups which correlate with location. Of
ported as FeO. particular importance in discrimination of these

Analyses are of glass chips from pillow lava groups are Mg, Ca, Na and Ti. Relationships be-
rinds performed by an ARL 9-channel electron mic- tween Mg, Ti and Na are in figure 2. Starting at
roprobe. A defocused beam of about 50-microns the Equator and extending to around 29°N Recent to
diameter at 15 kilovolts and 30-microamp beam Eocene basalt is characterized by low Mg and Ca
current was used for all analyses. The large and high Na and Ti. This group, termed here the
beam size practically eliminates volatilization 0-29°N group, includes dredge samples and drill
effects. Correction and normalization procedures cores to at least Miocene age on both sides ofeft Corretion an omaitin cr es the median valley at 22°N (DSDP sites 395 and 396)

C..' and an examination of homogeneity and car-bon
coating effects are in Melson el al. (1976) and and to at least Eocene age on the west side of

'o Byer ; et al. (1977). the median valley (A23.42NI and N2, table I).
nalyses from a given dredge station, drill The second major group, termed the 36-37°N

site, or submersible station normally fall into group, is characterized by higher Mg, ,*a, K, and0 each lower Ti and Na than the 0-29 N group. This groupone or more groups. Analyses within eahgroup care thsigtueoatlstMcneim
do not differ by more than the analytical pre- carries this signature to at least Miocene time

0 cision or by pre-determined tolerances. These in this area (DSDP site 335), and includes all
0 group recognition criteria are described in dredge, dive and drill samples. Table 2 includes

Melson et al. (1975) and are here in modified the average compositions of these two groups.

only to better handle the analyses of glasses in We have n6 samples of basaltic glass from the
cored pillow lava sequences. For these, each MAR between 29 N (Atlantis Fracture Zone) and 35°Ndefined chemical type differs from its overlying (Oceanographer Fracture Zone). This region is thedein chemicastpe differsnt fomit-overling contact zone between the two above groups and thus

tenthe nature of this contact zone is uncertain based0 values for one or more of the oxides.
The data base has a distinct advantage over on the data prekented here.z most in that all analyses were done in the same Previous work suggested that Ti and Na increa-0 laboratory using identical analytical procedures. sed gradually between 37° and the Equator (Shido

Thus, biases which typically result from differ- and Miyashiro, 1973; Melson et al., 1976). Looking
ent laboratories are eliminated. The number of closely at the 0-290N group, we find that samples
analysed samples has increased greatly since the from 0-15°N have subtle but significant differences= compared to samples from 22-29 14 These includea inception of IPOD drilling and Project FAMOUS. c
From 33 chemical groups in 1975, representing 176 the highest Na (greater than 3% in types A5.92NI,0 AT.15NI and 7.82NI) and highest Ti (greater than
analyses, the base has grown to 204 groups, re- 2 5 n .3N1, a nd iI(grate thn
presenting 848 analyses (table 1). New relation-

0 ships have emerged and old ones have been reac- tents in the entire data set. Thus, there is asishvemreanolonshvbenra- suggestion of a gradient-like increase in these
cessed. Phenocryst abundances and compositions
are not described here. This important area of two elements between the Equator and 37 0 N.

SstThe analyses of Shibata and Fox (1975) show(Vstudy is at present incomplete.
T that basalt from the Oceanographer fracture zone~The specimen "library" on which the data of

v table one are based consist of 2.5 cm. diameter is mainly high in Na and T. dnd low in Ca, that
lexan discs containing ten peripheral 4 di~ d is, belongs in the 0-290 N group. However, two
ter holes, each containing polished glass chips samples of the 54 analyzed have low Ti and Na and

0 of one unknown mounted in epoxy. A central 4 - high Ca and are close to some members of the 36-~370N group. From this work, it looks like the
hole contains similarly mounted chips of one or 3a more standards run every eleventh analysis. One change between the 36-37°N and 0-290 N groups is

"5 of these (VG-2, USNM 111240/52) serves as an in- abrupt and occurs at the Oceanographer Fracture
ternal standard used to "normalize" each of the Zone.
10 preceding unknowns in a given run. The discs At about 0.93°Non the north flank of St.

Paul's Rocks basalt low in MgO and high in K 0,containing the samples analysed in table I and P O0 and TiO 2 occurs (A0.93NI and A0.93N2, table

in the collections of the U. S. National Museum 0I . ~These highly fractionated basalt samples are o
are available on loan for ion probe, additional

unique among the 0-37
0
N samples and will be dis-electron microprobe and other minimally destruc- cussed more fully in relationship to the Sierra

tive surface analyses. Researches interested In Lenhosot
obtaining chips of the analyzed samples should
write those investigators who contributed the
samples (see source, table 1 and acknowledge- Petrogenesis
ments). Th. -ocus of this paper is mainly on the

The Two Major Cenozoic Groups definition in space and time of basalt erupted

Studies of basalt between 0-37°N have so far along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Nonetheless, a few I
dealt mainly with intra-region variations. The re- suggestions are in order concerning genetic re- L
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371N group is mainly higher in Ca and Mg and has be reflected, for example, in the higher KO con-

lower Fe/Fe +g than than the 0-29°N group; i.e., tents in nearby abyssal basalt described Hiere.
is more primitive. Basalt from 'hot spots' have a number of com-

Some of the differences in major elmert positional characteristics which distinguish them
composition between the 0-29°N and 36-37 N groups from abyssal basalt erupted at considerable dis-
can be accounted for in terms of a higher diopside tancr from 'hot spots'(e.g. White et al.,1978).
component in the later. Presnal (1978) studied Of interesL here is K 0, which, along with other
the simplified basalt system diopside-anorthite- large ion lithophilc lements, is enriched in most
forsterite from 1 atm. tu 7 kilobars. In this basalt from 'hot spots'. The high K20 content of
interval the first liquids in equilibrium with the the 36-37°N group compared to the 0-29°N group may
3 phases become less diopsidic as pressure in- be attributed to a southward flow of Azorws basal-
creases: from 30% to 50Z diopside. From this line tic magma, mixing with 'normal','depleted' abys-
of reasoning, it looks like the higher diopsidic sal basaltic liquids. Such a mixing process has
component in the 36-370N group reflects lower been speculated to be be important in this region
pressure melting of a mantle source similar in by a number of authors, and to be reflected in
major element composition to that of the 0-29°N light rare-earth element enrichment and in higher
group. Or alternatively, more effective re-equil- Sr8

7
/Sr

86 
ratios. For this case, it looks like

ibration of a rising liquid in the 36-37ON region. a 'damming' of the Azore's liquids occurs at theO

The 0-29 N group contains a distinctive high Oceanographer fracture zone.
alumina(Al203 greater than 17%), high Mg, and low The proposed Colorado Seamount 'hot spot'
Na, K, Ti and bi subgroup of 'primitive' aspect is extrapolated to 34ON along the current ridge
(A23.22Nl, A24.42N1, and A28.90N1, table 1). axis(Burke et al.,1973), the region for which we
These differences lead to a very high normative have no samples. The data of White et al., (1978)
anorthite+forsterite/diopside ratio compared to do indicate, though, that some of the lavas from
all other chemical types in table 1. The high a- the 34-350N region do have'hot spot' chemical
lumina tyve A28.90N1 was previously reported by characterisitics. It may be significant too that
G. D. Nicholls (1965) and attributed to partial our most northerly sample in the 0-29°N group
melting of a hornblende peridotite, a view un- (A29.86Nl, table 1) has the highest K2 0 content
likely in the now documented very low H20 con- (0.34%) of Ihis group.
tent of abyssal basalt from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The high K20 content of basalt dredged near
We are left with explanations involving different St. Paul's Rocks (AO.91N1,O.93Nl and N2, table 1),

source mantle composition (higher Al), different and the light rare earth element enrichment (Frey,
partial melting pressures and temperatures and/or 1970) and mainly high Sr

87 /
8
6 

(Melson et al.,1971)
different crystal fractionation during ascent- of St. Paul's Rocks itself may he in some way
e.g. rapid ascent leading to retention of much of connected with the Sierra Leone Rise. Previously,
the plagioclase and olivine which are normally the alkaline nature of the igneous rocks associat-
lost by near surface crystal settling and/or flo- with St. Paul's Rocks were attributed to small
tation. degrees of melting beneath a 'leaky' transform

The high alumina glasses from 23°N (A23.22NI, fault zone (Thompson and Melson, 1972). S~h an
A23.42N1) are paradoxical in that although'primi- interpretation cannot explain the high Sr /Sr

8 6

tive' appearing in their high MgO and low TiO values. The 'thermal plume' models, which in
(1.11%), suggesting a high degree of partial 2 some versions involves tapping of largely un-
melting, they are abnormally high in K20, one con- differentiated deep mantle with high Rb/Sr, can
taining 0.22%, the highest value among the 22- account for this feature. St. Paul's Rocks is on
-24°N samples. This seeming paradox also applies the same roughly east-west trending fracture zone
to the higher contenS of. K2 0 in the 37°N group high which, to the east of St. Paul's Rocks,inter-
compared to the 0-29 N group. sects the Sierra Leone Rise. St. Paul's Rocks

may well includ 7among its light-rare earth en-
riched, high Sr /3rSb peridotites candidates for

Relationships to 'hot spots' 'hot spot' magmas.

'Hot spots' as used here are synonymous with
major, centralized or elongate active volcanic Secular Variations
regions containing unusually thick piles of lavas
compared to adjacent regions. Of special ivnpor- Two groups were erupted in Jurassic(DSDP site
tance in the context of plate tectonics are those 105, table 2) and Cretaceous time (K-25oN, table -

'hot spots' which appear to have remained rela- 2) from Mid-Atlantic Ridge segments currently be-
tively'anchored' or fixed compared to lithospheric tween the Equator and 37 N and erupting the just
plates, leaving traces of abnormal accumulations described two major compositional groups. The Cre-
of lavas outw3rd from the active volcanic zone. raceous basalt cored on Legs 51, 52 and 53 is dis-
In regard to the data at hand, the Azores, Colo- tinct from both the 36-37°N group and the 0-29°.-
rado Seamounts, and Sierra Leone Rise - moving groups but has affinities with the former. This
successively south along the Hid-Atlantic Ridge- Cretaceous basalt is readily distinguishable from

are of interest. These three 'hot spots' may the 0-29°N group by lower Ti and Na, which fall
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in herane f the 36-37ON group. This basalt 0-.290N: High N32 0, T102,lwCO
in th ag olwC

was cored on sea-floor spreading flow lines now high P2 05 . low K20ot19o0Npad tu son tagads

extending to about and thus show that a dis- 36-37ON: Low Na2 0, TiO2 , P205 , high
tinct secular change occurred in basalt composit- CaO, K20, MgO
ion between Eocene and Cretaceous time.There are (2) The contact zone between these two groUPS
no drill cores from basement between these ages appears to be at the Oceanographer fracture zone
and thus the character of this change - whether (350N) and may be abrupt. This contact may have
abrupt, transitional, alternating, or some other migrated northward from at least 22DN since the
form - remains unknown. It is now clear that a Jurassic based on basalt core compositions from
great deal can be learned about the chemical sig- the western Atlantic. in renature of basalt from a given regiorfby even a (3) Basalt in the deep drill cores in Cre-[

single bit or shallow hole into basement. Thus, taceou4 crust on flow lines from 0-29ON form yet
any future DSDP Atlantic dcilling could readily another distinctive group. This group is closer

dcfine the nature of this transition. to the 36-37ON group but has lover MgO. Con-
lasalt cored in Jurassic crust at DSDP site pared to the 0-29

0
N, it has higher aO and lower

105 may be either intrusive or extrusive. Its T40 2 and Na20.
composition falls in the 36-37

0
N group. If it is (4) Higher K20 (and posgibiv coherent U and

ran tetrusive, it was erupted from the MAR segment Th values) may reflect the effect of the Azorescurrently erupting the 0-29°N group. This obser- 'plue' in the 37oN group. The otherise more
vation and the similarity of the 25°N Cretaceous primitive aspect of this group compared to the

group (K-25
0
N, table 2) to the 36-37ON group 0-29ON may reflect more extensive velting due

indicate, albeit weakly at present, that the high to a higher abundance of radiogenic heat sourcesNa, Ti, low Ca, Mg 0-29°N group has successively in the mntle beneath the Aores platform.

migrated northward along the ridge axis s!nce (5) Maximum K20 values in abyssal basalt
Mesozoic time. Additional basalt drill Lores are occur near St. Paul's Rocks and may be a reflec-
needed to verify or disprove this suggestion. tionef ongoing activity of the postulated Sierre

Leone, on St. Paul's cks 'thermal plme'.

Relationships with Spreading Rate (6) Each magma type in table I is the end
result of a long chain of processes including:

The current range in sea-floor spreading half (1) parent mantle composition and pressure

rate is about 0.6 cm/yr at 37
0
N to 1.5 cm/yr at and temperature intervals and times of partial

the Equator around a seemingly coherent pole fusion, (2) subsequent rise of partial melt and

of opening around 62°N, 36
0
W (Morgan, 1972). consequent "wall rock" intaractions and high to

Correlation coefficients were calculeted between intermediate pressure crystal-liquid fractiona-
individual oxide values and latitude, which rion, and (3) low pressure near surface (magma
correlates well with spreading rate. This exer- chamber) crystal-liquid fractionation, and (4)
cise reveals that there is no correlation. A mixing with magmas with different histories and
morc interesting result is obtained by plotting compositions at any stage in the processes. Thus
the sum -Z TiC. .nd Na.O. two major discriminants it is expected and observed that most individual
for the two major renozoic groups, ag.inst lati- glasses f.om single erupted cooling units are
tude and spreading rate (figure 3). If we delete rommonly unique in regard to one or more ele-
the high alumina basalt of the 0-29

0
N group and ments, tu combinations of elements, or to radio-

the hig! K20 basalt dredged near St. roul's Rocks, genic isotope ratios. Thus, it not surprising
we find a suggestion of a correlation between the that the search for simple explanations for the
mininm TiO +Na 0 and spreading rate. Finally, diversity of compositions is i frustrating one.it is true gat ?the region of the 0-29°N group, It Is nonetheless importa,.: that zhe search con-with :he various already described chemical dis- tinue if e are to nderstand the proceses of

criminants, is from the region with an average magma origins an their relationships to th
highe: spreading rate than for the 36-37°N group, mechanics of spreading centers.
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TIlE EVOLUTION OF OCEAN-FLOOR BASALTIC MAGMAS
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Abstract. The spatial and temporal control pro- and nickel values that are too high for the amount
vided by recent drilling into the volcanic base- of fractionation deduced from magmaphile element
ment of the Atlantic Ocean, in combination with abundances. This model successfully predicts that
integrated petrologic and geochemical itudies, has both "primitive" and highly differentiated basalts
afforded new insights into the volcanic processes and silicic derivatives will be rare and that

occurring along mid-ocean ridges. Several lines moderately evolved basalts should !ominate layer
of evidence indicate that a specific, rather well- 2 of thL oceanic crust. Gabbroic a,ivatives of
defined, "primitive" magma t'pe, characterized by these evolvee magmas should be volumetrically im-
high arv-mic Mg/(Mg+Fe) values (0.70-0.72), high poitant in layer 3, whereas olivine-rich cumu-
CaO (12.u-13.5%) and MgO (10%) contents, and low lates, troctolites and h :ly iron-enriched
T1 2 (0.6-0.9%) Na20 ( 2.0%) and magmaphile trace gabbros would b( less significant. Ii
primary, mantle-derived melt, paretal to other, Introduction
more abundant, evolved ocean-floor basalts.
Basalts such as these have bee" sampled directly Petrological and geochemical studies of ocean-
at only a few localities, but tere is abundant floor basalts have benefited substantially from
i direct evidence, such as phenocryst composi- an energetic sampling program within the last
tions, melt inclusion data, and glass and whole- decade, and in particular from the spatial andSrock compositionol trends, attesting to their temporal control provided by a combination of

importance4 n ocean-floor basalt petrogenesis. drilling into the oceani, basement and detailed
We believe .at more evolied basalts are derived sampling by dredge and submersibles along segments
from theF "primitive" melt compositions by a of mid-ocean ridges. It is now widely recognized,
combinet on of crystal fractionation and magma tllowing O'lara (1968), that the vast majority ormixing. "Primitive" magS.a is izepeatedly injected ocean-floor basalts sampled to date are of an

into a ,.,-a chamber and taixed with a more evolved nature. That is, their cemapositions have
evolved cansaur,,ineous magma that has fraction- been modified from those of primary .-agnas gener-

o-r t. prev~oL ppiocdes. of 4n~ectic:. and ated by partial melting within the mant'-, both
miAing. This "sLeady-state" odel resu.Lts in the en-route to, and during emplacement on t.,sea
oeneraticn of volumin -.j mode-ately evolved floor. Evidence for this is provided by: (1)
,:LeiitLs, without the necessxtv of large magma petrographic observations, supported by experi-

t ci.ambeLs, and accounts for several anigmatic fea- mental studies, showing that most ocean-floor
- tures of ocean-floor basa-ts not Leadily exp.ained basaltic liquis are multiply satwated, and that

by crystal fractiona-r.n r0,.e,".s alone. These their compositions are controlled by the low-
include: difficulties frequert.- -ncountere7 in pressure olivine-plagioclase cotectic, or olivine-
attempts to relate spatially associrted basalts to plagioclase-cliripyroxene peritectic (e.g., I
i common - rental magma; the necessity to invoke O'Hara, 1968; Kay et al., 1970; Shido et al.,
gyroxene-domina,ed fractionation, when pyroxene ts 1971; Frey et al., 1974; Bryan et al., 1976;

i ~ j t mnnor component or Is absent from, the phenocrist Duganet a±., 1978a; Bender et al., 1978). Mg'-assetahlage; magmapnile element abu-.danues in the values for basaltic liquids clustering about 0.60
- o basa!Ls that are higher r'san th^-'e pre- (Figs. 1,2) that are too Tow for inferred primary

dicteu solely from -rystal fractionation processes; mantle derived melts (Green, :970; O'Hara et al.,
1975) and iL.ply substantial olivine fractionation;Kcg'-iaiue = mol. prop. Ni/(Mg+Fe) after ad- (3) Ni abundances comonly less than 200 ppm,

Aus" Fo+3 /totJ Fe as FeO = 0.1. again indicating olivine fractionation (Sate,
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i0O then dunites and troctolites, with mineral chen-
istries reflecting the "primitive" nature of the

90 parental magma, should form a substantial compon-
fi ent of this layer. (2) If, however, fractionptca

occurs within the mantle close to the source, pos-
80 s'bly at depths of around 25-30 km, there is no

compelling reason for the presence of large mima

In- n 70 chambers beneath the ridges. The evolved basalts
i±1 could be derived directly from mantle depths, or
acould have accumulated in small magma chambers and

60 conduits prior to eruption. If this is the case,
(nthen la:'e" 3 should differ substantially from that

u. 50 proposed for the previous model, being dominated
0 by gebbros containing plagioclase, olivine and

pyroxene wits compositions reflecting the evolved
L 40 nature of the parental magi..a. (3) A third possi-

bility involves magma mixing, where "primitive"

30 mantle-derived magma is repeatedly injected into

a shallow magma chamber and mixed with an evolved,
consanguineous magma that has fractionated from

ount 20 pre .ous episodes of injection and mixing (O'lara,
ent 1977; Rhodes et al., 1978). Again, there is no
that 40 necessity for large magma chambers beneath the
alts ridges, and gabbzoic derivatives are expected to

dominate in layer 3 rather than the dunitic and
er 0 troctolitic derivatives of the first model.0.40 0-50 0.60 o.7
of It is the purpose of this paper to explore
im- Mg'- VALUE [ Mg/(Mg+Fe)] these evolutionary models and their implica ions,

Figure 1. Histogram of Mg'-values for ocean- emphasizing in particular the .ole of magma mix-
floor basaltic glasses. DatI: from Frey et al., ing. Although magma mixing has been largely ig-
1074; Melson et al., 1976; Langmuir et al., noted by petrologists in recent years (c.f. Car-

1977. michael et al., 1974) it is becoming Increasingly
evident, following zhe work of Wright and col-

1977); (4) the presence of small negative Eu anom- leagues (Wright and Fiske, 1971; Wright, 1973),

alies In some basalts, especially those with high Anderson (1976) and O'lara (1977) that it is an
,M magmaphile element abundances (Kay and Hubbard, intrinsically plausible phenomenon in volcanic

1978), suggesting extensive (>25%) plagioclase processes. In view of the tectonic regime of
fractionation. ocean-ridge volcanism, where magma is being con-

The nature of tf. evolutic',ary p'ocess is not stantly generated and replenished along a narrow
yet clearly understood, and is a fundamental prob- zone of activity, it appears likely that new

ents lem in ocean-floor basalt petrogenesis, with im- batches of magma will be intruded prior to toe

ed, portant implications concerning the nature and solidification of previous magma batches, and
y of composition of the oceanic crust and volcanic therefore that magma mix5ng Is to be expected.

processes occurring along mid-ocean ridges. For Fur- ermore, we believe that magma mixing may

ve example, consider the following potential but not explain several enigmatic features of ocean-floor
r- mutually exclusive possibilities, (i) the evolved basalt petrogenesis not readily understandible Jn

basalts that dominate the samples obtained from terms of crystal fractunation processes a.-.
the oceanic basement may be derived from more t

"primitive," possibly primary basalts, by crystal The Nature of Primary Magas
fractionation at shallow l7--ls _n the crust. If -

this is the case, then as muci. as 40 to 50 percent Before e,.aluating the processes of basalt evolu-
Iat of the magma must solidify to produce the co --otly tion it is desirable to discuss the nature of the

observed varieties of ocean-floor basalts (Bender primary, mantle-derived melts from which the

Sne- It al., 1978), with the consequence that huge evolved ocean-floor basalts might be derived. In-] olumes of "primitive" magma are required beneath spection of Figures I and 2 shows that, although
spreading ridges, either in large magma chambers the majority of ocean floor basaltic glasses have

or within vast interconnecting conduits of dykes, Mg'-values of about 0.60, a few have higher values,

sills and laccoliths, etc. A further requirement between 0.70 and 0.73. These are the mst "primi-

.60 of this model is that the cumulates so formed will tive" basaltic liquid compositions identified to

ry be dominated by early crystallizing olivine and date. There are no basaltic glasses with Mg'--

plagioclase. If layer 3 of the oceanic crust is values higher than 0.73, and rocks with higher

on; composed in part of the coarsly crystalline deri- values invariably show signs of olivine accumola-
vatives of basaltic magmas, and their metaphor- tion. Itg'-values between 0.70 and 0.73 are
phosed equivalents (e.g., Dewey and Kidd, 1977), compatible with the most forsteritic ol-ivine
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\ * equilibrium with olivine-bearing model mantle
\ compositions should contair, about 240 to 300 ppm

Ni. This is precisely the range found for ocean-14 - floor basalts with Mg'-values between 0.70 and
0.73 (Bougault and Hekinian, 1974; Frey et al.,

13 * . .1974; Langmuir et al., 1977; Rhodes, unpubl. data).On the other hand, the majority of evolved basaltsE 0/S contain less than 200 ppm Ni (Kay et al., 1970),

12 BAALI GLAS and those with over 300 ppm show signs of olivine
• u_.accumulation (Blanchard et al., 1976; Rhodes

unpubl. data) and do not reflect liquid composi-'tions. lu

An important aspect of these "primitive" basal- Fc
A: \0 tic glass compositions is that, in addition to-the __

a. 7, high Mg'-values, between 0.70 and 0.73, they have. A many compositional characteristics in common, and
L. 5 2 • it appears possible to place relatively tight

/, constraints on such "primitive" ocean-floor basalt C
"L magma compositions (Rhodes and Dungan, 1977). All Na

- A/S are characterized by low Ti 2 (0.6-0.9%), Na20

/ (1.7-2.1%) and magmaphile trace element abundances K
7 N (e.g., Sm = 6-8xch.), and by high MgO (:-10%) and P2

CaO (12.0-13.5%) contents and CaO/A1203 (0.75-
0.85) ratios. Figure 3 illustrates the way in C6 , which the TiO 2 contents of basaltic glasses con- Mg

verge at these high Mg'-values towards a well- Ca
defined compositional apex. This is an important
observation, bearit.. on subsequent discussion of Ni

4 £01
- I 8 10 12 basalt evolution, and it muLL be emphasized that S

WEIGHT PERCENT MgO there are no recorded examples of ocean-floor Sm

Figure 2. MgO-FeO* relationships showing the basaltic liquid compositions with Mg'-values LaField fo o el atic gls s nd te greater than 0.70 and Tie 2 contents above 1.0 -field for ocean-floor basaltic glasses and se-I.lected basalts discussed in the text. Samples F, Basalts with the above compositions are rare, 2.

S, N are primitive ba~alts respectively from the but have been identified at several dispersed 3.
FAMOUS area (Langmuir et al., 1977), South Atlan- localities in the Atlantic Ocean (Rhodes and 4.

tic (Frey et al., 1974), North Atlantic (Rhodestic Rodgers, 1972; Frey et al., 1974; Bougault andand Rodgers 192) Sle on 2, and Hekinian, 1974; Bryan and Moore, 1977), and typi- 5.
aphyric basalts with olivine on the liquidus, and cal analyses are given in Table 1. Although

samples 5, 6 and 7 are also aphyric but with both 6.

olivine and plagioclase on the liquidus. SamplesI 1 and 2 are from the North Atlantic, 45°N (ihodes
and Rodgers, 1972), 3 and 4 from DSDP Site 395 PL
(Rhodes et al., 1978), and 5, 6 and 7 from DSDP 3.O in
Sit 396 (Pungan et al., 1978b). The dashed .
lines indicate Mg'-values 'rom 0.5 to 0.,. Ol- FIE-LD FOR ABYSSA ::
vine and clinopyroxene fractionation trends from BASALTIC GLASS
two "primitive" basalts (r,N) are shown in 2 and
10 percent intervals respectively. Plagoclase Z 2.0 -- t
fractionation will follow the constant Mg'-value zat

lines. Data for the basaltic gla;s field are 7 ."

taken from Frey et al., 1974; Melson et al., CPX sh
1976; Bryan and Moore, 1977; Langmuir et al., z -. .0 5 O b
1977. 1.0 baa

Om _A pr i12 .... 2A f rod
phenocryst cores (Fo90 ) found in ocean-floor 0.5 abu
basalts, assuming KD between 0.27 and 0.33 for con
olivine-melt partitioning (Roeder and Emslie, Irv
1910), and correspond closely with values pre- 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0. gO
dicted for primary magmas derived by partial melt- N9'- VaLUE (f// 4 Fe)] tio
ing of mcdel mantle compositions (Green, 1970; Micl
O'Hara et al., 1975; Bender et al., 1978). Figure 3. The relationship between Mg'-value and get

Sato (1977) and Hanson and Langmuir (1978) pre- TiO2 content for ocean-floor basalts. Symbols and appi

dict hat primary ocean-floor basaltic magmas in so1rces of data are tioi
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TABLE 1. Chemical Characteristics of Some indicate that plagioclase in equilibrium with
pm Potential Primary Ocean-Floor Basaltic common ocean-floor basaltic melts rarely exceeds

Magmas (recalculated to 100% on An8O. Yet many phyric ocean-floor basalts contain
an anhydrous basis) plagioclase phenocrysta with complex zoning pat-

ata). terns that are frequently accompanied by compo-
t). 1 2sitional breaks and cores that are too anorthitic

l, 1(An 84 _92 ) to be in equilibrium with melts appro-
priate to the whole-rock composition (Donaldson

ine SiO 2  49.7 49.5 49.1 50.8 50.0 50.5 and Brown, 1978; Rhodes et al., 1978). We infer

TiO2  0.72 0.81 0.62 0.62 0.65 0.76 that these refractory cores crystallized from more
"primitive" melts, such as the primary magma com-

3 positions under discussion, prior to episodes of
al- FeO* 7.89 7.45 8.78 6.89 8.26 7.3 magma mixing. Evidence supoorting this argument
the comes from experimental melting studies on a
yve MnO 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.10 n.d. 0.2 single sample of this type (Bender et al., 1978),
nd MgO 10.1 10.0 10.3 12.0 11.7 9.4 and from calculations of plagioclase 2ompositions

in equilibrixm with the proposed primary mae'ma com-3atCaO 13.2 13.0 12.4 13.6 13.0 13.7
positions (Table 1), using the expression developed

All Na20 2.00 1.95 1.92 1.43 1.71 2.1 by Drake (1976) for plagioclase-melt equilibria

and crystallization temperatures extrapolated from
cesK 20 0. 0.17 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.4 nelting studies. The range varies from An8 2 to
d P 20 -- 0.08 0.06 -- An8 7 and is in reasonable agreement with the ob-

served phenocryst compositions.
Cr203  0.07 0.14 0.06 0.10 .. .. Several authors (Watson, 1976; Donaldson and

-g'-value 0.72 0.73 0.70 0.77 (0.72) 0.72 Brown, 1978; Dungan and Rhodes, 1978) have at-
tempted to deduce the composition of primary

nt ZaO/A1203 0.81 0.82 0.75 0.94 0.90 0.88 ocean-floor oasaltic magmas from compositions of
fNt ppm 320 249 232 -- melt inclusions in olivine, plagioclase, pyroxene

t and spinel phenocrysts. A variety of approaches,
ranging from direct measurement to extrapolations

La/Sm 0.63 1.81 1.57 .. ... .. attempting to compensate for entrapment at various
stages of magmatic evolution, and for reaction

1. Frey et al. (1974), 3-34. with the host mineral, reveal certain well-
2. Rhodes (unpubl. data) Chain 43 #23, 45°N. defined characteristics. All the proposed primary
3. Langmuir et el. (1977), FAMOUS, 527-1-1. magua compositions have high Mg'-values, about 0.7
4. Donaldson and Brown (1977), Avg. Melt or greater. All have low Tie 2 (<1.0%) and Na2 0

inclusion in spinel. (e2.0%) contents and are high in CaO (>12%), with
5. Dungan and Rhodes (1978) interpolated from high CaO/AI203 ratios. In other words, they have

melt inclusion data. strong compositional similarities to the primary
6. Watson (1976) interpolated from melt inclu- magma compositions discussed earlier in this sec-

sion data. tion. Several examples of these m,lt inclusion

PL compositions are also included in Table 1.
uncommon, there is indirect corroborative evidence Thus, on the basis of a variety of information,

in phenocryst and melt inclusion data attesting to including phenocryst compositirns, melt inclusion

their importance in ocean-floor basalt petrogene- data, and glass and whole-rock chemistry, it ap-
sis. As noted earlier, the maximum observed for- pears that the most "primitive" basaltic composi-

sterite content of Fog 0 for olivine phernocrysts in tions identifiable to date from the ocean floor
ocean-floor basalts is appropriate for crystalli- have many striking characteristics in common
zation from a primary magma having Mg'-values be- (Table 1). These include high Mg'-values (0.70-

tween 0.70 Lnd 0.75. Similarly, Sato (1977) 0.73), Ni concentrations between 250 and 300 ppm,

showed tha, the maximum Ni content of 0.41 percent high CaO contents (12.0-13.5%), and low TIe 2observed in olivine phenocrysts from ocean-floor (<0.9%), and Na20 (<2.18%) and magmaphile elementbasalts is compatible with crystallization from a abundances. There is compelling evidence to be-

primary melt immediately following segregation lieve that such compositions, perhaps modified by
N from mantle peridotite. Olivines with such Ni small amounts of olevine fractionation, are close

abundances should ,rystallize from basalt magmas to those of primary ocean-floor basaltic magmas.

Lontaining about 2'0 ppm Ni (Hart and Davis, 19'8; This is not to imply that there is only one such

Irving, 1978), pro' iding, as suggested above, the composition. Others have been proposed (Bryan,
MgO content is about 10 percent. Similar rela- 1978), and it is abundantly clear that, although
tionships also hold for plagioclase phenocrysts. there is close similarity in major element chemis- - -

MWcrophenocryst data from basaltic glasses, to- try, there is no such coherence in trace element
nd g .her wit,, experimental melting studies of and isotopic abundances, (Table 1). Such differ-
and appropriate compositions, and theoretical calcula- ences are presumed to reflect heterogeneity in the

-tions based on plagioclase-melt equilibria, all miantle source, or in the magma generating pro-
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cessesfagureal,17) Depttee
e ( e al., 1977). Despite these difficult to evaluate the evolution of thesecaveats, we believe that the wide geographic dis- basaltic magmas, except in a general sense.tribution of these "primitive" magma compositions, The advent of crustal drilling during tne IPOD

coupled with the diverse lines of evidence for program, and commensurate detailed studies of atheir existence, attests to their importance in segment of the mid-Atlantic ridge by the FAMOUSocean-floor basalt petrogenesis, and makes them a project, enabled more in-depth studies to besuitable starting point for the discussion of the undertaken. From these studies it is clear thatevolution of ocean-floor basalts. magma is erupted onto the sea-floor in discrete,chemically disttnct units. They may be of wideEvolution of Ocean-Floor Basalts areal extent (Bryan and Moore, 1977), and can
attain thicknesses of up to 200 m (Rhodes et al.,

Once a basaltic melt has segregated from its 1978). These magmatic units may contain many
mantle source, the composition may be modified by separate individual cooling units, yet they area variety of processes, including crystal fraction- generally chemically homogeneous, with little evi-ation within the mantle at high to moderate pres- dence of internal differentiation.
sure, and crystal fractionation at shallow depths Since, at a specific sampling locality, thesein magma chambers, conduits, or during extrusion magmatic units are closely associated in space andon the sea floor. In addition to these, there is time, have probably derived from the same mantlethe added complication that successive magma source, and prasumably shared the same plumbingbatches may be mixed, probably in shallow magma system, it might reasonably be expected that theychambers beneath mid-ocean ridges, are comagmatic, having episodically erupted ontoPetrographic and compositioral data provide the sea-floor during continuing differentiation ofstrong evidence for low-pressure crystal fraction- a common parental magma. Detailed studies showation, dominated by olivine and plagioclase, in that this is not often obviously the case (e.g.,ocean-floor basalts. These minerals constitute Blanchard et al., 1976; Hekinian et al., 1976;the prevailing phenocryst phases (Shido et a]., Rhodes et al., 1976; Bryan and Moore, 1977; Lang-1971), and basaltic glass compositions follow a muir et al., 1977; Rhodes et al., 1978). The
narrow trend, apparently controlled by the olivine- dilemma is that it is rarely possible to relateplagioclase cotectic (Bryan et al., 1976). Ex- associated magmatic units to one another, to aperimental melting studies at 1 atm. confirm these common parental magma, or to hypothetical primaryobservations, demonstrating the importance of magmas of the type discussed earlier solely byolivine and plagioclase as the early crystallizing crystal fractionation processes employing thephases, and the significance of the olivine- observed phenocryst phases. Frequently, theplagioclase cotectic to ocean-floor basalt petro- magmaphile element content of the more evolvedgenesis (Kushiro, 1973; Fujii and Kushiro, 1977; unit is higher than that predicted by crystal_ Dungan et al., 1978a; Bender et al., 1978). Again fractionation models, or, contrary to petro-
supporting petrographic evidence, these studies graphic evidence, extensive cinopyroxene frac-show that pyroxene crystallizes late, anywhere tionation appears to be necessary.from 40-130*C below the licuidus. depending on the
bulk composition. Trace element data are broadly The CLnoyroxene Problemcommensurate with the petrographic and experi-
mental conclusions, in particular the depletion We have noted earlier that petrographic evidence,
in Ni with increasing differentiation and the de- supported by I atm. melting studies, indicates
iof negative Eu-P.amies in otherwise that clinopyroxene is subordinate to plagioclase
unfractionated rare-earth ,..tterns (Kay et al., and olivine during low-pressure fractionation of1970; Schilling, 1971; Frey et al., 1974). ocean-floor basalrs. However, clinopyroxene fig-Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the necessity for co- ures prominently in crystal fractionation modelsprecipitation of plagioclase and olivine to for ocean-floor basalts (Clague and Bunch, 1976),generate the trends found for ocean-floor basaltic and in order to relate associated magmatic unitsglasses. However, it is important to note that by crystal fractionation, it is frequently neces-extremely large amounts of crystallization are sary to include clinopyroxene as a major fraction-required for a primary magma of the type discussed ating component, along with plagioclase and/orearlier to achieve typical ocean-floor basalt com- olivine, even though pyroxene is not present, or
positions solely -y crystal fractionation. This is clearly subordinate in the phenocryst assem-
varies from about 40-60 percent for the majority blage (Thompson et al., 1976; Bryan et al., 1976;of bas',!s, to 60-80 percent for the high FeO- Bryan, 1978). This is because there is a tendencyTiO 2 I s. Its (FeTl hasalts of Nelson et al., .976) for the CaO/A120

3 ratio to decrease with increas-
IS 

rai to decreas win ihe 

Peaficommon in the Pacific. 
ing differentiatton (Figure 4). Two specific

was no a piori reason why samples from dredge 396 (Dungan at al., 1978n) and the other fromIn 
early studies of ocean-floo2 basalts there examples are shown in Figure 4, one from DSDP Sitehauls or shallow drill hles in the volcanic base- single dredge haul at 45ON on the mid-Atlanticment, separated by - -al or by hundreds of ki, ridge (Rhodes and Rodgers, 1972). The 396 samplesshould be related to common parental magmas or are succeqaive aphyric basalt units with olivineeven similar magma-types. Consequently, it was and Pligioclase microphenocrysts, whereas the 45ON266 RHODES
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I OL ation of olivine, plagioclase and clinopyroxene in

IPD FIELO rOR ABYSSAL / the more evolved magmas. Although this process is
B8ASALTIC G'LASS Iappealing as a mechanism for producing an imprint

fa c__.! of clinopyroxene fractionation in magmas that have
OUS " 25 i[Ionly olivine or olivine + plagioclase as liquidusI phases, Sc abundances in ocean-fl!C L basalts (Frey

that 2 0 -CPX . et al., 1974), commonly in Che range of 35-45 ppm,
ete,\I \ seem to preclude -ignificant amounts of high-
ide 4AA 7

6 pressure clinopyroxene fractionation. The spe-
n cific examples plotted in Figures 2-4 have Sc
al., A 5 concentrations of 38 ± 2 ppm, thus placing even

y PL tighter constraints on clinopyroxene fractiona-
are.. 1  AN/.tion. The effective distribution coefficient for

e ' \.-.- Sc in ocean-floor basalts appears therefore to be
O5F close to unity, suggesting that the clinopyroxcne

eseI fractionation necessary to account for the de-
ce and L _ _ _ _ _ _ _crease in CaO/A1203 with differentiation has oc-
ntle 050 060 070 080 090 100 curred at low-piessures, accompanied by co-
ing Co0/A 203  precipitation of plagioclase and olivine.
they Figure 4 The relationship of Rhodes et al. (1978) have suggested that the
onto CaO/A1203 and TiO 2  compositional imprint of clinopyroxene fractiona-
ion of content of ocean-floor basalts to crystal frac- tion on basaltic magmas crystallizing only olivine
how tionation. Symbols and source of data are the and plagioclase can be produced by magma mixing.same as in Figure 2. Olivine, plagioclase ands i r i a aThis process is illustrated schematically in Fig-

clinopyroxene fractionation trends from a hypo- ure 5 by means of the ternary system forsterite-

Lang- thetical primary magma composition (see text) are anorthite-diopside. Consider a primary magma (P)
e shown in 10 percent intervals, fractionating within a shallow magma chamber.
tre Olivine will crystallize first, followed by oli-
a samples are aphyric basalts with only olivine on vine and plagioclase along the cotectic, until
imary the liquidus. Since only clinopyroxene can effect plagioclase, oli-ine and clinopyroxene crystal-
y a reduction in -he CaO/A1203 ratio, it follows lize together from an evolved magma at the peri-

that b-th examples require substantial clinopyrox- tectic (E). If a new batch of primary magma is
ene fractionation in order co derive tLe evolved injected into the magma chamber, it will mix with

d units from the nore primitive ones. Thus, it the evolved magma to produce a magma such as M,
appears that, despite petrographic evidence to the somewhere on the line P-E. The mixed magma (M)
contrary, chemical arguments demand that clino- will crystallize olivine until it reaches the

pyroxene has participated in the fractionation plagioclase-olivine cotectic, at which point it
process, if the associated basalts are indeed co- will follow a crystallization path similar to that
magmatic, and not derived from separate primary above, and the whole cycle may be repeated many
magmas that have retained their integrity through times. The important point is that although the
subsequent fractionation, emplacement and eruption. mixed magma (M) has only olivine on the liquidus,

dence, How can these seemingly conflicting arguments be its bulk chemistry will bear the imprint of the
s resolved? One possibility is that clinopyroxene preceding episode, or episodes of clinopyroxene,
ase fractionation may occur within the mantle at plagioclase and olivine fractionation. According
of moderate to high pressure where it will be the to this model, the examples shown in Figures 2-4
fig- liquidus phase (Kushiro, 1973; Fujii and Kushiro, are mixed magmas resulting from the injection of
els 1977; Bender et al., 1978), followed by olivine #.primitive" melts, close to the primary magma
76), and plagioclase fractionation at or near the sur- compositions, into magma chambers containing
.its face. Donaldson and Brown (1978) describe pyrox- highly fractionated magmas similar to high FeTi
ces- ene megacrysts which may be unstable relicts of basalts.
tion- former clinopyroxene crystallization, and Bender
r et al. (1978) suggest that clinopyroxene micro- The Magmaphile Element Problem

or phenocrysts or xenocrysts that are minor (<1%) but
m- wziespread constituents of ocean-floor basalts A common problem in modeling the crystal frac-

976; (Bryan, 1978), and are characteristically lower tionation of an assumed parental basaltic magma
dency in the ferrosilite component than groundmass to produce its evolved derivatives ib that the
eas- pyroxene, may be evidence of a prior history of magmaphile element content (Ti02 , P205, K20 and

high pressure pyroxene fractionation. Consequent- trace elements) of the more evolved basalt is fre-
Site ly, the ocean floor basalt trends in Figures 2-4 quently higher than the values predicted by the 1
a could reflect an initial stage of clinopyroxene fractionation model using linear least squares

c fractionation in the mantle shortly after segre- mixin~g calculations (e.g., Bryan et ml., 1976;
mples gation, followed by low-pressure cotectic frac- Bryan and Moore, 1977). In other words, there is
ine tionation of olivine and plagioclase in the crcat, a distinct discrepancy between the extent of
450N which is followed in turn by peritectic fraction- fractionation calculated from major element data
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ANORTHITE The mid-ocean ridge basalt average plots well"

above the crystal fractionation cur,ca, as do many
of the abyssal basaltic glacscs, suggesting either
that many ocean-floor basaltic compositions result
from a combination of crystal fractionation and
magma mixing, or that the primary magma composi-
tion used in the model is inappropriate for tie
majority of ocean floor basalts. We do not be-
lieve the latter to be the case, for reasons dis
cussed earlier, and also because: (a) the lower
boundary of the basaltic glass field closely
,mimics the fractionation curves, a necessary con-
dition if this model is realistic; (b) the basal-
tic glass field converges towards the hypothetical
primary magma composition, tending to confirm the
composition used; and (c) "primitive" basaltic

glass compositions with Ti0 2 contents greater than
1.0 percent are not known.
An analogous but more acute example of the dis

crepancy in estimates of crystal fractionation is
found in attempting to compare estimates of crys-

DIOPSIDE FORSTERITE tal fractionation based on mag.aaphile elements
with those basad on a highly compatible element

Figure 5. Schematic representation in the system such as Ni. The most striking discrepancies are
forsterite-diopside-anorthite of fractionation of found in thoss basalts that appear to have under-
a primary magma (P) to an evolved magma (E), fol- gone only olivine fractionation, with Ni abun-
lowed by magma mixing, and the subsequent fraction- dances much higher than the magmaphile element-
ation path of the mixed magma (M). based estimates of olivine fractionation would

suggest. Consider three basalt types, samples
and that deduced from the increase in magmaphile from a single dredge haul on the mid-AtlanticI- elements in the evolved basalt relative to their ridge at 45-N, with the following chemical charac-

- ! abundance in the parental basalt (Anderson and teristics:
Greenland, 1969). Where discrepancies occur, the
magmaphile element ebundances nearly always pro- Ng'-value T () Ni (ppm)
vide the higher estimate. Type 111 0.73 0.81 249

In part, this is due to the calculation used; Type II 0.73 1.00 240
the magmaphile element abundances are logarithmic- Type 1 0.64 1.34 197
ally related to fractionation and will tend to be
higher than the estimates based on linear mixing
calculations. However, this is not the entire The Type III basalts have the chemical character-

explanation, and we believe the excess in magma- istics of primary magma, and since all three
phile elements in the more evolved basalt results basalt types have only olivine as the liquidus
from magma mixing processes (Rhodes et al., 1978). phase, it seems reasonable to suggest that they
This is shown in Figure 6, where TiO2 content is may be comagmatic, related only by olivine frac-
plotted against the amount of crystallization tionation. Inspection of the data shows that
necessary for a hypu aetical primary magma, simi- this cannot be, the increase in TiO2 (Do li
lar to those proposed earlier (SiO2 = 49.9, Ti0 2 0.04) requires about 40 percent crystallization,

U 1 0.7, A1203 = 16.1, FeO* - 7.7, MgO 1 10.1, CaO = whereas the decrease in Ni is commensurate yith

13.1, Na20 - 1.9, K20 = 0.1), to produce a deriva- only 2 percent olivine fractionation ( itvliq =

tive magma composition. Crystal fractionation 12). This problem is illustrated in a general
curves for olivine, plagioclase and clinopyroxene sense in Figure 7, where the 450 N data are plotted
have been calculated using the TiO 2 distribution with respect to four fractionation curves calcu-
coefficients of Bougault and Hekinian (1974). It lated from a hypothetical primary magma. Also
is readily apparent from this diagram that a mixed plotted are average analyses of aphyric basalts
magma involving, for example, the primary melt and containirg only olivine microphenocrysts from DSDP
an evolved basalt resulting from 70 percent frac- Site 395 (Rhodes at al., 1978) and examples of
tionation, will have a much higher TiO2 content potential primary magmas. The position of the

I - than an equivalent basalt derived solely by crys- sample points relative to the lowermost olivine
tal fractionation processes. This diagram also fractionation curve illustrates Lhe problem, in-
shows the average Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalt composi- dicating that the 450 N samples cannot be inter-
tion given by Melson et al. (1976), and the field related nor can any of the basalt types be derived
for ocean-floor basaltic glass compositions taken from the hypothetical primary magma, simply by
from the same source (see Rhodes et al., 1978 for olivine fractionation. Thus, either each basalt
computational details). type is derived solely by olivine fractionation
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plagioclase, again in the ratio 4:1, after 4 and 8
ny FDOCT.ONA -- ! - percent of olivine crystallization. The effects
er -i of clinopyroxene fractionation once the peritectic

It FIELD FOR ABYSSAL is reached have not been considered, in part be-
2-t - VOLCAcuC GLASS cause of uncertainty concerning the onset of pyrox-

C ere crystallizaASon, and in part because of.dis-

/ *O/ ] crepancies in appropriate vqlyes for Dg
x
/
l iq

7- PO;SSIBLE tVtXING / (Irving, 1978). Since Dg
x lixq 

is likely to be

LINES-. , .MORB low, between 1-3, it is unlikely that coprecipita-
,5 - _tion of clinopyroxene with plagioclase and olivine

, CLINOPYROXENE will result in drastically different interpreta-

-o -RACiONI tions of Figure 7. The point of these fractiona-
" tion trends is that for reasonably realistic

al HYPOTMETICA L  fractionation models Ni should be rapidly depleted,

PRIMARY MAGMA] with the consequence that basalts with both high

Ni and TiO2 abundances are unlikely to have been
0 10 20 30 40 to 60 70 80 produced solely by crystal fractionation, and can

PERCENT CRYSTAL FRACTIONATION be regarded as mixed magmas. This is shown sche-
matically in Figure 7, where all the basalts under

Figure 6. Eff.cts of crystal fractionation and discussion could have been produced by mixing the
magma mixing on the TiO2 content of ocean-floor hypothetical primary magma with evolved basaltic

basalts. Olivine, plagioclase and clinopyroxene magmas resulting from about 60-70 percent crystal-
fractionation curves for a hypothetical primary lization of a similar primary magma. Although the
magma are shown, together with possible mixing evolved end-member will most likely be multiply

trends. The average mid-ocean ridge basalt saturated with olivine, plagioclase and pyroxene

(MORB) is taken from Melson et al. (1976) and the (E, Figure 5), and be compositionally similar to
field for abyssal volcanic glasses from the same FeTi basalts, the mixed magma may only have oli-
sources as Figure 2. vine on the liquidus (H, Figure 5). In reality,

a single step process such as this seems unlikely.

fron its own distinct primary magma, or these Repeated mixing of small volumes of magma, fol-
basalts result from mixing of "primitive" or lowed by moderate fractionation prior to the next

primary magmas with more evolved magmas in the mixing episode (O'Hara, 1977) will ultimately pro-

manner illustrated in Figure 5. duce compositions similar to a single-step process

If these basalts are derived from distinct involving a highly-evolved end menber. Also, re-

primary magmas directly by olivine fractionation, peated episodes of mixing and fractionation will

inspection of Figures 2, 3 and 7 shows that they tend to buffer the Ni content at a high level,

must possess unique compositions, characterized while continually increasing the nagmaphile ele-

by high TiO 2 (1.0-1.5%) and FeO (9.5-11.2%) con- ment content.

tents. We emphasize that "primitive" basalts
(i.e., Ng'-values 50.70) with these characteris- Discussion

tics have yet to be identified. It is unlikely
that such comoositions will exist because, as was In the preceding section we have attempted to

shown by Bender et al. (1978), varying amounts of review some of the processes that may modify the

partial melting of a suitable mantle source will composition of an ocean-floor basaltic magma fol-

produce magmas with relatively constant Mg'-values lowing segregation from its mantle source. The

(0.74-0.76) and with FeO and TiO2 rarely above 9.0 arguments given are to some extent model-dependent,

and 1.0 percnt, respectively. Furthermore, if relying heavily on our inferences concerning the

the site 395 and 45N 'lype I basalts are derived compositional characteristics of a primary magma.

directly by olivine fractionation from high FeO- Several lines of evidence, including theoretical

TiO2 primary melts with Mg'-values close to 
0.70 constraints, phenocryst data, the composition of

ted and Ni contents of about 300 ppm, the amount of melt inclusions, and bulk compositions of glasses

olivine crystallization required (10% and 7%, and rocks, suggest that a specific, rather well-

respectively) is too much for the observed Ni defined primary magma-type, although relatively

content (Figures 2, 7). rare, may be of widespread importance in ocean-

)SDP Consider, then, the mixing of a hypothetical floor basalt petrogenesis. Consequently, it is

primary magma (Figure 7) with basalts derived from upon this composition-1 type, exampies of which

a similar magma by a previous episodc of crystal are given in Table 1, that we base our evaluation

fractionation. In addition to the olivine trend, of the processes that modify ocean-floor basaltic F
three other fractionation trends are shown in magma compositions.

Figure 7. The uppermost one reflects plagioclase Although the importance of crystal fractions-

nved md olivine coprecipication in a ratio of 4:1, tion in ocean-floor basalt petrogenesis has long

with an effective Ni distribution coefficient of been recognized, it has become increasingly ap-

it 2.4. Below this are two, more realistic models in parent, through detailed studies made possible by

4hich ulivine crystallizes first. and is joined by improved sampling, that magmatic processes at mid-
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chamber prior to the next mixing episode will give alon
SA rise to evolved magmas with differing compositions. the

300 -I- 'POTHETICAL Mixing of these magmas with the incoming "primi- crys
PRIVARY MAGMA tive" magma, which also may be more or less frac- it ±

POSSIBLE MIXING L tionated than the previous batch, will produce domi:

FA mixed magmas that cannot be related by simple and ,
\A2 fractionation models. Second, as is evident from crys,

200 Figure 6, the mixed magmas will always be higher sugg,
4'3 in magmaphile element abundance than magmas of mode.

150 6 Z MN similar major element chemistry produced from the 1977]
8 5 5

A sane primary magma strictly by crystal fractiona- tory!
100 40 6 7 tion. Third, the Ni contents will also tend to be

10 N higher in mixed magmas. and the Ni and Tio, abun--
60

5 dances will be "decoupled" (Figure 7). Fourth,
50 the necessity to invoke fractionation models Andet

il dominated by clinopyroxene when pyroxene is se-

0 0-5 1-0 2.0 2.5 rarely a major phenocryst phase is readily ex- Res

WEIGHT PFRCENT T,02  plained. Clinopyroxene fractionation has taken Ande.

place, but in the evolved magma prior to mixing fr.
Figure 7. Effects of crystal fractionation and with the "primitive" magma, and the resulting _4C

magma mixing on the TiO 2 and Ni content of ocean- mixed magma bears the chemical, but not the i

floor basalts. Source of data are the same as mineralogical, imprint of this earlier process. -

in Figure 2. Curve 1--olivine fractionation only; If magma mixing, accompanying crystal fractiona- !, i e
Curves 11, Ill--initial olivine fractionation tion, is, as we believe, a commonly occurring pro- Pa-

followed by olivine-plagioclase fraction in the cess of fundamental importance to the evolution of -

titioio in4 thre IV--olivine-plagi-iclase frac- ocean-floor basaltic m~agmas, what aret the implica-
tionation in the ratio 1:4 tions concerning volcanic processes occurring
(fPl/liq 0 Pl/liq = 0.04; D

°
l/liq along mid-ocean ridges, and the nature and compo- Rod

Ni =001; TiO, Ni sition of the oceanic crust? Jac

A =Jor problem of ocean-floor basalt petrogene- pet
Dolfliq = 0.04). siq iq to reconcile the apparent conflict between
TOthe v . volumetric significance of these basalts 434

i.thz.ir evolved characteristics. Traditional Bouga

ocean ridges are more complex than earlier studies models involving partial melting followed by At]
suggested. Several commonly occurring enigmatic rytal fractionation fail to resolve this dis-che
features cannot be explained solely in terms of crepancy since one would vxpect relatively "primi- Let
crystal fractionation. These include: difficul- .ive" basalts to be volumetrically more important. Bryan

ties in relating spatially associated basalts to On the other hand, a "teady state" combination of bas
a common parental or primary magma; magmaphile ele- magma mixing, of the type discussed previously, Zic
ment abundances in evolved basalts that are higher together with crystal fractionation provides an Bryan
than those predicted solely from fractionation effective mechanism for buffering the magma compo- J.J
processes; Ni concentrations that appear to be too sition (O'Hara, 1977; Rhodes et al., 1978), the bas

high for the amount of fractionation deduced from dominant product of which will be moderately
magmaphile element abundances; and the necessity evolved bAsalts. Both "primitive" basalts and 3ryan,
to invoke clinopyroxene dominatdd fractionazion, highly differentiated basalts and their silicic tic,
when pyroxene is a minor component or is absent derivatives should be rare, and observations of Rida
from the phenocryst assemblages. The clinopyrox- ocean-floor basalts (Figure 1) confim this pre- Soc.
ene anomaly may be produced by clinopyroxene frac- diction. Because of this buffering process, there Carmi

tionation in the mantle at moderate to high pres- is no necessity for the existence of large magma YorI
sures, but the evidence is not compelling, and chambers, or large magma volumes, beneath mid- Yorl
high pressure fractionation may only provide part odean ridge crests: a ccnclusion that is apparent- Clagu
of the answer. Fost of these features are, how- ty in cccord with recent interpretations of geo- base
ever, readily understandable in terms of a combina- phyecnl data (Rosendahl et al., 1976), and with ters
tion of crystal fractionation and magma mixing, models proposed for the development of the oceanic Dewey,
where "primitive," possibly primary magmas are crust (Sleep, 1975; Dewey and Kidd, 1977). A accr
repeatedly injected into magma chambers contain- further consequence of this model is that the 1977
ing evolved magmas that have fractionated from crystalline products of this "steady state" mixing Donald
previous episodes of injection and mixing (O'Hara, and fractionating process will reflect the evolved crys

9- 11977; Rhodes et al., 1978). Such a process ex- nature of the parental magma. F .r most of its in s
plains why it is commonly difficult to relate history the magma will be multiply saturated, mag
spatially associated, and apparently comagmatic, crystallizing olivine, plagioclase and clinopyrox- Ert
basalt-types by crystal fractionation processes. ene. It is only immediately following injection Drake,

tFirst, differences in residence time and thermal of "Primitive" magma, and then only for a short Cs
history of the fractionating magma in the magma Part of the fractionat:ng history, that olivine Dungan
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give alone will crystallize (Figure 5). If layer 3 of basalts from the mid-Atlantic ridge near 22'N:

ions. the oceanic crust is produced in part by the The combined use of residual glass and glass
i- crystallization of magmas beneath mid-ocean ridges, melt inclusion conpositions to determine dif-

ac- it follows that this component of layer 3 will be ferentiation process in MORB. Contr. Mineral.
dominated by gabbros, rather than the troctolites and Petrol., (in press).
and dunites that would result from substantial Dungan, M.A., Long, P.E., and Rhodes, J.4. The

ron crystallization of more "primitive" basalts. This petrography, mineral chemistry and one-

er suggestion is compatible with the ophiolite-based atmosphere phase relations of basalts from site
models of the ocean crust (e.g., Dewey and Kidd, 395-Leg 45 D.S.D.P., in Initial Reports of the

the 1977), and reconciles field studies with labora- Dc,- Sea Drilling Project, V. 45, Washington
na- tory based cbservations and experiments. (M.C Covernment Printing Office), (in press).
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Pro- Abstract. Basement rocks recovered by DSDP and Future drilling should be designed to define the

Print- IPOD drilling in the Atlantic are predominantly persistence of such plumes in time and space, and

pillowed or massive basalt lava flows which re- also should attempt to penetrate the lower part of

early semble modern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) basalts layer 2 and the upper part of layer 3 in a crustal

appli- in their range of chemical composition and petro- section of normal thickness.

Scanol. graphic characteristics. Basalts from the oldest

sites drilled (70-150 m.y.) generally resemble Introduction
the modern basalts presently being erupted at the
ull. locations on the MAR where these older basalts I. an earlier paper (Bryan et al., 1976), we

should hav, originated; all of these represent summarized results of the Deep Sea Drilling Proj-

if- "normal" ridge segments unaffected by "mantle ect (DSDP) drilling in the three major oceaL ba-

olcano, plume" activity. The Leg 37 transect drilled sins, with special emphasis on geochemical varia-

opposite the Azores "mantle plume" or "blob" tion in basalt glasses. At that time, surprisingly
shows evidence of some fluctuation in geochemi- little drilling had been completed in the Atlantic,

cal parameters, possibly indicating short-term and with the exception of the Leg 37 holes, the
fluctuations in plume activity, sites had been selected with predominantly non-

petrologic objectives. Recently, deep crustal pen-

Only two sites (334 and 395) have penetrated etrations have been attempted on Leg 45, Leg 46 and

layer 3 plutonic rocks, but it is likely that the Leg 51-52-53 "megaleg". While none of the re-
these are tectonically emplaced, and the trite cent drilling succeeded in penetrating the layer 2

thickness of layer 2 has not been defined by -layer 3 boundary, some excellent penetration into

drilling. In general, the transition from sed- layer 2 has been accomplished with above-average

iment to basalt basement is sharp. Excellent core recovery. These new sites have added consid-

core recovery at sites 417 and 418 shows that erably to our knowledge of the stratigraphy of

pillowed and massive flows are interbedded; dikes layer 2 and have produced examples of both the

and sills are rare at these and other sitas, but freshest and also the most altered deep ocean

probably are hard to recognize unless core recov- crust so far known among the sites drilled in

ery is very good. Drilling at Site 417 suggests crust over 100 m.y. old.
that intense low temperature alteration may be

limited to topographic highs which are not i~med- In this paper we attempt to present a summary

lately buried by sedimEi. Hydrothermal altera- picture of the layer 2 basement rocks in the At-

tion and metamorphism are not encounterei, in the lantic in terms of their variation in composition

sites so far drilled, and petrographic character as a fulction of space
and time. We have deliburate±y avoided extended

Most DSDP and IFOD -ites have not been well- speculation on magmatic processes within the crust

placed to indicate the persistence of "mantle and upper mantle which may contribute to this var-

plumes" with time, although north-south geochemi- iation. Overall, the situation does not seem to
cal variations in continental triassic basalts warrant serious departure from the position we

resemble those documented for modern basalts asso- took in our first paper on Atlantic DSDP basalts

ciated with the Azores plume and suggest that such (Frey et al., 1974) in which arguments were pre-

:limes may have initiated spreading in the Atlantic. sented both for significant high-level fractional
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crystallation and also for melting of contrasted eters not seriously changed by moderate differences
mantle sources in order to explain all of the geo- in degree of mel,ing or crystallization, such as
chemical variability observed in a rather limited isotopic ratios, ratio of light to heavy rare
selection of samples. The greater variety of com- earths, or ratios between certain LIL elements.
positions now known from the Atlantic drill holes At present, only Leg 3 and Leg 37 have sampled
makes it even more advisable to retain multiple systematically along spreading flow lines, and
working hypotheses, and enhances the probability only Leg 37 data can be related directly back to
that several processes operate at any given site. a thoroughly sampled modern ridge segment. Al-
Indeed, the relative importance of each process is though Legs 45, 46, 51, 52 and 53 were supposed
likely to vary from case to case, and probably can to drill on a comon flow line related to a well-
be quantitatively evaluated only through detailed sampled modern ridge segment at 22*-230 N opera-
study of specific sample sets, a task (or series tional considerations forced a shift of the Leg
of tasks) beyond the scope of this paper. However, 51, 52 and 53 sites to the south, so that they
we will allude to these processes as appropriate correspond more closely to a poorly known ridge
within the rather broad and qualitative perspect- segment at 18*-20*N. Although we believe varia-
ive we prefer to maintain. tions along the modern ridge are sufficiently

Modern dredged basalts show a considerable de- well known to permit valid interpolations of mod-
gree of geochemical variability which is most dir- ern compositions through this and other poorly
ectly expressed in variations in some of the large- sampled ridge segments, the limitations of such
ion-lithophile (LIL) elements in basalts which extrdpolations must be recognized.
otherwise are very similar in their major element
composition. High concentrations of LL-elements Chemical data reported here are necessarily
are centered on certain geographic positions along drawn from a variety of sources, and for the most
the Hid-Atlantic Ridge, and may be marked by is- recently drilled sites (395, 396, 417, 418) it has
lands (Schilling, 1973; Hart et al., 1973; been necessary to rely heavily on shipboard x-ray
Schilling et al., 1976). Of these, the best known fluorescence analyses and unpublished data. We
centers are Iceland, the Azores and Bouvet: other have deliberately excluded altered material and,
islands in the South Atlantic such as Ascension where possible, have used aphyric samples or glas-
and Tristan da Cunha are suspected of marking sim- ses in order that the data may represent magmatic
ilar centers. At least one other center (at 45*N liquids as closely as possible. To simplify graph-
latitude) is known which has no special physio- ical presentations, we have commonly plotted only

i graphic expression. Geochemical parameters vary site averages; but in a few cases, where within-
gradationally away from these centers, and the site variation has seemed especially significant,
degree of light rare earth enrichment and stron- compositions of specific magmatic types within
tium isotope ratios are especially characteristic sites have been plotted. ost of the trace ele-
(White et al., 1976; Schilling, 1975). Although ment data also represent aphyric rock or glass

* the physical significance of these centers remains and obviously altered material has been excluded.
obscure, they are widely believed to mark the lo- Wherever possible, these data have been taken fron
cation of upwelling deep mantle which is then par- our own papers already published or in press, and
tially melted to yield the basalts forming the el- these references should be consulted for details
evated ridges and islands. Because this mantle of analytical procedures and precision and accuracy.

* probably lies below the level from which magmas
3 are usually extracted, it is believed to contain a Compositional Variation in Laver 2

[ Imuch higher proportion of LIL-eleisents and other
components which are preferentially partitioned The locations of Atlantic DSDP sites for which

= I into the magma during mantle melting, while the significant basalt penetration has been reported
-t uppermost mantle is presumed to have been depleted are indicated in Figure 1. However, for many of dA -I in these components because of its continued in- these sites definitive compositional data are lack- 3volvement in magma production during earlier ing, generally because the samples are Intensely 2

spreading events. weathered or because of very limited core recovery t
Also, data for sites drilled on the Reykjanes Ridg, t

Because of these demonstrated along-ridge com- and in the FAMOUS area by Leg 49 were not availabl
positional variations, compositional variation as to us at the time this paper was prepared. Althoug.
a function of time can only be evaluated properly the distribution of these sites implies a rather

A if basalts at the various drill s~tes can be com- comprehensive sampling of the Atlantic sea floor, s(

pared directly to basalts presently being erupted the data are, in fact, much more limited. In theat he amepoit o th Hi-Atlantic Ridge from South Atlantic, only Sites 14, 15, 18t 19 and 20
which these older basalts were derived. Alterna- have basalt of sufficient freshness for geochemi-
tively, basalts from drill holes lying along a com- cal and mineralogical characterization. In the al

14n spreading "flow line" may be compared. In such western Atlantic, data for older sea floor is sin- F(

comparisons, allowance must be made for the effects ilary limited to Sites 10, 100, 105, 417 and 418.
of varying degrees of high-.evel crystallization or None of the sites in an old crust in the eastern
random variations in degree of mantle meltin_; such Atlantic have provided basalt samples of adequate j(comparisons are most easily made in terms of param- freshness. The only definitive near-ridge sites IZ 74 BRYAN
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erencesereas " 407- , parallelogram-shaped area, with the longest diag-as V, 408' onal representing an approximately one to one var-

. ' -. j6o" ation in geO*0.g with Ti0 2 . The large dashed
ed field encloses basalt glass data from one small
nd i . / . area (the FAMOUS area) on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
k tc 112. while the smaller dotted field and stars represent
AlI- basalt glasses from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 23*
sed .~ tand 22*N, respectively. Several points are made
well- clear by this graphical plot:
era- 4101"118. 1) The limited sank es recovered by Legs 2
ey 32 " 384* and 3 (Sites 10, 14, 15, 18 19, 20) span most of

dg2.33 the range in TiO 2 and FeO*/MgO represented by all
,ria-d '*,3 -413 .136 the rest of the Atlantic data.

mod- 100417 3 .13 . 2) The low-Tio 2 , low FeC*/MgO compositions
y Z from Sites 14 and 18 are relatively rare among

uch 35418 9  DSDP basalts, but correspond to the more mafic
compositions in the FAMOUS area and at Site 332B.

ly 367* 3) Sites 395 and 396 differ somewhat in their
-average compositions even though they were drilledit hs 3 in approximately symmetrical positions either side

x-ray X0 of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge; Site 295 seems to cor-
We respond more closely to the modern ridge composi-

and, *24 tions than does 396.

glas- 4) The Leg 37 sites tend toward higher FeO*/
graph- MgO than do FAMOUS area basalts of comparable TiO2
only content.

hin-
2cant, 14 ' .18 5) The 150 m.y. old basalts from Sites 100 andin [ 30* 105 generally correspord to the more nafic compo-

ale- I -sitions from Leg 37 and the FAMOUS area.

ss I
uded.
n from * DSD SfES
and Figure 1. Location of DSDP and IPOD drill sites

ails in the Atlantic Ocean which penetrated significant ':REDGE 2ZN - s
ccuracy. amounts of basement rock. Many of these samples :-DREDGE 23N /

are badly altered or poorly recovered and provide -

little reliable compositional data; see text for 417 ..... .
discussion. 332A * .

which ,'.41 -4"

rted lie near 226N, 31*N, and 37*N. Sampling of the 3!328 *0
33-B

yof 10. 03 3 ,a lac- deep crust is equally limited; only Sites 332, 60
333, 395, 396, 417, and 418 penetrated more than j. /6105sely 200 m into layer 2. The limitations posed by -3tO ....- -

covery. this restricted sampling must be kep in mind in -- - -

s Ridge the discussion which follows. "'l*
ailable
lthough Major element data can be stmmarized concisely
ther in a plot of FeO*/MgO vs. T102 , where FeO* repre- 10 i 2.0
loor, sents total Fe as FeO (Figure 2). We prefer FeO*/ r42
n the HgO to the popular molecular Mg/(Hg + Fe2+ ) ratio , T fo
d 20 for graphical portrayals because the XRF and nic- Figure 2. Variation in FeO IMgo and T1O2 forheml- roprobe data do not discriminate Fe3+ and Fe2+, fresh basalt and glass from Atlantic )SDP and
the and because of the wider numerical range of the IPOD drill sites. Data sources for Sites 10-335
s sim- FeO*/Mgo ratio. Ti0 2 and FeO*/MgO also are the as in Bryan et al., 1976; data for Sites 395, 396,
d 418. most variable of the major element parameters, and 417 and 418 are provisional, based on shiptoard
t'rn generally correlate well with other important ma- XRF analyses. Dredge data from )elson et al.,
iate jor elements such as CaO, A1203, K20, and Xa2O. 1968, and Bryan, 1569, outlined by short dashes;

'ite3 In this plot the data tend to lie within a rough dredge data is from Bryan and Sargert, 1978.
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Pyroxene ridge extrusions, and were offset into the plagio-
60 clase field. This same effect is shown here by

ridge-derived basalts from 22*N and from Sites 417,

DSDP Site 418, and 396. Such an offset might result from a

Dredge: shift in the cotectic due to higher volatile con-

0 tot, ts or to higher confining pressure (Dick and
0 22ON 332A Bryan, 1978; Thompson, Bryan and Melson, in prep-

*23ON . , aration).

417 ' We have previously shown (Bryan et al., 1976)
40 t , 20 that basalts of otherwise similar major element

418.0 'io composition may differ considerably in concentra-
0 1 ' tion of large-ion-lithophile elements. This con-
332B, F . trast can be demonstrated for the Atlantic data,

3330 5 B in plots of Ba vs. FeO*/MgO or in relative enrich-
396. *395 30 ments of light vs. heavy race earth elements (Fig-

14.. ure 4a, b, c).

"-' Such large differences in LIL elements such as

2o, Ba, REE, or in Sr isotopes (Figure 4d) are gener-
Plagioclose Ohvine ally attributed to differences in the composition

of the mantle source rocks. However, as noted at
Figure 3. Variation of total normative pyroxene, individual sites (Bryan and Moore, 1977; Bryan et
olivine, and plagioclase for Atlantic DSDP and al., 1978; Langmuir et al., 1977) whilst incompat-
IPOD sites. Data sources as in Figure 2. ible and major elements vary in a systematic man-

ner LIL elements often show a wider range in con-
6) Site 417 and 418 basalts tend to lie at the tent than can be attributed to high level frac-

high end of the FeO*/MgO range compared to other tional crystallization processes. This apparent
basalts of comparable TiO2 content, decoupling of major elements from LIL trace ele-

ments is generally attributed to variations in
7) Overall, the compositions of basalts recov- degree of partial melting of the mantle. Such a

ered by drilling tend to lie within or close to relation can be expected to arise because LIL ele-
the range of compositions represented by submers- ments are very strongly partitioned into liquid
ible and dredge samples from two very limited por- relative to mantle mineral phases, and the first
tions of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 36-37*N and 22- few percent of liquid formed will contain most of
230 N. these components. Further melting serves mainly

to increase the proportion of major elements and
Remembering that these sites represent a very heavy transition metal trace elements and effec-

limited sampling of the Atlantic layer 2, the data tively dilutes the concentration of LIL elements.
nevertheless do suggest that these basalts vary in
composition within fairly well-defined limits. The Petrography and Mineralogy
restrinted range of compositions recovered by dril-
ling at any one site are appaxently subsets of a Water-quenched basalts generally are too fine-
more diverse assemblage which can be generated grained for definitive study of mineral phases
within a short period of time and limited space at other than those occurring as phenocrysts. How-
an active spreading center, ever, on several occasions drilling has penetrated

relatively thick cooling units which display a hol-
This relationship can be portrayed in an even ocrystalline, doleritic or gabbroic texture. Good

more striking way in the normative pyroxene- coarsely-crystalline plutonic gabbro and perido-
plagioclase-olivine ternary (Figure 3) in which, tite were recovered at Site 334. These are the
again, most of the data lie within the field of best examples of "layer 3"-type material so far
the FAMOUS glasses. The narrow elongated composi- documented by the drilling project (Hodges and
tion field is suggestive of the low-pressure bi- Papike, 1976). These rocks also are unusual in
nary cotectic in the system diopside-anorthite- containing amphibole, which was considered to be
forsterite (Osborn and Tait, 1952) and implies a secondary phase. Relatively fresh peridotite
composition control by low-pressure crystal-melt and gabbro also have been recovered beneath bas-
equilibria. It is interesting that very few of alt at Site 395.
these basalts contain either normative nepheline
or normative quartz; again, the range of composi- The majority of the basement rocks recovered
tions seems to be constrained to those which lie consist of pillowed or massive basalt with vary-
along this cotectic. In an earlier summary (Bryan ing proportions of plagioclase and olivine pheno-
et al., 1976) we showed that only a few glass com- crysts. Clinopyroxene is a significant phenocryst
positions lie appreciably off this cotectic. Those phase in basalts of relatively high TiO 2 and FeO*/
few exceptions represented seamounts or other off- MgO content. It is relatively conspicuous, for
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Figure 4. A. Variation in chondrite-normalized rare earth data for DSDP and dredged basalts re-
lated to mantle plumes; B. Variation in chondrite-ncrmalized rare earth elements and dredged ba-
salts (open hatched field) from normal spreading ridges; C. Variation of Ba vs. FeO*/Mgo for Leg
37 and FAMOUS plume-related basalts (upper field) and normal ocean ridge basalts (lower field); D.
Variation in 87 SrI 8 6 Sr as a function of latitude in the North Atlantic. Data for A and B after
Frey et al. , 1974; Bryan et al. , 1976, 1977a, b; for C, Bryan and Thompson, 1977; Bryan and White,
1977; Frey et al., 1974; Bryan et al., 1977a, b;and for D, White et al., 1976.

example, at Sites 11, 15, 332A, 417 and 418, and cryst, while the phyric basalts with 10% or more
is sparingly present in some basalts at Site 395. phenocrysts have plagioclase as the domi-.ant
By contrast, the low TiOZ, low FeO*/MgO basalts phase. This relationship is very similar to that
lack pyroxene, but-commonly contain smali pheno- reported *3y Bryan and Moore (1977) for the FAMOUS
crysts of spinel. area. Staudigel et al. (1979a) showed that pheno-

cryst assemblages at Sites 417 and 418 tend to
Several studies have shown a tendency for the fall into two distinct groups, one in which plag-

relative proportions of phenocrysts to fall into ioclase is almost the only phenocryst, and a saz-
fairly distinct groupings, which also can be re- ond in which significant amounts of olivine accom-
lated to overall phenocryst abundance. Dick and pany the plagioclase. The presence of plagioclase-
Bryan (1978) showed that the nearly aphyric bas- or olivine-enriched phenocryst assemblages rands
alts from Site 396 with less than 5%. phenocrysts to cause whole rock compositions to -7all to one -

tended to contian olivine as the dominant pheno- side or the other of the inferred cotectic line
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VAELI
in the normative Lernary (I'gure 3). Hence, the sector-zoning and Mg substitution in plagioclase
cotectic may be computed as a discriminant func- could be important criteria for distinguishing ex-
tion between the fields of plagioclase or olivine trusive basalt from intrusive sills or dikes in
basalt whole rock data, or ray be computed as a drill cores.
regression line from basalt glass data. These re- Although basaltic compositions predominate in
lations seem to hold equally well fo- dredged bas- all recovered Atlantic drill cares, Sinton and
alts, as originally noted by Miyashiro et al., Byerly (1979) have reported trondjhemitic segrega-
(1969). tions within massive basalt at Site 418. These

consist of sodic plagioclase, quartz, and apatite,
Plagioclase, pyroxene, and olivine appear as eu- and may have associated pigeonite. Their mode of

hedral microphenocrysts in basalt glasses at Site occurrence implies that these patches are extreme
332 (Bryan et al., 1977a). The three minerals may differentiates of normal ocean ridge basalt.
be closely associated in glomeroporphyritic clust-
ers and show no evidence of a reaction relation Stratigraphy of Layer 2
either with the liquid or with each other. Bryan
(1978) has shown that most olivine and pyroxene Two Atlantic sites (334 and 395) have penetrated
compositions from Site 332 and the FAMOUS area gabbro and peridctite, thought to be typical of
correlate'with the FeO*/MgO ratio of their encles- layer 3, beneath a relatively thin basalt capping.
ing liquid as predicted from experimental data, At Site 334, gabbro and peridotite were encountered
which also indicates that both minerals are in beneath 50 -eters of basalt, and at Site 395, simi-
equilibrium with the liquid. This suggests that lar lithologies were encountered beneath 57 meters
the three-phase eutectic in the experimental sys- of basalt. These very shallow occurrences of layer
tem diopside-anorthite-forsterite is actually the 3-type material probably are atypical, and may re-
piercing point of a three-phase cotectic in the flect localized diapiric intrusion of layer 3 mater-
real basalt system. Orthopyroxene and pigeonite ial into layer 2 along fault planes. Such an inter-
are rare or absent in most DSDP basalts, but hy- pretation is supported by the relatively large amount
persthene and pigeonite are present as lamellae of breccia associated with these piutonic rocks (Hall
in augite in the plutonic rocks at Site 334. Hy- and Robinson, in preparation).
persthene also occurs as individual crystals.
Detailed description and analyses of these hypers- Excluding these apparently anomalous cases, sur-
thenes are given by Hodges and Papike (1976). Most prisingly little plutonic rock or intrusive dikes
of the clinopyroxenes in both the basalts and plu- and sills have been encountered at other sites. The
tonic rocks are diopsidic augites containing mod- three deepest holes at Sites 332, 395 and 418 all
erate amounts of TiO 2 and A1203. Aluminous chrome penetrated greater than 500 m dithout encountering
diopside is occasionally observed; an analysis of layer 3 material, and only a small amount of the
one of these from a basalt at Site 334 has been basalt recovered is likely to represent intrusive
given by Bryan et al. (1977a). Analyses of chrom- sills or dikes. In general, there is a rather
ian diopside at Site 11 are given by Frey et al. abrupt transition fron overlying sediment to basalt;
(1974). a few layers of volcanic ash or basalt breccia may

appear in the sediment above the basalt contact, and
Olivines typically show a limited range of com- small amounts of indurated sediment may be intercal-

position, between Fog0 and FoB0 . In the more ated between basalt pillows. Interlhyered sediment
mafic basalts, olivine usually contains inclusions was encountered at Site 332 up to 200 m below the
of alun'nous chrome spinel, and may be intergrown top of the basalt sequence. Possibly such sediment
with plrgioclase, forming the "knot" in a "bow-tie" is more common than the recovery indicates, due to
intergrowth. Analyses of olivines and spinels from a tendency for it to be washed out of the core. How-
various Atlantic sites have been given by Frey et ever, distinct sediment intervals interbedded with
al. (1974), Hodges and Papike (1976), and Sinton basalt were very rare at Sites 417 and 418, where
and Byerly (1979). core recovery averaged about 70% in basalt basement.

Plagioclase phenocrysts generally fall in the Recognition of intrusive basalt units is gener-
range Ans0-An60 and usually contain significant ally based on evaluation of textuxal criteria, phys-
amounts of iron and magnesium. Bryan (1974) showed ical relations (contacts) with adjacent rock units,
that Mg and Fe2+ must be accommodated in tetrahed- and comparison of chemical composition and magnetic
ral sites. Many of the plagioclases are sector- polarity with adjacent rock units. A massive basalt
zoned, suggesting rapid, possibly disequilibrium unit, lacking internal quenched glassy intervals and
growth. Good examples have been described at Sites showing an ophitic or gabbroic texture as its cen-
11, 15 and 105, as well as in modern dredged ba- ter is approached, may be suspected of being a shal-
salts. HodgeE and Papike (1976) found that in the low intrusive unit. This interpretation is enforced
plutonic plagioclase at Site 334 there is almost if the unit is chemically distinct from basalt units
no magnesium and the iron appears to substitute as above and below, and if it also differs from them in
Fe3+ for Al. This again suggests that the Fe2+ and ma -nt polarity or inclination. Very few of the
Mg substitution may be metastable and typical of massive basalts encountered in t!e drilling meet all
quickly cooled pillow lavas. Thus the presence of of these criteria. Probably most repres2nt thick
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Geochemical Variation in Alteration
Dredged Basalts From the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge, 29-40'N, With Average "Normal" Previous studies of dredged pillow basalts (Hart,
Mid-Atlantic Ridge Basalt (After White 1969; Hart, 1970; Thompson, 1973) indicate that the
and Bryan, 1977 - Table 2). Maximum reaction of basalts with seawater at ambient bottom
Values are Typical Near 40*N, Minimum water temperatures results in uptake by the basalt
Values are Typical Near 29*N. from seawater of H20, K, P, Rb, Cs, U, B, and Li,

and occasionally Ba and Sr. Elements leached from
290 -40°N Normal M.A.R. the rock are Si, Ca, and Mg. Elements such as Ti,

Max. hin. Average Al, Zr, Y, REE are not affected unless extreme al-

teration occurs.
K (ppm) 9050 430 855
Rb (ppm) 22.5 0.22 0.87 Studies of the DSDP basalts (Thompson, 1973;
Cs (ppm) 0.283 0.0014 0.012 Frey et al., 1974) indicate that similar effects
Sr (ppm) 298 55 103 occur at depth in the basaltic laver 2. However,
Ba (ppm) 268 1.08 8.3 as indicated by such workers as Muehlenbachs (1976),
La (ppm) 30.7 0.53 2.7 Robinson et al. (1977), Aumento et al. (1977), and
(La/Sm) E.F. 3.6 0.24 0.62 Bryan et al. (1977b), basalts recovered by the DSDP
Rb/K 0.0031 0.0005 0.0009 are not always completely altered, and fresh glass
Ba/K 0.036 0.003 0.007 is coulmonly found. Recently, studies of the alter-
Rb/Sr 0.080 1 0.002 0.008 ation products (Hart et al., 1979; Staudigel et al.,8 7Sr/ 8 6Sr 0.703491 0.70258 0.70266 1979b: Muehlenbachs, 1970) indicate that alteration

into the upper few hundreds of meters of layer 2
takes place predominantly in the first 10-15 million

flows, rapidly extruded and ponded on the sea floor. years by penetration of a limited amount of cold
Dikes are very difficult to identify unless core sea water. After that period, the system is rela-
recovery is very high and the drill fortuitously tively closed and only minor amounts of seawater
follows the dike margin for some distance. A few penetrate along restricted fractures. The result
dikes have been recognized on this basis in Holes is limited alteration of the upper 0.5 km of ba-
417D and 418A, Possibly, massive basalts recovered saltic crust at low temperature. No large scale
in these and other holes represent the central por- hydrothermal alteration at elevated temperatures
tions of relatively thick dikes which have been fol- (>IO0C) of the basaltic crust has been seen in
lowed for some distance by the drill. At Sites 417 DSDP cores (although such hydrothermally altered
and 418, where core recovery is sufficiently good materials are commonly dredged).
to evaluate these possibilities, most contacts be-
tween massive basalt and pillow basalt were at a Although low temperature alteration of the oce-
low angle and other features such as crystal sett- anic crust apparently is not a major process in
ling are more compatible with a tabular, near-horn- providing chemical fluxes between seawater and ig-
zontal cooling unit. Most of the massive basalts neous basement, at least based on the observations
at Sites 417 and 418 have been interpreted P thick of the majority of DSDP recovered cores, Site 417A
flows because of their generally fine-grr" is an exception. Donnelly et al. (1979) have shown
and chemical and magnetic compatibility a-
cent pillow lavas (Bryan, Robinson et al., ). I

The available evidence then suggests that layer 2 .1
consists mainly of interbcdded pillowed and massive 2'

basalt flows at least domn to a depth of 500 m. At
this depth some dikes begin to appear, based on very 0 [
limited evidence at Sites 417 and 418. The upper
several hundred meters of layer 2 (layer 2A?) may a .50 FAMOUS -

include interbedded sediment and may be more frac-
tured and brecciated than the deeper units (layer .
2B?). At the sites drilled in older crust (417, '0  o

418) induration of sediment and cementation of frac- V)
tures by calcite effectively eliminates the physi- \ 33_o

cal distinction between 2A and 2B (Robinson and- -
Hall, in preparation). Until deeper penetrations
are achieved, we can only speculate on the nature of
persistence of extrusive basalt to the greatest U * to S E. T o

depth's drilled (583 m at Site 332) it is not unreas- Figure 5. Chondrite-normalized rare earth ele-
onojle to suppose basalt persists to depths of 1.5 ments for FAMOUS area (diagonal ruled field) and
kx or more, with an increasing proportion of intru- Leg 37 DSDP sites (Bryan et al., 1977a). Note
sive dikes and sills below 500 m. anomalous LREE depletion at Site 335.
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that alteration here proceeded in the same direc- reasonable allowance is made for high-level frac-
tion as low temperature alteration of dredged ba- tionation and alteration effects, all of the basalts
salts and other DSDP basalts, but at slightly ele- are LIL element-depleted tholeiites which are typi-
vated temperatures - 30-40°C. The net effect is cal of the modern spreading center at that latitude
to increase the rate of alteration with extreme ex- '30*S). Our own data for Sites 417 and 418
changes, involving large uptake of K, Rb, B and Li ;taudigel et al., 1979a) show that these sites
and concomitant loss of Mg and Ca. If Site 417A oiso are relatively fractionated, LIL element-de-
is representative of only a small percentage of the pleted basalts, characteristics which they share
oceanic crust, then such reactions would have a ma- with basalts from Sites 395 and 396 (Rhodes et al.,
jor effect in chemical budgets and control of sea- 1978). These characteristics are also shared with
water composition. More drilling of oceanic crust basalts at 22-23*N (Melson et al., 1968; Ludden and
up to 15 million years old that exists as distinct Thompson, 1978; Thompson et al., in preparation)
topographic highs is required to test this hypo- and suggest that no major changes in geochemical
thesis, characteristics have occurred over the past 100

m.y. at this latitude.
Chemical Variations in Space and Time

The geochemistry and mineralogy of basalts from

Some of the trace element charact-ristics and SItes 100 and 105 have been discusseu in consider-
ranges of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the segment able detail by Ayuso et al. (1976) and Bryan et al.
20-40°N are shown in Table 1. Typically the LIL- (1977b). These basalts are mineralogically and geo-
enriched basalts are not greatly different in major chemically comparable to modern ocear ridge basalts
element composition or transition metal trace ele- erupted beyond the influence of "mantle plumes", a
ment contents than normal mid-ocean ridge basalts relation that is compatible with a projection of
(MORB) (Bryan et al., 1976). Some of the critical these sites along spreading flow lines to their
diagnostic characteristics of MORB (K, Rb, Cs, Ba, points of origin on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Bryan
U, and Sr isotopes) can be drastically affected by et al. (1977b) showed that these oldest Atlantic
low-temperature alteration by seawater. The result- basalts are contrasted geochemically with the con-
ant uptake of these ions from seawater gives the ba- tinental basalts of nearly the same age on the ad-
salt the characteristics of a LIL element-enriched jacent eastern margin of North America. These
basalt. The rare earth elements (REE) are not latter basalts appear to be systematically enriched
greatly affected by alteration and can be used as in LIL-elements relative to modern sea floor basalts,
a discriminant, particularly the chondrite-normal- probably due to to interaction with continental crust
ized La/Sm ratio (Schilling, 1975). cr sub-continental mantle. Thus, the geochemical

characteristics of layer 2 basalt appear to have
Geochemical and petrographic data are now avail- been established very early in the history of the

able for four sites in crust over 100 m.y. old. opening of the Atlantic, and the most important var-
Site 417 and 418 are in crust about 107 m.y. old, iations appear to be related not to age, but to geo-
and Sites 100 and 105 are in crust about 150 m.y. graphic proximity to "mantle plumas". Lnfortun-
old. These latter sites approach the age of the ately, no drill sites have been placed in critical
initial opening of the North Atlantic (about 180 locations to test the persistence of these plumes
m.y.). In addition, basalts from Leg 3 lie along as a function of time. Bryan et al. (1977b) noted,
a spreading "flow line" ranging in age up to about however, that the overall range and geographic dis-
70 m.y., and basalts from Leg 37 also are arranged tribution of geochemical variation in the continen-
along a "flow line" originating in the FAMOUS area tal basalts in eastern North America resembles that
and range in age up Lo about 15 m.y. These data which has been documented along the Mid-Atlantic
allow some conclusions to be drawn about both short- Ridge (Table 1) south of the Azores kSchilling,
term and long-term variations in composition with 1975; White and Bryan, 1977; White and Schilling,
time. Also, the Leg 37 transect is related 1978) and suggests that "plume" activity may have
to a ridge segment influenced by the Azores "mantle initiated opening of the Atlantic.
plume", while the Leg 3 transect appears to origin-
ate at a ridge segment free of such "plume" influ- Data from Leg 37 drill sites suggests that there
ence. The other DSDP sites in the Atlantic typi- may be at least short-term fluctuations in LIL-ele-
cally show basalts that are characteristic of MORB ment enrichments on a scale of 10 m.y. or less.
except those associated with volcanic chains alkalic This is especially evident in variations in the ra-
in character (i.e. Site 385, Leg 43) or those that -io of light to heavy rare earths and in overall
occur as sills or mid-plate eruptives, such as enrichment in LILE (Schilling et al., 1977; Bryan
Sites 10 and 138 which are LIL element-enriched in and Thompson, 1977). Basalts at Site 335 are light
character (Frey et al., 1974; Wright et al., 1972). rare earth depleted, while those at Site 332 have
These basalts are apparently not related to spread- relatively flat patterns, and basalts in the FAMOUS
ing center activity, area show systematically greater rare earth enrich-

ments than Site 332 (Figure 5). The interpretation
Fray at al. (1974) compared the chemical and pet- of these differences in rare earth enrichments is

rographic characteristics of baspIts from the Leg 3 further complicated by additional data from the
Sites 14, 15, 18, 19 and 20 and showed that, if FAMOUS area, where basalts closely associated in
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14 >0 36*N TRANSECT sic tines. These three transects also show differ-

T3S x aences in their REE relative abundances (Figure 4).
12t X aMnds The typical 7)RB is depleted in the light rare earth
11t XZ x a 332 elements, while basalts from 37*N, at least for the

1% x 0 0 334 last 9 million years, are LREE enriched. Available

9+ 5 data for fresh basalts from the 370N transect sug-

08 X gests that they are also higher in Sr6
7/Sr86 (White

17 +and Bryan, 1977) and in Ba. They are not greatly

06 + different in major element composition, transition
22-2O N TRANSECT metal trace element contents, or in LILE such as

Zr, and Y.
4,22-23'N AXIS
X SITE 395

07 0 0 SITE 396 These compositional differences with respect to
06 £0 SITE 4170

r OSITE418A REE, Sr isotopes, Ba, etc. may be related to funda-
o DSITE mental differences in mantle sources for the two

-J 04- X 0  0 0 kinds of basalt. There are also small but signifi-

03 0 0 cant compositional differences between basalts at

02 any one site. These variations are commonly ex-
plained as due to different relative melting effects,

30°S TRANSECT mixing of slightly different magmas, and magmatic

6 Adifferentiation (Bryan et al., 1978; Frey et al.,
0O6E1 1974; Langmuir et al., 1977; Rhodes, et al., 1978).

05 0 XSITE 0 The nature and relative importance of these latter05[ {3X X SITE

04 " processes still require some detailed investigation.

03 a

02 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Drilling
oil,

08 09 10 II 12 13 14 15 t6 17 1) Basalts recovered by drilling show the same
FeO*/MgO range of composition, mineralogy, and textures as

Figure 6. Chondrite-normalized La/Sm ratios vs. modern basalts from the Mid-Atlantic-Ridge. The

FeO*/MgO for three DSDP-IPOD transects. The 36*N youngest sites (<20 m.y.) include examples of both

transect is related to the Azores plume; the 22- "normal" and "plume-related" basalts; the oldest

23*N and 300S transects are related to normal sites (>50 m.y.) include only examples of "normal"

ridge segments. Note anomalously low values for basalts.

Site 335, and general lack of correlation of La/
Sm with FeO*/MgO. Data from Bryan et al., 1977a, 2) Layer 2 is composed predominantly of extrus-

b; Frey et al., 1974; Rhodes et al., 1978; Bryan ive basalt with minor intercalated sediment to a

and White, 1977; Langmuir et al., 1977; Schilling depth of at least 600 m. Massive and pillowed lava
et al., 1977. flows are interbedded, and dikes and sills are rare.

The few examples of layer 3 material recovered are
at anomalously shallow depths and probably were tec-

space and time show distinctly different rare earth tonically emplaced. These plutonic rocks consist of
patterns. These differences have been Attributed gabbro and peridotite as commonly inferred for layer
to variations in degree of melting of a homogeneous 3. The "normal" thickness of layer 2 is not con-
mantle source rather than to fluctuations in "plume" strained by existing drilling data, but is inferred
activity (Langmuir et al., 1977), a relation sup- to be at least 1.5 km.
ported b, the consistently high Ba and Sr87/Sr
ratio in the LREE-depleted FAMOUS basalts (White 3) The observed chemical and mineralogical char-
and Bryan, 1977). acteristics of layer 2 were established very early

in the history of opening of the Atlantic and show
In Figure 6 we show the La/Sm enrichment factor no major variations as a function of time. Short-

as a function of FeO*/MgO for the three transects. term variations at the scale of 10 m.y. or less are,
Although representing a wide range of differentia- however, implied by variations in LIL-element en-
tion, the MORB of 300S and 23°N show chondrite-nor- richments in Leg 37 sites compared with one another
malized La/Sm ratios of 0.5 or less. However, the to the FAMOUS area.
37*N basalts of 0, 3, and 9 million years age show
high (>0.8) La/Sm. Site 335 at 16 million years Is 4) Systematic compositional variation with pos-
apparently not affected by the Azores 'hot srot' ition along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge has been well
activity suggesting that such events are not contin- documented among modern spreading center basalts,
uous in time. Figure 7 shows the La/Sm values plot- but drill holes in old crust have not been well
ted as a function of time for all the DSDI sites, placed to document the persistence of this modern
Ar 230N the DSDP basalts from this transect suggest pattern in crust older than 15 m.y.
the Atlantic Ocean has been erupting basalts of
.... X..- -= . - -... 4r.- opening in Juras- 5) Low-temperature weathering appears to have
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Figure 7. Chondrite-normalized La/Sm ratios as afunction of age for DSDP-IPOD sites; range of val-
ues is indicated by length of bars at each site.FAMOUS area and Sites 332, 333, 334 and 335 are
related to Azores mantle plume; Site 335 appears
anomalous. Other sites are related to normal
ridge segments and show no significant variation
with age. Data sources as in Figure 6.

been concentrated in basalts exposed on local highs, in 110 m.y. old crust between the end of the nor-while it shows very limited effects in basalts coy- thern transect and the existing holes at Sites 417ered by sediment almost immediately after extrusion, and 418. Several additional holes should beThere is little evidence of metamorphism or of high- drilled along a spreading flow line based eithertemperature hydrothermal alteration even in the on Sites 395 or 417-418 in order to complete adeepest levels penetrated. In particular, absence sezond transect in "normal" crust unrelated to aof metamorphic effects at Sites 395 and 396 is sur- mantle plume.prising in view of the abundant greenstones recov-ered in the median valley at 22*N (Nelson et al., Acknowledgements
1968). These observations suggest that both in-tense low temperature weathering and metamorphism We are especially grateful to W. G. Nelson, P. T.may be more localized than has often been assumed, Robinson, and J. M. Rhodes for discussion of recentwith obvious additional implications for chemical IPOD sites and for providing advance copies of databudgets arising from rock-water interactions, and manuscripts for Sites 395 and 396. Work summ-

arized in this paper has been supported by theBecause of its relatively simple spreading his- National Science Foundation under Grant DES 76-tory, and because of the presence of several suc- 15858. This is WHOI Contribution No. 4189.cessful deep holes in both young and old crust,we consider the North Atlantic to be an ideal lo- Referencescation for additional deep drilling to define thestratigraphy of the deeper part of layer 2 and up- Aumento, F. W. S. Mitchell and M. Fratta (1976).per part of layer 3, and to further define both Interaction between seawater and oceanic layer 2short-term and long-term geochemical variations as a function of time and depth. 1. Field evid-with time to achieve a better mapping of along- ence. Canad. Mineralogist, 14: 269-290.ridge variations in old crust. The simplest wayto achieve these ol-ccives would appear to be to Ayuso, R. A., A. E. Bence and S. R. Taylor (1976).continu' :.e Leg 37 transect out to crust of about Upper Jurassic tholeiitic basalts from DSDP Lego0 m.y. age and to place several deep drill holes 11. J. Geophys. Res., 81: 4305-4325.282 BRYAN
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NATURE OF MANTLE HETEROGENEITY IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC

EVIDENCE FROM LEG 49 BASALTS

1 1 2 13J.Tarney , D.A.Wood , J. Varet , A.D.Saunders I
, apd J.R.Cann

Abstract. Previous deductions concerning the time periods. Basalts from 45°N and 360N have
nature of mantle heterogeneity in the North similar hygromagmatophile element ratios (but
Atlantic have been based largely on samples different abundances) and these ratios are diff-
dredged from near the ridge axis. Leg 49 added erent from those at 630N and on Iceland, while
two further dimensions to this array of data - both are different from the ratios in 'depleted'
variations with depth and with time - in three MORB from 220N.
critical areas where information was already The data are difficult to reconcile with mantle
available from dredging. Three holes at 63°N plume models invoking mixing of two contrasted
provided information on the compositions of basalts 'enriched' and 'depleted' sources or magmas.
erupted at the Reykjanes segment of the ridge for Rather there are several sources each with a
almost 36 m.y., two holes at 450N up to 10 m.y. characteristic composition, or range of composit-
and four holes at 36 N (combined with data from ions, feeding the Mid Atlantic Ridge. While
Leg 37) up to 16 m.y. Major and trace element compositional and isotopic differences between
data on more thar. 150 basalt samples have been North Atlantic basalts may partly reflect earlier
used to ascertain compositional variations re- mantle depletion processes, such as crust extrac-
suiting from fractional crystallization, batzh tion, later enrichment events may also have
melting and dynamic melting and to define more contributed to the observed chemical diversity,
closely geochemical differences in the mantle particularly in the 450N region.
source regions in space and time. The resul.
demonstrate the following features. (1) An
unusually wide range of basalt compositions ma Introduction
erupted at a single site, although in most casL
it is posrible to relate these basalts to a single That geochemical differences exist in basalts
source through partial melting and fractional sampled from different sections of the Mid-
crystallization. (2) Basalts from different sites Atlantic Ridge is now well established (e.g.
along the same mantle flow line have remarkably Schilling, 1975b). Because these geochemical diff-
consistent ratios of the more hygromagmatophile erences correlate to some extent with variations
trace elements, indicating that the mantle source in Sr isotopes (Hart et al, 1973; O'Nions and
feeding a particular ridge segment was relatively Pankhurst, 1974; lionset al, 1976; hite eta!,

uniform with respect to these elements for long 1975, 1976), Pb isotopes (Sun and Jahn, 1975; Sun
time periods. (3) There are inter-site differen- et al, 1975) and Nd isotopes (O'Nions et al, 1977,
ces along a particular mantle flow-line with 1978; Carter et al, 1978a) there is a concensus of
respect to Rb/Sr, Ce/Yn and 8 7Sr/36Sr which may opinion that these differences reflect some sort of

reflect smaller scale heterogeneities in the geochemical heterogeneity in the mantle source.
suurce. (4) There are large differences in hyg- The generalised picture emerging from previous
romagmatophile trace element ratios between diff- studies suggests that the Mid-Atlantic Ridge con-
erent segments of the ridge, but in each case sists of 'normal segments' together with 'anomalous
these regional differences are maintained for long hot spot areas' (such as Iceland and the Azores)

and with transitional zones between (e.g. the

1 Reykjanes Ridge and in the 390-350N region south
Department of Geological Sciences, University of of the Azores). To explain these features, Schilling
Birmingham, England and co-workers, (Schilling, 1973, 1975a, b, 1976;

qrhilline and Noe-Nygaard, 1974; Hart et al, 1973:
-Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres, Hermes and SchIll1Qg, 19i; L a.1 ,, ivi:) have
Orleans, France proposed models involving mixing of an incompatible
3 element 'depleted' mantle source, feeding the
Department of Geology, University of normal ridge segments, with that of an incompatible
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England element 'enriched' mantle source feeding oceanic
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less vital to establish whether in fact there are
significant regional differences in these other

elements. This may have a bearing on the proce~seso - which have given rise to heterogeneity.
L There is however still considerable uncertainty

" as to the nature, degree and extent of mantle

--- -----" 'ri wh c ae g ve'ie t etrg n iy
_ -CO heterogeneity. With the simplistic mantle plume

L -q o L mixing model for example, the spectrum of basalt
x c ' . compositions along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge should

/ reflect the mixing of the two mantle sources once
the effects due to partial melting and fractional

" y ). "crystallization have been accounted for. Not all
- geochemists believe that the data can be explained

, so simply (O'Nions et al, 1976; Tatsumoto, 1978).
' .I /y-. <Langmuir et al. (1978) have applied mixing

" - equations to the Iceland - Reykjanes Ridge data
- and have argued that these data are not consistent

6- -o' with either mixing of magmas or of an enriched

I * ?source. They concluded that there are either two

ocean isadsucewt epleedocane Ridge
separate trends in the Iceland - Reykianes Ridge
region, or that the basalts have been derived from
a multiplicity of sources which have been isolated
for hundreds of millions of years.

'_o %!. Thes .oncepts have generally been discussed
C, using analytical data for a few elements and/or

Z 0 C EA.A A QC isotopes on a limited number of samples - and,
. [ moreover, samples located or dredged near theI ridge axis. Leg 49 added two further dimensions

to this array of data - (a) variations with time
and (b) variations with depth - in critical areas

Figure 1. Location of Sites 407 to 413 drilled of the North Atlantic where a considerable body of

by Leg 49. data was already available. Nine holes were
drilled at seven sites (Fig. 1) in three different
transects across the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 63N

islands and rising up in the form of plumes (Morgan, (Reykjanes Ridge), 45N (Hudson Geotraverse Area)
1971) or blobs in hot spot regions. and 36°N (FAMOUS area). Three sites (407, 408

Inevitably there have been arguments concerning and 409) were located along the same mantle flow
the extent to which the observed compositional line transverse to the Reykjanes Ridge at 63°N, at
differences can be accounted for by the processes approximately the mid-point of the supposed geo-
associated with basalt generation (O'Hara, 1977). chemical gradient south of Iceland, and sampled
At one extreme it would be possible to regard each basalts erupted over a 34 m.y. interval between
basalt composition as representing the partial melt- 36 m.y. and 2.3 m.y. ago. Two holes at Site 410
ing product of a unique mantle source; while at the penetrated 0 m.y. old crust west of the ridge
other extreme various partial melting and dynamic axis at 45°N and permitted comparisons with oung
melting mechanisms (e.g. Langmuir et al, 1977) besalts dredged from the Median Valley at 45 N.
combined with open and closed fraction : -rystall- Three sites (411, 412, 413) in the FAMOUS area
ization (e.g. O'Hara, 1977) and per)-aps conte.:-na- near 36N were drilled in young (I m.y. to 3.5
tion, are capable in theory of preducing a wide m.y.) basaltic crust and complement earlier
variety of magma compositions f-om a uiform source, drilling on Leg 37 at Sites 332 to 335 (3.5 to
The true situation inevitably Lies somewhere 16.5 m.y.).
between these two extremes, and it is important to The recovery at most of these sites was good,
try to establish which e]rekent or element ratio and produced a surprisingly wide variety of basalt
variations can be 4 ucou-ced for by observed frac- types. In order to provide a comprehensive body
tionation processes within the normal range of of data as a framework for petrogenetic discussio
basalt generation, 4nd then to consider residual over 150 samples h.e been analysed for up to 40
.differences in r:.rms of inhomogeneity of the source, major and trace elements by X-ray fluorescence and

1:ztelu studies of course are invaluable in instrumental neuzron activation techniques in four
establishing time-integrated differences in parent/ different laboratories. Several elements have
daughter ratios in the mantle source regions and been analysed on the same samples in different
while correlations between 14 3Nd/1 44 Nd and 87Sr/ laboratories, and inter-laboratory agreement has8 6 Sr (O'Nions et al, 1977) suggest a degree of been found to be good. Nevertheless, to avoid
covariance between Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr and therefore possible bias in comparing basalts from different
pirhaps other element pairs too, it is neverthe- sites, all the diagrams presented make use of data
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from one laboratory for each element. The A thin interval within Unit 2 consisted of much
complete petrological, mineralogical and geo- more evolved basalt.
chemical data is listed in the D.S.D.P. Initial All the fresh basalts frnn thit, Lranzut are
Reports (Tarney et al., in press; Wood et al., in hypersthene normative, and follow a distinct
press) and only 17 analyses representing the main trend of iron-enrichment on an AF. diagram.
lithological units are presented here (Table I). Some of the units, particularly at Site 407. are

Much of the discussion will cencer around also Ti-rich (Table 1). A plot of Ce against
'incompatible' trace elements (i.e. those with a Y (Fig. 2a) shows tnat samples from each of the
solid/liquid distribution coefficient, D, less geochemical units fall in discrete and separate
than I). Nevertheless this term covers elements fields, each with a constant CeN/YN ratio
with a wide range of D values (Fig. 7 ), and for (within the limits of Ce precision by XRF).
greater clarity we will use the term 'hygromagma- Chondrite-normalised rare-earth patterns of
tophile' (IIYG) for elements with D significantly representative samples from each unit are shown
less than 1, qualified by 'less-HYG' for elements in Figure 3 and confirm that there is a wide
with D near 0.1 and 'more-HYG' for those with variation in CeN/ib N ratio in basalts from tnis
D -0.01. transect, from light-RE depleted to light-RE

enriched. Even within one hole (401) there is

Mid-Atlantic Ridge 630N: Sites 407, 408 and 409 an appreciable variation in CeN/bN-.
A plot of Y versus Zr (Fig. 2b) serves to

These three sites were chosen to lie along a distinguish between fractional crystallization

mantle flow line from % single segment of the and partial melting processes in the petro-
Reykjanes Ridge, and provide a record of the genesis of these basalts. The Y/Zr ratio

chemistry of basalts produced during almost 40 changes only very slightly during frac'ional
m.y. of spreading. Moreover, this transect crystallization, but the differences in
corresponds with the mid-point of the geo- partition coefficient between the two become
chemical gradient south of Iceland suggested significart during moderate to low degrees of

by dredged basalts from the Reykjanes Ridge partial melting, with Y being progressively
(Schilling, 1973; Hart et al., 1973). Recent retained in the source at lower degrees of
work on Iceland has .houn that basalts, even partial melting (Saunders and Tarney, in press)

in quite restricted areas, may show a wide It can b seen that samples from each unit

range of trace element and isotopic compositions have conttant Y/Zr ratios and plot along lines

(O'Nions et al., 1976; Sigvaldason et al., 1976; with zero intercept suggesting that within-
Wood, 1978), thus it was important to establish unit variation may be attributed to limited
whether the geochemical gradient, based on closed sy;tem fractional crystallization.

relatively few samples from each latitude, Units 407-1 and 407-3 have similar Y/Zr and

would remain apparent after more detailed Ce/Y ratios and (although separated by a

sampling in depth and with time. magnetic polarity reversal) 407-1 can be
derived from a liquid similar to 407-3 by

Hole 407 (630 56.52'N; 300 34.56'W), on magnetic fractional crystallization. A least squares

anomaly 13 (35-40 m.y.), penetrated almost 160m. solution of the major element oxides for the

of aphyric or slightly phyric (plagioclase, fractionation of the observed phenocryst

olivine, minor clinopyroxene) basalts. Geo- mineral compositions using the method of

chemical studies have revealed four distinct Wright and Doherty (1970) suggests some 40%

units, each made up of several flow units. crystal fractionation of plagioclasp + clino-

Units 2 and 3 are separated by a major change pyroxene with minor olivine and titanomagnetite

in magnetic polarity and Units 3 and 4 by a (Wood et al, in press). This is supported by

sedimentary horizon. The degree of alteration the lower Sr, Cr, and Ni in 407-1, whereas the

increases downhole. other incompatible elements increase in propor-
tion to Zr. The more evolved flow unit (Sample

Hole 408 (630 22.66'N; 280 54.71'W), sited on a 10-2, 22-24c=) at Site 409 can similarly be

topographic high within magnetic anomaly 6 (20 related by fractional crystallization to the

m.y.), penetrated 33m. of vesicular aphyric (or main group of basalts (Unit 409-2).
sparsely phyric) basalts. Although there is Attempts to relate the other geochemical
some geochemical variation within the hole, the units at Site 407 or the two main units at Site

basalts belong essentially to one geochemical 409 by crystal fractionation processes, open or

unit. Alteration is widespread. closed, were unsuccessful. In each case the

amount of fractional crystallization of olivine,
Hole 409 (620 36.98'N; 250 57.17'W), sited close clinopyroxene or pla$ioclase demanded by the

to the crest of the Reykjanes Ridge, drilled increase in incompatible elements is not matched

young 2.3 m.y. old crust on anomaly 2' and by the predicted reduztions in Cr, Ni or Sr

penetrated 240m. of vesictilar basalt, mostly expected by applying reasonable partition coeff-
aphyric or sparsely phyric, and relatively icient data. Nor can differences in Ce/Y, Ce/Yb,

fresl. There are four geochemical units. but Zr/Y ratios between these units be accounted for.

the major break occurs between Units 2 and 3. In Hole 409 for instance, Unit 409-3 has higher
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HYG element abundances than Units 409-1 and 100
409-2, but also has higher Cr and Ni abundancesI
and more normative olivine, although lower Mg/Fe
ratio. A similar relationship obtains becwi.en 450 1-1
Ufiits 407-2 and 407-4 at Site 407. 07 3 0

In Figure 2b possible partial melting relat- 'a
ionships between these units are indicated. For 0 -407-4.___
each hole individual units lie close to a single Z - -.

partial melting curve, those with higher Zr also 420409-3
having slightly higher Fe/Mg ratios, but also 407-2

lower Y/Zr ratios, suggesting retention of Y in E
the source by a phase such as clinopyroxene. CI0 o.09 i
There are however three separate curves, .--
indicating that the source mineralogy or composi- 

_ 2

tion at the three sites is different. A small 5 ,
amount of garnet in the source at Site 408 for L0 Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Tm Yb Lu
example would account fcr the lower Y/Zr ratio Figure 3. Chondrite-ncrmalized rare earth
(and higher Ce/Y and Ce/Yb ratios) if Site 408 patterns for representative 6 3CN basalts.
basalts. Unit 407-3 basalts are too low in Cr
and Ni and their Mg/Fe ratios are also too low
for primary mantle melts. Allowing 35% pre- (Wood et al., in press). There i~ a si Lficant
eruptive crystallization (o1, plag, cpx) would p-itixe correlation between87 Sr/ 6 Sr ratio and
bring the compositions of these basalts closer enrichment in S: and with Rb/Sr and CeN/YbN
to those of Hole 408 and to the more Mg-rich ratios. There is however a much greater
basalts from eastern Iceland (Wood, 1978), all difference in 8 7Sr/ 8 6Sr ratio between Hole 407
of which have similar Ce/Y ratios. That all and Hole 408 basalts (0.7034) and Hole 409
the units cannot be related by equilibrium basalts (0.7029) than there is between the
partial melting of a similar mantle source, individual units of a single hole, which
irrespective of its mineralogy is demonstrated by generally have the same87Sr/86Sr ratio (+0.0001).
the strontium isotope data for these sites The Sr isotope data do therefore suggest

that there are inhomogeneities, at least on an
inter-site scale, in the mantle feeding a single

. ........ .. .. .. . . . . .. segment of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Such inhomog-
60- REYKJANES TRANSECT eneities are on a similar scale to those

63"N L previously described in Iceland (O'Nions et al,
40 C 407 1976).

* 0408°|  409 We conclvde that, although much of the compo-
c1.0r

isitional varlahility in basalts from the 63
0 N

E] 30 Reykjanes transect results from fractional cryst-
CL =allization and especially partial melting proce-

0 - sses, there are at least two different mantle

0/ c-.c .s 
"  ource compositions which have had a separate

| -/ . . 1 / time-integrated Rb-Sr history. Note however that
t0 - _ . ppm Y none of the basalt typesrelated to these sources

|*- p ,sp has the geochemical characteristics of 'MORB'......... ..... 3 ...... .SAll are in fact more radiogenic and are enriched
7(b in 'iygromagmatophile elements relative to MORB.

This is readily demonstrated by plotting any pair
10 of incompatible elements such as Zr-Nb, Zr-Ce,

ZZr-3a, Th-Ta, Hf-Th etc (see Figs. 8 to 10, and

>.so Tartxey et al., in press; Wood et al., in press),] Yiwhere basalts from all 630N sites form a linear
E40 array either with zero intercept or with a small
(.30 intercept on the axis of the lss hygromagmato-

phile element; basalts of 'MORB type have
20 distinctly different ratios of these elements.

to ppm Zr ratios in basalts produced over almost 40 m.y. of

spreading which is the more remarkable, and
so 100 150 00 250 implies that the ratios of the more-hygromagmato-

Figure 2.(a) Ce versus Y and (b) Y versus Zr for phile Llements in the mantle source are relative-

63 N basalts. In (b) fractional crystallization ly constant. Differences have however developed
and possible partial melting relationships between in the ratios of more-HYG to less-HYG elements
the units are indicated (see text). and are reflected in Sr-isotope variations.
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The a.1a are difficult to reconcile with the basalts and to emphasise this, samples from the
mantle plume mixing model for the Iceland-Reykjanes two areas are included on the same diagrams.
Ridge area (Vogt, 1972; Schilling, 1973; Schilling A Ce versus Y plot (Fig. 4a) demonstrates that
and Noe-Nygaard, 1974). Evidently there is not a CeN/YN ratios of Unit 410-2 basalts (>6) are
relative enrichment in HYG elements or 8 7Sr/8 6 Sr different from those of Unit 410-1 and 410A
ratios towards the ridge crest, as predicted by basalts (-4). This is confirmed by the
the plume model, but rather a decrease. More- chondrite-normalised REE patterns of representat-
over the most 'enriched' basalts were erupted ive samples of the three units (Fig. 5), which
(at Site 407) some 35 to 40 million years ago all show strongly light-RE enriched concave-
when the postulated plume activity was supposed upwards patterns, very different from those of
to be at a minimum on the Iceland segment of the Reykjanes basalts. The samples analysed by
ridge. Our data thus corroborate the conclusions Frey et al. (1968) from 450 N have similar REE
of O'Nions et al. (1976) and of Langmuir et al. patterns and lie just below those for Unit 410-1.
(1978) who showed that binary mixing of depleted An interesting feature of the REE patterns is
'MORB' magmas or sources and enriched ocean that there is little variation in HREE levels.
island material did not satisfy the data. A plot of Y versus Zr (Fig. 4b) also demonstrat-

es that while the Zr concentration almost

doubles (from 115 ppm to 206 ppm) Y remains
Mid-Atlantic Ridge 45°N: Site 410 constant at between 24 and 21 ppm. A Ti versus

Zr plot (Fig. 6) exhibits the same feature. This
The area, around the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 45°N relationship contrasts with that in Reykjanes

has been the subject of detailed investigation by basalts, and in fact in most ocean basalts (Pearce
the Canadian Hudson Georraverse project (Aumento and Cann, 1973), where there is normally a good
et al., 1971) in which samples have been dredged linear relationship between Y - Zr and between
from 40 sites. Although this is a bathymetrically Ti - Zr.
normal segment of the ridge, a variety of tholeii- To account for the compositional variation at
tic, transitional and alkalic basalts with some Site 410 by fractional crystallization presents
high-alumina basalts and ferro-basalts have been many difficulties. Separation of a Ti-rich
recovered (Muir and Tilley, 1964; Aumento, 1968) clinopyroxene could probably explain the lack
The basalts from this area are well known for of Ti-enrichment, but although published parti-
their high levels of hygromagmatophile elements, tion coefficient data for LREE/HREE between
high 8 7Sr/86Sr ratios (-0.7033) and light RE ciinopyroxene and liquid (Schnetzler and
enriched REE patterns (Frey et al., 1968; Hart, Philpotts, 1970; Grutzeck et al., 1974) are
1971a, b; Aumento, 1971; Erlank and Kable, 1976; less than unity, appreciable separation of
White et al., 1975). Leg 49 drilled west of the clinopyroxene would be required to increase Ce/
median valley on magnetic anomaly 5 (ca 10 m.y.). Yb ratios to the required values. Moreover to

40 20 pprevent Y and HRE Llevels from rising would
Hole 410 (45 30.51ben 29 28.56'W) penetrated recuire that Kc+RE be greater than unity,
47m of basement. The upper 26m was a breccia of which is three or more times the published
sparsely phyric (o1, plag, cpx) basalt while the values. The Cr, Ni and Sr contents of the
lower unit consisted of a pillow breccia of mugearites (ca. 200, 100 and 470 ppm respect-
mugearitic composition (MgO-4% ne-normative) ively) relative to the values in the basalts
with up to 10% phenocrysts of tit-aniferous clino- (190, 90 and 226 ppm respectively) severely
pyroxene, olivine and plagioclase (An45 ). restricts the amount of clinopyroxene, olivine

and plagioclase fractionation which could have
Hole 410A(12om south of Hole 410) penetrated 49m occurred, yet the increase in Zr levels indicates
of sparsely phyric pillow basalts similar to those that at least 50% fractional crystallization

in the upper unit in Hole 410. would be required (and the increase in some of
Site 410 samples range from transitional to the more HYG elements even more). These con-

mildly alkaline mugearites, and clearly form part flicting factors argue against fractional
of a geochemLcally coherent group, but trend to- crystallization being the main mechanism relat-
wards alkali enrichment rather than Fe-enrichment ing Site 410 lavas. A partial melting relation-
on an AFM diagram. Dredged rocks from 450N do ship is much more likely. The compatible
however include some ferrobasalt differentiates behaviour of Ti, Y and the heavy REE (their
(Aumento et al., 1971) and even plagiogranites concentrations remaining constant in liquids
(Aumento, 1969). 490N drilled basalts have very produced by differing degrees of partial melt-
different compositions from those at 630N (Table ing) indicates that the bulk distribution
1). They have lower FeO and TiO 2 at equivalent coefficients for these elements must be close to
MgO values, but much higher levels of K20 and unity. Moreover since the Ti/Y ratio in Site
other hygromagmatophile elements. Ratios of more- 410 basalts is invariant and is the same as in
HYG tq less-HYG elements arc also very different other Le, 49 basalts it implies that any refrac-
from those in 63°N basalts and in 'MORB', but tory phase which is holding Y and the heavy REE
there are many similarities in trace element is re aining Ti in the same proportion. The
relationships between 45ON and 360N (FAMOUS area) effic .ency of garnet in retaining Y and the
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70= Thus ratios such as Zr/Nb, Ce/Zr, Ba/Zr, K/Zr,

t 36°N & 45°N (u Th/Hf at 450N are very different from those at

6,1- 1.10, ,,0A 63oN and in MORB. Trace element ratios deter-
411 mined by Erlank and Kable (1976) on dredged

50 413 A. basalts from near the median valley at 45°N are

1 t- very similar to those at Site 410 and confirm
_, .that 'enriched' basalts have been erupted at this

[ / i' I segment of th'e ridge for at least 10 m.y.

0.30- Mid-Atlantic Ridge 36N: Sites 411, 412
ad413 (FAMOUS area)2i0-

The rift valley at 36°N has been extensively
0 ppm Y " studied by d- dging and by submersibles during

0the FAMOUS project (Ballard et al., 1975). In

addition, DSDP Leg 37 drilled basement ranging

60 .07.408, 09 b) in age fiom 3.5 to 16.5 m.y. at four sites west
S of the ridge. The results have been presented in

Sol. a series of publications (Hekinian et al., 1976;
Aumento, Melson, et al., 1977; Bryan and Moore,

0 - 1977; White and Bryan, 197-; Lambert and HL1 -..d,

..3 - -3977; Flower et al., 1977) and have demonstrated
that basalts with a similar range of composition

201- have been erupted at this segment of the ridge
for up to 16 m.y. Leg 49 drilling at this latit-

10O ' ppm Zr ude not only extended the sampling to very young

50- . . I crust, but also to basalts erupted adjacent to
so 100 150 200 150 nearby fracture zones.

Figure 4.(a) Ce versus Y and (b) Y versus Zr for Schilling (1975a) and White et al. (1975) have
basalts from 360N (Sites 411, 412 and 413) and suggested, on the basis of dredged samples, that
450N (Site 410). In (b) fields for 63°N basalt there may be a geochemical gradient south of the

units are shown for comparison. Azores, similar to that along the Reykjanes Ridge
but extending over a much larger distance (ca.

heavy REE is well known, but there is little 1000 km). They have interpreted the gradient in

data available on Ti partitioning into garnet teLMs of overspill from the supposed Azores

under mantle conditions. Both titaniar and mantle plume and mixing with a depleted MORB

zirconian garnets are known (Dowty, 1971; source. The FAMOUS area at 36°N lies at an inter-
Huggins et al., 1977) and garnets in ultra-- mediate position on this geochemical gradient.
mafic nodules in kimberlite contain as much or Erupted basalts include many near-primitive high-

more Ti than coexisting clinopyroxenes (Bishop Mg compositions with low incompatible element
et al., 1978). That garnet may be a residual levels, but with moderately high 87Sr/86Sr ratios
phase is also suggested by the lower P/Zr ratios
of the more fractionated lavas (Table 1): 200[
phosphorus can substitute in mantle garnet ISO-
(Thompson, 1975; Bishop et al., 1978). Note 410-2.
also that Sc and V are low in 450N lavas. Other 100
phases which might retain Ti are hornblende

(see Basu and Murthy, 1977) and titan-phlogopite(Forbes and Flower, 1974). Note however that the 4 410A-2

latter would need to melt in significant quantit- - 50-413.1
C: 410A-1

ies to account for the high K, Rb and Ba contents o
and low K/Rb ratios at 450N. L"

Trace element relationships at 45°N are very 2 1
different from those at 63°N. Plots of a more- 20 411-2
HYG element against a less-HYG element form a
linear array and generally have a small inter- a -=-0

cept on the axis of the less-HYG element (e.g. 0
Figs. 8 to 10). This produces a small range of -.1-
ratios, and probably reflects fractionation of 4111

HYG element ratios at small degrees of partial 
5 3-2,.

melting. However these differences are small .-

compared with the changes in ratios such as Ce/Y, La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Tm Yb Lu

Ti/Zr, Y/Zr which are more strongly dependent on Figure 5. Chondrite-normalized rare-earth
mineral fractionation during partial melting. patterns for representative 360N and 45°N basalts.
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.- . . -Basalts recovered from the FAMOUS area by Leg
407 - 49 have many of the chemical characteristics

.o o (high MgO, Cr, Ni, Mg/Fe; low TiO? and HYG
30- 410ond /.1A elements) of other dredged and drilled basalts

412 previously recov.red from this area, Many are
* 13 close to primary magma corpositions. Glasses

from Units 411-1 and 413-2 (Wood et al., 1978)

-20 7 ara in fact among the most primitive liquid
/ compositions sampled on the ocean floor (Frey

et al., 1974) with SiO 2 = 49%, Mg/Mg + Fe = 0.65
high A1203 ( >16%), and low TiO2 (0.8%) and

10 - P P205 (0.05%). Langmuir et al. (1977) have
- described similar primitive samples from the

i FAMOUS area. The sparsely phyric basalts from
ppm Zr Unit 413-1 are also veiry primitive, with Mg/Mg P

50 100 .50 200 250 + Fe = 0.70 but have lower A1203 (-14%) and
significantly higher TiO 2 (1.5%), P205 (0.25%)

Figure 6. TiO versus Zr for all Leg 49 basalts, and HYG element contents than basalts from

illustrating suppression of Ti-enrichment in the Units 411-1 and 413-2. Aphyic basalts from

more fractionated basalts from 36°N and 45
0 N. Units 411-2, 412 and 412A are intermediate

between these two extremes in terms of HYG
element contents and are rather less primitive

('-0.7030; O'Nions et al., 1976) and REE patterns in having Mg/Mg + Fe = 0.6 and lower Cr and Ni.

which range from slightly light-RE enriched to They also have appreciably less normative

light-RE depleted (see Langmuir et al., 1977). olivine and plot close to the Di-Hy join on the
Ol-Di-Hy normative diagram, some samples in fact

Hole 411 (360 45.97'N; 330 23.30'W), sited only being quartz-normative. Two of these groups of

10 km west of the inner rift valley, penetrated basalts (411-1, 413-2 and 411-2, 412, 412A

45 m of I m.y. old basaltic crust. There are respectively) correspond fairly closely with two

two geochemical units, the upper unit compris- magma types previously recognised from study of

ing primitive (high-Mg) aphyric or sparsely Leg 37 samples (Flower et al., 1977); magma

phyric olivine basalts, and the lower one con- types A and B respectively. A magma correspond-

taining basalts with 10-20% plagioclase mega- ing to Unit 413-1 was not represented by any of
crysts and associated olivine and clinopyroxene the samples recovered by Leg 37. Basalts from

phenocrysts. this unit have however many compositional
similarities with-the more primitive basalts

Hole 412 (360 33.74'N; 330 09.96'W) penetrated from 450 N (e.g. Unit 410-1).

'8m of 1.6 m.y. old crust east of the rift A plot of Ce versus Y (Fig. 'in) shows that basalts

valley and just south of the no-thern valley from the three groups fall into three distinct

wall of Fracture Zone B. The basalts beiu..6 to fields with widely differing CeN/YN ratios. Rep-

one geochemical unit but vary from aphyric to resentative chondrite-normalised REE patterns for

coarsely phyric with plagioclase megacrysts and the different geochemical units (Fig. 5) confirm

clinopyroxene and olivine phenocrysts. the large variation in CeN/Yb ratios, from light-
RE depleted to light-RE enricged. The variation in 'I

Hole 412A (same locality as Hole 412) penetrated REE distributions within the short section cored at

50m of basalt similar to Hole 412 and a further Site 413 in fact encompass almost the total CeYb N

80 m of sparsely phyric to aphyric basalts. range in samples previously recovered from the 0
They all belong to one geochemical unit but FAMOUS area. The REE patterns, like those of 45 N

there are 3 cycles of Fe-enrichment represented basalts, are concave upwards, show little variation

by the flow units within the core. A least in heavy REE abundance and have unusually high La/

squares solution for the major elements (Wright Ce ratios (see also Langmuir et al., 1977). Aplot

and Doherty, 1970) suggests th t the composit- of Y versus Zr (Fig. 4b) demonstrates thatY remains

ional variation could be accommodated by 25% almost invariant at about 20 ppm in the more prim-

fractional crystallization of plagioclase, itive lavas despite a three fold increase in Zr, aclinopyroxene and minor olivine. eaueassn at 45 0N. Only in fact in Site

412 basalts is there a colinear relationship between

Hole 413 (360 32.6'N; 330 1O.5'W) was drilled Y and Zr, indicative of approximately 25%fractional

only 2 km south of Site 412, but into 3.5 m.y. crystallization, as noted above. Considering 36°N

old crust close to and on the south side of and 45°N basalts together, the lack of variation in

Fracture Zone B. The 39 n of basalt penetrated Y and the HREE compared with the six-fold increase

formed two very distinct geochemical units, in Zr abunu..ce is unusual. Titaniumshows a similar,

the upper being a glassy to microcrystalline if not identicil, relationship with Zr as does yttr-

basalt with - 10% olivine phenocrysts and the ium (Fig. 6). Ia the more primitive basalts with low

lower unit a sparsely olivine phyric basalt. Zr, TiO 2 varies in sympathy with Zr and appears to
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be acting incompatibly. However Unit 412-1 basalts, melting model. This integrates varying degrees

although having higher Ti0 2 , in fact have a much of batch melting with incremental melting, and
lower TiOi/Zr ratio which is identical to that of makes use of an observation by Dick (1977) on
the more primitive basalts from 450N. Thus the the Josephine peridotite indicating that melt
more primitive basalts from the FAMOUS area is not always completely extracted. They
cluster tightly about a curve (Fig. 6) which propose that melting at ocean ridges may take

apparently continues through the 45 % samples. place over a considerable depth range, but with
The more evolved basalts in Unit 412 rise off an increasing degree of melting as the mantle

this curve with a constant TiO 2 /Zr ratio. diapir rises. Melt can be extracted at any
Consideration of major element compositions point but it is suggested that a small propor-

and trace element abundances indicates that it tion of melt always remains in equilibrium with
is impossible to derive these more primitive the mantle residue (sufficient at least to
basalt magma types (with different Ce/Yb ratios) remain fertile enough in HYG elements to yield

from a single parent magma by open or closed further basalts). More extensive melting of
system fractionation, For instance the differ- mantle which has already yielded up an earlier

ence in zirconiumabundance between Units 411-1 liquid fraction at greater depth may thus
and 411-2 would demand ca. 35% removal of produce magmas with much lower concentrations
crystals. The maiked reduction in Ni and Cr of incompatible elements and in particular

could be accomplished by extensive separation of lower more-HYG/less-HYC element ratios. Thus a

olivine and Cr-spinel, which might account for liquid with ratios of more-HYG/less-HYG
the observed increase in SiO 2 and the trend to- elements lower than the initial source can be
wards quartz-normative compositions in Unit 411-2. produced, and it is not necessary to invoke an
However, in spite of the fact that Unit 411-2 initial source composition which is LREE depl-
basalts are strongly plagioclase-phyric, little eted to produce basalts such as 413-2. Such

plagioclase must have been removed because Sr basalts should normally be accompanied by
is 50% higher than in Unit 411-1. Moreover basalts with more LREE-enriched characteristics.
removal of olivine and spinel should produce Note that ratios of the more-HYG elements (e.g.

a comparable enrichment in all incompatible Th/Ta) are not significantly changed by this
elements: but in fact they are enriched to process, although their abundances may vary
widely varying extents. The difference in Ce/Y widely.
and Ce/Yb ratios between the two units would The dynamic melting model is inherently

necessitate removal of substantial amounts of very flexible and capable of reconciling quite
clinopyroxene, yet this could not account for diverse basalt compositions to d uniform source.
the major element variation. Even largeprl..l- Of the extreme basalt compositions at Site 413,
ems are apparent in trying to relate Units 413- Unit 413-1 would represent approximately a 3%

1 and 413-2 by fractional crystllization. Both equilibrium batch melt of the initial source,
are magnesian, high-Cr and high-Ni basalts, but whereas Unit 413-2 would be an incremental re-
the differences between the levels of many incom- melt of ;uch a source after some basalt had

patible elements in these two units could only be been extracted. The fact that basalt 413-1
reconciled with up to 90% fractional crystallisa- occurs near Fracture ZoneB in the FAMOUS
tion, which is clearly inconceivable without area, may be a consequence of more efficient
changing transition metal levels drastically. melt segregation '_ this tectonic environment.

Thus either they are related by some process Basalts with similar geochemical characteristics

involving partial melting or they are derived are common at 450 N, but it seems unlikely that
from two compositionally different sources. thn whole range of basalt compositions at 36

0 N

Arguments favouring heterogeneity in the and 45°N could be accommodated by dynamic

source regions of FAMOUS area basalts are melting processes (as opposed to invoking
severely constrained by the fact that Sr-isotope source compositional differences, perhaps
ratios are relatively uniform (O'Nions and involving some more subtle mineralogical
Pankhurst, 1976; jhite and Bryan, 1977) and also that control, differences in P, 0 etc) because
the ratios of the more-ilYr elements are very present evidence indicates

2 that 45N basalts
similar (Bougault et al., 197g). Indeed, the two are significantly more radiogenic with respect
extreme basalt types from Hole 413 have similar to Sr and Pb isotopes than those in the FAMOUS
ratios of La/Th and Ta/Th. Such considerations area (White et al., 1975; Mattinson, in press)
indicate that the fundamental differences between and indeed have isotopic comositions similar

the main geochemicnl units are determined during to ocean island basalts. Nevertheless it is
the processes of basalt generation. Simple batch interesting that on almost all inter-element
partial melting of a normal peridotite mineral plots there is a continuum between 36N and

assemblage cannot however explain th c REE data, 45N basalts and that their HYG-element ratios

particularly the lack of variation of the heavy are almost identical and very different from
1EE. Faced with similar problems in explaining those at 63°N and in IMORBI.

the crossing REE patterns of primitive basaltic The two extreme primitive magma types, 411-1

glasees from the F.MOUS area, Lan muir et al,, and 413-2, from the FAMOUS area are close to pri-

(1977) have developed a more complex dynamic mary magmas and, assuming both have been derived
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'L - have recognised in basalts recovered by Leg 49.

Fractional crystal'ization is certainly respon-
sible for much of the within-unit variation,

I and some between-unit relationships, but seems
.- - -. . incapable of accounting for the wider trace

, element differences. O'Hara (1977) has suggested
j that open system fractionation in a continuousV but periodically refilled magma chamber can

A produce a wider range of trace element levels,
. but as Pankhurst (1977) has pointed out, this is
1" still incapable of accounting for the wide

variation in trace element ratios such as we

% have observed in Leg 49 samples. Fractional

Chondritic abundonces 1ppm) I crystallization thus seems subordinate to partial
001 8 4 melting, and may reflect the fact thatL . J continuous sub-axis magma chambers are not an

b 1h Tb 6, 0 LG St W1 V T, , S Y L S V Fc important feature of the slow-spreading Mid-

Figure 7. Chndrite-normalized abundances of 23 Atlantic ridge; the data are more easilyreconciled to a series of short-lived magma
elements in Units 411-1 and 413-1 (FAMOUS area), cambe t a er us of s ub-axis

arranged approximately in order of increasing bulk c rs Ntatio mybupted imante/bsaltliqid artiioncoeficintcrystal differentiation may be erupted into

mantle/basalt liquid partition coefficient.thlaasqnc-idednopoiethe lava sequence - indeed in ophiolite

complexes, plagiogranite differentiates are

by differing degrees of equilibrium partial mel- mostly confined below the sheeted dyke unit

ting of a uniform source, can be used to compare (Saunders et al., 1978).

trace element behaviour during partial melting. Polybaric partial melting processes are

Abundances of 23 elements in these two basalts, capable of producing much more chemical

normalised to chondrftes, are shown in Fig. 7 and diversity (Hanson 1977), owing to variations

have been arranged approximately in order of in- in degree of partial melting, nature of

creasing D by compari , enrichment factors. Note residual phases and wlether or not they are

that the respective enrichments are specific to aa

the mantle mineralogy in the FAMOUS area and may
be complicated by a mineral phase (such as that C;10
holding Ti and Y) being consumed at higher degrees - 107
of melting. The diagram shows that ratios such as -09
Zr/Y, Ce/Y and La/Sm are greatly modified by the 410 and 410A

4 11
widely differing degrees of par.ial melting and ,I,
that ratios such as Zr/Nb, Th/Hf and Ba/Sr are * 43•22"N

affected to a leqser extent. However ratios of the . Leg3

more HYG elements, K/Rb, Th/Ta, Th/La etc., are + Edank and Kable WSN

essentially unmodified. Ratios between the

elements Th, N6, Ba and La are also chondritic in /

both basalts and indicate that the mantle has I

chondritic ratios for these elements, although .m3[

Ta/Th and Ta/Nb ratios are higher than chondritic.
Anomalies are apparent in the abundances of K and + i+ -

Rb (the Rb/Sr ratic of the bulk earth is much " -

lower than chondritic: O'Nions et al., 1977) and 20
o oo o ly due to entry into the

earth's core: Sun and Nesbitt, 1977). Transition

--metals Cr, Co and Ni are systematically fract-

ionated with respect to chondrites to a greater 0[
degree than woild be expected from differences in

their distribution coefficients (see Langmuir et

al., 1977). ppm Zr

Discussion 50 100 150 200 250

Figure 8. Nb versus Zr for all Leg 49 basalts,

Variables controlling basalt compositions illustrating regional differences in Zr/Nb ratios.

Dashed lines indicate fractional crystallization

It is clear that the processes of partial vectors and solid lines partial melting (see text).

melting and fractional crystallization can give 450N data from Erlank and Kable (1976) and data on

rise to wide compositional differences in 'MORB' type basalts from 22 N and Nazca Plate (Leg

* erupted basalts, and many of these processe. we 34) shown for comparison.
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consumed, variation in P1120, f02 , etc. and Kable (1976) from 45°N plot close to Leg
controlling the stability of mineral phases. 49 data frem this area. Note that Zr/Nb
Dynamic melting (Langmuir et al., 1977) ratios are not constant because the correlation
provides an added variable in that magma lines intercept the Zr axis. In fact there is
compositions need not directly reflect the a linear correlation between Zr/Nb and Ce/Y at
composition of the primary mantle source. 45°N and 360 N (and asit ilar but different one at
Modelling back to the initial source is always 630 N too) indicating that, at least in part, this
easier when high-magnesian primary liquids results from partial meltixZ. Basalts from 450N
are available (Sun and Nesbitt, 1977), but alas and 36°N have different abundances of Zr and Nb,
this is the c-ception rather than the norm. but lie on the same line with Zr/Nb-5. Reykjanes
Primary liqu C.- with a greater chance of being basalts have distinctly higher ratios (Zr/Nb-IO)
erupted are those genezated at high levels in a but it is clear that none of the North Atlantic
rising diapir, or perhaps those adjacent to basalts sa=pled by Leg 49 has the geochemical
fracture zones. Magmas generated deep enough characteristics of ":ORB'. Nor, since these
to be in equilibrium with garnet may suffer much ratios are relatively constant in basalts
more crystal fractionation, zone refining, even erupted along mantle flow line for periods in
mixing before eruption (O'Hara, 1965, 1968, 1973). excess of 36 m.y., is it likely that a basalt
The larger number of samples from a given with the major and trace element characteristics
locality recoverei by drilling, as opposed to of 'MORB' or MAR 630 N basalts could ever be
dredging, provides more information necessary to erupted at 36N or 450N segments of the ridge,
assess these processes, but there are still many or vice versa. Preliminary data from 110 m.y.
uncertainties. As we have seen however, old crust drilled by Legs 51 and 53, which lies
hygromagmatophile element ratios are much less approximately along the same mantle flow line
affected by the range of partial melting process- from 220 N suggests that basalts with 'MORB'
es associated with basalt generation, and can be geochemistry have been erupted here since the
used, like radiogenic isotope ratios, to decipher opening of the Atlantic. Considering that crust
differences in the source, along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is being generated

at much the same rate (1-2 cm yr-), and that
Regional Comparisons basalts from each region studied represent the

products of a wide range of partial melting and

The three different regions studied are fractional crystallization processes, it would
characterised by basalts of distinct compositions. appear that the observed Zr/Nb ratios (blurred
Reykjanes basalts show a trend toward Fe- and Ti- to some extent by these fractionation processes)
enrichment similar to that on Iceland, even at are characteristics of the mantle source
Site 407 (36 m.y. ago). Basalts from 45N inst- regions. Moreover the volumes of mantle with
ead trend more towards alkali enrichment, where- these Zr/Nb ratio characteristics must be large.
as FAMOUS basalts include many high-MgO compos- It is also apparent that mixing of a high Zr/Nb
itions and the trend towards Fe-enrichment is ratio 'MORB'-type source with a low Zr/Nb ratio
less marked than in the Reykjanes samples. Both 'ocean island'-type source, in the manner
at 450N and 360N the trend toward Ti-enrichment envisaged by the plume hypothesis, should
in the more fractionated basalts is strongly in- produce a scatter of intermediate Zr/Nb ratios
hibited, and basalts from these two areas include rather than the consistent trends observed.
more high-alumina types than at 630N, Some of Similar regional differences are observed in
these differences could reflect differences in equivalent plots of other HYG elements against
the mantle mineralogy and/or differences in PH20 Zr, such as Ce-Zr, Ba-Zr (Fig. 8) and Sr-Zr
during basalt generation. This is suggested differences in the latter two remaining apparent
also by the differences in shape of the REE despite the known mobility of Ba and Sr under
patterns (Figs. 3 & 5), all those from 45CN conditions of mild alteration. Large regional
a. 36ON having distinctive concave-upwards differences are also found in the ratios of the
patterns with high La/Ce ratios. most-HYG elements-yet these ratios, as we have

It is with the more hygromagmatophile olem- seen, are unaffected by the range of partial
ents that regional differences are accenzuated. melting associated with basalt generation and
Erlank and Kable (1976) noted significant can only be changed at very small degrees of
differences in Zr/Nb ratio between Atlantic partial melting. A plot of Th versus La (Fi§.
basalts. Leg 49 data are plotted on a Zr 10a) shows that each region, 630N, 450N, 36 N
versus Nb plot in Fig. 8 together with and 220N, has a distinct Th/La ratio (or small
Erlank and Kable's data from 450N, with data range of ratios). MORB basalts from 220 N have
on 'MORB' type basalts from 220 N drilled by Th/La ratios significantly lower than chondrites,
Legs 45 and 46, and with data on 'MORB' 630N basalts rather less so, whereas 450N basalts
basalts from Leg 34, Nazca Plate (Rhodes et have Th/La ratios slightly higher than chondritic.
al., 1976; Cann and Heath, 1976). Basalts Plots of Nb and Ta against Th show similar
from different regions group into distinct features. There is less variation in inter-
linear arrays with different abundances and element plots of La, Nb and Ta of course.(e.g.
ratios of these elements. The data of Erlank -Fig. lOb) owing to the similarity of their 3
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. I I . similar element ratios on these and almost all
other inter-element plots is particularly

[ interesting in view of thd fact that the
407
°408 abundances of incompatible elements at 45°N
0 O9 q are all higher than at 36°N. Thus when two

I 6l ] different regions with different abundances yield

13 the same ratios this gives added confidence that

-rg 34 element ratios differences in other regions
5ii Ernk 04 Koblc &ON! provide a valid indicatio.a of differing source

r .4 compositions.

N ature and Causes of Regional Heterogeneities I

ii We may ask what the processes were that changed
L - the element ratios in the source regions of

- Atlantic basalts? A solution to this problem would
250k j] in itself provide some constraints on the nature

a) of heterogeneity. It is evident that the partial

E melting processes associated with basalt generation
S301 do not significantly alter ratios of the more-HYG~ 230- • I elements, although where smaller degrees of

r /i i partial melting are involved, as in the production
of alkalic basalts at 450 N, some changes in these

ratios are seen. Elements with similar D values
£i have ratios which vary only slightly and may be
t Iclose to chondritic. Because the volumes of ii

I" mantle with differing HYG element ratio character-

.I *# /- 11 /istics appear to be large, it is suspected that a
i/ I i' '/ major process (or processes), probably involving A

# " -I crystal-liquid equilibria, has produced the
i "iK observed chemical heterogeneties.

To change the more-HYG element ratios signifi-

* - cantly by partial melting requires very small
4 degrees of melting (because of the very low D's

Leg3.... ppr 3 involved). This could be accomplished by a single
,. I I I process, or by a series of processes culminating

100 IS0 200 250 in the extraction or addition of a small amount of
Figure 9. Ba versus Zr for Leg 49 basalts. The melt. Fig. 11 reveals that the more-HYG elements

greater scatter compared with Fig. 8 is due to the have behaved independently during such processes

mobility of Ba during alteration, but large to generate the observed variations: i.e. there is

reoional differences in Ba/Zr ratio are apparent. not a systematic variation in Th/La or La/Ta

45 N data from Erlank and Kable (1976) and data on ratios between the regions and each region is

'MORB' type basalts from Leg 34 (Nazca Plate) characterized by REE patterns with distinctive
shown for comparison, shapes. It would be difficult to account for

these features by a single process. Moreover the
fact that there seems to be significant inter-site

values, but significant regional differences 87 Sr/86Sr variation in b.salts along a particular
do exist. To emphasise the fine detail in the mantle flow line while the ratios of the more-HYG
differences between the elements Th, Ta, Nb and elements remain relatively constant also suggests
La, the abundances in representative basalts that more than one process may be involved, per-
from the different regions have been normalised haps operating on different scales, and at diff-
2n Fig. 11 to those in a basalt from Unit 409-2, erent times.
which has the lowest abundances of the samples Evidence from Sr and Nd isotopes (DePaulo and
studied. Two 'MORB'-type basalts from Hole 348 Wasserburg, 1976; O'Nions et al, 1977, 1978) in-
(north east of Iceland) and Hole 395 (at 220N) dicates that the source regions of ozeanic basalts
are also included. It is clear that 450N and have been variably depletee in Rb/Sr and Nd/Sm
360N basalts have a verv similar ratios of these rclative to the primordial bulk earth on a time-
elements Irrespective of their abundance, and integrated basis, but this does not ne. essarily
their sources must in some way be similar. The imply only a single depletion event. Multi-stage
two 'MORB'-type basalts also have very similar depletion-enrichment events are possible and,
ratios of these elements, but in going from 450N, according to O'Nions et al. (1978) do not necessa-
360N and 630h' to MORB there is a progressive de- rily conflict with the Sr and Pb isotopic data on
pletion of Th relative to La. basalts from oceanic regions which yield pseudo-

The fact that basalts from 45N and 36°N have isochrons with ages of 1.5-2.0 b.y. for the major
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fractionation event (Sun and Hanson, 1975; Brooks 20
et al., 1976).

The growth of continental crust may be regarded
as a major mantie depletion event, with the effects
being integrated over 3.8 b.y. depending on the C 3extent of mantle convection. Processes in sub- 10413-1"
duction Lones are capable of significant chemical 410A-i
fractionation, in that material al-eady fractio- o ! - U - .

nated as a result of ridge magmatism is subject F__037
to further melting with the extraction of litho- 5-~CQ-
phile element enriched silicic liquids. In effect 408
the continental material extracted represents a C " Q -3

a - 407-2-
1.n

Th v.La / I 395A

3- / . /_ __//___'- l _.. t I
Th Ta Nb La

Figure 11. Abundances of Th, Ta, Nb and La in
/& selected Leg 49 basalts normalized to the most

/ / / I primitive basalt in Unit 409-2 (Table 1). Two
2L / / // 'HORB' type basalts from Site 348 and Site 395A

S"/ //  are included.

./ / very small degree of partial melting of the
/ '/07 initial mantle source. Trace element data on• /./.z. 408

/// "/ .0409 Andean calc-alkaline and island arc igneous rocks1- o410 indicate a marked decoupling in the behaviour of
410A large lithophile ions (K, Rb, Cs, Th, U) and

-p 8 411 smaller highly charged ions (Ta, Nb, Ti, Zr, P,
O o 412 etc.), with the former group being enriched in

* 413 intermediate to silicic compositions whereas the
(Leg 38 latter group is impoverished. This probably

arises because minor phases such as ilmenite,

To v. Lo rutile, zircon and apatite, in addition to horn-
blende, pyroxene and garnet, are residual phases
;luring magma genesisin subduction zones and retain
the highly charged ions (which are normally in-

0 °compatible during basalt genesis). Element ratios
in continental crust are thus very different from
those in 'MORB'. Archaean crust in particular has
high Ce/Y and Ce/Tb ratios (Tarney and Windley,
1977) and hence a low Sm/Nd ratio rendering it

o. unradiogenic with respect to Nd isotopes (Carter
2- e et al., 1978b). Likewise continental material has

high Rb/Sr ratios and high present day 8 7Sr/8 6Sr
0. ,, ratios. In both respects thegp feagures complement

the high l
4 3Nd/

4 4Nd and low Sr/8Sr ratios ofJ oceanic basalts (O'Nions et al., 1977).
Depleted material returned to the mantle in

subduction zones would mix to varying extents with
undepleted pristine mantle, producing both small

scale and large scale compositional heterogeneties
which may, by the time this material is recycled
to younger oceanic spreading centers, give rise to

_____ Lisotopic and trace element differences in erupted
10 20 30 basalts. Moreover since the volcanic and plutonic

ppm La products above subduction zones are themselves

Figure 10. (a) Th versus La and (b) Ta 7ersus La very variable (e.g. andesitic island arc or
for Leg 49 basalts, with additional data from 22°N granitic continental margin) the material returned
and from Leg 38. to the mantle may itself be variably depleted.
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Such an explanation =ay account in part for the exerts a strong buffering effect on the amount
depleted nature of the mantle source -or MORB, in of liquid produced during mantle melting, itwoulk
which case the source regions at 630%., 360N and be unrealistic to interpret the wide range of HYG
45 N could be regarded as progressively less frac- element abundances observed in the two areas as
tionated relative to the primordial mantle. simply being due to differing degrees of partial
However it -s apparent that basalts from these melting. Instead, these features could be recon-
regions have much higher concentrations of elements ciled with a higher proportion of veins in the
such as Ta and Nb relative to the val,,e& in MOR-. source regions at 45 N. This would allow isotopic
in which case it is equally feasible that their differences to develop in proportion to the
source regions have been enriched in these and amount of HYG-element enriched vein material while
other HYG elements, irrespective of whether they still maintaining consistent ratios of the more
had been involved in earlier depletion events. HYG elements.
Incipient melting processes, producing very small Conclusions
amounts of liquid rich in HYG elements (and per-
haps HO and C09 ) may have been responsible. Previous deductions concerning mantle hero-
These -liquids heed not have been removed from the Pevi deduct conc ae e eomantle, but may just have migrated vertically geneity in the North Atlantic have been based
fmne regnt a othvemrate vertmally dvery largely on samples dredged from the ridge
from one region to another. At very small degrees axis. Leg 49 drilling has added two further
of melting their compositions may have been

dimensions (variations with depth and with time)
controlled more by minor mineral phases than by to this array of data and has demonstrated severalmajor phases and would thus produce the necessary
fractionation of HYG elements. Lloyd and Bailey important features.
(1975) suggested that mantle metasomatism may 1. Basalts recovered from a single drill hole may
occur in the sub-continental mantle, and similar show a surprisingly wide range of composition,
processes have been invoked to explain the trace particularly with respect to REE, Ti/Zr ratios,element geochemistry of suites of ultramafic etc., thus making deductions concerning hetero-
noduies in continental basalts (Frey and Green, geneity based on these parameters alone of doubt-
1974; Frey and Prinz, 1978). Although the mantle ful 'alue. Nevertheless it is possible in most
regions underlying the ridge were indeed sub- cases to derive all basalt compositions at a
continental before the opening of the Atlantic single site from the same mantle source through
ocean, there is no reason why such processes partial melting processes (including dynamicshould be restricted to the sub-continental mantle. melting) and fractional crystallization, While
Hanson (1977) favours a veined mantle in view of fractional crystallization is an important cause
the common occurrence of pyroxenite veins in of compositional variation within a particularmantle nodules and in ultramafic components of geochemical unit, several such units may occur at
ophiolites. any one site that can only be related by partial

A mantle region variably veined by HYG-element melting processes. This suggests that long-lived
enriched material does offer some advantages in sub-axial magma chambers are not an important
interpreting the geochemical variations in N. feature of the slow-spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
Atlantic basalts. The IYG-element enriched 2. Basaltsfrom different sites along the same
material in the veins would, at mantle temp- mantle flow line (e.g. 63 N) do show some comp-
eratures, be in partial isotopic equilibrium with ositional and isotopic differences which cannt
the surrounding depleted mantle to an extent readily be accosoodated by fractional crystalli-
depending on the number and spacing of the veins zation and partial melting. These probably
and the effectiveness of diffusion. At small r t o c al e ti es the ably
degrees of melting the veins would contribute reflect local heterogeneities in the mantle sourcesignficntlyto he YO eemet cnten ofthe feeding the ridge. However, in terms of the more-
significantly to the HYG element content of the HYG element ratios of basalts at these same site.
melt and HYG element ratios would be governed by it is the constancy (or consistency) of these
those in the veins. owever at higher degrees of ratios which is the more striking, implying that
partial melting the more-HYG element depleted host the mantle feeding particular ridge segments was
mantle would be involved and HYG element abundan-for at
ces in the melt would be lower and more-HYG / less- unior wt respet to ths probles for th
HYG element ratios transitional toward those of the least 35 m.y. (at 360. and probably since the
host mantle. This could explain why there is an opening of the Atlantic.
intercept on the axis of the less-HYG element on 3. By contrast, ratios of the more-HYG elements
most regional inter-element plots. However,.ratios vary markedly along the Mid-Atlautic Ridge, but
of the more-HYG elements would be determined by each case these regional differences are main-
those in the veins except where the proportion of tained at a particular spreading axis for long
veins was very small. time periods. HYG-element ratios in the Iceland=Such a model may account for the fact that Regkjanes Ridge area are different from those at
basalts at 45 N and 36°N have similar ratios of 45 N and at 360 N, and both are different from ththe more-HYG elements, but display systematically ratios at 220 N and in typical MORB. It is appartvarying ratios of more-HYG to less-HYG elements, that the volumes of mantle with these distinctivBearing in mind that the latent heat of fusion element ratios are large, and moreover that ther
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are not just two contrasted ('depleted' and 'en- upper mantle matLrial, icctc- -hvsis (in
riched') sources mixing and feeding the Mid- press), 1978.

Atlantic Ridge, but rather several sources with Brooks, C., S.R. Hart, A. h and D.E. James,
their own HYG-element character. Rb-Sr mantle isochrons fi tanic regions,

The results suggest that the mantle may be Earth Planet. Sci. Lvtt., , 51-61, 1976.
heterogeneous on different scales for different Bryan, W.B., and J.G. Moor- Cowpositioo

elements, in which case the plume-u ixing model variations of young basalts in the Y' j-
would seem to be insufficiently flexible toaccount Atlantic Ridge rift valev n,. 360 49'N,
for the observed variations. A viable alternative Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull., 88, ' ' , 1977.
model, bearing in mind isotopic constraints, is to Cann, J.R. and R. Heath, Some trace elements in
consider the data in terms of depletion/enrichment basalts from Leg 34, in Ini-ial Reports of the
processes operating throughout earth history. The Deep Sea Drilling Project, (Washington, U.S.
processes of crustal extraction are capable of Government Printing Office), 34, 289-292, 1976.
causing both depletion and significant fractiona- Carter, S.R., N.M. Evenson, P.J. Hamilton and
tion of HYG elements in the residual mantle source. R.K. O'Nions. Continental volcanics derived
This may not however be the only process. Mantle from enriched and depleted source regions,
variably veined with HYG element enrichedmaterial Earth Planet Sci. Lett., 37, 401-408, 1978a.
offers distinct advantages in interpreting the Carter, S.R., N.M. Evenson and R.K. O'Nions,
observed patterns of geochemical and isotopic Contamination of basalts with continental
variation. Further drilling in critical areas of crust: Nd- and Sr- isotope evidence, EOS,
the N. Atlantic would greatly assist in under- Trans. Am. Geophys. Union, 59, 393, 1978-b.
standing the nature and causes of mantle hetero- DePaulo, D.J. and G.J. Wasserburg, Nd isotopic
geneity. variations and petrogenetic models, Geophys.

Res. Lett., 3, 249-252, 1976.
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THE PRIMARY MELT OF THE OCEANIC THOLEIITE AND THE UPPER MANTLE COMPOSITION

L. V. Dnitriev, A. V. Sobolev, and N. M. Suschevskaja

Vernadsky Institution of Geochemistry of the USSR Academy of Sciences

Introduction requires the simultaneous existence of lherzolitic
and pyroxenitic mantle as the source of magma

The chemical variations of pillow lavas types with compositions (T-87) and (T-89) and
from seismic layer two of the world oceans are are actually primary ;i-leiitic melts. This
relatively limited and markedly distinguished ieads to serious consequences relating to
from their continental volcanic counterparts. global geology, tectonics, petrology, etc.

This has led to the following assumptions: However, a more or less exact estimate of
stable and specific conditions of partial the real primary (or parental) oceanic tho-
melting accompanies the formation of typical leiite melt composition is required, a-ad this
oceanir crust, and a specific and uniform should be obtained from chemical variations of
upper mantle composition exists at the depth the quenched basaltic glasses forned on the
where oceaitic tholeiite magma appears. These surface of submarine undersea lava flows. The
conditions hve characterized the ocean Crust compositions of these glasses are expected to
formation dur.ng the last 150 m.y. All of vary in composition from the primary melt (in
these considerations support the concept of cases where phencrrysts did not have time to
the oceanic thol.,iites from seismic layer two appear) to the residual melt (when porphyric
occupying a singXl worldwide basaltic province rocks formed). In both cases the glass
(Dmitriev, Sharaskin, and Garanin, 1976). composition does not depend upon toe mechanical

Nevertheless alte-native viewpoints based enrichment or depletion in phenocryscs.
on the diversity of p~llow lava compositons The significant deviation of the glass
and also on experimental petrology have been composition from the primary or residual
discussed in the literatare. These postulate liquid should only be due to the dissoli.tion
the existence of two or more parental tho)eiitic (or remelting) of phenocrysts. However, this
magmas derived from a hetetogeneous upper needs a remarkable and gradual chkige in
mantle. conditions of the rhermodynamic equilibrium
For instance, experimental data by Kushiro during the eruotive process.

(1972) show that the minimal changes in the More exact information about the primary
melt composition lead to the appearance of melt can be obtaired through the determination
different phases along the liquidu% (Figure of the composition of microinclusions in
1). Composition (T-87) has 9.2 wt ' MgO and phenocrysts homogenized at their trapping
the stable olivine along the liquidus from I temperatures. There are few available pub-
atm. to 7.5 kilobars pressure. The la.'t lished data pertaining to this topic.
corresponds to four-pbnse equilibrium, uhilst Thus the present paper is based largely on
the low;er (T-89) has 7.4 wt. % 1gO yet stoble the numerous glass composition data available
plagioclase along the liquidus within the bame with new information about microinclusions in

interval in pressure. In the last case phenocrysts.
olivine appeared on the liquidus only with The chemical variation amongst 100 analyses
about 2 wt. % H 2O. In this regard recent data of volcanic glasses from the world's oceans
on the homogenization of melt-microinclusions have been statistically assessed (the original
in olivine, plagioclase, and spinel occurring data from W.G. Melson, et al., Catalog,
in oceanic tholeiites indicate temperatures of Smithsonian Institution, 1977).
formation in the range 1240 -1280 C (Clocchiotti, Figure 2 shows the average glass composition
19,7; Shugurova and Dolgov, 1976; Karpuchin, for each of 68 Sites from the At'antic, 47
Sobolev, Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry, Sites from the Pacific, and 17 Sites from the

U.S.S.R. Academy of Science). In light of Indi.n Ocean plotted in the olivine-diopside-
these data it seems likely that oceanic plagionlase ternary system. Some charac-
tholeiites originated under the dry condition. teristiL compositions and the field of pillow
Therefore, the Kushiro and Thompson experiment lava compositions are also plotted here.
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Fig. 1. Melting relations for two abyssal tholeiites (T-87) and (T-89)

after I. Kushiro (1972). For compositions, see Table 2.

Figure 2 clearly illustrates that (1) with lherzolitic mantle at 5-11 kilobars of

chemical variations of tholeiitic glasses are pressure. There are no primary melts of

limited in comparison with one for pillow alumina-rich tholeiite.

lavas, and (2) all the glasses compositions 2. The chemical diversity of pillow lavas

occupy a compact area bordered by the five- are explained by various degrees of their

phase olivine-tholeiite point. The point mechanical saturation in phenocrysts: olivine,

representing alumina-rich tholeiite with the plagioclase, and pyroxene or combinations of

plagioclase as the liquidus phase (T-89) lies all.

outside of the area of the glass compositions. 3. The restricted range of the natural

These observations lead to the following glass compositions observed does not permit

main conclusions. significant remelting or dissolution of the

1. Only one kind of parental (or primary) phenocrysts.

Gceanic tholeiite melt exists. It corresponds Data based on Site 332 B (Dmitriev, 1977;

to the magnesium-rich tholeiite coexisting Aumento and Kempe, 1977) confirm these con-
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Fig. 2. Average glass compositions for Sites from world oceans plotted in ternary diagram Olivine (01)-Diopside (Di)-Plagioclase (P6).

1. Atlantic Ocean (68 Sites). 2. Pacific Ocean (47 Sites). 3. Indian Ocean (17 Sites).
4. Average M.O.R.B. (Dmitriev et al., 1976). 5. Points of four-phase equilibrium for
10.5 kilobars (Bence, et al., 1978), 7.5 kilobars (Kushiro, 1972), 5.0 kdiobars (extrapolated
from Kushiro, 1972), and I atmosphere (Tilley, et al., 1965; Tilley, et al., 1966; Brown and
Shairer, 1966; Emslie and Lindsley, 1967). 6. Alumina-rich tholeiite (T-89) (Kushiro, 1972).
7. Composition of melt microinclusion in olivine, Site 332 B (see text) "a" and "b" linesestimated for olivine-plagioclase cote:tic boundaries for real compositions with normative
plagioclase An. 0 and An 50 respectively (wt. %).

The compositions of pillow lavas are inside the dashed area.

clusions totally (see Figure 3). The glass significant coefficients or correlations forcomp3sitions are very restricted occupying a single groups while there are no correlations
field distinct from the point of alumina-rich between the same elements for joined groups
basalt. (see Table 1).

Yhe individual glass compositions for the The more detailed statistical treatment ofAtlantic are plotted o., the same ternary glass compositions for the Atlantic permits a
system (293 single points for all sites, recalculation of the variation lines for bothFigure 4). It is seen here that they form two groups and to detormine the compositions of
discrete groups. The first group (crosses) the terminal points on tne ends of these
occupies the area between the 7.5-10.5 kilobars lines. These compositions are placed into
five-phase points and the 1 atmosphere point. Table 2 together with primary melt compositio,
The second group stretches from the 5 kilobars estimated by A. Bence, et al. (1978), F. Frey,point to the I atmosphere point also. Group " et al. (1974), and M. Flower, et al. (1977).
1 is relatively depleted in Tio 2, while group C.nposition of the melt inclusion in olivine
N 2 is markedly enriched in TiO2. from Sitc 332 B (our data, see below), olivineThe existence of these two single groups tholeiite (T-82) (XeQhiro, 1972), plagioclase
was confirmed by a statfstical assessment tholeiite (T-89) (Kushiro, 1972), and averagestudy of the correlation between major elements. M.O.R.B. (Dmitriev, Sharaskin, and Caranin,
Some examples of this statistical operation 1976) are also placed in this table. All
are demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6. It is these compositions and giass variation lines
seen here that both groups are characterized are plotted on Figure 7 as a function of MgO
by similar covariation but differ one from content.
another in the level of element concentrations. Figure 7 shows the following. All primaryIt is important to point out that these are melts considered lie inside the oval area.

:M
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Kampe, 1977) in ternary diagram Ol-Di-PI.

1. Plagioclase-phyric basalts
2. Olivine-phyric basalts
3. Alumina-rich basalt (T-89) (Kushiro, 1972)
4. Glass compositions for all rocks from Site 332 B
5. Four-phase points for various pressure (see Fig. 2)
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7. LFig. 4. The compositions of glasses for Atlantic Ocean in ternary diagram 01-P1-Di (293 single analyses)
1. The group N 1 with relatively low Ti O content

2. The group N 2 with relatively high TiO2 content.3. Average M.O.R.B. (Dmitriev, 1976) 2
4. Alumina-rich basalt (T-89) (Kushiro, 1972)
5. Four-phase points for various pressures (see Fig. 2). Solid lines see also Fig. 2.
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Fig. 5. Correlation between Al 0 and Ti0 2 contents
in glasses from Atlantic (wt. % .

1. The group N 1 (125 analyses)
2. The group N 2 (168 analyses)

3. Average M.O.R.,. (Dmitriev, et al., 1976)

Their compositions change depending on pressure above allow us to conclude that the primary
as indicated by the arrow. The dashed (1-2) melt formed under decreasing pressure and
and dotted (3-4) lines most probably reflect crystallizatin of this melt led to the similar
the change of residual melt composition due to trends in variation of the glass composition.
crystallization of the primary melts. The SiO , TiO (FeO), and Na 0 contents increase
latter point is confirmed by simple calculations while CaO and MgO decrease during this process.
(Figure 8). The same variation lines are Change of pressure does not signif'cantly
plotted in the 01-Pl-Di ternary system: the influence Al 202 and K 0 contents in the
phenocrysts assemblages which must be subtracted primary melt w1ilst tie residual melt becomes
from the primary melts (1) and (3) to get the depleted in Al2 0. and enriched in K 0 due to
residuel compositions (2) and (4), respectively, crystallization differentiation.
are indicated. In both cases the extracted Average MORB, olivine (T-87) and plagioclast
phenocrysts make up about 40% wt. of the (T-89) tholeiites are located mostly outside
original primary melts. The orientation of the field of primary melts and glass variation
variation lines (1-2) and (3-4) coincide with It is that all of these compositions are
the directions of the cotectic lines shown on saturated in phenocrysts to various degrees.
Figure 2. Olivine to plagioclase ratio of Figure 9 shows a combination of the diagram
the phenocrysts for the first group is markedly used previously for various petrochemical
higher than for the second group. This could constructions (Dmitriev, 1969; Dmitriev,
be due to differences in Ca/Ca + Na which can 1974). Two histograms of "A" and "S" componer
be responsible for the shift of the 01-PI for oceanic ultramafic rocks are seen in the
cotectic boundary. lower left part. About 150 analyses of these

The observations concerning Figure 7 and 8 rocks were used to construct these histograms
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wI Ti0 2  (Dmitriev, 1969). The bimcial character
i*o corresponds to the existence of two r.ain

* .groups of oceanic ultramafic rocks: harziurgite

20 (H) and lherzolite (L). The calculated: * ?. primary melts of tholeiites for a pressure of
a 8-10 k bars (point 1) and for 3-5 k bars

(point 3) are located in the upper left part
of the diagram. Points (1) and (3) corresponding

* *I_ : to average lherzolite and harzburgite lie
.000 practically along the one straight line. This

++ allows a tcst of the petrological model of
15 ++ partial melting of the tholeiites from lherzolite

*++ + to leave birzburgite as residual material
* + + (Dnitriev, 1969). The result of these evalup-lons

*++++ + is shown in Table 3. It is seun that the real
+ +~. average oceanic lherzolite :.id lherzolites

+ calculated from real harzLirgite and primary

melts (1) and (3) have practically the same

+O + ++ compositions. We consider this result as
1 + + + confirmation of our estimates for the primary
• +++ + + melt composition and also the petrological

+ u +iodel for the origin of tholeiite melt from
++ -;*+ uceanic mantle by 13% of partial melting.

+ +i+ + It has been indicated above that very
+ +important information about the primary melt

+ can be obtained through the melt microinclusionK2 0 W°%° studies. The technique for the homogenization
0.5 0.2 03 and measurement of melt microinclusion com-

positions in olivine and spinels from oceanic
Fig. 6. Correlation between K 0 and TiO contents tholelites has been updated. Figure 10 shows
in glasses from Atlantic (wt. i). For s2mbols, see the microphotograph of a polyphase inclusion
Fig. 5. in olivine (Site 332 B) before and after

homogenization. The inclusions were heated at
1270 + 10°C within a CO - CO atmosphere for
one hour and then quenc~ed. The compositions

TABLE 1. Correlation Between A203 -TiO2 and TiO2 -K2 0 for r.oips 1, 2 and for Both Groups

Group N 1 Group N 2 Both Groups
(125 analyses) (168 analyses) (293 analyses)

m s r m s r m s r

A23 15.65 0.691 15.619 0.474 15.633 0.578

-0.726 -0.546 -0.450

TiO2  1.046 0.241 1.716 0.219 1.433 0.400

+0.838 +0.727 +0.290

K20 0.139 0.070 0.121 0.039 0.129 0.054

m - mathematical expectation
s - root mean square deviation
r - correlation coefficient
(Standard statistical coefficients)
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For explanation, see text.

of homogenized and quenched microinclusions 0.31. Following Roeder and Emsley (1970) this

were determined by JXA-5A microprobe. The quantity indicates that the equilibrium
average of determinations is seen in Table 2 between olivine and melt occurred at a temperature

(Column 5). The partition coefficient for Fe of T=12800C, practically the same as the

and Mg between olivine and the inclusion Kd = temperature of homogenization. It is important

4
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Fig. 9. Primary tholeiitic melts and oceanic ultramafic rocks compositions on the A-S diagram
A Al 2I0O3 + CaO + Na 2O + K 20; S = SlO 2 - ((FeO) + MgO + MnO + TiO 2 + Cr 2 03 + NiO)

Solid arrows show direction to some minerals compositions.
H - average oceanic harzburgite

L - average oceanic lherzolite
1 - primary tholeiitic melt under 8-10 k bar

3 - primary tholeiitic melt under 3-5 k bar
For additional explanation see text.
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- ~ ~ Fi. i.Met= relations fo- a!-yssail tholiit ic
31ass fro= F .. US, 527-1-1, after Bence, et al.

... 1978). -or co-csiticn., see Table 2.
,, ; - -. e= ;, ra tu re o f o l iv in e c ry s ta lli za t ion (S ite 3 32 3)

°.-epera-.ure of plagioclase crystallization (Si'te 332

100 rk ;,allcrwdept.h o phenocry.st appearance i ht- :e.- (aboout -4- = under dry. conditions. The
.-xist.ence of two; groups of primaryv tholeiitic
-tfor the Atlantic is illustrated on the.V c iea.-'cat map of the Atlanzic Ocean, (Figure

- ~2) fr:which it is seen that thefisgru
£- _ _(crosses) occurs north from 36 Nsour., of 25 S

" %_. along the .Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The second
group (solid points) is located in the equatorial

"- " --- art of the Ridge.Q T he geochemical difference between basalts

located N and S of 36°N was also noted by W.G.
n7 Me'-son (1978), F. Bougault (1978), and W'.B.

_ - SzS:_ osi "- and occurring elsewhere in this
volume.

. __ If our assumptions about the dependence
between pr'=ary melr composition and pressure

' -- ---- is correct, then the depth of -hoeiitic =ag-m

generation in the mantle of the Atlantic Ocean
Fig. 10. Polyplase m-elt microinclusion in oliv-ine decreases from North and South toward the
(Site 332 B). equatorial area, and probably fro= the western

a. Before h .-mogenization margin to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (see two
b. After homogenization and quenching points at the western Atlantic on Figure 12).

From a petrological point of view this pheno-
to note the composition of melt -icroinclusions =enon is explained as the result of the
determined also corresponded to the equilibrium partial ".!ring of spinel lherzolite to form
with olivine from oceanic harzbureite (Fat9.5) the first group of Primary melt and plagio-
which is considered to be the residual material clase lherzolite to form the second group of
after extraction of tholeiitic melt (Dmitriev, melt.
1969). The temperature calculated for this Conclusions
equilibrium underdry conditions an,' 10 k bar
pressure is 13209Cd(Vaganov and Kusnetsov¢, 1. Most probably the oceanic upper mantle

1976). All of these conditions (tem-perature, is quite uniform in composition alo. g Zhe
pressure, and composition) are very similar So depth interval where the oceanic tholeiites
ones determined recently by A.E. Bence, et al. originate. This mantle consists of spinel and
(1978) (see Figure 11 and Table 2). The plagioclase lherzolite and these are the
maximal temperatures of olivine and plagio- source of tholeiitic melts and also involves
clase phenocryst crystallization dE=erined by the Production of harzburgite as the residual
the homogenization of melt microinclusions in matcdr after tholeiitic melt extraction.
these phenocrysts from basalts of Site 132 B There are no indications of the existence of
have been plotted on the A. Bence diagram. pnroxenitic mantle.
The results are well in accordance with experi- 2. The primary tholeiitic melt is enriched
mental data and also allow us to assume a in MgO, CaO, and AI203 and depleted in (FeO),
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I ~ .DExplanation for Table Z2
C% ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -14 Ln 0M ) Ilc'j00 cq 01 The gi1ss composition near 8-10 kilobars

f our-phase point for group N 1.
2. !he glass composition near 1 atm. point

0jLn0ola,1 0 -4e M for group Ni.
4! . . . 3. The glass composition near the 3-5 kilo-

bars four-phase points for group N 2.

4. The glass composition near the 1 atm.

00L %ooC ,i o 4 05 Themet iconlsn noiv eS e

basand T=1320 0C (Bence, et al., 1978).

. 1970.r tholeiitic melt after Freweet
r- ........ a.%............... 8. Primary toeii etatrFeeiI 0~0O~~ 0 In~ al., 1974.

328B) II9. Olivine tholeiite (T-87) (Kushiro, 1972).

110. Plagioclase th(-leiite (T-89) (Kushiro,

'n 0 MLn V o1972).
196. Average M.0.R.B. (Dmitriev, et al.,

O0 0 co ON 0 C 0.-

I I (FeO) 0.9 Fe 03 + FeO, wt. %

-i -_ _ _ _ _ _ cl

U

-4

0

0 14007 40 ID'*-4 M0 CS '
-rj n -4 -4 1 4L I

4j.

0 TiO 0.1 0.2 0.24 0.17
All 1.7 3.7 3.60 3.69

0 oC n0 Ln 4r0 1 _0 c. ;' 6o ;c u r (Fe0l 8.3 8.3 8.35 8.29
0n-4 - 0 0, r- 04 YInO 0.1 0.1 0.11 0.11

I nci M&0 42.9 38.6 38.42 38.53
CaO 0.7 2.3 2.17 2.34
Na.,0 0.2 0.3 0.19 0.37

E-0qc 1 ;c; c.J0_n 4 6 . 1; . Y'26 0.05 0.05 0.05 (.05
0t 1-i Iq - 0 .-4 ic~j Cr20 3  0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

NiO 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

LA Ln1. Average oceanic harzburgite (75 analyses)
r c c c O P . 0. c!0 (Dmitriev, et al., 1976).

04 inj eo 2. Average oceanic Iherzolite (64 analyses)

(Dmitriev, et al., 1976).
3. Calculated lherzolite as the sum of 87%

0 13% of primary tholeiitic melt under 8-10 kilo-

0 X bars (Table 2, column 1).
+ 4. Calculated lherzolite as the sum of 86.6%

0 0 l~w 0 0 clo+ 13.4% of primary tholeiitic melt under

En E 0 Z 4 0N N3-5 kilobars (Table 2, column 3).
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Fig. 12. Two groups of glass composition on the schemacical map of Atlantic Ocean.
1. Group N 1 with relatively low TiO content
2. Group N 2 with relatively high Ti6 content

2

TiO and alkalies in comparison with tholejitic residual liquid. However, it should be
piliow lavas. This is due to the significant emphasized that the irimary melt lost some
rol.e of crystallization differentiation during products by differentiation at the depth in
the process of tholeiitic lava formation. It mantle.
is possible that intermediate magma chambers 3. Two main groups of the primary melts
exist at shallow depth where phenocrysts are exist in the Atlantic. The first was produced
formed. The dynamic regime of the eruptive by melting of the s?inel lherzolitic mantle at
process makes it impossible for significant a depth of 35-45 km at 1280-1320 0C and dry
amounts of the phenocrysts to dissolve in the conditions. The second group was formed by
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I VOLUTION OF TIHE 'FAMOUS' OCEAN RIDGI SEQaIENT: EVIDENCE FROM SUbMILARINE AN)
DEEP SEA DRILLING INVESTIGATIONS

M. F. J. Flower

Department of Mineral Sciences, Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D. C. 20560

Paul T. Robinson

Department of Geological Sciences, University of California, Riverside, California 92521

Abstract. Datn from Leg 37 basement drill regarding the ocean crust which have been con-
sites are comparec with the FAMOUS surveys of firmed and refined by later legs.
the Mid-Atlantic R'dge at 36 - 37*N in relation Our main objective in this paper is to
to possible models .f crust coistruction. At the integrate the chemical, lithologic, and magnetic
youngest (ca. 3.5 m) BP) drill site and in the stratigraphy of crustal rocks drilled during Leg
modern median valley magma conpositions range 37 with interpretations of volcanic features and
from high CaO to low :aO type3 of ocean ridge processes in the F.AMOUS ridge segment in order
tholeiite. Compositicnal variation defines to understand the dynamic processes of crustal
several systems of sha.low-lvel fractionation, construction at the spreading axis. Although
each characterized by major and lithophile deep crustal drilling and submersible surveying
element parameters and %ach related to separate provide distinctly different types of data, each
parent magma batches. S-at-al variation of complements the other to a high degree.
different systems in the meJian valley corre- Submersible surveying allows study of spatial
sponds to the volcanic tc:t.graphy and is recon- and morphologic relationships of crustal features
ciled to magnetic and cheuical stratigraphy at but provides little data on eruptive chronology
the drill sites. A hypot;esIs is advanced to and stratigraphy. In contrast, crustal drilling,
explain the chemical zona.ioh and exclusive although areally restricted, provides a detailed
exposure of low dips in tha -edian valley, record of crustal stratigraphy and permits a

chronologic reconstruction of geologic events.
Introeuctron Equivalent investigations have been possible

previously only at subaerially exposed spreading
Until about 4 years ago little was known centers (e. g. Afar and iceland) where crustal

regarding ocean floor itruzture, magnetization st-atigraphic relationships can be viewed in the
of ocean crust, and processes of crustal context of axial eruptive processes (Walker,
construction along sp-eading ridges. In order 1975a; 1975b; Gibson and Piper, 1972).
to investigate these :roblems basement drilling One of the basic goals of crustal studies in
by the Glomar Challerrer was initiated in the the Atlantic Ocean is to understand he processes
Atlantic Ocean and the. FAMOIS (French-American by which the active zone of the Mid-Atlantic
Mid-Ocean Undersea Stzdy) project w.- undertaken, Liege is translated laterally into a rigid
involving a detailed stuey cf the a-idian valley sction of oceanic basement. Two extreme, though
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 36 - 37'N by sub- not mutually exclusive, models for this process
mersible surveys and other means. Since 1974 are gaining increasing attention. The first,
seven basement drilling legs have been completed influenced by studies of ophiolite complexes and
in the Atlantic Ocean, largely ;s part of the Icelardic crustal sectiois, suggests that system-
International Phase of Ocear Drilling (IPOD). atic deformation and burial occur as successive
The first of these, Leg 37, (Aumento, Melson et eruptive centers migrate away from the spreading
al., 1977) directly comrlem,:nted the FAMOUS axis to form an imbricate crus:al section. An
project by drilling 5 deep holes in oceanic underlying sheeted dike complex is believed to
basement along a sea floor Apreading flew line r.-ult from accretion of buried axial feeder
extending WNW from the 3resent median valley conduits (Palmason and Saemundsson, 1974; Kidd,
(Figure 1). Sampling a: deiths up to 583 m 1977a; 1977b). The other .:odel, based on
within basement led to several new concepts morphologic analysis of the median valley in the
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3e"i flows overlie older sediment-covered units.
Between the central topographic highs and the
rift walls the flows are everywhere fractured and
deformed, but do not appear to be rotated.

. Geomorphic analysis of the valley surface
335 (Ballard and Van Andel, 1977) suggests that

/~ ~;ftinz occurs along the flanks of the central
334 volcanoes so Lhat as crustal dilation proceeds

A,_-t F .. the axis of spreading =igrates back and forth
across the rift floor instead of following a

3 Z- sta-tic central suture. Lava flows often spread
AR EA up to 500 meters or more from their vents, and

--- ...... - surface measurements suggest that spreading is
accompanied by subsidence of up to 100 meters,

--- ossibly due to collapse of shallow depleted
. .. "" magma chambers (cf. Wright and Fiske, 1971).

-" . Troughs flankingthe inner rift and uplifted highs
at the outer rift margins are associated with

Figure 1. The 'rAMOUS' region of the Mid-Atlantic dip-slip faulting. In-ard-facing scarps with

Ridge showing principal offsets and Leg 37 sites; slopes ranging up to 30- are interpreted by
the 'A.R' or south rift lies to the south of Ballard and Van Andel (ir77) as slope 'envelopes'
Fracture Zone B. or groups of closely spaced faults with individ-

ual dips of 60-90'.

FAMOUS area, argues that volcanic edifices once Local spreading rates of 13.4 .m/yr (Last) and
formc in t!h. valley are not buried by later 7.0 =/yr (west) result in asymmetric profiles
eruptions b.,t are carried laterally to the flanks for both inner and outer rifted walls with uplift
of the va2l :y to form a 'welded' crustal layer comparatively compressed to the wcst (Macdonald,
(Atwater, :978; Macdonald and Atwater, 1978). 1977). Macdonald (197) and Macdonald and
Each of the models predicts a specific strati- Luyendyk (1977) conclude from deep to. magnetic
graphic profile for vertical sections f oceanic surveys that spreading has been oblique relative
crust, to the axial trend for the last 8 m.y. B. P.

In this paper we resent interpretations of Ramberg et al. (1977) observe that re-orienta-
the Leg 37 drill core and FANOUS surveys from tion of the oblique spreading pattern has
which we attempt to define the nature of the involved complex migration of ridge segments and
subrift magma supply and conduit systems, the jumping of shortar ridge segments, resulting in
chronology of crustal accretion, and the local parallel spreading axes south of 36' 0".

deformation of eruptive units. These interpre- The whole FAMOUS-AYAR region is one of inrtenze
tations are then used to critically evaluate the crustal fracturing. Both Fracture Zones A and B
hypothetical models outlined above, have extensive westward offsets to the south and

the median valley merges into these complex zones

The 'FAM0OUS' Project uith increasing width between the confining walis.

Morphology of the Median Valley Lithologv and Eruptive Chronology

The FAMOUS region is a 20-km-long segment As summarized by leknian et al. (1976) the
of the median valley bounded on the north and major basalt types in the FAMOUS region are:
south by transform faults, Fracture Zone A and 1) Olivine phyric basalt; 2) picritic basalt;
Fracture Zone B (Figure 1). This region has been 3) plagioclase-oliine-clinopyroxene-phyric

surveyed in detail by submersibles and deep tow basalt; 4) highlyplagioclase-phyric basalt; and

package techniques, and extensively sampled by 5) aphyric bas;.It. Types 1 and 2 are believed to
dredging. The results of these investigations represent high temperature, primitive lavas
have been published in numerous papers, most of whereas types 3, 4, and 5 are interpreted as
which appeared in a special volume of the iower temperature derivatives formed by frac-
Geological Society of America Bulletin (Volume .ienal crystallization.
88, Numbers 4 and 5). Further work is in prog- Despite the short time span of crustal
ress in the XMAR (American Mid-Atlantic Ridge) formation (probably less than 0.5 m.y.) age
rift, souto of Fracture Zone B (Figure 1). estimates for the inner rift floor and adjacent

Between the two fracture zones the median valley ealls from manganese and palagonite :oatings and

averages 4 km in width and is about 500 m deep. fissiop track measurements suggest three chrono-

Within an inner rift valley, 1-2 km wide, linear logically distinct groups of flows (Bryan and

volzanoes form a set of central topographic Moore, 1977; Hekinian and Hoffert. 1
9 7

5; Storzer

highs. Recent eruptive activity is concentrated and Selo, 1974). With decreasing age these are:

along this central axis but is also evident at a) Olivine-rich basalts (lithologic types 1 and
the foot of the eastern fa it scarp where young 2) fcrming central hills and rare differentiated
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r lagioclase-olivine-clinopyroxene-phyric basalts 8-

(lithologic type 3) associated with flank erup-
tions; b) phyric and aphyric basalts (lithologic <
types 3 and 5) concentrated on the eastern part * , N -.

of the inner rift floor; and c) highly plagio- - -- -
clase-phyric basalts (type 4) occurring mostly - 1 AM "--

0 o 15'.i FAMO\ _-AMAR
on the western rift wall. '"-

Chemical V riation of Basalts 3

Several hundred chemical analyses have been I -; /-
aade of whole rock and glass samples from the /\ //
FAMOUS region in order to establish basic compo- 6 FRACTURE ZONES / \
sitional trends and to compare these rocks with 14 / X/"

those from other parts of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge /"
(Bougault and Hekinian, 1974; Bryan et al., 1976; 12 r.Kus-,/ 1 47

Bryan, in press). Because the composition of / /
'  

4 
/ '

whole rock specimens is affected by phenocryst 0 /
accumu]ation and by alteration, fresh glass 3 .: .. /. I
compositions have been used most successfully '

to establish chemical variations within the -
FAMOUS region. For any given MgO value, TiO2
is more variable in north rift (FAMOUS) glass 12

samples and CaO and A1203 are higher in south 0 7 I-aAR

rift (AMAR) samples (Figure 2). AMAR and ,"A/
fracture zone basalts are more fractionated than $ VAMOUS - - ./
FAMOUS samples but there is no evidence to , . .V ACTU
indicate derivation from chcrically different 

/ . A ... ZONES-

parent magmas. The small segment of the north 3: Q
rift including Mount Pluto and Mont de Venus, .
studied by the submersible ALVIN, shows a regular
spatial patterr -f phenocryst assemblages and 7

glass compositions (Bryan and Moore, 1977); 135

Hekinian ,t al., 1976). These autho-s found a " - o
zonation of several oxides, particularly T1O2, 1301

and parameters such as FeO/MgO between axial and U ""
vall,- flank locations. From this zonation they 0 1Z5 \ \ -. -'-FAMOUS

infe a lateral progression from primitive . °* o -\ .°oC"

'axial' to fractionated 'flank' magmas which th-v - .

believe to be the surface expression of an 115\

extensive sub-rift magma chamber spanning the .
width of the median valley. This model posLu- ,,o 0-
lates a continuous process of eruptior from, __, _, _._.__

replenishment to, and fractionation within a 35

single large magma chamber. The lateral portions I
of the chamber are postulated to cool more rapid- 0
ly and hence undergo more fractional crystalli- ,

- A

zation than the axial portions, thus by virtue of, F O-Z"."°".\ )
the spreading of eruptive loci leading to the 25 ,l \ )

observed zonation. Bryan and Moore (1977) con- ' o .
cluded that fractional crystallization of olivine, 'Z 2  

. - "
_-F-~-RACTURE

plagioclase and clinopyroxene can account for most .- ZONES

variations in glass compositions despite some 15
difficulties in reconciling litho ,ile element_ _"_"_____

00 9 8 7
contents between proposed paienc and daughter WEIGHT % MgO
magmas. To overcome this problem White and
Bryan (1977) suggest that successive magma Figure 2. Oxide versus MgO plots for FAMOUS -

batches of variable trace element composition AMAR glass chemical data;(9)symbols denote glass
may be injected into the chamber during cooling, group average- for the Mount Pluto - Mont de
Incomplete mixing oi the batches coupled with Venus region of FAMOUS sampled by ALVIN (Bryan
fractional crystallization thus gives rise to and Moore, 1977) (see taxt); other symbols
the observed surface zonation. represent chemical type(*;..verages for dredge

We have re-interpreted the FAMOUS glass data stations in FAMOUS and AMAR(O) rift segments and
keeping in mind the followlog lacLors: a) Fracture Zone(+)locations, (Bryan, 1978).
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Chronologic relations of shallow-level co-genetic localities may be up to 500 m from source vents.
magmas; b) spatial relations of co-genetic magmas Some magma groups (e.g. 10 and 11) are split into
to topographic features, and thus by implication eastern and western segments separated by
to eruptive conduit systems; c) Lhe role of sequences believed to be younger because of
median valley tectonics in determining the dis- thinner manganese and palagonite coatings
tribution and extent of burial of eruptive (Hekinian et al., 1976). Based on the same kind
sequences; and d) the conotraints placed on the of age data,group 11 west appears to be an old
stability of sub-rift magma chambers by such inlier completely surrounded by younger basalts.

parameters as heat flow and spreading rates. Viewed in thu, conte::t the observed chemical
If eruptions occur along a wore or less zonation is the result of a complex combination

constant axial location in the median rift the of fractionated basalts with Ti0O > I wt % and

observed chemical zonation should reflect a Mg/Mg + Fe+2 ratios between .b and .66 (e.g. 7,
simple o.acular trend. If, on the other hand, the 8, 9, 10 east, 10 west, 11 east, 11 west, and 12)
zonation reflects coeval eruption of flank and and primitive basalts with TiO, < 1 wt " and
axis magmas the comp]eted crust should have a Mg/Mg + Fe+2 ratios > .66 (e.g. groups 1-6)
distinctly different chemical imprint either occurring in linear strips. The probable co-

vertically or horizontally depending on the mode genetic groups (1, 8, 12 and 7, 10) are also co-
of crustal emplacement. One approach to linear with one another and with the tolographic
resolving thib question is to model the major grain.
element compos .tions in terms of shallow isvel In summary, we believe that the zonation in
fractionation procesies. For this purposa i,- glass compositions reported by Bryan and Moore
have sorted 30 glass analyses (Bryan and Moore, (1977) and Hekinian et al. (1976) cannot be due
1977) into cheri' al groups by using a set of to transverse zonation of a single sub-rift magma
discriminant oxide tolerances (Table 1) and have chamber. Such a mode3 is precluded by the
tx.ted inter- and intra-group relationships by quantitative incompatibilities of fractionation
least squares analysis (Wright and Doherty, schemes linking supposedly cogenetic magma
1970). Twelve compositional groups were estab- groups. This conclusion, coupled with the
13hed by this procedure, the average composi- linear distribution of rocks representing

tions of which are given in Table 2. Each group individual magma groups, is compatible with the
is characterized by distinct element parameters suggestion of Flower et al. (1977b) that multiple

such as CaO/A1203 , K20/TiO 2 and T40 2 /A1203
• in shallow-level fractionation systems co-exist

addition, trace element data from the same glass beneath the evolving spreading axis.
samples (Langmuir et al., 1977) show that the
major element groups have characteristic and DSDP Leg 37

distinct ratios of Zr/Y, Ce/Sm and Sm/Yb.
Major element variations indicate that most Information derived from basement drilling on

magma groups cannot be related by simple Leg 37 (Figure 4) provides a radically different

fractionation models, hence, we infer that they perspective to mid-ocean ridge processes. Most

represent discrete magma batches representing shore-based work on Leg 37 material is now

independent shallow-level fractionation systems. finished (Aumento, Melson et al., 1977) and

Exceptions are groups 1, 8 and 12 and groups 7 numerous interpretative papers have been

and 10, each set of which may define a line of published.
liquid descent. Fractination models relating
other groups cannot be accomodated by least Lithology .nd Magnetic Stratigraphy
squares fits for parent and daughter lavas and

fractionating phase compositions because resid- Recovered basement material is mostly p'llow

uals for Ti0 2 , Na20, and K20 are excessive, basalt and breccia with minor interlayered

The spatial distribution of these glass groups sediment. Basalts drilled at the youngest sites

(Figure 3) shows that most groups have a sub- (332 and 333) are similar to those in the FAMOUS

par'!lel linear arrangement, generally coincident rift valley, ranging from coarsely-phyric to

with the topographic grain, even though sample aphyric (aumento, Melson et al., 1977). An

TABLE 1.

Oxide Tolerances Used in 'Chemsort' grouping of FAMOUS Glass Compositions, (ALVIN sample set).

Si02  A1203  Fe!J* MgO CaO Na2U K20 TiO 2

1.10 .60 .40 .50 .50 .20 .04 .10

In any group each analysis differs from every other by less than the stated tolerance.

d total iron oxide
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Table 2

1.2. 3. 4. 5. 6,

5±0 49.16 49.09 49.93 49.34 51.36 49.80
Al2

8
3  16.53 16.30 15.82 16-00 15.03 15.88

FeOt 8.76 9.05 8.37 8.95 7.86 8.58
MgO 9.80 9.85 9.78 9.74 9.01 9.94
Ca0 12.57 12.08 12.67 12.39 12.38 12.12
Na 0 ?.16 2.13 1.97 2.17 2.04 2.22
K26 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.10 0.10
MnO 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.14
Ti02  0.66 0.75 0.72 0.83 0.78 0.84
Cr 203  0.12 0.03 0.08 0.06 0.11 0.07

99.99 99.51 99.54 99.72 98.77 99.69

n 2 9 1 3 1 9

C/.10.760 .741 .801 .774 .824 .763
I. 02/Ai2 3  .040 .046 .046 .052 .052 .053
Mg-No. .689 .682 .698 .682 .693 .696
FeO/MgO .89 .92 .86 .92 .87 .80
Ti 3955 4494 4314 4937 4674 5033

Table 2 (continued)

7. 8.10. 11. 12.

Si02  51.14 50.35 51.82 51.36 51.05 50.52
A1203 15.17 15.63 14.37 14.62 15.01 14.93
FeOt 8.73 9.20 9.36 9.82 9.74 9.80
MgO 8.61 9.12 8.09 8.04 8.30 8.20
CaO 12.69 11.62 12.41 11.65 11.14 11.14
Na2O 2.35 2.40 2.39 2.48 2.53 2.60
K20 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.20 0.15 0.33
MnO 0.12 0.14 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15
TiO2  1.00 1.09 1.16 1.31 1.36 1.47
Cr203  0.06 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05

99.99 99.76 99.96 99.67 99.48 99.19

n 1 6 2 8 5 3

CaO/!A1203, .837 .74.3 .864 .792 .742 .746
T1O2/Al,)63  .065 .070 .081 .090 .091 .098
Mg-No. .661 .662 .631 .617 .627 .624
FeO/Mg0 1.01 1.01 1.16 1.22 1.17 1.20
Ti 5992 6531 6951 7350 8149 8808

Glass group averages for ALVIN sample analyses; data from Bryan and Moo're (1977)
for Mount Pluto Mont de Venus region of FAMOUS median valley.
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Fiur . Location of Leg 37 sites in relation to topography and magnetic anomaly profile along the
flowline from the median valley.

unusual coarsely-phyric three-phase basalt with Flower et al. (1977b) and Byerly and Wright

phenocrysts of olivine, plagioclase, and clino- (1978) identified chemical groupings of glass
pyroxene was encountered at Site 332. Basalts selvedge and whole-rock analyses and used the
at 334 and 335 are sparsely phyric to aphyric, concept of 'magma systems' to explain composi-
and relatively uniform. A plutonic complex tional lineages resulting from ascent and
composed of rhythmically interlayered two- fractional crystallization of single parent magma
pyroxene gabbro, lherzolite, harzburgite, and batches. From the stratigraphic succession of
dunite was encountered at Site 334 beneath about magma types and the correspondence of such types
50 meters of basalt. This complex was inter- with eruptive chronologic divisions, we can gain
preted as a cumulate body extruded onto the insights into crustal construction mechanisms and
median valley floor after solidification the complex nature of sub-rift magma transport.
(Aumento, Melson et al., 1977). Figure 5 shows oxide versus IlgO variation for

Downhole magnetic polarity reversals and Leg 37 glass groups (from Byerly and Wright,
stable inclination changes at Site 332 correspond 1978) compared to group averages for FAMOUS
closely to major lithologic divisions and appear samples analyzed by Bryan and Moore (1977).
to define single eruptions or sequences of Shallow level magma systems inferred hy least
eruptions. Hall (1976; 1978) has interpreted squares analysis are outlined. At Holes 332A
this to indicate a pattern of tectonic rotation and 332B magmas appear to derive from at least

~as well as secular magnetic field changes, four separate systems (1-4) none of which
~Eruptive sequences at Sites 334 and 335 are less correspond 'o a common line of liquid descent.
! variable magnetically, with expected polarities Ilagmas from a single system are chemically

and with inclinations close to the paleolatitude compatible wit, simple phenocryst removal an'"

dipole values, accumulation at shallow levels, but taose fzom
~different systems exhibit 'decoupling' o?

-Chemical Variation of lgneous Rocks lithophile elements (e.g. Zr, Y, Ti and 'TEE) and
~major oxides, such that each system followsa

Chemical studies of basement samples have been unique compositional trend (cf. Langmu~r et al.,
summarized by Flower et al., (1977a; 1977b), 1977). The chief example of inter-system element

Byerly and Wright (1978) and Bryan and Thompson decoupling are:
(1977). Here we shall review only the main a) Iligh-Ti0 2 systems at Site 332 (1 and 2) are
chemical aspects of Leg 37 basalts and light rare earth element (LREE)-enriched while a

odiscuss the relationship of chemical groups similar system at Site 335 is strongly LREE-
to the knownlithologicand magnetic strati- depleted (Schilling et al., 1977);
graphy. b) low TiO2 systems (3 and 4) at Site 332 are
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16 -LREE-depleted while a similar system at Site 334
is LREE-enriched; NaO correlates with TiOl

I- FAUS "N.-. except for Site 332, group 3 which is Na 20richFAMOUS (N -.. "- Z 
°

'- and TiO2-poor; and

Sc) CaO-poor magmas at Site 332 are exclusively
LREE enriched, but CaO-rich magmas are both
enriched and depleted in LREE and Ti0 2.

1, , Generally, Leg 37 glass compositions do not
16 correspond to FAMOUS glass groups which are

Itypically more enriched in lithonhile elements
14 \  

and lower in A1203 and CaO for equivalent MgO
FAMOUS (N / content (Bryan and Thompson, 1977). Site 335

0e 12 - ] --w) glass compositions compare most closely with
I- /" -. "FAMOUS data but are higher in A190 3 and very
9 I0 different in lithophile element contents. The

,-' / .- ? ranges of Ca0, A1203 , Na20 in Site 332 magmas8o , / are interpreted by Flower et al. (1977b) and

- - &_ii.9. ' Byerly and Wright (1978) to reflect buffering of
6- ___ ___liquid compositions by plagioclase and clino-

pyroxene in the mantle residue under variable

conditions of partial melting. We thus consider
o low pressure cotectic trends to be superimposed
4. -- - on a range of differing parent magma batches.

0 K0 Distinct parental magma batches are further
defined by lithophile element variation

- . (- / exemplified by REE, Zr, and Y. Zr and Y show

3: -- partial decoupling from major elements in magma
8- FAMOUS N groups at Site 332 and total decoupling between

magmas at different sites (Figure 6). Zr/Y
7- ratios are 'polarized', with low Zr/Y ratios

characterizing low CaO magmas (Site 332, groups
3 and 4) and high Zr/Y ratios characterizing14l -

.U- I I.-.-. & .V 13 -

I 50-

w l - FAMOUS (NI 40

35

3'0 30N

FAMOUS UN c

,I I I
25-

'5

10 9 8 7
WEIGHT % MgO

15 I I I I I II
Figure 5. Oxide versus MgO plots for Leg 37 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 (00 120
stratigraphic glass group averages (taken from Zr' ppm
Byerly and Wright, 1978); postulated low pressure
fractionation systems (from Flower et al., 1976) Figure 6. Zr/Y versus Zr (ppm) for sparsely-
are outlined for Site 332 compositions; FAMOUS phyric and aphyric Leg 37 stratigraphic rock
(north rift) glass compositions (Bryan and Moore, group averages defined by Byerly and Wright,
1977) are also outlined for comparison; 0 Site (1978); data from Aumento, Melson et al. (1977);
332-1, 0 Site 332-2, 0 Site 332-3, A Site 332- * Site 332-1, 2; 0 Site 332-3; A Site 332-4; 4

4, 0 Site 334, A Site 335. 0 Site 333, 0 Site 334; Site 335.
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high CaO magmas (Site 332, groups 1 and 2). Interpretation of Leg 37 Sequences
Zr/Y values at older sites (334 and 335) shw no
inter-site correlations with any major elemei.- In order to relate -hemical and morphologic
parameter. Polarization and partial decoupling features of the median valley to the stratigraphy
of Ce/Sm ratios from major elements and Zr/Y observed in Leg 37 drill holes we now examine
ratios also occurs at Site 332 (Figure 7) and Leg 37 sequences in light of possible dynamic
between sites. Data for FAMOUS glass samples models of crust formation.
(Langmuir et al., 1977) show a range from Integrated moc'els of eruption, burial, and
chondritic to greater than ch,.1ritic Ce/Sm dike intrusion have been postulated from
ratios for both low-and high- CaO magmas. obzervations on Icelandic crust (Palmason and

Despite the observed diversity of basalz Saemindsson, 1974) and on ophiolites (Kidd,
compositions, Sr and Nd isotope measurement. f 1977a; 1977b). Although differing in detail
FAMOUS and Leg 37 samples indicate an isotop both models postulate: a) A narrow intrusive
cally homogeneous mantle beLween 15 m.y. B.P. zone, 1-2 km wide; b) a w4der zone of eruption
and present (O'Nions and Pankhurst, 1977; White outflow, perhaps 2-10 km wide; c) subsidence of
et al., 1976). We see from Table 3 that there the erupted rocks along curved trajectories, the
are no linear changes in Ce/Sm or Zr/Y ratios, configuration of which depends on spreading rate
or in other parameters insensitive to shallow- and axis width; d) formation of a sheeted dike
level fractionation processes, between FAMOUS and complex; and e) development of a basal layer of
Site 335. Likewise, no linear trends are plutonic rocks foried from an accreting n'agma
apparent for major oxides, adjusted to equivalent storage zone.
Mg/Mg + Fe+2 ratios. Because the erupted lavas A schematic projection of these features is
along the FAMOUS - Leg 37 flow line apparently shown in Figure 8. The shape of the magnetic
were derived from homogeneous mantle material we polarity changes is marked by lavi/dike isochrons
attribute the random variations of parent magma which determine the shape of tb anomaly blocks
compositions to variable degrees of partial (Kidd, 1977a). Kidd extended this approach by
melting. The FAMOUS - Leg 37 data do not support modelling anomalies determined by dike spreading
the concept of progressive change in mantle trajectories and the Curie point isotherm of
source material due to mantle plume activity trapped magma. According to these models, a
(Schilling, 1975; Schilling, et al., 1977). drill hole should first penetrate Isochron-

bounded eruptive sequences, or chemically-defined

eruptive phases of 'anomalous' inclination,
probably showing one or more polarity reversals.
At greater depth the hole should encounter a zone

80 of abundant dikes, finally passing into a pluton-

Alternative 'nonburial' models based on
70 observations in the FAMOUS median rift (Macdonald

and Atwater, 1978) predict that a given section60 of crust is composed of several large volcanic

50- edifices which are transported laterally to the

E + -_ rift wall where they form an accreting eruptive
) /+I layer. This model postulates that despite at
a, I/ 40- I + least two episodes of vertical displacement by+ faulting, tilting of eruptive sequences is

minimal, probably not exceeding 4-5* (Atwater,

1978). As a consequence, few if any, down-hole
30o magnetic polarity or inclination changes would be

expected and downward chemical variations would
be comparatively limited, although compositions

might vary laterally from site to site. This
model is very difficult to reconcile with data

-from the crustal sequences drilled by Leg 37
where downhole magnetic, chemical, and lithologic

20 I I 9 changes are the rule, not the exception. We
believe that if downhole changes in magnetic

Ce ppm inclination or polarity coincide with composi-
tional aad lithologic boundaries of eruptive

Figure 7. Ce/Sm versus Ce (ppm) for sparsely- sequences the magnetic patterns most probably
phyric or aphyric Leg 37 stratigraphic rock reflect ridge axis tectonic activity rather than
groups (data grouped as for Fig. 6) and FAMOUS faulting of the ocean crust or secular variation
glass compositions from Langmuir et al. (1977); of the magnetic field (Hall, 1978; Watkins and
symbols same as those in Figure 6; + , FAMOUS Walker, 1977). Such a relationship is strongly
glass data. supported by Leg 37 observations (Ade-Hall et
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Table 3

:1agma Mt. Pluto - DSDP site
system(s) Mt. de Venus 332-1 -2 -3 -4 334 335

age m.y. present 3.5 ----------------------------------- 9.5 13

Ti0 2  0.95 - 1.3 0.75 0.90 0.66 0.65 0.58 0.93
Na2O 2.0 - 2.5 1.8 1.7 2.05 1.9 1.7 2.25
CaO 11.5 - 12.9 14.2 13.5 12.5 14.2 14.0 13.3
A1203  15.0 - 16.0 16.0 15.8 16.8 16.2 15.9 16.8

Ce 5.2 - 16.2 6.8 7.5 5.0 5.0 7.0 6.0
Sm 1.37 - 2.60 1.62 1.70 1.56 1.47 1.40 2.61
Yb 1.90 - 3.01 2.0 - 2.2 1.9 2.0 3.3

Zr 31 - 67 50 55 37 37 43 62
Y 24 - 28 18.9 20.4 19.5 19.0 19.1 25.8

Ce/Sm 3.8 - 5.64 4.2 4.4 3.2 3.4 5.0 2.3
Sm/Yb 1.13 - 0.60 0.81 - 0.71 0.77 0.70 0.79
Zr/Y 1.3 - 2.8 2.65 2.70 1.90 1.95 2.25 2.40

TiO 2/AI203  0.063 - 0.081 0.047 0.057 0.039 0.040 0.036 0.055
CaO/A1 203  0.741 - 0.80 0.888 0.854 0.744 0.877 0.881 0.792
TiO 2/CaO 0.063 - 0.11 0.053 0.067 0.053 0.046 0.041 0.070 o

87 Sr/ 8 6Sr .70288 - .70307 .70299 .70298 .70291 .70308 - .70316

Secular chemical variation along FAMOUS - Leg 37 drill site flowline; data from Flower et al. (197 7 a),

Byerlyand Wright (1978), Langmuir et al. (1977), Bryan and Moore (1977), Sci'ling et al. (1977). and
O'Nions and Pankhurst (1977) are averaged for individual glass groups or aphy.ic/sparsely-phyric members
of low pressure fractionation systems; element and oxide values are adjusted to equivalent values of Mg/
(Mg + Fe+2 ) (.65) to minimize discrepancies resulting from shallow level fractionation.

al., 1975), and we believe that the magnetic as interpreted from glass compositional data.
inclination patterns are critical to any inter- In Holes 332A and 332B cycle boundaries defined
pretation of crustal structure. Figures 9a - 9d from glass compositions (shown as solid horizon-
show syntheses of eruptive chronology at Leg 37 tal lines in Figure 9a and 9b) coincide with
drill sites based on lithology, whole rock and sharp changes in stable magnetic inclinations,
glass compositions, and stable magnetic alteration intensity, and, in some cases, mag-
inclinations. Eruptive units have been defined netic polarity. Thus, crustal construction at
in these sequences by aesuming that the products Site 332 was strongly episodic with short-lived
of a single eruption have: a) Uniform glass eruptive cycles (perhaps a few tens to a few
compositions; b) whole-rock compositional hundreds of years) separated by lengthy periods
variability consistent with effects of post- of volcanic quiescence. Site 332B lavas were
eruptive fractionation; c) uniform magnetic probably derived from at least four separate
polarity and stable inclination; d) lithology magma systems, and flows from these systems
consistent with the compositional variation and appear to be rhythmically interlayered in the
e) no major sedimentary or clastic intercala- lower parts of the hole (Figure 9b). The
tions. chemical and lithologic complexity in the lower

Based on these criteria 25 eruptive units are part of Hole 332B is matched by greater complex-
identified in Hole 332A (330.5 meters of base- ity in the magnetic record, reflected in
ment penetration), 45 at 332b in Hole 332B (583 variations in stable inclinations and in several
meters), 2 at Site 334 (56 meters) and I at Site polarity reversals. The reversals do not

335 (108 meters). In addition to single eruptive indicate intrusions because this entire part of
units, larger units representing apparent cycles the sequence is pillowed. There is no evidence
of eruptive activity can n recognized (Figures for mixing of the different magma sources prior
9a - 9d). In most cases these reflect the to eruption, and it seems most likely that each
appearance of magma from a new or dormant system magma type was derived from near-synchront is
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Figure 8. Schematic burial model for crust accretion, after Palmason and Saemundsson (1974);
the dike-fraction encountered in drilled sections will depend on the width of the intrusive zone;
1 - distribution of intrusive dike activity (eruptive feeder cond;:its);
2 - distribution of lava eruption and outflow extent, resulting diKe distribution curve of type

a; if diking occurs outside of these limits a dike distribution will approach a curve of
type b.

A, B, C, and D represent possible isochron-bounded basalt units that might b2 encountered in a
drill hole.

systems developed independently from separate developed during cru'tal construction in the
parent batches. median rift. " Site 332, the early eruptive

The lithologic and chemical variations with episodes werr relatively frequent and accompanied
time shown by magmas from a single system should by considerable deformation; later episodes
give at least partial information on the history reflect longer quiescent intervals between
of crystallization, phenocryst redistribution, eruptions and more stable tectonic conditions.
and draining by eruption of a single reservoir or
series of reservoirs. No gradational lithclogic Synthesis of Ocean Ridge Processes
pattern is evident at Site 332, although c.omplex
and rapid interbedding of olivine- and plagio- Any viable ridge construction model must
clase-phyric and also coarsely- and sparsely- reconcile the evidence deduced from drilling for
phyric basalts may occur in any one eruptive episodic eruption, interlayering of =-;mas from
cycle. This implies that shallow-level pheno- different systems, and substantial tectonic
cryst-liquid fractionation did not produce a rotation during early stages of crustal construc-
single chemical zonation of magma in a single tion with the apparent lack of tilting and the
chamber. The compositions of eruptive units complex chemical zoning of basalts on the modern
probably also reflect phenocryst redistribution median valley floor.
due to gravity settling and to flow, and perhaps Following Flower et al. (1977b), we believe
also periodic magma influx from deeper-seated that the chemical variation of FAMOUS and Leg 37
sources resulting in mixing of primitive and basalts indicates the co-existence of several
evolved magmas. Neither of these processes, independent shallow-level fractionation systems
however, can be invoked to explain chemical beneath the ridge axis. Dynamic stability of
differences between magmas from different s stems such systems will depend largely on the heat flux
(Flower et al., 1977b; Byerly and Wright, 1978). and the spreading rate (Sleep, 1975). If

In summary, the crustal stratigraphy at Leg approximate isostatic balance is maintained these
37 drill sites, particularly Site 332, indicates factors will in turn determine the overall supply
a pattern of episodic eruption. Close coinci- of magma, the extent of fractionation, and the
dence of lithologic, chemical, and magnetic degree of magma entrapment at depth.
boundaries indicates that this stratigraphy was In reconstructing dynamic processes at the
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SITE 332A ERUPTIVE UNITS
MAGMA

STABLE INCLINATION TiO 2 % SYSTEM
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Figure 9a. Schematic downhole sections showing eruptive units inferred from variatio..s in drill core of

lithology,NRI stable inclination and chemical affinity of glass and whole-rock compositions; data sources

are Hall and Ryall (1977), Flower et al. (1977a) and Byerly and Wright (1978). The range of stable
inclination and TiO 9 data are shown for each eruptive unit and have been extrapolated to probable unit
stratigraphic limits. Glass Ti0 2 compositions are shown by solid areas; the discrepancy between glass and
whole-rock compositions (unshaded areas enclosed by vertical dashed lines) is a measure of whole-rock
phyric character, as T1O 2 is not incorporated by phenocryst phases. Major lithologic units and magnetic
polarity changes are indicated; 'magma systems' include eruptions inferred to be cogenetic in terms of

shallow-level fraLtionation processes from least squares analysis of glass and whole-rock compositions.

Mid-Atlantic Ridge it is dseful to compare and communication). There is seismic evidence for
contrast this type of active zone with other extensive rift-controlled magma transfer both in
volcanic regimes. To make such comparisons, we Kilauea and the Icelandic rift zone (Bjornsson et

have estimated magma supply rates for intra- al., 1978), similar to that we have inferred for
plate volcanoes (Kilauea and Mauna Loa), the the FAMOUS rift zone (Figure 3), suggesting that
'diffuse' spreading axis of Iceland, and the Mid- this feature is common to all three environments.
Atlantic Ridge (Table 4). The estimates show In the absence of seismic evidence for :inea:
that supply rates from the mantle to the dilating chambers spanning the width of the median valley
Mid-Atlantic and Icelandic regions (for approxi- (Fowler, 1976; Fowler and Matthews, 1974), and

mately equivalent conduit network areas) are 1 to considering the chemical evidence for widespread
2 orders of magnitude lower than for non-dilating shallow level fractionation and phenocryst

intra-plate systems, whereas the proportions of accumulation (Flower et al., 1977b; Byerly and
non-eruptive magma trapped at depth are consider- Wright, 1978), we conclude that in the FAMOUS
ably higher in the dilating regimes. Although region iragma ascends along linear cracks corre-

magma mixing has been demonstrated for the sponding to the axis of dilation, and is tempo-

Kilauea east rift (Wright and FisKe, 1971) where rarily stored in a complex of dikes of extensive
two systems appear to coalesce periodically, it linear but restricted lateral extent.

is not a dominant process and it would seem to The surface pattern of the median valley
be of even less significance in a dilating suggests that eruptions from multiple systems
environment. Large, -oid-like magma chambers occur largely in the axial zone rather than at

are not in evidn-ace at Kilauea (Fiske and intermediate and flank localities (Figure 3).

Jackson, 1972, and it seems that magma from For the case of a narrow axial zone of eruption

adjacent conduit systemr of Mauna Loa and Kilauea the compositional zoning in the basalts may
are chemically indupendEnt (Wright, personal either reflect short-term secular variations in
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SITE 3328 ERUPTIVE UNITS
MAGMA
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Figure 9b. Schematic downhole sections sbowing eruptive units inferred frorm variations in drill
core of lithology, NRZ stable inclination and chemical affinity of glass ;nd whole-rock composi-
tions; data sources are Hall and Ryall (1977), Flower et al. (1977a) and Byerly and Wright
(1978). The range of stable inclination and'iO2 data are shown for each eruptive unit and
have been extrapolated to probable unit stratigraphic limits. Glass Ti0 2 compositions are shown
by solid areas; the discrepancy between glass and whole-rock compositions (:Inshaded areas
enclosed by vertical dashed lines) is a measure of whole-rock phyric character, as Ti0 2 is not
incorporated by phenocryst phases. Major lithologic units and magnetic polarity changes are
indicated; 'magma systems' include eruptions inferred to be cogenetic in terms of shallow-level
fractionation processes from least squares analysis of glass and whole-rock compositions.
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Figure 9c. Scbematic downhole sections showing eruptive units inferred from variations in

drill core of lithology, NRM stable inclination and chemical affinity of glass and whole-

rock compositions; data sources are Hall and yall (1977), Flower et al. (19/7a) and Byerly

and Wright (1978). The range of stable inclination and TiO2 are shown for each eruptive unit

and have been extrapolated to probable unit stratigraphic limits. Glass Ti02 compositions are

shown by solid areas; the discrepancy between glass and whole-rock compositions (unshaded areas

enclosed by vertical dashed lines) is a measure of whole-rock phyric character, as Ti0 2 is not

incorporat2d by phenocryst phases. Major lithologic units and magnetic polarity changes are

indicated; 'magma systems' include eruptions inferred to be cogenetic in terms of shallow-level
fractionation processes from least squares analysis of glass and whole-rock compositions.

SITE 335 ERUPTIVE UNITS MAGMA

STABLE INC Ti02% SYSTEM
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1-gure 9d. Schematic downhole sections showing eruptive units inferred from variations in
drill core of litiology, NP-H stable inclination and chemical affinity of glass and whole-

rock compositions, data sources are Hall and Ryall (1977), Flower et al. (1977a) and Byerly

and Wright (1978). The range of stable inclination and Ti02 are shown for each eruptive

unit and have been extrapolated to probable unit stratigraphic limits. Glass Ti02 compositions
are shown by solid areas; the discrepancy between glass and whole-rock compositions (unshaded

areas enclosed by vertical dashed lines) is a measure of whole-rock phyric character, as

Ti0 2 is not incorporated by phenocryst phases. Major lithologic units and magnetic polarity
changes are indicated; 'magma systems' include eruptions inferred to be cogenetic in terms
of shallow-level fractionation processes from least squares analysis of glass and whole-

rock compositions.
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the magnatic regime or constitute an effect of 36* 50'N. on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, Geol. Soc.
the physical mechanism of spreading and crustal Amer. Bull., 88, 507-530, 1977.
accretion. The stratigraphic record at DSDP Bjrnsson, A.. K. Saemundsson, P. Kinarssrow
Site 332 strongly supports the latter inter- Trvggvason, and K. (.ronvold, Current riftinp
pretation, and implies that the surface episode in northern Iceland, Nature, 266,
compositiona': zonation is th, result of progres- 318-322, 1978.
sive buripl as crustal accretion proceeds. The Bryan, W. B., Regional variation and petrogenesis
identificztion of dis:rete eruptive sequences in of basalt glasses from the F-MOtS area Mid-
the drill core at Site 332 (Figures 9a and 9b) Atlantic Ridge, J. Petrol., (in press).
and the correlation of surface glass composi- Bryan, W. B. and J. G. Moore, Compositional
tional groups with the topography of the median variation of young basaits in the Mid-Atlantic
valley (Figure 3) suggest that each sequence Ridge rift valley near 360 49'N. Geol. Soc.
represents a single volcano or chain of volcanoes Amer. Bull., 88, 556-57v, 1977.
at the ocean floor. There is scne evidence Bryan, W. B. and G. Thompson, Basalts fron' DSDP
(Flower et al., 1977b) that individual eruptive Leg 37 and the FAMOUS area: compositional and
sequences or volcanoes show an internal petrogenetic comparisons, Can. J. Earth Sci.,
progression with time from early fractionated to 14, 875-885, 1977.
later more primitive compositions from a given Byerly, G. and T. L. Wright, Origin of major-
parental magma batch. Thus, there are reasonable element chemical trends in DSDP Leg 37 basalts,
grounds to speculate that for continuous crustal Mid-Atlantic Ridge, J. Volcano!. Geotherm.
dilation (evidenced by rifting of even the Res., 3, 229-279, 1978.
youngest volcanoes; Atwater, 1978) each eruptive Fiske, R. S. and E. D. Jackson, Orientation and
sequence may form a lenticular edifice whose growth of Hawaiian volcanic rifts: the effect
tilting and partial burial by succeeding of regional structure and gravitational stress,
eruptions would result in surface exposure of Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond., A 329, 299-326, 1972.
only the more fractionated lava products. Tne Flower, A. F. J., P. T. Robinson, W. Ohnmacht and
net effort of this would be to hide from view the H. -U. Schmincke, Petrology and geochemistry of
more primitive and more tectonically deformed igneous rocks: DSDP Leg 37, in: Initial
basal:s as the accreting eruptive pile migrates !2ports of the Deep Sea Drilling Project, 37,
laterally, giving rise to surface compositional U. S. Covernment Printing Office, Washington

zonation and allowing exposure only of basalts D. C., 658-680, 1977a.

with atypically low tectonic inclinations. For Flower, M. F. J., P. T. Robinson, W. Ohnmacht
any given section of oceanic crust we predict 20 and H. -U. Schmincke, Magma fractionation
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CONTROLS ON THE MAJOR ANDNMINOq ELEMENT
CHEMISTRY OF MID-OCEAN RIDGE BASALTS AND

GLASSES

A. E. Bence, D. M. Baylis, J. F. Bender and T. L. Grove
Department of Earth and Space Sciences

State University of New York
Stony Brook. New York 11794

Abst ract, WVe have modelled the processes of low- and high- ridges, rises, fracture zones, and seamounts, emphasized the
pressure crvb-' fractionation, magma mixing. and variable pronounced chemicq'i differences betiueen the t%%o groups and
degree of pa.-- melting to assess their relative important - in the distinct but generally homogeneous character of the sub-
generating the r ijor element spectrum observed for - 1 30)Q alkaline mid-ocean ridge basalts (INORB's). More recently,
crystalline mid-(,ean ridge basalts and '\- 1100 basaltic glasses because ocean floor coverage has increased dramatically
erupted on the ocean floor. Our analysis of these data indi- through recoveries by the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP),
cates that the chemistry of crystalline basalts is controlled the International Program for Ocean Drilling (IP1OD), sub-
largely by low-pressure crystal fractionation involving olivine, mersible operations (e.g., Project FAMOUS) and detailed
plagioclase or both. Basaltic glass compositions reflect (a) dredging surveys along ridges (e.g.. the Reykjanes Ridge).
initial magma compositional differences and (b) crystal-melt- significant second order chemical variations in MORBs have
c'nntrols during low-pressure crystalhzation. Clinopyroxene been noted. These variations are observed in basalts recovered
fractionation can account for the reduced CaO/A1203 ratios from different ridge systems, from different sites along the
observed in the basaltic glasses. However, this occurs at low same ridge system (e.g., Schilling, 1973) and even from the
pressurc only after significant (in excess of 30%) crystal same submersible (e.g., Project FAMNOUS), dredge (Miyashiro,
fractionation of primitive magma compositions and must in- et al., 1969) or drill site (e.g., Site 332A of DSDP Leg 37).
volve the prior removal of olivine and plagioclase. High- Fresh subalkaline MOR basalts and basaltic glasses exhibit
pressure fractionation of clinopyroxene is consistent with a spectrum of major element compositions which are charac-
experimental and petrographic observations. Clinopyroxene is terized by the presence of normative hypersthene and by the
tile liquidus phase for primitive MORB compositions at depletion of large-ion-lithophile (LIL) elements (Tb, U, K, Rb,
pressures exceeding 10 kb under anhydrous conditions. Zr, Hf, REE, Y, NB, Ti, etc.). Basalts with normative olivine
Magma mixing in an open chamber can enrich the incom- dominate (olivine tholeiites), but quartz-normative com-
patible components to levels above that expected in a simple positions (quartz tboleiites) occur as well. The subalkaline
low-pressure fractionation model without drastically lowering basalts are subdivided on the L~ivs of their abundances of he
Mg/(Mg + Fe 2 *). Multiple cycles of magma mixing accom- LIL elements, particularly K and the light rare earth elements
panied by extensive fractional crystallization are required to (LREE), into high- and low-r tholeiitcs (Green, 1971). The
generate the observed variation of TiC) 2 in the basaltic glasses. low-K basalts, which are by far the most abundant, usually
Variable degrees of pa-.tial melting of a lherzolite source contain less than 0.1-0.3% K2 0 and have LREE relative
can generate the range of TiO 2 concentrations in basalt abundances that range from highly depleted [(La/Sm )N '_
glass;es having high and restricted Mg/(Mg + Fe2 ). The entire 0.4] to slightly en~riched I(La/Sm )N v 2]. Heavy rare-earth
range of TiO2 and FeO* concentrations and Mg/(Mg + Fe 2 ) patterns are flat at about 12 times chondrites on the average
ratios cannot be generated by variable degrees of partial but range from about 8-'0 x cc. The high-K tholeiites, which
melting of a chemically homogeneous source. appear to be restricted to topographic highs, have moderate

light rare-earth enrichment (La/Sm ^. 4-7) and higher KI'Introduction contents (0.3-1 wt.%). These tholeiites are transitional between
low-K tholeiites and alkali basalts (Kay et al., 1970). Hawaiian

Subalkaline (tholeiitic) basalts erupted at diverging plate (Schilling and Winchester, 1969) and Icelandic (Schilling,
boundaries are the dominant lithology of the upper part of the 197 3) tholeiites are of this type. Deep Sea Drilling Project sites
oceanic crust (layers 2 and 2A). Alkaline varieties appear to be 2-10 (Frey et al., 1974), 15-151 (Bence et al, 1975). and
volumetrically insignificant and are apparently restricted to 26-250A, 251A (Fleet et al., 1976) recovered high-K tholeiitic
oceanic islands, seamounts, and topographic highs. It has been basalts.
recognized that the minor and trace element characteristics Three factors play major roles in generating the composi-
of these two basalt types require that they must be derivatives tional variations observed in fresh basalts erupted at the mid-
of chemictilly, distinct mantle source regions (see, for example, ocean ridges. These factors are: (1) source region chemical
Engel et al, 1965, Gast, 1965, 1968; Kay et al., 1970). These and mineralogical heterogeneities, (2) postmagma generation
discussions, based largely ojn studies of samples dredged from fractionation effects at low and high pressures, and (3) variable
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percentages of pa-t! mviung and variations in melting mech. Ne Di Qz
ani-:n. All of these factors interact and, because the effects of
the three mechanisms can be similar and the observed chemicai
variations are small, it is difficult, in some ccses, to identify
the extent to which each has contributed to the st ectrum of / /

compositions observed in spatially related suites such as those ; ,, .
recovered by Project FAMOUS. Further, processes such as */A

magma (e.g., O'Hara, 1977; Donaldson et oa., 1977) and
source (e.g., Schilling, 1973) mixing may be superimposed,
further obscuring the cause of the-variations.

This paper examines the major and minor element chemis-
tries of crystalline basalts and basaltic glasses recovered by 01 Hy
DSDP, IPOD, submersible, and dredging operations from all
the oceans tc assess the relative importance of the factors that
contribute to their chenical diversity. To do this, we have Ne Di Qz
amassed, from the literature and from our own published and
unpublished work, a library of major element analyses of
crystalline basalts (now in excess of 1300 analyses) and
basaltic glasses (", 1100 analyses). The majority of our ba-
saltic glass data (965 analyses) are from the work of Melson
et a. (1976). The renainder were obtained at Stony Brook.
Both data sets were collcted on the glass phase of sparsely
phyric rinds from pillows or flow contacts. The glass data can
provide information on the initial magma composition and, if
petrographic data me availaole, on the low-pressure phase re-
lationships and on the liquiQ line of descent of the magma. 01 Hy

Our fractional crystallization and partial melting cal. Figure la. Normative basalt compositions projected from
culations rely heavily on the ex,)eri ental work of Roeder and plagioclase. Top: basaltic glasses (1, 1100 analyses). Lcer
Emslie (1970); Roeder (1974); Bender et .31. (1978); and Fisk crystalline basalts ('v 1300 analyses).
(1978).

Compositional Variations in Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalts and plot of normative olivine-plagioclase-pyroxene reveals a
Basaltic Glasses linear trend that defines the low-pressure olivine-plagioclase

cotectic and olivine-plagioclase-clinopyroxene multiple sat.

To aid in the identification of processes that control the uration (Fig. 1b), and indicates that multiphase fractionation
direction and magnitude of changes in MORB chemistry, at low pressures is-an important process that controls basalts
we separate crystalline basalts from basaltic glasses in the glass chemistry.
diagrams presented below. Rocks are separated from glasses To aid in the identification of crystal-melt controls on
because crystal fractionation (removal or accumulation of mid-ocean ridge basalt chemistry, a projection scheme that ik
phases) at the emplacement site is an important factor in the relevant to this suite of samples is desirable. The phases
chemical variation of the crystalline basalts and its effects p',rtinent to the crystallization of oceanic basalts are olivine,
me readily distinguished. The glass compositions, on the plagioclase, high calcium clinopyroxene, spinel and silica,
other hand, reflect the low-pressure liquid-line of descent and and a projection utilizing these five phases has been calculated.
reveal differences in initial magma composition. Petrographic Suc a projection can be useful in several ways: (1) it may
examination (see, for example, Shido et al, 1971), confirmed reve al the phase responsible for chemical variation between
by experimental melting studies (Bence and Hibberson, 1975; a suite of samples; (2) it may be used to obtain the propor-
Kushiro, 1973; Bender et al, 1978; Fisk, 1978), reveals that tions of phases removed dtaing a fractionation or melting
olivinc or plagioclase, or both (± spinel), are the important sequence (all subprojections must be considered, of course);
low- pressure liquidus phases in mid-ocean ridge tholeiites and (3) it may reveal the parental magma in a suite of samples
Removal or accumulation of these phases through crystal and distinguish multiple parent magma types.
fractionation can generate marked compositional changes. For The recalculation uses molar units to calculate the pro-
example, nickel concentrations and the ratio Mg/(Mg + Fe2 

*) portions of olivine (Mg,Fe) 2 Si0 4 , plagioclase Ca I-x Na. Al 2 -X
(Mg#) in basalts are extremely sensitive to olivine fraction- Si 2 ,xOs, high-Ca clinopyroxene Ca(Mg,Fe)Si2 O6, silica SiO
ation whereas Eu and Al 2 03 abundances are plagioclase and spinel (Mg,Fe) 2 TiO4 , (Mg,Fe)Cr 2 04. The scheme is useful
sensitive. The fractionation effects of both phases can thus be for samplrs with low Fe 2 03 and P2 0 5 and suppresses Fe/(Fe
recognized. + Mg) variation, which can be considered by utilizing other

The normative mineralogies of the crystalline basalts projections.
and basaltic glasses, projected on the Di-O1-Hyp plane (Fig. la) Since TiO2 and Cr2 03 contents are low, the recalculated
of the Di-Ol-Qz.Ne tetrahedron, illustrate the extreme com- spinel component is discarded and the a-alyses are projected
positional diversity of the crystalline basalts relative to the into a pseudoquaternary system; olivine (Ol)-plagioclase
glasses. This variation is due to the combined effects of crystal (Plag)-clinopyroxene (Cpx)-silica (Qz). Oceanic uasalts con-
fractionation and chemical weathering on the crystalline ba- tain substantial proportions of all four components, so no
salts. Glass chemistry is more tightly restricted, and chemical simplified projection that resembles a ternary liquidus di-
variations reflect the liquid lines of descent. For example, a agram can be used. Inspection of the ternary subprojections
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Figure 2a. Subprojection olivine-quartz-plagioclase in olivine-
quartz-chnopyroxene-plagioclase pseudoquaternary. See
text for details of the projection. Points A (olivine-plagio-
clase-spinei), B (olivine-plagioclase-pyroxene), and C (pla-
gioclase-pyroxene-silica) from Walker et al (1973) for
lunar compositions with Mg/(Mg + Fe 2 ) = 0.7. Field of
basaltic glasses is outlined. Solid circles: glasses coexisting
with olivine (± spinel) + plagioclase + clinbpyroxene. Solid
line is the equilibrium liquid line of descent for Project
FAMOUS basalt 527-1.1 from Bender et a. (1978).
Dashed line is the calculated liquid iine of descent for 30%

Plog OI crystal fractionation.

Figure lb. MORB chemistry. Normative proportions of
pyroxene, plagioclase, and olivine. Top: basaltic glasses.
Bottom:. crystalline basalts. Glasses plot in the vicinity of
the inferred plagioclase-olivine cotectic. Plag

in the pseudoquarternary reveals trends of significant silica
enrichment and olivine-plagioclase control in molar propor-
tions 1:2 for the basaltic glasses (Fig. 2a). The O1-Plag-Cpx
subprojection (Fig. 2b) shows a clustering of points that
represent the projection, from silica, of the low-pressure c
olivine-plagioclase cotectic and olivine-plagioclase-clinopy-
roxene multiple saturation. Preliminary information from
experimental studies in basaltic systems indicates that resid-
ual liquids in equilibrium with olivine, plagioclase, and clino- A

pyroxene have compositions with a range of silica contents
and Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios but with only minor variations in
the relative proportions of olivine, plagioclase, and clino-
pyroxene. The glass compositions plotted in Fig. 2 may define
the projection of a cigar-shaped volume containing liquids that
are multiply saturated with the three phases.

The position of the olivine-plagioclase cotectic defined by
the glasses and the experiments is in the approximate molar 01 Cpx
proportions of one part olivine to two parts plagioclase.
These proportions are used in the low-pressure modelling Figure 2b. Subprojection olivine-clinopyroxene-plagioclase.
calculations. Phenocrysts coexisting with the natural glass The composition cox 1100 basalt glasses are plotted along
compositions confirm the location of the experimentally with points A, B, and C. The dense cluster of points repre-
determined cotectic (Fig. 2a). Glasses that contain olivine sents liquids saturated with olivin.-plagioclase (+ spinel) or
crystals lie in the olivine primary phase volume, glasses with olivine-plagioclase-clinopyroxene (+ spinel).
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olivine and plagioclase lie closest to the experimentally de- (527-1.1) and, consequently, would be potentially an impor.
termined cotectic and glasses containing olivine, plagioclase tant fractionating phase. Spinel did not crystallize in the
and clinopyroxene lie at the upper extension of the cotectic. Bender et al experiments, because their molybdenum capsules

Oxide-oxide and oxide-Mg/(Mg + Fe2 ) variation di- imposed an fO2 on the basalt that was lower than that under
agrams (Figs. 3-7) which serve to document the chemical diver- eruptive conditions (quartz-fayahte.magnetite buffer). Thus.
sity of the mid-ocean ridge basalts are useful in identifying the the effects of spinel fractionation are not available from the
most primitive (i.e., least fractionated) magmas and the experimental data on 527-1-1. If spinel fractionation is im-
effects of low- and high-pressure fractionation and partial portant in mid-ocean ridge basalt petrogenesis it would have a
melting. Used in conjunction with the ternary subprojections marked effect on the Cr content of the basalts. Chrome abun-
described above, they may place constraints on MORB petro- dances in MORB's are rarely reported in the literature and in
genesis. the infrequbnt cases that they are, the data are insufficiently

precise. In subsequent modelling of basalt evol:tion through
Primitive Magmas crystal fractionation, we have ignored the effects of spinel.

The effects of olivine and plagioclase fractionation at
The recognition of primitive (i.e., direct partial melts of low pressures on the chemistry of NMORB's may be recognized

the upper mantle) magmas is of critical importance to MORB on Figures 2-7. In particular, the variations of Al ,03 with
petrogenesis because it is these liquids that can provide chem. MgO and Mgi(Mg + Fe 2) (Figs. 3a, b, and 4a, b) are partic-
ical and mineralogical inforniation on their sources. Two ularly sensitive to olivine and plagioclaze fractionation.
chemical parameters, Mgl(Mg + Fe 2 ) and Ni, are indicators The compositional spectrum of the crystallin- basalts
of primitiveness. Mineral/melt distribution coefficients for (Figs. 3b and 4b) has a maximum concentration in the range;
FeO and MgO (Roeder and Emslie, 1970; Roeder, 1974; MgO = 7-9 wt.%, Al 2 03 = 14-17 wt.%. Extensions of the
Mysen, 1975; Bender el al, 1978, Fisk, 1978) and Ni (Hakli fields towards higher concentrations of A12 0 3 and MgO re-
and Wright, 1967; Henderson and Dale, 1969; Leeman, 1973; flect the accumulation of plagioclase and olivine, respectively.
Bougault and Hekinian, 1974; Sato, 1977) require that mag- The scatter of the crystalline basalt compositions contrasts
mas generated by 20-30% partial melting of a peridotitic markedly with the highly restricted glass field (Figs. 3a and
mantle source dominated by Fo,o olivine have Mg/(Mg + 4a). This restriction is a consequence of crystal-liquid controls
Fe2 ') ratios of "- 0.74 (see, for example, Green et al., 1974; on the composition of the glass. Petrographic observations on
Hanson and Langmuir, 1978; Bender et al., 1978) and Ni the glass samples analyzed at Stony Brook and the results
contents of ^- 250-350 ppm. Only rarely are such high Ni of low-pressure experimental studies suggest 'hat the regiGn
contents observed in a noncumulate basalt (see, for example, of the glass field where MgO 7 wt.% an, Al 0 3 > 14 a
Frey et at., 1974), and noncumulate basalts do not have such wt.% (Fig. 3a) defines the approximate position of the oli% ..-
high Mg! (Mg + Fe 2 *) ratios. The highest observed ratio is -v plagioclase cotectic. Many of the glasses with lower ' '
0.75 which was obtained for a melt inclusion in spinel (Don- and Al 2 03 appear to be multiply saturated with olivine.
aldson et al. 1977). Since the Mg/(Mg + Fe 2 ') ratio is ex- plagioclase and clinopyroxene. Few of the crystalline basalts
tremely sensitive to olivine fractionation but relatively in- fall in this field.
sensitive to the percentage of partial melting so long as the The calculated low-pressure fractionation liquid line of
liquid is multiply saturated with ferromagnesian phases at the descent for Project FAMOUS basalt 527-1-1 follows the
source (Hanson and Languir, 1978; Bender et at., 1978). it inferred olivine-plagioclase cotectic (Fig. 2a). This calculation
might be concluded that even the most primitive basalts as uses the equilibrium mineral/melt partition coefficients
defined by the above criteria have experienced minor olivine measured by Bender et at. (1978) and assumes ideal frac-
fractionation. However. the effects of olivine fractionation can tionational crystallizations (i.e., crystals are removed from
be recognized and compensated for. Liquids that are derived reactions with liquid). The process is carried out in two weight
from source regions where they are multiply saturated will percent increments. Olivine is the liquidus phase for this
have Mg/(Mg + Fe 2 *) - 0.72-0.75 (atomic). From Figures 3-8 composition; however, the calculation assumes that plagioclase
we see that liquids having these Mg values will also have the commenced to crystallize when normative proportions of
following chemistry: T1O 2 _k 0.5-0.7 wt.%, Al 2 03 n__ 16-17.5 olivine:plagioclase reached 1:2 (the molar proportions defined
wt.%, FeO* a_. 8 wt.%, and CaO -. 13 wt.%. Parent magmas of by the position of the olivine-plagioclase cotectic for these
the most primitive mid-ocean ridge basalts will have com- compositions) (Fig. 2a). Olivine and plagioclase were sub-
positions in these ranges. sequently extracted in these proportions. The calculated liquid

compositions after 6% and 30% crystallization are reported in
Cryst- Fractionation-at Low Pressures Table 1, Columns 2 and 3. The equilibrium liquid line of

descent for basalt 527-1-1 (Bender et a!., 1978) is also shown
Experimental and petrographic studies of mid-ocean ridge on Figure 2a.

basalts confirm that the majority have olivine (± spinel) or The width of the glass field (Fig. 2a) may reflect either a
plagioclase as liquidus phases at low pressl,;res. Melting studies pressure effect on the olivine-plagioclase cotectic or different
on Project FAMOUS basalt glass 5 2 7-1-1 (Bender -et a p, parental liquids. The extent of silica enrichment cannot be a I
1978) indicate that the crystallization sequence for this re- consequence of the fractionation of a common parent magma
latively primitive composition is olivine - olivine + plagioclase but must reflect multiple parent liquids.
-* olivine + plagioclase + clinopyroxene in the pressure interval After approximately 50 wt.% crysta*:ization, the calculat-
0 - 10 kb. Clinopyroxene crystallizes late in this composition ed residual liquid composition reaches the range where clino-
at low P; consequently, it is unlikely to be a significant frac- pyroxene is observed coexisting with olivine and plagioclase
tionating phase at low pressures. in the natural samples (Fig. 2) and in the equilibrium exper-

Textural arguments indicate that Cr-spinel was the liquidus ments conducted on FAMOUS basalt 527-1-1 (Bender et al.
or co-liquidus (with olivine) phase in the natural sample 1978). The majority of crystalline basalt compositions (ex-
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line of descent from FAMOUS basalt 527-1-1 composition for 30% crystallization (see text).
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Figure 4. A12 0 3 vs Mg/(Mg + Fe2  ). (a) Basaltic glasses. (b) Crystalline basalts. Fractionation path as for Fig. 3.

cepting those resulting from plagioclase or olivine accumula- (Fig. 2) or those more evolved compositions that appear to be
tion) fall in the vicinity of the path defined by this trend multiply saturated with olivine + plagioclase + clinopyroxene

(Figs. 3b, 4b, 5b, 6b, 7b). Glass compositions show much have adjusted to low-pressure conditions and cannot be
greater extremes but with more restricted ranges reflecting the primary liquids.
degree to which they have crystallized (Figs. 3-7). Second, the evidence for cotectic control on the coin-

Several important observations can be made from the positions of the crystalline basalts is largely obscured by the
variation diagrams: effects of plagioclase and olivine accumulation.

First, the experimental results confirm that the majority of Third, the variation of FeO* with MgO in the glasses

the basaltic glass compositions reflect crystal-liquid control. (Fig. 5a) is consistent with a low-pressure olivine + plagioclase

Many of those with MgO and Al 2 0 3 in the ranges 7-9 wt.% fractionation path. The crystalline basalts (Fig. 5b) have

and 14-17.5 wt.%, respectively, fall in the vicinity of the low- three trends consistent with olivine accumulation (high MgO),

pressure olivine plagioclase cotectic. The most primitive of olivine (+ plagioclase) fractionation (high Fe*), and plagioclase

these glasses (Mg/Mg + Fe 2 ) 0.65) are characterized by accumulation (low FeO* and MgO).

A12 0 3  
> 16 wt.%, MgO > 8 wt.%, FeO* < 10 wt.%, TiO, Fourth, the TiO2 -MgO and TiO2 -Mg/(Mg + Fe 2 ) varia-

< 1.0 iL%. Glasses lying along the olivine-plagioclase cotectic tions in the basaltic glasses (Figs. 6a, 7a) are consistent with
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Figure 5. FeO* vs MgO. (a) Basaltic glasses. (b) Crystalline basalts. Fractionation path as for Fig. 3.
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Figure 6. TiO2 vs MgO. (a) basaltic glasses. (b) crystalline basalts. Fractionation path as for Fig. 3.

cotectic (olivine-plagioclase) and peritectic (olivine-plagio. chemistry. However, a single low FeO*-low T10 2 magma can-
clase-clinopyroxene) controls. Variations of TjO, in the not give rise to the entire spectrum of noncumulate crystalline
crystalline basalts (Figs. 6b, 7b) also reflect these controls (as basalt compositions through simple low-pressure crystal
well as the effects of olivine and plagioclase accumulation), fractionation.
The nearly six-fold change of TiO 2 in the noncumulate crystal-
line basalts cannot be due entirely to evolution of a single Fractionation at High Pressures
parent magma through simple crystal fractionation. Multiple
liquids having varying TiO2 contents appear necessary. These Least-squares approaches to modelling compositional vari-
liquids may be derivatives of variable sources, the same source ations in spatially related suites of mid-ocean ridge basalts
through variable degrees of partial melting, or they may arise seem to require significant amounts of clinopyroxene frac-
through mixing of magmas in an open magma chamber (O'Hara, tionation (see, for example, Bryan and Moore, 1977; Bryan
1977; Bryan et aL, 1978). and Thompson, 1977; Bryan et al., 1978). However, experi-

We may conclude from these observations that low-pres- mental studies of mid-ocean ridge basalt compositions (e.g.,
sure fractionation involving plagioclase and olivine is the most Kushiro, 1973; Bander et al., 1978; Fisk, 1978) indicate that
important control on MORB major- and minor-element under low-pressure anhydrous conditions, clinopyroxene
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Figure 8. Al 2 03 vs CaO. (a) basaltic glasses. (b) crystalline basalts. Low-pressure (olivine - olivine + plagioclase) fractionation path

and high-pressure (clinopyroxene) fractionation path are shown.

follows olivine and plagioclase in the crystallization seo-ence. saturation to pressures as low as ^. 3 kb (Bence and Hibberson,
Furthermore, clinopyroxene appearance in the equili,:ium 1975). From these results it may be concluded that clino-
experiments occurs only after considerable crystallization pyroxene fractionation under moderate to high pressures is a
and consequent chemical evolution of the melt. A somewhat viable mechanism for the evolution of MORB's. Petrographic
earlier appearance of clinopyroxene might be expected under observations of MORB's in the last few years have revealed
conditions of ideal fractionational crystallization, but again, small percentages of clinopyroxene phenocrysts/xenocrysts
extensive crystallization (and chemical evolution of the melt) whose compositions are readily distinguishable from ground-
prior to clinopyroxene first appearance is to be expected. It mass clinopyroxenes (Schweitzer et al., 1978).
was on these grounds that Bender et al. (1978) concluded We are, therefore, concerned with the extent to which the
that low-pressure clinopyroxene fractionation was unlikely major and minor elemental spectrum of MORB's may be a
to be an important mi-hanism for MORB petrcgenesis. consequence of -]inopyroxene fractionation under moderate

Under high-pressure ( > 10 kb) anhydrous conditions, pressure. However, tne combined effects of olivine and plagio-
however, calcic clinopyroxene is the liquidus phase for primi- ciase fractionation on the major elements, already recognized
tive MORB compositions (see, for example, Kushiro, 1973; as an important process in MORB petrogenesis, obscure the
Bence and Hibberson, 1975; Bender et al., 1978). A small effects of clinopyroxene fractionation. These effects can be
amount of water ( <_ 0.5 wt.%) reduces the point of multiple separated by examining the variation of CaO and Al2 03.
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Figure 8 illustrates the effects of low-pressure (olivine from the median valley of the mid-Atlantic Ridge at the
and plagioclase) and high-pressure (clinopyro,- ne) fraction- Project FAMOUS study area. They suggest thai this process
ation on MORB chemistry. Clinopyroxene fractionation was can cause enrichment of the incompatible components above
modelled using the high-pressure mineral/melt distribution the levels that can be explained by simple crystal fraction-
coefficients determined by Bender et al. (1978). These co- ation. Rhodes et al. (1978), utilizing mineralogical, geochem-
efficients vary markedly with composition (and temperature) ical, and experimental data for DSDP Leg -15 and 46 basalts.
and are constrained by clinopyroxene stoichiomet:y (Hanson conclude that magma mixing occurred in the evolution of
and Langmuir, 1978); consequently, they must be continu- these basalts and that it is likely to be a fundamental process
ously changed in a fractionation calculation, in MORB petrogenesis.

As on the previous variation diagrams, much of the vari- We have modelled magma mixing and crystal fractionation
ation in basaltic glass chemistry can ie attributed to cotectic for the major elements varying the extent of fractionation, the
control. The crystalline basalt field is dominated by the effects compositions of the successive magma pulses, and the mixing
of both plagioclase and olivine accumulation. However, a proportions (assuming complete mixing). These calculations
portion of the spectrum observed on both diagrams is con- indicate that some of the observed enrichment of TiO and
sistent with a small amount of chnopyroxene fractionation. FeO* in the Project FAMOUS basaltic glasses could be a

The two fractionation paths are also readily distinguished consequence of magma mixing in an open-system magma
on a CaO/A12 0 3 (weight) vs Mg/(Mg + Fe 2

l) (atomic) dia- chamber. However, such a process is not required to explain
gram for the basaltic glasses (Fig. 9). Clinopyroxene fraction- the major element data, and the REE data (Langmuir et a..
ation results in lower CaO/A12O3 and Mg/(Mg + Fe2 ' ) ratios 1977) indicate that other processes must be operative to
while CaO/AI20 3 increase with olivine + plagioclase fraction- generate the observed LIL element distributions in Project
ation. Plagioclase accumulation accompanied by olivine frac- FAMO US basalts.
tionation could account for a trend having the appearance of Calculat-.d magma compositions for a two-stage mixing
clinopyroxene fractionation in the crystalline basalts; how- model involving low-pressure crystal fractionation prior to
ever, it cannot explain the ratios of CaO/AI 2 0 3 < 0.75 and following mixing are presented in Table 1. FAMOUS
in the glasses. basalt 527-1-1 is used as the starting magma composition for

Consequently, it might be concluded that a significant per- these calculations. Following 30% crystal fractionation (oh-
centage of the more evolved basaltic glasses have undergone vine, then olivine + plagioclase) the residual liquid is mixed
clinopyroxene fractionation. Selected trace element data on with a second batch of 527-1-1 composition and subsequently
the glasses (e.g., Sc; V, Cr, La) are needed to substantiate this fractionated again (30% crystallization;. The fractionation
conclusion, and mixing paths for T10 2 -Mg* in this prc tess are shown on

Figures 10a and b. The directions of TiO2 and FeO* enrich-
Magma Mixing ments on these diagrams are consistent with but not restricted

to open-magma chamber mixing and crystal fractionation.
Some of the compositional variations observed in mid- By varying the perce-tages of crystal fractionation, the pro-

ocean ridge basalts may be a consequence of magma mixing, portions of the residual and primary magmas mixed, and
accompanied by crystal fractionation, in shallow magma number of new magma pulses injected into the cham - -
chambers. Bryan and Moore (1977) and Bryan et al. t1978) elements not incorporated in olivine or plagioclase ar-
suggest that fractionation in an open-system magma chamber creasingly concentrated in ths melt. At the same timt
(O'Hara, 1977) into which successive batches of magma are Mg/(Mg + Fe2 *) ratio of the melt will not be loes-
injected can generate the compositional relationship in basalts rapidly as in a simple fractionation model. Althougi

process is capable of generating part o the corr

1.-

0. :OL+ "
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Figure 9. CaO/Al2 03 vs Mg/(Mg + Fe 2 ) for basaltic glasses showing low-pressure and high-pressure (clinopyroxene) fractionation

paths (see text).
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crystalline basalts. Magma mixing and fractionation path shown with 527-1-1 starting composition (solid square), low-pressure

fractionation path (30% crystallization), magma mixing (dashed line) to ne%% composition (open square) and second low-pres-

sure fractionation path (30% crystallization) (see text). Melt compositins for 10, 20. and 30% partial melting of an assumed

mantle source (solid triangle). Melt fiells reflect variable residual mineralogy.

spectrum of MOR basalts an. basaltic glasses. confirmation and Mg/(Mg + Fe") are summarized in Figures 10a and b.

that it is an important process in the petrogenesis of a suite These results show that the variation of FeO* and TiO, in

of related basalts would require assessment of the minera- MORB's with relatively restricted Mg/(,Mg + Fe 2 ') ratios could

logical and trace element evidence, be a consequence of variable degrees of partial melting folio,-
ed by some olivine fractionation from the melt. Magmas with

Partial Melting Controls on Magma Composition evolved Mg/(Mg + Fe-) ratios ( 0.65) and high TiO2 cannot
be generated solely through partial melting of a source region

The percentages of partial melting, the mechanism of which contains olivine. orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene as

partial melting, and the residual mineralogy have major con- residual phases.

trols on the trace and major element abundances in basaltic

melts. Hanson and Langmuir (1978) apply trace element Conclusions

modelling to major elements and Bender et al. (1978) use

this approach to show how tht: fraction of partial melting The following conclusions arise from thi analysis of

and the residual mineralogy can generate part of the com- crystalline n, ]-ocean ridge basalt and basalt glass compositions

positional spectrum observed in the Project FAMOUS basaltic and our modelling of petrogenetic processes.

glasses. They conclude that the spectrum of TiO 2 abundances 1. The chemistry of the crystalline basalts is controlled

observed for glasses with restricted ratios of Mg/(Mg + Fe2 ) largely by low.pressure crystal fractionation involving

could be a consequence of variable degrees of partial melting olivine and plagioclase.

of a lherzolite source containing 0.25 wt.% TiO 2 . 2. Basalt glass compositions reflect (a) initial magma com-

This treatment assumes that the major elements iqy be positional differences and (b) crystal-melt-controls

modelled in a manner similar to trace elements but with the during low-pressure crystallization.
additional rigid constraint of mineral stoichiometry. The 3. Clinopyroxene fractionation can account for the reduc-

Hanson-Langmuir treatment of FeO and MgO suggests that ed CaO/Al2 O 3 ratios observed in the basaltic glasses.

their approach is valid for these components; however, it is Such a process can occur at low pressures only after

muchless likely to be the case forA 2 O 3 , CaO, Na 2O,TiO2, etc. significant (in exress of 30%) crystal fractionation of a

We have assumed that the approach is valid for T10 2 , primitive magma composition and involves the prior

which behaves largely as an incompatible element for large per- removal of olivine and plagioclase. High-pressure frac-

centages of partial melting, and have calculated liquid com- tionation of clinopyroxene is consistent with the experi-

positions from the partial melting equation (Schilling, 1966; mental and petrographic observations. Clinopyroxene

Shaw, 1970). Melt compositions for different degrees of is thp liquidus phase for primitive MORB compositions

partial melting of an assumed mantle source (Bender et al., at pressures exceeding 10 kb under anhyJrous condi-

1978) with tWe residual mineralogy varying between Ols s-so: tions.

Opx 2 0 -3 S:Cpx 0 2 , have been calculated. Only those cal- 4. Magma mixing in an open chamber can enrich the in-

culations which meet the stoichiometric restrictions of the compatible components to levels above thobe expected

residual minerals are assumed to be valid. The effect of var- in a simple low-pressure fractionation model without

iable percentages (10-30%) of partial melting on FeO*, TiO, drastically lowering Mg/(Mg + Fe2 
).
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Fable 1. Calculated Melt Compositions for Low-Pressure young basalts in tie mid-Atlantic ridge rift valley near
Fractionation and Magma Mxing in an Open Magma Chamber. 36 0 -19"N. Geol Soc. Amer. Bull., 88. 556-570, 1977.

iryar. W. B, and G. Thompson, Basalt- from DSDP Leg 37
1 2 3 4 5 6 and the FAMOUS area: Compositional and petrogenetic

comparisons. Can J. Earth Sci, 14. 875-885. 1977.
SiO- 19.1 49.7 50.6 49.9 50.1 51.1 Bryar. W. B.. G. Thompson, and P. M. Michael, Compositional
AI,0, 16.5 17.5 14.- 15.4 15.8 12.8 variation in a steady-stato zoned magma chamber: mid-
TiO- 0.62 0.66 0.87 0.74 0.76 1.05 Atlantic ridge at 36'50"N. Tectonophysics. 1978 (in
FeO 8.18 8.57 10.5 9.63 9.55 11.7 press).
MnO 0.15 0.16 0.21 0.18 0.18 0.25 Donaldson, C. Il., and R. W. Brown, Refractory megacrysts
MgO 10.3 8.00 7.9t 9.12 8.37 7.52 and magnesium rich melt inclusions within spinel in
CaO 12.-I 13.2 12.9 12.6 12.9 12.7 oceanic tholefites. Indicators of magma mixing and paren-
NaO 1.92 2.04 2.37 2.14 2.18 2.61 tal magma composition, Earth and Planet. Set. Lett.. 37.
K,O 0.07 0 08 0.10 0.09 0.09 0 12 81-89. 1977.
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Soc. Amer. Bull.. 76. 719-734. 1965.
Mg/(Nig + Fe2 )* 0.699 0.649 0.600 0.652 0.634 0.559 Fisk, M. R., Melting relations and crystal chemistry of Reyk-

janes ridge basalts. Ph.D. thesis. University of Rhode
1. St:ring composition FAMOUS basalt 527-1-1 (normalized Island.

to 100%). Fleet, A. J., P. Henderson. and D. R. C. Kempe, Rare earth
2. Cotectic composition following 65i olivine fractionation. element and related chemistry of some drilled southern
3. Residual liquid after 30% crystallization. Olivine and Indian Ocean basalts and volcanogenic sediments. J

plagioclase fractionated in the molar proportion 1:2. Geophys. Res.. 81, 4257-4268, 1976.
4. New magma composition from 50:50 mix of residual melt Frey, F. A., W. B. Bryan, and G. Thompson, Atlantic Ocean
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6. Residual liquid after 30% crystallization. Olivine and Gast, P. W., Terrestrial ratio of potassium to rubidium.
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ISOTOPE GEOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN BASALTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
FOR MANTLE EVOLUTION.

R. K. O'Nions, N. X1. Evensen, S. R. Carter, and P. J. "iimilton

Lamont-Dohert.- Geological Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, New York 10964

Abstract. The avai. tble Pb-, Nd-and Sr-isotope portant. In particular, isotopic s,.dies have
determinations on North Atlantic Ocean basalts helped clarify petrogenetic relationships between
are reviewed. It is shown that the sub-oceanic consanguineous oceanic volcanics and the nature
mantle which has supplied these basalts has been and temporal aspects of sub-oceanic mantle differ-
previously depleted in R) relative to Sr and Nd entiation. At an early stage in these isotopic
relative to Sm, and by iiference large-ion lith- studies Gast (1960) was able to demonstrate that
ophile elements in general. Basaltic volcanism the Earth has a lower Rb/Sr ratio than chondritic
does not appear to have s.unpled mantle which is meteorites because of the paucity of 8 7Sr in the
undifferentiated or primoidial. The Pb-, Nd- Earth. Subsequently, Tatsumoto et al. (1965) for
and Sr-isotope data are compatible with contin- example, noted that basalts dredged from mid-ocean
uous models of mantle diffrentiation, although ridges posess insufficient 87 Rb to support their
a simplistic i.cernretatiot of the Pb-isotope 87Sr contents. This observation implied that the
data alone suggests a single mantle differentia- mantle source regions of mid-ocean ridge basalts
tion event about 1.6 Gy ago. The Sr-, Nd- and (MORB) had been depleted in Rb relative to Sr by
Pb-isotope data can be used together with trace differentiation episodes which occurred prior t
element abundance data to test simple two-compo- the genesis of MORB. This important observat.
nent mixing models. Such models do not satisfy was amplified by Gast's (1968) demonstrations
the available data from either Iceland and the MORB source regions are depleted in oLher la
Reykjanes Ridge nor the Azores and more complex ionic-radius lithopile elements in addition to
models involving additional components are re- Rb, such as Ba and the rare-earth elements. in
quired. The degree of heterogeneity is such that the last Zew years, the measurement of Nd-isotope
the system probably cannot be adequately modelled compositions in oceanic basalts has provided a
with a few discrete components. major stimulus to the understanding and interpre-

tation of mantle differentiation. The combina-
Introduction tion af Nd-and Sr-isotope data now provide a geo-

chemical framework within which depletion and en-
In the last few decades, petrologists and geo- richment of mantle source regions can be both

chemists have become increasingly concerned with identified and quantified. From the standpoint of
the geochemistry of oceanic basalrs in attempts the Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd and U-Pb systematics of oceanic
to determiue the nature and chemistry of sub- volcanics the N. Atlantic is the most thoroughly
oceanic mantle. Classic studies on the origin of studied part of tbz ocean basins. Considerable
oceanic basalts have postulated their derivation attention has been devoted to the petrogenet*c
from peridotitic sources (e.g., Bowen, 1928) or relationship between magmas erupted in Iceland
alternatively from basaltic sou-ces (e.g., Daly, and on the Reykjanes Ridge as a result of Scaill-
1944). Models for the generation of oceanic ing's (1973) important demonstration that litho-
basalts by partial fusion of peridotite were pile element abundances vary systematically along
placed beyond dispute by the results of experimen- the length of the Reykjanes Ridge. The body of
tal petrology in the 1960's. Similarly, the re- isotopic data now accrued on drilled, dredged
lationship of alkali and tholeiite basalt types and subaerial basalts from the N. Atlantic permits
to primary magma compositions was 'argely re- an evaluation of the ifferentiation of their
solved (e.g., Yoder and Tilley, 196 ; Green and mantle source regions.
Ringwood, 1967; O'Hara, 1965, 1968). Basaltic volcanism has occurred in the N. At-

The study of radiogenic isotope: in oceanic lantic during the last 50-60 My. In principle,
basalts has proceeded in parallel witi these some of the chemical characteristics of the mantle
petrological studies and become incre singly im- sources which have supplied basalts over this time
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Azores in Fig. 1. In general, the MORB have lower
I IAZORES e7Sr/etSr ratios (0.7023-0.7032) than the oceanic

island basalts, although there is a significant
overlap with the ranges reported for Iceland and

H JAN MAYEN Ascension. Of particular interest has been the
demonstration of both local and regional
tions in =TSr/8 4Sr ratios. For example, Hart et

CANARY ISLANDS al. (1973) and O'Nions and Pankhurst (i974) demcn-
strated significant differences in the Sr/ Sr
ratios of basalts erupted along the Reykjanes

ICELAND Ridge, which more or less, parallels the varia-
tion in La/Sm ratios reported by Schilling (1973).
Internally, Iceland and the Azores crntain ba-

REYKJANES RIDGE salts with a considerable range of 197Sr/'Sr
ratios. The data of O'Nions et al. (1976) demon-

* strated that significant 7Sr/Tsr variations
H ASCENSION exist in the kecent Icelandic basalts occurring

in the active spreading zones and the Snaefellsnes
Peninsula of western Iceland and encompass a

'- - MI-ATLANTIC RIDGE large proportion of the variations found along the
Reykjanes Ridge. Indeed, basalts of the

0702 0703 0704 0705 0706 Theistereykir region of N. Iceland, erupted over
87Sr/ 6Sr a few tens of km', have a similar range of n7Sr/

86Sr and Ce/Yb ratios to that of the Reykjanes

Fig. 1. Range- of 
8 7Sr/ 8 6 Sr ratios for subma- Ridge basalts (0'Nions et al., 1976). In addition

rine ocean ridge and ocean island basalts in to the resolvable range'of-Tsr/
86Sr ratios in

the North Atlantic. Only data with + 0.0001 (2c) Recent Icelandic basalts, 0'Nions and Pankhurst
(1973) suggested that there was a secular decrease

precision, or better have been utilized. Data in the 97Sr/86Sr ratios from basalts erupted in
from Hart et el., 1973; Hart 1976; White et al., Iceland from 16 My ago to the present day. It is
1976; O'Nions and Gr~nvold, 1973; O'Nions and"Pankhurst, 1973, 1974; O'Nions et al., 1973, 1976; possible that this apparent secular variation is

an artefact resulting from inadequate sampling,
Sun and Jahn, 1975). although insufficient new data have been otbtained

to further evaluate this possibility.
interval can be determined from isotope studies. In addition to the variations in a'Sr/e5Sr
The earliebt Tertiary volcanics (outcropping in along the Reykjanes Ridge substantial variations
Baffin Island, E. and W. Greenland, Faroes and are well documented farther south along the mid-
the British Isles) were erupted in a continental Atlantic Ridge between 50*N and 30*N (White et al.,
environment during the early stages of continental 1975, 1976; White and Schilling, 1978), with taxi-
breakup. However, some of these basalts were con- mum values of 97Sr/86Sr occurring at about 45*N
taminated during their passage through the conti- and between 35* and 400N with the lowest ratios
nental crust (Carter et al.,1978a) which has ob- recorded from 50*N.
scured the chemistry of their mantle sources. Sr- isotope data for Tertiary basalts erupted

In the present article the Sr,- Nd- and Pb- during the initial opening phase of the N. Atlantic
isotope compositions of basalts erupted in the N. have not been plotted in Fig. 1. It has already
Atlantic ocean basin are reviewed, and their rel- been indicated that some of these have suffered
evance to the nature and evolution of their source significant contamination by cortinental crust
regions is discussed. Particular consideration is (Carter et al., 1978a). However. unc~ntaninated
given to their relevance to continuous episodic basalts (ca.60 My old) from Baffin Bay, E. and W.
models of mantle differentiation. Greenland and the Isle of Mull in N.W. Scot-and

have 97Sr/06Sr rati-s ranging from 0.7028 co
Review of Sr. Nd and Pb- Isotope Geochemistry 0.7040 (Carter et al., 1979).

Sr - Isotopes. The earliest Sr - isotope meas- Nd and Sr Isotopes. 143Nd/ 144Nd ratios have
urements of N. Atlantic basalts were reported by now been measured in a number of Recent N. Atlantic
Tatsumoto et al., (1965) for mid-ocean ridge basaltq, including samples from Iceland, the
dredge basalts and Hedge and Walthall (1963) and Reyx nes Ridge, and the equatorial mid-Atlantic

Gast et al. (1964) for ocean island basalts. These Ridge. The most useful of these data are those
measurements have now been superceded by a large for which e7Sr/6 6Sr ratios have been determined
number of high-precision Sr-isotope data. on the same samples (O'Nions et al., 1977; Zind-

The ranges of 87Sr/86Sr ratios for dredged has- ler and Hart, 1978). The l-3 d/;4"Nd and the
alts from the mid-Atlantic ridge (including the 87Sr/86Sr ratios of such samples are plotted in
Reykjanes Ridge) are compared with basal-s from Fig. 2 and compared with the overall trend defined
Jan Mayen, Iceland, Ascension, Canaries and the by oceanic basalts. The inverse correlation be-
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tween 1', 3Nd/ 144Nd and 87 Sr/86Sr, defined by the Table 1. Bulk Earth Parameters
oceanic data and the N. Atlantic basalts
themselves, was first recognized by DePaolo and I (ppm) II(ppm)
Waisserburg (1976b) and 0'Nions et al., (1977). -

This covariance between 143Nd,/1IVd and 87Sr/86Sr K200 460
in oceanic basalts attests to a coherence in the Rb 0.67 1.
fractionation of Rb/Sr and Sm/Nd durifrg sub- Sr 21.0 48.0
oeanic mantle differentiation, and leads to an U' 0.020 0.046
improved estimate (Fig. 2) of the Rb/Sr ratio of Th 0.08 0.18
the bulk Earth (DePaolo and iWasserburg, 197Ab; Pbo 0.10 0.22
0'Nions et al., 1977). Those parts of the sub- Sm 0.32 0.74
oceanic mantle with lower 37Sr/86Sr and higher Nd 0.97 2.2
143Nd/144Nd ratios than the bulk Earth (Fig. 2) Rb/Sr 0.031 0.031
have been depleted in Rb lelative to Sr and light K/U 104 104~

KEE relative to heavy REE, resulting in a reduced K/Rb 300 300
Rb/Sr ratio and increased Sm/Nd ratio (see Table Sm/Nd 0.32 0.32
1 for bulk Earth values. 143 144

The inverse correlation between Nc/l Nd Column 1: Abundances assuming that Earth has
and 87Sr/86Sr, illustrated in Fig. 2, has buen the same relative abundances of Ca, U, Th, Smn,

defined only by data obtained on unaltered oceanic and Nd as carbonaceous chrondites, Rb/Sr = 0.031,basalts. Island arc and altered ocean floor ha- K/U = 104 and 230U/20 4~Pb = 10.4 by weight.
salts are compared with the trend of unaltered Column 11: Abundainces assuming that heat lost
oceanic basalts in Fi,. 3, illustrating the div- from the Earth equals heat generated and that the

ergece romthi tri~dcaused by the addition of Th/U4brais osege fr thsr8S tr '~ 0 709). T/, Sm/U, K/U, Rb/Sr, and 3 / 0 Pbrtofr
Th r stp opsto fseawater Sr(as/ 8 5 the Earth are the same as Column 1. Mean global

been estimated by a number of vorkers (see Faure hat flons eto Wilam andVo978c195)
and Powell, 1972) and in addition it's Nd - iso- atrONose l,(98)

tope composition has been estimated from the
143Nd/144Nd ratios of Mn- nodules, Fe - rich sedi- tic basalts from Iceland (Sun and Jahn, 1975),
ments am' fish debris (0'Nions et al., 1978a; the Reykjanes Ridge (Sun et al., 1975), the Can-
DePaolo and Wasserburg, 1977).areanthAoes(u,17) ndtem-

Chagesin he ~Nd'"Nd atis o ocanAtlantic ridge (Tatsumoto, 1978). These data are
floor basalt induced by interactions with sea- plotted on a 207Pb/204Pb- 206Pb/20 4Pb diagram in
water have not been detected so far. This is pre- Fig. 4, referenced with a 4.55 Gy isochron and
sumably because of the exceeding low concentra- growth curves fcr 238U/20 4Pb(tj) = 8.0 and 8.5.
tion of Nd in seawater. The N. Atlantic basalts form a linear array with

Pb- Isotopes. Pb- isotope compositions of re-
liable accuracy have been published for N. Atlan- O1

I I 0530 O0 SEAWATER ALTERATION

Iceland B R".~ns
05132 R ife

4 jo DOP Leg .4 ~ 05128
0 - 01 1 ". .. nfi

tOIS .BLk Earth Z' 05126 "

87's 86 DoSDP LEGS 37

0SOUTH SANDWICH ISLAND ARC-TIOLEIIT S
z05128 ... W014 M.ETALLIFEROUS SEDIMENT

I Bulk Earth
IONV"a 0512 :LHALTERE OCEANIC BASALT

052 .. .0702 0704 0706 0708 07,0

07025 07030 07035 07040 0704t ' )50
O7 5r /86Sr Fig. 3. Comparison of 1 4 3 Nd/ 1 44Nd and 8 7 Sr/ 8 6 Sr

ratios in island arc and altered ocean floor
F16. 2. 1I 3Nd/144Nd versus 87Sr/8bSr ratios for basalts with those in Mn-nodules and metal1; 'ous
N. Atlantic basalts from 0'Nions et al., 1977 and sediments, illustrating the effects of sea..z:e'
Zindler & Hart (1978). The data are compared interaction on the ocean floor and at subduction
with the overall oceanic trend and the correspond- zones. Data are from (DePaolo dnd Wasserburg,
ent bulk Earth composition reported by 0'Nions et 1977; Hawkesworth et al., 1977; 0'Nions et al.,
al., (1978b). 1978b).
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mantle evolution. This question will be dis-
(a) /ocussed in more detail in a subsequent section of

1. /- this paper.

Differentiation and Evolution of Mantle Magma
Sources

.6155 •The most important recent advances in the
//_ -use of isotope geochemical data from oceanic ba-

e8 8,c-a, ds salts are based upon the improved estimates of the
Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr ratios in the bulk Earth (- un-

153 differentiated mantle). Estimates of the elemen-

170 180 190 tal abundances are also much improved (O'Nions et
206 204 al., 1978c). The current best estimates and

Pb/ Pb sources of these critical bulk Earth parameters

are reported in Table 1. It shouid be noted at

20 -(b) this juncture that it is assumed that the isotopic
at 16Gy L) compositions of the erupted basalts are equal to

those of their source, which was in isotopic equi-
librium at the time of melting, and have not been

COMM omodified during their ascent to the surface. The
Ilo possibility of local disequilibrium during melting

has been extensively discussed recently (e.g.,
Undifferentated O'Nions and Pankhurst, 1974; Hoffman and Hart

Montle
1978). For the situation where the mantle is

partially molten for a long period prior to the

0 8 5 0 extraction of melt, Hoffman and Hart (1978) have
455 38 25 16 shown from kinetic considerations that the degiee

T(Gy) of isotopic disequilibrium should be negligible.

Furthermore, disequilibrium melting models were

Fig. 4. (a) 
2 07

pb/
2 01

4pb versus 
20 6

pb/
204

pb found to be incompatible with the isotopic and

ratios for N. Atlantic basalts from Iceland, trace element variability of oceanic basalts by

the Canaries, the Azores, m..d-Atlantic ridge O'Nions et al.(1976) and White et al. (1976).

(1978), Sun et al., 1975, Sun and Jahn (1975) et al. (1978b) have compared the single-stage

and Sun (1973). For reference a 4.55 Gy iso- time-integrated Rb/Sr and Sm/Nd ratios of basalt-

chron and p (
2 38

U/
2 0

4Pb) growth lines of 8.0 and source regions, as computed from their measured

8.5 have been plotted. 87Sr/ 8 6 Sr and 143Nd/1 4 Nd ratios, with the bulk
(b) p (2 38U/2 04Pb) versus T(Gy) diagram illus- Earth Rb/Sr and Sm/Nd ratios. The fractional

trating models capable of producing the Pb- iso- differences have been expressed in terms of ASR
tope range observed in these N. Atlantic basalts. nnd AND paramete-s. In Fig. 5 AND and ASR values
The V value of the early Earth (before ca., 6 Gy) are compared for both the Recent N. Atlantic ba-
is uncertain because of the amount of lead (if salts (see Fig. 2) and uncontaminated, Tertiary
any) incorporated into the Earth's core. Frac- basalts (ca60 My) from Baftin Bay, E. and W. Green-
tionation models are shown relative to an undif- land and N.W. Scotland. Without exception these
ferentiated mantle p value of 8.0. Two-stage basalts have negative ASR and positive AND values.
model: single mantle-wide fractionation event at Thus, compared with undifferentiated mantle of
1.6 Gy. Source regions of the most radiogenic the bulk Earth composition, the sources of all
voicanics would have acquired p values as high as these N. Atlantic basalts have been depleted in
20. Multi-stage model: continuous fractionation Rb relative to Sr and Nd relative to Sm (equivalent

of p from 3.8 Gy (approximate time of commence- to light REE depletion). This includes basalts
ment of continental crust stabilization). Curve erupted at so-called hot-spot sites as well as in
indicates the maximum increase of p with time to submarine ridge environments. It seems inescap-
produce the most radiogenic volcanics. From 3.8 able that during the 60 My evolution of the North
Gy to 2.5 Gy u could only have increased by c:., Arlantic (from the time of continental break-up
20%. to the present day) only depleted mantle sources

have been sampled. Mantle sources which could

the oceanic island basalts generally containing be considered in anyway undifferentiated, primary,

more radiogenic lead than the submarine ridge ba-- pristine or even enriched were not sampled by

salts. The true significance of such linear basaltic volcanism and probably do not exist in

drrays has been debated for many years. The cen- the N. Atlantic upiper mantle in any significant

tral problem has been to distinguish between (1) quantity. It must be noted that the mantle

a simplistic two-stage episodic mantle evolution sources of basalts erupted in Iceland and other

or (2) a more complex multi-stage continuous so called 'hot-spots' are less unique amongst
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oceanic basalts than has sometimes been implied
and furthermore have not been isolated from the 0532

mantle differentiation processes involved in the
generation of continental crust. The overall de-
plerion of the upper mantle caused by the removal
of lithopile elements to the continental crust
throughout the last 3.8 Gy of Earth history is
clearly evident in the source regions of all N.
Atlantic hasalts discussed here.

Having compared the N. Atlantic upper mantle 05131

within the bulk Earth framework, it is germane to
discuss the timing of the mantle differentiation
events responsiblr or the observed depletion. z
It is now abundantly clear that this problem is
closely tied to the generation of the continental *
crust. (e.g., O'Nions and Pankhurst 1978; O'Nions t•
et al., 1978, a, b). Although comparatively S

little is known in detail about the rate of crus- 051
tal growth through time, it is well-established
that the earliest preserved granite crust dates

from about 3.8 Gy ago. A substantial propor-
tion of the continental crust (approximately half)
had been produced by 2.5 Gv ago and the remain-

der has been added in a quasi-continuous manner F
(cf. Moorbath, 1975; O'Nions and Pankhurst, 1978;

0529
I I I I I ._ I

I 1 , 012 014 016 018 020 022 024 026 V28
s Iceload 8 Reykjones 14? 144

DEPLETED MANTLE Ridge Sm! Nd
0o o SPL Fig. 6. Sm-Nd evolution diagram for basal:s from

OMid North Rde, Iceland and the Reykjar.-s Rid e. For amounts of
6 Tertiary Continental melting in excess of 2%, the 147Sm/I Nd values

will he within 20% of their source values. The
5- best-fit line corresponds to an age of ca. 200 My.,

+ and the initial ratio ^u 0.5128, see text for a
//Composition discussion of the significance of the observed

correlation. Data from O'Nions et al., (1977)

0 and Zindler and Hart (1978).

1 McCulloch and Wasserburg, 1978). The implication
of these observations is that Rb/Sr, Sm/Nd and
U/Pb must have been fractionated in the mantle
prior to 3 Gy ago and chemical heterogeneiities

-40 -30 -20 -O 0 1O 20 30 must have existed (see O'Nions and Pankhurst,
- t-6SR-:. + 1978; Sun and Nesbitt, 1977). Recognition of

Fig. 5. AND versus ASR for Recent and Tertiary mantle heterogeneiities dating from the earliest

N. Atlantic basalts. A parameters are defined as Archaean may be hindered by two factors: 1) Those

the percentage deviation of the single-stage (SS) parts of the mantle containing evidence of early

parent-daughter ratios from the bulk Earth (BE) mantle differentiation may not be sampled by con-
composition. For example: tempoly volcanism. 2) The long-lived hetero-

147 144 1 144 geneilties may have been eradicated by convective
147Sm/ Nd SS- 147Sm/ Nd BE 2 motions resulting in mantle mixing.AND- 147 144 The 14 7 Sm/ 144Nd and 14 3Nd/ 144Nd ratios of N.

Sm/ Nd BE Atlantic basalts are plotted on a Sm-Nd evolution
where diagram in Fig. 6. The slope of the best-fit

143Nd Nd measured - 0.50682 line to the data plotted in rig. 6 corresponds to
Sm/ Nd SS = an age of 190+70 My. This age is only geologi-

((Exp X1  • T) - 1) cally meaningful however, if the Sm/Nd ratios of
and T = 4.55 Gy the basalts are equal to those of their source re-

All samples plot in the -ASR/+AND quadrant in- gions, and all source regions had identical 143Nd/
dicating that their mantle source regions were de- ]4Nd ratios 190 My ago. A similar analysis of the
pleted in Rb and light REE relative to the bulk available Rb-Sr data for these and other samples
Earth composition. yields apparent times of a mantle fractionation
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event ranging from 200 My to 500 My if assumptions differentiation events occurring on a time scale
analogous to those outlined above are adopted of > 109y ago. At this time 235U was relatively
(O'Nions et al., 1976; Langmuir et al., 1978; more abundant than at present. More recent
White and Schilling, 1978). (-108y) fractionations of U/Pb have produced con-

The linear array of Pb- isotope compositions paratively little variability in 207Pb/ 20'"pb be-
shown in Fig. 4 can also be uzed to estimate the cause of the low abundance of 235U.
timing of mantle differentiation. This array can All three of these parent-daughter systems ap-
be modelled by (i) a two-stage episodic model to pear to be compatible with continuous or multi-
imply a major fractionation event 1,6 Gy ago or stage fractionation models. The tendency towards
alternatively (ii) a multi-stage model. In the continuous eradication or 'smoothing-out' of chem-
latter case the linear array could merely result ical heterogeneiities produced in the earlier
from mixing of two distinct end-member compositions epochs of mantle evolution attest to the effi-
as suggested by Sun et al.(1975) and T-tsumoto ciency of mantle convection processes in removing
(1978). The p - time relationships for a two- them - at least within the upper mantle.
stage episodic model interpretation is compared
with that of a continuous fractionation model in Dynamical Processes in the Mantle
Fig. 4. Both models are capable of producing the
range of Pb- isotope composition observed in the Isotopic variations in oceanic basalts can be
N. Atlantic basalts, but have very different im- used to impose some constraints on dynamical pro-
plications for the evolution of the mantle. cesses in the mantle. In favorable circumstances

The Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr - , Pb isotope data consider- they can be used in conjunction with concentra-
ed above pose the f'Y wing questions: tion data to test models of source and magma mix-

1) If the Sm-Nd o.,.a reflect a unique fraction- ing, and partial melting. Several attempts have
ation event in the mantle approximately 200 My been made to test source and magma mixing models
ago, was the mantle undifferentiated until that for Iceland and Reykjanes Ridge basalts (Sun et
time? al., 1975; O'Nions et al., 1976; Langmuir et al.,

2) Can the two stage model interpretation of 1978). Mixing equations have been derived by
the Pb- isotope data (1.6 Gy fractionation event) Lancelot and Allegre (1974) and Vollmer (1976)
be reconciled with the Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr systcmatics? and provide the rationale for each of these

The answer to the first question is straight- attempts.
forward. The initial 1 3Nd/144Nd ratio of the Sun et al., (1975) used Pb- isotope and con-
mantle-isochron interpretation in Fig. 6 is 0.5128 centration data for Reykjanes Ri. 3 e basalts, aid
whereas undifferentiated mantle is predicted to demonstrated that linear plots of 2 07Pb/ 20 4 Pb and
have a lower 143Nd/1 44 Nd ratio (0.5124) 200 My 2 06Pb/ 2 04 Pb versus I/Pb were consistent with
ago. Therefore, the time integrated Sm/Nd ratio binary mixing models. This result implied that
of these source regions between 4.55 Gy and 200 melting and crystallization differentiation pin-
My ago was greater than the bulk Earth - ue, in- cesses had not modified the Pb- concentrations
dicating the light REE depletion had already oc- sufficiently to mask the correlations. From
curred during this time interval. With respect this observation one might epect that similar
to the second question, regardless of whether the correlations should exist between 8 7Sr! 8 6Sr versus
Pb-data are interpreted using a two-stage or a I/Sr and 143Nd/144Nd versus '/Nd. O'Nions et al.,
multi-stage model, it i evident that some (1976) showed that a plot of 87 Sr/ 8 63r versus _/Sr
fractionation event(s) affected the U-Pb system was not linear and did not lend support to this
109 y or mort ago. Hence, both the Sm-Nd and model. These Sr-data together with the Nd- iso-
U-Pb systems suggest the occurrence of early tope and concentration data of O'Nions et al.,
( 109y) mantle fractionation events, but the Sm- (1977) are compared in Fig. 7. From this dia-

Nd system indicates more recent fractionations gram it is apparent that a linear correlation
also. The data presented for the N. Atlantic ba- does not exist between l43Nd/1 4

4Nd and I/Nd either,
salts in this paper are compatible with the fol- but 8 7Sr/ 86 Sr does correlate linearly with Sr.
lowing statements: Thus, these data taken together provide little

1) U/Pb, Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr have been fraction- support for a simple binary mixing model. If the
ated in the mantle since at least the beginnings isotopic variations in Icelandic and Reykjanes
of continental growth 3.8 Gy ago. Ridge basalts are indeed the result of mixing of

2) The present heterogeneiities in U/Pb, Rb/Sr two end members then the combined effect of melt-
and Sm/Nd ratios are mainly the result of more re- ing and crystallization have fractionated at
cent fractionations which occurred on a time least Rb/Sr and Sm/Nd in such a way as to destroy
scale closer to 108 y than 109y. consistent correlations.

3) The fractionations of Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr in the Despite these inconsistencies there are reported
mantle during the last 5 x 10

8y or so are respons- correlations between 
8 7Sr/ 86Sr, 14 3Nd/ 144Nd, 14

7Sm/

ible for a considerable amount of the present 
14

4ld, 
8 7Sr/ 8 6Sr and CeN/YbN in the N. Atlantic

variability of 14 3Nd/"4Nd and 8 7 Sr/8 6 Sr in the basalts. The significance of these first two cor-
upper mantle. relations has been discussed above. O'Nions et

4) The variability of Pb- isotope (particularly al..(19761 attributed the third correlation to the
2 07Pb/ 204Pb) compositions reflect still earlier generation of heterogeneous mantle several hundred
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million years ago and Langmuir et al. (1978) in a
more detailed discussion have shown that mixing 07• .

models involving three or more sources can also 07034 .
accomodate the data. Further efforts to quantify
the actual number of discrete sources beneath 07033 .

Iceland and the Reykjanes Ridge would now appear 07032 ""
to be a very difficult exercise. Similarly an ex- c .
tension of this approach to identify a particular N 07031 ,

mantle component to be included in a dynamical 03 ""

model of mass transport (such as a mantle plume) 07030 '

would be unproductive, since it is now clear that 07029 . ..
whatever form the mantle source supplying basalts 0702_
to Iceland has, it must be heterogeneous. 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 00 200 300

Marked correlations between trace element abun- (O3 x I/Sr) Sr ppm
dance ratios such as Ba/Sr, Rb/Sr, and 87 Sr/8 6Sr '
have been documented for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
basalts between 30*N and 50'N (White et al., 1975;
White and Schilling, 1978) and models involving 0513 0
more than two components must be appealed to. At
the present time a unique solution to the data
available does not exist and it is almost a matter
of personal taste whether one attributes the varia- 0O51305~z
tions to a number of mutually intermixing mantle V
plumes, or simply to mantle heterogeneities ' * Th29

without any implications concerning the physical z
nature of the mass transport processes. 051300

Depletion and Enrichment Processes

Earth differentiation has proceeded with the 05295

progressive removal of large ion lithopile ele-

crust. The production of partial melts in the 0 01 02 0 is 36 54
I/Nd ef-

maiitle and their physical removal from 
the re-

sidium is the prime mechanism of element trans- Fig. 7. Plots of 8 7 Sr/8 6Sr versus Sr and I/Sr
port and fractionation. The transport of large and 14 3Nd/ 144Nd versus Nd andl/Nd for basalts
ion lithopile elements from the mantle to the con- from Iceland and the Reykjanes Ridge. For a simple
tinental crust must have been dominated by such two component mixing model 87 Sr/ 8 6Sr and 143Nd/
processes. 144Nd ar, predicted to correlate withl/Sr and i/Nd

It is now well established that the single- respectively. These data are inconsistent with
stage time integrated Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr ratios of such a simple model. Data from O'Nions et al.,
the N. Atlantic mantle sources are respectively 1976, 1977.
higher and lower than those of the bulk Earth.
The actual measured Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr ratios of tial melting and must include more complex pro-
some ridge basalts also bear this relationship to cesses of enrichment. In view of the correlation
the bulk Earth composition. However other basalts, evident in Fig. 6 and the correlation of CeN/VbN
particularly ocean island basalts, have relatively with 8 7Sr/ 86 Sr (O'Nions et al., 1976) it seems
high Rb/Sr ratios and are enriched in the light that the enrichment may pre-date the contemporary
REE (e.g., Schilling, 1973; O'Nions et al., 1976). melting event by several hundred millions of years.
The relationship of the measured parent-daughter If such fractionations of REE commonly occur in the
ratios of N. Atlantic basalts to the bulk Earth upper mantle then the isotope systematics of Recent
composition is illustrated by V'ND and 6'SR para- basalts require that they are short-lived hetero-
meters in Fig. 8. The 6' parameter is the frac- geneiities
tional deviation of the measured parent-daughter
ratio in a particular basalt from that of the Concluding Remarks
bulk Earth. Also plotted on this diagram are the
AND and ASR values for the N. Atlantic from Fig. Studies of oceanic basalts have proved to be
5. Small degrees of melting (2-5%) are not ex- one of the most successful ways of studying the
pected to produce iP.ore than a 20% change in VSND, composition and differentiation history of the
thus if the source :egions shown are applicable, Earth's mantle. Sufficient Nd and Sr isotope
then 'he generation of some basalts appear to re- measurements exist on a world wide basis to de-
quire even greater fractionations of Sm/Nd. The fine the basic parameters (Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr) of
mechanism whereby this occurs is presently ob- the bulk Earth compostion and thus provide a fram
scure, but it-is not the result of simple par- work within which mantle evolution can be examine
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40 - undepleted mantle have been sampled.
4) The timing of mantle fractionation events

can be estimated from the Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd and Pb-

Sovce Reions 'AD. SR) isotope systematics of the erupted basalts. If

20- the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd data are interpreted as man-
Bulk Eorth Composit tie isochrons they suggest fraztionation events

some 200 - 500 My ago. However, the Sn-Nd dataIindicate that the source region must alreadyZ

0 o ' ' ' have been depleted at that time. The simplest in-
terpretation of the Pb - isotope data yields a
conflicting result and requires a mantle wide
fractionation event 1.6 Gy ago. However, the iso-

-20- tope data are also compatible with multi-stage

S;R 223 fractionation models.
7) Correlations between 87Sr/86Sr and Sr,

-40 
143Nd/

144Nd and Nd, indicate that simple two compo-
-I I nent mixing models cannot explain the isotopic

80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 o too 120 variations in Iceland and along the Reykjanes

8' SR===> Ridge, however, the few available Pb- isotope

Fig. 8. Plot of 6'ND and 6'SR values for N. data are compatible with such a model. More

Atlantic basalts compared with the range of their complex (3 or more) source mixing models may

AND and ASR values. accomodate the data, but attempts to quantify the

147 144 147 144 actual number become exceedingly difficult.
Sm/ Nd) - ( Sm! Nd) The North Atlantic has become a testing ground

S'ND .10 for petrogenetic hypotheses and models of mantle

147 144 evolution and Earth differentiation. Opinions
Sm! Nd) BE have differed considerably amongst the reseachers

involved over the years, but a measure of agree-and V'SR is defined in an analogous manner. The m n n o s n u s b g n i g t m r e hsouce egonsof hebasalts have time-integrated ment and consensus is beginning to emerge. The
source regions of the inatedhby the-intted debates have been vigorous and furthermore added
Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr ratios indicated by the plotted a stimulus to geochemical and petrological
AND and ASR values. Partial melting of such sties in geeraog

sources produces changes in 6'ND of ca., 20% for studies in general.
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ALTERAIION, FRACTIONAL CRYSTALLIZATION, PARTIAL MELTING, 'MANTLE PROPERTIES

FROM TRACE ELEMENTS IN BASALTS RECOVERED IN THE NORM ATLANTIC

Henri Bougault

Centre Oceanologique de Bretagne, B.P. 337, 29273 Brest Cedex, France
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Institut de Phusique du Globe, 4, place Jussieu, 75230 Paris cedex 05,
et Laboratorie Pierre Sue, Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires, B.P. n 2,
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Abstract. Alkali metals prove to be very Introduction
sen sitixe to alteration process even if this
process is moderate. It is very difficult to use Several sites have been drilled into the
these elements to trace magmatic processes since oceanic crust in the North Atlantic up to and
their concentration may vary within an homogeneous including Leg 53 of the Glomar Challenger (DSDP-
"unaltered" unit. IPOD program) :Leg 37, sites 332 to 335 at 360 N

From all the basaltic units investigated, a along a track perpendicular to the ridge ; Leg 45
classification of "low partition coefficient" sites 395 and 396 at 22 ° N almost synunetric with
elements is presented (Sc, Ti, V, Y, Zr, Nb, respect to the ridge in crust about 7 and 10 m.y.
La-Tb, 1lf, Ta, Th). old ; Leg 46, site-396 again ; Leg 49, three

The incompatible elements ratios (Y/Tb, Zr/H1f, sites 407, 408, 409 at 630 N, along a track
Nb/Ta) are constant in the samples studied and are perpendicular to Re'-,janes Ridge, one site 410 at
nearly equal to the same ratios in chondrites. 450 N and three sites 411, 412 and 413 at aboutThis is consistent with the existence of an 360 N near the FMM\ IS area ; the megalec (Legs 51,

homogeneous primordial mantle at the scale of the 52, 53) at 25' N, at 110 m.y. old sites 417 and
North Atlantic, compatible with a chnndritic 418. In addition the FUDUS operation at 3b0 N
composition of the earth. provided an intensive sampling both by dredging

More than two distinct mantle sourced derived and by submersible in the Rift valley and adjacent
from the primordial mantle (invoking the possi- fracture zones.
bility of mixing of sources), are needed to During the drilling program, we have operated
explain the data. Moderate "incompatible" or the CNEXO X-ray f"uorescence vxan on bard the'
hygromagmaphile" element/highly "hygromagmaphile" Glomar Challenger to obtain on board major elements
element ratios are function of a partial melting. analysis (and some trace elements during Legs 45

Partial melting (variable), magma chamber and 46).These shipboard chimical data have been
dynamics (possibility of mixing) and only one or useful in defining the different basalt units and
two eruptions is a cycle frequently repeated for selection of samples for shore-based studies
variability of partial melting and limited (Bougault, i977). Our contribution to the shore
sampling of liquids derived from the same initial based studied has been the systematic study of
liquid explain the variable rare-earth patterns trace elements both through X ray fluorescence
encountered in one single hole and makes it spectrometry and neutron activation analysis in
difficult to determine the proportion of minerals samples which have been selected on board for
crystallizing, shipboard analysis (XRF : V, Cr, Ni, Co, Rb, Sr,

Y, Zr, Nb ; NM : Sc, Ni, Co, Zr, La, Eu, T, if,
Ta, Th).

Leg 53 marks the end of first phase of the IM"[
program as far as drilling the crust in the

t Contribution n' du D6partement Scientifique, Atlantic Ocean is concerned and we feel it is
Centre Oc~anologique de Bretagne. important to draw out major conclusions which no-.
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CS(ppm) 0.56 ppm and K20 from 0.98 to 2.04 S. This is
probably due to local cracks or fissures through0, which water circulates resulting in the forjtion
of alteration minerals (Joron et at., in prepa-
ration).

Major interstice differences are observed between
06 hole 417 A and hole 417 D (and 418 A) wkich are

about 400 meters apart (Joron et al., in prepa-
ration). Hole 417 A is highly altered ; the
volcanic pile has been divided into several
zones according to the occurrence of different

0.4 minerals : montmorillonite and celadonite occur
in all zones ; chlorite, scolecite and analcite
occur in different zones (Legs 51, 52 ; scienti-
fic party ; in preparation). Potassium varies
from -- 6 $ K20 in very highly altered zones (top)

0.2 Ato classical values in oceanic tholeiites (< 0.2
1) at the bottom. Thus a general decrease of
alteration is observed from the top to the
bottom. At the opposite, in hole 417 D, someRb 400 meters from hole 417 A, strikingly freshbasalts were recovered including fresh glass.

0 20 40 60
Si 4 .This difference in alteration between 417 A andFig.. 1 :'s vcrsu: .,) in 11,,]c 417 A,. "Te Uck 417 D (110 m.y. old) only 400 meters apart is

dots rcpt::sent the data bc]cw cure 30 i:d explained by a difference in topography between
the. squ, -res represent thte ttati above core both holes. The 417 A altered site is a topogra-
30. The triangl es rep;"s(nt altered phic high which remained unburied approximately 20
sxml2es in Ibltc 417 D. m.y. after eruption (lack of cretaceous sediments)

(Leg 51, 52 ; scientific party, in preparation).
can be made. Discussions related to alteration, According to Donnelly (1978) 'we might regard the
magmatic units, fractional crystallization, mag- hill as a sort of upside down drain, which,
matic cycles, partial melting, heterogeneity or lacking an impermeable sedimentary cap, becomes
homogeneity of the mantle or upper mantle can be the principal conduit for convective effluent
now made as a consequence of the data which have water".
been made available through the DSDP program and If this interpretation is correct, it means
FAMOUS operation. We have analysed more than 400 that much of the alteration process (at least the
samples ; results (sample by sample) are given type of alteration observed) takes place shortly
(or will be) in DSDP Initial Reports, in Arcyana after eruption. When the basalts are covered by a
(1977) and in Bougalt et at. (in press) and are sufficient sedimentary thickness they are
not duplicated in this paper ; only tables for protected from further sea water circulation.
specific samples or group of samples necessary for A good correlation is found between Cs and Rb
the discussion are reported. (fig. 1) (K versus Rb is also similar). But the

dispersion of points is far greater than theAlteration process. Alkali metals and strontita analytical precision (K20 +.1.02 %, Rb + 2 ppm, Cs+ 0.02 ppm). The abundlancei of these elements
Basalt alteration is discussed with respect 

to

the behavior of alkali metals (K20, Rb, Cs) and
Sr. Two examples are considered, sites 417 andTA-.o:ro r ake oc alkac i ....o
418 (Leg 51) on one hand, and site 39S (Leg 45) on alrow1i metals bi th ocan. Sra-ed-ater
the other. Basalts of sites 417 and 418 have
experienced a high degree of alteration which conccatratjons and residence times are
resulted in extensive change of major elmnt from Goldberg (1965).
composition. Site 395 basalts experienced only
slight alteration and can be considered to be K Rb Cs
fresh samples on the basis of their low water
contents. . Uptake

At site 417, the variation of alteration effects Alte-ed sample/
are observed at two scales, which may be related sea water
to water circulation. proportional to 44.7 242 1 120

- Within a single core (e.g. core 35 of hole 417 Rcsidence time 1.1 107  2.7 105 4 104
A), Rb varies from 12 to 29 ppm, Cs from 0.22 to
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Fig. 2 ilole 417 A Rb (p':), C . (ppn) , Sr (ppr') Variation .;ova:. tr: ;o1.
25 is about 2770 U, core -i5 i:; about .105 Ill.

correlates positively with the abundances of rocks can be neglected compared to concentration
alteration minerals (unaltered: to highly altered due to alteration) to sea water concentration.
samples) but the elemental ratios, at least in Thus, the figures mentioned Table 1, which
first approximation, may be a function of the represent the ratio of concentrations of one
proportion of the different kinds of minerals representative sample to sea water concentralions
present in the different zones. This could account (for K, Rb and Cs),are proportional to the uFptake
for the dispersion of points observed in Figure 1. of these metals. Cs uptake is higher than Rb
If sea water circulation is responsible for uptake which in turn is higher than K uptake. We
alteration, the uptake by rocks of alkali metals observe that the uptake of investigated elements
from sea water can be defined by the ratio of the varies in the opposite way compared to residence
concentration of these metals in altered rocks times (table 1). These observations are in
(in hole 417 A, initial concentration in fresh agreement with a sea water origin of alkali metals

TABLE 2. Hole 39S A, a-byric unit A 3, 20 m thick. Note the possible variation in alkali mctal concc:,-

trations compared to other cleents.
.i Ti T La Ta K.O Rb Cs

33-2 127-129 114 10 200 0.85 4.3 0.22 0.2.

35-1 53-5'I 113 10 260 0.91 4.0 0.23 0.10 iC.-
37-1 13-i41 121. 10 200 0.85 4.4 0.22 0.29 4.7 0.?
3 '-1 102-107 128 10 320 0.85 4.0 0.22 0.29 3.1 U.
41-1 1,42-144 121 10 ,40 0.93 4.0 0.24 0.27 4.
42-1 S6-S9 115 1( SW3 0.92 4.0 0.23 0.'15 < 1.5 0 0
15-1 124-127 Ill 10 660 0.00 4.z 0.24 . 2.
47-1 63-67 19 10 020 0.97 4.0 0.22 0.21 < 1. C
SS-! 135-!'0 120 0 260 0.87 4.1 0.23 .23 3..
,#9-2 i3-17 118 10 320 0.9, '. 0 .- .
51-2 41-4A 119 103 29 0.89 3.9 0.225 0.23 1.5
52-1 48-53 113 10 440 0.90 4.0 0.22 0.18 2.2
&3-1 7-11 119 10 320 C.S8 3.9 0.23 C.23 2.3
54-1 48-51 10 320 0.90 4.0 0.23 < 15 ,.-
33-! 49-54 115 10 380 0.91 4.1 0.25 .17 3.4 C*."
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in altered basalts and if so, alteration of the in hole 395 A (leg 45, 22" N, 7 m.y. old) most
oceanic crust could play a role in the budget of samples selected for shipboard analysis can be
these clements in sea water, considered to be fresh (iIO-, loss on ignition).

The variation of Rb, Cs and Sr with depth in In this hole, within a single homogeneous unit
hole 417 A is given in figure 2. As previously 200 meters thick ie observe the variation of alkali
mentioned a general decrease in concentration of metals due to moderate alteration of samples udhich
Rb and Cs is observed. This agrees with the otherwise are considered fresh. Table ' shois the
general decrease of alteration with depth (core values obtained for a high partition coefficient
numbers). The variation of Sr in alteration is element (bulk partition coefficient) Xi, and four
very slight compared to the variation of alkali lo, partition coefficient elements Ti, Tb, La, Ta
metals. In core 35 for instance the Rb concentra- together with K)O, Rb and Cs. The Ni, Ti, Tb, La
tion is 25 times higher than in unaltered samples and Ta concentrations do not vary throughout this
while for Sr the enrichment ratio is 1.5. If we unit. The major elements and some other trace
take into account that Sr occurs largely in elements investigated confirm this homogeneity.
carbonate phases, leaching moderately altered Only the alkali metals (and Sb) show variation in
samples with acid solutions may enable us to the unit (Bougault et al., in press) with the
measure reasonable values for b7Sr/86Sr (if no greatest variation exhibited by Cs. In addition,
isotopical equilibration), with the exception of KO in 55 1 49-54, K20, Rb

and Cs covary. Figure 3 shows the variation of Cs
versus KO for dhree different units of hole 395 A

Cs (ppm) of Leg 45.
These observations indicate that the use of

03 _____ _____ alkali metal concentrations in oceanic basalts as
h018395A petrogenetic indicators should be made with extreme

I caution. Alteratioi, processes can produce extensive, P5 variation in the concentration of these elements,
, P2 even when the samples appear from other criteria
" A3 to be fresh.

02

Partition coefficients and physico-chemical
properties of trace elements

Through the behavior of trace elements, it has
0. been attempted for several years to model the

different parameters or processed involved in magma
genesis. This modelling requires the knowledge o

Ithe mineral/melt partition coefficients for the/ M trace elements and phases involved in the process
• am • "" K(O (%) to be modelled. Rare earths, K, Rb, Sr, Ba and the

first transition series elements have been the
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 object of numnerous investigations of this type.

Fig. 4 :h',ay used to clJassi fy thel 1c-. 1S acC F- This section is concerned with elements which
ding to their parit c;n cozf2i.zi:':1' behave incompatible or low bulk partition coeffi-
(see text). A versus C would S:'": a cient (< 1) or are "hygromagmaphile" (Treuil,
sir.ilar figure. 1973). These elements are presented in Table 3
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From the data obtained in the Nor h Atlantic we From the position of each series of samples in
will classify these elements acco~ ding to their 3 Vi diagram, it is deduced that Off lies between,
bulk partition coefficients and tlen discuss this Dland bTa. Follouing the same methy of co)mpa-
classification with respect to their physlco- rison, it can also be deduced that D 1 is owerchemical properties, 

than D)Ta (Fig. 7). In this way, a classificationThis classification utilizes th( relative based on rock/melt partition Coefficients is
behaviors of the trace elements in fractionation obtained. This classification is as followsProcesses. Considering three elements, A, B, CA is plotted versus B and B versus for different D~ > Y =\ DTb > DTi > Dr= f >~J DNh) Daseries of samples from series x to (Fig. 4). ifwe kn~ow from previous investigation that the bulk DLa > DThpartition coefficient for C (bC) is lower than thebulk partition coefficient for A (Et), the partition Is this classification compatible with the
coefficient of R (D13) can be classifijed with properties of elements ? To account for the
respect to A1 and C by comparing the )osition of t'te ",incompatible" or "hygrowmagmaphile. character of
different series of samples (from x -o ),) and the these el ,mevts, tw-o processt~s ot least have to beobserved range of slopes. In the giv ~n example, DB consideredlies between ]YA and a EFigures 5 and 6 show such a conpa-ison for i) Cation substitutions in the structure of a
elements belonging to the third tran;ition series mineral. No stabilization through crystal field
Tb, 1ff, and Ta. Hif and Ta are fractiunated to a (Bums, 1970 ; Curtis, 1964) needs to be considered
large degree, whereas the fractionat on of Tb and since all cations investigated have a rare gas
1-If is less. We know from other invesi igations configuration. The ease with which such cations
(comparing Ta to La) that DTa is low( r than DTh. enter a clystal structure depends mainly upon their

Tb (ppm)
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ionic radii and their charges ;this corresponds consider charges (3, 4 and 5 respectively,
to the "incompatible" character of the elements ,ncompatibility increasing with respect to
with respect to the host structure. cryTstal structure) and even more n./r (3.26, 5.06,

7.25 ; possibility to form complexes in the liqjid
ii) Complex formation in the liquid (Treuil, increasinz ) it is possible to explain why the
1973). This also depends upon charges and sizes of partition coefficients decrease from Y to 7r to

cations, but in a different way , for instance ,Nb.
through the ratio n/r (charge/Ionic radius) ; the Considering elemets belonging to groupe IIDk,
higher is this ratio. the greater is the stability IV A, V A, of the second and third transition
of 3 complex. The possibility of complex formation series, we observe that for each of the element

accounts for the 'hygromagmaphile" character of pairs, Y-Tb, 7r-Hf and .\b-Ta, the two -ons have

these elements. the same charge and the same ionic radius (as a

Table 3 shows for the elements of concern, the consequence the sane n/r ratio). Consequently it

charge most common in nature, the ionic radius can be conclueed that each element in the pair

and charge/ionic radius ratio. processes the same incompatibility with respect

If we consider only the size of the ions, we to a crystal structure and the same possibility of

note that the ionic radills decreases from Y to Zr forming complexes in the melt. The elements in earh

to .Xo (0.92, 0.79, 0.69 A) and thus it is not pair do not fractianate with respect to the other

possible to explain why the partition coeffi- since they have equal or nearly- equal partitionz

cients decrease from Y to Zr to Nb. But if we _oefficients.
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DL
oa is close to D)Ta or DNb in spite of their (a) within a group (coltuna) the higher is the 1onic

differing charges, ionic radii a'! n/r ratios. La radius, the loxer is the partition coefficient.
is more incompatible based on ionic radius, iess Considering the second and tnird tramsition series
incompatible based on charge and less hygro- (', Tb,.\b) and (heavy rare earths, Hif, Ta), it can
magmaphile based on n/r than Ta (see Table 3). be deduced
These different effects compensate to produce
similar partition coefficierts for 4,oth elements. (b) the higher is the possibility to fora complexes
Despite the similarity in DLa and [Pra (or ID-b) it in the liquid (n/r), the lower is the partition
is important to keep in mind the differences coefficient.
(radius, charge, n/r) which exist between La and DV is an exception to the rules : it satisfies
Ta when compared to Nb-Ta similarity. This point rle (a) but does not satisfy rle (b), since its
will be discussed later. partition coefficient is classified between Sc and

In the group IV A elements (Ti" + Zr 4+ , Jf + , Ti. A possible explanation of this anomaly is that
Th'+ ) (table 3) the low value of DTfi is a V may have a lower state of oxidation. If so, Pr'-
consequence of its large ionic radius (1.02 A)oas would he lo,,er and V would not be anymore in a rare
compared to Zr + or - + radii (0.79 and 0.78 A). gas configuration. Consequently it would be subject
A similar observat.iog can be made comparing Zr4+ 

- to some crystal field stabili:ation in octaedral
Hf + (0.79 and 0.78 ,k) to TPi+ (0.68 A). Within a structures.
column the classification of the elements according The present study confirms k-on properties of
to their partitidn coe.:icients is dominated by the these elements. It confirms the geochenfical
incompatiblf character rather than by the hygro- similarity of Y and heavy rare earths, and
magmaphile character of each element. Sin..'ar incompatible behavior of Ti, see for example -:,r
deductions can be madL considering Sc"4 , YJ+ andI (1970), Bougault (1977) and Bougault et al. (b) (i
the heavy rare earths (Tb3+ for instance), press).

From the results for the group II1 A (Sc, Y, Additional infonnation is also available. These
heavy rare earths) and group IV A (Ti, Zr, Hf and include the non-fractionation of Zr/Htf and Nb/!fa.
Th) elemonts the following rule can be formulated Knowing DLa and DTb it is possible to place limitsI= To (ppm ) -

i / 7

I __ _ _
I * .'.." __________________

]+
2-

2%$_. " z'N Th (ppm)

o2

Fig. 7 : oith Atlantic :Ta v'erstus Th. J
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Transition
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092 34 0 79 4. 0.69 54

2 y Nb
326-

114 3+ -213 0718 4. 0.66

La < bHf Ta
26 3.6 5.13 735

102 4.

4 Th " n:Chr'".

3)92 j
on D's for other elements and classify them rations were constan t and equal to that in the
accordingly. derivative basalts.

Because the samples studied were recovered in
Mantle homogeneity or heterogeneity : Y/lo, Zr/Hf, different parts of the North Atlantic(latitudes
Nb/Ta, La and Th. A comparison with chondrites and from 220 N to 630 N ; crcstal ages from 7 m.y. at
lunar samples 22' '' to 110 m.y. at 25 N), the point (2) can be

interpreted in terms of homogeneity of the mantle
In the previuus section, it has been shown that at the scale of the North Atlantic. These couples

within each 4iamernt pairs Y-Tb, Zr-Hf, Nb-Ta, of Piements give us tho opportunity to compare the
fractionation Ui one element with respect to the primordial mantle with chondrites. Table 4 shows
other is not observed. In fact, two conditions are the values obtained for the ratios of these
required to maintain Y/Th, Zr/Hf, Nb/Ta ratios elements both in the North Atlantic samples and in
constant or nearly constant (fig. 8, 9 and 10) for chondrites. The Y/Tb ratio in chondrites is from
all studied samples, aithough the absolute Frey et aZ. (1968) and the range of ratios for
concentrations vary over a wide range (for instan- Zr/Hf is obtained from Ehman and Rebagay (1970) and
ce, Nb varies between 2 to 90 ppm). These Ehman and Chi (1974) Ganapathy et at. (1976) give
conditions are : (1) little or no fractionation of lower range of values for Zr/Hf !n chondrites.
the elements in the pair has occurred, anu (2) the Ehman et at. (1975) mention the difficu'ty in
ratios in the source regions prior to magma gene- obtaining precise ratios of Zr/Hf in ch-ndrites
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because of the small size of samples available and from different laboratories, the ratios of N!/Ta,
because of low abundance levels and error limits Zr/Hf and Y/Tb attributed to a primordial mantle
(+ 10 9). favor a chondritic composition for the earth.

Very little data are available for Nb and Ta. Ehman et al. (1975) found Zr/Hf ratio to be
The values of 14 and 17 are from Graham and Mason 39 + 1 in the Palisades Sill (New Jersey), 39 in
(1972) and Vinogradov (1962). two-chilled margins and 47.3 + 0.8 in the

The limits of the ratios reported in Table 4 for Littletown metamorphic series: These figures are
the North Atlantic samples include both analytical in good agreement with our own data for oceanic
errors and possible fractionations within element rocks but contrast with the range of values that
pairs. The limits for qb/Ta correspond very closely these authors have found for lunar rocks. Wanke et
to analytical error limits whereas the limits for a". (1975) similarly found variations in Zr/Hf for
Y/Tb and Zr/Hf are approximately twice that of the lunar rocks as well as for Nb/Ta using the data of
analytical error limits. This suggests that despite Willis et al. (1972). These authors attempt to
the range of variation of concentrations (shown in explain the possible fractionation of Zr-H1f (and
Table 4 by the factor of variation), Y/Tb and Zr/ Nb-Ta) invoking possible different oxydation ;tates
If ma/ fractionate a little more easily than Nb/ of these elements. They state that achondrites
Ta. This can be attributed to some slight which have Zr/Hf ratio higher than chondrites may
differences between partition coefficients and to reflect an even greater fractionation. This model
the orders of magnitude of the partition coeffi- is supported by oxygen fugacities calculated from
cients (Nb and Ta being the lowest). Eu2+/Eu3+ which decreases from achondrites to

Taking into account the chondritic data, lunar ferro-basalts to tc:restrial rocks. If such
analytical precisiois, and comparisons of data an interpretation is correct, i.e. the possibility

Y (ppm)

80

60 __ __71 
11____ _ __ _

40 _ &_ --* a-- _ _409i 7
A{ 410, 4 old crs

0
411,412,413, 36*N

ZAN 41 418, 25 N old crust -

A * 395,396 . 22*N young crust

Tb (ppm)

0 2

Fit. 8 :Norrh Atlantic Y vorsus Tb.
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Hf (ppm)
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ho0 409 63

------ --- ----

Fio 9 Not At1.42,413 1C vts

ot~~~ ~~ -tffo b rcintn ycagn xgn prilmlin(seblwdootafcthL/

tiiga, i t) e wold cocludethat elatiely sable a rat 'o. .413 this raonld titeptthtw

N1 which~ hav Nba vrationstji bsout chngnxen ptal melt)in (se low) dato norafeptd toe La
trait, The seold coe ncludea rliely tabe lea deated matileao we6 i,40Ntepe the t) o
redat 2ons Ns iyon cthe teretra aNle. drst. Ifern /a ratio mat charctnieriti features

Ah pimlt of b aernu Ta or thee orh rtlnti ofe the mtnsant lsures relte Y to, trhe two gTrp s
fisaii~dfnstdfeet lines onno them baaples The hihs La/Taan ratio corrn tmybeddce htonatestpne toay

Nwichh age variations i absolute concen-rtos ad250vN)fand the oetrpieorpod torug a atedf

also mentioned previously that this similarity can rentiation process. The variation of Ta/Th ratio
be txplained by a compensation of the incomipatible (fig. 7), two elements w.hich have very low but
and hygroniagmahile characters of La and Ta. slightly different partition coefficients would
However, because of differences between ionic rz A-i reflect different degrees of thiis cifferentiatio'i.
and charges it is more likely that a fractionation The jump of La/fa ratio woculd correspond to a
may occur between La and Ta rather than between Nb major change of the solid (mineralogical. for
anda Ta. Large variations, in the percentage of instance) through mantle differentiation.
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Altiple source model, mixing of sources, mixing fractionate. We can test such possibilities of
of magma., pa tial meIting variations in the data of Leg 49 site 409 and from

the FAW\)US area.
Langnuir et aZ. (1978) propose a method for Site 409 (Leg 49): Unit b cannot be derived

testing different kinds of mixing in which an from unit a through fractional crystallization
hyper'olic function represents the behavior of two process. The similar Ta/Th and La/Ta ratios (fig.
eleme-its or of ratios of two couples of elements.. 7 and 11, and Table 5) and the increase of hygro-
We postulate that the ratio of two hygromagmaphile magnaphile element concentrations from unit a to
elements is not (or little) modified through b (table 5) are consistent with fractional
fractional crystallization process. Then, the crystallization. However, at the same time Ni
ratios of two elements have to be interpreted in (and Cr) should decrease while the opposite is
terms of partial melting, mantle sources, mixing observed (Table 5). Partial melting can generate
of magmas and (or) mixing of sources. Figure 13 the observed elemental relationships. For similar
represents the plot of Hf/Ta(deduced from fig. 6) Ta/Th or La/Ta ratios we observe different Ti/Th,
versus Ta/Th (deduced from Fig. 7). If the studied Tb/La ratios (Table 5) and a different lit/Ta ratio
samples were derived from two end members, the (fig. 6). In addition, one unit in hole 407 also
points defined by the various basaltic units should has the same Ta/Th ratio and a different H1f/Ta
lie on an hyperbolic line. This is obviously not ratio (Fig. 13). Rare earth patt( s for these
the case. three basaltic units (Wood et aZ., in pres,) are

Partial melting and magma mixing. The variation presented figure 14. These patterns, for a single
of the ratios of two elements with percentage of Ta/Th ratio, vary in the same way as the Hf/Ta
partial melting is a question of the magnitude of ratio.
the difference between their bulk D's which in tu:a FANIDUS area : The three samples reported in
are deptndent upon the residual mineralogy. If both Table 5 may be considered as unfractionated on the
partition coefficients are low (,x 0.01 or lower ; basis of their MgO (Mg2+/Ng

2 + + Fe2+) and Ni

ex.: Ta, Th) the ratio varies little, when the values. Each of them belongs to one of the three
partial melting degree is sufficiently high. If basaltic units of the FAIOUS area (Fig. 13). For
the D's have different orders of magnitude (0.1 similar Ta/Th ratios different concentrations in
and 0.01 ; Tb/La, Ti/Th, Hif/Ta ...) the elements Ta, Th and other hygromagmaphile elements are

.7
Nb(ppm) , I I

40-

47

_ __0_ _ _ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

20 40? 3

20 0 409 1

10~. 40941

-41 25* To (ppm)
' . I, . I I i . I ]: i

0I 2
Fig. 10 North Atl:intic I-0 vcr,;us ' : (x 2) for the I , right sn-a'l"c - ',sthat both Xb and Ta conc,.atratio: are . ,e hgher.
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1 . / : , , ," ', ,other low partition coefficient element) concen-
b'. 9 -. . trations related to unfractionated maas (FX'tJUS

example) cannot be interpreted in the sane ,av.
i, ,/'f ,,, ', This observation does not mean that magma mixing

..... . .. . . ... . does not exist but Ae would not consider t;is
N,),-: Ati: : ,io 12.. . i.S 2 process as a rule as suggested by Rhodes
-,:'. r f ,r2.:i i,: ,.', - -Mixing of mantle sources or evolution of

separate sources. The variation of tlMiTa ratio
C...................... ..... .... (fig. 13) or of rare earth patterns (fig. 14, 15)

- -,' .1.7 "--) i5-1 with partial melting makes it difficult to
recognize mixing of sources on Iff/Ta (or Sm/La)
versus Ta/Th (or isotopic ratios) plots. Data for

observed. These features are believed to be due to a large number of samples are required to 2e and
different degrees of partial melting. Different recognize through the effects of partial melting
Itf/Ta ratios (fig. 13), different Ti/Th and Th/La variations in ttf/Ta representative of the sc'irce
ratios (Table 5) are observed together with or as a consequence of the mixing of sources
different rare earth patterns (fig. 1S). (Schilling, 1977). Langmuir e: --. (1978) suggest

The hole 409 example, no more than the FA'431JS that if mixing can be diagnosed from ratios of
e.,ample, is not compatible with magma mixing. elements it should be confimed by other elements
Rhodes et a'. (in press) interprete the different or ratios of elements. On figure 13, an hyperbolic
Ti concentrations observed for a single Mg/Fe line could fit the points representing the
ratio as the result of mixing a new unfractionated different groups. If it is assumed tnat the
magma with a magma which has already undergone some scatter ,ithin groups is due to variable degrees
fractional crystallization. The different Ti (and of partial melting it could be concluded that

25 La (ppm1-1 . A__ _ ___ _

202
10 

/Sb

4. 4C

20 i I

0 0

I00 N 45" 6 N L a Is -s . ( fi

, - 40 :j69

1 F,.- AMOUJS Area 36"N _

I Ta(ppm) --

Fig. 11 : North Atatc:360 4,,S° N 630 N :la versus Ta (x2) for the

to right samples means that bath La "rd Ta con,.eltrations are twice higher.
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mixing of two different mantle sources is possible. three elements in basalts are largeiy due to
But, considering another ratio, La/Ta (Fig.11, 12), fractional crystallization.
only two values have been found (Fig. 13) making Because these three elements are enriched in
impossible an hyperbolic fit of La/Ta versus Ta/Th. minerals like olivine, clinopyroxene and spinel,
Consequently, it is necessary to consider more than it is important to note that basalt samples used
two sources. Langmuir e- a1. (1978) ,ing other for interpretation of the Ni, Co and Cr abundances
elements and other saml-es conclude that several should be free of these minerals. Glasses, aphyric
models are possible. Mizing of sources is one of basalts and plagioclase phyric basalts are appro-
them, but even then more than two mantle sources priate. Plagioclase is a diluant of Co, Ni and Cr.
are required. If several mantle sources are In the samples that we have analysed Co varies
required, it is necessary to account for a multiple within a narrow range 40-50 ppm, Ni between 30 to
source model (O'Nions et aZ., 1976). Each source 250 ppm and Cr between 30 to 600 ppm. This is
would be derived from a primordiai mantle which is observed for most of the oceanic tholeiites .%ith
evidenced by Y/Th, Zr/Hf, NTb/Ta. the condition of selecting samples a: mentioned

above. Tiv ways of interpretation of these data
Co, Ni, Cr : fractional crystallization process can be given according that oxide and sulphiJe

phases are involved or not in the process of
Because of their ionic configuration (presence fractionation.

of d electrons), Co+ , Ni + and Cr.. ions are
subject to crystal field stabilization in octaedral i) The large variation of Ni reflects crystaili-
structures (Burns, 1970 ; Curtis, 1964). The zation of olivine (Kd = 12) and or clinopyroxene
partition coefficients found agree with this (Kd = 4.4). However the narrow range of variation
observation (Bougault and HMkinian, 1974 ; Dale of Co (40-50 ppm) precludes that more than a few
an-3 Aenderson, 1972). Crystal field stabilization percents of olivine or (olivine + spinel) have
has the effect of giving these elements a quite crystallized because the Co partition coefficients
different behavior than low partition coefficient in these minerals are 3 and 5 respectively. More
elements. likely the bulk partition coefficient of Co is

From theoretical considerations Co, Ni and Cr probably close to one in order to explain its
(to a lesser extent) should vary within a narrow narrow range of concentration. This implies that a
range in the liquid phase as partial melting low Kd mineral with respect to Co has also
proceeds. This is independant of the chosen model crystallized, i.e. plagioclase.
and the type of initial solid material, except Accepting the Rayleigh distribution during
chromium which may depend upon spinel content crystallization, the relationship between Cr and
(Bougault et a!. (a), in press). Olivine being the Ni in the liquid is
majer constituant of the solid and melting in low
proportion relative to clinopyroxene for instance DCr - 1acts as a buffer for Co and Ni during the melting log [Cr] D i  log [Nil+ K

process. In addition, the results found for Ni, DNi- I
Co, Cr in the undifferentiated samples mentioned
above fit with the theoretical calculation DCr and DNi being respectively the bulk partition
obtained from concentrations observed in peri- coefficients of Cr and Ni ; K is a constant
dotites and currently accepted bulk partition depending upon partition coefficients and initial
coefficients (Bougault et aZ., in press (a) ). concentrations of Cr and Ni. Data for glasses,
Thus, variations in the concentrations of these aphyric samples or plagioclase phyric samples are

TABLE 5. Concentrations of some elements in the two units of Hole 409 and three samples in the Famous area

\O /(g+ Ni Ti Tb Th La Ta Ti/Th Tb,'La La/Ta Ta/Th
Fe2 )

409 Fe
5Tt a 8 - 80 750X 0.6 0.25 3.1 0.27 3 104 .i9 11.5 1.08

Unit b 7. - 110 10200 0.8 0.53 6.0 0.63 1.9 10 .13 9.5 1.19
Famous
area

411-1-1
98-82 11.5 0.70 265 4184 .44 .28 2.4 .23 1.49 10 .18 10.4 0.82

Cyp 31-35 10.6 0.72 253 5100 .42 .58 5.4 .52 .88 104  .08 10.4 0.90

413 3-1
44-48 10.6 0.68 240 8573 .58 1.53 14.6 1.61 .56 10 .04 9.1 1.05
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Fir.-12 Northi Atlantic: 22' N (young' c)-us' and 25' N (old crust) La versus Ta

plotted in figure 16. The scatter may be partly DCr - 1
due to the presence of olivine, spinel or clino- DNi - 1
pyroxene phenocrysts in some of these samples. The

par ofth fild Ni 250 pfi, Cr :600 is compatible with plagioclase-clinopyroxeneupper part of the field (Ni :fractionation with very little or no olivine. The
ppm) correspond to the most primitive liquids. The FAMDUS data, which fall along the average line

D liela canno)t be a consequence of the fractionation which could be defined for the overall field is not
Ni would be depleted extensively a straight line (as suggested by the relationship

whereas Cr would be unchanged in the liquid
wheres Crfrom the Rayleigh law) ; the variation of slopeCr is around 1). Olivine + spinel is possible in needs a variation in bulk parcition coefficients

the early stages but we have seen above that this attributed to variation oi partition coefficients

possibility is also limited by the Co range of themselves and the proportions of minerals asvariation. The scattering in the upper part of the crystallization proceeds. Precise calculations of
field (early stages of crystallization) is probably the amount of minerals c.-ystallizing at different
due to different proportions of olivine (+ small steps is difficult for several reasons. The basalts
amount of spinel) and plagioclase removal. The investigated to not derive from the same initial

lower part ol the field tends to be narrower and liquid produced by the same partial melting, even

the slope in a single hole. Ti, and other hy-rnagmaphile
BOUGAIILT 365
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elements do not increase regularly as Cr and Ni Before drilling into the oceanic crust -_aret_.
decrease (Bougault, 1977). Major element relation- the hypothesis to find in a single hole .fr-
ships show the sane results :Ti does not fit units deriving one from each other fromn , x,
(Bryan and Thompson, in press). Magma mixing initial liquid through fractional cnv5: - ito'

()Rholes et al., in press) is an additional possibi- process seemed reasonable. This hypoti'- nov.
lity. appears to be wro;.g. No more than one

ii) Oxides and sulphides even if in low proportionsCr pm
are an additional difficulty in estimating, throughCr m
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as crystallizing phases, they would probably *' - __
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in Cu and Zn as well. Such a fractionation does .
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Abstract. A 200 m section of drilled basalts, and gabbros. Attempts to
basalt in the Cretaceous basement of the relate mineralogical and chemical

western North Atlantic (hole 417A, Deep character of these samples to the prob-
Sea Drilling Project) recovered the most lem of elemental fluxes (Wolery and
altered basalt found to date in thh world Sleep, 1976; Humphris and Thompson,
ocean. The very high uptake of potassium 1978a) suffer in two ways fron this
(690 g/cr.2 for the 200 m thickness) limitation: 1) rocks available for
requires the passage of very large dredging are those which occur or. fault
volumes of sea water through the rock. scarps, and a special structure such as

The mineralogy of the rocks (k-feldspar, this might imply a special process,
celadonite, smectite, zeolites) suggests such as hydrothermal alteration concen-
very low temperatures, and we conclude trated along the faults; and 2) rocks

that the water of alteration was the which are dredged regardless of their
effluent warm water discharging from a location are those which have been
cell of convecting water in the cooling exposed directly to sea water, and their
oceanic crust. The character of the rocks alteration might be typical of only a

and the absence of much of the earlier few meters of uppermost oceanic crust.
sediment support this idea. Numerous observations in recent years

The principal implication of this have led to the conclusion that water

discovery is that only a small fraction of circulates through oceanic crust and

oceanic floor altering in this way could provides an important means of heat

account for the excess of potassium transfer. The observationz. include the

inferred to be entering the oceans over discrepancy between observed and calcu-

that accounted for in oceanic sedimenta- lated heat flows in younger crust

tion. A further implication is that the (Wolery and Sleep, 1976), the direct

direction of both potassium and magnesium observation of hot springs on the ocean

fluxes is opposite to that inferred for floor in very young crust (Edmond, et

higher temperatures of alteration. al., 1977), and several instances of
anomalously high and low he,.t flow

Introduction values in younger oceanic crust
(Anderson, et al., 1978). Experimental

Extensive alteration of the oceanic studies of basalt-sea water int.fraction

crust has been recognized for several (e.g., Mottl, 1976) and observations of

years (e.g., R. Hart, 1970; Matthews, Icelandic hydrothermal wells (Tomasson

1971), but nearly all of the examples and Kristmannsdott
4 r, 1972) illustrate

have been of dredged basalts, meta- the importance -f higher temperature
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alteration both in speed of reaction and basalts at hole 417D are gray in coior.

amount of elemental exchanges, lut tell The mineral content and chemizal compo-

us relatively little about lowe- temper- sition at hole 417D vary little with

ature processes. Finally, cons dera- depth. 'resh glass is com mon in this

tions of elenental fluxes into .nd out hole, and although there are scattered
of the oceanic reservoir (e.g., Maynard, chemical and mineralogical signs of

1976; Drever, 1974), emphasize the mild alteratin (higher K)0, oxidation

problem of imbalances of certain of iron, occurrence of veins uith calcite,
elements, such at potassium and smectite, celadonite, , the phienocrysts
magnesium, and imply that the oc, anic are commonly unaltered and the basalts
crust night be extensively involed as as a whole would be characterized as
a sink or source for several chemical very fresh. The basalts at hole 4-17.. are
species. Thus, an example of sev.rely sufficiently altered that inferences
altered oceanic crust for which e: ten- about its original composition wo-iIJ be
sive warm water circulation can be very difficult to draw if this hole had
inferred is of special interest, ad been the only one drilled. However, the
the calculated elemental fluxes ar, of phenocryst content (the phenocrysts are
potentially great significance. extensively pseudomorphed but can, in

A site drilled during Leg 51, Deep most cases, b2 identified) is fairly
Sea Drilling Project, yielded the first uniform and similar to that at hole 4170,
appreciable recovery of significantly leadit.g to the vie: that the original
altered oceanic crust, and as such compositions were probably very similar.
deserves careful consideration for its Miso, one lithologic unit, a massive,
implications for oceanic crustal ophitic basalt in the lower part of the
alteration. Hole 417A was located 3n hole. and portions of thick pillowed
crust about 110 million years of agi, flows above this unit are fairly fresh,
and is approximately eluidistant frim oased on K2O content and on oxidation
Puerto Rico and Bermuda. It penetrated state of the iron. These are similar to
200 meters of crust, with about two the fresher basalts at hole 4171), lead-
thirds recovery, and showed extensivt ing again to the conclusion that the
alteration even in the deepest core original basalt at hole 417A was probably
recovered. Hole 417D, which was abott essentially the same as that at 417D.
450 meters away, penetrated an equi- Minor element distributions (especially
valent basalt section, but w- Ih two Zr and Y) also support the conclusion
significant differences: the basalt wis that these basalts were originally
generally very fresh and the top of tie essentially the same com.-ition.
basement was reached about 140 meters
deeper with the entire sedimentary In detail the two sections are not
section present, wi.ereas about 15-20 correlative. At hole 417A there is a
million years of sediment was missing high content of hyaloclastite and a dis-
from site 417A. We concluded (Donnelli, tinctive coarse-grained, ophitic, massive
et al., in press) that the altered basalt occurs near the base of the
basalts from hole 417A represented drilled section. At hole 417D there is
extensive alteration which resulted frim far less hyaloclastite, and a finer-
long-term circulation of warm (about grained massive basalt appears at a
30 0 C) water through the crust, that this different horizon. Ile conclude that the
circulation was thermally driven and two sections cannot be demonstrated to
resulted ultimately from crustal coolin4, be precisely correlative sections which
and that the contrast in alteration were separated by post-extrusive fault-
between the two holes r'-sulted ultimate..y ing, and we suggest that the shallower
from the difference in topography. hole 417A represents an original
Hole 417A was located on a topographic accumulation of flows and hyaloclastites
mound that remained free of sediment an. which formed a topographic high on the
became aa upside-down drain for effluent sea floor. Readers familiar with the
convecting warm water, while hole 417D results -f drilling at these t.ao holes
was located in a topographic depressi[on will recall that a fault has been propos-
and was quickly covered by sediment which ed (largely on paleomagnetic grounds)
retarded extensive water circulation, separating the two holes. The existence

or non-existence of this fault does not
Character of Site 417 Basalts affect the present discussion. Ile are

concerned here with two drilled base-
The basalts at hole 417A are brownish ment sites which were originally

to brown-gray in color, especially in essentially identical in chemical compo-
the more altered portions, while the sition and mineralogical character but
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which are net correlative on1 a la-ver-.v- vri re i- scarce !Vut, wid-esprea-I it hole
layer basis. For a reason which is not . 1J. 1n a ~e 7. jA dr a Ie I i r x

er tireiv clear but whic-n nav be the appear tO tak e its p'lacesg~

result of original constructional parailel w.t b~~ ulk c 0-eiI ow
norp .ology, one of the occ-irrencets a :ar m ore advanced degree k- al:,ral ion

(417A) existed as a topographic high at L~ - A. Suc h nnrigcidi rne

shortly after e rup tion and thle other -'s exts t be twven t he two h es W v

(417D)) occupied a much lower Pos it ion, appear to suggest that- at _17.1 tver a
The taiaeralogy of' the basal ts at hole a l.--g expeSure to oxri;zing solutos

41 7A is consistent with a ver% lou 4e-whl !l7D -. as exposed -nore brva ti o
perat ure alteration, and indeed consists reducing soilutio1.

edoninan tlv of mine rals clharac terist ic of The donninant mine raio, gy I- fe'-pa',I authigenesis in canced ets 1  A celadonite, anal'-1me. sectite,
more extended and de tailed accou--t of the is characteris ti, of le ow teinperazur .s

mineralogy of both the altered and f resh of alteaton. Oxygen isotopic vtnc

basalts of these two holes (as well as of (!!uehlenba,-.Ihs, in. press) indicates a--tr

a third hole, 418A, located about 6.5 kmn a!non at temperatures of about 30 0 C. The

from 417A) will be found in the Initial extent of alteration is not sinply- related

Reports of tile Deep Sea Drilling Project to original :extural and s truct'ra:va

(Ilumphris, et al. , in press; Juteau, at ions in the basalt. Thus, the a-undance

et al., in press; Scheidcgger and Stakes, or hyalociastite aend the thinness Of tne

in press; Rusinov, et al., in press; p-illow. basalt units in t*-e higher p-rtions

Pertse': and Rusinov, in press; :level, in of Ile hole rme:' explain tile more intense

press; Pritchard, in press). Basical ly al1teration here. Conversely, t:o lic

all of the hasalts at these sites are unit nertebtIo rte :c nave

plagioclase-piiyric with a widcspread minimal fracturing and minimal alIteration.

development of olivine and clinopyroxene Hiowever, beneath these rhe lowest -unit at

phenocrvsts. %1thlcugh tile mineralogical Hole 417A is a highly alered basai t

evidences of alteration are far maore breccia.

promainenlt at hole 417A, tile differences
between 417A and 4171) are largely of Chemistrv of tile Altered
degree and not of kind. Tisthe basalts alt of4A

at 417A are hi Igilly oxidized with exten-

sive replacement of plagioclase and Samples were selected so as to be as

groundmass t~y K-feldspar. Calcite and representative as possible of the basaIl

clay minerals (smectites and a green, types. Chlemical analyses were by wet

micaceous mineral) are ubiquitous at(rapid) technique,; and thle mtld n
417A but more restricted at 417D). At results are given and tile method discuss,

bothl sites we find a dioctailedral ed in more detail in Donnelly, et al.,

snectite which is more or lsine-(in press).
e lavered with mica layers. At 417D) a The potassium values of the shallower,

trioctalledral saponitiC sinectite occurs more altered samples, are the highest

at lower levels. The micaccous phase ever recorded for oceanic basalts, and in

is K- and Fe-rich withlvral i. I one case exceed 9 weightpecn -Ooa

is transitional in composition atnd x-ray ;ater-free basis. The highest Ki)O values

character between a interlayer staectite occur in tile most severely altered basalt

and a mica (celadonite). Generally tile ("red-brown") and i., basalt breccia frag-

micaceous phase is more abundant at 417A. ments in dominantly hyaloclastic units.

At hlole 417A zeolites are conspicuous The lowest K-,0O values are fror the

and include analcime, nrarolite, centers of the larger pillows in the lower

pilillipsite, and cilabazite. The zeolites units and from tne massive, ophitic

tend to occur somewh~at deeper than tile basalt near t:le bottom of the zored

K-feldspar-rich uppez sanples, but the section. For budgetary calculations

over (alsIad2,wlap is broad and no genetic implica- (als1nd2,whave assumed ani

tion is suggested by this poor zonationl. original 1120 au f01,bsdo h

- - At holes 417D (and 418A) zeolites are eleven "freshest" 417D basalts analyzed.

found in more limited quantities. The exer~tsima 17A is fop to

1 be 6390 g/cm- K for the 200 meter column

J.R. Cann (thi-s volume) names tile drilled.

mineral asseublage found at site The relationship of potassium with

417 te "ronstone facies" and depth for Holes 417A and 417D IS shown in

idetiiesitas a very-low-ten- Figure 1. The clusteringoflwaue

pardcue faces trasitioal tofor 4171), with a scattering of hge

weathering, values, is broadly related to _.edge
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Table 1 BudgeLarfi Calculations

Composition - water free basis Weight - 200 m column

417A 417A 417A 417D 417A 417D-equiv. change 417D-equiv. change

hyalo- average hole average assume assume

clastite basalt average freshest constant constant

samples aluminum titanium

SiO2  53.6 49.6 49.9 49.4 24979 26088 -1120 24701 +278
(4%) (1%)

TiO 2  1.13 1.53 1.50 1.50 752.19 795.2 -42.3 752.9 0
(5%)

Al20 18.1 17.9 17.9 17.0 8979 8979 0 8508 +471
(6%)

Fe 2 03 10.9 6.87 71.6 1.55 3583 817 774
(1634) (1547)

FeO 0.40 3.62 3.39 8.09 1700 4275 4048 I
(3540) (3352)

Fe 2 0 3 * 11.4 10.9 10.9 10.5 5472 5568 -96 5472 +199
(2%) (4%)

MnO 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.16 76.9 87.1 -10.2 82.5 -5.6
(12%) (7%)

MgO 5.80 5.41 5.44 6.14 2723 3246 -523 3073 -_50
(16%) (i.,%)

CaO 3.68 10.8 10.3 13.55 5139 7162 -2023 6781 -1642
(28%) (24%)

Na2 0 1.70 2.25 2.21 2.40 1108 1269 -161 1202 -94
(13%) (8%)

K 20 4.36 1.59 3.79 0.12 895.3 65.4 +829.9 61.9 +833.4

P205  0.04 0.27 0.25 0.33 125 70.8 +54.2 67.0 +58

calculated original density 2.73 2.51

calculated original porosity .oc .13
_______________I I II I j _______ _____________

Table 1 gives average water-free compositions for hyaloclastite, basalt, 2nd the total for
417A; and the sum of the weights of each oxide for 417A, assuming a 200 meter colulm I cm2 in
cross section. These are calculated on a core-by-core basis, using average densities and
compositions for each core. The average composition of the eleven freshest 417D samples is
also given. Assuming that the 417A rocks were originally the same in composition as 417D, the
calculated weight of each oxide prior to alteration for 417A is calculated for two cases;
assumed constant aluminum during the alteration, and assumed constant titanium. The original

calculated density and porosity (the latter assuming an original rock density of 2.9 g / cm
3)

are also given.

of fracturing and is typical of other excess potassium calculated from this
drilled sites. The relative potassium value on the order of 33 g/cm 2 K for a
values for the less altered hole 417D are 200 meter column. This value may be
more erratic than for 417A; consequently, typical of older "fresh" basalts, but
the estimate of average potassium quantitative data to support this spec-
contents core-by-core is less meaningful. ulation are still largely lacking.
We find an average composition of about Figure 2 shows the relationship between
0.28 percent K9 0 for Site 417D, but with K20 and H20. The samples from 417D show
a very high standard deviation, the the typical rise of K20 with absorbed
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TABLE 2. Budgetary Calculations

Case 1 Case 2

assume constant aluminum assume constant titanium

gained lcst gained lost

17.62 K 0.14 M.' 17.69 K 0.08 Mn

0.76 P 12.97 Mg 0.82 P 8.73 Mg

82.14 HCO3 36.07 Ca 55.91 HCO3 29.28 Ca+

5.20 Na +  1.52 N

82.14 CO3  55.91 CO3 -

41.07 120 27.96 H20

Oxygen uptake

a) original Fe2 03 = 1.50 8.06 02 10.04 02

b) original Fe203 =3.0 5.50 02 7.62 02

Equivalent precipitated

excess CaCO3  24 meters 20 meters

volumes of void fillings 1570 689
volumes

Table 2 assumes that Si, Fe total, Al, and Ti are all conserved during alteration with-
in the errors inherent in this calculation. It converts the gains and losses in the 200 +
meter column of rock into total moles. The electrical balance is maintained by consuming H
in the form of HCO - and converting this to CO 32- . The evolved oxygen is assumed to be H2 0
The oxygen consumea topcoduce ferric iron is calculated for two cases: original Fe2 0 3=
1.50 and Fe 0 = 3.0. The excess Ca and CO are cal-ulated as CaCO3 , which is converted to
an equivalent column, 1 cm2 in cross section. Finally, the amount of water that must be
moved through the rock is calculated as a multiple of th void volumes for the column, using
tho, calculated original porosities. This assumes that K is the limiting species and that it
is completely removed from seawater.

water seen in most oceanic basalt occur- nine-tenths. The removal of magnesium
rences. The 417A samples, however, show parallels that of calcium (Figure 4), but
a tendency towards migh higher values of the amounts removed are far less. In

K2 0 at given water values, especially in other environments considered to represent
the brecciated basalts and "red-brown" higher temperature alteration, magncsium
basalt margins. This figure suggests is enriched rather than depleted (Humphris
that these rocks have absorbed consider- and Thompson, 1978a). In the present case,
able quantities of water but might have there is little doubt that depletion is
been altered under different conditions, the general rule. The flux of this ele-
leading to a relatively higher "effici- ment depends critically on the conditions
ency" of potassium absorption relative of the alteration process (Thompson and
to water absorption. Humphris, 1977). Hyaloclastites are not

As Figure 3 shows, calcium is depleted so depleted in magnesium as the altered

as strikingly as potassium is enriched, basalts, but in no case are they enriched
with an inverse relationship between in magnesium. Although fewer analyses of
these elements. The shallower "fresh"- sodium were available for this study, this
looking basalts have lost approximately element appears to be slightly depleted
two-thirds of their original calcium, and (Figure 5). Fresher samples have abundant

the most severely altered rocks about plagioclase, but more altered rocks have
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K20 water free Budget of Alteration
o 3 0 I 2 3 4 3 6 7 II 9 30

0a 1. 
The relatively high recovery of rock at

'- -
0 : - AHole 417A permits an estimate of the total

3o40 .23ID1 flux of major elements for the 200 meter
S- -column of rock drilled here. The calcula-

* ,tion (ables 1 and 2) was made by averaging
320 50 - ------I-F the composition of the basalt core-by-

al 6A core, and calculating the weight of each
4oxide in each core using measured rock

37 . densities. Hyalocla3tite was found (six

P .samples analyzed) to have a consistent
420. 290 \\II chemical composition throughout, and its

\density was taken as 1.5 g/cm 3 . The frac-
So tion oi basalt and hyaloclastite was

r "/ measured from shipboard photographs, and
LU * unrecovered intervals were assigned the

44, ~ 3,0 1 0 values oZ adjacent recovered intervals.

• oThe composition of the presumed original
o ,*F fresh basalt was taken by averaging the

401 5rc flow freshest sampies from Site 417D. Ofoo 0I breccia
N glassy selvog6
* :yalocloasite • Flow

370 W16C v doleritic basalt - Oreccia
& red-brown basalt I Lowest breccia

Sao - a-o slo Glossy solvoge
390} o Hyaloclostlts

4/ 417D At, Dolerits417D a Red-brown basalt

4.0 417A

Figure 1. Diagram relating K20, calculated on a C ,
water-free basis, to depth, for Holes 417A and -

417D. The tops of the basalt have been matched -

in position. Various symbols indicate litho- _
logic types. Lithologic units are circled 0 2 4 6 8 10
where more than one sample is given, and identi-
fied by italicized number. "Doleritic ba-
salt" refers to massive basalt of unit 18. o 417A

K-feldspar and zeolites (variably Na-, Ca-,

or K-rich) replacing th. plagioclase.
Several minor elements were analyzed dur-

ing this study. However, the relatively /
large changes in major elements are parall- O /

eled in only a few of the minor element
species. Thus, boron, barium, and lithium /
(Donnelly, et al., in press), and rubidium In.
and cesium (Joron, et al., in press) are
all increased in the altered rocks with /'A
distribution patterns similar to that of

potassium. Transitioi metals (nickel, _ ___

vanadium, copper, etc., Donnelly, et al.,
in press) are relatively unch.,nged. Ele- .
ments which are regarded as the most ). *>)
stable during low-temperature alteration .
processes (zirconium, yttrium, titafium, '.
Donnelly, et al., in press) are somewhat 0 2 4 6 8 10
depleted in hyaloclastites, with yttrium HMO +
virtually absent. Possibly some of the
smectite component of the hyaloclastite Figure 2. Diagram relating KO, calculated
represents aqueous transport and precipi- on a water-free basis, H2 for Holes
tation of most of the constituents of 417A and 417D. Symbols for various litho-

basalts as dissolved species, with these logies indicated. "Lowest breccia" refers
three elements having been conspicuously to unit 19, "Dolerite" refers to unit 18,
untransported. Hole 417A.
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course, mild alteration has occuirred at M0 -ote, free
that site, and a minor degree of potassium -_ - ., . ,
absorption for the hole has been allowed
for, as noted above. The formation densi- j 417A

ty and porosity of the original basalt at 23]I
hole 417A is not known, but can be estima-
ted if we assume that some chemical ele- 2--
ment has been unchanged during alteration,
and we know the weight percentage of this a.-
element at Hole 417D. As Table I shows,
if we assume constant aluminum, then the
basalt at Hole 417A must have had a por-
osity of 6 percent, if the rock density 0
was originally 2.9 g/cm 3. There is some 3-

reason to believe that aluminum might
art be the best normalizing element; the .- , 0
abundance of phyric plagioclase casts 0-*. '-

some doubt on the constancy of this ele- ,, /
ment, and the amount of Al relative to '.9-- j

Ti, Fe, tind Si is slightly higher at
Hole 417D, even though the latter three ,o0'
elements are fairly constant with -r"

respect to each other. A second calcu- 3,0-

lation assuming that titanium, instead - _
of aluminum, is constant gives an orig- --
inal porosity of 13 percent, which seems
to be more in accord with measured and Figure 4. Diagram relating MgO, calculated
inferred values for shallow portions of on a water-free basis, to depth, Hole 417A.
the crust. The relative constancy of Symbols as in Figure 1.
TiO 2 in the Hole 417D basalts supports
normalization against this element.

A further problem in calculating the and their effect on the total chemical
chemical exchange is that the original change is fairly minor.
oxidation state of the iron is not known. As Figure 6 shows, the loss of calci-
Calculations have been made using diff- um, magnesium, and sodium is not balanc-
ering values of original ferric iron, ed by the gain of potassium. The only

ion available to maintain electrostatic

coo woef, fre constancy is hydrogen, which we assume
must come from the breakdown of bicar-

0 1 2 S 4 5 0 7 0 2 10 _It Is 1 _I
bonate ion, producing hydrogen ion for

-- .A alteration and creating carbonate ion.
230 The balance of chemical species gained

-- - and lost under differing assumptions is
2 _-- 1  

shown in Table 2. We are assuming that
--. the relative gains and losses of total

R. iron, silicon, aluminum, and titanium
_-- are sufficiently small that they are not

- -- --included in the balance. Potassium is
Nthe principal metallic ion gained from

0 seawater, but hydrogen is apparently the6 =13o major consumed species. Calcium is the
0 -principal effluent metallic ion, and

- -carbonate the principal ionic species.
There is a slight uptake of phosphorus

and a loss of manganese shown by these
equations, but neither element changes

ia ,very much. The alter-.ion process, then,
takes up potassium, phosphorus, and

no bicarbonate, and releases calcium, man-
ganese, sodium, carbonate, and oxygen

\. /(probably as water). The minor phospho-
e.- -- rus (as well as barium, rubidium, and

Figure 3. Diagram relating CaO, calculated cesium) could be obtained from small
on a water-free basis, to depth, Hole 417A. amounts of trapped calcareous ooze, but
Sumbols as in Figure 1. the very large amounts of potassium have
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No2 O water free basalts as holes 332A and 332B (Robinson,

0 2 3 et al., 1977), suggest that oxidation may
continue long after the other alteration

--_---_ 417A has been completed. In the case of bi-

I*carbonate, we do not know the HCO;
content of the circulating water; if it

_ passed initially downward through sedi-
250 ment before entering the basement, it

might have acquired considerable initial
alkalinity. Thus, in assuming that po-

± .- tassium rather than oxygen or bicarbonate
- a is the limiting species, we are proposing

29' ",.--- - -a conservative 1initing case. Doubtless
more water moved through the systera than
these estimates suggest.

3 0 For the two cases (titanium constant
or aluminum constant), we calculate

A slightly differing volumes of the amount
/ 330 of seawater required to alter the basalt,

assuming that the limiting element

(potassium) is completely remved. Be-
3501 cause the two cases lead to d.ffering

original porosities, we find two quite

different values for the ratio between
volume of water required and volume of
voids, i.e. number of times the voids
must be filled. In the aluminum-constant

390 case, to supply the necessary potassium
tie find an original porosity of 6 percent,

40- a required volume of 1.76 m3 per cm2 co!-

- umn 200 meters long, and 1570 volumes ef

Figure 5. Diagram relating Na 0, calculated the voids. For constant titanium, thle
on a water-free basis, to deptH figures are 13 percent, 1.66 i

3 , an- t
Syon s as ept, Hole 1. void fillings.
Symbols as in Figure 1. The discharge of calcium and carbonate

ion supersaturates sea water for calcium
to come ultimately from seawater. carbonate. The total excess calcite cor-

The hydrogen ion taken up during alter- responds to the equivalent of about 24
ation combines with oxygen in the sili- meters of CaCO 3 in the constant-aluminum

cate minerals to form water, as shown in case, and 20 meters in the constant-titan-
Table 2. Further oxygen consumed during ium case. Much of this excess calcite Is
oxidation of the iron must come from now seen as the ubiquitous void and frac-
dissolved oxygen in seawater. If we ture fillings, but some discharged into
assume that the oxygen content of the seawater. Seawater is generally close to
seawater is about 4 ml/l, then the mole-
cular ratio K+ / 02 is about 56, and as -Flecco

Table 2 shows, oxygen might be a limit- . Glossy selvage0 Hyooclot te
ing species, requiring on the order of -D ower e

twenty times as much water for altera- Red-brown bsal

tion as does potassium. BicarbonateI 417
poses a parallel problem; it is normally 4 7.

about one-fifth the molecular abundance 0 0 02 03 04

of potassium in seawater, and a timilarly
large amount of water might be required o
to furnish the necessary bicarbonate. X

neither the oxygen content of the water, 417A

nor, more important, whether the oxida- ___-'______-___ ___

tion was completed during the process of 0 of 02 3 04

chemical exchange. In fact, the higher WgO+CoO+ 2 o mo02

contents of ferric iron in the otherwise Figure 6. Diagram relating K20 to MgO +
fresh (low K) units of hole 417A as well CaO + Na20 for Holes 417A and 4170. Uaits
as the whole of 417D, especially when are moles per 100 grams. Symbols as for
compared to such well studied younger Figure 2.
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saturation at tile depths of most mid-ocean
ridges the effect of discharge of Ca 2 +

and C0 3  ions into seawater might be to at
supersaturate it, or raise it to satura- Vol
tion level if it iq slightly undersatured. .7A common observation, exeuiplified clearly 0:at hole 417D, is that the basal meter or 1Cso of sediment has nearly perfect preser- -1vation of tile calcareous fossils, and is J7V

overlain directly by sediment with no pre- -

served carbonate. We might speculate 01
that the interval of preservation corres- 0

t ponds to an important discharge of the 100 x F* 2 03/FG2 03 + F.0
products of basement alteration, eventhough the vent from which the effluents Figure 8. Su2ary diagram relating K20 to
issue may be several hundred meters away, iron oxidation for sites 332B, 417D, andThe recovery of this calcareous sediment 417A. Circled fields enclose central two-
could mistakenly be interpreted as accum- thirds of samples. Arrows show trends to-
ulation above the lysoclime. wards more oxidized samples. Data from

The recognition of extensive altera- figure 7.
tion by uarm water to depths of at least
200 m sub-basement requires a mechanism
to drive the large volumes of water and the cooling of basalt. The inferred con-
thus rules out simple weathering. lie trast in original topography between 417Apropose that the water is the effluent and 417D completes the model: the elevat-portion of a convection cell driven by ed basalt area remains free of sediment

r cover for several (up to about 20) mill-
ions of years and persists as a porous,
upside-down drain. The "recharge" area
(using a hydrologic analogy) is the lower,sediment-covered area. The relative

- v areas of "recharge" areas .affected by' ... -downward moving of cold water to "drains"
qI with upward moving warm water is probably

high, and is equivalent to the probability
• of drilling blindly into a "drain" as well47 o oo as to the ratio of the amounts of water

* " *i affecting the basement rocks in the two
areas. Thus, the geometry of the convec-

I tive cells results from early-formedo topographic singularities.
CU01:" 

The minimum heat necessary to drive the417A convective water can be calculated by
assuming a temperature rise of 30 degrees
celsius (coresponding to oxygen isotopic
measurements). The heat required for the

. "cases of constant aluminum and constant
volumes of water moved are nearly the same.

lO.n--,-0-/F - .....0They correspond to about 5 x 10 7 calorieso .0 0 o 40 50 00 7 so 9 o for a 1 cm2 cross 3ection column 200 met-
10O1FeO F42O) + Fe 0ers long. The original heat in a column

of basalt, assuming 100 cal/g for latent
Figure 7. Diagram relating K,0 to iron heat of cooling and 0.3 cal/gOC for spec-
oxidation, plotted as ratio ol ferric to ific heat of basalt cooling from llO0OC
total iron, for basalts of holes 332B (data shows that the 200 meter column could notfrom Aumento, Melson, et al., 1977), in itself supply more than half the
417D, and 417A. Symbols for latter two necessary heat. We could heat no more
holes as in figure 1, except that symbols than 0.8 m3 of water with this basalt, but
for dolerite and "red brown" basalt have we need to move through at least 1.7-1.8
been merged with flow symbol, for 417A and m3 . Thus, the heat necessary must come inglassy selvage has been merged with hyalo- part from depths greater than the observed
clastite for 437D. Inverted triangle shows alteration, i.e. the cooling crust in gen-
median sample. eral.
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Ageing vs Mesothermal Alteration account for this mild potassium uptake in

of the Oceanic Crust older crust. The assessment of potassium

uptake or release by the crust will depend

The recovery of 500+ meter drilled critically on an extensive knowledge of

sections cf oceanic crust of approxina- temperature distribution and water access

tely similar composition during Legs 37 during the ageing process.

and 51 through 53 of the Deep Sea Drill-
ing Project affords us an invaluable Evaluation of Elemental Fluxes - the

opportunity to add the dimension of time Problem of Dredged vs Drilled Basalts

to the alteration process. As figure 7
shows, the relatively fresh basalts of Previous studies of dredged pillow

the upper 200 m of hole 417D are similar basalts (e.g., S. Hart, 1969; R. Hart,

to the basalts of Site 332B (age approx- 1970; Thompson, 1Q73) clearly indicated

imately 3 million years) except that the that basaltic rock exposed to seawater

older basalts are more oxidized and tend indergoes reaction even at ambient bottom

towards higher K.,O values at a given water temperatures. Chemical changes in-

level of oxidation. Figure 8 summarizes cluded uptake from seawater by the rock

the groupings of basalts (circles enclose of 1120, K, P, Pb, Cs, B, Li and occasion-

about two-thirds of ti. available analy- ally Ba and Sr. Elements leached from

ses and arrows indicate trends towards the rock included Si, Ca and Mg. Ferrous

more oxidized samples). if we assume iron was oxidized but elements such as

that the basalts of 417D represent what total Fe, Mn and Na show less obvious

those of 332B might look like after the effects; Ti and Al, and trace elements

passage of about 107 million years, then such as Zr and Y, were apparently
we note the relatively greater importance unaffected.
of oxidation than of potassium uptake The rates of reaction during submarine

with ageing. weathering of the rocks were apparently

Petrographic study of the 332B basalts slow. R. Hart (1970) calculated rates

show two stages of alteration. The first from plotting the composition of oceanic

stage alters olivine and glass but pro- basalts reported in the literature
duces a little chemical change, other against their calculated age. In 1973
than hydration of the glass. A later but Hart again calculated rates of exchange

more restricted alteration occurs alon 6  using the relationship of change in den-

fractures and produces yellow to red oxi- sity with change in composition of weath-
dized basalt containing some high-K ered basalts, and the rate of change in
smectites. The limit of this alteration seismic velocity seen in layer 2 across
would presumably be met when production ocean basins. T.:ompson (1973) calculated
of hydrated phases causes the tiny fract- rates of exchange from detailed studies

ures to close, terminating water circula- and mass balance in individual dredged
tion. The more advanced alteration at pillows or cooling units from DSDP cores.

hole 417D indicates that the basalts at In a more systematic and detailed study
hole 332B have not reached this stage, of dredged pillow basalts recovered on a
or, more probably, that some minor tec- transect from the median valley of the
tonic activity re-opened fractures. Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 230N out on to the

As shown also in figure 2, the uptake westein flank and representing an age
of potassium in 417A contrasts with that range of 0 to 57 million years, Thompson
at 417D in more than degree: at equiva- and coworkers (Thompson and Rivers, 1976;

lent water contents and levels of iron Rivers, 1976; Tompson, et al., in pre-

oxidation, the 417A basalts have taken up paration) calculated rates of alteration

more potassium than those at 417D. at low temperature. Thompson and
Samples from the two holes shown in fig- Humphris (1977) summarized these and pre-
ure 8 have different trends, and we vious calculations by Hart, and they are

suggest that the difference represents shown h.-re in Table 3. Trace element up-
the nature of the early alteration pro- takes (Rb, Li, B, Cu and Zn) are of the
cess. The warm temperatures may be re- order 1 to 2 x lO-12g/cm3yr. These ex-

sponsible for the difference in potassium changes were considered to represent a
uptake. Interestingly, there are several maximum rate for low temperature weather-
samples from 417D with more than 2 per- ing, the exposed basalts representing a

cent K2 0, which is a very unusual value large water/rock ratio. It was indicated

in even the more altered pillow basalts. that these fluxes operating over an 85
Thus, the very slight temperature differ- million year period, equivalent to 200 x

ences between dredged pillow basalts at 106 km 2 of sea floor, would have to be

OOC and ageing crust with a probable tem- representative of the upper 0.6km of
perature slightly higher than zera may oceanic basement, or even greater depth,
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Table 3 Rates of exchange between dredged 200 meter column as the added K,?O we
basalt pillows and seawater at find that the flux is about 2 x-10- 9

low temperatures. g/cm3 year, which is beyond the range
- 9 3 shown in table 3.

Units = 10 g / cm yr Before consideration of the potential

role of such fluxes in affecting seawater
Range Average composition and elemental budgets in the

H20 + 1.0 to + 6.1 + 3.1 marine environment, it is pertinent torealize that other and different react-

K 20 + 0.2 to + 1.2 1' 0.66 ions of seawater and basalt occur. From

experir rntal studies (e.g. Motcl, 1976;
SiO2  - 2.2 to - 11.5 - 5.3 Bischoff and Dickson, 1975), observations

2n natural seawater hydrothermal systems,

CaO - 2.0 to - 4.6 -2.7 such as at Reykjanes in Iceland (Tomasson
and Kristmannsdottir, 1972) and from

MgO - 0.4 to - 3.8 - 1.6 studies of hydrothermally altered basalts
from the ocean floor (Humphris and

Na 0 - 0.1 to - 0.3 - 0.2 Thompson, 19 7 8a, b), it is clear that
2 high temperature (>2 0 0 0C) reactions of

seawater and basalE result in rapid chem-+ taken up by rock from seawater
ical exchanges. In general at higher

-lost from rock to seawater temperatures lig is taken up by the rock

Rates calculated assuming constant volume; from seawater and also probably Na,
at dnsn t h f whereas Si, Ca and K and probably Fe and

calculated assuming constant Ti or A'. in are leached from the rock. Of the
Data fron c. Ti or Al3 trace elements B, Li, Cu, Ni, Zn, Ba, andDatafro R. art(197, 173)Sr are mobilized and sometimes removed:
Thompson (1973) and Thompson, et al e e e t u h a r n h a c e r h(in preparation) elmnssc sZr, Y and the rar. earths

" are apparently largely unaffected.

In Table 4 we show the major chemical
to account for the uptake of the annual fluxes that may result from high tempera-
river input of K2 0 (Maynard, 1976). Such cure (>2000C) basalt seawater interaction
effects were apparently not seen at depth as calculated by a number of workers from
in the oceanic crust when deeper DSDP different observations. The magnitude and

drilling cores were recovered, e.g. sites effect of such fluxes depends of course on
319, 320, 321, of Leg 34 in the Nazca the amount of oceanic crust undergoing
plate (Thompson, et al., 1976), site 332, such reaction with seawater. If one-fifth

Leg 37 in the Atlantic (Aumento, Helsom., of the annually produced new oceanic crust
et al., 1977) and even site 417D or 418A, (8.8 x 1O 15g/yr, density 2.9g/cm 3 ) under-
Leg 51-53 (Staudigel et al., in press, goes reaction and is hydrothermally alter-

a,b). In dredged pillow basalts, original ed, this could result in fluxes of MI
K2 0 aontents of about 0.08 weight percent uptake from se uater up to 348 x 101'g/yr
were increased to 0.2 to 0.4 weight per- magnesium, show, in parentheses "n

cent (except palagonitized margins which Table 4. These values compare with an
reached as high as 1.0 weight percent estimated input--3f Mg into the oceans by
K2 01. The DSDP cores typically showed the rivers of 130 x 101 2 g/yr (Garrels
K2 0 increasing to 0.15-0.18 weight percent and Mackenzie, 1971). Drever (1974) has

altiough K2 0 ranged higher in small alter- indicated that a sink of 69 x 10 1 2 g of

ation veins or palagonitized regions. TR'e Mg per year is all that is required -

DSDP basement lithic units also showed clearly quite compatible with the hvdro-
less Si, Mg and Ca loss, with the Ca thermal estimated sink. At these high

commonly being reprecipitated as carbonate temperatures potassium is lost, but K20

in the basaltic pile. input frou hydrothermal alteration seems

At hole 417A the direction of chemical relatively small compared to other

fluces, e.g., uptake of K, H2 0, P, Ba, Li, fluxes. Humphris and Thompson (1978a)

B, 11b, Cs (Donnelly, et al., in press, noted that hydrothermally altered

Jor(n, et al., in press) and removal of basalts recently exposed on the seafloor

Ca, Mg, and some Na, as well as oxidation did not greatly ..iffer in their K2 0 con-

of iron, is in the same direction as for tents from their fresh precursors,

dred;ed basalts, but reaches far higher possibly due to uptake of K2 0 from sea-

valuns. Assuming an available time per- water at low temperatures when reexposed.

iod cf 20 million years before sedimen- The net effect of basalt-seawater

tation sealed the system tc water flow, interactions on oceanic budgets must con-

and taking the estimatrd 820 glcm2 per sider cold weathering, warm alteration
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Table 4 Comparison of estimates of major element fluxes during hydrothermal (>200 0Q

alteration of basalts. Units = g / cm3

I from oceanic 2 from experimental 3from heat flow
metabasalts studies estimates

Mg0 - 1.8 to + 11.4 + 4.12 12 + 5.74 to + 11.5MO-.8o+i.4012 112
(-54.5 to 4% 345 x 10 (125 x 10 g / yr) (174 to 348 x 10

g / yr g/yr)

Na20 - 2.6 to + 3.1 O to + 2.81

SiO2 + 3 to - 24 - 0.99 to - 2.96

CaO - 0.01 to - 17.5 - 3.39 to - 9.31 - 2.15 to - 4.44

K 20 - 0.46 to + 0.59 - 0.35

+ taken up by rock from seawater
- lost from rock to seawater

Ifrom Humphris and Thompson (1978a)
2from Mottl (1975)

3 from Wclery and Sleep (1976)

involving very large volumes of water, chemical nature of the alteration process
and high-temperature (>2000 C) hydrother- would change.
mal alteration. R. Hart (1973) consider-
ed that weathering was the major sink Conclusions
fcr K2 0, and hydrothermal alteration the
najLr sink for Mg and Na, and he calcu- The basalts of hole 417A exhibit a
lated a net effect without consideration degree of alteration hitherto unseen in
of the opposite effects of these two oceanic rocks. If such sites comprise
processes. Wolery and Sleep (1976) con- even a percent or two of the oceanic
sidered that the fluxes calculated for crust, then the elemental fluxes seen
low temperature weathering of dredged here would be of first order importance.
material were indicative of only the Although none of the other dozen or so
upper few tens of meters of oceanic deeply drilled holes (that is, holes
crust and thus not important: hydrother- drilled many tens of meters into the
mal alteration, because of the large oceanic crust) revealed such altered
volumes of seawater Zhat must be pumped basalts, several earlier holes with pen-
through the oceanic crust near the etration of a meter or so recovered
spreading centers to co-ol the lithosphere, suspiciously highly pctassic samples.
vas for them the major process governing These sites include sites 137 and 138
chemical exchange between the oceanic (eastern Atlantic), 192 (northern
basement end seawater. Pacific), and 235 (western Indian Ocean),

However, if site 417A is at all repre- all of which recovered basalts with K2 0
sentative of a few percent of the upper values of 2 percent or higher.
part of layer 2 of the ocean crust, warm There is little doubt that the forced
water alteration may be also be an import- passage of warm to hot water through a
ant process. In this case the npt Mg cooli - oceanic crust could result in
sink would be lessened or reversed, and immense elemental fluxes. At high tem-
the K20 sink increased. Reactions similar peratura.s hg is taken up and K released,
to those .hat occur at site 417A must be and at lower temperatures the reverse is
restricted to oceanic crust younger than observed; thus, it is conceivable that
15 nillion years, where sufficient heat these effects might cancel each other.
is still available in the cooling litho- Much depends on the length of time that
splere to drive the water. At tempera- water is exposed to rock at various tem-
tures greater than about lOOC the peratures; under some conditions highly
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undersaturated hot water could be dis- basalts at Site 417A, DSDP Leg 51, in

charged directly into seawater with Initial Reports of the Deep Sea Drill-

little other than a local thermal effect. ing Project, Volume 51-53, Washington,

Or water with high K and with low hg U.S. Government Printing Office, in

might lose its K and recover Mg if press.

allowed to interact with wall rock at Prever, J.I., The magnesium problem, in

lower temperatures prior to discharge. E. Goldberg, ed., The Sea, volume 5,
Further recovery of dredged rocks will New York, Wiley, 337, 1974.

do little to settle the controversy, Edmond, J.![., L.I. Gordon, and J.B.

because of the problems listed above. Corliss, Chemistry of hot springs

Only extensive crustal drilling to rela- on the Galapagos Ridge axis (abstract),

tively shallow depths (one hundred meters Eos Trans., AGU, 58, 1176, 1977.

should be fully adequate to assess the Garrels, R.H., and F.T. Mackenzie,

type and extent of alteration) will pro- Evolution of Sedimentary Rocks,

vide the answers needed. Drilling of New York, W.W. Norton, 1971

older, sediment covered crust provides an Hart, R., Chemical exchange between sea

opportunity absent in younger crust: the water and deep ocean basalts, Earth and

opportunity to drill topographic highs Planet. Sci. Letters, 9, 269, 1970.

which cannot be penetrated in the absence Hart, R., A model for chemical exchange

of a sediment cover. It is not possible ir the basalt -sea water system of

a priori to assign relative importances oceanic layer I!, Can. Jour. Earth Sci.,

to the two temperature ranges, but the 10, 799, 1973.

recovery of one well documented, clear Hart, S., K, Rb, Cs contents and K/Rb,

example and four additional possible ex- K/Cs ratios of fresh and altered sub-

amples with very limited penetration and marine basalts, Earth and Planet. Sci.

recovery emphasize the importance of the Letters, 6, 295, 1969.

warm water process. lHumphris, S., and G. Thompson, Hydrother-
mal alteration of oceanic basalts by
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introduction and then recycled thrsw;g th-e sy-stem-.. .a
balance calcul!ation in:A-- that . *h '

W'eathering on the continent s takes nlace in weatring or.th continent s drnsziia
a flow system. Dilute rain and ground waters. on this rec.c led acid ;,e.i. Garrels an:
off cuite constant composition at a given Y4acVen-2e '9731). If there is nownere a -k
location are renewed continuously at the to trati4on of the zorodu;-cs cconti nentaljexoesed mi;neral surfaces. This reaction medium 'et~~-"---- s Ill rundw
is relatively acidic and poor in cations the r-api dly as the avall-a. Is iorotons are cIyez
av.erage ratio of cation equivalents to protons clays.

~ 1 being of order 10'. TLhe net result, forl- anpreciation of this zr-oble:-b -41
sia.:cate weathering, is- a replacement of the (1961) led him to hyrothesize tha*.the
catlions in the alumino silicate lattices by degraded oroducts of continental weah-:-- are
protons. Rsligstructural accomodations -ue' n oen b.r-
±eac to release of silica along with the cations reaction with seawater. '.nt;s to say -hJ and the production of stripped or degraded rato na -~o cto
phases, clays. if primary, weathering Is evrrn srvre - nea
rergarded as the titration of quenched, high cation rich, proton noor soou1-tion -- a r
temnerature, disequilibrium igneous rock byt The observed load of degraded and partialz)-
acidic volcanic volatiles then the continents derraded alumino-silicates carried by rive-.;t
are inevitably over-titrated, acting as a sink ln ca sa~e -.o allsw Yhs zrocess
for ortn.(Macenzie and Carrels. 196.In addition,

Oceanic veathering is a distinctly cv-, it s very. nature the overall cycle acts to
d Ifferent process. The environment is static: stabilize the maJor ion cheistry of the o-eam
the cation to proton ratio is of order 10': low- sinc it is closed

temp)erature reactions between basalts and sea- Th nrfundity an eeaiyOf thi;s
water therefore involve changes in the cation rees-wahrnghptesa m t

1 ratios of the two phases with comparatively 2.molicat_-_ons for the stability of seawater
3; minor net exchange of protons. The trend is cmoionover geologic time have led o t

towards equilibrium rather than reduction of grad-ual: acceptace and elaboration so-nce the
the weathering substrate to a refractory or'gna proposal in 195-9. ThiS desoite thne

t, residue almos-t complete lack of supporting fiedf or
Iant primary source of protons for continental laboratory evidence for the occurrence f h

weatherin recinDsteai oaie roposed reactions under oceanic concaticns
1 re~eased by volcanoes. Of these the strong (e.g. -,rever, 19714 for sumary).

acids hydrochloric, sulphuric, nitric and Over the past decade our uncerstanding of
hydrofloric are neutralized rapidly by the the ma-rine geochemical cycle has been

Urocks. Of 'he weak acids only carbonic is radically transformed bythe realization that
imortant. boric being present in minor crustal formation in the intrusion zone at the

Uquantities. The centrality of carbonic acid ridge axes is accom-panied bpy pervasive
lies in its being not only weak but also hydrot-hermal activity (Elder, :965, Deffeyts,
volatile as CO2 : it is the only acidic species 1970, Talwani et a!., 1971f). The generally
which, can be regenerated -i.e. neutralized, observed negative an~cna:v in conductivre heat
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TABLE 1. Contributions of the various proton They must produce protons or 'proton carriers'
carriers to the reverse weathering process e.g. CO2 itself, calcium through the subsequent

reaction:

Species annual flux % of total Ca2+ + HCO3 = CaCO3 + H
+

eq/kcal x 1012 (1013 eq/yr)
reduced iron or manganese via the oxidation
reactions:

A -30 1.5 15
C62  15 0.75 7.5 2Fe2+ + 1/2 02 + 3H20=2Fe 0(OH) + 4H

+

Ca 38-80 1.9-4 19-40

H S 0-40 0-2 0-20 Mn2+ + 1/2 02 + H20=Mn02 + 2H+

2-7.6 0.1-0.38 1-3.8
Fe 0-5 0-0.25 0-2.5 or H2 S:

Total 42.5-89

H2 S + 202=S04 + 2H+

loss from young crust (Anderson et al., 1977), The required proton flux can be estimated
the seismic properties of the upper crust from the published mass balance schemes
(Fox et al., 1973) and the isotope equilibrium developed to 'confirm' the Sillen hypothesis
temperatures in dredged samples (Muehlenbachs, (MacKenzie and Garrels, 1966). The 'primary'
1976) are together compelling evidence for the bicarbonate, that not derived from weathering
global significance of this process. The of carbonate rocks amounts to about 35% of the
drastic chemical transformations observed in total annual river .Iux of approximately

laboratory studies of seawater-basalt 3 x 1013 eq/yr i.e. the hydrothermal solutions
interactions at high temperatures and sea floor must provide a net proton flux of 1013 eq/yr.
pressures indicate major associated effects on
the chemistry of the circulating waters
(Bischoff and Dickson, 1975, Hajash, 1975, The Galapagos Data

Seyfried and Bishop, 1977, Mottl and Holland,
1978). The discovery and sampling of extensive 1. Temperature. The 3He data (Jenkins

fields of hot springs on the Galapagos et al., !?78) give a ratio to heat of

Spreading Center (Sclater and Klitgord, 1973, 22 x 10-10 moles/calorie. Assuming this ratio -.-

Lupton et al., 1977, Corliss et al., 1978) is general for all hot springs and accepting

provided the first direct evidence for the the average annual flux of 
3 He to the ocean as

existence of the process. The chemical data 4 + 1 atoms/cm 2/sec (Craig et al., 1975) _be

confirm the experimental work at least in '..e associated heat flux is 4.9+1.2 x10
1

general: coupled with the global flux cal/yr in remarkable agreement with the

estimates derived from the He-3, heat geophysical estimates (Williams and Von Herzen,

relationship (Jenkins, et al., 1978) these 1974, Woolery and Sleep, 1976). If the average

data provide strong evidence that ridge crest exit temperature of the hot springs is 15
0 C

hydrothermal metamorphism exerts a pronounced (the highest sampled at the Galapagos site)

inf , -nce on the major and minor element then a volume of seawater equivalent to the

chemistry of the ocean. The possibility whole ocean must pass through the ridge crest

therefore exists of an alternative to the every 360,000 years. This exit temperature

Sillen hypothesis at least as eneral and cannot however be representative of that in

perhaps more amenable to direct investigation, the reaction zone given thi extensive chemical

In this paper therefore the existing chemical modifications observed, it is alu.3st certainly

data from the hot springs will be discussed in an artifact of dilution by 'ground waters' of

relation to the reverse weathering proble.. approximately ambient composition of the
primary end member solution as it ascends
through the pillow pile at the ridge crest

Requirements (Corliss et al., 1978). if it is assumed that
equilibrium is reached at some high temperature

For ridge-crcs1. hydrother-.al metamorphism to in the reaction zone, that no subsequent
be the mechanism of reverse weathering the reactions take place during ascent to the
seawater-basalt interactions must result in a surface and that dilution is indeed with waters
net production of protons i.e. the charge of ambient temperature and composition then
balance must be conserved through hydrogen ion various solution geothermometers can be used
rather than any other cation. If not then a to estimate the conditions in the equilibrium
budget problem is created at the expense of one regime.
resolved. This consideration constrains The silica data from all the hot springs
quite sharply the kind of processes which can sampled define a single linear relationship
act as effective back-titration reactions, with temperature (Fig. 1). Due to various
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______o -0

80I I i Si= a + bAT

700 . where a is the ambient value (,65 p-ol/l), b
600 :is the Si gradient in umol/£/0 C and AT is the

8 1 temperature increment. Substituting in the
e~ i Truesdell equation:

E 400- "1~ .- 6989T - (T + 27315)log(a + bAT) + 375.6 0

S300 2 Solving for T (AT = T - 2.05) gives the extrapo-
e lated quartz saturation temperature at 2850C. A

2 o.more elaborate treatment of the problem, follow-
100ing Walther and Helgeson (1977), does not seem

OO______________________ warranted by the data. Secondary quartz is a
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 common high temperature reaction product in sea

T°C floor basalts (see e.g. Humphris and Thompson,
Fig. 1. Silica versus temperature. The four 1978; Coleman, 1977; Cann, 1969). The amounts

of silica involved in solution reactions
vent fields are identified by symbol: Clambake probably 9 small proportion (<1%) of the otal
*; Dandelions +; Oyster Beds 0; Garden of Eden available in the rock. Equilibrium control by a
X. The scatter in the data reflects the volumetrically minor phase is therefore quiteuncertainty in the temperature which, due to reasonable.

entrainment of ambient water at rariable rates It can be objected that during mixina
during sampling, can be as much as +0.50 C for Itoan be orjctthat urin silin s

some smples.prer';'. ate as is observed in some continentalsystems: alternatively the waters in fact may be

dissolving volcanic glass of high but indetermin-sampling and instrumental difficulties the ate solubility. In either case, the 'quartz
uncertainty in the temperature measurements saturation temperature' is merely an artifact of

ragsu oabu_05C This appears to the final observed Si-T dilution line. It isbe the major cause of scatter in the Si-T important therefore to establish other measures

relationship in that plots of all other of the end-member temperature. Based on the
parameters against silica are much tighter experimental work the most obvious is the 'zero
than against temperature (Corliss eL al., magnesium temperature'. This parameter is

1978). derived from the observation of rapid uptake of
In many continental hot spring systems the the seawater magnesium by basalt at elevated

subsurface reservoir temperature can be temperat'ues to form a sepiolite or chlorite
estimated with high accuracy from the silica (Bischoff and Dickson, 1975). In systems with
data by assuming equilibrium saturation with are not rock limited the magnesium concentration
respect to quartz at the end-member, no is reduced effectively to zero in a few hours.
requilibration durinb trE.sport from the Given the observed gradients in 'soluble'
reaction zone to the surface and no mixing with elements, e.g. Li and Ba, such is certainly the
extraneous waters (Fournier and Rowe, 1966).
Corrections are made for adiabatic cooling and
for compositional effects associated with flash 53.0 1 I ... I
boiling. The relationship given by Truesdell

(1975) is:

T = 1533.5/(6.989 - log Si) - 273.15 + +

where T is the reservoir temperature in degrees
Centigrade and the silica concentration is in E 52.0- +o * -
micromoles per liter. The general success of o 0
this approach, confirmed by down hole tempere.ture o'
measurements validates these assumptions.

In the Gal&aagos system dilution with local
'ground Vater' apparently does occur. Hence the
mixing assumption must be relaxed to include 5 Ix

entrainment of water putatively of the
temperature and composition of the ambient
seawater. One therefore wishes to determine the Si mol/e
pbint of intersection of the extrapolation of Fig. 2. Magnesium versus silica. t are
the measured Si-T relation with the quartz plotted versus silica since the unc. cainty in

solubility curve. The Si-T equation is the temperature introduces a spurious scatter.
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case at the Galapagos. The data for Mg fall on a "
uniform decreasing trend with temperature (Fig. i1.0
2) which extrapolates to give zero concentration
at 2950 C. .11

Recent data for sulphate; to be published 10.9

elsewhere, also extrapolates to zero at around
3000 C. Application of the empirical Na-K-Ca
geothermometer of Fournier and Truesdell (1973) 10.8
is beset with complications. The sodium
variation in the hot springs is imperfectly
known being a few tenths of a percent at most 10.7
at the highest temperatures sampled. More E |
fundamentally the success of the scheme E
apparently is based on cation exchange equilibria 16.6 -
with feldspars and hence of dubious application o

to tholeiitic systems. Olafsson and Riley (1978)I
found for the Reykjanes brines that the computed 10.5 -
temperature based on the compositional data gave + a
values about 600 C below those measured.

Application of the geothermometer to the experi- 10.4

mental data of Bischoff and Dickson (1976) and
Mottl (1976) failed to give any systematic 10.3 1 1 1 1relation - a calibration - with the reported 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
laboratory temperatures. With the present data Si I. mol /Y,
(Fig. 3,4) the geothermometer gave a maximum
temperature for the case of invariant sodium, the Fig. 4. Calcium versus silica. Regression
value being 180'C. lines for the various fields are drawn. Garden

From this discussion it would appear that the of Eden and Dandelions display the same
water leaves a reaction zone depleted in relationship within analytical accurecy.
magnesium (and sulphate) and at equilibrium with
quurvz with a temperature of between 275 and
3000 C. During ascent to the surface vents major ambient composition occurs the exit temperature
entrainment of 'ground water' of approximately being determined by the extent of this latter

process. Further, during actual sampling of the
hot springs further admixture of ambient waters10.4 1-- 1 1 1 } may occur. Hence the measured data fall on

X dilution lines whose slopes are characteristic
for each element and, in general, for each field.

X
The Carbonate System: At, ZC02 , Ca10.3 x

For the ridge crests to be a significant
X factor in the global weathering balance the

* flux of protons and proton carriers into the
x water column must be on the order 1013 eq/yr.

0 Accepting the global hydrothermal heat flux as
10.2 - + 0 5 x 1019 cal/yr gives a net concentration

0 gradient with hot spring temperature of
Eo o 200 peq/k/0 C. Of course this assumes constant
E + 0 relative composition gradients in all hot

+ springs, a condition not fulfilled even between
the four vent-fields sampled to date! However+ the calculation is important in placing the

x + ridge crest processes in the overall context of
the aqueous geochemical cycle.

The alkalinity decreases with increasing
temperature (Fig. 5). The average slope is

10.0 ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ approximately -30 peq/k/C. Two groups of
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 points fall markedly off the trend: those forseveral but not all of the Dandelion vents are

high and apparently real: those for the Oyster

Fig. 3. Potassium versus silica. Each data Bed samples collected on Dive 726 are
point is the average of between two and six systematically low by as much as 100 lieq/t.
replicate measurements. This may be caused by oxidation of reduced
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2450

x F lower at 38 umol/t/C. Other measured species
450+ e.g. Li, Ba, Mn, Fe also show significant

2 variations between fields. However the
systematics are not the same for each element.

Because of this a sirmle aging effect can not
2350- 0o be the only factor in determining the spread

Oo in the trends.

0 •The effective flux of protons carried by

c 2300- 0 X - the alkalinity - CO- - calcium system is
tL 4obtained from the sum of the slones for Ca

-7 • x x  and C02 minus that for alkalinity. On the
2250 - . basis of the data for the latter two species

x it is possible co assign only crude averages
to the trends: these are taken as 15 1rmol/i/ 0 C

2200- o and -30 Pec/i/0 C respectively. The total

0 flux hence varies between 125 and 83 ueqlt//C
2 I 50 i I I I _1 I of proton equivalents. The extreme ranges of

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 AM0 the data give 156 and 64 ueq// 0 C. it is clear
Si IL mollt. that n'l. 5n% of the primary flux of

bicarbonate from continental weavnz,'-- of
Fin 5. Alkalinity versus silica, non-carbonate rocks is back-titrated by rlub.

crest hydrothermal solutions. Calcium is the
sulphur compounds before analysis since these responsible proton carrier for about half of
samples, unlike the others, had to be stored this.
for a day before processing. The data from the The annual consumption of alkalinity is
Garden of Eden fall slightly above the main 1.5 x 1012 eq/yr, about 5% of the river flux
trend. In the absence of samples in the or 14% of that not balanced by formation of
intermediate range this is assumed to be a oceanic carbonates (MacKenzie and Garrels,
real effect. The scatter in the data overall 19C6). The C02 flux is very approximately
is appreciably greater than the analytical 0.75 x 1012 moles/yr equivalent to about 7%

uncertainty (%0.25%, most samples were run in of the annual sedimentation rate as carbonate
duplicate): the same is true for H2S suggesting and about 4.5% of the annual consumption of
that there is a range of products formed C02 by continental weathering. For comparison

during oxidative reaction of the sulphide in the flux in the photosynthesis respiration
the sub-surface mixing zone producing variable cycle is estimated at 4.7 x 1015 moles/yr and -

additions of protons. This has been shown to that frpm anthropogenic fossil C02 release at

be the case in fresh water systems where 4 x Ol1"moles/yr.
thiosulphate, polysulphide, and native sulphur The addition of calcium is between 1.9 and
can amount to over half the non-sulphate 4 x 1012 moles/yr, 15 and 30% of the river
sulphur (Boulegue, 1977).

The ECO 2 content of the hot spring waters
(Fig. 6) increases with temperature. However,
there is considerable scatter in the data much
of it probably analytical since the measure- 30
ments were made at sea using a simple gas 2600_ 30 *A

chromatograph. The Garden of Eden samples 15. "_
fall low at approximately 5 pmol/I/0 C and the + x

Dandelions high at about 30. Clambake and 400 0

Oyster Beds scatter about a slope of 1 5. 0 0
Extrapolation of this trend to the reaction E + x

zone temperature gives a C02 excess of Z. 0

4200 pmol/i: a similar calculation for He-3 2500 + xxr

gives 6.2 x l0 1 2moles/z. As pointed out by 0 0 K

Corliss et al. (this volume) this indicates a
very high extraction efficiency for helium
but a much lower one for C02. Clearly much x
more precise data will be required to resolve
this question. 2 400 I 1 1 . i

Calcium increases with temperature in all t00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
the vent fields (Fig. 4). However there are Si m/ rnoIt
variations in the slope between the different

fields. Clambake is highest at 80 Vmol/t/
0 C, Fig. 6. Total C02 versus silica. Lines of

Dandelion and Garden of Eden are intermediate gradient 30, 15 and 5 Umoles C02 /k/*C are

at 64 pmol/t/
0 C and Oyster Beds is markedly indicated.
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160~ 1 1 1 11 2.5 jimol/ZC. In the other fields the
0 highest values are less than 1 prol/. These

0 4 trends all show a maximum generally at the
higher end of the temperature range sampled.
There is no obvious expJanation for this

120 0 behavior. Examination of particles filtered
in situ by SEM and EDAX indicates that Fe-S

x bearing phases are rare (Corliss, personal

100 o communication). Taking, for purposes of
illustration the average gradient as
0.5 nmol/k/ 0C as ferrous iron the equivalent

o 80- 'proton flux on oxidation is 1 pmol/k/0 C.
Ex

EX x Since these reduced species show wid&lyX varying behavior between vent i.,relds the

) 60- x calculated -o:. t- fluxes are of coursecm x X xI

0: o subJ4c to very wide uncertainty. The
contributions to the proton balance of the

40- figures presented here is roughly 10% of the

total. The oxygen 'demand' is about
16.6 jimol/t/°C of which 90% is from H2S

20- j oxidation. This corresponds to an ocean wide
I .g consumption rate of 8.3 x 1011moles/yr or

0 L iL, ! _ + I *I.* I I less than 0.1% of the marine photosynthesis-
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 respiration cycle and about 10% of the total

Si I. mol//2 weathering cycle.
The Mn-Fe ratio varies from 1.2 in Clambake

Fig. 7. H2 S versus silica, to between 10 and 100 in the other fields.
The spread in the manganese temperature slopes
may be related to ageing effects in the hot

flux. Holland (1978) estimates that about spring systems since it is similar to that
75% of the latter is derived from the solution
of sedimentary carbonate rocks. Hence the
ridge crests are a source of 'primary' igneous I I I
calcium comparable to that from the continents.
Approximately one third of the carbon /
required to precipitate this calcium as O
carbonate is derived from the ridge crest. 30

The remainder, an average of 2 x 1012moles/yr, • •
must be obtained from metamorphic processes
and primary outgasing in non-ridge crest
environments. In a recent compilation
Holland (19781 estimated this combined flux at
7.5+2.5 x 101 moles/yr. While the necessary
amount of CO2 is within the quoted uncertain- 20 /
ties Lne general arguments supporting the -
value itself are very extended and will
require a great deal of information before o
they can be considered substantiated. E

Reduced Species: H2S, Mn
2+ , Fe

2 +

-0-

The H2 S levels vary widely between 7rent
areas but more or less linearly within a given
field (Fig. 7). A crude average is about
7.5 Vmol// 0C equivalent to 15 Pmol H+/9/OC.
Manganese shows the same separation between
fields as calcium (Fig. 8). The Mn/Ca ratio
is abo-t 0.04 resulting in an average flux of 0_ _ _ _ I I _ _| I
less than 3 mol1 Mn/k/ 0 C equivalent to 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
6 pmol H/Y/°C. The iron trends vary greatly Si j*moI/
between vent fields (Fig. 9). In Clambake the

values are very high and after a sharp Fig. 8. Manganese versus silica. Regression
increase 3t low temperature rise linearly lines for Clambake and Garden of Eden are
with temperature (and H2 S!) with a gradient of drawn.
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100 IClearly the discussion presented above
involves extrapolations of very large magni-

tude. However there are internal regularities
in the system. which make these Justifiable.

SOf the major ions J.e. species strongly

O ,subject to charge
10.,ous. ana sulphate are quantitatively

removed; potassium release is strictly rock

limited and therefore relatively constant;

* calcium is modulated by uptake or release of
sodium and chloride. The severity or these

constraints can only be established through
E 4- the discovery and exvloration of additional
: hot spring areas over the range of ridge crest
LL +environments.

o
o
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF hEAT/MASS RATIOS IN GALAPAGOS RIFT HYDROTHEIA.l FLUIDS

FOR MODELS OF SEAWATER-ROCK INTERACTION AND THE FORMATION OF OCEANIC CRUST

John B. Corliss and Louis I. Gordon

School of Oceanography, Oregon State University

John M. Edmond

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, flassachusetts Institute of Technology

High heat flow was recognized very early as one The Chemistry of the Vent Waters

of the unique features of mid-ocean ridges (Hess,
1962). As the plate tectonic model for mid-ocean Samples of submarine hydrothermal fluids were
ridges became ai cepted, quantitative models of collected by ALVIN from four vent areas on the

V their thermal struc&-ure were developed (Turcotte axis of the Galapagos Rift (Figure 1). Eighty-

and Oxburgh, 1967; McKenzie, 1967) which gave eight 8.8 liter samples of vent waters and ambi-

rough agreement with this observed trend of in- ent waters were collected, and have been exten-

creasing heat flow approaching the ridge axis. sively analyzed both at sea and in shore based

Although these models predict high heat flux at labs.
the spreading axis, detailed surveys of conductive The properties of the water samples can be con-

heat flow on mid-ocean ridges show considerable sidered the result of two mixing processes. The

scatter in measured values and mean values lower first is subsurface mixing, in which an initial

than those predicted by the models (Talwani et al., end member fluid, which interacts at high ten-

1971; Listez, 1972). These authors suggested that peratures with the rocks at depth, mixes, as it

convective circulation in sea water through the rises through the crust to the sea floor, with a

newly formed crust was responsible, and Lister descending flow of cold sea water. The second is

(1972, 1974, 1977) has pursued this model in some surface mixing, in which this water, as it flows

detail. from fissures in the rocks, mixes with ambient

Another early discovery regarding mid-ocean bottom water during sampling (Corliss et al.,

ridges was the discovery, by Bostrom and Peterson 1978). Since the ultimate end members are the

_ t they appear to be the locus of Fe and same, this can be considered to be one continuous

Mn enrichments in metalliferrous deep sea sedi- mixing process. In this model, the temperatures

ments. Theyattributed this to volcanic emanations of the waters sampled, or more precisely, their

from the mantle accompanying submarine eruptions enthalpy, will fall on a linear mixing line betweei
at the ridge axis Corliss (1971) proposed that the enthaipy of the high temperature end-member

the metal enrichments in these sediments resulted interacting with rocks and ambient seawater. The

from the hydrothermal convection of sea water same is true of all conservative components of the

through newly formed basaltic crust. fluid,. i.e. elements which are not dissolved by

In early 1977, the first in situ observations or precipitated from the fluids during mixing and

of these mid-ocean rift thermal springs were cooling. Table 1 lists several elements which

made from the deep submersible ALVIN on the Gala- have been measured in the vent waters and which
pagos Rift. In the initial report of the results appear to behave conservatively in these systems.

of this study (Corliss et al., i978), it Is ss.l.-- Figures 2 a, b and c are plots of Si, He3 and Ba

that the ratio of the concentration of various in the samples.

elements in the fluids to the temperature, and thus Since silica is supersaturated during ascent and

the "heat content", or enthalpy, of the fluids mixing, this assumption may be questioned for this

show consistent patterns in several vent areas- component. In fact, this is the basic assumption

These data, combined with estimates of the initial used for application of the silica thermometer to

composition of the magma can be used to examine hydrothermal systems, and research on land geother-

heat and mass fluxes of the hydrothermal systems, mal systems indicates that the ascending supersat-
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v0LC t tures and thus are not conservative (Edmond et
.... .... ...... T AL * TS al., in prep.).

......... - The slope of the mixing lines in Figure 2 pro-
vides the most important input to this discussion
of thermal models of the hydrothermal heat flux:
the ratio of element flux to heat flux in the

r__D hydrothermal fluids. These values, from Corliss
et al., (1978) or unpublished data, are listed in

P Column 2 of Table 1. This ratio for Si is consis-__________ ___

__. _ ._ " tent for all vent areas. The same is essentially

........_ ;true for 3He, although the ratio is slightly offset
S..TH..... WAL to higher temperatures in the Garden of Eden

(Jenkins, et. al., 1978). For Ba and Mn, three
vent areas, the Dandelions, Oyster Bed and Garden
of Eden fall on one mixing line while the Clambake
falls on a separate line with higher Ba contents.

80N For Li, the Clambake, Dandelions and Garden of

DIVE AREA Eden fall on one line, while the Oyster Bed has
lower Li. The Sm and Eu gradients are from Clam-F, bake samples analyzed by Conard and Corliss

40N L(unpublished data). The K gradient is sma~l
compared to the ambient value, but does reveal
a significant flux from the rocks.

00 1 Composition of the Erupted Magmas
S AMERICA

GALAPAGOS IS The other important inputs to this discussio, are
estimates of the composition of the Galapagos x ft

,___,__,______ _ erupted magmas with regard to the elemen's listed
90 0 W 80oW in Table 1. The estimates used in this piper for

the Galapagos lavas are listed in Column 4. For
Fig. 1. A map of the thermal spring area on the some components, the abundances measured in the
Galapagos Rift. The active vents were located rocks are not likely to have changed during erup-
along the axial ridge, a topographical high in tion and cooling, but for He, C02 , K, Li, we must
the center of symmetry of the rift. The active use care in selecting data, since the gases can be
thermal springs are named, from west to east, the lost during cooling, and the alkalis removed by -
Clambake, the Dandelions, the Oyster Bed, and the hydrothermal leaching from non-glassy slowly
Garden of Eden. cooled rocks, or added from sea water at low temp-

erature.
urated solutions do not dissolve or precipitate It has been shown that the rapidly quenched
silica if the flow rate is rapid (Fournier and glassy portions of erupted mid-ocean basalts
Truesdale, 1974). We measured vertical flow rates. (MORB) retain gases dissolved in the melt (e.g.,
of 2 to 30 cm/sec immediately above vent opening Funkhouser, et al., 1968). This has lead to the
where the water was rising and mixing with ambient use of glassy pillow margins for a number of
water. At this rate, the fluids would rise 1 km studies of the gases and other volatile phases
in 3 to 14 hours. This flow rate is for the dissolved in oceanic tholeiite lavas (e.g., Dymond
diluted fluid reaching the surface. Assuming and Hogan, 1978; Craig and Lupton, 1976; More et
that the vertical heat flux is constant, the al., 1977; Delaney et al., 1978). The major
vertical mass flux of high temperature fluid uncertainty in using the abundance of gases (e.g.
is considerably lower, approximately inversely He, CO) in glassy margins as representative of
proportional to temperature, but the vertical the intial magma concentrations results from
velocity could be as high or higher if the the strong gradients in gas concentration across
cross sectional area of the fissure system the margin resulting from degassing from the
through which the plume rises at depth was interiors of the rocks during slow cooling-
smaller. Given the same permeability the Dymond and Hogan (1978) present evidence to
higher density contrasts at high temperatures support the conclusions that (1) the relatively
should lead to greater bouyant forces and uniform values for He3/He4 found in oceanic rocks
resultant vertical velocities. The remaining imply a constant proportion of primordia . and
elements in Table 1 are undersaturated in the radiogenic He in the upper mantle and, (2) loss
reducing H2S-bearing seawater solutions and of He during quenching leads to large variations
thus the assumption of conservative behavior in He concentration in glassy rocks. Since these
seems justified. Transition metals which form isotopes are derived from completely different
stable sulfides (Fe, Cu, Ni, Zn, Cd, etc.) sources, these observations imply that the totil
precipitate from these fluids at low tempera- initial He in MORB magmas is uniform, and that
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the max.imam observed values in glassy rocks ate
the best approxirations of this initial value,
regardless of their geographic location. One a

value used here fcr He
4 is the average of analyse3 a U.

of glass from four very fresh young basalts coL- . . S

lected by ALVIN on the Galapagos rift in the area
of hydrotnerral vents (J. Dymond, unpublished
data). The ,ie is determined by the consistent
3He/4He ratio reported from the Galapagos vent ,.
waters by Jenkins et al. (1978). The four
values are tightly clustered ranging from 4.20-

4.84 x 10-6 cc/gm (STP) with a mean of 4.51 t.30 0 .

cc/gm (STP). This uniformity is somewhat sur-
prising given the above discussion of degassing
and large concentration gradients within pillows.

The other value used, 20 ucc/gm, which is the

highest reported for lie in MORB, also provided by
Dymond (unpublished data), is from Cayman Trough ___

basa.ts collected by R. Ballard. These rocks were t 0|U
erupted at a depth of 4000 meters, compared to - *
2500 iieters, for the Galapagos Rift. The ambient 'o' j -
pressure differerce is presumabl,, responsible for C. 400- 1.

retent..on of more gas in the Cayman rocks. *
For CO2, no measurements are available for the U j * U

2U

Galapagos Rifi: rocks, but to recent studies have
provided considera ile insight into the distribu- _0,
tion of CO in mid--cean ridge basalt magmas.-C

Moore et al. (1977) found that vesicles in the
glass fraction of mid-ocean ridge basalts are =: 200[ -

-95% CO2, and estimated the CO2 content of these I

rocks by measurin- the volume percent vesicles.

Using values fcr the solubility of CO and assum- ,00 PJ
ing that saturation of the melt was ifdicated by /
the presence of the vesicles, they arrived at an /-76 06xIO 8co/otom3Heestimate of 800-1600 ppm CO 2 in the melt. Delaney 0 . . . . . .

et al. (1978) measured CO2 directly, obtaining 2 4 6 8 IC 12 1

values from 800 to 2300 in glassy pillow basalt Corrected Temperature (CO)
margins. In the absence of data on the Galapagos

Rift rocks, we shall use these two extremes in our '000
calculations.
The use of analyses of fresh glassy samples also 0

minimizes the problem of low temperature altera- 0

I tion and high temperature hydrothermal leachinq. -'

The Li data in Engel et al., (1965) show the -
effect of rock alteration. In eight rocks with * S
Fe203/FeO ratios less than .40, and H20+ less than -

.70%, the Li content averages 4.711.3 ppm. In

two altered samples with Fe203/FeO of .72 and .57,,1
and H2O+ of 1.50 and 1.06%, the Li content is 27

and 21 ppm respectively, presumably reflecting 200
WE addition of Li during low temperature oxidative.

interaction with sea wter. There remains the
01

possibility that the low Li samples are holocry- 0 2D0 4 C 9

stalline rocks from which Li segregated into a Sahcs ( "mz

residual component of the melt and extracted by

high temperature interaction with sea water with 
Fig. 2. Plots showing mixing lines for si, He

3

minimal alteration of the rock (Corliss, 1371). and Ba in the thermal vent waters. The surface

Until these analyses can be completed on the mixing of ambient seawater and the hydrothermal

VGalapagos Rift glasses, we must use the mean of 
waters is shown here. Note that Ba behaves

Enjel et. al. 's values on unaltered rocks (5 ppm). differently in different vent areas. Presumably,

'rhe Ba concentration used (12 ppm) is the this mixing continues in the sub-surface and

averageof analyses by isotope dilution given by these lines can be extrapolated to the high ten-

Hart (1976). It is important to note that white perature fluid at depth. 2a Si vs. Temperature

and Bryan (1977) have reported on fresh, glassy 2b He3 vs. Temperature 2c Ba vs. Silica
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basalts from the Famous area on the mid-Atlantic mometer suggests temineratures at -300=C, the
ridge and find a range of values from 30 to 91 m.,--sium mixing line extrapolates to zero at
ppm. Ba covaries somewhat with the rare earths, about tnb .-: temperature- "d the observed flow

alkalies and other alkaline earths, suggesting rates suggest ascent. - *- "our:. Preliminary
that this is a primary fractionation not related work by Turekian (pers ,n the Pb210 content
to alteration. Since it appears from the Gala- of clams living in the -. ' "t areas suggests

pagos thermal water data that Ba is readily that the age of the clam., dnd, in tur., the vents
leached from the rocks, some of the low values is tens of years or le.' . T.i' occurr- ..ce of dead
for Ba previously reported may be data on non- vent areas with Mn stained rocks ar slowly dis-
glassy rocks which have been leached at high solving clam shells reveals --"sodic nature of

temperatures by sea water. In the absence of the process.
Ba data for the Galapagos rock, we use Hart's Ophiolite conplexes provide a very useful

average in our calculations, source of information to allow us to see beneath
For the remaining elements (Si, Mn, K, Sm, Eu), the sea floor, since they record the tectonic,

the data are from our analysis of the Gal-pagos magnetic and hydrothermal processes which form
Rift glass (Corliss, 1978). The rocks are predom- the upper oceanic crust. Figure 3 is a steady-
inately high in Fe, Ti, and the rare earths. The state cross section of the upper oceanic crust,
data used here are from averages of the non- including convecting seawater, at the spreading
fractionated samples.

A Conceptual Model for the Galapagos
Rift Thermal Springs

Lister (1977, 1978) has proposed that seawater - E"

convection through oceanic crust occurs in two "5 seec 2ke
stages. The first, the active stage, occurs as
water penetrates into newly erjpted rock by a pro-
cess of cooling, contraction, fracturing, and pen-

3etration of water resulting in increascd c ooling,
etc., a feedback process which Lister (1974) ia
exhaustively examined. In the active stage, the

3: water penetration into the rock by fracturing is , -...-

rapid (-10 m/year), the water temperatures reach
200-3500C and the heated water ascends to the rock Fig. 3. A bteady-state model of the formation of

surface in a few hours. The system has a lifetime oceanic crust (modified from Dewey and Kidd, 1977).

on the order of hundreds of years,and since the This figure reveals several aspects of the forma-
penetration rates are much greater than the tion of the crust which are relevant to this dis-

spreading rate, the phenomena must be episodic. cussion:

According to Lister, this initial stage cools the (1) The width of the dike intrusion zone is -50
crust to some depth where active penetration is meters whereas the extrusive rocks can flow to a

halted by the inability of the rock to maintain distance 2 to 4 k,. from the rift axis leading

open fractures at high temperatures and high over- to an accumulation of up to 1 km of extrusive

burden pressure, or alternatively, by encountering rocks. The cooling of these surface flows can

ultramatic rock which undergoes a volume increase provide -25% of the missing conductive heat flux

during alteration (serpentinization) which offsets on the Galapagos Pift.
the volume decrease due to thermal contraction. (2) The dike complex is formed by rapid quenching

The second, or passive stage of hydrothermal between intrusions resulting from seawater cir-
circulation, occurs when this permeable, water- culation.

saturated crust is heated from below by conduc- (3) The isotropic gabbro is cut by the dikes,
tion. This passive system continues for as long which are quenched against it, suggesting that

as thermal gradients and permeability are suf- this gabbro is plated onto the upper surface of

ficient, and in fact may continue at some level the magma chamber as a result of the removal of

throughout the life of the oceanic crust. The heat by seawater.

pattern of heat flow observed and the large area (4) The "magma chamber", the stippled zone under-

of hydrothermal mounds south of the Galapagos lying the isotropic gabbro, is inferred from

Rift (Williams et al, 1974; Corliss et al., 1978 Sleep's (1975) thermal model which does not take

are presumably produced early in this passive into account hydrothermal heat loss at the axis.

stage. It may consist of a "ish", a self supporting

This model seems to fit very closely the condi- framework of 70% crystals and 30% residual liquid.

tions we find at the Rift axis springs. The (Sleep, 1975) If all the remaining 75% of the

active thermal springs which we located and sam- missing conductive heat at the Galapagos Rift is

pled at the spreading axis are all within 100 extracted at the axial vents we sampled, the cool-
meters of the center of topographical syntry, ing of the crust should extend to depths greater

along the axial ridge (Figure 1). The Si02 ther- than the depth of the magma chamber.
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axis, modified from Dewey and Kicd (1977), with me'del is approximately 400 m, 850 m and 1800 m
input from Kidd (1977), Parmentie: and Spooner for the same spreading rates. Presumably, the temp -
(1978), Coleman (1977) and our obrervatinni, on erature required to quench dike margins is nearer
the Galapagos Rift. the solidus temperature and from observations of
One important implication of these observations dikes cutting gabbro, they can extend below the

relates to the effects of hydrothermal cooling on sheeted dikes. Studies of the grain size changes
the dike complex and .nderlying cumulate complex. along dike margins in ophiolites at various
The dike injection zone is restricted to a width depths into the dike complex may allow more in-
of about 50 meters (Kidd, 1977), has a vertical sight into the temperature contrasts between the
thickness of up to 1.5 kin., and is ccmposed of magma and previously formed dikes.
individual dikes from 10 cm. to 5 m. :hick. The presence o! hydrothermal vents at the Rift
(Coleman, 1977, P. 55-56). The active springs we axis clearly shows that convective cooling of the
located on the Galapagos Rift are restricted to a dikes occurs. Nothing in the thermal models
narrow band along the axial ridge. Thus it eliminates the possibility that the dike complex
ap:ears that the initial "active" cooling stage is cooled to low temperatures (e.g. 3000) at the
occurs at the point of dike formation, spreading axis, and that the isotropic gabbro

The dikes are intruded into the previously plates onto the base of the dike complex as a re-
cooled, water saturated, permeable dike complex. sult of continuing convective heat transfer.
Cooling of each newly intruded dike results from Cooling of the gabbro could continue some distance
the penetration of watc. into vertical fractures from the actual site of dike injection. The ver-
which form as the dike is cooled and subsequent tical chimney of rising water cooling the young-
convection of the heat to the surface. Dredged est dikes could draw water horizontally across
holocrystalline rocks with parallel margins which the upper portions of the isotropic gabbro whic'
show effects of sea water leaching (Corliss, 1971) conducts heat from the crystallizing magma belLw.
are presumably formed here. It should be possible to incorporate this convec-
The cooling effect of the hydrothermal circula- tive cooling into a thermal model such as Sleep's

tion must also extend down into the riagma chamber, to examine its effects quantitatively; this is
This assertation is supported by the statement of beyond the scope of the present discussion.
Co,-man (1977, P. 54) that "Nearly al! expo:sures
stI.Jied (by Coleman) and cited in the literature Extracted Heat and Available Heat
provide clear evidence that the diabaie di).cs are
chilled against the gabbro and that they also we shall proceed now to consider the heat/mass
pinch out downward into it". As stated by Dewey relationships in the hydrothermal fluids in the
and Kidd (1977), "the facL that the dikes.. .are light of this knowledge of the geologic setting of
"rootless" requires that they were fe& from a the convective systems. At this point it is use-
magma chamber and that the gabbro the cut was ful to state explicitly the assumptions of the
plated onto the roof of that chamber.' Thus, the model encountered to this point:
thickness of the dike complex and the solidifica- 1. That the sampled fluids represent mixtures of
tion of the roof of the magma chamber are related ambient sea water and fluids produced by the
to the rate and extent of heat extraction by the interaction of sea water with rocks at high
rift axis thermal springs, temperature.
Lister (1974) suggested that the existence of a 2. That during the mixing of these end-members

layer of "sheeted dikes" up to 1 km thick requires several components of the fluid behave conser-
cooling by convective circulation of sea water, vatively, i.e. are not precipitated or dis-
for if they were cooled only by conduc-ion to the solved.
surface, the individual dikes would no. cool 3. That enthalpy is conserved during mixing, i.e.
enough to solidify between eruptions. Lister heat is not gained by, or lost fro4 the fluid
(1977) subsequently concluded on the basis of a by conduction during mixing and ascent.
model by Sleep (1975) that water percolation pro- 4. That the heat/mass ratios of the sampled
bably does not play a major role in the formation fluids are representative of the fluids pro-
of the sheeted dikes. Sleep modeled tho formation duced by these systems.
of oceanic crust assuming only conductiv-e cooling 5. That the concentration of various components
and derived the temperature distributioz within the in the initial melt can be estimated by anal-
crust at various spreading rates. The 31850C iso- ysis of the quenched erupted liquid.
thermi which is approximately the liquidus of the 6. That some of these components of the initial
magma and which Sleep suggests is the too of the basaltic magma are quantitatively extracted
"magma chamber", appears at increasing depths at from the rock into the hydrothermal fluid.
decreasing spreading rates: approximately' 700 m at The assumption that the sampled fluids are rep-
5 cm/year, 1100 m at 3 cm/year and-3.5 )m for 1 resentative is supported by the fact that four
cm/year. The solidus of these liquids, ij' we as- vent areas were sampled which are presumably in
sume they are equivalent to the Hawaiian thole- different stages of their life cycle. The pos-
iites of the Alae lava lake, is 980*C (Peck, et sibility exists that radical changes in fluid
al., 1966). The depth to this solidus in Sleep's composition during the evolution of the systems
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may occur requiring modification of the general- TABLE 2. Heat extractable from basalutc magmia by

izations made here. hydrothermal cooling

The assumption that some components are quan- Qr = ( cT + L) 1/;; :c = .91 cal/cm3 ,C, L 246

titatively extracted from the rocks by sea water cal/cm (Sleep, 1975); = 2.9 qm=ucm 3

interactions seems well founded. The rapid and AT Qr

complete 1 of gases during cooling of pillow (cal/k)

interiors is shown by the common 
observation that

they are completely depleted in rare gases, rel- 1200 4.61 x 105

ative to the glassy margins. This indicates that 1100 4.30 x l05

the cooling and crystallization of the magma re- - 3.99 x 0

sults in rejection of the gases into residual 900 3.67 x 105

phases where they can be dissolved and transported 800 3.36 x 105

by sea water. For some other elements it is clear

that only a very small fraction of the element

present is extracted.
If we make the assumption, for the presant, that Sleep (1974, 1975) has considered vertical tempera-

the extraction i.3 complete for all elements (F ture distribution at the spreading axis within the

fraction extracted = 1), we can multiply the heat rising solid mantle diapir (from 100-33 km), the

extracted in calories per pmole of fluid component zone of partial melting (33-5 km) and the crust

(R) by the umoles of each component present in a (5-0 km). Assuming cooling along the solid adiabat

kilogram of the magma (Cr) and arrive at a figure is -1°C/km, the initial temperature difference in

for the heat extracted per kilogram of rock in- the crust from this effect is negligible for our

dicated for each element, purposes. Sleep assumes an initial erupted magmd

temperature at the surface of ll80*C.

Qe = RFCr (1) The final cooled temperature is less readily
Festimated. If the initial estimates of the deep

Interesting features of these figures, given in end-member temperatures in the Galapagos vent areas

column 6 of Table 1, are: of 3000 are correct, and the mixing model is real,

1. The model gives values for extracted heat the surface temperatures are 20 0 C and the average

which are constant within a factor of 20 for temperature in the column is 160*C. Presumably

components whose concentration in the rock when the "active" stage ends, the temperature will

varies over a factor of l05 (He, C02 , Li and be somewhat lower. Table 2 lists values of Qr for

Ba). a range of reasonable temperatures. If both the

2. The Mn value is somewhat higher than these heat and the fluid components leached from the

elements, and K, Si and the rare earths have rocks were quantitatively extracted from the same

very high apparent basalt heat contents. mass of rock, the apparent quantity of heat ex-

This last observation is clearly due to the tracted, along with the components of the magma

fact that these elements are not removed quanti- which are quantitatively removed by the sea water,

tatively from the basalt, so that a mass of ba- (Column 6, Table 1) would be identical to the

salt greater than a kilogram provided the compo- amount of available heat (Table 2). Given the

nent and thus could provide significantly more uncertainties of the model, the fact that estimates

heat per unit mass of element. of the available heat (Qr) fall in the middle of

Keepi.ng in mind the uncertainties in the data, the range of apparent extracted heat contents (Qe)

it is interesting to consider how much heat would for the readily extracted elenents is encouraging.

reside initially in a kilogram of magma which It is useful to categorize the possible causes

solidifies and cools to form part of the crust, for discrepencies between these values; this is

and to compare the value with these calculated done in Table 3. The only component of the fluid

values of extracted heat. for which Qe is clearly less than Qr is He if we

If we assume that the convective system cools use the data from the Galapagos Rift rocks. Loss

crustal rocks initially emplaced as liquids, the of heat from the rising plume by conduction to the

heat extracted from a given mass of rock is the rock and subsequent horizontal conduction within

hear required to cool that mass of liquid from the rock mass is not likely to be significant. The

some initial temperature to the liquidus, crystal- primary reason is that the area away from the ver-

lize it, and then cool it from the solidus to its tically rising warm plume is presumably saturated
final temperature, or with flowing cold water which forms the descending

final = mpCA + (2)rportion of the convection cell and recycles the

P heat into the system. The possibility that R is

pC = volume heat capacity of the basalt solid too low because of gain of He from previously cool-

and liquid, (cal/cmi C) ed rocks is also very unlikely; rapid degassing

L = the latent heat of crystallization of during initial cooling is clearly demonstrated by

basalt, (cal/cm3 ) the absence of He in pillow interiors compared to

AT = the temperature change, from the initial quenched pillow margins. It is more likely,

temperature of the erupted magma to the in spite of the consistent values from four dif-

final temperature after cooling. (OC) ferent rocks, that He is lost from these rocks, and
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TABLE 3. Possible Causes of Discrepancies Between SiO2). It is clear that for the latter elements

Extracted Heat (Qe and Available Heat (Qr). the assumption of complete extraction does not
= RFCr and Qr (pcAT + L)l (See Text) apply. These elements are not quantitatively

- - removed from the basalt, so that the water must

Qe > Qr interact with a -ass of basalt greater than one
kilogram to extract the mass of the component pre-
sent in one kilogram of rock. Since heat is ex-

R too high (1) loss of fluid component during txaqted more efficiently, apparent extractable
ascent of fluids, e.g. precipi- heat per kilogram of rock (Qe) is greater tha: that
tation. actually available from a kilogram of roc% (Qr).

(2) conduction of heat into the If we assume a value of Qr = 4 x 105, and that
site of water rock interaction Qe = Qr for F = 1, we can calculate a value for

apparent extraction efficiency, F', from the rela-
F too high () F<il, conponent not quantita- tion F" = Qr/Qe. These values are tabulated in

tively extracted from rock column 7 of Table 1. These numbers suggest that a

very small fraction of the rare earths and silica
Cr too high (1) The masured concentration in are extracted from the rocks, somewhat more potas-

the rock is gmreater than that sium, and from 2.5 to 6.v% of the manganese. The
in the magma cooled by water. holocrystalline rocks studied by Corliss (1971) had
Not likely for abundances mea- lost -10% of their manganese compared to the glassy
sured in quenched glass; if the pillows they were associated with, which is in
data is from non-glassy rocks reasonable agreement, but were depleted by -20% in
the possibility of seawater Sm, which does not agree with the smaller extract-
contamination is present. ed fraction suggested by the thermal spring data.
e.g. low temperature alteration It is possible that the rare earth elements and
of analyzed rock for that matter, K and Si02, may precipitate

through low temperature interaction with rocks
Qe < Qr during ascent of the fluids, which would have the

same effect on Q., but this is clearly an ad hoc
R too low (1) gain of fluid component during argument.

ascent, e.g. leaching at low The calculated values of Qe for C02, Li, Ba and
temperatures without heat Mn are not well enough known, given the data we
transfer have on rock abundance, to allow us to attribute =

(2) loss of heat to rocks by hori- the variations to specific processes cited in
zontal conduction away from Table 3, but it is useful to discuss these pro-
plume cesses. The sequence Mn, Ba, Li would appear to

be a sequence of increasing extraction efficiency
F too low (1) F>l, requires migration of a with the present data suggesting that the removal

component within the rock mass of Ba and Li is as efficient as the extractior of
to the site of water-rock in- CO2. Since CO2 should be quantitatively extracted,
teraction. it would appear that the values of Cr for Li and

Ba must be too low, that the rocks in which this
Cr too low (1) measured concentration in the data was measured may have been holocrystalline

rock is less than that in the rocks from which Li and Ba had been previously
magma cooled by water; for extracted. For elements for which Qe > Qr and
gases measured in glassy rocks; F = 1, e.g. CO2 with the present data, one inter-
loss during quenching. For esting possibility is the conduction of heat to
other component measured in the site of water rock interaction.
holocrystalline rocks; loss
during high temperature ther- The Heat Budget and Depth of Cooling
mal leaching. of Hydrothermal Systems

In the model of Figure 3, from Dewey and Kidd
that the true value of Cr for He is closer to the (1977), we can see that the cooling and crystal-
Cayman Trough data. One remaining explanation con- lization of the "isotropic" gabbro which is plating
sidc-red in a later section, is the migration of He onto the upper surface of the magma chamber could
from within the magma chamber up to the site of contribute significantly to the heat which drives
water rock interaction. the seawater convection. This heat is conducted

through the rock layer which separates the upper
Extraction Efficiency margin of the magma chamber from the circulating

water. It is important, in this context, to dis-
For the remaining elements, the estimated Qe is tinguish between depth of water penetration, depth

either comparable to Q. or somewhat larger (C02 , of cooling and depth of extraction. Mobility of
Li, Ba, Mn) or dramatically higher (K, Sm, Eu, some components of the melt, e.g., He, might allow
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extraction from depths greater than the actual rocks, e.g. deposition of yellow and orange stain-
depth of water penetration. Similarly, conduction ing which is observed photographically on exposed
of heat allows hydroLhermal cooling to penetrate rocks and also on dredged rocks. This cooling
further than the water actually penetrates. We of extrusive rocks also contributes all of their
can pursue this possibility by examining the content of gases (CO , He, etc.) and heat to the
amount of heat required to cool the rock at the global hydrohermal 2lux, and may be important in

rate new magma is supplied, providing a flux of elements such as Fe and Mn to
One way to calculate the depth of hydrothermal the deep sea environment. The cooling of these

cooling at the spreading axis is to estimate the flows will also contribute to the missing 112 cal/
heat loss due to seawater convection by comparing cm sec of heat flux at the mid-ocean ridge, and
the measured conductive hedt flux with the models may be the source of small off-axis thermal anoma-
of total heat input, and then calculate the depth lies observed during the Deep Tow surveys of the
of rock which must be cooled to provide this heat Galapagos Rift. The heat flux (qc) contributed
flux. Given the half spreading rate, u (3.5 cm/ by the cooling of these extrusives can be calcu-
yr for the Galapagos Rift), the heat required to lated from equations (2) and (3), assuming T =
cool a given mass of rock, Qr (in cal/kg, Table 2), 11500C, since the final temperature of these sur-
the rovk density, p(2.9 gm/cm3) , and the depth of face rocks is lower than the mean for the dike
cooling Dr(k) the rate of heat removal by hydro- complex and upper isotropic gabbro. This re-
therzal convection is, in dimensionless form, sults in a flux of 29 cal/cm sec from this source

leaving 83 cal/cm sec to be accounted for by axial
cr 

= 2pUQrDr (3) vents. This modifies the depths of extraction
of heat for the axial vcnts to Dr = 3.23 km.

<l'or q in cal/cm sec, and other terms in the We can substite Qe , the apparent heat extracted
iir,.ts given, the right side is multiplied by for each component, into equation (3)
3.17 x 10-6 to convert years to seconds and km to
cm.) For AT = 1000oC, Qr = 3.99 x 105 cal/kg qe = 2 uQeDe
(Table 2), the relationship between convective
heat loss and depth of heat extraction is qr = De is the depth from which the given component
25.7 D ' must be extracted to give the observed heat/mass
Von ferzen, Green and Williams (in Corliss et ratios in the fluids, providing the actual heat

al., 1978) have estimated the hydrothermal con- supplied from the rocks is Qr (3.99 cal/kg for
vective heat loss at the Galapagos Rift from AT - 1000), the heat is extracted from 3.23 km
extensive heat flow data on crust from 100,000 to of rock, and the heat flux, q = 83 cal/cm sec.
1,000,000 years old. The relationship h=12t-i/2 To clarify the meaning of this relationship, we
gives the theoretical variation of conductive substitute from (1):

heat flux with grustal age where h is in heat
fiow units (10 cal/cm2 sec), and t is the age qe = 2puRFCrD (5)
of crust in m.y. (Lister, 1977). This equation,J integrated over the last 1 m.y., gives a mean and see that 2puFCrDe is the rate of supply, by
heat loss of 24 H.F.U. The mean measured conduc- the processes that generate new crust, cf a given
tive heat loss for this interval measured by Von rock component to that portion of the crust
Herzen et al., is 8 H.F.U. This indicates a mis- (depth = De) from which that component is extract-
sing heat flux of 16 H.F.U., or, including both ed by seawater. Thus, qe is the hydrothermal heat

sides of the spreading axis, a value of 112 cal/cm flux deduced from this mass flux plus the heat/
sec for the hydrothermal heat flux per unit length mass ratio for the components. If we assume a

of ridge crest. If this heat is vented entirely heat flux of 83 cal/cm sec (qe = qr) and Dr = 3.23

during the initial cooling of the crust, it would km, we can calculate the apparent depth of extrac-

require extraction of the heat from the upper 4.36 tion for each component, which is simply, from (3)

km of the crust (AT = 10000 and including the and (4),

latent heat).
Consideration of figure 3 reveals an important De = DrQr/Qe = DrF, (6)

modification which must be made to these calcula-
tions. As Kidd (1977) and Dewey and Kidd (1977) These values, for elements which are strongly ex-

have pointed out, the width of dike injection may tracted from the rocks, are listed in Table 1, column&
be narrow (Kidd estimates -50 meters) whereas the
width of extrusion is a few kilometers. This re- Depths of Penetration and Extraction
sults in the accretion of -1 km of surface flows
by the time the crust has spread to the edge of The values for De indicate that He is extracted

the zone of extrusive accretion (Kidd, 1977). from 3 to 12 km of the crust, C02 from -1 to 2 km

These extrusive flows are cooled by seawater con- of crust, while the heat is extracted from -3.2 km

vect3on, but the time lapse between eruptions is of crust, the depth of cooling. A somewhat ad hoc

presumably long enough to allow each flow to be explanation can be proposed for this:

cooled separately. This circulation produces the (1) The CO2 is initially dissolved in the magma,

typical chemical effects seen in young extrusive remains uniformly distributed due to low diffusion
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rates, is fractionated into residual phases during like the depth of cooling, might be somewhat
crystallization of the magma and quantitatively greater than the depth of penetration of the
removed from the rock during penetration of the convecting seawater.
water into the rock. Thus the depth from which
C02 is extracted is the depth of actual initial Sumnary and Conclusions
water penetration at the spreading axis.
(2) The conduction of heat upward from the roof of We have arrived at a model which encompasses all

the magma chamber whare the isotropic gabbro is of the observed variations in Qe/Qr , i.e. the ra-
plating out, to the circulating seawater, com- tio of "extracted" heat to available heat in the
bined with convection within the magma, which rocks of the Galapagos spreading center. Limited
delivers heat to the roof of the magma chamber, extraction from the rocks (F<< 1) accounts for
allows extraction of heat from the upper 3.2 km of those components whose concentration in the vent
crust. It is worth noting that this depth assumes water is relatively low (ge >> Qr, e.g. Si0 2 ,cooling through an average AT of 10000C. This Sm, Eu). For some elements with Qe approaching
conductive cooling beyond the depth of penetration Qr (Mn, Ba, Li) we assume F is approaching 1 and
is likely to become less effective at somewhat that the depth of extraction is equal to the depth
higher final temperatures. Thus the "final" temp- of penetration. For those components which we pre-
erature in the isotropic gabbro (below 1 km) at the sume are quantitatively extracted (F=I), the var-
cessation of the "active" rift axis convection may iations in Qe/Qr are accounted for by assuming that
be somewhat lower, and more rock must be cooled to heat is conducted to the site of water-rock inter-
provide the same convective flux. If the "final" action (Qe> Qr' e.g. C02) or that the component canmean temperature below 1 km was 5000C, the total migrate from the magma to the site of water-rock
depth of cooling 4ould be 4.26 km. interaction (Qe<Qr e.g. He).
(3) The He contained in the magma may be extracted In spite of some ad hoc reasoning, the model

from a greater depth than the water penetrates, gains support from some independent observations
which requires transfer of He from the convecting on the expected behavior of the chemical compo-
melt to the site of water rock interaction, or nents considered and from studies of exposed ophio-
enrichment of the rocks interacting with the water lite complexes. The values of F" derived are not
by prior fractional crystallization. There is a unreasonable from our knowledge both of the chem-
limit to the depth of extraction of He imposed by istry of the elements and observations of fresh
the nature of the formation of the crust. Since and altered crustal rocks.
the crust is produced by partial melting and is For the values of De to be applicable to the
underlain by residual harzburgite depleted by the vents we sampled, we must assume that all of the
melting process, the maximum depth of extraction missing heat is extracted by these rift axis sy-
is equal to the thickness of the crust. This stems, which in turn requires cooling of the large
means that the maximum value for De for He must ftaction (-3.2 to-4.2 km) of the oceanic crust at =
be -5 km. Given these constraints, the minimum the axis. The evidence from ophiolites suggests
mean concentration of He in crustal rocks is that cooling penetrates into the magma chamber
-7.9 x 10-6 cc/gm STP. at the site of dike injection. This seems to con-
As Craig and Lupton (1976) have pointed out, flict with recent seismic studies of the rift axis

diffusive transfer of He should lead to fraction- on the East Pacific Rise at 9-N which suggest
ation and thus changes in the He3/He4 ratio, that a low velocity zone interpreted to be a mag-
Their model dealt with molecular diffusion through ma chamber persists for some time. (Orcut, et al.,
glasses at low temperature and may not be quanti- 1975, Rosendahl, 1976, Rosendahl, et al., 1976)
tatively relevant to this discussion. The He3/He4  The resolution of this conflict is not clear. The
ratio in the vent water (10.8 x 10-6) (Jenkins spreading rate is 6 cm/yr in the region studied
et al. 1978) is slightly lower than the value for compared to 3.5 cm/year for the Galapagos Rift.
"high He3"' from glassy rocks reported by Craig Sleep (1975) would suggest a narrower magma cham-
and Lupton (11.9 - 13.2 x 10-6). If the Gala- ber on a slower spreading rift. The crustal model
pagos magmas have He3/He4 ratios in this range, proposed by Rosendahl et al. does include a layer
then the role of extensive diffusion which frac- overlying the magma chamber analogous to the plat-
tionates isotopes in delivering He to the convect- ed isotropic gabbro. If off-axis hydrothermal
ing seawater is limited. Crystallization of the activity removes heat by convection, the heat
magmas during plating of the isotropic gabbro to supplied by axial water circulation (qr) is less,
the roof of the magma chamber would fractionate He and the required depth of heat extraction (Dr) is
into intergranular boundaries, where it could mi- reduced. Some undetected convective heat loss may
grate without significant isotopic fractionation occur at the sediment mounds, 10 km south of the
down the temperature gradient, i.e., up to the axis. (Williams, et al., 1974, Corliss, et al.,
penetrating water. The same effect would result 1978)
if the basalts interacting with the water were The results inferred from the model calculations
enr-,ched in He, azid other gases for that matter, are strongly depondent on the assumptions of the
by fractional crystallization or vertical migra- model, which have been explicitly stated. These
tion of gas bubbles (vesicles) in the melt. Thus assumptions are subject to testing by further work
the depth of ex 'action of He and other gases, currently under way, including further analyses of
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rocks and additional sampling of hydrothermal on the Galapagos Rift. (submitted to Science),
vents. The measured heat/mass ratios in the 1978.
fluids, the inferred heat/mass ratios in the ba- Corliss, J.B., The origin of metal-bearing sub-
saltic magmas with which they interact, theoretical marine hydrothermal solutions, J. Geophys. Res.,
models regarding water-hot rock interactions and 76, 8128-8138, 1971.
observations from ophiolite complexes can be com- Craig, H. and J.E. Lupton, Primordial neon, helium
bined to examine several aspects of the thermal and hydrogen in oceanic basal.ts, Earth and
and chemical behavior of hydrothermal systems at Planet Sci. Lett. 31, 369-383, 1976.
mid-ocean ridges. The following general state- Davis, E.E. and C.R.B. Lister, i'undamentals of
ments can be made: ridge crest topography, Earth Planet Sci. Lett.,
(1) If Kidd (1978) is correct, convective cool- 21, 405-413, 1975.
ing of the dike complex and at least the upper Delaney, J.R., D.W. Muenow, and D.G. Graham, Dis-
part of the gabbro takes place in the immnediate tribution of volatiles in the glassy rims of
vicinity of the rift axis (within -100 meters). submarine pillow basalts, Geochim Cosmochim.
In fact, the existence of the dike complex may be Acta., in press, 1978.
dependent on hydrothermal cooling. Dewey, J.F. and W.S.F. Kidd, Geometry of klate
(2) The heat/mass ratios calculated for elements Accretion, Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull. 88,960-963, 1977.
which are expected to be quantitatively or nearly Dymond, J. and L. Hogan, Factors controlling the
quantitatively extracted from the rocks show noble gas abundance patterbs if deep-sea basalts,
close agreement with the heat/mass ratios inferred Earth Planet Sci. Lett., 38, 117-128, 1978.
for the magma. Engel, A.E.J., C.G. Engel and R.G. Havens, Chem-
(3) The calculated extraction efficiency of the ical Characteristics of oceanic basalts and the
system for elements not quantitatively extracted upper mantle, Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 76, 719-
also agrees with their expected behavior during 734, 1965
water-rock interaction. Fournier, R.O. and A. M. Truesdell, Geochemical in-
(4) The ophiolite model implies that -25% of the dicators of subsurface temperature - part 2.
missing conductive heat flux predicted from heat Estimation of temperature and fraction of hot

flow data on the Galapagos Rift is released by water mixed with cold water, Journ. Res. U.S.
convective cooling of the extrusive pillow lavas Geol. Surv., 2, 263-270, 1974.
and sheet flows over the width of the axial Funkhouser, J.G., D.E. Fisher and E; Bonatti.
valley. Excess argon in deep-sea rccks, Earth and Planet
(5) If we assume that all of the remaining miss- Sci. Lett., 5, 95, 1968.
ing conductive heat flux is removed from the crust Hart, S.R. LIL element geochemistry leg 34 basalts,
by the rift axis hydrothermal systems, the crust in Yeats, R. 5, S. R. Hart, et al. Init;,l Re-
will be cooled to a depth of 3.2 to 4.2 km at ports of the deep sea drilling project, Washing-
the rift axis. tonD. C., U.S. Gov*. Printing Office, 34, 83-
(6) If the inferred magma compositions are cor- 110, 1976.
rect, they imply that the depth of water penetra- Hess, H.H., History of ocean basins in Petroloq-
tion, the depth of heat extraction and the depth ic Studies: A Volume to Honor A.F. Buddington,
from which various components of the magma are edited by A.E.J. Engel et al., p. 599-620.
removed can be different, and additional data on Geological Society of America, New York 1962.
magma composition, and heat/mass ratios in the Jenkins, W.J., J.M. Edmond, and J.B. Corliss,
hydrothermal fluids, should allow us to character- Excess He3 and He4 in Galapagos submarine
ize these variables with increasing accuracy, hydrothermal vents, Nature, 272, 156, 1978.

Kidd, R.G.W., A model for the process of formation
of the upper oceanic crust, Geophys. J.R. As-
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CHEMISTRY OF RIDGE-CREST SEDIMENTS FROM THE NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN

Martha R. Scott, Patricia F. Salter, and Leo A. Barnard

Department of Oceanography, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

Abstract. The influcnct of ridge crest hydro- A scanning electron microscope and EDAX survey of
thermal activity on sediment chemistry has been com- ferromangenese micronodules in one of the FAMOUS

pared at several sites on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Area cores showed significant varidtion in the nature
For this study gravity cores and surfac sediment of these concretions with depth. The co:e top micro-
grab samples from the FAMOUS Area at 37 N were ana- nodules were well formed and contained significant

Pi lyzed for metal content and found to be enriched in amounts of Fe, Mn and Cu. Below the color change

metals with respect to average North Atlantic the micronodules appear to have had much of their
pelagic sediment: Fe(x3), Mn(x2), Cu(x4), Ni(x2), ferromanganese cement dissolved in reducing con-

Co(x3), Cr(x3) and Zn(x2). Enrichment factors of ditions. Pyrite concretions are also found below

sediment from the TAG hydrothermal field are similar: the color change, commonly inside foram tefts.
1Fe(xl.5), Mn(xl.5), Cu(x3), Ni(x4), Co(x5) and The distribution of metals in FAMOUS Area sedi-

Cr(x4). Neither area shows the extreme enrichments ments appears to result from three processes: metal

reported for East Pacific Rise sediments (Bostrom enrichment by hydrothermal fluids delivering dis-[ and Peterson,1969). All seven of the cores from solved material which precipitates from the overlying

the FAMOUS Area showed an upper red brown layer up sea water; diagenetic remobilization of metals from

to 50 cm thick with pronounced metal enrichment, a reduced layer probably formed by anaerobic me-

and a lower section that was grey, had less metal tabolism of organic matter; and post-depositional
enrichment, and had intermittent thin, dark Mn-rich injection of hydrothermal fluids at the base of the

Hl layers with higher metal content. Only two of the sediment column.

cores showed slight Mn depletion in the lower sec-

tion with respect to average North Atlantic Pelagic Introduction
clay.
Sediment accumulation rates were determined by the Metal enrichment of ridge crest sediments has been

230Th excess method for four cores from the FAMOUS one of the many clues to resolving the processes

Area. The analyses led to the discovery of anoma- that occur during formation of new oceanic crust.
i ratos i thes sedments Thedistrbutin of th at 199ocurm duin fa tion of69 ewB o eomanic crudst169

lously high U concentrations and 2 31U/238U activity The work of Bostrom (Bostrom and Peterson, 1966,

ratios in these sediments. The distribution of the 1969; Boserom et al., 1969; Bostron and Valdes, 1969)
anomalous values suggests post-depositional injection and others (Bender et al., 1971; Arrhenius and
of hydrothermal fluids from below. A maximum value Bonatti, 1965; Heath and Dymond, 1977; Cronan, 1972)
of 45 ppm U (carbonate-free basis) was observed, have shown that general enrichments of sediment in
The high U concentrations are associated with anoma- Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Hg, As and other trace metals

e lously low 2 30Th/2 34 U ratios, thus making the use of can be widely observed at spreading centers, and in
the 2 30Th excess method extremely difficult. Best basal sediments to either side of spreadinc centers

estimates of accumulation rates from radiometric, (von der Borch and Rex, 1970; von der Borch dl.,

paleontological and spreading rate data yield rates 1971; Cronan et al., 1972; Cronan and Garrett, 1973;
of .96, .94, .50 and .35 cm/lO 3 y for the cores. Horowitz and Cronan, 1976; Dymond et al., 1976; Bos-

These rates are minimum estimates, and are consider- trom et al., 1973; Dymond et al., 1977). Detailed

ably slower than the 
14C rate of 2.9 cm/10

3 y measurec chemical studies of the East Pacific Rise sediments

by Nozaki et al. (1978) for the FAMOUS Area, and 1.8 (Dasch et al., 1971; Bender et al., 1971; Dymond et

cm/10 3 y for The TAG area sediment (Scott et al., al., 1973; Corliss et al., 1978) and of the Mid-

1978). Metal accumuiation rates for Fe and Mi in At-lantic Ridge (Cronan, 1972; Horowitz and Cronan,
M the TAG area, the FAMOUS Area and 45°N (Cronan, 1972) 1976; Bostrom et al., 1969; M. Scott et al., 1974,

are much slower than for East Pacific Rise sediments. 1978) have led to the conclusion that large amounts

The same relationship holds for trace metals with of sea water circulate down fissures in the newly

the exception of TAG area sediments which appear formed crust, become heated and laden with materials

__ to be accumulating Ni, Co, Cu and Cr at rates ap- dissolved from the basalt, and exit through hydro-
rroaching East Pacific Rise values, thermal vents at the sea floor, adding the newly
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Figure 1. Location of gravity cores taken in the FAMOUS Area. Asterisks represent gravity cores;
circles locate earthquake epicenters (from Reid and MacDonald, 1973; Spindel et al., 1974; Francis et
al., 1977). The triangle marks hydrothermal deposits. The inner valley floor is stippled, and the
outer walls of the rift valley are marked with vertical stripes.

acquired metals to the marine system. This general This paper examines in detail a series of sediment
concept of the hydrothermal processes associated cores and surface sediment samples from the FAMOUS
with active spreading centers is supported by geo- Area at 37*N, and compares these samples with
physical studies and models for heat flow in these sediments from the TAG hydrothermal field (R. Scott
systems. Wolery and Sleep (1976), Lister (1972, et al., 1974) and from other parts of the ridge crest
1974), Williams and von Herzen (1974), Spooner and in the North Atlantic Ocean.
Fyfe (1973) and others have concluded that the cir- The ridge crest sediments are enriched in a number
culation of sea water through newly generated ba- of trace constituents such as Co, Ni, Cu, Cd, Zn and
saltic crust is the process that controls the heat others which cannot clearly be shown to come from
flow distribution at active ocean ridges, the hydrothermal process itself, ;jut may be derived
1he effect of this hydrotherm-1 system on the from sea water by the precipitating Fe and Mn oxides

chemistry of the ocean may be enormous. Wolery (Dasch et al., 1971; Dymond et al., 1973). This
and Sleep (1976) estimate that the entire ocean may seems all the more probable because of the low trace
be cycled through the active ridge crest system in metal content of the oxide deposits near vents (M.
only 5-11 million years. One effect is the addition Scott et al., 1974: Moore and Vogt, 1976; Hoffert et
of Fe and Mn, much of which precipitates shortly al., 1978) compared to the metal enriched sediments.
after entering the ocean. The patchy and localized The Fe and Mn added to the sediment probably traveled
distribution of the large Fe and Mn oxide deposits some distance Lhrough sea water in particulate form.
discovered so far (M. Scott et al., 1974; ARCYANA,
1975; Moore and Vogt, 1976; Corliss et al.,
1978) indicate that such concentrated deposits Geologic Setting
form only near the vents themselves. The more gen-
eral case is Fe and Mn enrichments of the sediments The area of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge selected for
accumulating in the ridge crest area. study by the FAMOUS project is located Psdthwest of
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Figure 2. Location of surface sediment samples taken in the FAMOUS Area. Asterisks represent the

inner valley floor is stippled and the outer walls of the rift valley are marked with vertical
stripes.

the Azores between 36°N and 37°N. Detailed investi- RV2, RV3), as shown in Figure 1.
gations have been made of geological nd geophysical Most of the surface samples used in this study are
processes involved in the formation of new oceanic located between Mount Venus and Mount Pluto, which
crus: at this active spreading center. The inten- appear to be the sites of the most recent volcanic
sive studies resulted in the collection of magnetic, activity (Ballard and Van Andel, 1977). No temper-
gravity, seismic refraction, earthquake, heat flow ature anomalies or hydrothermal deposits were found
and bottom current data for the area. This research the ridge valley (Fehn et al., 1977; Ballard et
provides the best available background information al., 1975; ARCYANA, 1975). But periodic Hg anoma-
for studies of the geochemical processes taking lies observed by Carr et al. (1975) may be related
place at the ridge crest. This study of sediment to volcanic activity. The-talus deposits along the
chemistry has been conducted on seven gravity cores scarps bordering the valley floor may mask the
taken by the RIV KNORR and fifteen surface grab san actual hydrothermal deposits (ARCYANA, 1975). The
ples taken by the ALVIN as part of the FAMOUS project, faults forming the valley wall exhibit a :igh level

The derailed bathymetry and location of the FAMOUS of earthquake activity averaging 10 to 30 events per
sediment sampl.'s are shown in Figures l and 2. day (Spindel et al., 1974; Reid and MacDonald, 1973;
The rift valley in the study area is approximately Francis et al., 1977).
45 km long and 30 km wide. The valley is offset at Sediment thickness in the FAMOUS area rift valley
each end by east-west trending transform faults, is highly erratic but generally increases with dis-
The northern fault area is designated as Fracture tance from the valley axis (MacDonald and Luyendyk,
Zone A (FZA) and the southern fault area as Fracture 1977). The inner valley floor is covered with a
Zone B (FZB). The three sections of the rift valley thin veneer of sediment [ARCYANA, 1975; Luyendyk
separated by these fractures zones are designated and MacDonald, 1977), although sediment cover up to
from north to south as Rift Valley 1, 2 and 3 (RVl, 1-2 m thick has been observed in some areas of the
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Figure 3. Detailed map Ghowing TAG Hydrothermal Field Scott et al., 1974) and location of sediment
cores and dredge samples. Total length of core recovered is noted by sample locations.

inner valley floor (Needham and Franchetau, 1977). outcrops usually present at the summit of fracture
The sediment outside the inner valley byor accumu- blocks (ARCYANA, 1975). The fracture zone is the
lates in ponds, usually in faulted depressions. ithe site of considerable tectonic activity indicated by
sediment distribution is dominated by dobnslope abundant earLhquake activity (Fig. 1) (Reid and ac
movement which is probably the result of fairly fast Donald, 1973; Spindel et al., 1974; Francis et al.,
bottom water currents (up to 20 cm/sec) "Keller, et 1977). Heat flow measurements along FZA show a

al,1975) and high degree of tectonic activity pre- bimodal distribution, with values of about 0.6
sent in the area. H.F.U. to the west and values averaging 2.2 to the
Fracture Zone A transects the Rift Valley The east (Williams et al., 1977). Two hydrothermal

intersections between the fracture zone and the vents were observed by the ARCYANA (1975) in the
separated rift valley segments are marked by car- central portion of the fracture zone (Fi-,. 1). The
cular depressions separated by a low sill. Gravity vents are located-near the summits of two hills

r core 139 was taken in the western depression and Core capped by black Mn encrustations from 10 to 50 cm
118 was taken on a terrace area just south of the thick. The-deposits show the extreme fractionation
eastern depression (Fig. 1). Most of the terrain in of Fe and Mn typical of hydrothermal deposits (Fe/Mn
the fracture zone is covered by sediment with rock ranges from 0.2 to 237) (ARCYANA, 1975), but no
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Table 1. Chemical Composition of Sediments from the FAMOUS Area

Sample H20 CaCO3  Fe Mn Al Cu Ni Co Cr Zn
% % % % % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm

Core 52

0-2 cm 44.4 84.1 2.22 .083 0.67 55.1 21.7 14.4 57.9 27.6
7-9 46.2 84.8 2.37 .090 0.69 70.7 21.2 15.7 38.7 30.4

13-15 45.5 84.0 2.27 .091 0.79 63.1 20.1 16.1 16.3 28.2
22-24 46.6 84.6 2.13 .096 0.83 70.1 20.1 16.8 16.3 32.1
30-32 42.7 83.2 1.23 .097 1.07 38.0 24.6 18.1 19.4 27.3
44-46 44.8 84.1 1.04 .088 1.11 23.3 24.5 18.0 20.4 29.9
50-52 45.8 81.8 1.01 .071 1.11 39.7 33.5 17.6 26.5 36.9
63-65 49.8 80.6 1.10 .053 1.34 52.6 19.0 18.1 31.1 37.6
75-77 45.8 80.0 1.35 .028 1.82 32.5 23.4 17.2 26.0 41.8
80-82 46.1 70.1 1.61 .029 1.79 38.9 26.8 15.6 27.2 44.5
86-88 54.4 74.2 2.26 .030 1.46 64.6 45.8 41.9 21.4 51.4

Avg. 46.6 81.0 1.69 .069 1.05 49.9 25.5 19.0 27.4 35.2
Avg. 45.1 84.1 2.04 .091 0.81 59.4 21.5 16.2 29.7 29.1

(top 32 cm)

Core 118

0-2 cm 42.5 87.5 1.58 .098 0.71 40.2 34.6 16.8 104.9 30.5
8-10 43.6 86.4 1.82 .110 0.67 45.3 19.0 20.6 21.9 31.7

13-15 42.2 88.5 1.57 .076 0.73 41.9 18.5 16.2 15.3 27.9
24-26 38.0 89.4 0.91 .059 0.79 22.8 19.0 17.5 13.2 21.8
30-32 39.3 89.7 0.73 .115 0.79 24..4 25.7 23.4 12.7 22.9
45-47 41.7 42.4 0.87 .049 0.51 16.8 19.0 16.4 13.7 20.5

Avg. 41.2 89.0 1.24 .084 0.70 31.9 22.6 18.5 30.3 25.9
Avg. 42.8 87.5 1.66 .095 0.70 42.5 24.0 17.9 48.4 30.0

(top 15 cm)

Core 124

0-2 cm 48.8 84.8 2.89 .109 0.75 83.7 27.9 16.8 72.2 35.5

810 47.4 82.9 2.82 .105 0.77 72.2 19.0 16.8 16.3 32.6
12-14 48.6 84.0 2.75 .099 0.71 65.4 24.6 16.0 26.5 32.9
29-31 45:3 82.2 1.79 .387 1.11 58.3 35.7 19.8 24.4 32.4

39-41 44.4 81.0 1.29 .176 1.24 30.6 29.0 23.2 23.9 31.9

41-42 46.8 83.5 1.27 .392 1.23 82.6 44.4 43.4 26.5 29.7

45-47 46.4 79.5 1.53 .049 1.24 43.0 17.9 9.8 20.4 29.0

62-64 50.7 80.6 0.99 .050 1.30 44.5 25.7 11.4 25.7 35.2

90-92 50.4 79.4 0.99 .064 1.30 45.6 36.8 22.9 43.8 45.3

Avg. 47.6 82.0 1.81 .159 1.07 58.4 29.0 20.0 31.0 33.8

Avg. 47.5 83.5 2.56 .175 0.84 69.9 26.8 17.4 34.8 33.4

(top 31 cm)

0-2 cm 48.8 87.4 2.05 .099 1.13 62.8 31.9 24.6 27.8 45.2

5-7 49.1 80.5 1.09 .058 1.27 43.3 34.0 24.6 29.2 47.8

9-11 51.3 78.3 1.08 .038 1.31 56.6 32.9 19.3 22.4 45.2

25-27 48.3 80.7 1.00 .041 1.42 44.6 35.7 20.1 23.4 40.7
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Table 1. Continued

Sample H20 CaCO3  Fe Mn Al Cu Ni Co Cr Zn

% % % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm

Core 125 (Continued)
35-37 cm 50.9 79.4 0.98 .037 1.42 42.7 37.9 22.6 20.9 41.4
40-45 49.4 81.7 1.05 .041 1.44 40.8 29.0 18.4 32.5 38.5Avg. 49.6 81.3 1.21 .052 1.33 48.5 33.6 21.6 26.0 43.1

Core 120
0-2 cm 46.2 83.1 2.39 .091 0.73 56.6 20.1 15.5 19.4 28.5

12-14 46.8 85.7 2.44 .095 0.71 61.7 32.4 16.0 48.9 28.4
25-27 43.3 84.2 1.87 .097 0.95 51.5 19.0 15.9 15.8 26.9
45-47 40.7 82.2 1.08 1.36 1.19 56.6 71.4 51.1 37.7 77.1
48-50 45.2 78.3 1.56 .441 1.19 32.5 24.6 15.3 19.4 28.9
62-64 49.3 80.6 1.06 .038 1.22 25.9 24.5 10.6 26.9 33.6
80-82 44.9 80.6 0.98 .043 1.07 38.7 32.4 19.6 27.0 33.7
93-95 47.7 32.2 0.99 .037 1.19 43.1 24.6 14.9 19.4 35.8

110-112 41.9 81.6 0.74 .060 1.23 29.2 40.2 17.4 21.4 37.3Avg. 45.1 82.0 1.45 .251 1.05 44.0 32.1 19.6 26.2 36.7
Avg. 45.4 84.3 2.23 o94 0.80(top 27 cm) 4 

56.6 23.8 15.8 28.0 27.9

Core 733
0-2 cm 48.4 81.2 2.56 .110 0.83 60.6 19.0 16.5 16.3 30.4

13-15 46.5 81.8 2.49 .113 0.83 67.5 24.6 17.6 34.5 30.7
30-32 46.6 81.2 2.78 .166 o.87 84.0 21.2 19.0 18.3 32.745-47 cm 41.4 81.4 1.53 .122 1.26 45.0 35.7 20.6 54.0 29.6
58-60 46.7 80.5 1.78 .062 1.23 41.2 22.3 12.9 2G.4 40.9
60-62 48.1 80.9 1.60 .057 1.26 29.7 25.7 13.6 21.4 28.8
88-90 43.4 79.8 0.96 .050 1.19 3z.7 20.1 13.4 19.4 29.1

112-114 37.4 81.6 1.03 .046 1.15 35.6 22.3 16.8 19.9 35.9
125-127 42.9 82.4 0.89 .041 1.11 41.7 24.6 17.8 19.4 37.1Avg. 44.6 81.2 1.74 .085 1.08 49.0 23.9 16.7 24.8 32.8(top 32 cm) 47.2 8.4 26 .130 0.84 70.7 21.6 17.7 23.1 31.3

Core 147
0-2 cm 44.8 85.0 2.25 .086 0.69 53.2 19.5 14.6 21.4 32.2

10-12 44.8 84.8 2.37 .098 0.79 60.1 19.0 16.9 15.3 31.0
35-37 42.0 85.2 1.12 .103 1.11 40.8 23.4 *9.7 66.2 31.0
47-49 43.8 82.6 1.02 .407 1.19 54.8 52.5 46.2 28.5 35.3
52-54 43.2 81.9 1.05 .173 1.23 34.6 27.9 13.7 30.6 32.0
64-66 47.0 81.7 0.81 .030 1.23 46.6 31.2 14.2 23.4 39.0
80-82 44.8 83.7 0.81 .032 1.03 30.2 24.6 15.2 32.6 35.3
95-97 46.5 82.8 0.81 .039 1.07 32.8 29.0 18.4 17.3 33.2

115-117 45.8 81.5 0.74 .053 1.31 36.4 23.5 12.4 54.0 38.7Avg. 44.7 83.2 1.2Z .113 1.07 43.3 27.8 19.0 32.1 34.2g(top 37 cm) 
096 0.86 51.4 20.6 17.1 34.3 31.4
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Table 1. Continued

Sample H20 CaCO3  Fe Mn Al Cu - i Co Cr Zn

% % % % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm

Cora Avg.
Carbonate free 9.0 .70 6.2 278 161 114 158 201

Surface Core Avg.
Carbonate free 10.7 .6 5.6 292 141 118 198 172

Avg. N. Atlantic
Pelagic Clay* 5.02 .40 9.04 115 79 39 80 129

Data taken from TUREKIAN and IMBRIE, 1966; CRONAN, 1972; BOSTROM and VALDES, 1969; HOROWITZ and CRONAN,
1976; VAN DER WEIJDEN et al., 1970; EL WAKEEL and RILEY, 1961; BRUTY et al., 1972.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Sediment Cores from the FAMOUS Area.

temperature anomalies were noted in this area (Fehn sediment collected from the median valley. A study

et al., 1977). of bottom photographs of this section of the median

Fracture Zone B is located at the south end of RV2 valley shows ripple-marked sand and other evidence

and can be divided into two sections, the western of the strong bottom currents responsible for sweep-

depression (> 2700 m depth) and the eastern de- ing sediment off some portions of the valley floor

pression (> 2900 m depth) (Fig. I). The depressions into sediment ponds of uneven distribution (Temple

are formed by the intersections of the fracture zones et al., 1978). Betzer et al. (1974) have reForted

with the two sections of the rift valley it offsets. that iron and manganese rich particles are far more

The depressions are separated by a sill about 800 m common over the hydrothermal site than to either

high and 9 kmwide on which three of the surface grab side of the ridge 
crest. The TAG area has more 17m-

sample sites were located (Fig. 2). The fracture erous fault blocks than the FAMOUS area, and lacks

zone has heavy sediment cover with local exposures the terraces between the inner and outer valley wall

of weathered basalt talus and greenstones (Ballard (Temple e1tal., 1978). Otherwise the two areas are

et al., 1975). The average heat flow in the west- similar.

ern depression is 5 H.F.U. (Williams etal., 1977)

compared to a world average of 1.5 H.F.U. Three of Chemical Analyses

the gravity cores analyzed in this study were taken

from the high heat flow area (Fig. 1). The remain- Sediment samples from the FAMOUS Area were analyzed

ing two gravity core locations are in the eastern for Fe, Mn, Al, Cu, Ni, Co, Cr and Zn by atomic ab-

depression of FZB (Fig. 2). sorption spectrophotometry (Salter, 1977). The

A number of other studies have dealt with the chem- reference 
standards used include CRPG-BR, CSJ-JB-1,

istry of Mid-Atlantic Ridge sediments (Bostrom et USGS-BCR-l, and matrix standards made by adding Ca

al., 1969; Cronan, 1972; Horowitz, 1974; Horowitz and to salt solutions of the elements of interest.

Cronan, 1976) but only the TAG hydrothermal field has Relative 
precisions for the elements were Fe ± 4%, Mn

had reported hydrothermal oxide deposits as well as ± 4, Al ± 3%, Cu ± 5%, Ni ± 8%, Co ± 5%, Cr ± 10% and

metal enriched sediments (R. Scott et al., 1974; M. Zn ± 5Z. The data are listed in Table 1. Uranium

Scott et al., 1974; R. Scott et al., 19-76; Rona et and thorium isotopes were analyzed by alpha spectro-

al., 1976; M. Scott et al., 1978). Figure 3 is a metry using a procedure similar to that of Ku (1965).

sediment sample location map of the TAG area (M. Table 2 includes the isotopic data on the samples; 
the

Scott et al., 1978). The hydrothermal field itself, errors listed represent lo from the counting sta-

shown in Figure 3, is a 100 km square area on the tistics. The CaC0 3 content of the sediments was

eastern valley wall of the median valley covered 
aetermined by an EDTA titration of the acid soluble

with thick, rapidly deposited Kn02 coatings (R. 
Ca, modified from the procedure of Turekian (19561.

Scott et al., 1974; M. Scott et al., 1974). The

deposit-hG apparently formed at a vent site at the 
Results

base of the valley wall covered by talus. Sediment

thickness in the area is quite variable. 
Samples The most conspicuous chemical trends in the 

FAMOUS

4A, 4B and 4H represent cores of ponded carbonate 
Area Sediments were evident on visual inspection 

of
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Table 2. Chemical Composition of Surface Sediments from the FAMOUS Area

Sample 0 CaCO3  Fe Mn Al Cu Ni Co Cr Zn

% % % % ppm PPM ppm ppm ppm

525-1 45.4 75.6 2.70 .110 1.78 58.4 35.7 21.9 46.8 34.2
525-3 41.8 76.6 2.51 .125 1.50 61.2 27.8 23.2 47.8 36.1
526-4 29.5 82.3 2.01 .106 0.95 50.4 23.4 22.7 32.6 29.9
527-4 51.8 81.8 2.06 .113 0.95 50.2 23.4 21.6 33.6 30.3
528-1 46.8 82.3 2.06 .121 0.95 62.0 23.4 23.4 26.5 35.5
529-4 40.2 74.8 2.06 .109 1.50 54.8 37.9 23.0 52.9 32.8
529-5 45.4 78.0 2.34 .146 1.32 52.9 38.0 29.4 46.3 32.4
530-1 43.2 80.3 2.24 .110 1.18 60.0 25.6 19.2 33.5 30.1
530-4 64.2 56.4 3.54 .085 3.44 65.6 70.6 35.3 305.0 57.4
532-1 50.1 87.6 1.52 .108 0.53 52.6 25.0 23.3 -- 30.2
532-5 56.2 85.2 1.45 .104 0.69 53.1 24.5 20.3 15.7 32.4
534-1 47.9 81.8 2.07 .116 0.94 61.8 22.2 23.2 27.4 36.7
534-2 48.2 83.2 1.96 .115 0.91 52.2 25.6 20.2 65.1 28.8
533-2 44.4 81.8 1.84 .109 0.87 50.0 19.0 20.8 63.2 28.2
535-1 58.5 60.1 3.16 .125 2.69 83.5 46.9 28.4 79.4 60.2

Sample Avg.
Carbonate free 10.7 .60 5.6 292 141 118 198 172

Avg. N. Atlantic
Pelagic Clay* 5.02 .40 9.04 115 79 39 80 129

Data taken from TUREKIAN and IMBRIE, 1966; CRONAN, 1972; BOSTROM and VALDES, 1969; HOROWITZ and CRONAN, -

1976; VAN DER WEIJDEN et al., 1970; EL WAKEEL and RILEY, 1961; BRUTZ et al., 1972.

Table 2. Chemical Composition of Surface Samples from the FAMOUS Area.

the cores. All of the surface g:ab samples and the and Mn enrichments in the upper parts of the cores
upper parts of the gravity cores were markedly en- (Table 1, Figs. 4a-4g) decrease below the color
riched in Fe and Mn, and had a reddish-orange color change to values near the average for North Atlantic
which faded into a light tan or grey with depth in Pelagic clays. The trace metals Cu, Ni, Co, Cr and
the core. Intermittent dark, Mr-rich bands appeared Zn are also enriched in these sediments in the upper
in several of the cores. The high ecncentration of Fe and Mn enriched layers. In general the trace
biogenic CaCO3 (Table 1), commoi I' ridge crest metal enrichment is lower below the color change
cores, obscures variations in metal concentrations. than above it. There appears to be an increase in
This effect has been typically :orrected for by some of the trace metals toward the bottom of Cores
ratioing the metal concentrations to aluminum in a 139, 118, 52 and 124 (Figs. 4a, 4b, 4d and 4f). This
variety of ways. In this paper a direct metal to feature is shown by the uranium profiles for the
aluminum ratio is used. Aluminm is relatively four cores on which uranium analyses were made (Figs.
immobile during weathering, so rhat it is considered 4a, 4b, 4d and 4e). In addition to enrichment at depth
a reliable indicator of detritas material. It does the uranium concentrations showed enrichment toward
not appear to be a significant component of hydro- the tops of these same cures relative to average
thermal solutions formed by sea water leaching of pelagic clay.
basalts (Hajash, 1975; Bischoff and Dickson, 3975; Metal enrichment of the FAMOUS Area sediments varie.
Seyfried and Bischoff, 1977). ligures 4a-4g show in both space and time. In addition to the major color
variations with depth in the seven gravity cores change boundary in these sediments, there are abun-
from the FAMOUS Area discussed her. Figure 5 dant dark layers in some of the cores. Analyses of
is a similar diagram for Core 4A from the TAG area several of these layers showed them to be highly en-
(M. Scott et al., 1978). Include!d on the diagrams riched in manganese and other metals. Cores 120,
are the metal to aluminum ratios for North Atlantic 124 and 147 (Figs. 4b, 4d zid 4g) from Fracture Zone
average pelagic clay (Turekian aud Imbrie, 1966; B show several dark layers in each core, but the
Cronan, 1972; Bostrom and Valdes, 1969; Horowitz and layers were not noted in Cores 52 and 125 from the
Cronan, 1976; Van der Weijden e t al., 1970; El same area (Figs. 4a and 4e). These Mn rich bands may
Wakeel and Riley, 1961; Bruty et l., 1972). The Fe represent periodic, localized pulses of intense
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CORE 52
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|Figure 4a.Core 52 Vertical distribution of metals in FAMUS Area cores plotted as retal to Al ratios. Theaverage North Atlantic pelagic clay ratios are shown by vertical lines labeled N. Atl APC (Table 1).

The heavy horizontal line with vertical stripes repreznts the location of the color change in the-_.
cores. The thinner horizontal lines show the positions of dark M-rich bands.

hydrothermal activity in the area. The samples ana- ation rate of 0.35 c=/103 v. This rate is much
Slyzed (Figs. 4b, 4d and 4g)show increased Coll Ni and lower than determined for E;e other cores, but 118
|Cu. These features will be discussed below. is located on the slope of a scarp rather than in
;Uranium and Th isotope measurements were made on a depression as the other'cores are, and might be| ~four of the cores (Table 3) so that sediment and expected to have a lowe cuuainrt.Tehg
imetal accumulation rates could be determined for the 234LU/23BU ratios for the two bottom points result in

area. Cores 52, 124 and 125 were found to have anoma an overcorrection for supported 22Th contributing
t lously high concentrations of U near the bottom of to the lower apparent rate (Table 3).

| the cores. All of the cores also show anomalously Efforts to arrive at a sedimentation rate for Core
high 234U/238U activity ratios in some samples (Table 124 from the isotopic data lead to a value of 0.35
3). These unusual U concentrations and isotope trol03 v (solid line, Fig. 6), but anomalous Th and
activity ratios are related to the hydrothermal U contets make this value s.;pect. Moreover, for a
activity in the FAMOUS Area, and make it necessary, total core length of 120 cQ, this sedimentation rate
to se cau io in in erp et ng2301h excess data for results in an age for the bo tom of the cire of

to usiato nitrrtn

sediment accumulation rates. 343,300 years. Paleontoloeia! data (S. Gartner,
ess with depth in the sediment are shown in Fig. 6 the sediments are late Pleistocene - early Holocene !
for Cores 52, 118, 124 and 125. The sedimentation eoes00,000 years old). The age of the crustrates given with the plots wer clay ros are shown inner valley floor detrd ned by paleoagnet cslopes of the lines through the data points. The data and spreading rates is about c00,000 t 30,000semi-log plot of 230Th versus depth for Core 52 is years (Needha and Franchetau, 1974; 6ekinian andlinear and the slope gives a sedimentation rate of Hoffert0 1973; MacDonald, 1977). It is not known0.98 cm/103 y. Two data points with anomalously whether the core reached basement, so a mnimu1high U were oitted from the plot (75-77 cm and 86- sedimentation rate of 0.94 ac/10r y is calcuated
88 cm, Table 3). Points at 30-32 and 50-52 cm fall for Core 124 from paleontological data and coreoff the hie because of anomalous U activotay ratios length (dashed line, Fig. 6)
(Table 3). Core 125 is located close to 124 and is expectedThe 230Th excess versus depth plot is linear for to have a similar sedimentatlon rate. The isotopic

metal ~~24U23 accmultio rae coul bedtemneroete 2alisUio o tetv otintsl lwresthin

Core 118 despite sme anomalous rfund ratios in rate of 0.19 surtedl 3 tc ortthe core. Al p of the or es alsoshow sedi e- same reasons discussed for Core 124, a a a ore re-
SCtTe 
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Table 3. Uranium and Thorium Isotopic Analysis of the FA1OUS Area Sediments

Sample CaC03  U Th Th/u 234U  
230Th 23 Th 2 230Th 234U 230Thmx

% PPM ppA TU 3Th I " dp/g dpm/9 dPr./9

Core 52
0-2 cr, 84.1 .59 .07 3.77+ .12 6.41+ .79 1.2+.19 8.03+ .25 14.30+1.64 17.13+2.11 7.45+.f4 .52+.06 6.93*.15
7-9 :4.8 .57Z.01 1.35+ .06 2.377 .11 1.057.03 20 917 .84 15.697 .11 16.45:" .54 6.957.16 .440.01 6.517,1613-15 84.0 .567.02 3.30 .07 5.857 .34 1.177.07 8.987 .18 14.94; .66 17.4;T .82 7.297.08 .49r.02 6.80.C8

22-24 84.6 .49T.01 2.06+ .10 4.237 .19 1.017.03 16.26 .66 22.667 .87 22.857 .88 8.227.22 .36.01 7.867.2230-32 d3.2 .467.03 3.307 .09 7.257 .66 1,447.14 6.97+ .18 11 .647 .96 16.74; .31 5.667.08 .49+.03 5.177.0944-66 84.1 .37;.01 1.987 .06 5.357 .22 0.967.02 9.92+ .27 18.337 .44 17.6"27 .46 4.837.09 .26r.00 4.577.0:50-52 81.8 .417.04 3.21T .12 7.947 .84 1.667.21 5.91+ .29 9.347 .80 15.4971.63 4.667.11 .507.04 4.167.1163-65 80.6 .43T.01 2.587 .28 6.01T .67 1.00T.02 8.1 " .72 16.30+1.22 16.307+1.22 5.197.38 .327.01 4.877.387S-77 80.0 .50r.01 18.09T1.15 35.81T2.38 1.02T.02 3.41;" .11 40.44T2.61 41.2972.68 15.437.91 .387.01 15.057.9180-82 70.1 .927.09 4.47T .20 S.137 .55 1.217.14 5.927 .25 7.85T .74 9.527 .97 6.517.18 .837.07 5.687,2086-88 74.2 6.71T.07 2.44+ .10 0.36+ .02 1.13T.01 7.64+ .28 0.827 .08 0.927 .02 4.607.12 5,607.06 -1.007.13

Core 118
0-2 cm 87.5 .56+.02 4.67+ .11 8.404 .34 1.17+.04 4.99+ .11 11.89+ .36 13.595+ .45 5.73+.08 .48+.01 5.25+.088-10 86.4 .44T.01 1.247 .04 2.797 .11 0.97T.03 16.947 .53 16.167 .58 15.747. .55 5.187..09 .32T.01 4.867.0913-15 88.5 .49+.02 2.247 .04 4.577 .20 1.327.08 8.927 .15 10.237 .45 13.557 .68 4.927.04 .487.02 4.447.0524-26 89.4 .287.01 1.J6%- .12 3.747 .43 1.037.02 7.78T- .83 9.387 .67 9.687 .69 2.037.14 .22.00 1.817.1430-32 89.7 .47T.01 2.81+ .05 5.95+ .16 1.427.05 3.347 .06 4.637 .11 6.60Z .20 2.317.03 .507.01 1.817.0345-47 92.4 .48.02 1.02+ .02 2.11IT .10 1.80T.07 5.94+r .15 2.29T .07 4.15+ .13 1.497.02 .657.02 0.857.03

Core 124
02 cm 84.8 .... 2.48+ .04 .... .... 7.87+ .14 ........ 4.79+.048-10 82.9 .50+.01 2.93" .18 5.86+ .38 1.12+.03 18.49T' .91 32.17+1.59 36.00+1.77 13.327.54 .41+.01 12.91+.54,2-14 84.0 .437-.02 1.237 .03 2.06. .15 1.267.08 29.797 .70 22.31+1.06 28.261 .52 9.01T-.07 .407.02 8.61T.0829-31 82.2 .27T.01 1.83. .09 6.81+ .42 1.06G.04 13.99+ .62 29.6771.65 31.61+1.83 6.29+.18 .21..01 6.07+.1839-41 81.0 .367+.01 1.977 .06 5. %:T .04 1.647.08 13.32-" .39 14.717'.03 24.167 .04 6.45+.09 .44-.01 6.017.09
45-47 79.5 ---- 1.8o .14 .--- .. -- 12.87T .96 ---- ---- 5.71T.19 ---"- ....
62-64 80.6 2.92+.06 2.827 .06 0.97+ .03 1.10+.02 7.087.15 2.07+ .05 2.28+ .06 4.92±'.06 2.340.05 2.55+.0890-92 79.4 1.637.05 2.967 .06 1.81w .07 1.047.04 8.63 .16 4.987 .15 5.20T .16 6.287.06 1.26_,D4 5.027.07

Core 125
0-2 cm 87.4 .56+.02 4,87+.06 5.13+ .21 1.12+.C4 8.39+ .17 12.77+ .38 14.31+ .44 5.93+.06 .46+.01 3.46+.0657 80.5 .4,7.02 3.457-.06 7.637 .36 n.977.05 5.69T .10 14.827 .16 14.42 .62 4.837.04 .337.01 4.507.059-11 70.3 1.9Z4-.05 3.459.17 1.80- .10 1-157.03 8.72 76 4.977 .21 5.227 .23 7.407.25 1.497.03 5.917.2625-27 80.7 2.03Z..04 1.807.05 0.53T .03 1.077.02 8.777 .3 2.41T .06 2.5F .06 3.887.05 1,617.03 2.277.06
35-37 79.4 9.28-4.04 0.297.11 0.02±. .02 1.10-T.02 17.92778.97 0.12±. .16 0.14. .16 0.97r. 15 7.587.29 6.617.32
45-47 81.7 1.40+.03 1.88..04 1.357 .04 1.327.03 10.44. .22 3.53T- .08 4.67+ .11 4.847.05 1.37..03 3.487.05

Table 3. Uranium and Thorium Isotopic Analysis of FAMOUS Area Sediments.

liable minimum zate of 0.50 cm/10 3 y is calculated cores in this study range from .19 to .04 cm/1O 3

(dashed line) based on core length and paler nto- years, values close to those reported by Goldberg
logical and paleomagnetic evidence. et al. (1964) for 240N on the ridge. However, Ku
All of the sedimentation rates determined for the et al. (1968) have suggested the latter rates are

FAMOUS cores above are slower than the 14C rate of too low because of the assumption of constant
2.9 cm/103 y determined for a core taken by the ALVIN 2 30Th/2 32 Th with depth in the cores. The sedimen-
in the inner valley near the center of Rift Valley tation rates listed in Table 4 are variable from
2 (Nozaki et al., 1977). The discrepancy is not place to place, reflecting the uneven sediment
surprising considering the uneveness of the sediment cover, high bottc, currents and tendency toward
cover discussed above and the nature of the U data ponding in d, ?ressions. The rates of detrital
from the hydrothermally altered sediments, material zccumulat'ing in the median valley appear
Ku et al. (1972) have measured sedimentation rates to be lower than in the abyssal plains at the same

for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 42*N and jN by 2 30 Th latitude. Tae 2 30Th ercess method must be used with
excess, 2 31 Pa excess and paleontological methods, caution in these sediments because of anomalous U
and M. Scott et al. (1978) have measured the sedimen- concentrations and isotope ratios.
tation rate for Core 4A from the TAG area at 260N.
A comparison of the sedimentation rates along the Discussionridge is given in Table 4. Cores located in the
median valley are marked with an asterisk in this Metal to aluminum ratios for FAMOUS Area sediments
table. Median valley cores analyzed in this work are higher than the same ratioz for average North
show lower sediment accumulation rates than those Atlantic pelagic clay by factors that vary from
r' orted by Nozaki et al. (1977) and M. Scott et al. element to element. The average enrichment factors

78). As discussed above, these should be con- are Fe(x3), Mn(x2), Cu(x4), Ni x2), Co(x3), Cr(x3)
,,-Jered minimum rates. The carbonate free sedimen- and Zn(x2). These factors are similar to the onescatioz rates determined for FAMOUS median valley reported for sediment from the TAG Hydrothermal
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CORE 118

Fe/Al Mn/Al Cu/A X 13 Ni/Al x i3 Co/Al X 13 Cr/AI X 10 3  Zn/Al X 10
3  U/Al xIO4

1 2 3 0 0.10.2 0 5 10 0 2 4 02401020 2 4 0 O.5 1.0

10/ / //

/ I

10 1
E /

20 -

30f
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0 -I

I g
40- 1

4b. Core 118

Field (M. Scott et al., 1978): Fe(xl.5), Mn(xl.5), 1973; Horowitz and Cronan, 1976). A comparison of

Cu(x3), Ni(x4), Co(x5) and Cr(x4). Neitne: area has the profiles %f metal to Al ratios for the FAMOUS

the extremes of metal enrichment reported for the cores (Fig. 4) and TAG Core 4A (Fig. 5) further

East Pacific Rise by Bostrom and Peterson (1969) illustrates this general similarity. Iowever, the

and others. TAG sediment did not show a color change with depth.

The surface samples taken near Mount Pluto in the The decrease in metals at 30 cm coincides with a

inner rift valley were analyzed to locate possible layer of lasaltic glass fragments. All of these

hydrothermal vents by using metal distribution pat- Mid-Atlantic Ridge sediments are much less metal
terns. However, there were neither enough samples rich than sediments from the East Pacific Rise,

nor the correct spacing to serve that purpose. A particularly in the case of Mn. The Fe/Mn ratios of

transect from the west wall across the top of Mount FAMOUS =ediments average about 15, compared tj a

Pluto to the east wall of the inner rift valley ratio of about 3 for the East Pacific Rise sediments.

(Fig. 7) does show a slight increase in metal con- The differences observed in the sediments from these

centrations from WSW to ESE. There is also a de- two active spreading centers may be related to water

crease in the Fe/Mn ratio in the sed.ments from circulation differences in the hydrothermal systems

west to east across the rift valley. The ratio of fast and slow spreading ridges (R. Scott et al.,

varies from 42 near the west wall to 17 near the 1978). However, the general metal enrichment trends

east wall. This distribution suggests the possible appear to be similar for all these active ridge sedi-

location of a hydrothermal vent somewhere along ments.

the scarp that marks the west wall, becaus. the Mn Metal accumulation rates for the FAMOUS Area sedi-

would be expected to remain in solution longer than ments have been calculated from the metal analyses

the Fe (Krauskopf, 1957). A description of a factor (Table 1), the sediment accumulation rates (Fig. 6)

analysis study of the FAMOUS Area surface and gravity and the 'ry sediment density calculated by the method

core samples will be presented elsewhere (Salter, of Lyle and Dymond (1976). These data are listed in

1978, in prep.) Table 6. The -numulation rates of hydrothermally

Table 5 gives the chemical composition and metal derived metals in -he FAMOUS Area are minimum rates

to Al ratios for sediments from a variety of areas only because of the uncertainties in the sedimen-

influenced by ridge crest hydrothermal activity. tation rates discussed above. The metal accumulation

The ratios for FAMOUS Area sediments are similar to rates for other areas on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and

those in sediments from other areas along the Mid- for East Pacific Rise sediments (Table 6) show the

Atlantic Ridge at 450N (Horowitz and Cronan, 1977), same trends observed in the metal to Al ratios.

at 260N (M. Scott et al., 1978) and in basal sedi- The data for Mid-Atlantic Ridge sediments in Table 6

ments of DSDP cores-in the Atlantic (Dymond et al., have been corrected for the accumulation of metal
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CORE 120

Fe/Al Mn/Al 'au/Al X10 3  NI/Al x 103 Co/Al x 103 Cr/Al X 10 Zn/Al x 1
01 2 3 0020Ar01.2 0 5 10 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 5 10 0 5 10

0- I 

I- 9 r- r r-I r -

20[ -

C).C)

120 Ii
4c. Core 120

in detrital components by using the metal to Al Area rates may be an artifact of low sediment accumu-
ratios of average North Atlantic pelagic clay. The lation rates based on anomalous radiometri~c data,
non-detrital accumulation rates are given in paren- as mentioned. Non-detrital accumulation rates for
theses. The TAG area and 45*N sediments are accumu- Ni, Co, Cu and Cr in FAMOUS Area sediments are
lating hydrothermal Fe and Mn at rates much faster similarly low. TAG area sediments are accumulating
than indicated for the FAMOUS Area, and slower than these metals at a conspicuously higher rate, equiva-
rates for the East Pacific Rise. The low FAMOUS lent to or higher than the East Pacific Rise rates.

CORE 124

Fe/Al Mn/Al Cu/Al X 103 NI/Al X 103 Co/Al X 103 CT/Al x 103 Zn/Al x Io U/Al x10'
02 A 0 0.20OA 0 5 10 02 40 2 40 5 10 02 4 0 1 2

20

0 o

100

4d. Core 124
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CORE :2G

Fe/At Mn/Al Cu/At X 103  Nt/Al x 103 Co/At x 103  Cr/Al x103  Zn/Al X103  U/Ai X10 4
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CORE 147

Fe/Al Mn/Al Cu/Al x 103  Ni/Al x 10
3  Co/Al x 10 3  Cr/Alx 10 3  Zn/Al x10 3

1 2 3 0 0.20A 0 5 10 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 5 10 0 2 4] T rI r

20I I
E I"

0 rC,

601 K I

100

10 I

4g. Core 147

Only one ccre from the TAG area was analyzed, so (reported in Ku et al., 1972) have described brown
it is not clear whether this is a widespread phe- oxidizing sediments overlying greyish sediments in
nomenon in that locale. The 45ON sediments show sediments collected from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at

i trace metal accumulatioa rates intermediate to those 40°N. The pore water Mn concentration was as high
for TAG and FAMOUS sediments as 3 ppm in the greyish sediments. Turekian and
There are few geophysical or geological differences Bertine (1972) have suggested that organic-rich

among the three area. along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. sediments in sediment ponds along ridge crests may
The TAG area appears to have a more highly fr~.ctuxed cause enrichment of sediments in Mo and U. This

~basaltic crust than does the FAMOUS Area. The less process could also remobilize sedimentary Mn and

extensive fracture system in the FAMOL e Area could Fe. However, note that nearly all of the samples
i restrict the surface expression of sea water-basalt of FAMOUS sediments analyzed had Fe/Al and Mn/Al

interaction or cause the expiession to be more local- ratios equal to or higher than the value for average
ized. A more thorough survey of other ridge crest North Atlantic pelagic clay (Fig. 4). The overallF
areas is needed before we can assess chemical trends metal enrichment at the surface is not generated

in hydrothermal systems along ridge crests. soley by oxidation-reduction reactions, and such
Examination of the chemical and isotopic analyses processes operating in the lower layers have not

of FAMOUS Area sediments suggests that several pro- depleted re and Mn values below average pelagic
cesses have operated on these sediments to produce values.
the obser-ed chemistry. Te overall pattern of metal Comparison of the ma.tal profiles for the FAMOUS
enrichment suggests that Fe and Mn were added to the sediments with metal p.'ofiles for sediments known
water column by hydrothermal fluids venting at the to have undergone reduction and remobilization o.
3ca floor. The other metalh may have been added by metals (Bonatt± et al., 1971), indicates that Fimple
the same process or extracted from sea water by the diagenetic remobilization of metals alone cann~ot

precipitating Fe and Mn oxides, which would then account for the distribution of metals in th FAMOUS
carry them to the sediment, sediments (Figs. 4a-4g). Co and Ni do not generally
The presence of a marked color change strongly exhibit a depletion with depth in these sediments,

suggests that the sediments have become reducing at although they would be expected to follow Mn to some
~depth. This change would cause remobilization and extent during remobilization. Cores 52, 124 and 139
~upward diffusion of Fe, Mn and other metals, and even show am increase in Co and Ni at depth. The
~their subsequent reprecipitation in the oxidizing Fe and Cu profiles shown by Bonatti et al. (1971)
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TAG Core 4A

Fe/Al toMn/Al 0.0 NI/Alx 103 Co/Aix 103  CU/Al x 103  Cr,'At x103
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rigure 5. Vertical distribution of metals in Core 4A from the TAG area (M. Scott et al., 1978) shown
as metal to Al ratios. The vertical lines marked APC represent metal to Al ratios for average North
Atlantic pelagic clay.

across the redox boundary, but the FAMOUS Area sedi- equilibrium (much greater than 1) because these sedi-
ments show an increase in these elements above the ments are less than 100,000 years old. However, the

color change. Furthermore, in the core analyzed by measured 230Th/234 U activity ratios range from 0.12
Bonatti et al. (1971) Cr increased sharply below the to 3.53 (Table 3). These anomalously low 

230Th/234U

redox boun-dar, but the FAMOUS sediments show higher activity ratios without an associated anomalously

s Cr in the upper layers and little variation in the high 234U/236U ratio suggest that the U at this
concentration below the color change. It is possible depth in the core is not contemporaneous with the

to build at least a circumstantial case for a tempo- time of sediment deposition. That is, there has

ral increase in hydrothermal input of Fe, Mn and been post-depositional injection of U-rich hydro-

other metals during the deposition of the upper thermal solutions at depth in these sediments.

layers of the sediment. A diagenetic remobilization The possibility exists that the U enrichment is

o f the metals superimposed on this effect could the result of the diagenetic process described by
produce the observed distribution. Turekian and Bertine (1971). This seems unlikely,

Post-depositional injection of hydrothermal fluids because the source of the U would have to be sea

at the base of the sediment collmn has also been water, and the U enrichment should begin closest

operating in the FAMOUS Area. A well-documented to the source in the vicinity of the redox boundary
case of this phenomenon in the Galapagos Rift has (color change) and work its way downward. Instead

been described by Corliss et al. (1978). Evidence the major enrichment n the FAMOUS cores shows up

for this process in the FAMOUS Area is most easily at the base of the cores and decreases upward.

seen in the U data for the cores (Table 3; Figs. 4a, There is also a slight enrichment at the tops of

4b, 4d and 4e). The U concentrations at the bottoms the cores, which probably represents scavenging of

of Cores 52 and 125 (Figs. 4a and 4e) are an order U out of sea water by the precipitating Fe hydroxides.

of magnitude greater than in the rest of the cores Uranium enrichment of ridge crest sediments has

(6.7 and 9.3 ppm). Core 124 also exhibits hlgh been previously reported by a number of authors

U concentrations. The 2 30 T/ 234 U acivity ratios (Veeh and Bostrom, 1971; Scott et al., 1972, Piper

associated with the anomalously high U concentrations et al., 1975; Fisher and Bostrom, 1969; Rydell and

nl in these cores should still be considerably out of Bonatti, 1973). Injection of U-rich hydrothermal
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Table 4. Radiometric Sediment Accumulation Rates
on the. Nprhern Mid;-At~Jnr.ci' Rifle .

Core and Location Reference Sedimentation rate, cm/l0
3 y

Bulk Carbonate Free

Near 420N

CII 82-24, Ridge flank, on foothil. 1 2.7 0.95
CH 82-26, Ridge flank on plain I 2.1 0.53

among low hills
CH 82-30(1), Ridge flank on stall 1 1.5 0.27

rise
CH 82-41, Foothills west of rift 1 1.3 0.31

valley

Near 37*N, FAMOUS Area

*Core 52 Intersection of FZB 2 0.98 0.19

and RV3 (Fig. 1)
*Core 124 Intersection of FZB 2 0.94 0.17

and RV2 (Fig. 1)
*Core 125 Intersection of FZB 2 0.50 0.10

and RV2 (Fig. 1)
*Core 118 Near FZA on scarp 2 0.35 0.04

(Fig. 1)
*Core 527-3 Floor of inner valley, 3 2.9 0.78

near center of RV2

TAG Area 26°N

*Core 4A Median valley floor 4 1.8 0.74

240N

ZEP 12 Ridge flank 5 - 0.45
*ZEP 13 Ridge crest valleys 5 ,,0.4 q0.2
*ZEP 15 Ridge crest valleys 5 "u0.22 %0.05
*ZEP 18 Ridge crest valleys 5 "%0.25 "0. 11
ZEP 22 Ridge flank 5 0.25 -

20°N
All 42-13 Ridge flank I -5 0.17
*All 42-17 Ridge crest; hills 1 0.73 0.13

adjacent to median
valley

All 42-33 Ridge fh nk 1 0.47 0.31
All 42-41 Abyssal hill west of 1 1.3 1.26

ridge

*Median Valley Cores
A References: (1) KU et al., 1972; (2) This work; (3) NOZAKI, et al., 1977;

(4) m. SCOTT et al., 1978; (5) GOLDBERG et al., 1964.

Table 4. Radiometric Sediment Adcumulation rates on the Northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

fluids at the base of the sediment column has been mounds (Corliss et al., 1978). Cores 52 and 124 [
suggested by Rydell et al. (1974). Clogging of (Figs. 4a and 4e)-show increases in Fe, Cu, Ni, Co,
hydrothermal vents by sediments and continued emis- Cr and Zn at the base; these enrichments may also
sian of fluids from the vents appears to be the be related to injection of slightly reducing, pos-
most probable mechanism, and fits the description sibly acidic metal-rich hydrothermal fluids from
of the well-documented Galapagos Rifts sediment below. Core 52 is located in the high heat flow
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Figure 6. Sedimentation rates for gravity cores In the FAMOUS Area. "0Th excess on a carbonate free
basis is plotted as a function of depth into the core. The indicated sedimentation rates are based
on solid lines best fitting the230Th excess data. The dashed lines for Cores 124 and 125 are
sedimentation rates based on paleontological and geophysical data.

area of Fracture Zone B; all of the gravity c,:Aes trations; samples with high concentrations have
are located in or near the fracture zones, ratios close to the sea water value of 1.15. The
Uranium activity ratios in the FAMOUS Area cores explanation suggested by Rydell and Bonatti (1973)

are anomalous in several of the samples, with is that sea water uranium is adsorbed by Fe and Mn234 U/238U ratios well above the sea water value of Particles forming in the water column, thus diluting
1.15 ± .02 (Table 3). The relationship between the high isotope ratios typical of the hydrothermally
uranium enrichment and anomalous ratios is not a derived U. But in FAMOUS Area sediments most of the
simple one. Figure 8 shows that the samples with uranium enrichment appears to come from below rather
the highest activity ratios do not occur in the than from particle scavenging of the overlying sea-
layers most enriched in uranium. Unusual uranium water. If such injections of uranium are occurring
concentrations and isotope ratios were noted by Ku at the base of the sediments, they are not associated
et al. (1972) in Mid-Atlantic Ridge sediments, by with uniformly high isotope ratios as suggested by
Rydell and others (1974) in an East Pacific Rise Rydell and Boratti (1973).

= - core, and by Rydell and Bonatti (1973) in marine The anomalous U activity ratios in Core 124 at
metalliferous deposits. Rydell and Bonatti (1973, 41 cm (Fig. 4d) and in Core 118 at 31 cm (Fig. 4b)
have developed a mixing model for sea water uranium are associated with Mn rich bands. These bands may
and hydrothermal uranium to explain the distribution represent pulses of hydrothermal contributions to
of isotope ratios and concentrations of U in metalli- the sediment that are localized enough to retain a
ferous de osits. Their model is based in part on a hydrothermal fingerprint in their 234U/23 8U activity
plot of UI2 °U ratios versus U/Al ratios similar ratios. Other samples with anomalous ratios are not
to the one shown for FAMOUS sediments (Fig. 9). associated with Mn rich layers. Both Mn and 234U may
Samples with very high ratios have low U concen- be redistributed by hydrothermal fluids injected into
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Figure 8. Vertical distribution of uranium and 23qfU-i9U activity ratios in FAMOUS sediments. The
average North Atlantic pelagic clay U/Al ratio is shown on the graphs as a vertical line. The
stippled area covers the expected sea water range of activity ratios.

the core, and circulation patterns of such fluids ment. Similar concretions have been reported in
through the sediments may be quite complex (Corliss other metalliferous sedi-ents (Bischoff and Rosen-
et al. 1978). bauer, 1977; Heath and Dymond, 1977; Cronan, 1972).
As pointed out by Rydell and Bonatti (1973) U is Micronodules were found at all levels in Core 52,

much less mobile under reducing conditions than oxi- but the morphology and chemistrv of these micro-
dizing conditions. Thus a hydrothermal solution concretions varied with d2pth in the sediment. The
carrying dissolved U would have to be only mildly sediment samples were sieved through several nylon
reducing at most, or contain high concentraLions of a screens (100 to 400 mesh) and the dark micronodules
ligand such as CO to keep U in solution, were hand picked under a binocular microscope. The
Uranium anomalies in these sediments may result particles were studied with a JOEL JSM-U3 Scinning

from remobilization of uranium in the sediments by Electron Microscope and subjected to X-ray analysis
circulating fluids rather than by interactions be- with an EDAX energy dispersive spectrometer and multi-
tween the hydrothermal fluids and basalts. It should channel analyzer.
be noted that the Th concentrations in some of the Figure lOa is a typical micronodule from the 0-2
samples are unusually low or high (Table 3). Similar cm level. It is well formed and smooth, with little
discrepancies have been noted by Ku et al. (1972) and evidence of the nucleus around which it is growing.
Rydell et al. (1974), but the anomalies are not con- Fe, Mn and Cu are strongly repreented on the EDAX
sistent and do not suggest large scole Th remobiliza- record. Micronodules from deeper in the core below
tion. the color change are much different in appearance.
An additional line of evidence concerning the chem- Although still black to brown in color, thes-, con-

i:al evolution of the FAMOUS sediments is a study of cretions appear to have had much of their ferro-
the ferromanganese micronodules found in the sedi- manganese cement dissolved in reducing conditions.
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Figure 9. Plot of uranium isotope ratios versus uranium to aluminum ratios for FAMOUS

Area sediments.

Figure 10b, a photo of a micronodule from the 84-86 color change, co nly as fillings in foraminifera

cm level of Core 52, illustrates this phenomenon. tests.
Note that the bi3genic debris around which the micro- The changes in micronodule morphology and chemistr3
nodules nucleate and grow is conspicuous in this with depth in Core 52 mirror the changes in sediment
sample. The EDAX scan shows Mn, a trace of Fe, and chemistry. Oxidized upper layers contain well
Cu. Strong fractionation of Fe and Mn is typical formed microconcretions. Sediments below the color
for micronodules in the lower part of the core. The change, considered to be a redox boundary, contain
change from well preserved, rounded grains to highly micronodules that are severely eroded by chemical
eroded grains is progressively more exaggerated with solution of their ferromanganese cement. The pore
depth below the color change. fluids and local environments in the sediment become
Figure 11 is a picture of pyrite concretion from reducing enough so that pyrite concretions form

the 96-98 cm layer of Core 52. Similar pyrite con- during SO: reduction. Exaggeration of the amount
cretions occur throughout the sediment below the of deterioration of the micronodules toward the base
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Figure lOa. Ferromanganese micron-dule from the 0-2 cm layer of Core 52. The palladium
peaks on the EDAX scans represent tietallic overcoatings necessary for SEN inspection.

Figure 10b. Ferromanganese micronodule from the 84-86 level of Core 52. Despite the
well preserved biological debris included in the concretion, the color was black under
reflected light.
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Figure 11. Pyrite concretion from the 96-98 cm level of Core 52. The spherical object is
~biogenic CaCO3 .

of the core suggests that reducing hydrothermal Rise sediments. These differences may be related to
fluids may be in part responsible for dissolving the differences in hydrotherml circulation in fast

the Fe and Mn. and slow spreading active ridge areas.
F.A.YUS Area sediments have undergone several pro-

cesses affecting the metal concentrations and dis-

Conclusions tributions with depth. in addition to the general

enrichment in Fe, Mn and trace metals above average
Mid-Atlantic Ridge crest sediments in the FAMUS North Atlantic elagic clay values, the cores eyl-Ibit

Area show patterns of metal enrichment similar to a marked increase in these metals above a conspic--ous

those for sediments elsewhere on this same active color change present in all of the cores. The color

ridge and to sediments on the East Pacific Rlse. change is strongly suggestive of a redox boundary

The major differences observed in ridge crest sedi- formed by anaerobic metabolism of organic matter at

ments include the much greater metal to Al ratios depth in the cores. The Fe and 'I distributions are

and metal accumulation rates for East acific Rise consistent with such a mdel, but these metals are

sediments, and the lower Fe!Mn for the East Pacific only rarely depleted below average pelagic values
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in the lower parts of the sediment. Moreover, the interaction at 200*C, 500 bars: implications for
distribution of trace metals with respect to the orgin of sea floor heavy metal deposits and regu-
color change boundary and the presence of numerous lation of sea water chemistry, Earth Planet. Sci.
Mn-rich bands in several of the cores suggest that Lett., 25, 385, 1975.
fluctuations in the 1ydrothermal input of metals may Bischoff, J.L., and R.J. Rosenbauer, Recent metalli-
be partly responsible for the observed depth profiles ferous sediment in the North Pacific manganese
of the metals. nodule area, Earth Planet Sci. Lett., 33, 379, 1977.

Anomalously high concentrations and 2 34U/2 3 8U ac- Bonatti, E., D.E. Fisher, 0. Joensuu, and H.S. Rydell,
tivity ratios exist in all of the cores analyzed for Post-depositional mobility of some transition
U and Th isotopes. The U enrichment is most pro- elements, P, U, and Th in deep sea sediments,
nounced at the base of the cores, and is paralleled Geochim. Cosmochim.Acta, 35, 189, 1971.
by slight enrichments in Cr, Zn, Co and Ni. These Bostrom, K., and M.N.A. Peterson, Precipitates from
trends suggest the influx of hydrothermal fluids at hydrothermal exhalations on the East Pacific Rise,
the base of the Lore. Such fluids would probably Econ. Geol., 61, 1258, 1966.
be reducing and would contribute to redistribution Bostrom, K., and M.N.A. Peterson, The orgin of Al-
of metals in the sediment column, poor ferromanganoan sediments in areas of high
Ferromanganese micronodules have been recovered heat flow on the East Pacific Rise, Mar. Geol, 7,

from all levels of FAMOUS Core 52. The micronodules 427, 1969.
;re well preserved in the core top and are increas- 5ostrom, K., M.N.A. Peterson, 0. Joensuu, and D.
ingly eroded at depth, probably by solution of Fe Fisher, Aluminum poor ferromanganoan sediments
and Mn under reducing conditions. Pore fluids and on active ocean ridges, J. Geophys. Res_, Y'4,
local microenvironmients have attained low enough 3261, 1969.
Eh for the formation of pyrite agg'lgates and fram- Bostrom, K., and S. Valdes, Arsenic in the Ocean
boids below the color change. Floor, Lithos., 2, 351, 1969.
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OPHIOLITIC ROCKS AND EVIDENCE FOR HYDROTHERMAL CONVECTION OF SFA WATER WITHIN OCEANIC CRUST

(Abstract)

E.T.C. Spooner

Department of Geology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1, Canada-

A significant amount of evidence in support of variably enriched in 8Sr relative to fresh

the general hypothesis of sea water circulation rocks (Spooner et al., 1977). Initial 8 7
Sr/

within oceanic crust has now been obtained from 
86Sr ratios as high as 0.70760 ± 0.00003, for

examination of ophiolitic complexes. Although it an interstitial zeolite sample, and 0.7069,

is uncertain how representative of ocean crust for a metabasic rock, have been recorded. These

ophiolitic sequences actually are, information compare with low values obtained for fresh gab-

from the Troodos Massif, Cyprus, in particular, broic rocks of 0.70338 ± 0.00010 to 0.70365 ±

indicates that formation of cupriferous pyrite ore 0.00005. Upper Cretaceous sea water, with a

deposits, which are economically exploitable on ratio of ' 0.7076, was the only possible con-

land, was an integral part of the convective pro- taminant (Spooner et al., 1977).

cess. it is possible, therefore, that comparable e.g. 2 Heaton and Sheppard (1977) have shown that

deposits might be present in oceanic crust. Ob- the isotopic composition of hydrogen in water

servations on Cyprus permit the geometry of cir- in equilibrium with chlorite and amphibole sam-

culation to be deduced. In this particular case, ples from metadolerite dykes and metagabbros

it appears that flow approximated to a series of from Cyprus was indistinguishable from that of

axially symmetric cells which contained central sea water.

plumes of hot ascending fluid the positions of Whereas hydrothermal metamorphism occurred dur-

which were fixed through the time with respect to ing in-flow and through-flow of sea water it ap-

enclosing rock (Spooner, 1977). Studies of hydro- pears that, in Cyprus, sulphide ore deposits form-

thermal convection in a permeable medium with an ed at the positions of discharge. In general

open top and a cylindrical shape using finite terms these deposits consist of a lens of massive

difference approximations suggest that this mode of ore underlain by an approximately pipe-shaped

circulation ij possible at low to moderate values stockwork. The massive ore consists of a porous,

of the Rayleigh number (Parmentier and Spooner, crudely colloformtextured mass of fine-grained

1978). pyrite and chalcopyrite with accessory quantities

The clearest evidence for water/rock interaction of marcasite, sphalerite and galena. The voids in

in ophiolitic rocks is provided by the occurrence the massive ore are frequently partially filled

of non-isochemical, hydrothermal metamorphism of with sooty fine-grained framboidal pyrite. The

ocean-floor origin. This has been documented from lenses occur intercalated within the pillow lava

ophiolitic rocks in Cyprus (Gass and Smewing, 1973; sequence and their attitudes are confe able with

Spooner et al., 1977), Newfoundland (Williams and the local stratigraphy. (Description summarized

Malpas, 1972; Coish, 1977), E. Liguria, Italy from Hutchinson and Searle, 1971; Constantinou

(Spooner and ryfe, 1973; Spooner et al, 1977) and and Govett, 1973). A large lens, for example that

S. Chile (Stern et al, 1976). Zeolite to amphib- at Skouriotissa, had a maximum thickness of 1v 50m,

olite facies metamorphic assemblages, which usually 
and was approximately elliptical in plan (long

pseudomorph original igneous textures, have been axis = ' 500 m; short axis = ' 350 m) (Constantinou

observed in metabasic pillcw lavas, sheeted dykes, and Govett, 1973). It contained pre-production ore

the upper parts of layered plutonic sequences, and 
reserves oflV6 million t.nnes at 2.3% Cu (Bear,

associated lithololies. Usage of isotopes (H/D; 1963). An important point is that the evidence

C/ 2 C; 180/160; 7Sr/
8 6Sr) as geochemical tracers suggests that this massive ore actually formed on

has confirmed that the interacting fluid was of 
the ocean floor -- it does not replace pre-existing

sea water origin (Spooner et al., 1974; Heaton and rock, can show alteration near the top to a

Sheppard, 1977; Spooner, 1977):- goethitic material (ochre), which has been inter-

e.g. 1 Zeolite to amphibolite facies meta- preted as a submarine weathering product of ore

basic rocks from the Trnodos Massif, Cyprus 
are (Constantinou and Govett, 1972), and is either
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overlain by unmineralized deep-water marine sedi- Massif, Cyprus (summarized from Spooner, 1977 and,
ments itself, or by unmineralized pillow lavas particularly, from Parmentier and Spooner, 1978):-
which are overlain by pelagic sediments (Robertson, (a) The flow geometry appears to have consisted of

1975). axially symmetric cells containing a central plume
Stockworks, which occur below massive ore and of hot ascending fluid which was positionally

which were clearly feeder zones, consist of highly fixed through time with respect to enclosing rock.
altered and mineralized material of basaltic origin. This is, perhaps, a rather unexpected result.
Mineralization occurs as veins, veinlets and dis- (b) Strong hydrothermal metamorphism does not sig-
seminated impregnations of sulphides. The alter- nificantly affect the middle and lower parts of
ation silicate mineralogy of the reconstituted the gabbroic sequence on Cyprus. This suggests

pillow lava consists of quartz-chlorite-illite- that strong sea water penetration and circulation

sphene. Uneconomic alteration pipes character- occurred in a permeable layer 1u 2-3 km thick.
ized by pyritisation penetrate 1-2 km down into (c) The mean half-spacing between ore deposits
the ophiolitic sequence. Stockworks are normally along the northern Dillow lava outcrop in Cyprus
elliptical in cross-sectional shape. A good idea is 2.6 ± 1.4 km (1a). This suggests that the
of dimensions is provided by the Limni deposit in original rising plumes were separated by a dis-
western Cyprus with a long axis of "' 800 m and a stance comparable to the thickness of the perm-
short axis of % 400 m (Trennery and Pocock, 1972; able layer -- an observation consistent with a

Adamides, 1975). It contained pre-production convective model.
reserves of % 4 million connes at 1.37% Cu (Bear, (d) In Cyprus, ore deposits are frequently cross-
1963) and has proved to be economically exploitable cut by unmineralized dykes and/or overlain by un-
for ' 200 m below the original ocean floor, mineralized pillow lavas. This suggests that

About 20 deposits have been worked in Cyprus. formation of the ore deposits occurred within the
They are normally a few million tonnes in size volcanically active zone at a spreading ridge. For
(e.g. ave. of eleven listed deposits = 3.6 million a half-width of nu 6 km and a spreading rate of
tonnes) but can be as large as 15 million tonnes nu 5 cm/yr the ore deposits may have formed in a
(e.g. Mavrovouni). Copper grades are extremely time on the order of 105 years. The mean internal
variable but are typically between 0.8 and 2 wt%. upward flow rate may have been n 10

6'. cm-s2
- l

Along the 80 km long northern pillow lava outcrop (Spooner, 1977) -- a flux which has been shown to
in Cyprus 15 deposits occur with an imperfectly be reasonable by later finite difference calcula-
regular distribution characterized by a mean half- tions (Parmentier and Spooner, 1978).
spacing of 2.6 km ± 1.4 km (lo)(Spooner, 1977). (e) Homogenisation temperatures of fluid inclusions

Examination of fluid inclusions and the hydro- in three mineralized stockworks in Cyprus indicate
gen, oxygen and strontium isotopic composition of that the temperature of the plume of rising hydro-
ore deposit material from Cyprushas shown that the thermal fluid was 3000 C - 3500 C (Spooner and Bray,

sulphides were precipitated from a hydrothermal 1977). This range is in good agreement with a
fluid of sea water origin (Spooner and Bray, 1977; value of 'Ix 3000 C estimated for the temperature of
Heaton and Sheppard, 1977; Chapman and Spooner, laet equilibrium with quartz of end-member hydro-
1977):- thermal fluid from the Galapagos Ridge axis
e.g. 1 Fluid inclusion studies on ore material (Edmond, 1978), and i: consistent with a value of

from Cyprus have shown that samples of the ore ^ 2850C (max.) estimated by Crane and Normark(1977)
forming fluid trapped in small cavities in for hYdrothermal activity on the East Pacific Rise
quartz intergrown with sulphides have a freezing at 21 N.
point indistinguishable from that of sea water (f) Parmentier and Spooner (1978) have modelled
(-1.9 C ± 0.40 C; 205 measurements; Spooner and hydrothermal circulation relevant to the origin of
Bray, 1977). Since the freezing point of a the Cyprus deposits by finite difference approx-
solutionisareflection of its salinity this imations, and have found that diffuse plumes of
information indicates a close bulk compositional rising fluid contain hot core zones which are
similarity between the hydrothermal fluid, craparable in size to stockworks in Cyprus. Such
which was at temperatures between 1- 3000 C and hot core zones remain approximately isothermal to

350°C (Spooner and Bray, 1977), and sea water. within •' 300 m of the ocean floor, where they cool
e.g. 2 Mineralized material from 4 deposits in abruptly to ocean bottom water temperatures. In

Cyprus is significantly enriched in 87Sr (Chap- the model, conductive cooling alone was considered.
man and Spooner, 1977).Initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios In the real situation cooling by mixing with cool
as high as upper Cretaceous sea water have been sea water in a near surf-ce zone i3 probably more
recorded (e.g. 0.7075 ± 0.0002). important (e.g. tdmond, 1978).

e.g. 3 The hydrogen isotope composition of the A larger scale implication of the possible
hydrothermal fluid has been shown to be close presence of sulphide deposits in oceanic crust,
to that of sea water (Heaton and Sheppard, 1977). which could be comparable in 3ize and density of
Hence, this evidence completes successful occurrence to those in Cyprus, is suggested by the

identification of the complete cycle of sea water isotopic composition of contained sulphur. It
circulation. The following points can now be made appears to indicate that the ore sulphide is large-
about the nature of the convective process which ly of reduced sea water sulpnate origin (Bachinski,
occurred in the ophiolitic rocks of the Troodos 1977; Spooner, 1977; Heaton and Sheopard, 1977).
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Hence, large quantities of sulphide, in associ- and metamorphism at constructive margins:

ation with hydroxyl and chloride, could be added to evidence from the Troodos Massif, Cyprus, Nature,

oceanic crust. Release of water from the descending 242, 26-29, 1973.

slab at subdu~tion zones may cause wet melting of Heaton, T.H.E. and Sheppard, S.M.F., Hydrogen

mentle material, and could produce volatile rich oxygen isotope evidence for sea-water-hydro-

siliceous magmas enriched in chlorine and sulphur. thermal alteration and ore deposition, Troo

Such a simple model could explain the amounts complex, Cyprus, Geol. Soc. Lond. Spec. Publ.,

of magmatically released water, chlorine and sulphur 7,42-57, 1977.

required for the formation of porphyry Cu ± Mo ±" Au Hutchinson, R.W., and Searle, D.L., Stratabound

deposits. Water is needed as the transport medium, pyrite deposits in Cyprus and relations to other

chloride for metal complexing and sulphur for sulphide ores., Soc. Mining Geol. Japan, Spec.

fixing the metals as solid phases. Issue, 3, 198-205, 1971.
Parmentier, E.M., and Spooner, E.T.C., A theoret-

Finally, it should be re-emphasized that it is ical study of hydrothermal convection and the

uncertain how representative of oceanic crust the origin of the ophiolitic sulphide ore deposits

Troodos Complex, in particular, and ophiolitic f Cyprus, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 40, 33-44

sequences, in general, might be. The general nature 1978

of the findings discussed above is, therefore, Robertson, A.H.F., Cyprus umbers: basalt -- sed-

likewise subject to uncertainty. iment relationships on a Mesozoic ocean ridge,
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